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PREFACE
The Herschel Space Observatory is an ESA cornerstone mission that was launched on 14 May 2009, alongside the Planck cosmic
microwave background mission. Originally known as FIRST (Far InfraRed Sub-millimetre Telescope) its name was officially
changed in the year 2000 in recognition of the 200th anniversary of the discovery of infrared radiation by William Herschel in 1800.
Herschel covered the range from about 55 to 672 microns (530-5000 GHz) -- a region that is effectively totally closed to groundbased astronomy -- using a suite of three state-of-the-art instruments called HIFI, PACS and SPIRE.
Herschel was an observatory mission: that is, its time was distributed among the community instead of being used for a large-scale
survey. It was also a consumables-limited mission - its useful life depended on the lifetime of the helium in the dewar that was used
to cool the instruments and was expected to be in the range from 3.5 to 4 years from launch. The temperature in the cryostat started
to rise at the end of Operational Day (OD-) 1446 of the mission and the end of mission was declared early on OD-1447, just over 2
weeks short of completing 4 years in space.
As an observatory mission, its success thus depended on the quality of the science that the community carried out with it and how
effectively the helium in its dewar was converted into science. The ”helium into science” ratio was the principal deciding factor in
allocating time with the Herschel Space Observatory and the knowledge – both scientific and technical – obtained during the
development and execution of the mission, its legacy.
Many aspects of the Herschel Space Observatory have been revolutionary. It is, thanks to its innovative design, the largest dedicated
infrared telescope ever to be launched into space by a considerable margin. For the astronomer this has converted into high
sensitivity and a spatial resolution a factor of 6 better than any previous far-infrared telescope launched into space, making Herschel
a pathfinder mission in the far-IR. Over much of its wavelength range Herschel has been limited in sensitivity mainly by the
confusion from the background of faint, unresolved sources. This makes Herschel a revolution for astronomy in a range of the far-IR
that had hardly been exploited before its launch. Herschel observations will have a huge impact on astronomy and on our
understanding of the universe for many years to come.
This Explanatory Supplement seeks to describe all aspects of Herschel: the spacecraft and its performance; the mission; the
instruments; the space environment in which the Herschel Space Observatory has been operating (very different from previous
missions such as IRAS, ISO and the HST); and use of Herschel – from how an observing proposal was received and treated, through
to final archiving of the data. The aim is to give a complete and thorough overview of Herschel to the user, describing everything
about the mission that a user, past, present, or future may need to know to understand Herschel, its data, or how the data were
obtained. This supplement seeks to provide a repository for important information on all aspects of the mission and to act as a
fundamental legacy for the future, long after the people who worked on Herschel have retired, or dispersed.
Where a deeper knowledge is needed of an issue, the reader is directed to the extensive legacy document repository that contains
hundreds of reports and technical notes that encapsulate the full technical knowledge that is, along with the science and the scientific
knowledge obtained, the ultimate legacy of Herschel. This documentation library – HELL, the Herschel Explanatory Legacy Library
– is the essential companion to the Explanatory Supplement and contains documentation with technical details that go well beyond
the scope of this Supplement, arranged in three tiers, with the top tier being the essential, top-level references and the lowest tier the
most technical documentation that may be of interest only to a minority of users, but that allows users to research a topic in much
greater depth.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1
The Herschel Space Observatory and the Herschel/Planck project
1.1.1
The Herschel/Planck Project
The Herschel/Planck project, consists of two astronomy missions, is the 4th cornerstone project in the ESA Horizon 2000 Science
Programme:
• Herschel, the commonly used abbreviated version of its full name, the Herschel Space Observatory, was originally known as
FIRST (Far Infrared and Sub-millimetre Telescope). The Herschel Space Observatory was dedicated to far infrared Astronomy.
• Planck (renamed from the original COBRAS/SAMBA, which was originally selected as Medium Size Mission M3) was
designed to map the cosmic microwave background over the whole sky.
The two mission were combined for a launch in 2009.
1.1.2
Herschel’s origins
Herschel was proposed in response to the ESA Horizon 2000 programme (Longdon, 1984), published in 1984, which called for four
major, cornerstone missions to carry out observations in key areas of astrophysics. One of the cornerstones identified was a telescope
to carry out high-resolution spectroscopy in the sub-millimetre part of the electromagnetic spectrum. Work on preparing a response
to Horizon 2000 had already started in 1982. The Horizon 2000 programme and its evolution is described in Bonet (1990). These
four cornerstone missions became Herschel, XMM-Newton, Rosetta and SOHO-Cluster, with Herschel the last of the four to launch.
1.1.3
Original concept for FIRST
As originally conceived, FIRST was proposed to be an 8-m antenna, concentrating on heterodyne spectroscopy (Huber et al., 1990)
capable of high (R=105-106) and low-to-medium resolution (100-103) in the sub-millimetric range from 500-1200GHz, with a 30x30
detector to give imaging from 0.5-2mm, situated in a geosynchronous elliptical orbit. However, by 1990, with a planned launch date
of 2003, a more modest concept for a 4.5-m antenna that would enter within ESA budgetary constraints without the need for
additional international partners, was already being explored and a the addition of a simple imaging capability was being baselined
(Bonet, 1990).
1.1.4
Mission Approval
FIRST was approved by the Science Programme Committee in November 1993 as the fourth Cornerstone mission. Planck was
approved as the third Medium Mission (M3) by the SPC in June 1996.
1.1.5
Name change to Herschel
The change from FIRST to Herschel was proposed in the year 2000 to mark the 200th anniversary of the discovery of infrared
radiation by William Herschel. Note that Herschel and Herschel Space Observatory are both correct and interchangeable as names;
”HSO” is not. There is no official acronym for the Herschel mission.
1.1.6
Herschel Space Observatory key mission objectives
The key mission objectives for Herschel were defined by Estaria (2004) as the following:
The Herschel Space Observatory is an observatory mission. It will perform photometry and spectroscopy in the far infrared and
sub-millimetre part of the spectrum, covering the 60-670 μm band. Herschel is the only space facility dedicated to this wavelength
range. The Herschel science objectives target the ”cold” universe. Black-bodies with temperatures between 5 K and 50 K peak in
the Herschel wavelength range, and gases with temperatures between 10 K and a few hundred K emit their brightest molecular and
atomic emission lines here.The key science objectives emphasise specifically the formation of stars and galaxies, and the
interrelation between the two. Example observing programmes with Herschel will include:
• Deep extra-galactic broadband photometric surveys in the 100-600 μm ‘prime’ wavelength band.
• Follow up spectroscopy of selected objects discovered in the survey.
• Detailed studies of the physics and chemistry of the interstellar medium
• Observational astrochemistry of gas and dust.
• High resolution spectroscopy of a number of comets and the atmospheres of the cool outer planets and their satellites.
1.1.7
Telescope design selection
In order to maximize both collecting area and angular resolution, ESA decided early in the design phase to procure as large a
telescope as possible. The size was driven by the largest physical diameter that could fit within the launcher fairing while in addition
taking into account the spacecraft sunshield and achieving an areal density of 30 kg/m2 (Doyle et al., 2009). The telescope (plus focal
plane instruments) was designed and later developed to meet the following requirements:
A) telescope aperture as large as possible that was compatible with an Ariane 5 launch;
B) telescope operating temperature as cold as possible by means of passive cooling only;
C) diffraction limited performance at 80 μm.
Finally, a sintered ceramic silicon carbide (SiC) material was chosen for the mirror, with a 3.5m diameter fixed by the fairing size of
the Ariane 5 booster.
1.1.8
Instrument selection
The instruments selected to be flown on Herschel (see Section 2.2.2.7, Instrument development) were:
• HIFI – the Heterodyne Instrument for FIRST (later, the Heterodyne Instrument for the Far Infrared)
Intermediate and high resolution spectroscopy from 158-615 microns. Note that this is the tuning wavelength range: the actual
observable frequency range is slightly larger due to dual sideband observing.
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• PACS – the Photoconductor Array Camera and Spectrometer
Broadband imaging at 60, 100 and 160 microns and low and intermediate resolution spectroscopy from ≈50-220 microns.
• SPIRE – the Spectral and Photometric Imaging Receiver.
Broad band imaging at 250, 350 and 500 microns and Fourier Transform Spectroscopy from 193-671 microns.
1.1.9
Major Spacecraft Development Milestones
The main spacecraft development milestones up to the end of Commissioning are shown in Table 1 below:
Approval as Cornerstone 4 by the SPC
Phase B Kick-Off
System Requirements Review (SRR)
Preliminary Design Review (PDR)
Critical Design Review (CDR)
Qualification Review (QR)
SVT-0
SVT-1
SVT-2
Flight Qualification Review (FQR)
Launch Readiness Review (LRR)
Closeout Review
LAUNCH
In-orbit Commissioning Review (IOCR)

November 1993
April 2001
October 2001
October 2002
July 2004 (payload module)
October 2004 (space segment)
January 2005
August 2006
March 11th – March 20th 2008
January 10th -15th 2009
February 6th 2009
9th May 2009
12th May 2009
14th May 2009
21st July 2009

Table 1: Major spacecraft milestones.
The definition and objectives of the SVT-0, SVT-1 and SVT-2 tests shown in Table 1 is given by Estaria (2004) (see this reference
for additional details) and may be summarised as follows:
SVT-0: To be carried out with the SVM only. Main objectives are to verify SVM – MOC interfaces for all Telemetry (TM) and
Telecommand (TC) formats, to validate the MOC TM and TC processing systems, to validate the MOC TM and TC data bases, to
characterise spacecraft behaviour, to confirm the Flight Operations Plan (FOP) data and to validate the corresponding procedures.
The instruments are not involved in SVT-0
SVT-1 + EE1: Similar to SVT-0 but with the complete satellite (SVM and PLM) including the scientific instruments.
SVT-2 + EE2: Final verification of the integrated flight ground segment with the flight satellite interfaces and functional
performances prior to launch.
1.2
The Herschel Legacy
TBW (by Project Scientist)
1.3
Herschel Science Overview
TBW (by Project Scientist)
1.4
How to refer to Herschel documentation
1.4.1
Acknowledgements to Herschel
1.4.1.1
Acknowledging Herschel data
It is stressed upfront that including the proper acknowledgements and references and cross-references in papers is always
important and authors should take all possible care to achieve this. It is also stressed that each publication based on Herschel
observations should include the Target Name (if applicable), the Date(s)/OD(s) of the Observation(s) and in particular the
OBSID(s) to ensure that the data can be uniquely identified. This will be of enormous help for establishing links from individual
observations in the Herschel Science Archive to published papers, a service to be provided in the future.

1.4.1.2
Standard Herschel acknowledgement
It has been agreed that in all papers using Herschel and/or Herschel data a mandatory footnote on the first page should be
included. The footnote serves multiple purposes, including providing credit and simplifying publication tracking. The footnote is:
"Herschel is an ESA space observatory with science instruments provided by European-led Principal Investigator consortia and with
important participation from NASA."
As an example, using the A&A LaTeX template this should be done using the \thanks command as illustrated here:
\title{The title of your paper\thanks{{\it Herschel} is an ESA space observatory with science instruments provided by European-led
Principal Investigator consortia and with important participation from NASA.}}
In other journals the mechanics will be different but similar, however, the footnote should be included. Should the journal (e.g.
Nature) not allow footnotes, the text should be placed at the beginning of the Acknowledgements. This instruction is valid for all
Herschel-related publications in all journals until further notice.
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1.4.1.3
Standard references to Herschel and its instruments
Reference to Herschel and its instruments should be made using the following standard references as appropriate. By means
of an example:
"In the present paper we will be discussing observations performed with the ESA Herschel Space Observatory (Pilbratt et al. 2010),
in particular employing Herschel's large telescope and powerful science payload to do photometry using the PACS (Poglitsch et al.
2010) and SPIRE (Griffin et al. 2010) instruments, and very high resolution spectroscopy with the HIFI (de Graauw et al. 2010)
instrument."
These four references are to four papers in the A&A Special Issue, the references are (assuming the first three names should be
written followed by et al., this is the case for A&A):
• Pilbratt, G.L., Riedinger, J.R., Passvogel, T. et al. 2010, A&A, 518, L1
• Poglitsch, A., Waelkens, C., Geis, N. et al. 2010, A&A, 518, L2
• Griffin, M.J., Abergel, A., Abreu, A. et al. 2010, A&A, 518, L3
• de Graauw, T., Helmich, F.P., Phillips, T.G. et al. 2010, A&A, 518, L4
Please note that A&A is using 'paper numbers' rather than 'page numbers' as references. Please also note that you can refer to
Herschel either as the ”Herschel Space Observatory“ or just ”Herschel” (do not use all capitals), however, it is stressed that there is
no acronym in use for Herschel. Please do not invent one!
1.4.1.4
Additional acknowledgements to Herschel and its instruments
Including the 'Herschel footnote' and the use of the appropriate 'standard references' is compulsory for all authors. However,
there are additional possible acknowledgements, some of which may be mandatory in individual cases, and some that are to the
discretion of the authors. For papers based on guaranteed time from the instrument consortia it is compulsory to (and anybody
can) acknowledge the consortia as follows:
• "HIFI has been designed and built by a consortium of institutes and university departments from across Europe, Canada and
the United States under the leadership of SRON Netherlands Institute for Space Research, Groningen, The Netherlands and with
major contributions from Germany, France and the US. Consortium members are: Canada: CSA, U.Waterloo; France: CESR, LAB,
LERMA, IRAM; Germany: KOSMA, MPIfR, MPS; Ireland, NUI Maynooth; Italy: ASI, IFSI-INAF, Osservatorio Astrofisico di
Arcetri-INAF; Netherlands: SRON, TUD; Poland: CAMK, CBK; Spain: Observatorio Astronómico Nacional (IGN), Centro de
Astrobiología (CSIC-INTA). Sweden: Chalmers University of Technology - MC2, RSS & GARD; Onsala Space Observatory;
Swedish National Space Board, Stockholm University - Stockholm Observatory; Switzerland: ETH Zurich, FHNW; USA: Caltech,
JPL, NHSC."
• "PACS has been developed by a consortium of institutes led by MPE (Germany) and including UVIE (Austria); KU Leuven,
CSL, IMEC (Belgium); CEA, LAM (France); MPIA (Germany); INAF-IFSI/OAA/OAP/OAT, LENS, SISSA (Italy); IAC (Spain). This
development has been supported by the funding agencies BMVIT (Austria), ESA-PRODEX (Belgium), CEA/CNES (France), DLR
(Germany), ASI/INAF (Italy), and CICYT/MCYT (Spain)."
• "SPIRE has been developed by a consortium of institutes led by Cardiff University (UK) and including Univ. Lethbridge
(Canada); NAOC (China); CEA, LAM (France); IFSI, Univ. Padua (Italy); IAC (Spain); Stockholm Observatory (Sweden); Imperial
College London, RAL, UCL-MSSL, UKATC, Univ. Sussex (UK); and Caltech, JPL, NHSC, Univ. Colorado (USA). This development
has been supported by national funding agencies: CSA (Canada); NAOC (China); CEA, CNES, CNRS (France); ASI (Italy); MCINN
(Spain); SNSB (Sweden); STFC, UKSA (UK); and NASA (USA)."
1.4.1.5
Referencing HSpot, HIPE and the HCSS
Where appropriate, you are invited to acknowledge the use of Herschel, HCSS, HSpot and/or HIPE by:
• "The Herschel spacecraft was designed, built, tested, and launched under a contract to ESA managed by the
Herschel/Planck Project Team by an industrial consortium under the overall responsibility of the prime contractor Thales Alenia
Space (Cannes), and including Astrium (Friedrichshafen) responsible for the payload module and for system testing at spacecraft
level, Thales Alenia Space (Turin) responsible for the service module, and Astrium (Toulouse) responsible for the telescope, with
in excess of a hundred subcontractors."
• "HCSS / HSpot / HIPE is a joint development (are joint developments) by the Herschel Science Ground Segment
Consortium, consisting of ESA, the NASA Herschel Science Center, and the HIFI, PACS and SPIRE consortia."
• HCSS can be referenced as follows: Riedinger, J.R. 2009, ESA Bulletin 139, 14
• HIPE can be referenced as follows: Ott, S. 2010, ASP Conference Series, 434, 139

1.5
Document Guide
1.5.1
How to use this document
This document is designed to be an overview handbook for the Herschel mission and is produced in conjunction with the three
instrument handbooks – for HIFI, PACS and SPIRE – that constitute the companion Volumes 2, 3 & 4 of the Herschel Explanatory
Supplement respectively to this Volume 1 and provide detailed insight into the instruments and their functioning. This volume gives
an overview of the Herschel mission, its development, its operation and the services that Herschel offers to the user community.
Where deeper knowledge is desired, the reader is directed to the Herschel Explanatory Library (HELL), where more detailed and
technical information on all aspects of the Herschel mission is available to users, as well as to the many links to more detailed and
technical information given through the volume. All the references cited may be found in HELL save for occasional, very old
documents for which no electronic copy is available.
1.5.2
A note on language and spelling
The official Herschel (as well as ESA) language for documentation is British – often referred to as European – English, with the
corresponding spelling. Thus, it is the Herschel Science Centre that is hosted by the European Space Astronomy Centre. However,
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IPAC hosts the American homologue of the HSC, which is the NASA Herschel Science Center. Although every effort is made to
keep spelling consistent, some documentation is, obviously, maintained by people at NHSC, or who have learnt American English
and so it makes no sense to demand that British English spelling is observed. However, every effort is made to keep the spelling
consistent within a document.
1.5.3
Questions of Time
1.5.3.1
The Herschel Time System
MOC uses Zulu – Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) – denoted with a ”z” or ”Z” after the time in mission timings (i.e. the Mission
Timeline and in Mission Planning). As UTC applies Leap Seconds occasionally and one was duly applied during the Herschel
mission on July 1st 2012 (this was during OD-1144); timings in the Herschel MTL take into account this Leap Second when it was
added. The US Naval Observatory maintains a listing of all Leap Seconds introduced into the calendar, which can be found at the
url: http://maia.usno.navy.mil/ser7/tai-utc.dat. For manoeuvre timing and all orbit calculations in general, TDB (Barycentric
Dynamic Time) was used. This is Terrestrial Dynamic Time (TT) – International Atomic Time (TAI) – with a relativistic correction
applied. The only difference between TAI and UTC is the addition of Leap Seconds to UTC such that, at launch, the UTC was 34s
behind TAI, which difference increased to 35s by the end of the mission with the addition of a further leap second in 2012 (see
above). Telemetry uses SCET (Spacecraft Event Time), which was the UTC at the spacecraft when the telemetry was generated (see
Section 4.2.3.2.1, Telemetry timing). While all scheduling was carried out in UTC (usually abbreviated to UT), all purely local
matters at HSC (meetings, deadlines, etc.) were announced in Local Time (CET = UT+1hr in winter, CEST = UT + 2h in summer),
normally with their UT/GMT equivalent. This document gives details of which time reference system has been used in different
areas in the relevant sections. Details and explanations of the many different time systems commonly used in different applications
and contexts and their often subtle inter-relations may be found in Fisher (1992).
1.5.3.2
Setting of the Herschel Internal Clocks Before Launch
The starting-up of the on-board CDMU was part of the launch countdown procedure. The Herschel on-board clock was set as a part
of this CDMU starttup procedure in the last few hours before launch. For this reason, there is some spacecraft telemetry in the
Herschel telemetry archive from prior to launch; this telemetry starts at approximately T-47h.
1.5.4
References
Where possible, references in this volume are linked to public documents, or to documents held at ESA. Some may be subscription
links outside the Astronomical Data System (ADS). We cannot always guarantee that a reader will have free access to these sources.
At some critical junctures though it is of historical interest to refer to internal project documents (minutes of internal meetings,
internal reports, …) that report the events as they happened and as seen at the time. These documents are available to ESA personnel
for whom they may be of interest for historical reasons, but are not linked for general reference. Similarly, much of the technical
documentation relating to the Herschel/Planck project from industry is proprietary and confidential. Where possible, reference is
made to published papers in conference proceedings but, in some cases, the references are password protected and of restricted
access due to confidentiality clauses.
1.5.5
Acronym Use
As for all missions and for all technological projects, acronym use is fundamental in Herschel for economy of language. Much
technical documentation makes such liberal use of acronyms that it is almost incomprehensible to a non-expert. Although most
documents do contain acronym lists, these are invariably incomplete. Similarly, acronyms have, with great frequency, been re-used,
misused, or their usage has changed. Consulting different documents may give significantly different translations for many
acronyms, particularly the older ones, in which intended and actual usage often differ. As with the English language itself, the aim in
this document is to use ”English as she is spoke” (i.e. what most people actually say, rather than what they should say according to a
dictionary) so, if multiple definitions of an acronyms are found, they are all listed but, where defined, the most standard actual usage
is used, even if this may not be the original. A widely used listing of Herschel/Planck acronyms was compiled in 2004 (Riedinger,
2004). This has been completely revised and updated using many sources for input. The revised acronym list can be found as a
standalone document in the Herschel Explanatory Legacy Library (HELL).
1.6
Change Record
Draft 0.1 – January 30th 2015 – Very early draft with many gaps to compile information.
Draft 0.2 – September 25th 2015 – Most gaps filled. Some external inputs still missing. Heavy revision.
Draft 0.3 – February 28th 2016 – Completely re-formatted based on inputs from Management and extensively revised.
•
Draft 0.3.0.x – Minor, incremental changes.
•
Draft 0.3.0.5 – Small updates to SEU information (April 4th 2016).
Draft 0.4 – June 2016 – Includes inputs from NHSC, plus many smaller changes.
Draft 0.5 – July 1st 2016 – Standard cover format introduced for all 4 volumes. Section on PACS SEUs introduced, plus smaller
changes.
Draft 0.9 – September 2016 and on – Final standard cover design. Formatting changes to standardise format. Many small,
incremental changes made in later versions.
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2. THE HERSCHEL MISSION
2.1
Organisation

Figure 1: The Herschel organigramme for early routine Operations. During Development, up to the end of COP, the ESA Project
Office and Industry were responsible for the spacecraft and reported directly to the Herschel Project Manager. Formal handover of
responsibility for the spacecraft by the Project Office came at the end of the COP review (IOCR). Later in the mission various of
these roles were consolidated, with the Project Controller, Mission Manager and HSCOM roles being amalgamated in the HSCOM
(HSC Manager in Post-Operations) position.
Herschel was a partnership between ESA, Industry and the three instrument consortia. During Development and the Commissioning
Phase of the mission after launch (COP), control of the spacecraft was exercised by the ESA Project Office (Project). Industry who
reported to the Herschel Mission Manager in his pre-launch role as Herschel Development Manager, with the Project Scientist in a
closely collaborating role with the Mission Manager. Project handed over responsibility for the spacecraft to the Science Ground
Segment on the successful completion of COP, with the end of the COP review marking the formal handover point. From the end of
COP to the end of helium, the HSCOM (Herschel Science Centre Operations Manager) was the overall responsible for the entire
Herschel Science Ground Segment. This role was taken by Leo Metcalfe who, on the retirement of Johannes Riedinger from ESA at
the end of January 2012 1, also took over Mission Manager Responsibilities. Figure 1 shows the Herschel organigramme for early
routine Flight Operations, after the completion of this formal handover by Project, together with reporting lines and interactions. The
Project Controller role was of control of the mission budget, under the management of the Mission Manager. In late mission phases,
as Operations became increasingly routine, in several case functions that no longer required full dedication of a single person were
combined, with the organigramme becoming more streamlined.
2.2
Satellite Development
ESA has designed and built Herschel under a common engineering programme with Planck, ESA's mission to study the cosmic
microwave background radiation. The two satellites shared more than just a launch: they have undergone a joint development
process aimed at optimising resources by using the same industrial teams and shared design of spacecraft components whenever
possible.
2.2.1
Industrial Consortium
2.2.1.1
Prime Contractor
ESA's prime contractor for Herschel was Thales Alenia Space (Cannes, France), which led a consortium of industrial partners with
Astrium (Friedrichshafen, Germany) responsible for the payload module, and the Thales Alenia Space industry branch (Turin, Italy)
responsible for the service module. Astrium (Toulouse, France) provided the telescope.
2.2.1.2
Sub-contractors
Apart from the prime contractor, there were many sub-contractors spread throughout Europe. A total of 96 contractors in 16
countries worked on Herschel systems, with almost all ESA member states represented. Below, in Table 2, is a list of the
components of the industrial team that built the Herschel spacecraft, arranged by country and company name, showing which
elements of the spacecraft they developed in each case.

1

The Development Manager was responsible for the entire development of the Herschel Science Ground Segment. This role was held by Johannes
Riedinger.
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2.2.2
Development and Costs
2.2.2.1
Major project milestones
From the first pre-Horizon 2000 design studies through to launch, Herschel development involved a total of 27 years. A roadmap of
the intervening years has the following highlights:
• 1982 – FIRST proposed as an 8-m telescope for high resolution far-IR spectroscopy.
• 1984 – Horizon 2000 Call published.
• 1986 – Proposal for FIRST adopted by ESA.
• 1992/93 – Industrial study made.
• 1993 – FIRST selected for implementation.
• 1997 – Announcement of Opportunity for instruments
• 1999 – Payload approved
• 2000 – Re-named Herschel and put out for tender as a 3.5m telescope.
• 2001 – Construction started.
• 2006 – Testing of instruments started
Over the long history of study and design between the initial concept in 1982 and the Invitation to Tender in 2000, FIRST passed
through a series of concepts and designs as an 8-m, 4.5-m, 3-m and, finally, the adopted 3.5-m aperture. Similarly, its description
changed from being an ”antenna” to a ”telescope” with progressively stronger constraints on the optical quality of the surface,
allowing Herschel to be diffraction limited at far shorter wavelengths than was originally conceived.
Austria
Austrian Aerospace

Attitude Control Computer - Input/output boards and test equipment
Service Module - Mechanical Ground Support Equipment
Thermal Control - Multi Layer Insulation
Cryostat - Cover, Test Cavity
Cryostat - Multi Layer Insulation

Siemens Austria

Central Check-Out System – Software
Power & Telemetry Special Check-out Equipment
Tracking Control Special Check-out Equipment

Belgium

Alcatel Bell

Cryogenics Special Check-out Equipment

Alcatel ETCA

Power Conditioning & Distribution Unit
Travelling Wave Tube Assembly

Euro Heat Pipes

Service Module - Heat Pipes

Nexans

Service Module – Harness

OIP

Video Monitoring Camera

RHEA

Mission Operations Information System
Denmark

Danish Scientific Institute

Thermal Shields - Mechanical tests

Terma DK

Attitude Control and Measurement System - Application Software
Software Validation Facility
Central Check-out System - Testing and Integration Support
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Payload Module - Assembly, Integration and Testing - Technical support
Radio Frequency Expertise

Ticra
Finland

Apollo

Solar Array – Brackets

Huurre Group Oy

Thermal Shields - Clean room for assembly

Japrotek Oy

Helium Tanks - Test cryostat vessel with equipment

Opteon Oy

Telescope - lapsing and polishing of primary mirror

Patria

Cryostat Control Unit

Powemec Oy

Thermal Shields - Welding Machinery

Space Software Finland

Central Data Management Unit - Application Software

VTT

Radio Frequency Suitcase
France

Cryostat Vacuum Vessel - Welding

Air Liquide

Helium Tanks
Herschel Optical Bench Assembly - Thermal Links
System Tubing
Thermal Shields
Alcatel Space

Herschel / Planck Mission - Prime Contractor

Aubert Duval – Fortech

Reaction Control System - Hydrazine Tanks Shell Forgings

Boostec Industries

Telescope Reflectors and Hexapod - Silicon carbide component manufacture

EADS Astrium SAS

Telescope

European Test Services ETS

Service Module - Environmental Tests
Payload Module – Testing

Mecachrome

Reaction Control System - Hydrazine Tanks - Shell machining

Thales Electron Devices

Travelling Wave Tube Assembly - Travelling Wave Tube

Germany

BOC Edwards

Cryogenic Vacuum Support Equipment - Refurbishment

Cryovac

Cryogenic Components - Test Cryostat

EADS Astrium (Friedrichshafen)

Cryo Harness - External harness
Extended Payload Module - Prime Contractor

EADS Eurocopter

Tank Support System - Straps
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EADS Space Transportation (Lampoldshausen)

Reaction Control System

EADS Space Transportation (Ottobrun)

Tank Support System - Strap pre-tensioning device manufacture
ISO Qualification Model tubing modification
Liquid Helium Valves

EADS Space Transportation (Trauen)

Reaction Control System - Hydrazine tanks diaphragm material testing

European Test Services ETS

Service Module - Environmental Tests
Payload Module – Testing

IABG

Solar Array - Photovoltaic Assembly Testing

Kayser Threde

Mass and Thermal Dummies for Cold Components – Sensors
Service Module - Harness - Test and avionics model

Linde

Helium System Components

Phoenix

Cryostat Components - Inner Safety Valves

Rembe

Cryostat Components - Rupture Disks

RWE Space Solar Power

Solar Array - Photovoltaic Assembly Cells

Stoehr

Cryostat Components - Vacuum Port Safety Valves

Teldix

Attitude Control and Measurement System - Reaction Wheel Sub-system

Terma

Central Check-out System - Technical Support

Vitrociset

Central Check-out System: Software

Zeiss

Telescope - polishing of secondary mirror
Ireland

Captec

Independent Software Validation & Verification

McGuinley

Product Assurance Support

System International

Service Module - Engineering Support

Italy

Alenia Spazio

Service Module - Prime Contractor

Galileo Avionica

Solar Array - Photovoltaic Assembly

Laben

Attitude Control and Measurement System - Coarse Rate Sensor

Officine Galileo

Attitude Control and Measurement System - Star Tracker

Top Rel

Parts Procurement Co-agent

Vitrociset

Central Check-out System – Software

Norway

Kongsberg

Solar Array – Substrates
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Mass & Thermal Dummies for Warm Components

Prototech

Mass and Thermal Dummies for Cold Components
Netherlands

Attitude Control and Measurement System

Dutch Space

Solar Array
Lamers High Tech Systems

Herschel System Tubing

Satellite Services

Payload Module EGSE - Central Data Management Unit Special Check-out Equipment
Power and Telemetry Special Check-out Equipment - Data front end
Tracking Control Special Check-out Equipment - Data front end

Terma

Central Check-out System

TNO / TPD

Attitude Anomaly Detector
Sun Acquisition Sensor
Portugal

Almeida & Silva

Spacecraft Mechanical Ground Support Equipment - Materials & dummies

Altrantec

Thermal Analysis Support

Certitasa

Spacecraft Mechanical Ground Support Equipment - Materials

Skysoft

Project Office Support

Tegopi

Spacecraft Mechanical Ground Support Equipment - Materials
Spain

Alcatel Espacio

Radio Frequency Distribution Network
X-Band Transponder

Calar Alto Observatory

Telescope - coating of both mirrors

Crisa

DC/DC converter for the X-Band transponder
PACS Signal Processing Units
PACS DEC/MEC CPU Module

EADS CASA

Service Module Shield
Payload Module to Service Module support structures
Service Module - Structures
Cryostat - Electrical harness

GMV

System Database

INTA

Satellite Radio Frequency Mock-up and Test - Technical support

MASA

Helium Tanks - Intermediate bulkhead machining & welding, mock-up machining

Media Consultores

Helium Tanks - Analysis support
Thermal Shields - Studies and analysis
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Low Gain Antenna (LGA)
Medium Gain Antenna (MGA)

RYMSA

Spacecraft Radio Frequency Mock-up and Test
Payload Module – Waveguides
Attitude Control and Measurement System

Sener

Optical Bench Assembly
Parts Procurement Agent

Tecnologica

Sweden

Saab Ericson Space

Attitude Control Computer - Central data management unit and basic software

Switzerland

Cryostat - Vacuum Vessel

APCO

Helium Two Tank - Containers and Nastran models
Mass and thermal dummies for cold components
Payload Module - Mechanical Ground Support Equipment refurbishment
Spacecraft - Mechanical Ground Support Equipment
Bieri

Qualification Model Tank

HTS

Payload Module - Spatial Framework
United Kingdom

AEA Technology

Batteries

Analyticon

Attitude Control Management System - Simulations

BOC Edwards

Cryogenic Vacuum Support Equipment - Refurbishment

Datasat

Electrical Engineering Support

MT Satellite Products

Reaction Control System - Hydrazine Tanks

Queen Mary College

Optical Windows

System International

Service Module - Engineering Support

United States

Ametek

Reaction Control System - Latch Valves

Moog

Reaction Control System - Pressure Transducer
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Northrop Grumman

Attitude Control Management System - Gyroscope

PSI

Reaction Control System - Hydrazine Tanks Diaphragms

Tayco

Reaction Control System - Flow Control Valves

Vacco

Reaction Control System – Filters

Table 2: The Herschel industrial consortium. The 96 contractors in 16 countries are listed alphabetically by country, along with the
systems that they developed.
2.2.2.2
Initial study
FIRST was adopted by the ESA Science Policy Committee (SPC) in 1986. The design concept, as approved after an assessment
study (Unsigned, 1983) and technological verification phase, was for a 8-m deployable mirror with a prime operating range from
100μm to 1mm at an ambient temperature of 150K. The concept called for a 3.5 arcsecond beam at 100μm with a limiting sensitivity
at this wavelength of 10mJy (Winnewisser, 1985). A first phase of activity started including the preparation and review of the
Technical Research Plan and a preliminary industrial study. These concluded that the fully-scoped 8-m antenna option would not be
feasible within the maximum cost of 250 million Accounting Units 2 and that international partners would be necessary to go ahead
with the project. However, a de-scoped 4.5-m antenna could be launched within these restrictions, although both the fully scoped and
the de-scoped options working in two separate ranges from 100-150μm and from 250-600 μm were under consideration at that time
(Bonet, 1990).
2.2.2.3
Mission start and Announcement of Opportunity
After the initial Phase A studies had been completed in March 1992, a full industrial study, termed the ”rider study” was made in
1992/93, with Dornier, British Aerospace and Matra as industrial contractors (Lamarre, 1993). At this point FIRST and Rosetta were
competing for the 2002 launch slot as the third cornerstone mission that was finally given to Rosetta (Bonet, 1990). With the
successful completion of the industrial study, the go-ahead for a start for FIRST as the fourth ESA Cornerstone mission was made by
the SPC on November 4th 1993, with FIRST baselined as a 4.5-m telescope (Pilbratt, 1993), although at that stage a 3-m option was
under study too. The working wavelength range was designed to be from 100μm to 1mm, with a mirror designed to be diffractionlimited at 300μm or less (Lamarre, 1993). The final configuration of FIRST as a 3.5-m telescope to be placed in orbit around L2 was
fixed at this stage, as was the working wavelength range of 60-670μm (Pilbratt, 2000). In parallel, the decision on the carrier option
was taken in May 1998 after an examination of several possible launch configurations (Passvogel & Felici, 2000). The option of
choice was the so-called ”carrier configuration” in which FIRST was the upper passenger in the Ariane cargo bay. As conceived at
this point, the telescope was to be provided by NASA/JPL as part of the NASA involvement in FIRST. The requirement for the
mirror figure was that it should be diffraction-limited at 150 μm, with a goal of being diffraction-limited at 90 μm (Pilbratt, 2000). A
go-ahead to start the development phase of FIRST and Planck with the Invitation to Tender was given in March 1999.
2.2.2.4
Invitation to Tender (ITT)
The Invitation To Tender (ITT) for the industrial part of the Herschel and Planck missions was issued on 1st September 2000
(Pilbratt et al., 2001). The responses were received by 4th December and placed under evaluation. Thales Alenia Space in Cannes
(France) 3 was selected as prime contractor (see Section 2.2.1, Industrial Consortium. The contract was signed by ESA on 2nd May
2001. Phase B started two months ahead of schedule, on 2nd April 2001. The nominal launch date was scheduled at this stage for 15th
February 2007. The ITT for the telescope was issued in May 2001, with EADS Astrium SAS of Toulouse (France) selected to
design, manufacture and deliver the telescope for Herschel. The contract was signed by ESA on 13th September 2001. The chosen
design was for a 3.5-m thin SiC mirror, allowing the telescope mass to be limited to under 300kg (compared to 900kg for the 2.4-m
HST mirror), while allowing performance objectives to be met (Sein et al., 2003).
2.2.2.5
Spacecraft development and integration
Spacecraft development and integration activities fell into two distinct phases: a first phase of initial deliveries, integration and
testing in 2005 and 2006, followed by a second wave of delivery and integration starting early in 2008. The second phase led into the
launch campaign phase of testing, which comprised of more than a year of intensive activities to ready the spacecraft for launch.
2.2.2.5.1
Initial deliveries and integration
The first element of the Herschel spacecraft to be delivered to ESTEC was the Service Module (SVM) Structural Thermal Model
(STM), in mid-April 2005, almost exactly four years after the contract was signed with Thales Alenia Space. The SVM STM was

2

Prices and budgets are difficult to compare with their modern equivalents. ESA used the”Accounting Unit”a theoretical currency linked to the ECU
(European Currency Unit) – the predecessor of the Euro. This in turn was linked to the US dollar, with 1 Accounting Unit = US$ 1.3 in 1993 and US$
1.2 in 1997. An all ECU system was adopted by ESA in 1995. Details of the ECU use by ESA during mission definition phases can be found in
Duran & Greves (1997).
3
At the time of contract signing, the company was known as Alcatel Space System.
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used for thermal testing in the LSS tank at ESTEC in May 2005. The first flight-rated hardware to arrive at ESTEC was the Herschel
Payload Module (PLM). It arrived in ESTEC on 16th August 2005. The PLM was transported from EADS Astrium in
Friedrichshafen by lorry, inside its container and transferred, on arrival, to the Test Centre. The PLM cryostat as delivered was flight
hardware but, at the time, containing science payload focal plane unit (FPU) mass and thermal dummies for the test campaign. The
PLM was moved from temporary storage in the ESTEC Test Centre to the LSS tank on September 19th 2005 to start the TB/TV
campaign: this journey of a few tens of metres took almost a full day to complete. Integration of the PLM with the SVM took place
on November 23rd 2005. Sunshield integration continued on December 22nd 2005. The satellite was converted into a Structural
Thermal qualification Model (STM) configuration for mechanical qualification, which started in January 2006: this consisted of
mechanical vibration testing, followed by acoustic tests, alignment checks and shock tests. Although in STM configuration, the
majority of the hardware used for the tests was from the Flight Model.
2.2.2.5.2
Final integration for full-up system testing
The final round of integration of the Flight Model consisted of integration the telescope, cryostat and solar panels to the existing
service and payload model structure to prepare the fully-integrated spacecraft for full-up system testing. The first stage of final
integration was the preparation of the cryostat: these started on January 22nd 2008. The first stage of the process was a bake-out of
the Cryostat Vacuum Vessel (CVV) to remove volatiles, followed by a slow cooldown to He-I temperature that started on February
13th 2008. The cooldown was carried out at a rate of approximately −2°C per hour to avoid damage to the delicate focal plane units
of the instruments. Almost 10 000 litres of liquid helium were required to cool the CVV down to 4K with its nominal capacity of
2367 litres: this process was completed on March 1st 2008. Integration of the solar array with the sunshield was carried out in April
2008 after the successful completion of flasher tests in February in which the array was subjected to flashes with light of a spectrum
as close to solar as possible, to measure its performance.
Spacecraft integration was completed in April 2008, with the integration of the telescope with the cryostat and the posterior
mounting of the combined structure onto the spacecraft (see Section 2.2.2.6.2, Telescope integration and testing) on April 16th 2008.
The last major elements of the spacecraft to be integrated were the thermal shield between the Service Module and the CVV and the
LOU radiator. These were integrated in late April 2008. With this final integration, the Flight Model was complete and mechanical
and System Verification Testing could begin in earnest, although the SVT-0 and SVT-1 tests had both been completed before final
integration: SVT-1 having been performed from March 11th – 20th 2008, with SVT-0 in August 2006. The first tests on the fully
integrated spacecraft were alignment activities, followed by the Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) tests performed in the
Maxwell EMC chamber in mid-May 2008 and then by mechanical testing of the instrument Focal Plane Units (PACS chopper and
grating tuning, SPIRE SMEC testing and M1-M2 distance checks prior to the vibration and acoustics tests) – see Section 2.2.3 (Preflight AIV Testing) for more details.
2.2.2.6
Telescope development
2.2.2.6.1
Telescope design selection
A sintered ceramic silicon carbide (SiC) material was chosen as that being most mature for production and with the capability to
reach the surface error requirements while retaining shape control under the severe cooldown gradient to operating environmental
conditions at 80 K (Doyle et al., 2009). This design allowed the desired telescope size of 3.5m to be obtained, with a mass budget
within limitations.
2.2.2.6.2
Telescope ITT and construction
The ITT for the telescope was issued in May 2001, with EADS Astrium SAS of Toulouse (France) selected to design, manufacture
and deliver the telescope for Herschel. The contract was signed by ESA on 13th September 2001. The chosen design was for a 3.5-m
thin SiC mirror, allowing the telescope mass to be limited to under 300kg (compared to 900kg for the 2.4-m HST mirror), while
allowing performance objectives to be met (Sein et al., 2003). The primary SiC blank was completed in December 2003 (Figure 2). It
consisted of twelve segments that were brazed together to form a monolithic blank to be ground, polished and coated. The secondary
was also constructed of SiC and mounted on a SiC hexapod (Figure 3). It was a convex hyperbolid with a diameter of 308-mm with a
thickness of 2.4-mm: its mass was under 2.1kg. A central, unpolished piece of SiC was placed at the vertex of the secondary to avoid
the Narcissus effect. Details of the telescope design and construction are found in Sein et al., 2003.
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Figure 2: The SiC mirror blank for the Herschel primary mirror, after the brazing of the twelve segments that comprised it.
2.2.2.6.3
Mirror figuring and polishing
The figuring, coating and optical testing of the primary mirror are fully described in Fisher et al., 2004. Figuring and polishing
(Figure 4) were carried out by Opteon Oy in Turku (Finland), followed by Acceptance Testing before transport of the primary to
EADS Astrium at Toulouse in April 2005 for preparation for coating at Calar Alto Observatory (Almeria, Spain).

Figure 3: (left) Telescope design and basic optical parameters (Image: Sein et al., 2003). (Right) The secondary support hexapod
design (Image: Sein et al., 2003).
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Figure 4: The Opteon Oy figuring and polishing team in front of the polished mirror, ready for shipment to EADS Astrium at
Toulouse and its posterior coating. From left to right: Aimo Sillanpää, Timo Lappalainen, Dominique Pierot (EADS Astrium), Tapio
Korhonen, Mikko Pasanen, and Perttu Keinänen (Image: Opteon Oy).
After coating, warm alignment tests of the telescope were carried out at EADS Astrium in August 2005 (see Figure 5), followed by
warm vibration tests designed to replicate launch conditions given that the telescope would be warm on the launch pad. The final
step of the process was measurements with the telescope cooled cryogenically to reproduce space conditions to verify the optical
performance of the telescope in space. These tests were completed on August 30th 2005.
2.2.2.6.1
Telescope qualification and delivery to ESTEC
The telescope was moved to Interspace (Toulouse) on August 31st 2005 for mechanical qualification. This took place over the first
two weeks of September 2005. The next significant milestone was the passing of the telescope Flight Model’s Flight Qualification
Review on November 9th 2006. The telescope was transported by road from Astrium Friedrichshafen to ESTEC in January 2008.
Unloading was carried out on January 18th 2008 and removed from its transport container on January 24th to be delivered to the
ESTEC Clean Room. After inspection, the mirror was cleaned to remove a small amount of deposited dust.

Figure 5: Telescope warm alignment tests at EADS Astrium (Toulouse, France) in August 2005.
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2.2.2.6.2
Telescope integration and testing
Measurement of the M1/M2 distance was carried out on February 4th/5th. These measurements were compared with the values
measured before transport to confirm the opto-mechanical stability of the telescope in ambient conditions before launch and found to
be satisfactory by a post-test review. Further measurements of the M1/M2 distance were carried out after the telescope had been
integrated onto the support structure in the Payload Module and then, again, after the vibration and thermal vacuum testing to ensure
that the distance had not changed after these tests. Telescope integration onto the spacecraft was carried out on April 16th 2008 (see
Figure 6).

Figure 6: Telescope integration onto the spacecraft on April 16th 2008. This image shows the telescope in the air as it was lifted
slowly and attached to the cryostat; this process took several hours to complete.
2.2.2.7
Instrument development
For more detailed information on the development of the three Herschel instruments the reader is referred to the three instrument
handbooks. Below we mention only a few of the highlights.
2.2.2.7.1
Instrument ITT
After a period of refinement of the mission definition, to optimise and improve the science and with the aim also of reducing the
overall cost, the Announcement of Opportunity for FIRST and Planck instruments was issued to the community in 1997 (RowanRobinson et al., 1997). The three instruments – HIFI, PACS and SPIRE – were selected by the SPC in May 1998 and final payload
approval was given in February 1999.
2.2.2.7.2
Instrument consortia
Each of the three instruments selected was led by an institution in a different ESA member state and developed by a consortium of
institutions under the leadership of the lead institution, which acted as the interface with ESA.
2.2.2.7.2.1
The HIFI consortium
The HIFI instrument was led by SRON Netherlands Institute for Space Research, Groningen, The Netherlands. Consortium members
were: Canada: CSA, U.Waterloo; France: CESR, LAB, LERMA, IRAM; Germany: KOSMA, MPIfR, MPS; Ireland, NUI
Maynooth; Italy: ASI, IFSI-INAF, Osservatorio Astrofisico di Arcetri-INAF; Netherlands: SRON, TUD; Poland: CAMK, CBK;
Spain: Observatorio Astronómico Nacional (IGN), Centro de Astrobiología (CSIC-INTA). Sweden: Chalmers University of
Technology - MC2, RSS & GARD; Onsala Space Observatory; Swedish National Space Board, Stockholm University - Stockholm
Observatory; Switzerland: ETH Zurich, FHNW; USA: Caltech, JPL, NHSC, with major contributions also from Germany, France
and the USA.
2.2.2.7.2.2
The PACS consortium
The PACS instrument was led by MPE (Germany). PACS was designed and developed by a consortium led by MPE and including
UVIE (Austria); KU Leuven, CSL, IMEC (Belgium); CEA, LAM (France); MPIA (Germany); INAF-IFSI/OAA/OAP/OAT, LENS,
SISSA (Italy); IAC (Spain). This development has been supported by the funding agencies BMVIT (Austria), ESA-PRODEX
(Belgium), CEA/CNES (France), DLR (Germany), ASI/INAF (Italy), and CICYT/MCYT (Spain).
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2.2.2.7.2.3
The SPIRE consortium
The SPIRE instrument was led by Cardiff University (UK). SPIRE was designed and developed by a consortium including Univ.
Lethbridge (Canada); NAOC (China); CEA, LAM (France); IFSI, Univ. Padua (Italy); IAC (Spain); Stockholm Observatory
(Sweden); Imperial College London, RAL, UCL-MSSL, UKATC, Univ. Sussex (UK); and Caltech, JPL, NHSC, Univ. Colorado
(USA). This development has been supported by national funding agencies: CSA (Canada); NAOC (China); CEA, CNES, CNRS
(France); ASI (Italy); MCINN (Spain); SNSB (Sweden); STFC, UKSA (UK); and NASA (USA).
2.2.2.7.3
Instrument first light
The first instrument to obtain first light in the laboratory was the SPIRE Spectrometer, which obtained its first interferograms on
March 8th 2005 (see Figure 7), during the 1st Proto-Flight Model (PFM1) Test. This was followed by first light for the SPIRE
photometer on September 8th during the PFM2 Test, when the detectors reached a temperature of ≈290mK.

Figure 7: Screen grab of the SPIRE Spectrometer laboratory first light interferogram obtained on March 8th 2005 during the 1st
Proto-Flight Model (PFM1) Test. This was the first light for any of the Herschel instruments (Image: SPIRE ICC).
The PACS Photometer achieved laboratory first light on November 15th 2006, with the PACS Spectrometer first light on November
17th 2006, when the first PACS Spectrometer grating scan was made.
2.2.2.7.4
Instrument delivery
2.2.2.7.4.1
SPIRE delivery and integration
The first instrument to be delivered to ESA for integration onto the Herschel optical bench was SPIRE in April 2007. The SPIRE
Focal Plane Unit (FPU) and associated warm electronics were shipped from the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in Didcot, United
Kingdom, to the Astrium premises in Friedrichshafen, Germany and mated with the optical bench (see Figure 8).

Figure 8: The SPIRE Flight Model Focal Plane Unit (FM FPU) mounted on the Herschel optical bench at Astrium in
Friedrichshafen (Germany) in April 2007. This was the first instrument to be mounted on the optical bench. Image: Astrium.
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Figure 9: The Herschel optical bench at Astrium (Friedrichshaven, Germany) after the integration of HIFI, completing the
integration of Herschel’s instruments. HIFI is to the left, SPIRE to the right and PACS – partially hidden – behind. Image: Astrium.
2.2.2.7.4.1
PACS delivery and integration
The PACS flight model (FM) instrument followed SPIRE. It was delivered from the Max-Planck-Institut für extraterrestrisch Physik
(MPE), Garching, to the Astrium premises in Friedrichshafen, Germany, with the warm electronics arriving on 3rd July 2007 and the
focal place unit (FPU) on 6th July 2007. The PACS FPU was mounted onto the Herschel flight cryostat optical bench next to SPIRE
on 9th July 2007.
2.2.2.7.4.2
HIFI delivery and integration
After leaving SRON, Groningen on 9th July 2007 and arriving in Astrium, Friedrichshafen the following day, the HIFI FM FPU was
the third instrument integrated onto the Herschel optical bench, completing instrument integration (see Figure 9).
2.2.2.8
Cost to Completion
2.2.2.8.1
Estimated Herschel Mission cost
The 2010 estimated cost to completion was €1100 million for the Herschel mission. This figure includes spacecraft and payload,
launch and mission expenses, and science operations (ESA, 2010).
2.2.2.8.2
Estimated Observing Time Cost
As a rule of thumb, the figure of 10€ per second of observing time has been used traditionally as an estimate of the effective cost of
Herschel observing time. Dividing the total estimated cost to completion given in Section 2.2.2.8.1 (Estimated Herschel Mission
cost) by the length of the cold mission from launch gives a more accurate estimate of 8.23€ per second of cold mission.
2.2.3
Pre-flight AIV Testing
The success of Herschel can to no small degree be attributed to the extensive, rigorous and extremely detailed pre-flight testing that
was carried out that allowed problems to be identified and resolved and weaknesses to be remedied, leaving Herschel in the best
possible state to fly in optimum conditions and to carry out its science mission reliably and efficiently. This pre-flight test
programme was, without doubt, one of the greatest successes of Herschel and a key factor in the smooth in-Flight Operations that
Herschel achieved for over four years. Herschel/Planck went through an extensive pre-launch Assembly, Integration and Verification
Test programme. The requirements for this programme were specified in the Herschel/Planck AIV Requirements Specifications
document [Piersanti (2003)]. A brief summary of this test campaign is given here. The fundamental objective of the AIV programme
was defined in the requirement (AIVR-10):
The objective of the spacecraft Assembly, Integration and Verification (AIV) programme shall be to ascertain and to demonstrate to
the Agency, that the spacecraft design is fully compliant with the spacecraft performance and operational requirements as required
by the Agency, that it is correctly described by, and can be operated according to the operational
documentation provided and hence is capable of fulfilling the scientific mission objectives.
And the testing was required to ensure that the spacecraft and its payload could survive any reasonable eventuality, as defined in
AITY-10:
Performance tests, the functional tests and the environmental tests levels shall be above the maximum levels most likely to be seen
during the life of the spacecraft i.e. on ground, during launch and during the mission.
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To this end the series of tests for the instruments and their sequence was defined by Collaudin (2006) to be the following:
2.2.3.1
Instrument Integration Tests
Run at ambient temperature, this test was designed as a check of the instruments units during the integration process and Unit
Functional Test (UFT). The tests were run in the second quarter of 2007 as the three instruments were integrated onto the Herschel
Optical Bench.
2.2.3.2
Instrument Short Functional Test (SFT)
This test was performed after connection of Warm units with the Instrument FPU's switch-on and functional verification of
instrument interfaces and was a standard part of health-checking of an instrument. The test would normally last lest than thity
minutes. The evaluation of the test was based on instrument housekeeping data giving the correct values through the test. Two
different types of instrument SFT’s were scheduled: warm and cold. The former were run at ambient temperature, the latter either
after the cryostat was cooled to HeI temperature (4.2K), or after HeII production (1.7K).
2.2.3.3
Integrated System Test (IST)
This was a 2 day verification of the functional performance of the integrated instrument in all possible modes and a check of the
instrument performance as far as possible with satellite configuration. Two separate test sequences were contemplated:
• Simulation of instrument commissioning.
• Reference Mission Scenario.
These tests were run over 2 days in HeII conditions, at 1.7K. The cryostat was in ground lifetime conditions. This means that the
CVV exterior was at 295K (temperature of the clean room), and the temperature of the HTT was maintained at about 1.7K by
external pumping (bypassing the Phase separator and the nozzles). The nominal mass flow rate with these conditions was about
26mg/s, and the temperature of the Optical bench was high meaning that cooler hold times were very short compared to the hold
times achieved in Operations (see Section 2.5.2.1.2, RMS).
2.2.3.4
Instrument Specific Performance Test (SPT)
This test was a verification of dedicated aspects of the performance of the integrated instrument that are not verified during IST,
requiring a specific spacecraft configuration. The SPT was part of the IST. These tests were run in HeII conditions at 1.7K.
2.2.3.5
EMC Test
Check of functional performance of the integrated instrument under electromagnetic worst case conditions (radiated susceptibility)
and measurement of instrument electromagnetic emissions (conducted and radiated emission). These tests were carried out
successfully in the Maxwell EMC chamber in the first half of May 2008. The tests were run in HeII conditions at 1.7K, with
instruments in their noisiest electromagnetic mode. The spacecraft was then moved out of the EMC chamber on May 13th 2008 in
preparation for mechanical testing.
2.2.3.6
Sine Vibration and Acoustic Noise Test
The main aims of these tests was:
1. Verification of workmanship.
2. Verification of alignment stability.
Tests were run at HeI conditions at 4.2K, between the warm SFT and the cold SFT. After acoustic testing in the ESTEC Test Centre,
the spacecraft was placed on the Hydra shaker for the vibration test campaign. This was a reversal of the originally envisaged
sequence due to the availability of test facilities. An M1-M2 distance measurement was taken in May, before the campaign and a
second was taken at the completion of the campaign to ensure that the optical alignment of the mirror was stable and that it would
not change after the stresses of launch. The acoustic tests were carried out in the Large European Acoustic Facility (LEAF) at the
ESTEC Test Centre on June 5th and 6th 2008. The runs on the Hydra shaker were performed from June 20th – July 3rd 2008. A total of
12 test runs were carried out. Each spacecraft axis – the longitudinal x-axis and the transverse y and z-axes – was subjected to a
sequence of tests at low level, intermediate level, acceptance level (i.e. launch level vibration plus engineering margin) and then,
again, at low level. A video of acceptance level shaking in the x-axis (i.e. up and down) can be found at the url:
http://sci.esa.int/herschel/43014-herschel-vibration-test/. The ultimate aim of these tests was to demonstrate that the workmanship of
the spacecraft was of high enough quality and the engineering had sufficient margins for the spacecraft, telescope and instruments to
survive the stresses of launch. Herschel remained in the HYDRA facility until October 7th 2008, during which time it was subject to
additional functional testing and to cryostat filling operations, when it was transferred into the clean room next to the LSS for the
TB/TV test.
2.2.3.7
TB/TV Test
This was the final system test in the environmental test campaign series. The aim of this test was TMM validation. Specific aims for
the TB test were:
1. Equilibrium of cryostat under simulated (near) flight conditions.
2. Verification of instrument performance in near-flight conditions.
For the TV test the specific aim was:
• Verification of instrument operation at when warm units are near the limits of operating range.
These tests were carried out in the LSS Tank at ESTEC. Test conditions dictated a maximum tilt of the cryostat of 22° during the
tests.
• Tank temperature: 1.7 K
• TV: CVV near 100K
• Warm units at –10°C (cold soak), +40°C (hot soak)
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The Herschel spacecraft was lifted into the TB/TV chamber (the LSS tank) on October 28th 2008. TB/TV testing was due to last
from November 11th to December 10th 2008, including the SOVT-2 with its 5 days of full SGS operations testing (see Section
2.5.2.1.3.4, SOVT-2). In practice, an ice plug in the helium vent line led to a delay as the line had to be warmed slowly to clear the
blockage: the TB/TV tests ended finally when the cryostat was safed for the Christmas break on December 24th 2008. The simulated
TV conditions were not space conditions, as the shrouds were cooled by LN2 to approximately 90K. Therefore, the CVV equilibrium
temperature was about 100K (compared to 70K in space), and the equilibrium mass flow rate was about 4mg/s (compared to 2.2 in
space).The cover was passively cooled during this phase, and a temperature of 85K could be achieved passively on the inner shield.
2.2.3.8
System Validation Test (SVT)
The aim of these tests was the verification of instrument commanding, telemetry and science data from/to the Mission Operation
Centre without having the rest of the SGS in the loop. These tests were run as SVT-0, SVT-1 and SVT-2: SVT-0 in August 2006;
SVT-1 in December 2007 & SVT-2 in June 2008 in HeII conditions at 1.7K.
2.3
Principal Investigators and Science Team
The Herschel Science Team has as its overall objective, as defined in the Herschel Science Management Plan (Pilbratt, 2005) to
safeguard the scientific interests of the Herschel mission. The Science Team was formed in 1998, its composition is derived from
ESA, the instrument consortia (the PI of each instrument consortium is an Ex Oficio member of the Herschel Science Team), and a
number of Mission Scientists representing the astronomical community ‘at large’. In 2001 the Herschel Optical System Scientist was
added. The Herschel Science Team was chaired by the Herschel Project Scientist. The composition of Herschel Science Team, as of
the end of 2014, is shown in. The long duration of the Herschel Project has made it inevitable that the composition of the Science
Team has changed progressively over the years. In some cases there have been changes with respect to the composition of the
Science Team even at launch, as Science Team members have moved on to new responsibilities outside Herschel. The degree of
renovation of the Science Team over ten years can be judged from comparing the names of the Science Team members listed in
Table 3 with those listed in the caption to Figure 10.

Figure 10: The Herschel Science Team pictured with the Herschel service module (SVM) structural thermal model (STM) in the
ESTEC Test Centre, during Herschel Science Team meeting#22 on 27 April 2005. The STM had arrived just a few days before. In
the picture, from left to right: Tom Phillips, Hal Yorke, Pierre Encrenaz, Paul Harvey, Martin Harwit, Matt Griffin, Göran Pilbratt,
Christoffel Waelkens, José Cernicharo, Albrecht Poglitsch, Jackie Fischer, Peter Barthel, and Thijs de Graauw. Missing in the
picture are Gerry Crone and Laurent Vigroux.

Peter D. Barthel

Role
Mission Scientist

José Cernicharo

Mission Scientist

Pierre Encrenaz
Jacqueline Fischer

Mission Scientist
Optical System
Scientist
Head of HSC,
Community
Support Group
Lead
SPIRE Principal
Investigator

Pedro García-Lario

Matt Griffin

Kapteyn Astronomical
Institute
Consejo Superior de
Investigaciones Científicas
Observatoire de Paris
NRL Remote Sensing Division

Affiliation
University of
Groningen
Instituto de Estructura
de la Materia
DEMIRM
Washington DC

The Netherlands
Spain
France
USA

ESA/ESAC

Madrid

Spain

Department of Physics and
Astronomy

Cardiff University

United Kingdom
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Paul M. Harvey

Mission Scientist

Martin Harwit
Frank Helmich

Mission Scientist
HIFI Principal
Investigator
HIFI Co-PI

Tom G. Phillips
Göran L. Pilbratt

Laurent Vigroux

Herschel Project
Scientist
PACS Principal
Investigator
SPIRE Co-PI

Christoffel Waelkens

PACS Co-PI

Eckhard Sturm

Department of Astronomy

University of Texas at
Austin

USA

SRON

Groningen

USA
The Netherlands

California Institute of
Technology
ESA/ESTEC

Pasadena

USA

Noordwijk

The Netherlands

MPI für extraterrestrische
Physik (MPE)
Institut d'Astrophysique de
Paris
Katholieke Universiteit
Leuven

Garching

Germany

Paris

France

Leuven

Belgium

Table 3: The Herschel Science Team, as of the end of 2014, listed in alphabetical order. The team has renewed during the course of
the Herschel mission and, due to the long duration of the Herschel Project, has undergone constant changes during its development
and post-Operations, as team members have moved on to new responsibilities outside Herschel.
2.4
Science and Spacecraft Operations
The sine qua non of Herschel operations was its data flow. This was controlled by the Science Ground Segment through the
Herschel Operations Team and consisted of generating and processing the inputs to command the satellite and to generate data and
then to receive the data, process and distribute it, making the processed data available to the end user: the scientific community.
Spacecraft operations were carried out via a long chain of interactions that are summarised in Figure 12, in which many parties were
involved, either in an operational or in an oversight and advisory role. Within this network of interactions was the Herschel dataflow
(see Figure 13), comprising the Uplink (see Section 2.4.3.1) and Downlink (see Section 2.4.3.2) chains.
2.4.1
The Herschel Operations Team
The Herschel Operations Team consisted of all those people whose job it was to keep Herschel operating on a day-to-day basis at the
different operational centres: ESAC, ESTEC, ESOC, NHSC and the three ICCs. Within a single centre several different teams could
be working together.
2.4.1.1

The HSC Operations team

Figure 11: The HSC Team in the early phase of Flight Operations. Almost the entire team is present in this photo.
The HSC was based at ESAC (Madrid), although a few members of the HSC had their duty station at ESTEC. In post-operations, a
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small number of team members worked at other institutions in Europe, although they visited ESAC regularly for extended periods.
Similarly, during development and early flight testing, some HSC personnel shared their time between ESAC and working for one of
the three ICCs. Within the HSC multiple teams were coordinated by the head of HSC (also the HSCOM for the entire Science
Ground Segment). These composed of a team working directly for the HSC of forty-four persons at its peak, plus approximately
twenty-five additional persons in other teams at ESAC directly supporting HSC activities. Each team had its well-defined duties and
responsibilities. See Section 4.2.3, 98BHerschel Science Centre (HSC) for more details. More than 70 people worked directly for
Herschel during Flight Operations at HSC, or in support services at ESAC. The HSC teams were:
• Community Support Group (CSG), including the Mission Planning Team
• Instrument and Calibration Scientist (ICS) Team
• Data Processing (DP) Team
• Software Maintenance Team
• System Engineering Team
These were supported by:
• The Computer Support Group
• The Satellite Archives Team (SAT)
• The Network Team
• Administrative Support
2.4.1.2
The MOC operations team
At MOC, the teams involved were:
• The Spacecraft Operations Engineering Team
• The Mission Planning Team
• The Flight Dynamics Team
For further details see Section 4.2.2, 97BMission Operations Centre (MOC).
2.4.2
Herschel operational modes
Herschel had two modes of operation:
• Off-line (Mission Time Line)
This was the standard observing mode during the mission and was the way that all science was obtained. Inputs would be received
by the HSC from multiple actors and composed into an observing schedule consisting of all the engineering set-up, calibration and
science observations necessary to carry out a day of science operations. The draft telescope schedule would go through a series of
sanity checks and an approval cycle. When all checks and approvals were complete the schedule would be committed to the database
for uplink and transferred to MOC, who would process it, add additional timing information and translate it into the necessary
spacecraft commands for transmission to the satellite, on-board storage and execution. In this mode of operation the HSC acted as a
filter for all inputs to MOC, balancing the conflicting interests and demands of science, calibration, engineering and scheduling
efficiency and error-trapping anything potentially harmful to the satellite before it could get to MOC and, potentially, be transmitted
to the satellite.
• Manual commanding
Manual commanding took advantage of the capability to speak directly to the satellite during the DTCP. During early mission phases
most activity was carried out manually as, frequently it was necessary to see how the satellite or an instrument responded to a
command before sending the next. A typical case was all the switch-on activities where, at each stage the telemetry had to be
checked carefully to ensure that it was safe to continue to the next stage; the next step would not be initiated until the telemetry
confirmed that the voltages and parameters were correct, with every anomaly requiring careful investigation before the commanding
could continue. Sequences of manual commands – referred to as ”stacks” – would be generated that would be transmitted to the
satellite to carry out a particular operation. During Flight Operations this would normally be done by the SPACON but, in early
mission phases, or during recovery activities, the ICCs could command an instrument directly, either remotely, or from a special
control room at MOC (the PISA Room), under the supervision of the SPACON and MOC engineers. During initial switch-on and
commissioning, all instrument commanding by the ICCs required them to be physically present in the PISA Room at MOC. When
operating from the PISA Room, the ICC engineers were connected to the MOC communications loop. When operating remotely
from an ICC, a telecom was set up and ICC personnel and other interested parties could listen-in to activities and interact with the
MOC team at the control console.
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Figure 12: Operational interactions during the Herschel mission. The HSC was the nexus for all interactions and acted as the filter
between all Herschel users, be they ICCs, the Science Team or the general community and MOC. However, all interactions with the
spacecraft were carried out by MOC or, in the case of real time commanding, under strict MOC supervision.
Procedures were in place with the appropriate series of commands for most routine cases. Where something non-routine needed to be
done, the stacks would be generated in advance to check them and to prepare them for transmission to the satellite. During routine
operations, manual commanding was used for occasional spacecraft maintenance activities such as Startracker CCD dumps and
software patching. Manual commanding was most important during routine operations for instrument recovery after a problem had
been detected; this required particularly close cooperation between MOC and the affected ICC.
2.4.3
Science Ground Segment Data Flow
The SGS data flow scheme is described in detail in O’Rourke (2007). It consisted of two chains: an Uplink chain that generated the
commands to be executed by satellite and a Downlink chain, which transmitted and processed the data produced by the satellite.
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Figure 13: Herschel data distribution comprising of the Uplink and Downlink chains.
At different stages of Operations, different parts of the SGS data flow were active according to operational circumstances:
• Pre-launch only the Uplink chain was active (observations being prepared and processed for execution, but not yet
being executed)
• During space operation both the Uplink and Downlink chains were active (the full uplink chain from proposal
submission, through observation execution and data processing and archiving active).
• Post-passivation only the Downlink chain is active (proposal submission and observation execution inactive, but data
processing and archiving continues).
2.4.3.1
Uplink chain
The uplink chain refers to all operational activity aimed at sending commands for execution to the spacecraft.

2.4.3.1.1
Uplink databases
Three databases were used in the Uplink process, although only the Operational database was used to generate the final mission
timeline as described below. External users interacted only via the publically visible Astronomer database, while the Test database
was used as a sandbox by the Herschel Mission Planners. The three databases were synchronised on a regular basis so that
astronomers could see the current Operational status of their AORs.
2.4.3.1.1.1
Astronomer database
Astronomers submitted their proposals to the Astronomer database, which was the only database visible to users outside HSC. All
iterations and interactions occurred in this database to ensure that they were kept separate from the ”final” version of AORs that
would be scheduled; this process allowed a clean operational database to be maintained for scheduling, modifiable only by small
number of HSC personnel. An advantage of this system was that it ensured that if an astronomer unwittingly modified his or her
AORs without being aware the Mission Planners had already included some of the modified AORs in a draft schedule, that schedule
would not be affected (and potentially broken) by the changes that had been made to the AORs. It also ensured that new versions of
AORs received from PIs could not be scheduled before passing through standard technical checks, as they were kept isolated from
the database used by the Mission Planners for scheduling and only transferred to the Operational database when all parties were in
agreement that they were ready for use. The Operational database was usually synchronised with the Astronomer database
approximately once a week in Flight Operations. So, even after the status of AORs changed in the Operational database it would take
the astronomer a few days to see that updated status reflected in the Astronomer database visible to the outside world. During periods
when Calls were open, the database was frozen and no weekly synchronisation was carried out. This meant that astronomers who
had modified their AORs were unable to see the changes that had been made in their proposal(s) in the meantime until the Call had
closed, but this was an essential security measure to avoid potential database corruption during proposal submission.
2.4.3.1.1.2
Operational database
Only a small number of HSC staff could access the Operational database. It was kept as a clean database, used for scheduling, where
the definitive versions of AORs were stored and released only when approved by HOTAC, instrument specialists and PIs. To be
visible to the HSC Mission Planners, all updated AORs had to be submitted personally to the Operational database by a member of
the HSC Community Support Team and then released to the Mission Planners. A proposal could be released for scheduling in full or,
if necessary, instrument by instrument, or target by target, when the process of iteration with the PI was completed. Only one user
could modify the Operational database at any one time, avoiding conflicts when, for example, one person was updating a proposal at
the same time that another was scheduling the AORs: in such cases, a database lock would occur, preventing two users from trying
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unknowingly to modify the state of a particular observation or observations simultaneously. Similarly, although a single user could
prepare several ODs at the same time, the POS files had to be committed sequentially thus, even if a later POS was completed first, it
could not be committed to MOC before the previous POS had.
2.4.3.1.1.3
Test database
The Test or Staging database was used as a sandbox for testing software or drafting schedules. While one Mission Planner was
preparing the final version of a schedule for submission to MOC in the Operational database, another could be drafting schedules for
several days ahead in the Test database. This was particular important for HIFI observing blocks where it often necessary to re-draft
the schedule several times to optimise it (see Section 4.3.2.4.3, Optimising HIFI band changes), as a change in the draft of one OD
could have a knock-on effect in a later OD, requiring it to be completely re-planned. Draft schedules could be revised and optimised
as many times as was necessary without affecting the schedule being prepared for submission in the Operational database. In this
way the Mission Planners could test different scheduling strategies for a particular block of observing time to see which was the most
efficient, transferring the draft schedules to the Operational database for final refinement when ready. Some schedules were found to
be particularly complicated to optimise and required multiple attempts, occasionally even several days of work, to find the best
solution. In these cases work could continue with other ODs in the Staging database without the conflictive OD holding up overall
scheduling activity. Similarly, the Staging database was used to test and verify changes in the software or configuration of the
Proposal Handling System without contaminating either the Astronomer or the Operational database with dummy AORs, or with
AORs time-estimated with a potentially invalid Mission Configuration. To use the Staging database for Mission Planning, the
Mission Planners would ask for a snapshot of the Operational database to be made and copied into the Staging database, reproducing
its instantaneous state (all proposal processing had to be halted while the copy was made). This snapshot ensured that recently
scheduled AORs would not be shown as available for scheduling when the drafts were made (and thus being scheduled twice) and
that the latest version of any modified AORs would be available for the draft schedules. When the Mission Planner was satisfied
with the draft schedule(s) it or they could be transferred to the Operational database for final processing and submission to MOC.
2.4.3.1.2
Observation preparation and submission
The Uplink chain started with an idea – either of an astronomer, or of an engineer – for an activity to be executed on-board the
satellite. This might be to observe the spectrum of a star-forming region, to carry out an essential engineering activity such as recycling the coolers, or to check the instrument memory for bit flips. For the idea to be executed, it had to be submitted as a proposal.
A proposal consisted of at least one Astronomical Observation Request (AOR), plus complementary information to describe it that
would allow the proposal to be assessed and evaluated. Proposals were submitted by astronomers and calibration scientists to the
Proposal Handling System via the astronomer interface, HSpot. The proposals would be processed by the PHS and stored in the
database for further processing by HSC staff. Essential spacecraft maintenance activities (patching software, Startracker CCD
dumps, etc.) were treated by manual commanding and executed via the appropriate, pre-prepared manual commanding procedure.
All proposals went through an approval process before they could be scheduled, as follows:
• Science observations went through the HOTAC process (see Section 4.3.4.2.1, 215BProposal evaluation), involving
peer review and approval by HOTAC before they could be released for potential scheduling. Calibration observations had
to be submitted as part of an instrument’s approved calibration plan and formally accepted. All calibration activities were
discussed at the regular PV and Routine Phase planning meetings held between HSC, MOC and ICC representatives.
During Routine Phase these planning meeting were held initially weekly, although the frequency was reduced to
fortnightly later in the mission as many activities became genuinely routine and the need for special calibration activities
was reduced.
• Spacecraft maintenance activities were either part of the formal Commissioning plan, compiled and approved by the
ESTEC Project Department, or were proposed, discussed and approved at the regular PV or routine phase planning
meetings (some spacecraft maintenance activities could be carried out in parallel with other activities and so did not
require telescope time to be reserved for them to the exclusion of science).
Once a science proposal had been received and processed, its status and that of the attached observations was set to ”Submitted” in
the database. This meant that the proposal was complete, with all the required parts and had at least one associated AOR. Before
being considered by HOTAC the proposal would undergo technical evaluation. The documentation would be checked for
consistency (e.g. did the number of hours submitted as AORs match the number of hours requested in the proposal and, if not, where
was the discrepancy?) and completeness. The design of the AORs would be checked by instrument experts who would make
recommendations to HOTAC about possible issues with the observations, or optimisations that could be made to the programme.
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Figure 14: A schematic view of the full Herschel Science Ground Segment Uplink chain.
2.4.3.1.3
Observation release for scheduling
Once approved by HOTAC, a proposal would be set to ”Accepted” in the database. All associated AORs would be set to ”Accepted”
too, except for any in sub-programme(s) that HOTAC had not approved: any such AORs would have their status set to ”Rejected” in
the database. Proposals that were not successful in getting HOTAC time were set to ”Rejected” in the database and all their AORs
were automatically passed to ”Rejected” status. If a proposal was accepted with no comments or changes requested, the AORs could
be set to ”Released” immediately in the Operational database and could be seen by the Mission Planners and by the Mission
Planning software as available for scheduling (AORs with a status set to ”Released” in the Proposal Handling System could be seen
by the Mission Planning sftware). When this was done, the PI was notified that the AORs were available to the Mission Planners for
scheduling. If changes were required (modification of AORs, change(s) of target(s), reduction of observing time, etc.) a process of
iteration with the PI would be carried out; the AORs would not be released until the modifications were completed. Both the PI and
the HSC could also manually block released observations for scheduling (this might be done if the PI wanted to execute a few
observations as a test before bulk scheduling started, or if the observations were, in principal, ready for scheduling, but a potential
change of observing strategy was being considered and so, scheduling was temporarily blocked as a precautionary measure).
2.4.3.1.4
Calibration and engineering observation treatment
Unlike science proposals, calibration proposals were set automatically to be accepted in the database on submission. However, like
science observations, calibration observations had to be released for scheduling by HSC staff to be available to the Mission Planners.
Some engineering and/or calibration observations had to be executed at a particular time, or in a particular sequence, others though
could be scheduled freely by the Mission Planners within a particular observation planning cycle. ”Routine” engineering
observations (cooler re-cyclings, SEU checks, LO switch-ons, instrument prologues and switch-offs, etc.) were prepared in advance,
cloned in the database (usually in batches of 10 or 20) and released as necessary to the Mission Planners to supplement the
calibration proposals submitted by the ICCs. As a basic engineering AOR such as the HIFI SEU check did not change during the
mission, it would be cloned hundreds of times – in the case of the HIFI SEU check AOR, almost 750 clones were made and
scheduled from the time of its first use in OD-567 in Scheduling Cycle 28. Once an observation was released for scheduling it
entered the pool of AORs available to and schedulable by the Mission Planners. For each OD the mission planners at HSC generated
a POS (Preferred Observation Sequence file) that, after technical checks and approval by the relevant ICC(s) and Project Scientist,
was submitted to MOC by FTP.
2.4.3.1.5
Rate of POS generation
2.4.3.1.5.1
Early Operations
The first POS file delivered by HSC was for OD-9, delivered on May 20th 2009. This was a SPIRE delivery, originally intended for
scheduling on OD-12, but advanced three days due to the early SPIRE switch on. The original activities for OD-9 (manual
commanding by MOC) were moved to OD-10. During CoP, and particularly its early phases, POS files were delivered with a fast
turnaround cycle, often little more than 48h ahead of execution. For example, the SPIRE delivery for OD-14, with DTCP-14 starting
at 10:42z on May 27th, was received 23:00z on May 24th: a rapid turnaround was necessary to allow ICCs to analyse the results of
previous tests before scheduling the next set. As deliveries were received already time-lined, POS generation consisted of unpacking
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the delivery, making standard sanity checks and then transferring it to the HSC Mission Planning System for final checks and
commitment to MOC: in exceptional cases of simple deliveries, with no new Mission Configuration, this process could be completed
in an hour. Fast processing at HSC was necessary so that MOC could receive the POS file in time to be processed for Uplink.
Typically, deliveries were processed as soon as they were received, almost independent of time of day, as ICCs faced extremely tight
schedules to process data and prepare new observations. Close communication between the ICC and HSC was necessary to optimise
resources and to ensure that delivery deadlines to MOC were met. By the end of COP, deliveries were typically received at least six
days before execution, allowing POS file generation to be rationalised somewhat and allowing MOC the option of processing two or
three ODs together to make the processing more efficient. As would be the case too for post-helium activities, not all days had
scheduling from the Mission Time Line. HSC delivered empty POS files to maintain the sequence of deliveries, for OD-10, OD-12
and OD-13. After OD-13, all ODs were at least in part scheduled on MTL. All MTL commanding was of SPIRE up to OD-15, when
HIFI was set to Standby II to stabilise for HIFI activities in OD-16. There were no PACS MTL activities until OD-26, which was
shared between PACS and SPIRE, after which shared ODs became common in the schedule to optimise commissioning: on OD-60
all three instruments were commanded from the MTL in the same OD. This meant merging deliveries from two or more instruments
into a single schedule, often with separate Mission Configuration deliveries and was quite demanding of the HSC Uplink Team.
2.4.3.1.5.2
Routine Operations
During Routine Operations the Mission Planners at HSC would generate and commit seven POS files (i.e. seven ODs) each week,
with the aim of maintaining a buffer of a minimum of 18 days and, preferably, 3 weeks between delivery to MOC and Uplink to
Herschel. Typically, three POS files would be submitted each Tuesday and a further four each Friday.

Figure 15: A summary of the Uplink chain, showing the intermediate products generated at each stage.
2.4.3.1.6
Processing at MOC
The POS file would go through initial automatic processing at MOC, during which the validity of each pointing request would be
verified and would then be further processed by hand by Flight Dynamics to generate the EPOS file, which had an additional layer of
commands, including the reaction wheel biasing required for each pointing to be executed. The EPOS file was ready to be converted
into Mission Timeline Uplink Units by the MOC Mission Planning Team. This processing, which was done by hand, involved
multiple tasks such as separating commands to avoid overflow. The process of separating commands was critical, as the TCMS
could handle a maximum of ten telecommands per second, of which only four could be dedicated to payload operations and
generated by Mission Planning, irrespective of type. An additional capacity of six telecommands per second was reserved for
platform operations – AOCS, CDMS etc. – independent of Mission Planning (Lucas, 2015). A critical overflow would be generated
by the TCMS if more than four Mission Planning telecommands were received per second. The result of this processing was to
produce the final sequence of telecommands to be uplinked to the satellite for execution.
2.4.3.1.7
Uplink chain summary
The Mission Timeline Uplink Units were then transferred to the Ground Station for uplink and execution by Herschel. A schematic
diagram of the Uplink Chain with the intermediate steps and products is shown in Figure 15.
2.4.3.2
Downlink chain
The downlink chain is the chain of operations that sent data down from the satellite in the form of telemetry and then distributed,
processed and archived it. A schematic view of the downlink chain is shown in Figure 16. While in pre-launch operations only the
uplink chain was used (except during the test campaigns, when the whole end-to-end chain was exercised, either with real, or with
simulated data reception from the satellite), in Flight Operations both the Uplink and the Downlink chains were equally important. In
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post-operations, only the downlink chain has been operational, although the Data Distribution System itself was no longer active as
no further data was coming down from the satellite.

Figure 16: Schematic diagram of the complete Herschel Science Ground Segment downlink chain showing all the interactions.
2.4.3.2.1
The Data Distribution System
The DDS consisted of the downlink of data from the satellite to the ground station, its transfer to MOC, consolidation and
subsequent transfer to the HSC and its onward propagation to the ICCs and, in the case of HIFI data, to NHSC. The DDS transferred
not just the raw telemetry, but also the Auxiliary Data Files (Altitude History File, Time Correlation, Out Of Limits, etc.) that were
required to process the data. Consolidation is described in more detail in Section 4.2.3.2.2.5, 333BConsolidation. Observations were
not downlinked as OBSIDs, but rather as individual packets. While, in principal, data distribution and propagation is simple, many
factors conspire to make it far more complicated than simply moving the full data set for a OD from the on-board Spacecraft Mass
Memory store to the database at MOC and then onwards to the HSC and ICCs. Factors that affect the vision of the completeness of
of the data for a particular OD are detailed in Brumfitt (2015). Each telemetry packet received a Source Sequence Count (SSC), an
APID number (see Section 4.2.3.2.2.2, 330BApplication Process Identifiers (APIDs)) and a time stamp, allowing it to be identified
and an observation re-constructed at HSC. Existing ground segment systems for all ESA missions, including Herschel, are based on
the ECSS telemetry standard (ECSS-E-70-41A) which specifies a 14-bit sequence count 4 such that the SSC wraps at 16384: this can
be reached in as little as 15 minutes, hence the SSC shows large jumps, making it difficult to identify packet order unambiguously,
particularly if there were missing packets. The SSC is sequential for an APID but, for PACS it was assigned immediately before
transmission. However, the On-Board Time (OBT) was written immediately before the packet was copied to the pool for
transmission, which could have been up to 20 minutes previously. This led to inconsistencies between the time stamp and the
sequence count. SSC jumps can also be due to counter re-sets due to instrument anomalies (e.g. manual power re-cycling to recover
from an anomaly: see Section 5.7.2.3, System Source Counter (SSC) re-sets). An example of this is that two packets could be
consecutive in OBT, but with a large backwards jump in SSC between them. This made it impossible to know, without detailed
investigation, whether or not there were missing packets at intermediate times. Similarly, if there are bad packets (e.g. corrupted
data, data with a bad timestamp, etc.), these are not even seen by the system, as only good packets were requested in the transfer
request. This was especially the case for PACS data, which was received compressed, so it was not even possible to identify the
OBSID to which a particular packet pertains and check to see what OBSIDs were incomplete. A consequence of this system was that
it was impossible to know when data reception from MOC was complete, as there was no information on how much data to expect
for a particular OD, nor was there any indication of what sequence number the final packet for any APID would have, so the only
way to determine whether or not data reception was complete for a particular APID was to wait and see if more data arrived. The
DDS assumed that data transmission had completed when the consolidation file remained unchanged for an hour, meaning that no
more data had arrived in that time, at which point the process of gap-checking would start: this though was not always a reliable
indicator as consolidation could, on occasion, be delayed at MOC. If gaps in telemetry were found, a manual request would be made
for re-transmission. However, if the gaps were due to un-consolidated data, they would usually be filled automatically by MOC soon
after the start of the next working day. Obviously though, in situations where trickle-down of data was occurring after a missed pass,
or after a OD day when the stored data volume was such that transfer from the satellite had to be interrupted at the end of the DTCP,
consolidation could continue over several days.

4
While it would be desirable to increase the number of bits to 24, or even 32, which would remove many of the problems associated with Data
Distribution and gap checking, this would require a revision of the ECSS-E-70-41A standard. A discussion document aimed at revising ECSS-E-7041A to ECSS-E-70-41C that includes fourteen lessons-learnt from Herschel. was made public in 2014 and can be found at
http://www.ecss.nl/forums/ecss/dispatch.cgi/home/showFile/100836/d20141014072735/No/ECSS-E-70-41A%20to%20ECSS-E-70-41CDraft%20for%20review%20Change%20Log.pdf.
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2.4.3.2.2
Data Processing
Once the completion flag had been set, showing that data distribution was complete and that all data had been received at HSC, data
processing would start, Data processing was conditional on data reception completion at HSC only, not on successful onward
propagation being completed and thus could start even if propagation to one ICC was down and thus no data had been propagated at
all to that ICC. Four types of data processing were contemplated (see Section 6.3, 44BStandard Product Generation, for more
details).
• Automatic pipeline processing – carried out for each OD, as soon as data reception at HSC for that OD was complete.
• On-demand re-processing – requested by users for specific AORs to re-process observations with the latest released pipeline
version. Users could choose to do this if there was an intermediate HIPE version between the major releases for which bulk reprocessing was carried out.
• Manual or interactive processing – carried out interactively by users on specific data sets to obtain a better reduction than
was possible with the default parameters. This was particularly important for complicated data sets such as HIFI spectra where
there was no optimal ”one size fits all” strategy.
• Bulk re-processing – full re-reduction of the entire data archive using the latest major release of the HCSS software.
2.4.3.2.3
Gap checking in the final database
There were no gaps in science data from the satellite in telemetry received at the ground station. However, after Herschel passivation
there was an extensive process of gap checking of the contents of the entire database of telemetry at HSC, which revealed numerous
apparent gaps of typically 1-2 seconds in a particular APID, almost invariably in (non-critical) housekeeping data. Where a gap was
found, telemetry was re-requested from MOC for the interval in question, ingested and re-propagated to the ICCs. Once data had be
re-ingested, gap-checking was run again to check for and close any final gaps in the telemetry and the data was re-propagated to the
ICCs. Once the archive was considered to have reached its final state of completeness, the DDS was finally switched off. This was
done in October 2013. Detailed examination revealed that most of these apparent gaps in telemetry were due apparently to erroneous
timing information and that no significant amount of telemetry was missing, although the problems with time-stamping meant that
filling remaining gaps required careful checking to identify the genuine gaps that had not been filled in the previous exercise. A
further gap-filling exercise was carried out in 2015, checking the contents of the HSC database against a back-up of the full MOC
database of received telemetry. This added a total of 414022 packets to the HSC archive: equating to 226MB, or just 0.014% of the
full 1.6TB volume of telemetry. Although some SSC sequence jumps are still seen in the APIDs referring to science telemetry for the
three instruments that could potentially indicate missing science data, all these have been identified as due to known breaks in
telemetry flow such as power re-cyclings and on-board software updates (see Section 5.7.2.3, System Source Counter (SSC) re-sets);
no science data was thus missing at the end of this exercise.
2.5
Operational Activities
The following section gives a brief overview of mission phases and serves to explain briefly their extension in time and relationship
to other activities. More detailed information of each phase of activity is given in Section 2.5.2, Ground Segment Operations.
2.5.1
Overview of the phases of operational activities
In this section we give a brief summary and overview of the different operational phases of the Herschel mission. These are
described later on in more detail, allowing the reader to obtain a much deeper understanding of the activities carried out in each
phase and the results that they produced. Operational activities for Herschel were divided into a series of phases including prelaunch, launch campaign, commissioning, PV, routine operations and post-operations. In some cases it is easy to draw a distinction
between phases and a formal beginning and end can be defined. In others two and sometimes even three phases of operations
blended into each other with no clear start or end point. For example, the formal end of PV phase was more than a month after the
start of routine operations (as defined by the scheduling of the first routine science observations), with the administrative end of the
launch campaign (i.e. nominally, the end of PV phase) lying between the two dates. In some cases a single designation (e.g. launch
campaign) also covers multiple phases of operational activities. This is an inevitable consequence of the complexity of Herschel
operations, in which several strands of activity would be carried out in parallel and often had to be carried out in parallel for optimal
operational efficiency.
2.5.1.1
Start of Herschel operations
Operations for Herschel started when the first Announcement of Opportunity was opened for the KPGT Call. From this date the part
of the Science Ground Segment dealing with Proposal Handling became operational and thus accessible by and available to the
scientific community to prepare and submit observation requests, making the uplink chain of Science Ground Segment dataflow,
live. Thus Herschel operations started formally at 12:00UT on 1st February 2007 (Pilbratt, 2007).
2.5.1.2
Ground segment launch campaign
2.5.1.2.1
Definition of the launch campaign
The term ”launch campaign” has two, very different meanings within Herschel according to the context in which the words are used.
• For the launcher team, it is the campaign of activities, lasting a few weeks, required to prepare the Ariane rocket for a
successful launch, to the moment of separation of the satellite after launch, at which control is passed to ESOC at
Darmstadt.
• For the Science Ground Segment, it is the period of intense testing and preparatory activities that certified Herschel’s
readiness to fly before launch, through to the end of in-flight testing and certification activities that permitted routine
observing to begin in space. In this context and in this document, we will speak of the launch campaign from the SGS
perspective.
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2.5.1.2.2
A summary of ground segment launch campaign activities
The launch campaign for the Science Ground Segment started with the first of the major SGS-wide pre-flight tests, the Routine
Mission Scenario (RMS) test, which started on Tuesday September 2nd 2008 and ended with the nominal end of PV activities on
October 31st 2009. The SGS launch campaign thus included the RMS, SOVT-1 and SOVT-2 tests, the SIMS-1, SIMS-2 and SIMS-3
simulations campaigns, the launch and LEOPS phase, Commissioning and PV phases. It thus had a duration of fifteen months,
starting 8.5 months before launch and ending 6.5 months after launch. During this period the Herschel Science Centre was working a
basic seven days a week, twelve hours per day schedule, in which all critical functions were manned from at least 0800 to 2000 local
time, with more extensive coverage provided in a best-efforts basis by the HSC team, supplemented by NHSC, usually on a near
twenty-four hour basis. At the same time, the spacecraft and instruments went through a long series of extremely demanding tests in
addition to the SGS launch campaign, first at ESTEC and then, later at Kourou when the Arianeespace launch campaign started.
Integration and testing of the Herschel spacecraft were managed by the Projects Department at ESTEC, who controlled all
commissioning activities in space and test and integration activities prior to launch. Once commissioning was completed, control of
Herschel pointing passed to the HSC for the PV Phase of the mission and routine operations. The philosophy of the test campaigns
was: you can never test too much and was reflected in the success of the mission.
2.5.1.2.2.1
Reference Mission Scenario (RMS) Test
The Reference (sometimes referred to as ”Routine Mission Scenario”) is described in Estaria, Patterson & Schmidt (2004) and
marked the formal start of the Herschel launch campaign. As the entire test schedule was evolving rapidly due to the highly
ambitious and very complex nature of the work to be done before RMS could be attempted, the date for execution of RMS was
pushed back progressively from late June to early September 2008, with spacecraft configuration for RMS starting on September 2nd
2008. Its progress, methodology and results are described in more detail in Section 2.5.2.1.2, RMS. In many senses, the RMS Test
can be understood as the SOVT-0 test. As an industry-run test to demonstrate the readiness of the spacecraft for the start of the
launch campaign, RMS involved the SGS, but more as observers than as active participants. It allowed the SGS to check its
readiness for the SOVT-1 test and identified infrastructure failures. Given the accelerated schedule that was imposed in an attempt to
speed up the launch campaign as much as possible, the gap of two to three days originally envisaged between RMS and SOVT-1 to
re-configure the spacecraft between tests was reduced to an absolute minimum, but the test, run with the SGS working on close to a
24/7 schedule, still gave valuable time to investigate and fix issues that were revealed by listening in to the RMS test.
2.5.1.2.2.2
SOVT-1 Test
The SOVT-1 Test was the first full-scale, end-to-end test of the entire Science Ground Segment, operating the satellite in realistic
conditions equivalent to space operations and with the entire ground segment supporting the test, executing their normal functional
tasks in operations. While the RMS test was a 3 day test in which Industry could demonstrate the satellite’s readiness to support the
SOVT, SOVT-1 exercised the full Science Ground Segment uplink and downlink chains – hardware, software and personnel – in
addition to being a key test of the capabilities of the Ground Segment to command and operate the Spacecraft. Its progress,
methodology and results are described in more detail in Section 2.5.2.1.3.3, . SOVT-1 was designed to reveal where the SGS had
weaknesses that needed to be addressed, to find procedures that needed to be improved and find elements in the uplink and downlink
chains that would fail in real-life spacecraft operations. As such the aim was to identify as many issues as possible and the measures
necessary to correct them, rather than to have a smooth test with no issues.
2.5.1.2.2.3
SOVT-2 Test
The second SOVT test was in many respects similar to the first. It simulated a different mission phase – PV – and thus an earlier
phase of the mission with different aims and objectives, but had a similar methodology and aims. Its progress, methodology and
results are described in more detail in Section 2.5.2.1.3.4, 157BSOVT-2. The SOVT-2 test was a critical part of the lunch campaign,
as a successful test was required to demonstrate that the lessons of SOVT-1 had been learnt and that solutions had been found and
applied to the system in the three months since SOVT-1 to resolve the problems identified in the earlier test. In particular, the
fundamental aim of SOVT-2 was to demonstrate that the spacecraft and the SGS were now robust enough to support normal Flight
Operations. Whereas major problems were expected in SOVT-1, a key requirement of SOVT-2 is that no critical issues that would
threaten Flight Operations be identified, although it was reasonable to expect smaller issues to be found that had been hidden
previously under the major ones. Given that the would be several months between the completion of SOVT-2 and launch, there was
ample time to fine-tune the SGS in the intervening period. A successful execution of the SOVT-2 test was a pre-requisite for
authorisation of the shipment of Herschel to Kourou.
2.5.1.2.2.4
The SIMS Campaigns
Although the SOVT-1 and SOVT-2 tests had a simulations element that provided valuable exercise of procedures, they were not
long enough to cover a full planning cycle (see Section 4.3.2.4, 209BShort Term and Long Term Mission Planning strategy), nor to
simulate adequately the sustained pressure of Operations on SGS personnel. The purpose of the Simulations campaigns was to
familiarise SGS team members with procedures, make those revisions that were found necessary, get them accustomed to carrying
out their daily tasks and to find out what changes were needed to allow systems to work smoothly. While simulations could not fully
reproduce the pressure of real-life spacecraft operations, they were kept as realistic as possible so that team members would be able
to affront Flight Operations with complete confidence. Their progress, methodology and results are described in more detail in
Section 2.5.2.1.4, SIMS. The aim was for the SGS to arrive at launch comfortable and familiarised with their daily tasks and work
practices, to identify problems and bottlenecks and to exercise and perfect procedures. Essentially, the objective of Simulations was
to allow the team to ”hit the ground running” after launch.
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2.5.1.2.2.5
Launch and LEOPS
The launch campaign at Kourou in French Guiana began with the departure of Herschel from ESTEC on February 13th 2009 and
ended with the separation of Planck from the Ariane upper stage at 13:40:25.2UT. This launch campaign included the assembly of
the Ariane 5 rocket, the mounting of Herschel and Planck on it, closure of the fairing and roll-out for launch before the countdown
and launch activities on the launchpad itself. The Herschel/Planck launch readiness review, known as RAL (Revue d'Aptitude au
Lancement), the French acronym, was held on May 9th 2009, with a close out review on May 12th that authorised countdown
activities to begin leading to a launch at the start of the 55 minute launch window on May 14th 2009. The LEOPS phase included
such critical activities as the injection burn into transfer orbit and the touch-up manoeuvre (see Section 4.1.1, Orbit injection) leading
to the cruise phase.
2.5.1.2.2.6
Commissioning
Signal acquisition from Herschel came 37 minutes after launch and was followed by the first commands being executed by the
satellite 58 minutes after launch. In effect, Commissioning started with separation of Herschel from the Ariane Upper stage. It
consisted of a series of tests and checks of the entire spacecraft and its instruments, managed by the ESA Projects Department
(usually abbreviated to ”Project”). A total of 298 individual tests had to be completed to validate the satellite. These included
essential tasks such as the switch-on of instruments and individual sub-systems, decontamination of the telescope, opening of the
cryo-cover and a full set of checks of the health and correct functioning of the entire spacecraft. The final commissioning activities
were carried out on July 19th 2009, 66 days after launch. From this point on, control of satellite pointing ceased to be managed by the
ESA Projects Department and became the exclusive responsibility of the Herschel Science Centre, although the formal handover of
the satellite by Project came with the successful completion of the COP review. After the HIFI anomaly (see Section 5.7.2, HIFI
anomaly and subsequent recovery) it was necessary to re-commission HIFI on the back-up power chain, repeating the checks that
had been made on the principal power chain. This was done on OD-254 and OD-255 (January 22nd and 23rd 2010) thus, nominally,
Commissioning continued well into Routine Operations Phase.
2.5.1.2.2.7
PV
With commissioning of the spacecraft and instruments (almost) complete, the task of Performance Verification could begin. In this
phase, each of the instruments was thoroughly checked out and calibrated in space. An essential part of this phase of activity was to
validate each of the observing modes to be used for science operations: this meant checking the performance and optimising the
operating parameters so that the mode could be released for use by the astronomical community. When an observing mode was
considered calibrated and ready for science use, a release telecom was held in which all the pertinent data was examined and the ICC
gave indications as to how the mode should be scheduled, or what modifications needed to be made to observations that had been
submitted so that they could be executed successfully. Part of this process involved identifying what observations in the database
using the observing mode could be scheduled immediately, without modification and which could be scheduled if modifications
were made and which ones were not suitable for release without further testing. The first Performance Verification activities were
carried out 64 days after launch, on July 17th 2009 (OD-64), even before the final commissioning tests had been completed. The final
day scheduled as PV was November 25th 2009, 195 days after launch (OD-195). During the last month of formal PV activities, the
scheduling of dedicated PV days became steadily less frequent until they final became subsumed in routine calibration activities.
Again, after the HIFI anomaly (see Section 5.7.2, HIFI anomaly and subsequent recovery) it was necessary to repeat some previously
executed HIFI PV activities on the back-up chain as a previous step to HIFI entering the scheduling cycle again. This was done in
two, intensive blocks from OD-263 to OD-267 (January 31st – February 4th 2010) and OD-277 to OD-283 (February 14th – 20th
2010). These were the last days of the mission dedicated to PV activities.
2.5.1.3
Routine Operations
Routine science operations began with the pre-release of the first science mode – PACS Photometry – to the Mission Planners at the
Herschel Science Centre. This allowed early scheduling of a small number of science observations to commence. Although PACS
Point Source Photometry was later withdrawn as a science mode and replaced with the mini-scanmap option, these observations on
OD-120 were the first formal scheduled science with Herschel. A few additional ODs of science observations were carried out, as
OD-120 had been, using preliminary versions of science modes. These observations are identified in the observing schedule with the
AOTVAL (AOT Validation) label and were carried out on a shared-risk basis. The first science mode to be released formally to the
). As the number of released observing modes and
Mission Planners was SPIRE large scan maps (see Section 2.5.2.5.1,
confidence in their use grew, intensive scheduling of science observations could start with the commencement of the Science
Demonstration Phase (see Section 2.5.7, Science Demonstration Phase), which aimed to schedule a significant fraction (up to 10%)
of the approved observations of every HOTAC-approved programme by OD-210. The first routine science observations that were
not scheduled as PV or AOTVAL were taken on September 12th 2009, in OD-121. The final science observation before End of
Helium was taken in OD-1446, on April 29th 2013.
2.5.1.4
Post-cryo Operations
With the cold mission complete, an extensive series of warm tests of instruments and technology tests were carried out before the
final passivation of the spacecraft. These involved such items as extensive Startracker tests, both in sky positions that had given
problems and using both Startrackers simultaneously to improve pointing; long, dark integrations to assess the effects of cosmic ray
impacts on HIFI; tests of the behaviour of the reaction wheels at low speeds that mimic the way in which the Euclid reaction wheels
will be run; and tests of the SPIRE BSM control at temperatures well above the normal operating temperature. These were all tests
that did not require the instruments to be cold to be performed and that would improve understanding of the spacecraft systems and
their performance, but that were too time-consuming to carry out with the instruments cold, at the expense of science time. Post-cryo
technology tests began on OD-1453 (May 5th 2013) and ended on OD-1490 (June 11th 2013).
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2.5.1.5
Post-Operations
Post-operations everything that is done between the end of helium and the end of the Herschel mission (although not the ceasing of
all Herschel activity, as a Historical Archive Phase will continue for the indefinite future, although no longer formally controlled by
the Herschel mission and its team). The basic function of post-operations is the maximisation of the scientific return of the Herschel
mission. This encompasses all phases of data processing, publication, archiving and documentation. The aim is to leave the largest
possible Herschel legacy for posterity, including the sum of all knowledge gained by the Herschel mission that will remain available
to the scientific community during the Historical Archive Phase. In reality, with the knowledge that EoH was imminent, some postOperations activity started even in advance of EoH.
2.5.1.6
Summary of Mission Phases
A summary of mission phases, as far as they can be defined due to the caveats previously explained, is given below in Table 4. As
explained above and summarised in the table, it was quite normal to have two or more mission phases running concurrently.
Mission Phase
Pre-Flight Operations
Science Ground Segment Launch
Campaign
RMS
SOVT-1
SOVT-2
SIMS
Arianespace Launch campaign
Launch
Early Orbit Phase
Commissioning Phase
Performance Verification Phase
Science Demonstration Phase
Routine phase
Rundown phase
Post-cryo technology tests
Mission consolidation phase
Archive phase
Archive consolidation phase
Historical Archive Phase

Start
February 1st 2007
September 3rd 2008

End
May 14th 2009
October 31st 2009

September 3rd 2008
September 6th 2008
December 13th 2008
February 2nd 2009
February 13th 2009

September 5th 2008
September 10th 2008
December 19th 2008
April 24th 2009
Planck separation from Ariane upper stage (13:40:25.2UT,
L+29m23s)
L+25m53s (13:37:55UT – Herschel separation)

L (14th May 2009,
13:12:02UT)
L
L
L+64 days (17th July 2009)
L+120 days (11th Sep 2009)
L+157 days (Oct 18th 2009)
B (April 29th 2013)
B+6 days (5th May 2013)
B+3 months (Aug 2013)
B+9 months (Feb 1st 2014)
B+51 months (July 1st
2017)
B+56 months (Jan 1st 2018)

L+3 days (17th May 2009)
L+66 days (19th July 2009)
L+195 days (25th Nov 2009)
L+352 days (30th April 2010)
L+47.5 months (Boil-off = B)
B+3 months (July 2013)
B+43 days (11th June 2013)
B+9 months (Jan 2014)
B+51 months (June 30th 2017)
B+56 months (December 31st 2017) – End of Herschel
mission
(TBD) End of all Herschel activity

Table 4: A summary of Herschel mission phases from the start of pre-Flight Operations to the end of all Herschel activity, ordered
by date of the start of the activity in each case. In some cases it is not possible to give an exact start and end to a particular mission
phase as different phases overlapped in time, or have no firmly defined start and end point. Similarly, HIFI had to be recommissioned early in 2010 after its anomaly (see Section 5.7.2, HIFI anomaly and subsequent recovery and Section 2.5.8, HIFI
Priority Science Program) and went through an accelerated campaign of re-commissioning on its redundant power chain, followed
by PV and SDP, while the other instruments were in routine operations.
2.5.2
Ground Segment Operations
2.5.2.1
Pre-flight Ground Segment Operations
2.5.2.1.1
Proposal Reception and Processing
The first Announcement of Opportunity, for the KPGT Call, was opened on February 1st 2007 (Pilbratt, 2007). This was thus more
than 27 months before Flight Operations began with the launch of Herschel. The deadline for KPGT proposal submission was April
4th 2007. The opening of the Announcement of Opportunity was preceded by a period of several months of intense preparation and
testing of the SGS for use by the scientific community, during which the tools necessary to handle and process proposals (HSpot and
the Proposal Handling System behind it, the HOTAC tools and the databases) were tested for readiness and any required additional
functionality that had been identified was added to them. At the same time all the documentation necessary to support the
Announcement of Opportunity (instrument manuals, HSpot manual, Observatory Manual, Policies and Procedures, etc.) had to be
prepared and made available on the HSC Web Page. Once KPGT proposal submissions had closed, the HOTAC process could begin.
This produced a first slough of 6668 approved AORs to fill the operational database (see Table 45). The HOTAC approved AORs
gave the initial KPGT reserved observations list that was essential input for the second phase of the KP Announcement of
Opportunity: the KPOT Call. The KPGT ROL, combined with the Herschel duplication policy that set down strict limits of what
constituted duplicated science, protected the KPGT AORs from duplication and defined what target/observing mode combination
could not be requested in KPOT. With the KPGT ROL in place, which was made available on July 5th 2007, proposal submission
was opened for KPOT proposals. The deadline for KPOT proposal submission was October 25th 2007. Once the Announcement of
Opportunity was opened, the Astronomer database began to fill with real observations to be executed by the spacecraft, requiring
regular synchronisation of the Astronomer, Test and Operational databases.
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Figure 17: Herschel Science Operations Manager, Leo Metcalfe, presses the button on the server in the Herschel Operations Room
to close the KPOT Call and, with it, to close proposal submission for the Herschel Key Programmes.

Figure 18: Part of the Herschel Operations Team celebrating the closure of Key Programme proposal submission on October 27th
2007. From left to right: Miguel Sánchez Portal, David Teyssier, Anthony Marsden, Pedro García Lario, Sarah Leeks (now, Sarah
Phipps), Larry O’Rourke, Jorgo Bakker, Leo Metcalfe, Mark Kidger, Gillian Thornhill and Charo Lorente.
2.5.2.1.2
RMS
The RMS test can consider itself in many respects to be equivalent to an SOVT-0, although the methodology was different and the
test was run by industry. In particular, successful execution of the RMS test was a pre-requisite for the longer and more complex
SOVT-1 test to follow. The purpose of the RMS test was to demonstrate that the spacecraft was capable of fulfilling the Reference
Mission Scenario as defined by Estaria, Patterson & Schmidt (2004), covering two days of routine operations in space although, with
spacecraft set up time and wrap-up, the complete duration was three days. The RMS test was thus a three-day verification of the
satellite in flight conditions in the Large Space Simulator Tank at ESTEC, in which each instrument was commanded for the best
part of one day from the Mission Time Line, with the clocks set to simulate a future time. Instruments were cold, cooler re-cyclings
were executed, the solar panels powered the spacecraft through the lamps in the LSS Tank and data was transmitted and propagated
as if in routine operations, via the standard DTCP protocols to be used in space operations, commanding the spacecraft via a lowpower transmitter, although an umbilical link was available as a back-up, allowing MOC to ”listen-in” to data transfer. Although not
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formally a part of the test, as the RMS generated real data it could be used for advance testing of the DP pipeline and product
generation, allowing the automatic pipeline process to be tested in operational conditions before SOVT-1. This allowed critical
issues in the SGS with propagation and data processing to be identified and resolved before the SOVT-1 test itself started. One of the
particular advantages of the RMS test was the way that it required fast turnaround times for patching software and releasing new
versions when critical issues were identified. In particular it required a software release at the weekend, which gave invaluable
experience for Flight Operations when such patching of the software out of normal Monday to Friday working hours would be
standard practice in early mission phases: demonstrating that critical software patches could be made, tested and integrated and a
new software version released successfully on a very fast turnaround cycle, even at weekends. RMS simulated a future time almost
one year after launch, based on a theoretical launch date of July 31st 2008, thus the simulated mission scenario was well into routine
operations and hence a much later epoch than was simulated either in SOVT-1 or in SOVT-2. MTL commanding for the RMS test
started at 02:10UT (04:10 CEST) on September 3rd 2008 and ended at 01:20UT (02:20 CEST) on September 5th 2008, after 47h10m
of simulated operations, as shown by the timeline shown in Table 5. The full duration of the test was of 59 hours from initial
configuration to final switch-off of the spacecraft.
Current Time

Scenario Future Time

Date

UTC

Date

DoY

UTC

02/09/2008

16:20:00

17/05/2009

137

22:20:00

16:20:00

03/09/2008

00:30:00

05/09/2008

18/05/2009

138

07:30:00

02:10:00

08:10:00

02:15:05

08:15:05

02:20:00

08:20:00

02:57:01

08:57:01

05:20:00

11:20:00

15:29:53
17:20:00
17:57:01

21:29:53
23:20:00
23:57:01

20:20:00
04/09/2008

22:20:00

19/05/2009

139

02:20:00

09:10:00

15:10:00

09:20:00

15:20:00

09:57:00

15:57:00

12:20:00

18:20:00

00:59:21

20/05/2009

140

06:59:21

01:20:00

07:20:00

01:20:09

07:20:09

01:20:09

07:20:09

07:20:00

13:20:00

Activity
EGSE Time Adjustment to
RMS time & Max upload
time
RMS Initial Configuration
(incl. RF U/L lock)
RMS CONFIGURATION
COMPLETE AND MTL
SUBSCHEDULES
RELEASED
First MTL Commanding
Starts
TWT/XPND Switched ON
DTCP1 Start (RF D/L
locked switchover from
umbilical to RF)
HIFI Commanding Starts
DTCP1 End/AP1 Start
(HIFI OD-)
HIFI Commanding Ends
AP1 End/DTCP2 Start
PACS Commanding Starts
DTCP2 End/AP2 Start
(PACS OD-)
PACS Commanding Ends
AP2 End/DTCP3 Start (RF
D/L locked switchover
from umbilical to RF)
SPIRE Photometer
Commanding Starts
DTCP3 End/AP3 Start
(SPIRE PHOT OD-)
SPIRE Commanding Ends
AP3 End/Abbreviated
DTCP4 Start
MTL commanding Ends
Abbreviated DTCP4
End/OB Data Retrieval
Start (RF D/L locked
switchover from umbilical
to RF)
OB Data Retrieved and S/C
Switched Off
Contingency

Table 5: The timeline for activities in the RMS test.
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RMS was a success. It showed that the spacecraft was ready to support the SOVT-1 test and identified a number of critical issues in
the ground segment, allowing them to be patched before SOVT-1 started. Once the RMS test was completed successfully, the
spacecraft could be re-configured for the SOVT-1 test, maintaining it in cold conditions in the Large Space Simulator Tank at
ESTEC between the two tests. As can be seen in Table 8, RMS data was used to populate the on-board SSMM, to leave it in a
realistic condition for the SOVT-1 test, in which data would necessarily be overwritten progressively in the on-board memory after
being dumped, simulating the standard situation in Flight Operations in which the SSMM would fill in approximately 2.5ODs of
normal operations and require progressive overwriting after successful downlink.
2.5.2.1.3
The SOVT-1 and SOVT-2 Tests
2.5.2.1.3.1
SOVT test structure
The two SOVT tests involved the complete Spacecraft & Ground Segment being operated during a 6 day period – 5 full ODs of
spacecraft operations, plus 6 associated DTCPs, plus a further day for data propagation after spacecraft operations have ended) in a
Routine Operations configuration. This was done with the Spacecraft in the Large Space Simulator tank at ESTEC, giving a realistic
operational environment similar to the one that in would have in space. As for RMS, the SOVT tests involved all the clocks being set
to a future time. For the purposes of the tests, launch was defined to have occurred on July 30th 2008 for SOVT-1 and on April 12th
2009 for SOVT-2, with the simulated future time calculated from that date, as shown in Figure 20 (for SOVT-1) and in Figure 22
(for SOVT-2). At the time that there tests were planned there were some concerns that running the clocks on future time could
possibly cause unanticipated difficulties with the Data Distribution System, but these did not materialise and data distribution and
propagation worked correctly with the future times. The link to the Ground Station, was simulated by data being transmitted from the
spacecraft to a receiver by a low power transmitter in the test tank 5). The test team structure for the SOVT-1 and SOVT-2 tests is
shown in Figure 19. The SOVT tests involved all areas of the Science Ground Segment, as well as Industry and Project fulfilling the
roles that they would have after launch. Apart from the end-to-end test aspects of the two SOVTs, there was a fundamental
component of simulations for the SGS. This involved personnel carrying out their routine daily tasks from Flight Operations,
exercising procedures and, as nearly as possible, working as they would after launch in a realistic situation of stress and under
intense time pressure due to the highly compressed nature of the tests. Similarly, reporting procedures were followed exactly as they
would be in Flight Operations, testing these procedures and preparing them for flight. These activities were an essential input for the
periods of simulations that followed, in which procedures and practices could be honed for Flight Operations in the light of previous
experience during the SOVT tests.

Figure 19: The team structure for the two SOVT tests.
2.5.2.1.3.2
SOVT test rationale
While for Industry and Project the SOVT tests represented simply one more test in a long and extremely demanding series of tests
and one that, in many senses, repeated things that had already been done, for the SGS the SOVT tests were fundamental elements of
ensuring preparedness for Flight Operations. The two SOVT tests represented essential dress rehearsals for the entire uplink and
downlink chains. For the SGS the fundamental aim of SOVT-1 was to stress the entire SGS to its limits to see what would break. In
that sense, the SOVT-1 test was similar to pre-season testing for a Formula One racing car: you want to find the weak links in your
system and fix them before you start racing, rather than suffer the consequences of preventable issues later. In the same way, for
Herschel’s SGS every issue found and resolved before launch was one issue that would not need to be resolved after launch when
time and helium were critical. While SOVT-1 was expected to be difficult and to reveal many issues – it was desirable that it should
because, if it did not it would be more a demonstration that the test was not hard enough on the system, than a manifestation of the

5

This link was backed up by a connection by umbilical to allow MOC to listen-in directly to the spacecraft during the test.
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robustness of the SGS – SOVT-2 was expected to demonstrate that the system was ready for Flight Operations and that it would not
break when stressed, because its major vulnerabilities had been addressed. SOVT-2 was not simply ”a box to be ticked” in pre-flight
testing, it was a critical element in ensuring that the satellite, the instruments and the ground systems that had to support them would
function efficiently after launch and that helium could be converted in science as quickly and as effectively as possible. The success
of Herschel Flight Operations was in no small measure due to the success in finding and resolving issues in testing.
2.5.2.1.3.3
SOVT-1
SOVT-1 was a complex 5-day activity during which all sites involved in the Herschel Ground Segment closely coordinated their
activities in a 5 day end-to-end test of the whole observatory system, with the Spacecraft and scientific instruments in the loop,
modelling the Routine Phase operational scenario and generating real data that would be downlinked, propagated and processed as it
would be in Flight Operations conditions. The SOVT-1 campaign is described in detail in Kidger (2008a). The instruments were in
He-I conditions that approximated those of flight for the entire test sufficiently well to allow them to operate as they would in space,
but did not reach them. This meant that the cryostat temperature was higher and thus cooler hold times were considerably shorter
than in space operations (see Section 2.5.2.1.3.4.1, Cooler behaviour and hold time) and, in consequence, instrument temperatures
were undesirably high, leading to some issues with saturation in certain observations (e.g. at the long wavelength end of the PACS
Spectrometer); similarly, at these temperatures the HIFI Local Oscillator could not be operated safely. The SOVT-1 scenario was
based upon a simulated launch date of 31/07/2008. Thus the time correlation for the start of OD-1 of SOVT-1 that fixed the
conditions for the test was as shown in Table 6:
Real Day
Real UTC
Scenario Day
Scenario UTC
Scenario TAI

2008 September 6th
12:00:00
2008 December 3rd
12:00:00
12:00:33

Table 6: The time correlation for OD-1 of the SOVT-1 test.
This gave a time correlation between test day and scenario day as shown in Table 7.
Test Day

Scenario Day

Scenario DOY

Mission OD #

Day 1

03/12/2008

338/2008

126

Day 2

04/12/2008

339/2008

127

Day 3

05/12/2008

340/2008

128

Day 4

06/12/2008

341/2008

129

Day 5

07/12/2008

342/2008

130

Table 7: The correlation between test day and scenario day for SOVT-1.
SOVT-1 was thus set up to demonstrate, for the Routine Phase case, the operation of the Herschel observatory from observation
preparation and submission, through execution and data distribution, to processing and archiving the data obtained the satellite in
what were close to realistic space conditions.
MTL-OD-

Validity

Upload during
DTCP-XYZ
DTCP-125
(D1/06:00)

MTL-125

D1/TBD – D1/15:00

MTL-126

D1/15:00 – D2/15:00

DTCP-125
(D1/06:00)

MTL-127

D2/15:00 – D3/15:00

DTCP-126
(D1/12:00)

MTL-128

D3/15:00 – D4/15:00

DTCP-127
(D1/12:00)

MTL-129

D4/15:00 – D5/15:00

DTCP-128
(D1/12:00)

Contents of MTL
Activities by TAS leading to DTCP-126; Burst mode as MTL
or manual commanding using Dummy Burst data to fill up
SSMM (as done in RMS 48 hr).
DTCP-126 Science activities: PACS Cooler Re-cycling in
DTCP-126. HIFI Lasers On & LO Off in DTCP-126.
OD-126 main Science Activities: PACS Photometer (25%) &
Spectrometer (75%).
DTCP-127 Science activities: HIFI set into primary in DTCP127.
OD-127 main Science Activities: Delta-V Manoeuvre (SOPS
window, starts closely after DTCP-2), HIFI Operations,
DTCP-128 Science activities: PACS & SPIRE Parallel Cooler
Re-cycling during DTCP-128.
OD-128 main Science Activities:
SPIRE-Photometer 60% (12.6 hr)
PARALLEL mode 20% (4.2 hr)
PACS-Photometer 20% (4.2 hr)
DTCP-129 Science activities: Additional PACS & SPIRE
Parallel Cooler Re-cycling during DTCP-129.
OD-129 main Science Activities:
PACS-Photometer- 50% (10.5 hr + 2hr during DTCP) - One
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SSO Observation (Titan)
PARALLEL Mode (4.2 hr)
SPIRE-Photometer - 30% (6.3 hr)
DTCP-130 Science activities: None
Table 8: The timeline of principal daily activities during SOVT-1.
Formally, SOVT-1 started with DTCP-1 at 12:00UT on September 6th 2008 and ended with spacecraft switch-off at 18:00UT on
September 10th 2008. However, data processing activities in the downlink chain continued into September 12th. The ”Real
World/Simulated World” correlation matrix for the SOVT-1 Test that was the basis for SGS operational activities is shown in Figure
20. The timeline for instrument and spacecraft activities during SOVT-1 is shown in Table 8. This included routine activities to be
executed in DTCPs such as cooler re-cycling, HIFI laser switch-on and stabilisation and a (simulated) orbit maintenance Delta-V
manoeuvre. This mapped into the typical timeline of daily SGS activities shown in Figure 21

Figure 20: The relationship between Real World time and Simulated Time for the SOVT-1 test. The assumed launch date at the time
that the baseline for the test was set down, was July 30th 2008.
As anticipated, SOVT-1 revealed a number of, mainly minor, problems with telemetry reception, ingestion and propagation. As a
result, the telemetry ingestion software could be made much more robust by protecting it against the failures observed in SOVT-1
and ensuring that they could not happen in Flight Operations. Similarly, scripts were faced with real operational scenarios and
occasionally failed in unanticipated ways, permitting some potentially serious issues to be identified and patched. Finally, an
important network vulnerability was identified and was resolved by increasing redundancy and migrating some critical services
hosted by ESTEC to new servers at ESAC. The post-test review concluded that, despite the issues seen, overall the test had been a
success. The conclusion of the SOVT-1 test from the SGS perspective (Kidger, 2008) was that, despite the many problems, issues
and failures that were expected and duly occurred:
“The system survived over a 24*5 hour test period, but many of the crashes that occurred could have easily been avoided through
simple measures (which will be taken) to increase the robustness of the system. Very many minor, or not very serious problems, were
identified and the corresponding SxRs were raised. A few more important problems showed up. Nevertheless, no issue has been
uncovered that would appear in any way to compromise our prospects of being fully ready for launch.”
The final result of the SOVT-1 test was a much-improved system that was more robust against failure. Once SOVT-1 was
completed, the cryostat was re-filled to prepare the spacecraft for an 8-day launch autonomy test, to ascertain the capability of the
satellite to support two launch attempts, if necessary, should the launch have been scrubbed at the first opportunity.
2.5.2.1.3.4
SOVT-2
2.5.2.1.3.4.1
Nominal SOVT-2 testing and simulations
Like SOVT-1, SOVT-2 was executed with the Spacecraft in the Large Space Simulator Tank at ESTEC, giving a realistic
operational environment similar to the one that in would have in space. Again, it involved the complete Spacecraft & Ground
Segment (except the Ground Station, which was again simulated by a low power transmitter in the test tank, broadcasting to a
receiver to simulate the ground link) being operated during a 6 day period. As for SOVT-1, this involved 5 full ODs of spacecraft
operations plus the 6 associated DTCPs, plus a further day for data propagation and data processing in the downlink chain after
spacecraft operations had ended. The SOVT-2 test is described in detail in Kidger (2008b).
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2.5.2.1.3.4.2
Differences between SOVT-1 and SOVT-2
There were two major differences between SOVT-1 and SOVT-2. The first was that the SOVT-2 test was done in a Performance
Verification Phase configuration, simulating a much earlier mission phase, including a weekend. The key difference between SOVT1 and SOVT-2 was that SOVT-1 was run in He-I conditions, without the dewar completely full and thus at a relatively high
temperature, with correspondingly short cooler hold times. SOVT-2 was run in (pumped) He-II conditions, with a dewar that was
more than 85% full for the entire test: i.e. cold conditions that were much closer to those in space than could be achieved in SOVT-1.
Having a lower temperature than for the SOVT-1 test allowed much longer cooler hold times and thus a more realistic approximation
to actually flight conditions for the instruments. This provided a far more stable and realistic thermal environment for the spacecraft
than was possible in SOVT-1. In particular, it allowed the tests to be run with HIFI’s Local Oscillators switched on, allowing a much
better characterisation of HIFI than had been possible previously. Similarly, the thermal conditions were more optimal to repeat
some of the PACS spectroscopy observations that had suffered from very marginal thermal conditions in SOVT-1, in which the red
arrays were always close to saturation due to the high thermal background.

Figure 21: The typical daily schedule for the SGS during SOVT-1.
2.5.2.1.3.4.3
The context for SOVT-2
In the sense of test parameters, SOVT-2 was similar to SOVT-1 (although simulating a much earlier phase of the mission). However,
while SOVT-1 was intended very much as a trouble-shooting exercise, in which many issues were expected, SOVT-2 was intended
to demonstrate that the issues found in SOVT-1 had been largely resolved, that the SGS was ready and able to support Flight
Operations and that the satellite was ready and able to execute them. SOVT-2 was the final major test activity in the Mission
Timeline before Herschel is prepared for shipping to Kourou for the launch campaign. As such, it was run with Herschel in an
essentially flight-ready configuration. As a prerequisite for SOVT-2, all the issues that were raised in SOVT-1 needed to have been
fixed or, at very least, suitable workarounds had to have been devised and the software needed to be in a stable, flight-ready state. A
successful completion of SOVT-2 was essential to authorise shipping of the satellite to Kourou and to prepare Herschel for launch.
2.5.2.1.3.4.4
The SOVT-2 scenario and test execution
SOVT-2 was scheduled to run immediately after the twenty day TB/TV test in the LSS. A blockage in the helium vent line before
the planned transfer to the LSS necessitated the warming of the area above the optical table of the cryostat to clear the blockage,
leading to a significant delay in the start of the TB/TV test and pushing the SOVT-2 test into December. However, recovery from
this potentially serious issue was made with great efficiency by the Project Team. In the revised schedule, the planned extension of
the test was from the start of DTCP-1 at 12:00UT on December 13th 2008, to the end of DTCP-6 at 15:00UT on December 18th 2008.
However, on Day 3 of the SOVT-2 test (December 16th), Project decided that it was essential to interrupt the SOVT-2 timeline to
carry out a Thermoacoustic Oscillation (TAO) test that was defined to be ”Mission Critical” (see Section 2.5.2.1.3.4.2, The TAO
test) before resuming the SOVT-2 timeline. As a result, the SOVT-2 test finally ended at 15:00UT on December 19th, with data
processing activities continuing at HSC until December 21st. This finishing date still allowed the cryostat to be warmed and made
safe before the holiday, so that it would require minimal maintenance over the Christmas period, permitting the test team a break
after a long period of continuous testing. As in SOVT-1, each scenario day represented a simulated future day of operations
(SimWorld). These days were mapped onto a series of dates on which the simulation was actually be run in reality (Real World),
thus a Real World Friday could be used to simulate a SimWorld Sunday, as shown in Figure 22. The SOVT-2 scenario was based
upon a nominal launch date of 12/04/2009. The epochs simulated were from 10/06/2009 = 161/2009 (SOVT Day 1 – Operational
Day 60 – OD-60) to 14/06/2009 = 165/2009 (SOVT Day 5 – Operational Day 65 – OD-65), as shown in Table 9 and Table 10. At
these epochs the satellite would have passed the low Earth orbit and is in the transfer phase, but still with 5 hour DTCPs instead of
the 3 hours of routine operations, so this was baselined into the test. The correlation for the start of OD-1 of SOVT-2 was thus:
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2008 December 13th
12:00:00
2009 June 10th
12:00:00
12:00:34

Real Day
Real UTC
Scenario Day
Scenario UTC
Scenario TAI

Table 9: Time correlation for Day 1 of the SOVT-2 test.
The resultant correlation matrix for the SOVT-2 test was thus:
Test Day
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5

Scenario Day
10/06/2009
11/06/2009
12/06/2009
13/06/2009
14/06/2009

Scenario DOY
161/2009
162/2009
163/2009
164/2009
165/2009

Mission OD #
60
61
62
63
64

Table 10: The correspondence between the simulated date and the real date for the execution of the SOVT-2 test. Day of year
161/2009 (MOC uses DOY operationally instead of calendar date) corresponds to 10th June 2009.

Figure 22: The Real World/SIM World correlation for SOVT-2 as the test was run, with an interruption on December 16th.
The timeline for instrument and spacecraft activities during SOVT-2 is shown in Table 11. This included routine activities to be
executed in DTCPs such as cooler re-cycling, HIFI laser switch-on and stabilisation. This mapped into the typical timeline of daily
SGS activities shown in Figure 23.
MTLODMTL-59

Validity (UT)
D1/11:45 –
D1/15:00

Upload during
DTCP-XYZ
DTCP-59
(D1/06:00)

MTL-60

D1/15:00 –
D2/17:00

DTCP-60
(D1/12:00)

MTL-61

D2/17:00 –
D3/17:00

DTCP-61
(D1/12:00)

MTL-62

D3/17:00 –
D4/17:00

DTCP-62
(D1/12:00)

Contents of MTL
Activities by TAS leading to DTCP-60; TBC.
DTCP-60 Science activities: Parallel Cooler Re-cycling in DTCP-60. HIFI
Lasers On in DTCP-60.
OD-60 main Science Activities (21h):
PACS Photometer 3h (14%)
SPParallel 2h (10%)
SPIRE Photometer 5h (24%)
PACS Spectrometer 4h (19%)
HIFI 7h (33%)
DTCP-61 Science activities: HIFI set into primary in DTCP-61. HIFI R/T
science.
OD-61 main Science Activities (19h): HIFI Operations.
DTCP-62 Science activities: SPIRE Cooler Re-cycling during DTCP-62. HIFI
Lasers On. SPIRE manual commissioning procedures.
OD-62 main Science Activities (19h):
SPIRE Photometer 16.5h (87%)
SPIRE Custom map 2.5h (13%)
DTCP-63 Science activities:
PACS set to prime. PACS cooler re-cycling. PACS manual commissioning
procedures.
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MTL-63

D4/17:00 –
D5/17:00

DTCP-63
(D1/12:00)

MTL-64

D5/17:00D6/15:00

DTCP-64
(D1/12:00)

MTL-65

D6/15:00D6/15:15

OD-63 main Science Activities (19h):
PACS operations. Burst mode TM.
DTCP-64 Science activities: PACS/SPIRE parallel cooler re-cycling.
OD-64 main Science Activities:
HIFI 7h (33%)
PACS Photometer 5h (24%)
SPParallel 2h (10%)
SPIRE Photometer 5h (24%)
PACS Spectrometer 2h (10%)
DTCP-65 Science activities: None.
S/C shutdown activities only

Table 11: The timeline of principal daily activities during SOVT-2. The interruption of the test for checks on the cryogenic system
did not change the activities that were executed.

Figure 23: The typical daily schedule for the SGS during SOVT-2.
2.5.2.1.3.4.1
Cooler behaviour and hold time during the SOVT tests
The cooler hold time that was observed during the SOVT tests was critically dependent on the test conditions. In flight, the typical
hold time for SPIRE was 50 hours: in SOVT-1, it was approximately 11 hours. Similarly, PACS went into safe mode on Day 4 of the
SOVT-1 test, when the cooler hold ended during an observation, giving an observed hold time of approximately 8 hours (compared
to around 60 hours achieved in flight). A longer cooler hold was achieved with pumped helium in SOVT-2, but the behaviour of the
coolers, designed to operate in microgravity, under normal Earth gravity was not optimal. However, it was found that the SPIRE
cooler hold could be increased to approximately 30 hours in SOVT-2 by tilting the spacecraft and thus making the coolers function
more efficiently under the effects of Earth gravity: the PACS cooler hold time was also observed to be correspondingly increased.
2.5.2.1.3.4.2
The TAO test
On the planned Day 3 of the SOVT-2 test (December 16th), Project decided to insert an unscheduled Thermoacoustic Oscillation
(TAO) test, defined to be ”Mission Critical” (i.e. investigating a potential threat to mission success), into the programme: it thus took
priority over all scheduled SOVT-2 test activities. During the previous TB/TV test it had been found that helium was working its
way into tubing where it had never been observed previously, causing potentially dangerous thermoacoustic vibrations. Conditions in
the HTT were exactly right on Day 3 of the SOVT-2 test to make measurements of this TAO effect: these measurements could not
be carried out at any other time due to the unique combination of temperature and pressure conditions in the LSS at the planned time
for the TAO test. Various options were considered for carrying out the measurements, which required a 20 degree tilt of the
spacecraft with all instruments set in stand-by, followed by a tilt back no less than 6 hours later. The measurements were defined to
be more critical than the execution of SOVT-2, so two main options were considered for how to incorporate the TAO test:
1. To end the SOVT-2 at this point and leave it incomplete.
2. To suspend the SOVT-2 test for one day and to re-join it afterwards at the point at which it had been interrupted.
After considerable debate, it was decided to search for a suitable moment in the schedule to insert the test in parallel to SOVT-2,
despite the slight concomitant risk that a problem when making the tilt could send the spacecraft into safe mode and, effectively,
make it impossible to complete SOVT-2. The initial tilt by 20º was made successfully, without incident, at around 02:20z on
December 16th 2008 and the measurements could be started. The tilt back by 20º was started at around 11:00z and also proceeded,
without incident. Once the TAO test was completed and the spacecraft was returned to its nominal test configuration, the SOVT-2
test was resumed and continued. SOVT-2 was completed on schedule, allowing the cryostat to be warmed and made safe before the
Christmas holiday.
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2.5.2.1.3.4.3
The results of SOVT-2
SOVT-2 was outstandingly successful. A full report is given in Kidger (2009). Only one significant anomaly occurred: an emergency
re-plan of OD-63 was required due corruption, traced to a (quickly patched) bug in the MOC Mission Planning software, of the onboard MTL. The conclusion of the test was thus that the spacecraft was ready to be shipped to Kourou. As expected, systems were
found to be far more stable and more robust than in SOVT-1. The SOVT-2 test also offered a further valuable test of procedures,
which benefitted from being exercised – particularly by the emergency re-plan – and revised with the benefit of experience.
2.5.2.1.4
SIMS
The Simulations Campaigns involved the Science Ground Segment being operated during two periods of 15 and 14 days respectively
– 13 and 12 full ODs of simulated operations plus a further day for set-up and for data propagation and Data Processing after the
simulated observations have ended) in a Performance Verification Phase configuration, including weekend operations, although
without the spacecraft in the loop. The aim was to exercise procedures and to familiarise members of the SGS with the functional
tasks that they would carry out after launch. It also served as a performance check for the SGS to ensure that no significant problems
or issues remained after the two SOVTs that might hinder Flight Operations. The SIMS campaign is described in detail in Kidger
(2009a). The activities performed during the SIMS campaigns were those activities which would nominally take place in the Science
Ground Segment during the Commissioning and PV Phases. Due to the late delay in the Herschel launch, a third, shorter and less
ambitious SIMS campaign of 5 working days was added, aimed at taking advantage of the additional time available to increase
ground segment preparation for Flight Operations.
2.5.2.1.4.1
SIMS-1 Campaign
The formal duration of the campaign was 16 days, consisting of 14 full ODs, plus one day for set-up and one day for wind-up of
activities. This duration permitted two full cycles of two ODs for each instrument, plus a day for commissioning procedures or
similar activities to simulate PV phase planning and operations, in which each instrument would operate a cycle of ”two days on,
four days off”. The campaign was run from 2009 February 2nd to 2009 February 17th.
2.5.2.1.4.2
SIMS-2 Campaign
The duration was 15 days, consisting of 13 full ODs, plus one day for set-up and one day for wind-up. It was intended that
Simulations Campaign #2 be somewhat different to Simulations Campaign #1, to provide a different challenge to the SGS actors, so
the instrument schedule was changed significantly, requiring new deliveries and different processing and scheduling challenges. The
campaign was run from March 9th to March 24th 2009.
2.5.2.1.4.3
SIMS-3 Campaign
A series of major significant upgrades to the Herschel SGS hardware were made towards the end of Week 2 of SIMS-2 and were
followed by the release of a test version of the Herschel Common Science System (HCSS v1.0) that offered the considerably
increased functionality required for the CoP Phase of Flight Operations. The SIMS-3 campaign took advantage of the delay in the
Herschel-Planck launch during the Tiger Team investigation into the compatibility between the vibration test data obtained at
ESTEC (see Section 2.2.3.6, Sine Vibration and Acoustic Noise Test) and newly received measurements of actual launch noise and
vibration inside the Ariane 5-ECA fairing, there was an unexpected opportunity to do additional testing of the Herschel Science
Ground Segment in its launch configuration, with all planned major software upgrades and patches in place, subjecting the software
what was effectively an extended period of intense testing. While each individual element of the system would be subjected to the
normal testing campaigns, SIMS-3 offered an opportunity to carry out a concentrated period of testing of these enhanced elements
integrated into the full SGS, with realistic loads and over a longer than usual period. The baseline rationale for SIMS-3 was ”you can
never test too much”, particularly in an evolving system where many enhancements were being made close to launch and where the
interactions between system elements were many and complex. The campaign was run from April 20th to April 24th 2009 (Monday to
Friday), with automated operations running through April 26th and including the full weekend.
2.5.2.2
Launch and Early Orbit Phase
2.5.2.2.1
Fairing closure and Roll-out
The Herschel-Planck Launch Readiness Review took place on May 9th and authorised countdown activities to commence, after a
successful Delta Readiness Review on May 12th. The fairing was placed around the Herschel/Planck/Sylda assembly and sealed in
place on the afternoon of May 10th 2009 (Figure 24). At this point Herschel was still connected to an external liquid helium supply
that maintained the fill level of the cryostat. Once the fairing was closed the external helium supply had to be disconnected and, in
the absence of the autonomy that would have been provided by the sealed Helium One Tank (see Section 3.1.3.3.1.1.1, The Helium
One Tank), boil-off of helium began. To launch with the temperature of the interior of the cryostat as low as possible and to conserve
helium, the moment of fairing closure was delayed until 40 hours before launch, as close to the moment of roll-out as possible; at the
same time, the air conditioning in the fairing was run at maximum level to keep the satellite cool and minimise boil-off. Roll-out
started shortly before 9am local time on May 13th 2009 (Figure 25), with the launcher taking approximately an hour to reach the
launch complex. Although the skies were grey and threatening early in the morning and heavy rain fell a few hours before launch,
the standard May Kourou pattern of early morning storms clearing rapidly was followed and Herschel launched in clear blue skies.
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Figure 24: The fairing of the Ariane 5, with the Herschel/Planck logo visible, being lowered over the two satellites. The black Sylda,
which covers Planck, is still visible in the gap between the fairing and the Ariane upper stage. Image: Phillipe Boudon,
Arianeespace.
2.5.2.2.2
Launch
Herschel and Planck were successfully placed into orbit after a flawless countdown and launch by Ariane V, flight V188, at the
beginning of the nominal launch window at 13:12:02z (H0), maximising helium cryogen conservation (Figure 26). Both spacecraft
separated according to plan: Herschel at 13:37:55z followed by Planck at 13:40:25z, a few seconds ahead of pre-launch expectations
(see Table 12), indicating a very slight over-performance of the Ariane 5 compared to nominal expectations.
• H0=2009-05-14T13:12:02z at nominal lift-off time (i.e. the opening of the launch window)
• Herschel separation (H4.1):
o nominal 2009-05-14T13:37:58.4z
o actual 2009-05-14T13:37:54.897z
• Planck separation (H4.3):
o nominal 2009-05-14T13:40:28.7z
o actual 2009-05-14T13:40:25.233z
Table 12: Nominal and actual times for the start and end of the Herschel-Planck launch sequence [Dodsworth (2009)]. Separation
from the upper stage was advanced by ≈3.5s with respect to the prediction, showing a very slight over-performance of the Ariane 5.
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Figure 25: Roll-out of Ariane 5, flight V188 shortly before 9am local time in Kourou on May 13th 2009. The launcher is seen here
leaving the assembly building en route to the launch pad with grey, threatening skies behind. Image: Göran Pilbratt, HSC.
2.5.2.2.3
LEOPS
2.5.2.2.3.1
Principal activities in LEOPS
Separation of Herschel and Planck triggered the execution of the automatic sequences on-board including attitude acquisition,
configuration of the data handling system and switch-on of the X-band transmitters. The two spacecraft were acquired by New
Norcia and Perth ground stations at 13:49z. Good telemetry was received shortly afterwards, with Herschel supported from New
Norcia and Planck from Perth, with Cebreros, Maspalomas and Kourou providing coverage when Herschel was below the horizon
from New Norcia. Both spacecraft had acquired their nominal sun pointing attitude and a telemetry check-out performed by the
Mission Control Team confirmed the overall status as nominal. The fuel consumption by Herschel for these operations was well
within expectations of ~0.7 kg/day. The Herschel uplink was established and the first command executed at 14:10z (Dodsworth,
2009). The injection into the transfer orbit to L2 was performed with such precision that only very moderate Delta-V manoeuvres
were required to correct the trajectory (see Table 23). The semi-major axis of the transfer orbit was <0.5σ from nominal. Only two
significant anomalies were detected during LEOPS. The latch valve temperature on the SVM was seen to be dropping faster than
anticipated, leading to a significant risk of freezing the hydrazine in the thrusters; this was resolved by advancing the switch-on of
SPIRE (see Section 2.5.2.3.1.1) so that the heat from the electronics would maintain the temperature of the SVM. The Startrackers
also showed somewhat anomalous behaviour, with STR-1 – the prime unit – repeatedly declaring itself unhealthy; after investigation
this was finally traced to the covariance check and when this check was disabled from OD-6 STR-1 behaved nominally as prime unit
(see the OD-6 report for details). LEOPS formally ended when the 15-m antennae of the ESTRAK were liberated on OD-3 and daily
contact with the satellite was reduced to a nominal 10 hours per day (Dodsworth, 2009b).
2.5.2.2.3.1
Early time telemetry
Some telemetry was generated up to 47h prior to launch by the CDMS. TM generation in flight starts with ground station acquisition
after Herschel separation, at launch + 37 minutes (11 minutes after separation from the Ariane Upper Stage). Up to OD-6 TM was
received on APIDs 16, 18, 512 and 514 (see Section 4.2.3.2.2.2, 330BApplication Process Identifiers (APIDs)), generated by the
CDMS (including science data from the SREM) and by the ACMS. All tramsitted TM, both pre-launch and prior to the switch-on of
the first instrument, is available in the Herschel archive. Telemetry from prior to launch refers to the temperature and status of
spacecraft systems in their pre-launch condition: this is probably of anecdotal interest only, but is included in the archive for
completeness.
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Figure 26: The launch of Herschel and Planck at 13:12:02z on May 14th 2009. Image: Arianeespace.
2.5.2.3
Commissioning Phase
Commissioning of the spacecraft started almost immediately after launch with Startracker and reaction wheel switch-on: the former
was one of the first elements to be switched-on after separation of Herschel, while the reaction wheels were switched-on at
16:35:22UT on May 15th (launch+27h), shortly after the orbit insertion burn was completed. A full timeline of Commissioning
activities can be found here. Commissioning of the Service Module started on the second day after launch with ACMS activities,
characterising the performance of the Startrackers. Other activities in the first three days after launch included precise orbit
determination and measurement of the torque introduced by helium venting and by solar radiation pressure to support the orbit
touch-up manoeuvre. Commissioning involved a full check-out of all spacecraft and instrument systems and progressive preparation
of the telescope for observing. A total of 284 commissioning activities were executed; these included the collection of a total of 440h
of instrument data from the three instruments (see Teyssier et al., 2010 for details). The 100th commissioning activity was completed
on May 30th (16 days after launch, by which point Herschel was effectively on station around L2, Figure 27). Commissioning
activities passed 50% completion on June 11th 2009, 80% on July 1st and 95% on July 10th. The final planned commissioning activity
(for SPIRE) was completed on July 19th. A switch from 5-hour to 3-hour DTCPs was made in DTCP-39, on June 21st 2009, as the
need to carry out activities in real time contact with the spacecraft rather than as stored commands on the Mission Timeline,
decreased. Formal control of Herschel pointing was transferred to HSC from MOC Operations at the start of DTCP-21, on June 3rd
2009. This change reflected the decrease in the amount of manual commanding necessary to carry out commissioning activities, as
compared to the Mission Time Line scheduling that was handled by the Mission Planners at HSC. It also reflected the fact that were
was an increasing number of DTCPs totally free of manual commanding that were being scheduled. The final daily commissioning
report was issued by MOC on July 19th 2009 and commissioning activities were declared successfully concluded with it.
2.5.2.3.1
Telescope decontamination
Telescope decontamination started on the fourth day after launch, May 18th 2009, with the initiation of secondary mirror (M2)
decontamination. Primary mirror decontamination started on May 20th. The mirrors were warmed to 170K to allow them to outgas
and to avoid them becoming a cold trap for volatiles outgassed from the spacecraft. Decontamination was ended on June 6th and the
temperature of the mirrors allowed to drop slowly until it reached equilibrium, as shown in Figure 28. Both the M1 and the M2
temperatures, as measured by the T331 sensor on M1 and the T339 sensor on M2, reached a minimum 40 days after decontamination
ended, although the temperature was practically stable after 25 days. From this point on, seasonal variations due to the varying
heliocentric distance of the spacecraft in its orbit were the dominant factor in the temperature evolution of the mirrors.
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Figure 27: Herschel (left) and Planck (right) on station around Lagrange in late 2009. Although larger than Planck, Herschel’s
orientation made it less reflective and, thus, significantly fainter than Planck, as shown in this pair of images with almost identical
exposure time on the same instrument. Image: Peter Birtwhistle (Great Shefford Observatory, UK, MPC site code, J95).

Figure 28: Temperature evolution for Herschel’s primary (M1) and secondary mirror (M2) from the end of decontamination,
measured by the T331 sensor on M1 and the T339 sensor on M2. Graphic prepared from data reported by the ESA Project Team.
2.5.2.3.1
Instrument switch on
2.5.2.3.1.1
SPIRE switch-on
SPIRE initial switch-on was completed on the fifth day after launch (May 19th 2009), rather earlier than initially planned. As at
satellite passivation (see Section 2.5.2.9.4.3, ), it was found that latch valve temperatures were trending to dangerously low values,
leading to the danger that the thrusters could become unusable due to the hydrazine fuel freezing. Mitigation strategies, such as
tilting the satellite towards hot attitudes were only partially successful, hence SPIRE switch on was advanced and the instrument
used successfully to provide a heat source from its electronics to warm the service module. Switch on was achieved by sending the
command ”SwOn_SpireHSPDU_N_L11” by manual commanding, at 11:34:54UT on May 19th 2009. The command was executed at
11:34:56.493UT and activated the SPIRE instrument (see Figure 29). The successful switch-on was followed by a series of
functional tests of sub-systems such as the beam-switching mirror to confirm instrument health. Three further days of initial checks
were completed successfully, ending with a manual cooler re-cycling on May 22nd, which was the first cooler re-cycling of the
mission. For more details of SPIRE commissioning, see Section 2.5.2.3.1.2, SPIRE).
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Figure 29: SPIRE switch-on: the first of the Herschel instruments to be switched-on. The terminal in the PISA room at MOC from
which the SPIRE instrument team controlled the instrument during Commissioning. An unidentified member of the SPIRE ICC points
to the command ”SwOn_SpireHSPDU_N_L11”, sent at 11:34:54UT on May 19th 2009 and executed at 11:34:56.493UT, which
activated the SPIRE instrument for the first time. The command itself was sent by Luke Lucas from the Herschel console in the
Herschel/Planck control room at MOC. [Image: Ivan Valtchanov and the SPIRE ICC].
2.5.2.3.1.2
PACS switch-on
PACS initial switch on was completed successfully on May 24th 2009. A Short Functional Test (SFT) was carried out successfully
after initial switch on. The SFT showed that there were no additional dead pixels with respect to pre-launch testing and that all
detectors and mechanisms were alive. PACS provided the Sneak Preview images taken on June 14th 2009 (see Section 2.5.2.3.2,
Sneak Preview). Commissioning of the PACS Spectrometer grating mechanism was completed successfully on June 1st 2009. For
more details of PACS commissioning (see Section 2.5.2.3.1.1, PACS).
2.5.2.3.1.3
HIFI switch-on
Full details of HIFI switch-on and commissioning can be found in Teyssier et al. (2010). HIFI initial switch on was completed
successfully on May 24th 2009. The HIFI SFT was started on May 25th after checking that temperatures had stabilised correctly and
found that all units were functional, while the Local Oscillator Unit was successfully tested and found to be fully operational on May
26th (see Figure 30). For more details of HIFI commissioning, see Section 2.5.2.3.1.3.
2.5.2.3.1
Cryocover opening
Cryocover opening took place on June 14th 2009, during DTCP-32. A video of a ground test of the system can be found also here.
The cover was secured by a latch and by explosive bolts. When the bolts (designed to retain fragments) were fired, a heavy spring
pulled the cover open. The spring was designed to hold the cover in the open position after several oscillations (see Figure 31). The
command to fire the pyrotechnic bolts holding the cryocover closed was sent at 10:53.11z, after a short delay to check telemetry that
indicated that the circuit might not have armed correctly. The telemetry received after firing was compatible with a successful
opening of the cover: the cryocover status indicators read ‘open’, the gyros recorded motion, an expected attitude error in Y was
observed, as well as various temperature changes in the cryo sub-systems that indicated that light was entering the optical path, as
described below. Given the significant mass of the cryocover, momentum conservation ensured that as the cover opened, the
spacecraft rocked measurably in the opposite direction. This manifested itself as movement in the spacecraft y-axis (see Figure 31)
until the pointing was stabilised by the gyros. The ACMS pointing error shows that the pointing oscillation was damped out in
approximately 30 seconds from the moment of cryocover opening. At the same time, the first entry of direct radiation from the sky
into the cryostat led to a brief spike in the temperature of the PACS detector. The PACS instrument had been cooled to 300mK by a
cooler re-cycle commanded on the MTL at the end of OD-31, just before the DTCP. On opening the cryocover, the 300mK level
temperature rose briefly by 0.0025K, before settling back within a few minutes to a temperature fractionally higher (by a few
hundred μK) than prior to opening (see Figure 32). Similar temperature rises were noted by other sensors within the cryostat.
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Figure 30: The HIFI team toast the successful completion of the Local Oscillator Unit tests, twelve days after launch, on May 26th
2009. From left to right: Peter Dieleman (SRON), David Teyssier (HSC), Thomas Klein (MPIfR), Christian Leinz (MPIfR), Albrecht
de Jong (SRON), Michael Coris (MPIfR), Wouter Laauwen (SRON) [Image: the HIFI ICC].

Figure 31: The ACMS response to cryocover opening, as reported by the Project Team on confirmation of a successful opening. The
attitude error in the y-axis shows that the telescope swung away from the commanded attitude due to momentum transfer from the
heavy cryocover and was brought back by the gyros. The horizontal axis is 1 minute. The space between each vertical line represents
10 seconds. [Image: Herschel Project Team]
2.5.2.3.2
Sneak Preview
Given the rapid and smooth progress of commissioning, it was decided to take advantage of cryocover opening to carry out a ”Sneak
Preview“ with PACS ahead of formal first light, allowing the telescope focus and image quality to be checked, as well as permitting
the PACS team to optimise instrument settings for formal first light. After discussion of several possible targets, the galaxy M51 was
selected as it was a large, bright target, with plentiful fine structure, which was in full visibility for Herschel. It had been observed by
previous missions at 100μm (e.g. IRAS, ISO & Spitzer), allowing image quality to be compared with missions with known excellent
optical quality. M51 is a face-on SA(s)bc galaxy a Seyfert 2 nucleus (Matsushita et al., 2007), at 23±4 million light years (Takáts &
Vinkó, 2006), interacting with NGC5195 and was a prime science target for Herschel in its own right. The observations consisted of
four sets of scan and cross-scan 100+160 μm and then in 70+160 μm, each with different bias settings that scanned through the range
of most probable values. Given the likely pointing error due to the SIAM, the scans were 50 arcminutes long to ensure that the
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galaxy would be in the field of view even if there were a significant pointing error. The on source time was 3000s and a total
observing time, including overheads, 3932s. This was expected to give a signal to noise of several hundred in each band. The
schedule for the Sneak Preview observations on OD-32 can be found here. The Sneak Preview images (Figure 33) confirmed that the
telescope focus and optical alignment were perfect and that the image quality met expectations. The observations would provide also
an initial approximation to the SIAM file (Spacecraft Instrument Alignment Matrix) to correct instrument pointings 6. Similarly, the
best settings for PACS corresponded closely to the pre-Sneak Preview estimates by the PACS ICC (see Figure 34). The maps
showed that the first approximation to the pointing correction to centre the target in the detector field was close to the expected
value. Astrometric analysis of the images provided a first order correction to the SIAM, providing a new SIAM matrix that was used
from OD-38 to OD-53 to facilitate first light observations with other instruments (see Section 5.4.3.5, 229BPointing accuracy
refinement).

Figure 32: PACS 300mK level temperature at cryocover opening. Each vertical division represents 0°.0009C. A brief spike of
≈0°.0025C was seen in the temperature at the moment that the cryocover opened, after which the temperature settled at a level
fractionally higher than that registered prior to opening the cryocover. [Image: Herschel Project Team]
2.5.2.3.1
First Light observations
2.5.2.3.1.1
PACS
2.5.2.3.1.1.1
PACS Photometer
First light for the PACS photometer was on June 14th 2009 (see Figure 33). A single image was taken during the real time science
window during DTCP-32, but the formal first light of the instrument was the first Sneak Preview image, which exposure started at
15:00:37UT on June 14th 2009, during OD-32.
2.5.2.3.1.1.2
PACS Spectrometer
First light for the PACS spectrometer (Figure 35) was a 15595 second line nodding raster spectroscopy integration starting at
18:35:59UT on June 23rd 2009 (OD-41), on the planetary nebula NGC 6543 (the Cat’s Eye), a planetary nebula in Draco.
2.5.2.3.1.2
SPIRE
2.5.2.3.1.2.1
SPIRE Photometer
First light for the SPIRE photometer was an image of the spiral galaxy M66, in OD-42, starting at 01:55:39UT on June 25th 2009.
The image was a 20x20 arcminute map with scan and cross-scan with 4 repetitions, of 3704s duration (see
(Left) Figure 36).

6

The SIAM is a correction matrix that applies the correct pointing offset between the centre of the field of view of the telescope and each individual
instrument aperture, such that each telescope slew would centre the target in the correct aperture within the field of view of the aperture.
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Figure 33: The PACS Sneak Preview image taken on OD-32 (June 14/15th 2009) of the Whirlpool Galaxy, M51, in Canes Venatici.
M51, or The Whirlpool is interacting with NGC 5195 (the bright source at the top of the image). [Image: PACS ICC]

Figure 34: The PACS team that produced the Sneak Preview image shown in Figure 33. As this image was made public while the
Sneak Preview image was still under embargo, the computer screen that shows the image of M51 is pixelated. [Image: PACS ICC]
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Figure 35: First light for the PACS spectrometer (right panel). This was a 4.33 hour nodding raster observation on the Cat’s Eye
Nebula in Draco (NGC 6543), executed on June 23rd 2009 (OD-41). Appropriately, the Cats Eye Nebula was discovered by William
Herschel in 1786. On the left is a Spitzer image at 4/6/8 μm showing the size of the PACS field. On the right, a PACS 70 μm
continuum image with the 25 individual PACS spectra of the 57 micron [N III] line superimposed (small inset boxes), showing that
the emission is mainly concentrated towards the centre of the nebula. [Image: PACS Consortium]
2.5.2.3.1.2.2
SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode
First light for the SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode was a pair of 2x2 degree scan and cross scan of 11029 seconds each (total exposure
6.13 hours) starting at 03:21:11UT on September 3rd 2009 (OD-112). The field was centred on the Galactic Plane at longitude 299°,
in the constellation of Crux Australis, centred approximately 1 degree north-west of the star Acrux ((Right) Figure 37).

(Left) Figure 36: The SPIRE first light image of the galaxy M66 (NGC 3627, left), an SABb galaxy in Leo at 36 million light years,
executed on OD-42 (June 25th 2009). Right is the second light image, M74 (NGC 628), aface-on, very low (visual) surface brightness
galaxy in Pisces, at approximately 30 million light years taken later the same OD. The granularity in the background of the two
galaxies is not noise, but rather due to the background of distant galaxies. [Image: SPIRE Consortium]. (Right) Figure 37: First
light image for SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode taken on OD-112 (September 3rd 2009). This is the result of a combined scan and crossscan of 2x2 degrees, with an exposure time of 11029s in each direction (a total exposure of 6.13 hours). The field is of the Galactic
Plane, centred on 299°, in the constellation of Crux Australis. The centre of the field is approximately one degree north-west of the
star Acrux. The blue layer is PACS 70 microns, green is PACS 160 microns and red is the combined SPIRE 250, 350 and 500 micron
images. [Image: SPIRE and PACS Consortia]
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Figure 38: The spectrum of the star forming region W3 from OD-88 (black line) compared with a later measurement of the same
region from OD-261 (red line). This observation, made on OD-88 (August 10th 2009) was the first SPIRE FTS spectrum of an
astronomical source; the first light spectrum was observed before the final method of measuring the position of the scanning FTS
mirror was commissioned (it used the LVDT instead of the Optical Encoder system), and so was a fairly low resolution spectrum.
The calibration of the OD-88 data was carried out at the time using measurements made during the ground testing. It cannot be
processed using the final HIPE pipeline because the observational setup was significantly different for these early measurements.
The red line shows a high resolution observation of W3 observed on OD-261 taken from the archive, and the agreement with the
First Light data is very good. The spectrum is not continuous across the two FTS bands because the source is partially extended, and
the beam size changes by roughly a factor of two between the bands. [Image: SPIRE ICC].
2.5.2.3.1.2.3
SPIRE Spectrometer
First light for the SPIRE FTS spectrometer in which the SMEC was exercised, observing an astronomical target, was the observation
of the star-forming region W3, situated in the Perseus spiral arm, on OD-88. A series of spectra were taken with different settings, in
a similar way to the PACS Sneak Preview, starting at 00:07:46UT on August 10th 2009, with the first successful observation being a
497s integration (20 repetitions) in bright source mode, starting at 00:16:22UT (Fulton, 2009). These observations (Figure 38)
provided valuable input on the optimum set-up and execution for SPIRE FTS observations. The first SPIRE FTS observations using
the SMEC optical encoder and the final AOT scheme were of NGC 5315 on OD-117 (September 7th 2009).
2.5.2.3.1.3
HIFI
First light for HIFI was on OD-39. The first light target was the star-forming region DR21. The first light AOR was a Band 4b DBS
raster observation of the 13CO 10-9 line that started at 00:32:44UT on June 21st 2009 (see Figure 39).
2.5.2.3.1
Completion of Commissioning
2.5.2.3.1.1
PACS
PACS commissioning consisted of verifying the correct functioning of the FDIR, a Short Functional Test, chopper tuning, grating
tuning, a Full Functional Test, Short Performance Test, Ge:Ga detector tuning, telescope background measurement and bolometer
tuning. Full details of PACS commissioning can be found in Feuchtgruber (2009). PACS commissioning was completed on OD-64,
on July 16/17th 2009.
2.5.2.3.1.2
SPIRE
SPIRE commissioning consisted of: two Cold Functional Tests, one initial, soon after launch, the other with the cryostat temperature
at its stable operational value; BSM tuning; SMEC tuning; manual and automatic cooler re-cycling; photometer detector phase-ups;
photometer detector load curves, noise tests & PCAL checks; spectrometer phase-ups, dark load curves, noise tests, PCAL checks
and SCAL tuning. Other tests run included full thermal control tests and operational tests of the instrument. Full details of SPIRE
commissioning can be found in Sidher (2009). SPIRE commissioning was completed in OD-66, on July 18/19th 2009.
2.5.2.3.1.3
HIFI
The objectives of the HIFI Commissioning Phase can be summarised as follows: check the integrity of the HIFI instrument after the
launch – in particular check the health and good functioning of all HIFI units; assess the optimum engineering settings applicable to
each of the HIFI Sub-systems, in particular compare them to the ones derived from the TV/TB campaign; characterise the Focal
Plane Geometry; and pre-validate a sub-set of AOT’s planned to be used during the FPG and the PVP. Full details of HIFI
commissioning can be found in Teyssier & Risacher (2009) and in Teyssier et al. (2010). HIFI commissioning was completed in
OD-63, on July 15/16th 2009 and was the first instrument Commissioning programme to be completed.
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Figure 39: First light for HIFI, executed on OD-39 (June 21st 2009). The spectra of the 13CO (10-9), H2O (1113GHz) and C+
(1900GHz) lines in DR21 is superimposed on a Spitzer image of the star-forming region, showing the position of the HIFI aperture.
[Image: HIFI Consortium]
2.5.2.3.1.4
HIFI re-commissioning
The nominal plan was for HIFI re-commissioning to start with the command to place HIFI in the Dissipative I state (LCU authorised
to be operated, but lasers off), initiating at 18:30:26UT on January 21st 2010, 37 minutes 3 seconds into DTCP-253. This would be
followed, 34 seconds later, by the command to place HIFI in the Dissipative II state (lasers on), to allow the lasers to stabilise for
twenty-four hours, in preparation for operations the following day. The following 1h50m of the DTCP were left empty for HIFI
manual commanding activities. In practice, the detection of a HIFI SEU that had occurred in OD-251 required that almost the whole
of DTCP-253 be dedicated to SEU recovery operations before the normal start-up procedures could be initiated. To this end the MTL
was disabled to allow the recovery to take place by manual commanding. This exercised the procedures for SEU treatment and
recovery that would be used successful later many times through routine operations. After the successful recovery from the SEU,
HIFI was left in the Dissipative I state at the end of DTCP-253. Nominal re-commissioning activities started in DTCP-254 to checkout operation on the redundant power chain, making a successful transition to the Dissipative II state and then repeating a number of
the activities carried out in initial commissioning on the prime power chain. While, in normal operations, a minimum of twelve hours
were needed after the transition to Dissipative II to allow HIFI to thermalise before starting observing, to avoid stability degradation,
the re-commissioning could proceed regardless. The completion of these activities allowed the instrument to be declared operational
again. On the successful completion of the initial check-out process, HIFI was switched back into its nominal Dissipative I state at
17:38:01UT, at the end of OD-255. A third day of HIFI commissioning was carried out, using the first half of OD-263 (January
31st/February 1st 2010) to complete the re-commissioning process.
2.5.2.4
Performance Verification Phase
2.5.2.4.1
PV Phase start
PV phase started and ended on an instrument by instrument basis on completion of CoP activities, so there was no single hard and
fast starting date for PV. PV and CoP activities co-existed over several days according to the instrument involved and some days
could even be shared between COP and PV activities, according to needs. As for CoP, some of the HIFI PV tests had to be repeated
on the redundant power chain after the instrument was switched back on.
2.5.2.4.1.1
PACS
PACS PV phase observing started in OD-64, on July 16/17th 2009. The test philosophy had three elements:
1) Optimise individual sub-systems: achieve optimum control loop parameters of the mechanisms under space conditions;
optimise the detector settings to cope with ionising radiation, to adjust them to the telescope background and to find the
best frequency response; verify telescope focus and optical scale.
2) Perform the main full system calibrations for both photometer and spectrometer.
3) Optimise the astronomical observing modes with regard to signal stability against drifts and transients, interplay with
internal reference calibrations and robustness for background subtraction.
PV activities were divided into 21 blocks. The largest blocks of time were: spectrometer AOT validation, bolometer setting and
characterisation, pointing calibration and photometer focal plane geometry and spectrometer photometric calibration, all with more
than 100 hours of dedicated observing time. A further, substantial observing block (97h) was dedicated to photometer AOR
validation. Full details of the PACS PV programme can be found in Klaas & Nielbock (2014).
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2.5.2.4.1.2
SPIRE
SPIRE PV phase observing started on OD-70, on July 22nd/23rd 2009. The main objectives of PV for SPIRE can be summarised as:
1. Characterisation of in-flight instrument performance and comparison with predictions.
2. Population, with initial values, of all calibration files that required in-flight data.
3. Verification of instrument operating modes.
4. Validation and optimisation of AOTs.
5. Generation of data sets required to update instrument sensitivity estimates.
The goal of PV Phase is to have a complete set of observing modes ready for routine operations, although it was recognised that time
restrictions could make that objective impossible to attain. Hence observations carried out during PV Phase were assigned a priority
(high, medium or low) which determined, in general, the order in which the relevant observations were executed and the
corresponding data sets analysed. This priority was based on a combination of considerations. The priority order is governed by the
need to release AOTs. The following set of priorities was adopted (from highest to lowest priority):
1. Point Source Photometry
2. Scan Map and Parallel Mode
3. Jiggle Map
4. FTS Point Source
5. FTS Map
For each AOT the following list of priorities was established for the parameters to be determined:
i. Calibration files required for uplink of an AOT (e.g. BSM position vs. angle on sky).
ii. Setup of an AOT (e.g. for point source photometry this would include optimum jiggle offset, or for scan map it would
include the scan speed).
iii. Calibration files required for data processing, but not needed for uplink (e.g. spectral response function).
Full details of the SPIRE PV programme can be found in Lim & Leeks (2009).
2.5.2.4.1.3
HIFI
HIFI PV phase observing started on OD-68, on July 20th/21st 2009 and was interrupted at 23:45UT on August 2nd 2009 (OD-81), the
sixth day of HIFI PV observations, when the LCU went into a non-nominal state, indicating that the LO was no longer powered.
HIFI observing was suspended for an extended period while the problem was investigated and finally resolved by going to the
redundant chain (see Section 5.7.1, HIFI anomaly and subsequent recovery). PV strategy for HIFI was based around four basic
blocks of work. The underlying set of priorities below was established, but was subject to change due to planet visibility constraints:
1. General system performance, stability.
2. Aperture efficiencies and beam properties.
3. Spectral properties, standing waves.
4. Evaluate AOT functionality and performance.
Planetary visibility was a significant issue for HIFI PV plans as Uranus, the prime calibrator for beam mapping, went out of full
visibility in early July (OD-51), not returning until late November (OD-201) and remaining visible only until mid-January (OD-244).
Mars – the other principal calibrator for HIFI – was only available from OD-99 (August 20th 2009) and, in late November (OD-193)
went into hot visibility only, before going out of visibility and not becoming fully available again until mid-April 2010 (OD-329). As
a result, neither Mars nor Uranus were visible during the period of PV activities before the anomaly and neither was visible either for
the period of re-commissioning and PV. Full details of the HIFI PV plan can be found in Olberg (2009).
2.5.2.4.1.4
HIFI PV re-initiation after recovery
HIFI PV re-commenced on OD-262 (January 30th 2010) with the switch-on of the lasers (placed in Dissipative II configuration) prior
to a five-day block of PV activities from OD-263 to OD-267 (January 31st – February 5th 2010). Although the first half of OD-263
was used to complete re-commissioning, the rest of the block was exclusively dedicated to PV activities.
2.5.2.4.2
PV Phase completion
PV and SDP/Routine Phase merged into each other, with the fraction of observatory time dedicated to PV activities decreasing
progressively in the three months between early September and early December. The last days assigned to nominal PV activities
were OD-209 and OD-210 (December 8th/9th and 9th/10th 2009), both assigned to SPIRE, after which remaining PV activities were
subsumed into the regular calibration deliveries by instruments that were scheduled during each two week scheduling cycle.
2.5.2.4.2.1
PACS
PACS PV phase observing ended on OD-195 (November 24/25th 2009) with the last day of PACS Spectrometer PV activities. PACS
photometer PV ended on OD-173 (November 2nd/3rd 2009).
2.5.2.4.2.2
SPIRE
SPIRE PV phase observing ended on OD-210 (December 9/10th 2009) with the last day of SPIRE Spectrometer PV activities. SPIRE
photometer PV ended on OD-202 (December 1st/2nd 2009). SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode PV activities were scheduled on only three
days – OD-136, OD-137 and OD-151 (11th/12th October 2009).
2.5.2.4.2.3
HIFI
HIFI PV activities after re-commissioning were completed by the addition of a second PV block in the schedule between OD-277
and OD-283 (February 14th – 21st 2010), which completed HIFI PV. Further activities that could be considered PV in nature were
included within the HIFI routine calibration plan and completed in calibration time and activities.
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2.5.2.5
AOT Release
Before routine scheduling of an instrument mode could be started the mode had to be released by the appropriate ICC to the HSC
Community Support Team and to the Mission Planners. This was done once the PV activities for the mode had been completed
according to the corresponding PV Test Plan for the instrument. This meant that it was normal for routine operations to be carried
out in one of more observing sub-modes that had completed their PV activities early, while PV activities were still being performed
with other sub-modes pertaining to the same instrument, particularly for complicated observing modes. For each mode a release
meeting was held, chaired by the Project Scientist, in which the mode was discussed, along with its applicability, limitations (if any)
in the usability of the AOT and how it should be scheduled, documentation status and any changes required to the AORs in the
database that would need to be made before scheduling could commence. On occasion, an informal agreement had already been
made that the AOT was suitable for scheduling as there were no significant issues to be discussed and thus the release meeting was
no more than a formal checkpoint to ensure that all necessary steps had been completed and that all documentation was either ready,
or would be available by an agreed date. In these cases the meeting would approve retrospectively the scheduling of ODs already
sent to MOC. Although there were only eight AOTs, each had numerous sub-modes, each with their own issues that needed to be
considered. For example, although SPIRE scan maps and SPIRE point-source photometry both used the SPIRE Photometer AOT,
the former could be released earlier because it was a simple mode, while the latter required the behaviour of the BSM to be
thoroughly understood and calibrated before it could be scheduled. The final purpose of each release meeting was to determine:
• Is the mode ready for release for scheduling?
o If not,
 what needs to be done to get it ready?
 What is the target date to complete this work?
 Is a further release meeting required on completion of pending work before the mode can be formally released for
scheduling?
• Which is the first OD that can be scheduled with this mode?
• What specific advice should be given to astronomers (if any) on the optimisation or modification of their AORs before they
can be scheduled?
• Are there any problematic AORs in the database that should be blocked for scheduling until specific issues are resolved?
(e.g. it might be recommended initially only to schedule AORs that required fast scan speed, until further modifications of the
AOT design were completed and tested that would optimise it for slow scan speed too)
• Is there any specific advice to the Mission Planners on how to schedule or how to sequence observations?
• Is the data processing software in a suitable state to process the observations that are scheduled to a publication-ready level?
If not, will it be ready by the time that the first observations in this mode are downlinked?
A total of nineteen release meetings were held between September 11th 2009 and April 15th 2010, when the final mode was released
for scheduling. Full details of all the release meetings and the relevant Release Notes, which detail the conditions under which an
observing mode was released for bulk scheduling can be found here. Below, we summarise the history of release of Herschel
observing modes, giving details of when specific modes were first scheduled for routine science and in what conditions. For the
principal modes, the details of first use are given to provide a historical record of the start of Herschel science, why certain
observations were scheduled early in the mission and others were delayed. During the early phases of routine scheduling of
observations, the pool of schedulable AORs was often very small, hence the urgency of releasing additional modes as rapidly as
possible. Given that scheduling efficiency (and thus the helium to science ratio) was very much dependent on the size of the pool of
schedulable observations, maintaining an adequate pool of schedulable observations by releasing new modes as the number of
unscheduled observations in previously released modes decreased, was critical.
2.5.2.5.1
SPIRE scan maps
The first observing mode to be released was SPIRE scan mapping. The release meeting was held on September 11th 2009 and agreed
to release initially only those AORs that required nominal scan speed (i.e. not fast scan speed) and only for targets <200Jy at 250
microns. The main issue identified was the need for users to have HCSS 1.2 available to reduce their data (this version was released
mid-October 2009), although it had already been agreed to schedule a few, carefully-selected SDP observations in advance, on OD121 (September 11th/12th). The decision to use OD-121 for science was dictated by the fact that it was a very short OD, one of the
shortest of the mission and thus not well-suited to PV activities. It had to start with a cooler re-cycle that would take up a significant
fraction of the available observing time, leaving little remaining time available in the OD to conduct meaningful tests. Full details of
the conditions of release of the mode are found in SPIRE ICC (2009). Fast scan speed SPIRE scan maps were released by the release
meeting for SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode (see Section 2.5.6.3, SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode) on October 14th 2009. Bulk scheduling of
SPIRE scan maps started on OD-145 (October 5th/6th 2009) 7. The first AOR to be scheduled was a 6631s scan map of RXCJ0658.55556.1 from SDP_eegami_3, which started at 02:51:12z on September 12th 2009 (see the observing log for OD-121).
2.5.2.5.2
PACS scan maps
PACS scan maps were released at the AOT release meeting on October 6th 2009, based on the recommendation from the PACS ICC
that the mode was ready for release. It was agreed to approve retrospectively the scheduling of PACS SDP AORs on ODs 148-150
(October 8th-11th): these AORs had already been modified to conform with the following recommendations on scheduling:
• AORs in slow scan mode of 10″/s to be increased to 20″/s and the number of scan repetitions to be doubled to compensate.

7

For operational reasons this was advanced three days from the original plan. The original OD-148 was replaced with PACS scan map SDP AORs.
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• No observations longer than 9h to be scheduled, to avoid counter overflow.
• No observations without cross-scan to be scheduled.
• Observations longer than 4h to be avoided until a software update to insert calibration blocks into long observations was
implemented and tested or, if their scheduling were unavoidable, they should be split into several shorter AORs so that their
execution would include the calibration blocks that are executed automatically at the start of each new AOR.
Full details of the conditions of release of the mode are found in PACS ICC (2009). Bulk scheduling of PACS scan maps for SDP
programmes started on OD-148 (October 8th/9th 2009). The first observing programme to be released for general scheduling with the
corresponding SDP programme having been declared complete and successful, was KPGT_dlutz_1, for which bulk scheduling
started on OD-157 (October 17th/18th 2009). The first PACS scan map AOR to be scheduled was a 1300s scan map of HMSC070291215 for SDP_okrause_3, which started at 01:47:05z on October 9th 2009 (see the observing log for OD-148).
2.5.2.5.3
SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode
SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode was released at the release meeting on October 14th 2009, which also agreed the release of fast scan
speed SPIRE maps (60″/s) and retrospectively approved the AORs scheduled on OD-158 and OD-159. The previously agreed
restrictions on low scan speed were applied (any AORs with a scan speed of 10″/s were migrated to 20″/s). Full details of the
conditions of release can be found in SPIRE ICC (2009). The first SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode AOR to be executed was a 20301s
map (scan + cross-scan) of the Rosette Nebula for SDP_fmotte_3, which started at 01:19:30z on October 20th 2009 (OD-159).
2.5.2.5.4
PACS Line spectroscopy
A limited release of a few PACS line spectroscopy AORs was made at a release meeting on October 30th 2009, agreeing that a small
number of spectroscopy modes could be scheduled as ”AOTVAL” at the end of the planned PACS block between OD-177 and OD179 8, as part of the validation process for the AORs that had included the scheduling of some PACS line spectroscopy on OD-165,
OD-166 and OD-170. The release considered only the chop/nod mode and specifically excluded AORs using wavelength switching.
Full details of the release conditions can be found in VandeBussche et al. (2010). It was noticed that the Mission Configuration that
included the updated design of the line spectroscopy AORs based on PV data, showed large changes in time estimation relative to
the initial (draft) design of the AOT. While wavelength switching generally became more efficient, requiring little more than half the
original time estimate to execute, the time estimates for chop/nod AORs increased with the revised design. As each scan took twice
as long in the new strategy, the new time estimate increased by anything from 50% over to triple the time approved by HOTAC,
depending on the sub-mode used. This had an impact on observing time budgets, but could be substantially mitigated normally by
dividing the number of individual scans by a factor of two. Many of the modifications of the AORs could be made in-house to avoid
delays in releasing AORs for scheduling, but there were many cases that required careful interaction with users to refine strategy and
to adjust observing budgets to stay within the assigned HOTAC allocation. A further release meeting was held on November 6th
2009, completing the formal release of the observing mode. The first PACS line spectroscopy AOR to be scheduled was a 2689s
integration of the OIII/NII lines of He (2-10) starting at 00:17:47z on October 26th 2009 (OD-165) for SDP_esturm_3.
2.5.2.5.5
PACS Range spectroscopy
PACS Range spectroscopy was released at the release meeting on November 6th 2009. Full details of the release conditions can be
found in VandeBussche et al. (2010). The first PACS range spectroscopy AOR to be scheduled was a 5150s integration of
HD181327 starting at 09:17:16z on November 9th 2009 (OD-179) for SDP_bdent_3.
2.5.2.5.6
PACS point source photometry
PACS Point source photometry was released at the release meeting on November 12th 2009. Full details of the conditions of release
of the mode are found in Müller (2010). The rapid progress of CoP and PV had permitted the scheduling of some science AORs to
be greatly advanced with respect to expectations pre-launch; as a result, OD-120 (September 10th/11th 2009) was used to schedule
some early science AORs in AOTVal mode. The final four hours of this OD were dedicated to PACS Point source photometry for
six of the forty-two HOTAC-approved science programmes, with the first observation a 159s integration on J0843.3-7905 taken for
AOTVAL_bdent_2 starting at 15:28:21z on September 11th 2009 – this was the first HOTAC-approved science observation
scheduled by Herschel 9. The fifth and sixth science AORs to be executed on OD-120 were the first Solar System science
observations to be executed: point source photometry of Pluto in the 100+160μm and 70+160μm filter combinations respectively.

8
Progress in terminating validation was more rapid than anticipated thus it was not necessary to schedule any AORs as experimental AOTVAL
versions – all AORs scheduled during the half day of PACS spectroscopy from the newly released PACS Range spectroscopy SDP pool, modified to
fit the PACS ICC recommendations. However, when scheduling the first PACS spectroscopy science block it was discovered that a priority science
target – Comet C/2006 W3 (Christensen) – would not be visible in OD-179, as its visibility ended in OD-178 so, exceptionally, two specially
modified AORs, prepared by the PACS ICC, were inserted into the schedule at the end of OD-178. As the released PACS scan map AORs to be
scheduled in OD-178 were long observations, to maintain an efficient schedule, it was necessary to use some PACS line spectroscopy observations as
fillers in OD-178. These fillers were placed between the end of the photometry scan maps and the start of the line spectroscopy observations of the
comet so, exceptionally, OD-178 was a shared photometry/spectroscopy OD, despite being in the middle of a PACS cooler hold.
9
A few calibration or PV observations taken prior to this date were of science quality and obtained with science observing modes and thus valid for
science and available through the Herschel Science Archive. These observations though were not scheduled as HOTAC-approved programmes, but
instead were a serendipitous result of PV activities and scheduled as calibration observations (i.e. with the Calibration_pv* AOR label) and thus are
not considered here, although some of these observations were later”bought”by HOTAC approved programmes against their HOTAC-awarded time
and thus treated as HOTAC-approved time.
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Early point source photometry observations showed that the sensitivity of the mode was approximately a factor of three down on
expectations and suffered from reproducibility problems that made calibration problematic. This led to a decision to migrate all point
source photometry to mini-scanmap mode which, despite having a smaller on-source time, gave considerably better sensitivity,
although restricted to small targets due to the ≈1 arcminute field of view (i.e. not recommended for sources much larger than 30
arcseconds). The need to validate this new mode thus delayed the final release of point source photometry. At the same time, a
decision was made to migrate PACS small source photometry and chopped raster scans too to mini-scanmap mode for targets
smaller than about 30 arcseconds. However, a small number of SDP observations continued to be carried out in point source
photometry mode until this mode was suppressed definitely save for specialist calibration purposes (e.g. pointing calibration
observations, which were made almost exclusively in point source photometry mode. The first mini-scanmap PACS photometry
AORs to be scheduled was an integration of 3834s (1917s + 1917s in the scan and crossed scan direction of 63° and 117°) on
HIP99240 for SDP_ceiroa_3, starting at 17:08:30s on November 18th 2009 (OD-188). The 63/117° combination for scan and crossscan was later modified to a standard 70/110° combination used in all mini-scanmap observations until the end of the mission.
2.5.2.5.7
PACS mapping spectroscopy
PACS mapping spectroscopy was released partially at the release meeting on November 18th 2009. The only sub-mode to be released
initially was mapping with chop/nod – these AORs required modification due to the duplication of time estimation following the
implementation of a new observing strategy (see Section 2.5.6.5, PACS Line spectroscopy). Full details of the release conditions are
included in VandeBussche et al. (2010).
2.5.2.5.8
PACS wavelength switching spectroscopy
PACS wavelength switching spectroscopy and SED scan spectroscopy were released at the release meeting on December 2nd 2009.
This released both the wavelength switching mode and the raster mapping with off-source reference mode. The release of this mode
required new Mission Configuration software to resolve problems with the time estimation of some SED scan AORs. Full details of
the release conditions for this observing mode can be found in PACS ICC (2010).
2.5.2.5.9
SPIRE 7–point jiggle photometry and sparse map spectroscopy
SPIRE 7-point jiggle photometry was released at the release meeting on December 4th 2009, jointly with sparse map spectroscopy
and bright source scan maps. The first SPRE spectroscopy to be executed was a 7141s integration on Mrk 231, for
SDP_pvanderw_3, starting at 07:17:14z on December 9th 2009, during the final formal PV day to be executed (OD-210). Unusually,
this observation was executed using a special engineering Mission Configuration designed for these PV observations. The first OD to
be scheduled as SPIRE spectroscopy for science was OD-217 (December 16th/17th 2009), for which the second half was dedicated to
spectroscopy, although the majority of observations in this OD were scheduled with the ”S42” SPIRE engineering Mission
Configuration for PV observing (see Appendix C). This OD was split between SDP observations and the first scheduling of SPIRE
spectroscopy Routine Phase science.
2.5.2.5.10
PACS bright source spectroscopy
PACS bright source spectroscopy in line spectroscopy mode and in range spectroscopy mode for small wavelength ranges was
released jointly with PACS SED scan spectroscopy and range spectroscopy for faint sources over wide wavelength ranges at a
release meeting on January 15th 2010.
2.5.2.5.11
HIFI dual beam switch spectroscopy
With the successful switch-on and re-commissioning of HIFI completed, HIFI Dual Beam Switch was released for scheduling at the
release meeting held on 25th February 2010. This meeting released the vast majority of HIFI DBS sub-modes, with the exception of
the small number of AORs in Band 5b and some Band 7b AORs that required special treatment. Other AORs in bands 6a, 6b, 7a and
7b could be released by switching them to fast-chop mode. This released approximately 550h of HIFI AORs for potential immediate
scheduling. Due to the success of the re-commissioning activities it was possible to start to schedule an ICC-approved sub-set of
HIFI AORs in advance of the release meeting: these were scheduled in OD 291-298. Full details of the release conditions can be
found in Morris (2010). The first HIFI science AOR to be scheduled was a 12950s DBS spectral scan in Band 1a of NGC 6334, for
SDP_cceccare_3, starting at 22:16:18z on February 28th 2010 (OD-291). Additional details of the release of individual sub-modes
can be found in HIFI ICC (2013).
2.5.2.5.12
SPIRE small scanmap photometry
This mode replaced the planned SPIRE 64-point jiggle map, giving coverage over a 5 arcminute diameter circle at a fixed 30″/s scan
speed. The mode was released at the release meeting on March 17th 2010 for all but bright targets. Full details of the release
conditions can be found in SPIRE ICC (2010).
2.5.2.5.13
Remaining HIFI point-mode AOTs
All remaining non-DBS HIFI point source modes were released at the release meeting on April 6th 2010, apart from the small
number of AORs that were: in Band 5b; in high-resolution mode with the HRS; or in no-reference frequency switch mode. Full
details of the release conditions can be found in Morris (2010a).
2.5.2.5.14
SPIRE Spectrometer mapping
SPIRE spectrometer mapping was released at the release meeting on April 19th 2010, with the caveat that it was not recommended
that sources brighter than 175Jy at 250 microns, or 55Jy at 500 microns be observed in this mode; a special bright source version of
this observing mode was later released for such targets. Full details of the release conditions can be found in SPIRE ICC (2010a).
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2.5.2.5.15
SPIRE point source photometry
SPIRE point source photometry was released as 7-point jiggle at the release meeting on April 26th 2010 with the caveat that it was
not suitable for either faint sources (<200mJy) in which the background makes a significant contribution, or for bright sources
(>4Jy), or for sources with poor astrometry. Full details of the release conditions can be found in SPIRE ICC (2010b).
2.5.2.5.16
HIFI mapping modes
HIFI mapping modes were released at the release meeting on July 12th 2010 except for OTF maps with frequency switching in Bands
6a, 6b and 7a and, with only limited exceptions, in Band 7b. Approval was given to start scheduling HIFI mapping modes in
scheduling cycle 19 (ODs 441-454), starting with the HIFI block on OD-441 (July 28th/29th 2010). The first HIFI mapping mode
observation to be scheduled was a 768s fast DBS raster map on NGC1068, starting at 05:51:19z on July 29th 2010, for
KPGT_rguesten_1 (OD-441).
2.5.2.5.17
SPIRE bright source spectrometry
SPIRE bright source spectroscopy was released at the release meeting on September 7th 2010. This mode was only recommended for
a small minority of sources brighter than 5000Jy (i.e. Mars, or Orion OMC1, but not Uranus). Given that the adoption of this mode
led to small increases in time estimation, it was necessary to interact with users before scheduling to ensure that the AORs could be
fitted into observing budgets successfully. Full details of the release conditions can be found in SPIRE ICC (2010c).
2.5.2.5.18
PACS un-chopped spectroscopy
PACS un-chopped spectroscopy was the first of the second generation of Herschel observing modes and was released at the release
meeting on September 17th 2010, replacing wavelength switching for PACS spectroscopy. This mode was offered for regions of
extended emission where chopping to an off position was not practical. Full details of the release conditions can be found in PACS
ICC (2010a). The mode was not intended for use with sources weaker than 10Jy, as the continuum would not be adequately defined,
although it could potentially be used for strong lines in fainter sources if the continuum was not needed. To accommodate this mode,
the rules on concatenation of observations (see Section 4.3.2.3.2, Concatenations) were relaxed to allow a measurement at an off
position up to two degrees away from the target to be visited and concatenated with the associated AOR(s). This required a patch to
be incorporated into HSpot, modifying the concatenation rules for this particular case.
2.5.2.5.19
PACS un-chopped spectroscopy for bright sources
The final second-generation observing mode to be released was bright source un-chopped PACS spectroscopy. The release meeting
was held on April 15th 2011 and was the last formal AOT release meeting to be held. Full details of the release conditions can be
found in PACS ICC (2011). This mode was required for a few programmes that had particularly bright targets that would saturate in
the normal version of the mode with its relatively long integration time on source per scan.
2.5.2.5.20
Summary of observing mode releases
A summary of observing mode release dates and first science use is given in Table 13
Observing Mode
SPIRE scan maps
PACS scan maps
SPIRE-PACS Parallel Mode
PACS line spectroscopy
PACS range spectroscopy
PACS point-source photometry

Date of release
11/09/2009
06/10/2009
14/10/2009
30/10/2009
06/11/2009
12/11/2009

PACS mapping spectroscopy
PACS wavelength switching spectroscopy
SPIRE 7-point jiggle photometry
& sparse map spectroscopy
PACS bright source spectroscopy
HIFI dual beam switch
SPIRE small scan map photometry
HPoint modes (remaining modes)
SPIRE spectrometer mapping
SPIRE point source photometry
HIFI mapping modes
SPIRE bright source spectrometry
PACS un-chopped spectroscopy
PACS bright source un-chopped spectroscopy

18/11/2009
02/12/2009
04/12/2009
15/01/2010
25/02/2010
17/03/2010
06/04/2010
19/04/2010
26/04/2010
12/07/2010
07/09/2010
17/09/2010
15/04/2011

First use
OD-121
OD-148
OD-159
OD-165
OD-178
OD-120 (point source)
OD-188 (mini scanmap)

OD-210 (jiggle)
OD-217 (spectroscopy)
OD-291

OD-441

Table 13: Summary details of the release of the different Herschel observing modes, including (where relevant – usually for the most
commonly used modes as, sometimes for special modes it is not easy to identify a posteriori when the mode was first scheduled), the
date of first science use, which may have been as AOTVAL (validation) mode of the AOT, which were special versions of AORs that
were valid for science, but not necessarily the final version of the AOT).
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2.5.2.6
Science Demonstration Phase (SDP)
2.5.2.6.1
SDP rational
The Science Demonstration Phase was an opportunity for all Key Programmes to obtain early science data to validate their observing
programme and data processing methods before the formal release of their AORs for routine, bulk scheduling. Each PI nominated a
part of their programme – normally 5-10% – for execution as SDP, using whatever observing modes were released and available, or
were reasonably expected to be available before SDP ended. The aim of SDP was both to ensure that the scientific quality of the data
produced reached expectations and also to ensure that each programme was ready for bulk scheduling, thus there were no important
issues with the design of the observations or with the observing strategy that needed to be addressed before bulk scheduling started.
SDP was executed mainly on a shared-risk basis: observers would elect to forego their proprietary time on the executed observations,
in which case the time would be charged to the observatory and reimbursed against the HOTAC-approved time, allowing extra
observations to be added to the original HOTAC-approved programme. Alternatively, observers could elect to maintain the
proprietary period for some or all of the observations, which would then be charged against their HOTAC allocation. In the end,
almost all programmes elected the former course, foregoing proprietary time such that the data was immediately made public, but
then not having their SDP observing time charged against their HOTAC allocation. Once the SDP programme had been completed, a
release telecom was held between the PI, the Project Scientist and HSC personnel to identify any issues that might prevent bulk
scheduling of the observations and, in their absence, to give a formal go-ahead for full scheduling of the programme to start.
2.5.2.6.2
The SDP prime and extended scheduling windows
The prime SDP period was defined to be from October 15th to December 15th 2009. Those observations that had been selected for
SDP, but not scheduled by December 15th 2009 due to target visibility, or the non-release of observing modes, were given scheduling
priority up to April 30th 2010, at which point any remaining non-executed observations reverted to being treated as Routine Science.
All forty-two HOTAC-approved programmes had observations executed successfully in advance of the nominal SDP end date of
December 15th 2009 and were able to present data at the ”Herschel Initial Results” workshop in Madrid on December 13-14th 2009.
2.5.2.6.3
SDP execution
SDP execution was carried out as a function of the release, or pre-release of observing modes (Table 13). Although there was a total
pool of ≈600 hours of requested SDP observations, only a part of it was available to the Mission Planners at HSC for scheduling at
any one time, irrespective of target visibility. A significant proportion of the pool of observations for SDP execution was, at least
initially, of AORs in un-released observing modes. Of the SDP observing time, ≈60% was in the first three observing modes to be
released (SPIRE large maps, PACS photometry and SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode). AOT release expanded the SDP observation pool
as AORs for the first modes to be released were exhausted. Although six SPIRE large scan maps from SDP programmes, totalling
12.6h, were executed in OD-121, as pre-release AOR validation and PACS photometry AORs were scheduled in OD-120 (using the
later withdrawn, point source photometry mode) and on OD-127 as AOTVAL observations of scan maps 10, bulk scheduling of SDP
observations did not start until OD-145 (October 5th/6th 2009). However, even this date was significantly in advance of what had
been defined initially as being the prime SDP observing window (see Section 2.5.2.6.2, The SDP prime and extended scheduling
windows). Contrariwise, scheduling of SPIRE spectroscopy could not begin until after the prime SDP observing window had closed
and then, only in a limited number of sub-modes. Scheduling of SDP observations by AOT commenced as follows:
• Bulk scheduling of SDP SPIRE photometry large maps started on OD-145 (October 5th/6th 2009).
• Bulk scheduling of SDP PACS photometry scan maps started on OD-148 (October 8th/9th 2009).
• Bulk scheduling of SDP SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode started on OD-159 (October 19th/20th 2009).
• Bulk scheduling of SDP PACS line spectroscopy started on OD-165 (October 25th/26th 2009).
• Bulk scheduling of SDP PACS range spectroscopy started on OD-179 (November 8th/9th 2009).
• Bulk scheduling of SDP SPIRE spectroscopy started on OD-217 (December 16th/17th 2009).

2.5.2.6.4
SDP completion
The last day to be dominated by SDP scheduling was OD-211 (December 10th/11th 2009). As the Galactic Centre had left visibility in
mid-October, those programmes with AORs in this region that could not be scheduled at the very start if the SDP period had to wait
for it to come back into visibility to Herschel in mid-February 2010. This led to a renewed period of somewhat increased SDP
scheduling in February 2010, although this period was still very much dominated by routine observations from released programmes.
Very few SDP AORs remained to be scheduled after early March 2010. The last SDP AORs to be scheduled as SDP were executed
in OD-352 (April 30th/May 1st 2010). After this, the few remaining, unexecuted SDP AORs that had not been scheduled for whatever
reason reverted to being standard Routine Phase AORs with no special treatment in scheduling.

2.5.2.7
HIFI Priority Science Program (PSP)
Due to the HIFI anomaly (see Section 5.7.2, HIFI anomaly and subsequent recovery), HIFI was not available for scheduling during
the nominal SDP period in 2009. To compensate, a variant of SDP, called the Priority Science Programme, was arranged for HIFI,
scheduled as blocks of eight and six days of dedicated observing time respectively in February and March 2010 (see Table 14).

10
Execution of these observations failed due to the SPU OBSW entering an infinite loop that caused the science buffer to fill and not to clear itself.
As a consequence, almost no science telemetry was received from PACS until the problem was resolved by carrying out an instrument re-set (power
re-cycle) and a change in procedures to avoid possible future occurrences.
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PSP Block 1
PSP Block 2

Start OD
291
309 11

End OD
298
313

Start date
28/02/2010
18/03/2010

End date
08/03/2010
23/03/2010

Table 14: Details of the two HIFI PSP observing blocks.
As for SDP, PIs were offered the opportunity to nominate 5-10% of their HIFI observations for execution as PSP, with the selected
AORs denominated PSP1 (top priority) or PSP2 (fillers – to be used to increase scheduling efficiency given the highly compressed
time period for PSP execution). In all other respects PSP was identical to SDP. Once PSP observations were completed successfully
HIFI entered the standard Mission Planning cycle (see Section 4.3.2.3, Short Term and Long Term Mission Planning strategy).
2.5.2.8
Routine Phase
Once SDP/PSP had been completed successfully for a programme and the AORs released, they went into the pool of schedulable
observations for routine science. As observing efficiency was determined by the size of this pool of schedulable AORs, the first
priority was to increase it as rapidly as possible in the early routine science mission phases. There was a major effort to release as
many programmes as possible, adapting (where necessary) blocked observations to make them releasable in line with ICC
recommendations and SDP experience. As Routine Phase proceeded, the pool of observations was topped-up with each successive
Call (see Section 4.3.4.1, Announcements of Opportunity), allowing scheduling efficiency to be maintained. Instruments were
scheduled in a regular cycle allowing them to plan their calibration strategies around a known monthly distribution of observing time
(see Section 4.3.2.4, 209BShort Term and Long Term Mission Planning strategy). During Routine Phase, scheduling efficiency was
the only criterion used to select which observations to schedule (see 4.3.2.3, Short Term and Long Term Mission Planning strategy).
Within the limitations of maximum scheduling efficiency, observations from older Calls were given priority over more recent Calls
and, where only a few observations needed to be scheduled to complete a programme, every effort was made to schedule these last
observations and complete the programme, provided that it would not significantly impact scheduling efficiency.
2.5.2.9
From helium boil-off to switch off
2.5.2.9.1
Helium lifetime prediction
There was considerable uncertainty as to when boil off would happen from multiple sources of possible error.
• There was a small, but significant uncertainty in the measurement of helium mass at launch: 333.5±10kg, an
estimated 97.0% fill level (Jahn, 2011), corresponding to ±43 days of lifetime given an average massflow of 2.668mg/s.
• Measurements on the ground of the mass of helium in the HTT using the same Direct Liquid Content Measurement
technique as was later used in space, found a typical offset of 3.9% (equivalent to up to 54 days of lifetime), with the
measured helium mass typically underestimated by the DLCM technique. This offset had to be scaled according to the
expected fill level of the HTT when processing the measurements of helium fill level made in space.
• Uncertainty, was added by the calculation of the helium consumption during the initial phases of the mission from
launch until OD-42, as the telescope and structure were cooling down in space; this was estimated from thermal
modelling to be 23kg (equivalent to exactly 100 days of lifetime).
• Modelling uncertainties, detailed below, made a definitive estimate of remaining helium lifetime difficult to obtain.
2.5.2.9.1.1
Estimates of lifetime from Direct Liquid Content Measurements
An attempt to estimate the lifetime was made by taking three Direct Liquid Content Measurements (DLCMs) of the cryostat in
space, combined with calibration meaasurements of the technique taken on the ground before launch. A DLCM used a small heat
pulse into the cryostat to measure the temperature rise and, hence the mass of helium remaining inside it, with a nominal uncertainty
of approximately 5%. This technique takes advantage of the fact that the heat conductivity of superfluid helium is extremely high,
thus the entire helium mass is heated almost instantaneously, although the fact that the heat pulse is not itself of zero duration adds
uncertainty to the calculations: this issue is discussed in detail by Jahn, 2011.

2.5.2.9.1.1.1
The DLCM technique
Two identical units (DLCM1 & DLCM2) located at the bottom of the HTT at opposite positions on the circumferance were used for
measuring the He II content of the HTT. A heating coil was mounted in a cylindrical housing, which was flanged to the tank. Two
C100 carbon resistors were fixed below the bottom of the inner tube in order to measure directly the temperature of the superfluid
helium with good time resolution and a high degree of accuracy. Each DLCM device was connected to two temperature sensors for
redundancy. For DLCM1 the sensors were T101 and T105; for DLCM2, T102 and T104. The key sensors used to measure the
temperature of the helium bath were T101 and T102. The surface tension of the LHe II in microgravity ensured that the cavities
within the DLCMs were filled with LHe II even when the liquid helium tank was almost empty. In orbit, the DLCM unit is driven by
the CCU. The heater element and one of the temperature sensors were connected to the same CCU chain (nominal/redundant) for
each unit, while a second temperature sensor was connected to the other CCU chain to ensure two sensors operating in different parts
of the HTT even if one of the chains failed. With this configuration, operating the DLCM unit from the nominal chain (CCU_A)

11

Three AORs from PSP and SDP were also executed on OD-305, the first day of the final 4-day HIFI PV block that preceded the second PSP block
due to the fact that the target to be observed would be going out of visibility to Herschel on March 17th, before the start of the second PSP block.
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would activate heater H101 and temperature sensor T105 on device DLCM1 and sensor T102 on DLCM2, while CCU_B would
activate heater H102, sensor T101 on device DLCM1 and sensor T104 on device DLCM2. Full details of PACS and SPIRE sensor
designations and their locations can be found at the URL: http://herschel.esac.esa.int/twiki/bin/view/Pacs/HerschelSensors.
2.5.2.9.1.1.2
The DLCM measures and their results
The three dedicated Direct Liquid Content Measurements (DLCM) were taken on ODs 196, 538, and 741 (see Figure 40), each
taking approximately eight hours to perform, during which time the spacecraft was maintained stable to avoid perturbing the cryostat
contents. However, there was a significant disagreement between the three derived estimates of remaining liquid helium mass,
leading to considerable uncertainty in the lifetime that was obtained by extrapolating the least squares fit between the three measures
to zero. A posteriori knowledge suggests that the second DLCM gave a value that was rather too low, albeit within the expected
errors but, with only three, or even four values, it is impossible to assess which of a series of measurements could be be an outlier
when making a least-squares fit to the data. The three DLCM measurements were taken as follows:
• DCLM 1 – November 25th 2009, starting at 20:33:10UT
• DLCM 2 – November 2nd 2010, starting at 16:33:22UT
• DLCM 3 – May 24th 2011, starting at 22:51:01UT
This gave a baseline of exactly eighteen months of helium consumption, with the expected fill level of the HTT to have fallen from
80% in DLCM 1 to 43.5% in DLCM 3. Full details of the three DLCMs and their analysis can be found in Jahn, 2011. When the prelaunch measurement of the amount of helium put into the dewar is combined with the DLCMs, the best estimate of helium
), the result is
consumption from thermal modelling and the best estimate of ullage (see Section 2.5.2.9.1.3,
as shown in Figure 41. Even with a good measure of the amount of helium in the dewar pre-launch and three DLCMs the range of
uncertainty in the helium lifetime – the point at which the extrapolated line cuts the horizontal axis – was very large, ranging from
November 14th 2012 in the most pessimistic case, to July 26th 2013 in the most optimistic. However, combining the estimated initial
helium mass with only the first and third DCLM measurements gives a lifetime estimate that is very close to the true lifetime.

Figure 40: End of Life (EOL) prediction of the superfluid 4He content in the Herschel cryostat on the basis of three dedicated Direct
Liquid Content Measurements (DLCM) on ODs 196, 538, and 741, with their nominal error bars. The green and red lines give the
most optimistic and the most pessimistic linear fits to the three data points (i.e. upper and lower bound to the error in the least
squares fit). The point at OD 0 is the mass estimate after the final Helium top-up of the Herschel cryostat prior to launch. Due to the
cool-down of the telescope during the first 1.5 months, the initial Helium consumption is different, thus excluding this point from
being used in the fit to the remaining mass in-orbit in this simple representation (adapted from Jahn, 2011).
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Figure 41: The state of helium lifetime knowledge half way through the mission, after the three DLCM measurements and including
a correction for ullage. The total range of uncertainty (one standard deviation) permitted by the error bars is from mid-November
2012 through to the end of July 2013 [source: Jahn, 2011].
2.5.2.9.1.2
Estimation of the helium lifetime from cooler re-cyclings
The uncertainty in helium lifetime estimates was significantly reduced by using a method of analysis of data from cooler re-cyclings
developed by Feuchtgruber & Poglitsch (2011). They showed that the temperature rise as the cooler was cycled (Figure 42) was
giving a direct estimate of the mass of remaining helium (effectively, each cooler re-cycling was a mini-DLCM). As so many cooler
re-cyclings were available – a total of 139 PACS, 135 SPIRE and 101 parallel cooler re-cyclings were executed during the mission,
covering a far longer time base than the DLCMs and thus giving a much more reliable extrapolation to zero), it was a relatively
simple exercise to establish the trend and make an extrapolation to calculate when the liquid helium mass would reach zero and thus
signify the end of helium. The calculated results (Figure 43) showed good agreement with the DLCMs that had been performed,
confirming the capacity of the cooler re-cycle method to be a more reliable primary method for estimating the remaining mass of
helium in the HTT than would be carrying out further DLCMs. The success of this method meant that a planned fourth DLCM,
tentatively scheduled for autumn 2012, to give the longest possible baseline for the measurements, was cancelled as it would not
have given additional information beyond that already available from the cooler re-cyclings and the previous DLCMs.

Figure 42: Measured temperature rise during all cooler re-cycles during the mission for SPIRE and PACS, measured by
temperature sensors T101 and T102.The exponential nature of the rise in temperature increase at re-cycling late in the mission, as
the helium level dropped, is evident [Graphic: Albrecht Poglisch/PACS-ICC, March 4th 2013].
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Figure 43: The three DLCMs corrected for ullage contrasted with the helium mass estimated from PACS and SPIRE cooler recyclings as measured by the T102 temperature sensor mounted in the cryostat’s DLCM2 device between OD-90 and OD-934
(11/08/2009 & 03/12/2011). The agreement between the two methods for DLCMs 1 & 3 is very good; DLCM 2 though is somewhat
discrepant, although not beyond the expected errors [(Graphic: Albrecht Poglisch/PACS-ICC, September 22nd 2011].
The best estimate in late 2012 placed the most likely date for helium exhaustion around mid-February 2013, with an uncertainty of
several weeks. Although the slope of the helium mass v time graph was well defined, a small systematic offset of the regression line
in the y-axis would cause a large shift in the intercept in the x-axis, hence significant uncertainty remained. With the likelihood that
helium exhaustion would occur early in 2013 (Figure 44), the decision was taken to prioritise scheduling to ensure completion of all
Priority 1 observations by the end of 2012, allowing a buffer in case the estimated EoH date proved to be overly optimistic. Further
measures of the remaining mass of helium taken from cooler re-cyclings, with data at increasingly low fill levels, allowed improved
estimates of the lifetime to be made with a longer baseline of data. These extended the likely lifetime to late March and then, finally,
into early April: the final estimate based on the available model was April 8th. As the cryostat stayed cold even after April 8th, it was
evident that there was indeed a small, systematic offset in the values derived by the models, probably due to the uncertainties in the
ullage calculation. Despite this, the fact that the temperature rise during re-cyclings was much larger than even six months previously
and increasing rapidly with each successive re-cycling, as shown in Figure 42, approaching the maximum predicted temperature rise
that was physically possible, made it evident that helium exhaustion was very close.

Figure 44: Estimated mass of remaining helium from the data presented in Figure 42 (Graphic: Albrecht Poglisch/PACS-ICC,
March 4th 2013).
A potential source of uncertainty in the lifetime prediction that needed to be checked and eliminated was that the cooler behaviour
might have changed at very low helium fill levels. This could be verified by comparing the results for all cooler re-cycles during the
entire mission, starting from OD-90 (Figure 43), with the predictions obtained from just the last fifty cooler re-cyclings (Figure 45),
covering approximately half the timebase. The result derived for only the most recent re-cyclings gave an essentially identical
prediction for the date of helium exhaustion to the one obtained from the full dataset and showed no evidence of a significant change
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of slope at low fill levels. Similarly, there was no evidence that the cooler hold time was reducing even in the last months of the
mission, with the small, random variations in cooler hold time masking any possible low-level trend that might have been present. It
was recognised that, although a linear fit to the data in Figure 44 gave values that were highly consistent, with only small differences,
the calculated result changed slightly depending on the exact assumptions made, namely:
• Which temperature sensor was used for the fit (the T101 sensor in the DLCM1 device, or the T102 sensor in the
DLCM2 device – in general the latter gave consistently slightly later estimated dates for EoH).
• Whether the fit was made to all cooler re-cycles, just to those for PACS, or just to those for SPIRE.
• Whether or not the fit was made to all cooler re-cycles since the start of the mission, or just the last fifty (in the latter
case, a single high or low point at the extreme of the range covered could significantly change the fit and thus its
extrapolation to zero).
The differences gave an extreme range of twelve days between the most optimistic and the most pessimistic lifetime; five of the eight
estimates clustered tightly around March 21st/22nd (Figure 46). There was a significant zeropoint uncertainty in the baseline due to
the effect of ullage, itself, of approximately two weeks. Due to the zeropoint uncertainty, a prediction of EoH for March 31st 2013
was essentially consistent at a two-sigma level with an observed EoH occurring at any moment in March or April 2013 and thus with
the observed date of EoH. As EoH occurred on April 29th 2013, the predictions from the cooler re-cycle method may be considered
to be completely vindicated, although they suggest that the ullage correction discussed below (see Section 2.5.2.9.1.3, The ullage
correction) was slightly smaller than calculated, extending the lifetime for a few, extra weeks.
2.5.2.9.1.3
The ullage correction
Numerically, the largest source of uncertainty in the estimation of helium lifetime proved to be the effect of ullage. The naïve initial
assumption was that the heat pulse from the cooler re-cycling only heated the liquid helium: this though predicted a unexpectedly
long lifetime based on the cooler re-cyclings that went past summer 2013. On examination of the physics of the liquid helium bath, it
was recognised that, apart from heating of the mass of liquid helium in the cryostat, there were three other potential heating effects
that had to be taken into consideration that potentially could bias the results. These were, in order of increasing importance:
1. Heating of the cryostat walls – This effect was examined and found to be a negligible. Very little energy would be injected
into the vacuum vessel structure rather than the helium bath.
2. Heating of the helium vapour above the liquid helium bath (ullage) – it was found that this would be a relatively small effect
at high fill levels. Although there is a significant vapour pressure of helium gas above the liquid helium bath, the actual mass of
gas is small and thus only a reduced fraction of the energy pulse will go into the gas, although this fraction becomes significant at
very low fill levels of liquid helium.
3. Cooling of the liquid helium bath by evaporation of helium into the ullage on putting energy into the system – on
examination, it was found that this was an important effect that had not been factored into the calculations initially. The phase
diagram for liquid helium shows a considerable increase in vapour pressure for a small increment in the temperature of the liquid
helium in the cryostat, thus a significant amount of energy injected into the HTT is consumed in evaporating the liquid helium.

Figure 45: Estimated mass of remaining liquid helium in the HTT from the data presented in Figure 43, taking just the last fifty
cooler re-cyclings. Various fits are shown, using just PACS data, just SPIRE data and combining the two. The prediction is
essentially identical to the one shown in Figure 44 (Graphic: Albrecht Poglisch/PACS-ICC, March 4th 2013).
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Figure 46: A sample matrix of helium lifetime predictions based on different assumptions and on the evolution of temperature of the
sensors in the two DLCM devices in the Helium Two Tank (HTT) – T101 and T102. The extreme range between the most optimistic
and the most pessimistic lifetime assessment is 12 days, but five of the eight estimates were tightly clustered in the range from March
19th-24th (Graphic: Albrecht Poglisch/PACS-ICC, March 4th 2013).
A summary of the process of ullage and the liquid helium phase diagram is shown in Figure 47. The physics of the liquid
helium content measurements is given by Donnelly & Barenghi (1998), Phillips (1959) and Kessler & Osborne (1980) and
references therein. The equation of state of helium gas is given by:
(1) p V = n [R T + b(T) p] → ρgas

We define the following:
•
The vapour pressure of HeII = p(T)
•
The specific heat of HeII and He gas = c(T)
•
The latent heat of evaporation of HeII = L (virtually independent of T)
The equilibrium condition is that:
(2) pgas = pvapour
and
(3) Tgas = Tliquid

Figure 47: An explanation of the effect of ullage. The quantity of remaining liquid helium is ”Q”. A heat pulse from a cooler recycling causes a temperature rise ΔT and an increase in pressure, Δp. At the same time there is an increase Δn in the ullage above
the helium bath from evaporation of helium and a cooling of the liquid helium from the latent heat of evaporation. The
temperature/vapour pressure diagram for liquid helium is shown in the right hand frame.
Then we have

(4) Q = ∫Vgas ρgas cgas(T) dT + ∫Vliq ρliq cliq(T) dT + L Vgas ∆ρgas

with
(5) Vgas + Vliq = Vtank = constant
Thus the method resolves (4) using the heat pulse from the cooler re-cyclings. It was recognised from these calculations that the
effect of the ullage volume was important, but could only be estimated, as there was no way to measure it directly. The estimated
effect of ullage on the helium lifetime was of approximately five months (lifetime with no ullage correction compared to lifetime
with the best available pre-EoH estimate for ullage), with smaller values of ullage correction giving longer lifetimes (see Figure 48).
As an illustration of the effect of ullage on the measurement of the mass of remaining helium, the resultant change in the mass
estimate between the corrected and the uncorrected solutions was equivalent to the naïve (uncorrected for ullage) solution showing
>30kg of remaining helium (equivalent to ≈130 days) at the moment when the ullage-corrected solution showed EoH. Modelling
showed that the fraction of the heat pulse that went into ullage latent heat in the cryostat increased from just 0.3% when the cryostat
was 98% full, to 17.7% when the cryostat was only 1% full (Jahn, 2011), thus the ullage was a major factor in interpreting helium
lifetime measurements, particularly at low fill levels. Comparison of the DLCM measurements and the cooler re-cycle estimates of
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mass of helium, after correction for ullage latent heat (Figure 43), show excellent agreement for DLCM-1 and DLCM-3 and suggests
again that DLCM-2 gave a value that was rather too low.
2.5.2.9.1.1
Physical model predictions of helium lifetime against compared to the observed lifetime
Feuchtgruber & Poglitsch (2011) attempted to model the helium mass evolution using cooler re-cycling data from OD-90 to OD-898,
combined with temperature data for the exterior of the cryostat. The basic premise was that the boil-off rate should be a function of
the temperature of the exterior of the cryostat and, by extension, of the telescope itself, thus:
(6) dm/dt = f(Tenv)
And so, the mass ”m” of helium as a function of time, must follow a relationship of the type:
(7) m(t) = m(0) + ∫ f [Tenv(t)] dt
Figure 49 shows how the CVV and main mirror temperatures varied up to OD-850 (September 10th 2011). The CVV temperature is
lower and the amplitude of variations, smaller, but the two temperatures are strongly correlated. Initially there is a rapid drop as the
temperature drops after decontamination was complete, before starting to rise again and entering a seasonal cycle due to the
changing heliocentric distance (see Figure 82) with a slight upward trend with time. Two fitted empirical curves are shown for the
evolution of mass as a function of the temperature of the CVV (green curve) and the main mirror (red curve); these fit he observed
behaviour very well and are virtually indistinguishable, giving almost identical representations of the boil-off rate.
The prediction of helium lifetime from this physical model depends on the assumptions made and the temperature sensor that is used.
Four possible scenarios are shown in Figure 50. Calculation using the T102 sensor within the HTT again gives a slightly more
optimistic prediction for helium lifetime based on the physical model than the T101 sensor, while the extrapolated temperature
increase makes only a relatively small contribution to reducing the calculated lifetime. The difference between the best – no
temperature increase and the T102 sensor – and the worst case scenario – continuing trend to rising temperatures and the T101
sensor – is ≈1 month. Both scenarios gave an helium lifetime estimates of early 2013, although both proved slightly pessimistic.

Figure 48: Estimated mass of remaining helium, as for Figure 43, showing the difference between the nominal solutions
incorporating (ullage-corrected) and not incorporating (naïve) the effects of ullage latent heat. The implied difference in helium
lifetime on the two assumptions was of approximately five months (Graphic: Albrecht Poglisch/PACS-ICC, March 4th 2013).
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Figure 49: The evolution of the CVV and main mirror (M1) temperature evolution from OD-20 approximately to OD-850 (upper
panels) and the adopted fit to the PACS and SPIRE cooler re-cycling estimates of the remaining liquid helium mass (lower panels).
The early, rapid drop in temperature is due to cooling after decontamination. From OD-250 the temperature stabilises and is
dominated by the seasonal cycle caused by the variation in heliocentric distance (see Figure 82). The lower panels show the
calculated fit to the PACS (left) and SPIRE (right) cooler re-cycle estimates of helium mass using the CVV temperature (green line)
and M1 temperature (red line). Graphic: Albrecht Poglisch/PACS-ICC.

Figure 50: Four possible models for the helium boil-off. Left panel using the temperature as measured by the T101 sensor within the HTT.
Right panel the same for the T102 sensor in the HTT. For each, the green curve assumes that the trend in the temperature rise of the CVV
and M1 would continue, while the purple curve assumes no temperature trend. There is a difference of approximately 30 days between the
best (T102, no further temperature increase) and worst (T101, temperature trend continues) case scenarios, although both predicted that
helium would last into early 2013. Graphic: Albrecht Poglisch/PACS-ICC.
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Figure 51: An alternative non-physical, linear extrapolation fit to the helium mass evolution from PACS and SPIRE cooler re-cycling data.
The lines from the T101 (lower) and T102 (upper) fits are almost identical, with the T102 extrapolation giving a date for boil-off around
OD-1425, very close to the observed value of OD-1447. Graphic: Albrecht Poglisch/PACS-ICC.
2.5.2.9.2
The final cooler re-cycles and boil-off
2.5.2.9.2.1
Expectations and reality
Initially, there was some concern that, in the last few days or weeks of the mission, the behaviour of the instrument coolers could change
after the helium level had dropped below a certain point and that, possibly, the cooler hold time would suffer a significant reduction as a
result. One of the factors involved in comparative studies of ”recent” against ”historical” cooler behaviour, e.g. Figure 45, was to check for
evidence of a change in slope with time. These studies showed no obvious signs of a change in behaviour, indicating that the behaviour of
the coolers was stable over a wide range of fill level. This though was uncertain at the time as there was no exact knowledge of what helium
behaviour would be at very low levels given that ISO had not used cryo-coolers, so Herschel did not have the benefit of ISO experience of
their use. However, later studies, based on the best available information before boil-off suggested that the helium film inside the cryostat
would not break until it reached almost monoatomic thickness and thus that cooler behaviour should be nominal until boil-off, hence no
change in instrument scheduling policy to avoid scheduling cooler re-cycles in the last weeks before boil-off was indicated. Cooler
behaviour was found to be close to nominal until the end of the cold mission. The penultimate cooler re-cycling, which was executed on
OD-1440 (April 22nd 2013), was somewhat anomalous in that the temperature during the re-cycling did not reach the expected level (see
Section 2.5.2.9.2.2, The anomalous OD-1440 PACS cooler re-cycle) but, even so, the hold time was only fractionally reduced from normal
and, due to the safety margin incorporated in scheduling to avoid executing observations within 3h of the end of a cooler hold, the loss of
observing time was limited to ≈0.5h. In contrast, the final cooler re-cycle to be successfully executed during the mission, which was carried
out on OD-1443 (April 25th 2013), was completely nominal in all respects, vindicating the conclusions of the studies made by the cryoengineers. The final observation taken with the OD-1443 PACS cooler re-cycle ended at 02:51:17UT on April 28th 2013, 57.78 hours after
the end of the cooler re-cycle and was completed absolutely nominally. Helium boil-off, as defined by a steady rise in the internal cryostat
temperature, occurred around two hours before the next scheduled cooler re-cycle − a SPIRE re-cycle − was due to start.
2.5.2.9.2.2
The anomalous OD-1440 PACS cooler re-cycle
As noted above, the only anomalous cooler re-cycle of the entire mission was the penultimate PACS re-cycling on OD-1440. Technically,
the following behaviour was observed (note that ”KDnnnnnn” refers to a sensor readout value in the CVV):
On Monday 22nd April 2013, during DTCP-1440, at time 2013.112.15.11.42z, parameter KD206303 ”C100_2_T222” (PACS level 0
cooler evaporator) triggered a hard high Out-Of-Limit of 2.1 K and reached a peak of 2.63 K at time 2013.112.15z. This OOL happened
during a PACS cooler re-cycling. The evolution of the graph of parameter KD206303 during the PACS cooler re-cycling was unusual
throughout the entire cooler re-cycling:
• The highest value reached 2.63 K, while during previous cooler re-cyclings it reached only values around 1.86 K.
• The unusual temperature increase happens before the PACS cooler heating is reflected by parameter KD209302 ”C100_3_T223”.
• A second peak in the order of 2.1 K was reached during the actual heating phase.
Also the following was noted:
• Temperature KD209302 ”C100_3_T223” (PACS level 0 cooler pump) triggered soft OOL with a value above 6 K (unusually high,
typically reaches T ~5.1 K during PACS re-cycle).
• All HeII bath temperatures and temperature of the Phase Separator were nominal all times.
• The HeII bath temperatures show the usual increase after a PACS cooler re-cycling
• Though the PACS bolometer sensor temperatures show nominal values after the cooler re-cycling (BOL_TEMP_EV ~0.283 K), no
conclusion could be made about the expected cooler hold time. It was decided together with the PACS instrument team that manual
MTL commands shall be inserted just prior to the start of the PACS-P orbit epilogue in order to be safe against potential FDIR
triggering for the subsequent PACS-S observations.
[Extracted from the SOM report to the April 23rd 2013 Weekly Operations Briefing minutes]
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Although the re-cycle was anomalous, the cooler hold time that resulted was only marginally reduced. Only the final two PPhoto AORs of
OD-1442 were lost: a mini-scanmap of asteroid 2000 Herschel starting at 02:41:00UT on 25th April 2013, with a total duration (scan plus
cross-scan) of 349 seconds. PACS was cold at the end of the previous observation – a scan/cross-scan pair of large maps of the North
Ecliptic Pole of almost 2 hours duration each – and warmed approximately half way through the subsequent 17 minute slew to the position
of 2000 Herschel, after 59.8 hours cold, 3.3 hours less than anticipated (Sauvage et al., 2014). These were the only observations lost during
the entire mission due to a cooler hold time being shorter than the requirements of the MTL as scheduled. The likely explanation for this
behaviour is that the remaining liquid 4He film was broken temporarily or, for some unknown reason, too thin in the area around the
cryocooler for the heat dissipation from the pump to be perfect. This is also reflected in the otherwise not observed bumps in TEMP TS and
TEMP FPU ST at about 128min through the re-cycle. This event was the only sign before the final boil-off, that the liquid 4He reserve was
close to its end. The liquid 4He film evidently recovered again for the next and final PACS cooler re-cycling on OD-1443 (see Sauvage et
al., 2014 for a complete analysis of this event).
2.5.2.9.2.3
End of Science Observation Phase (End of helium)
At Acquisition of Signal (14:15UT) on April 29th 2013 (the start of OD-1447) the temperature inside the cryostat was noticed to be
anomalously high and trending upwards. This trend had started at 12:30UT approximately and marked the point at which the last drop of
helium in the CVV had evaporated. Formal End of Helium (EoH) was declared at 15:20:01UT, when the temperature within the cryostat
passed 2K. Figure 52 shows the behaviour of the cryostat temperature as measured by three of the internal sensors, with the solid vertical
black line marking the point at which the end of helium criterion was met; the red and blue vertical lines mark the points at which each
sensor went out of limits and subsequently registered as off scale. The plot shown in Figure 52 displays the evolution of temperatures
between 00UT on April 28th 2013 and 00UT on May 6th, covering the end of the Science Observation Phase and the initial days of warm-up
after EoH. The plot shows that the HTT (Helium II Tank) temperature was stable at around 1.64K before EoH, with small fluctuations that
are mainly due to instrument usage. The detailed sequence of events observed was as follows (for additional details, see Herschel Flight
Control Team, 2014):
• At 12:30UT on April 29th the HTT temperature started to rise, marking boil-off of the final remaining liquid helium. A SPIRE cooler
re-cycle started at 14:38:22UT (this re-cycle failed due to EoH). There is a HTT/PPS (Passive Phase Separator) temperature increase to
almost 5K (green curve) due to this SPIRE cooler re-cycling. The magnitude of each step is linked to the re-cycling energy stored in the
pump (heated up to 40K) and suddenly cooled by contact with the HTT by a heat switch. Given the EoH, the commanded re-cycle
failed, but the temperature fell again after the initial pulse as the energy was dispersed within the tank. From then on we see a
temperature rise of approximately 0.1K/hour in the temperature measured by the T106 sensor, placed on the lower bulkhead of the HTT.
• At 14:49:23UT one of the two temperatures of the phase separator (sensor T107, on the upper HTT bulkhead) triggered a hard OutOf-Limit alarm after rising above 2.0 K. At 15:20:01UT the second phase separator temperature (sensor T106 on the lower HTT
bulkhead) followed, thus fulfilling the official criteria to declare End of Helium.
• As per pre-agreed procedure, the nominal Mission Timeline on-board was left running, so the satellite commanded the planned
pointings without executing the observations. A pre-planned switch was made to the alternative EoH Mission Timeline, with no science
observations; this Mission Timeline had only the commands for a DTCP attitude compatible pointing request. The switch to the postcryogen Mission Timeline was conducted in the DTCP of April 30th 2013, in readiness for the planned post-helium technology tests.

Figure 52: Cryostat temperatures from April 28th to May 4th 2013. The graph is stable initially at 1.64K before starting to rise ≈12:30UT
on April 29th, marking the evaporation of the last drop of helium. The solid black line marks the point at which an internal temperature of
2.0K was reached, marking the formal criterion for declaring End of Helium (EoH). The plot shows the slow rise of the cryostat
temperature after EoH was declared. Temperature are shown for the T111 (red curve, HTT PPS), T106 (navy blue curve, lower bulkhead,
HTT) and T107 (green curve, upper bulkhead, HTT) sensorse in different positions inside the cryostat. As each sensor went out of limits it
shoots vertically off the scale (to 999.99). The spike in the T107 temperature is due to a heat pulse from the SPIRE cooler re-cycle, which
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briefly raised the temperature until the heat was dissipated by the still cold interior of the CVV. Approximately five days after boil-off, the
temperature inside the CVV reached 20K and the T106 and T107 sensors went out of limits simultaneously (Graphiy: MOC).
2.5.2.9.2.4
The final successfully executed science observation
The final, successfully executed science observation of the mission was completed at 07:40:57UT on April 29th 2013. This was a HIFI Band
4b observation of the star OH 32.8-0.3, taken for DDT_kjusttan_3 and shows a strong detection of the OH line (Figure 53). As there was a
Spacecraft Operations (SOPS) window for a (cancelled) manoeuvre scheduled after this observation, followed by a cooler re-cycle, no
science observations were affected by the rising temperatures before EoH was declared and the instrument sub-schedule was disabled,
stopping the telescope from continuing to attempt to execute science observations.

Figure 53: The browse product for the final science observation executed before End of Helium. There is a strong detection of the OH line
at 1107.9GHz (270.6 microns) in the HIFI Band 4b spectrum of the star OH 32.8-0.3. The two panels show the horizontal (left) and vertical
(right) polarisation component of the spectrum [Graphic: Herschel Science Archive].
2.5.2.9.2.5
Mission planning status at EoH
During the lead-up to EoH it was agreed that keeping three weeks ahead in schedule delivery implied unnecessary effort both at HSC and at
MOC to prepare and process schedules that would never be executed, so the lead-up time between delivery of a planned OD by the HSC
Mission Planning Team and its execution on board was significantly relaxed. At EoH the HSC Mission Planning Team had delivered to
MOC planning (POS) files up to OD-1453 and planned, but not delivered, OD-1454 & 1455. The following ODs were planned, but not
executed due to EoH:
• SPIRE Photometry days, OD-1447 & 1448
• Parallel Mode/SPIRE Photometry days, OD-1449 & 1450.
• PACS Photometry/Spectroscopy day, OD-1451
• PACS Photometry days, OD-1452 & 1453
• PACS Photometry/Spectroscopy day, OD-1454
• PACS Spectroscopy day, OD-1455
The final science POS file to be delivered to MOC was OD-1453, at 17:10 CEST on April 29th 2013 (i.e. after EoH, but shortly before the
formal announcement that EoH had occurred). Once EoH was confirmed, Science Mission Planning was suspended at HSC.
2.5.2.9.2.6
Mission Planning for the post-helium technology tests
Although the nominal post-cryo planning allowed for seven days between EoH and the start of the post-cryo technology tests, due to the
favourable circumstances of EoH (declaration of EoH during a DTCP at the start of the working week), the decision was taken to start postcryo re-planning with OD-1452, an empty POS, to be executed on May 4th/5th, advancing the nominal plan two days: this POS file was
delivered to MOC at 12:28 CEST on April 30th. The first four POS files of technology tests delivered as a block the same afternoon. The
final POS file to be generated at HSC for the Herschel mission was OD-1491, delivered to MOC at 11:35CEST (09:35UT) on June 3rd 2013,
for execution on June 12th, ending all mission planning activity for the Herschel mission.
2.5.2.9.3
Post-cryo technology tests
A total of forty-nine days were reserved between the declaration of EoH and the final passivation of the satellite to carry out a series of final
instrument and technology tests that could be executed with the instruments warm. The sequence of operations for this period is shown in
Table 15. As in COP, these tests consisted of a mixture of instrument activities commanded from the Mission Timeline (labelled ”HSC:
provided POS file”) and spacecraft activities manually commanded by MOC. An exception to this rule was the first part of the SPIRE tests,
which were run exclusively by manual commanding (MOIS); these were then followed by three days of tests run from the MTL. In contrast,
the HIFI and PACS post-cryo tests were all run from the MTL, using POS files planned at HSC. Where no observations were planned on the
MTL the HSC provided an empty POS file to maintain the sequence of deliveries. The observations to be scheduled in post-cryo phase were
prepared in advance and adapted as necessary as the EoH slipped in time, to update pointings to valid positions on the sky as those that were
selected initially on the expectation of EoH in March moved out of visibility. The test plan implied designing special observations for some
of the planned tests and, for HIFI, a Mission Configuration exclusively for use in the post-cryo campaign to permit the special engineering
modes that were to be used in post-helium conditions. Although Herschel’s instruments were ”blind” from the moment of EoH, the
electronics were still operational, as were many of the mechanisms. This meant that many engineering modes of operation were still
functional, as were some calibration modes, such as dark currents. Similarly, as the observing modes would still generate pointing
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commands and the telescope would slew around the sky, the Startrackers would still behave exactly as if it were a normal observation, thus
allowing instruments to support many tests of the Startracker’s functionality by executing dummy observations. This permitted a wide
variety of tests to be executed, as shown in Table 15.
Date
18-Mar

Days after boil off
N/A

Activity
SPIRE monitoring stops

30-Apr

1

MOC sets instruments to agreed
EoHe settings. turns off
instrument sub-schedules. MOC
requests POS files for first
(HIFI) tests in post-cryo phase.

01-May

2

02-May
03-May
04-May
05-May

3
4
5
6

Schedule of pointings on the
MTL allowed to continue.
Instrument sub-schedules
remain off. No UUs based on
HSC POS file deliveries (with
instrument commanding) to be
sent before tech tests by HIFI.
STR-1 CCD dump
STR-2 CCD dump

06-May

7

07-May

8

08-May

9

09-May

10

10-May

11

11-May

12

12-May

13

13-May
14-May
15-May

14
15
16

16-May

17

17-May

18

18-May

19

19-May

20

20-May

21

21-May

22

22-May

23

HIFI zigzag test on MTL. HSC:
provided POS file
HIFI WBS test on MTL. HSC:
provided POS file
HIFI WBS test on MTL. Initial
ACMS test during DTCP with
RWL at low speed
HSC: provided POS file
HIFI WBS test on MTL. HSC:
provided POS file
HIFI WBS test on MTL. HSC:
provided POS file
HIFI WBS test on MTL. HSC:
provided POS file
HIFI WBS test on MTL. HSC:
provided POS file
HIFI WBS test on MTL. HSC:
provided POS file.
Large Delta-V manoeuvre
SPIRE Test A (MOIS)
SPIRE Test A (MOIS)

ACMS test: RWL at low speeds
(day 1 of 11)
ACMS test: RWL at low speeds
(day 2 of 11)
Initial VMC test (1 frame)
ACMS test: RWL at low speeds
(day 3 of 11)
ACMS test: RWL at low speeds
(day 4 of 11)
ACMS test: RWL at low speeds
(day 5 of 11)
ACMS test: RWL at low speeds
(day 6 of 11)
ACMS test: RWL at low speeds
(day 7 of 11)

Instrument Setup
MOC: Manual command to stop SPIRE monitoring
activities
MOC:
14:35z MTL stopped
14:45z PACS switched off
1$:48z HIFI placed in dissipative-II mode in band 5b
15:06z Replace MTL with pre-prepared empty MTL
15:16z Turn SPIRE to RDY mode

MOC: Uplink of first instrument test POS files
MOC: HIFI instrument sub-schedule to be turned on.

MOC: STR-1 DPT update

MOC: HIFI instrument sub-schedule to be turned off. SPIRE
sub-schedule re-enabled.

MOC: manual commanding of SPIRE warm FTs during the
DTCP, list defined in section 2.7 of PT-HMOC-OPS-PL6227-OPS-OAH (currently 190 minutes of tests). Dump
tables to check.
Extended DTCP to accommodate test
MOC: HIFI switched OFF…. IF tech tests checked and seen
to have been performed correctly.
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23-May

24

24-May

25

25-May

26

26-May

27

27-May

28

28-May

29

29-May

30

30-May

31

31-May
01-Jun
02-Jun
03-Jun
04-Jun
05-Jun

32
33
34
35
36
37

06-Jun

38

07-Jun
08-Jun
09-Jun
10-Jun
11-Jun

39
40
41
42
43

12-Jun

44

13-Jun
14-Jun
15-Jun
16-Jun
17-Jun

45
46
47
48
49

ACMS test: RWL at low speeds
(day 8 of 11)
ACMS test: RWL at low speeds
(day 9 of 11)
ACMS test: RWL at low speeds
(day 10 of 11)
ACMS test: RWL at low speeds
(day 11 of 11)
SPIRE Test B
HSC: provided POS file
PACS (ACMS) - long staring
observations.
VMC test (10 frames) HSC
provided POS file.
PACS (ACMS) - interlacing
staring and line scan. HSC:
provided POS file.
HSC also to provide times for
when interlacing is to be turned
OFF -- for FDS.
Final part of PACS (ACMS)
tests
HSC: provided POS file.

MOC: SPIRE sub-schedule on and checksum SEU checks
and table dump manually -- in RT science window.
MOC: Maintain 4Hz STR frequency sampling for the PACS
tests over this OD and the next two.

MOC: [see HP_FDC_AOC_DENG.pdf, version of doc
number PT-HMOC-OPS-FOP-6001-OPS-OAH] Will need a
switch of loop gain factors and then return to normal at TBD
points in the OD.

MOC: Re-apply default ACMS control gains

No pass
No pass

SPIRE Test C (first part)
HSC: provided POS file.

MOC: Manual commanding, nominal side OFF and DPU
redundant side switched on before tests on MTL.

SPIRE Test C (second part)
HSC: provided POS file.

MOC: Manual commanding for one hour on redundant side.
Turn off SPIRE before Delta-V. From this OD onwards
MTL provided by FD EPOS inputs apart from OD-1491

No pass
No pass
CDMS patch

Disable autonomous RF chain switch-on by S/C
SPIRE switch-off and switch back on.

ACMS test: STR interlacing test
HSC: provided POS file. Also to
provide times for when
interlacing is to be turned OFF - for FDS.
ACMS test: AAD performance
No pass
No pass
Delta-V: ”Draining Manoeuvre”
& Passivation

Table 15: The timeline for the post-cryo technology tests. In column 1 the calendar date. In column 2 the sequential day number from EoH.
In column 3 the planned activity. In column 4 any additional activities, such as special instrument set-up or manual commanding of the
spacecraft. Not all days were occupied, as some days were left in reserve for contingencies, or in case a particular test or tests needed to be
repeated. For the last three weekends before passivation there was no scheduled pass and thus no DTCP.
2.5.2.9.3.1
SPIRE post-helium tests
A feature of the SPIRE tests was the ability to test the electronics at what were effectively low temperatures (30-50K), but ones that were
still well outside of normal operational parameters, with the temperature of the electronics and the detector rising steadily throughout the
period of tests. A feature of some of the tests was the need for a determination of the correct electronic settings to allow later tests to run
successfully in the anticipated conditions.
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2.5.2.9.3.1.1
SPIRE Test A
This test was executed entirely by manual commanding during the DTCP and consisted of various elements to test the continued correct
functioning of electronics at the higher post-cryo temperatures than the normal operational ones.
• A series of Spectrometer Calibrators (SCAL) characterisation tests were run successfully. SCAL2 and SCAL4 had not been used
operationally since OD-422: the test demonstrated that they were still fully functional.
• The test also operated the BSM successfully at ~30K, showing that it could be operated in a closed loop, even well above normal
operating temperature.
• Finally, the SMEC encoder power settings were determined as inputs for SPIRE Test B.
2.5.2.9.3.1.2
SPIRE Test B
SPIRE Test B consisted of warm JFET tests, determination of the load curves for both the photometer and the spectrometer, jiggle maps
made on dark sky (i.e. detector closed) and SMEC scans. A major part of the objective was to see if the control parameters would function
correctly even with the instrument at a temperature between 40K and 50K. The successful execution of the jiggle map demonstrated that the
BSM control loop parameters were still valid, at a temperature even higher than that in SPIRE Test A. The SMEC remained in a closed loop
for almost the full range of travel of the scan.
2.5.2.9.3.1.3
SPIRE Test C
SPIRE Test C was principally directed at testing the redundant side warm electronics. To this end the nominal side was switched off and the
redundant side switched on successfully, confirming that all the redundant side warm electronics and temperature sensors were operational.
Although the SPIRE redundant electronics had been fully tested on the ground, the last time this had been done was in Kourou, before
launch. A conscious decision had been made not to use them in flight, so the redundant side electronics had never even been commissioned
in space. This test was a confirmation that, even after four years unused at L2, the redundant warm electronics were still fully functional.
2.5.2.9.3.2
PACS supported tests
Although PACS was placed in safe mode one day after EoH, there were four days of ACMS tests run that used PACS AORs on the MTL,
executing only the appropriate pointing commands required to perform the observations without instrument comanding. These AORs were
executed on OD-1476, 1477, 1478 and 1491 (May 28th, 29th & 30th 2013 and June 12th 2013). The AORs on OD-1491 constituted the final
ones executed on the MTL before Herschel was passivised. The PACS tests aimed to examine the performance of the ACMS. As PACS was
switched off when these observations were executed, the AORs themselves were dummies designed to generate the correct series of
pointing commands when processed into the mission timeline uplink units at MOC. This meant that although there was no commanding of
the actual instrument itself, the AORs exercised the Startracker exactly as it would be exercised if PACS were taking actual data.
2.5.2.9.3.2.1
Pointing jitter
The pointing jitter that had been observed in routine observations was investigated by means of ODs of long and short observations made
with Startracker interlacing enabled and disabled (see Section 3.4.4.2, Interlacing) to quantify the effects of using enlacing in the tracking of
targets under different conditions. OD-1476 was dedicated to two long, staring observations, each of 10 hours duration, separated by nearly
180 degrees on the sky. On OD-1477 a total of eight shorter staring observations of two hours each covering positions in the whole visible
area of the sky, some with Startracker interlacing enabled, others without to compare results. OD-1478 was dedicated to taking two sets of
identical scan maps at positions on opposite sides of the sky with scan speeds of 5, 10, 20, 40 and 60 arcseconds per second. The final day of
PACS-supported tests on MTL was dedicated to four staring observations of two hours on the same point of the sky to test the effects of
ACMS gain changes and Startracker interlacing.
2.5.2.9.3.3
HIFI tests
HIFI carried out two major tests that covered eight consecutive days on the post-cryo MTL, from OD-1453 to OD-1460. Once it was
confirmed by the HIFI ICC that the tests were successful and that they did not need to be repeated, HIFI was switched-off.
2.5.2.9.3.3.1
The zigzag test
OTF mapping observations of the Orion Bar during routine phase showed a zigzag structure of 0″.7 in the object that was not due to inherent
structure in the object, but instead to some distorting influence in the execution of the observation. Further investigation showed that the
zigzag was present in the pointing product of all similar observations and thus a Startracker artefact, but that only the Orion Bar maps had
had sufficient s/n to show the effect in the reduced images (Ossenkopf, 2011). The zigzag test sought to investigate the causes of this
behaviour with a dedicated set of observations at two different epochs and at multiple orientations, using NGC 7027 – a planetary nebula in
Cygnus – as an alternative to the intended target, the Orion Bar, which had gone out of visibility shortly before EoH (this was an example of
the flexible approach required in planning the post-He tests as the helium lifetime extended significantly beyond what had been expected
initially when the post-He observations were prepared). The initial aim was to execute the test 7 and 14 days after EoH. This was advanced
one day to 6 and 13 days to allow the large Delta-V to be made 14 days after EoH, while retaining the 7 day interval between elements of
the test. A total of 17 maps summing 13.4 hours of observing time were executed successfully to assess the accuracy of pointing
reconstruction, its dependence on the slew history and the use of gyroscope data.
2.5.2.9.3.3.2
The WBS Test
This consisted of the scheduling of a large number of 30 minute dark exposures to fill a total of 8 ODs as efficiently as possible. On OD1453 and OD-1460 they were scheduled after the HIFI zigzag test (see Section 2.5.10.3.3.1, The zigzag test), filling the available time to the
end of the OD. In OD-1454 to OD-1459 the full OD was filled with these WBS dark-current AORs. By taking 30 minute exposures the
available time could be filled more efficiently without the number of AORs to be cloned and scheduled becoming excessive. The schedule
of exposures for this test is shown in Table 16.
OD

# scheduled

Total time
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1453
1454
1455
1456
1457
1458
1459
1460
Total

16
41
35
41
41
41
41
35
291

8.0h
20.5h
17.5h
20.5h
20.5h
20.5h
20.5h
17.5h
145.5h

Table 16: The HIFI WBS test. A total of 291 dark exposures totalling 145.5 hours were obtained over the eight days of the test.
This produced a grand total of 291 dark exposures totalling 145.5 hours and producing 168038 spectra per polarisation, or 336076 spectra in
total. Having such a large number of spectra allowed good statistics to be obtained on the cosmic ray hit rate and significantly surpassing the
HIFI expectations for the test. The results show one high-level cosmic ray hit for every 100 spectral scans approximately.
2.5.2.9.3.4
Other tests
2.5.2.9.3.4.1
Studies of the Attitude Anomaly Detection (AAD) and the Sun Acquisition Sensor (SAS) degradation
Industry proposed this test in order to assess the extra degradation that may affect Sun Sensors in L2 and so provide information for future
missions. More specifically, it would test the hypothesis, which predicted that the degradation at the edge of the AAD should be less than in
the centre of the field. In addition, as the test involved slewing the spacecraft outside the safe attitude zone, it would also provide in-flight
verification of the Level 4 anomaly recovery concept (see below). Two distinct approaches to the test existed, though both would use an
updated DTM packet to read AAD values at 1Hz or 4Hz.
1. A one‐shot test using a slew from somewhere near the AAD mid‐point out to a specific corner or edge position and then beyond it to
trigger Survival Mode (SM).
2. A more sophisticated test that covers a wider area by:
i.
reducing the AAD threshold to enable a wider test pattern that will not trigger Safe Mode;
ii.
then perform pointings/rasters or line scans to 'map' selected edges and/or central parts of the AAD.
Planning and resource constraints prevented Approach (2), which would have allowed a thorough ‘survey’ of the AAD perimeter, with one
or more slews to traverse each sensor edge, but risked triggering a Level 4 re-configuration before its completion. The simpler and more
direct Approach (1) was therefore chosen for the test, which also required disabling the on-board pointing target limit check before
commanding the slew to an attitude that violated the AAD threshold limits. This test was executed during DCTP-1492, on 13th June 2013.
As run, the test was a severe one of the capabilities of the spacecraft to recover from a bad attitude, thus was a high-risk test that could not
be attempted during normal operations, but which gave valuable information on the recovery capabilities of Herschel from a severe anomaly
and thus had important applications for other missions. The spacecraft was slewed until the AAD was just within operational range and the
check of ”target within range” was disabled. The spacecraft was then slewed outside the operational range of the AAD and a Survival Mode
deliberately triggered by switching the Attitude Control Computer to its redundant chain. The spacecraft was then commanded to recover
first to Sun Acquisition Mode and then, through Orbit Control Mode (OCM) back to Science Mode. Post-test analysis showed that stable
sun-pointing was achieved within 50 seconds of the ACC switch, while the thrusters needed to fire for a total of 63 seconds to complete
acquisition. AAD degradation at the edges of the field was shown, as hypothesised, to be smaller than at nominal Solar Aspect Angles.
2.5.2.9.3.4.2
Reaction wheel low speed tests
The objective of this in-flight experiment, which was proposed by Industry and agreed by ESA, was to exercise the RWLs in a similar way
to that proposed for Euclid scientific observations. As the RWLs on Herschel are always operated at relatively high speed, the aim of this
test was to observe their behaviour at low speed and in presence of frequent start-stop events, in order to characterise the evolution of both
their stiction 13 and their friction. The test was split into two parts:
1) An initial test (Day01), performed on 7th May between 14:32:14z and 16:35:33z, to check the timing of the necessary command
sequences and to provide confidence that the operational scenario would not result in significant wear or damage to the wheels.
2) A long duration test (Day02 ‐ Day13) over a 12‐day period, which began on 16th May at 15:15:00z and ended on 27th May at
16:36:37z, involving a repeated sequence of Raster scans and wheel biases to keep RWL speeds as close to zero as possible, plus RWL
run‐ins at the start and end of the test to allow estimation of changes in wheel friction.
2.5.2.9.3.4.3
The VMC test
The VMC is a CCD camera (see Section 3.3.3, The VMC) used only to monitor the separation of Herschel from the Sylda after launch. As
the same type of camera is used for ExoMars 2016 and ExoMars 2018, it was felt to be of interest to make some tests of its ability to take
celestial images. An initial test taking a single frame on May 17th 2013 (OD-1465) established that the camera was fully functional. A
second test was made on May 28th 2013, during the long PACS stare observation on OD-1476, taking ten frames in the approximate
direction of Ursa Major. As suspected, although the VMC was operational, its sensitivity and resolution were too low for celestial use and
the test images detected very little in the field of view, even after heavy processing.

13

The static friction that must be overcome to enable relative motion of stationary objects in contact. The term is a portmanteau of the term”static friction".
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2.5.2.9.4
Switch-off of instruments
2.5.2.9.4.1
PACS
PACS was not used during the post-cryo technology tests and thus was the first instrument to be switched-off at EoH. This happened, as
planned, in DTCP-1448, on April 30th 2013: the DTCP following declaration of EoH.
2.5.2.9.4.2
HIFI
With the successful completion of all the planned technology tests for the instrument, HIFI was switched-off in DTCP-1464, on May 16th
2013, seventeen days after the declaration of EoH. The final HIFI telemetry packet was timestamped at 15:19:09.8z.
2.5.2.9.4.3
SPIRE
SPIRE was the active instrument at EoH. When the final cooler re-cycle of the instrument failed the SPIRE sub-schedule was disabled and
all MTL telecommands deleted. On completion of this operation the instrument sub-schedule was re-enabled. SPIRE was placed in REDY
mode in DTCP-1448 (April 30th 2013). On successful conclusion of the final SPIRE technology test on June 7th 2013 (OD-1486), SPIRE
was switched off at 11:54UT on June 11th 2013 (during DTCP-1490), thus being the last instrument to be switched-off. As the housekeeping
was switched off first, the last H/K packet, a critical housekeeping packet (these were generated by SPIRE every 2s, whereas nominal
housekeeping was generated ”only” every 4s), was received a few minutes earlier, at 11:47:49UT (see Figure 54). The unexpected
consequence of the switch-off of SPIRE was that the temperature of the service module dropped rapidly, leading to the latch valve
temperatures going out of limits due to the absence of dissipated heat from the SPIRE electronics (similar to the effect seen after launch, see
Section 2.5.2.3.1.1, SPIRE). It was thus agreed to switch SPIRE back on later that same day to act as a passive heat source. Initially, at
17:53UT, only the SPIRE DPU was switched on (the first telemetry packet was received at 17:54:39.26UT), but the current drawn, of only
0.4A, was not sufficient to reverse the temperature trend. Hence, it was decided to switch-ont the SPIRE SCU and MCU too; this was done
at 18:42UT, placing the instrument again in REDY mode, generating only housekeeping data. This produced ≈1.3A of current consumption,
generating enough heat to stabilise temperatures and avoid the danger of the hydrazine fuel freezing in the thruster valves. SPIRE was still
in REDY mode at passivation 14 and was not switched-off. The final SPIRE switch-off will have occurred at some indeterminate moment
after passivation. As the spacecraft started to tumble the solar panels no longer pointed directly at the sun and thus failed to generate
sufficient power; the on-board batteries discharged making up the short-fall of power until, finally, there was no longer sufficient power
supply to operate SPIRE at which point the instrument went into safe mode and shut down.
2.5.2.9.4.4
The final telemetry packets received before passivation
The final SPIRE H/K telemetry packet of the entire mission was a non-critical house-keeping packet on APID 1282, generated at
12:25:24UT 15 on June 17th 2013, during DTCP-1496, during the final two seconds before the final passivation of Herschel (see Table 17).
This was the final telemetry packet received from one of Herschel’s three instruments. Seven packets were received after the last SPIRE
packet, all on APIDs 16 & 18 (CDMS) and on APID 514 (ACMS), with the last three packets to arrive being successively on APID 18,
APID 16 (final SREM data, received in the last second before switch-off) and, finally, on APID 514, generated at 12:25:26UT and received
at New Norcia Ground Station at 12:25:33UT. At final passivation of the spacecraft, the Spacecraft itself, SPIRE and the SREM were still
generating telemetry and telemetry was still being received at MOC up to the moment that the transponder fell silent. As only the spacecraft
transponder, but not the spacecraft itself, switched off, these systems would have continued to generate housekeeping telemetry and store it
in the SSMM until the spacecraft started to tumble and the solar panels no longer generated sufficient power, although that telemetry could
not be downlinked. As the amount of telemetry involved was small, this would not have been an issue for the SSMM capacity.
2.6
Post-Operational Activities
2.6.1
Transition to Post-Operations (Run-Down Phase)
During the run-down Herschel passed from normal science operations to post-operations activity, with its associated re-organisation. Part of
run-down included the scheduling and processing of the post-helium technology tests. Functions such as mission planning and maintenance
of the uplink chain were phased out once no longer required (the final mission planning activity at HSC was completed on the morning of
June 3rd 2013). Other functions were consolidated as they no longer required dedicated personnel, so various tasks could be handled by a
single person. Personnel were re-assigned to their post-operations tasks or to new missions, usually after a transitional period in which they
worked for more than one mission simultaneously. Run-down phase lasted for three months after EoH, finishing on July 31st 2013.
2.6.2
Post-Operations Phase
During post-operations the aim was to consolidate and archive all Herschel data and knowledge for posterity. Key aims included:
•
Refininement of instrument calibration and cross-calibration to their final, definitive states.
•
Consolidation of the telemetry database and final filling of any remaining gaps.
•
Refinement of the data processing pipelines.
•
Population of the Herschel Archive with the best possible data products – both pipeline products and highlyprocessed/expert-reduced data products – reflecting the final state of the art.
•
Complete documentation of the Herschel mission and making that documentation available to the scientific community in
its final form.
•
Promoting Herschel awareness in the community.
14

In REDY mode the instrument was generating HK, but passive and not generating science data. In STBY (Standby) mode science data is being generated.
This was SCET (time at the spacecraft). To find the time when this packet was received at MOC you should add the light time to Herschel. The one-way
light travel time to New Norcia at the moment of passivation was 7.218 seconds.

15
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•
Preparing Herschel for its Science Legacy Phase.
During post-operations the ICCs, NHSC and HSC were run down gradually, with the HIFI ICC being the first to cease functioning on
March 31st 2016, followed by SPIRE and finally PACS, in March 2017. About six months before closing, each ICC held a hand-over review
to ensure that all required products would be delivered and tasks completed by shutdown. After shutdown any remaining residual ICC tasks
were taken over by the HSC. NHSC shutdown occurred in mid-2017, with the last activity at HSC ending on December 31st 2017.
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Figure 54: Certificate issued by MOC for the last TM packet received from the last Herschel instrument to be switched-off – the final
critical housekeeping packet – received from SPIRE before its (initial) switch-off. Each ICC received a certificate similar to this one, signed
by the MOC Flight Control Team, with the contents of the final TM packet received from the instrument. (Image ceded by the SPIRE ICC).

Table 17: The final TM packets received from Herschel in the last six seconds approximately prior to passivation. SPIRE H/K is identified
as APID 1282. APID 514 is ACMS telemetry. APID 16 & 18 are CDMS. Table credit: Jon Brumfitt (HSC).
2.7
Beyond Post-Operations: the Legacy Science Phase
Once the HSC ceased to operate on December 31st 2017, all dedicated Herschel activity ended and the few remaining Herschel personnel
were re-deployed, although as part of the rundown there were no longer any personnel working with 100% dedication to Herschel in the
final months of post-Operations. Maintenance of the Herschel Archive during the Legacy Science Phase is the exclusive responsibility of
SAT and the ESA Multi-Mission Archive. They have taken over the daily maintenance of the Herschel Science Archive, although that
contents of that archive have been frozen from the moment that the final bulk re-processing with HIPE has ended. During the Legacy
Science Phase the sum of all Herschel knowledge is preserved, maintained and offered to the scientific community in perpetuity, as the final
legacy of the Herschel mission. This includes its possible future conversion to new storage media as required by technological
developments. In principal there is no set end to the Legacy Science Phase, which is assumed to last for several decades at least.
2.8

Chronology of the Herschel Mission
TBW. Göran Pilbratt.

3. THE HERSCHEL SPACECRAFT

Figure 55: Herschel and Planck in launch configuration, inside the Ariane fairing. Herschel was mounted on the Sylda support structure
that covered Planck during launch (Source: Herschel/Planck Project Team (2004))
A top level description of the Herschel spacecraft given in Pilbratt et al. (2010). The spacecraft is described in detail in Herschel/Planck
Project Team (2004). On launch, as described in Section 2.5.2.2 (
and Early Orbit Phase) and Section 4.1.1 (The evolution of the
double launch concept) the Herschel spacecraft was the upper passenger in the Ariane 5-ECA cargo bay, mounted on the Sylda separator, as
is shown in Figure 55 in the launch configuration. The size of the fairing was the ultimate limit to Herschel’s dimensions, as shown by the
minimal clearance between the top of the sunshield and the interior of the fairing. The following sections describe the satellite and its
various components.
3.1
Spacecraft overview
3.1.1
Spacecraft Autonomy
Herschel was designed as an off-line mission (see Section 4.2.1.2, ), thus having adequate autonomy for the spacecraft to function
correctly for a sufficient amount of time between periods of ground contact was mission critical.
3.1.1.1
Routine operations
The spacecraft SSMM was designed to store data and MTL for a minimum of 48h. This allowed the spacecraft a minimum of 48h autonomy
in routine operations. The requirement was that the satellite should always have enough MTL stored on-board that, in the event of a missed
DTCP, it could continue to operate until the end of the following DTCP without running out of stored MTL and that the SSMM would be
able to store data on-board without overwriting for two full ODs.
3.1.1.2
Survival mode
The spacecraft had a survival mode that would ensure, for at least seven days without ground contact, the minimum operations required to
maintain the spacecraft and its instruments in a safe configuration.
3.1.2
Spacecraft design and description
The Herschel spacecraft had a modular design, comprising the Extended Payload Module (EPLM) and the Service Module (SVM), the latter
with its distinctive octagonal design, based on the successful XMM-Newton SVM. The EPLM consisted of the PLM ”proper” with a
superfluid helium cryostat - based on the proven ISO technology - housing the Herschel Optical Bench (HOB), with the instrument focal
plane units (FPUs) and supporting the telescope, the sunshield/shade, and payload associated equipment. The principal characteristics of the
Herschel spacecraft are shown in Table 18. A schematic of the satellite, identifying the principal components is shown in Figure 56. Figure
57 shows the satellite from front and back, with an exploded view of the satellite in between, while a more detailed breakdown of the main
components of the spacecraft and their position in the overall structure is shown in Figure 58.
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Figure 56: A schematic view of the Herschel satellite labelling the principal components and the spacecraft axes. Source: Herschel/Planck
Project Team (2004).
S/C Type:
Operation:
Dimensions:
Telescope diameter:
Total mass:
Solar array power:
Average data rate to instruments:
Absolute pointing Error (APE):
Relative Pointing Error
(RPE, pointing stability):
Spatial Relative Pointing Error (SRPE):
Cryogenic lifetime from launch:

Three-axis stabilised
Autonomous
(3 hours daily ground contact period)
7.5 m high x 4.0 m diameter
3.5 m
3170 kg
1500 W
130 kbps
1.90 arcsec (pointing) / 2.30 arcsec (scanning)
0.19 arcsec (pointing)
< 1.5 arcsec
min. 3.5 years (requirement), 3.96 years (achieved)

Table 18: Key characteristics of the Herschel spacecraft.

Figure 57: A sketch of the main components of the Herschel spacecraft with an exploded view of the satellite.
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Figure 58: A breakdown of the main components of the Herschel spacecraft, showing how they are emplaced within the overall design.
3.1.3
The Herschel Extended Payload Module (EPLM)
The EPLM was mounted on top of the satellite bus, the service module (SVM) and consisted of the cryostat containing the instruments'
focal plane units (FPU) and the Herschel telescope. The following sections describe the main components of the payload.
3.1.3.1
The telescope
Here we give a top-level description of the Herschel telescope. It is described more fully in Sein et al. (2003) and Doyle et al. (2009). So that
the favourable conditions offered by being in space could be exploited to the full, Herschel carried a precision, stable, low background
telescope (see Figure 59). The Herschel telescope was passively cooled by the large sunshade, allowing the size limitations imposed by
active cooling using a helium jacket to be overcome. Thus its diameter was only limited by the size of the fairing on the Ariane 5-ECA
rocket. The Herschel telescope had a total wavefront error (WFE) of less than 6 μm (corresponding to ”diffraction-limited” operation at <90
μm) during operations. A low emissivity minimised the background signal and the whole optical chain was optimised for a high degree of
straylight rejection. In space, the telescope cooled radiatively, protected by the fixed sunshade, to an operational temperature in the vicinity
of 85 K, with a uniform and very slowly changing temperature distribution (Sein et al., 2003).

Figure 59: The Herschel telescope in the clean room at ESTEC prior to shipment to Kourou for launch (Image: ESA).
The telescope’s detailed opto-mechanical parameters are enumerated in Table 19. The chosen optical design was a classical Cassegrain with
a 3.5-m diameter primary and an ”undersized” secondary (Sein et al., 2003). The telescope was constructed almost entirely of silicon carbide
(SiC). The primary mirror (M1) was made out of 12 segments that were brazed together to form a monolithic mirror, which was machined
and polished to the required thickness (~3-mm) and accuracy. The secondary mirror (M2), with 308-mm diameter, was manufactured in a
single SiC piece. It was adjusted on the SiC barrel by tilt and focus adjustment shims. In order to avoid the Narcissus effect on the detectors,
the central part of the secondary mirror was shaped in such a way that no parasitic reflected beam could enter the focal plane. The hexapod
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structure (also made of SiC) supported M2 in a stable position with respect to M1. Finally, three quasi-isostatic bipods, made of titanium,
supported the primary mirror and interfaced with the cryostat. The focus was approximately one metre below the vertex of M1, inside the
cryostat. The proper telescope alignment and optical performance were measured on the ground in cold conditions. The measured wavefront
performance in cold was in line with the requirements. In-flight results confirmed the correctness of the focus position, although there was
no possibility of in-flight adjustments such as focusing. The M1 and M2 optical surfaces were coated with a reflective aluminium layer,
covered by a thin protective ”plasil” (silicon oxide) coating. The telescope was initially kept warm after launch into space to prevent it
acting as a cold trap for outgassed volatiles while the rest of the spacecraft was cooling down.
3.1.3.2
Spacecraft temperature sensors
A fundamental part of the satellite design was the multiplicity of temperature sensors that gave information on all parts of the satellite,
inside and outside the CVV. The information from these sensors is used in a large number of places within Herschel documentation and was
of fundamental importance for assessing the health of the Herschel satellite throughout the mission. Full details of the sensor designations
and their locations can be found at the following URL: http://herschel.esac.esa.int/twiki/bin/view/Pacs/HerschelSensors; this information for
the satellite is divided into sections for the focal plane sensors (i.e. cold units), the mirror sensors and a general satellite overview.
3.1.3.3
The Payload Module
The payload module (see Figure 60) consisted of the cryostat, with the instruments inside, plus all the supporting mechanisms necessary to
mount the cryostat on the service module and those necessary to support the telescope, the cryostat cover and all the necessary plumbing for
helium venting. Its main components are described in the following sections.
3.1.3.3.1
The cryostat
3.1.3.3.1.1
Cryostat overview
The Herschel cryostat, which housed the focal plane units of the three scientific instruments, is depicted in Figure 61 and consisted of two
cryostatic vessels: the smaller Helium One Tank (HOT) and the larger HeliumTwo Tank (HTT). A detailed description of their design and
construction is found in Balcet et al. (2005).

Table 19: Herschel telescope opto-mechanical dimensions at operating temperature. Source: Herschel/Planck Project Team (2004).
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Figure 60: The Herschel payload module with its main components identified. The cryostat, which is the heart of the satellite, is embedded
in the payload module. Source: Herschel/Planck Project Team (2004)
3.1.3.3.1.1.1
The Helium One Tank
The Helium One Tank (HOT), also known as the Auxiliary Helium Tank, was intended to provide cooling on the launch pad after fairing
closure. It consisted of a small – 80 litre – tank at Helium I temperature (4K) placed at the bottom of the cryostat vacuum vessel (see Figure
61) to provide launch autonomy after the external helium supply was disconnected, maintaining the CVV cold and conserving cryogen in
the main dewar. During testing in spring 2008, the HOT was found to have a leak. As there was a danger of escaping liquid helium causing
electrical short circuits within the cryostat vacuum vessel and as the estimated time required to repair the leak would have caused an
unacceptable slip in the launch schedule, the decision was taken to seal the HOT and not to use it. This led to an estimated loss of
approximately two months of helium lifetime in Flight Operations.
3.1.3.3.1.1.2
The Helium Two Tank
The cooling concept for the Herschel instruments in space was based on the proven principle used for the ISO mission (Seidel & Passvogel,
2001). The temperature required in the instrument focal plane was provided down to <1.7K by the large superfluid helium HTT dewar
(helium at 1.6K). The HTT was sized for a scientific mission of 3.5 years. The Helium Two Tank (HTT) was the main helium deposit in the
cryostat vacuum vessel (CVV). The nominal capacity of this tank was 2367 litres (Pilbratt et al., 2010) but, in practice, attaining a 100%
helium fill level at fairing closure was impossible, so the aim was to attain a fill level of ≥95% before closure of the helium pump valve (i.e.
a fill level of ≈2250 litres); the estimated fill level attained was 97.0% (Jahn, 2011). Details of helium filling and conversion from Helium I
(normal liquid helium) into Helium II (superfluid helium) (see also Section 3.1.3.3.1.2, Helium-I to Helium-II conversion) can be found at
the url: http://sci.esa.int/herschel/44701-helium-for-the-herschel-cryostat/. The cryostat provided ≈1.64K as its lowest service temperature to
the instruments (Herschel Flight Control Team, 2014). Further cooling down to 0.3K, required for two instruments (the SPIRE and PACS
bolometers), was achieved by dedicated 3He sorption coolers that were part of the respective instrument focal plane unit. The Level 0, 1, 2 &
3 thermal interfaces for the cryostat are shown in Figure 62. In orbit the liquid Helium was maintained inside the main tank by means of a
phase separator (a sintered steel plug). The heat load on the tank evaporated the Helium over the mission lifetime at an estimated rate of
about 230 grams per day (Jahn, 2011). The enthalpy of the gas was used efficiently to cool parts of the instruments that did not require the
low temperature of the tank (two temperature levels, at ≈4K and ≈10K). After leaving the instruments, the evaporated gas was further used
to cool the three thermal shields of the cryostat, before venting into space: the helium venting effectively counterbalanced almost exactly the
light pressure on the sun shield (see Section 3.1.3.3.1.3, Helium venting).
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Figure 61: Schematic of the components of the Herschel payload module showing the emplacement of the three instruments on the optical
bench. The small, sealed Helium One Tank is shown at the bottom of the diagram.
3.1.3.3.1.1.3
The Cryostat Vacuum Vessel
The Cryostat Vacuum Vessel contained the HOT, HTT and the optical bench with the instruments, as well as the helium plumbing (see
Figure 61). During ground operations and early in flight, the vacuum vessel was closed by the means of a cover – the cryocover, see Section
3.1.3.3.2 – located at its top to protect it from contamination and from falling objects before and during launch and from outgassed volatiles
when in space. The cryocover was opened once Herschel was in orbit and decontamination was complete after thirty days, during which the
telescope, payload and service module could outgas any trapped volatiles without contaminating the cryostat window. To maintain a cold
environment inside the cryostat during the last few days before launch in Kourou, an external auxiliary liquid Helium tank was used. Once
the fairing was closed before launch this auxiliary helium tank could no longer be used and, in the absence of the Helium One Tank, boil-off
from the HTT began. The space side of the Cryostat Vacuum Vessel (CVV) was used as a radiator area to cool the CVV on orbit to a final
equilibrium temperature of about 85K. This radiator area was coated with high emissive coating to achieve low temperatures in the L2 orbit.
Multi-Layer-Insulation (MLI) covered the outer CVV-surfaces, in order to insulate it from the warm items (satellite bus and Sunshield). The
outer layer of the MLI was optimised for the lowest temperature of the CVV. The outside of the cryostat was the mechanical and thermal
mounting base for the Herschel telescope, the local oscillator unit of HIFI, the Bolometer Amplifier Unit of PACS and the large sunshield
protecting the CVV from the sun. The Level 1, 2 and 3 cooling systems are shown in Figure 62. In the upper pane we see the heat strap
connections to the instruments on the optical bench; in the lower pane we see the helium flow lines that connect to the heat straps and to the
helium vent line.
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Figure 62: Herschel Level 0 and Level 1, 2, 3 thermal interfaces. In the upper panel we see the heat straps that connect to the different
detectors. In the lower panel the helium piping is shown. In the top panel we see Level 0, in which most interfaces are external pods, except
the PACS & SPIRE cooler evaporator, where an open pod is implemented. Bottom: Level 1 (upper loop), Level 2 (attached to OBA), level 3
(SPIRE JFET). Source: Herschel/Planck Project Team (2004).
3.1.3.3.1.2
Helium-I to Helium-II conversion
The helium in the cryostat was converted to Helium-II by vacuum pumping over several days. This process lowered the temperature of the
helium in the cryostat tank below the Lambda point, (the temperature at which liquid helium, Helium-I, transitions to superfluid Helium-II),
at ≈2.17K. The temperature was lowered even further by continued vacuum pumping to ≈1.7K. Approximately half of the helium in the
CVV evaporated in this process, so it was essential that the cryostat continued to be re-filled even after the spacecraft had been moved to the
BAF (the Final Assembly Building at Kourou). The vacuum pumping continued until fairing closure, at which point the cryostat tank was
closed off with a valve and the Helium-II activities completed. Pre-launch estimates were that the tank would be about 95% to 98% full at
valve closure and at a temperature of ≈1.7K: the estimated final fill level of 97% was centred in this range. Details of this process can be
found in the ESA Web release at the url: http://sci.esa.int/herschel/44701-helium-for-the-herschel-cryostat/.
3.1.3.3.1.3
Helium venting
As the helium evaporated from the CVV, tubing carried the still extremely cold gas away along vent lines to cool the thermal shields outside
the helium tank itself that were not required to be at the very low temperatures of pumped helium. The helium vent lines terminated in
nozzles from which the helium gas was ventilated to space. Normally, this venting was through two small nozzles but, during the early part
of the mission, when venting was greatest, a third, larger nozzle was open too; this large helium vent nozzle was closed when no longer
required, at 11:10z on June 8th 2009. The estimated average helium flow rate per nozzle was ≈1mg/s (two nozzles) after closure of the large
helium vent nozzle. At an estimated gas outlet temperature of 66K, the exhaust velocity in vacuum was 500m/s, giving a total estimated
force of 0.5mN per nozzle. As the two nozzles pointed in almost opposite directions – both at an angle of 98° with respect to the spacecraft
x-axis (see Figure 76, Figure 77), the overall vector force was an estimated 140μN. This compares to the calculated average solar radiation
pressure of −125μN, thus the two forces were expected to cancel almost exactly. The imbalance between the thrust exerted by solar radiation
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pressure and that by helium venting was absorbed by the reaction wheels, giving rise to the need for daily momentum dumps. Until the
closure of the large helium vent nozzle, 25 days after launch, the helium vent rates were greater, with estimated vent forces that were 7.3mN
for the big nozzle and 1.5mN for each of the small nozzles, giving a total force of 6.9mN along the spacecraft x-axis. The total ΔV from this
period of cooling, with high mass flow from venting, was calculated to be ≈6m/s (Hechler & Yáñes, 2006).
3.1.3.3.2
The cryocover
On the ground and in early space operations the cryostat was protected by a cover that closed the optical path and protected the cryostat
window from acting as a cold trap for out-gassed volatiles during the period of decontamination in space (see Section 2.5.2.3.1, Telescope
decontamination). The location of the cryostat cover – usually abbreviated to cryocover – in the optical path is shown in Figure 63.

Figure 63: The telescope beam entrance showing the position of the cryo-cover with respect to the cryostat and the various baffles around
the cryostat entrance. Source: Herschel/Planck Project Team (2004).
The cryocover mechanism is shown in more detail in its open and closed positions in Figure 64.
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Figure 64: The Herschel cryocover design. Upper: in the locked open position after cryocover opening. Lower: in the closed position for
pre-launch, launch, LEOPS and telescope decontamination. Source: Herschel/Planck Project Team (2004).
The cryostat cover (usually ”the cryocover”) was fastened by a latch mechanism with pyrotechnic bolts designed to shear on detonation,
while capturing all the debris from the detonation to avoid contamination or potential impact damage from firing. On a command from the
ground, the bolts were armed and, after a series of checks, fired by putting an electrical current through the explosive. The shockwave from
the detonation broke the bolts through a pre-defined shear plane to release the latch (see e.g. Keller, 2000, Brown, 2002). Powerful springs
then pulled the cover into an open position and, after a series of oscillations (see Section 2.5.2.3.1, Cryocover opening), fixed it in the open
position, opening the optical path to the cryostat window and the instruments. The opening sequence from fully closed to fully open is
shown in Figure 65.
3.1.3.3.1
The scientific instruments
The science payload was accommodated both in the ”cold” (CVV) and ”warm” (SVM) parts of the satellite. The instrument FPUs were
located in the ”cold” part, inside the CVV, mounted on the optical bench, which was sitting on top of the superfluid helium tank and
provided with a range of interface temperatures from ≈1.7K (by a direct connection to the liquid superfluid helium) and to ≈4K and ≈10K by
connections to the helium gas produced by the boil-off of liquid helium, which was used efficiently to provide the thermal environment
necessary for their proper functioning (see Section 3.1.3.3.1.1.3, The Cryostat Vacuum Vessel). The ”warm” – mainly electronics – parts of
the instruments were located in the SVM. The following instruments were provided within the Herschel spacecraft:
• The Photodetector Array Camera and Spectrometer (PACS)
• The Spectral and Photometric Imaging REceiver (SPIRE)
• The Heterodyne Instrument for the Far Infrared (HIFI)
The instruments are described in detail in their respective users' manuals: these are the primary source for information about them. Only a
brief, top-level summary is given here. The distribution of instrument apertures on the focal plane of the Herschel telescope is shown in
Figure 66. The telescope SIAM file (see Section 5.4.3.5.1, The SIAM file) applied a correction to the pointing from the centre of the field of
view to the correct instrument aperture, to ensure that the target was properly centred.
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Figure 65: Cryocover opening sequence. Top left: cryocover closed and latched. Middle left: latch in the open position, but before firing the
pyrotechnic bolts to release the cover. Bottom left: immediately after firing of the pyrotechnic bolts, as the cover starts to open. Top right:
fully open position at the maximum opening of the first swing cycle – the cover lid oscillates on its support before the whole assembly swings
back. Middle right: the cover swings back to an almost fully closed position before the spring pulls it open again. Bottom right: the
cryocover in its stable, fully open position at the end of the cycle of open/close oscillations. Image credit: Stills prepared by Mark Kidger
from a video provided by Edward Gómez.

Figure 66: Location of the different instrument apertures within the field of view of Herschel. The SIAM correction ensured that the correct
offset was applied in each pointing to centre the target in the required aperture.
3.1.3.3.1.1
HIFI: the Heterodyne Instrument for the Far Infrared
HIFI was a very high-resolution heterodyne spectrometer. Heterodyne detection translates the frequency range of the astronomical signal
being observed to a lower frequency where it is easier to perform the required measurements. This was done by mixing the incoming signal
with a very stable monochromatic signal, generated by a local oscillator, and extracting the difference frequency for further processing. HIFI
observed in seven bands from 480-1910 GHz, equivalent to 157-625 µm. Bands 1-5, gave (almost) continuous coverage 480-1250 GHz,
used superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SIS) mixers. Bands 6 and 7 covered 1410-1910 GHz using hot electron bolometer (HEB)
mixers. The characteristics of the bands are shown in Table 20, while a complete spectral scan (Figure 67) shows the completeness of
coverage of the spectrum from the lowest to the highest frequency.
HIFI Frequency Bands
Band Mixer type Lower freq. Upper freq. Start λ (μm) End λ (μm)
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1a

SIS

487.5 GHz

553.5 GHz

615.0

541.6

1b

SIS

562.5 GHz

628.5 GHz

533.0

477.0

2a

SIS

634 GHz

718 GHz

472.9

417.5

2b

SIS

722 GHz

794 GHz

415.2

377.6

3a

SIS

807 GHz

852 GHz

371.5

351.9

3b

SIS

866 GHz

953 GHz

346.2

314.6

4a

SIS

957 GHz

1053 GHz

313.3

284.7

4b

SIS

1054.5 GHz

1114 GHz

284.3

269.1

5a

SIS

1116 GHz

1236 GHz

268.6

242.5

5b

SIS

1235 GHz

1272 GHz

242.7

235.7

6a

HEB

1430 GHz

1558 GHz

209.6

192.4

6b

HEB

1578 GHz

1698 GHz

190.0

176.6

7a

HEB

1701 GHz

1794 GHz

176.2

167.1

7b

HEB

1793 GHz

1902 GHz

167.2

157.6

Table 20: The HIFI frequency bands as calibrated in flight. Only in certain, limited cases is there full overlap between successive bands.
However, due to the way that HIFI observations were executed, with an upper and a lower side-band around the target frequency, the sky
coverage of each of the bands actually extends a little beyond the nominal range shown here. HIFI uses radio units (frequency); for
consistency with other instruments, the wavelength equivalents have been added in the final two columns. Source: HIFI ICC.

Figure 67: A full HIFI spectral scan of the Orion K-L region. An estimated 75 000 lines are detected. The scan shows the gap in coverage
between Bands 5b and 6a and a smaller gap between Bands 6a and 6b. A small secton of this spectrum is shown in Figure 68, showing the
richness of the spectral information contained in a HIFI spectral scan.

Figure 68: A Small segment of Figure 67 with some of the line identifications marked. The richness of the information in the spectrum is
clear from the wide variety of species observed. Image: HIFI ICC.
The difference signal from the heterodyne process is passed to the instrument spectrometers housed in the service module. There are four
HIFI spectrometers, two Wide-Band acousto-optical Spectrometers (WBS) and two High Resolution autocorrelation Spectrometers (HRS).
One of each spectrometer type is available for each polarisation (vertical and horizontal polarisation). All spectrometers can be used either
individually or in parallel. Their principal characteristics are shown in Table 21. An idea of the richness of the information about the atomic
and molecular universe provided by a HIFI spectrum is shown in Figure 67 & Figure 68.
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HIFI Spectrometers
Spectrometer

Wide band (2x)

Mode

N/A

Type

Acousto-optical

Bandwidth (GHz)

Velocity resolution (ms )

Normal

High Resolution

Autocorrelation

4

0.23

0.23

1.1

0.25

0.13

680 – 220

170 - 90

110 - 80

Resolution (MHz)
-1

High resolution (2x)

Table 21: The main characteristics of the HIFI spectrometers. For full information, see the HIFI Handbook.
3.1.3.3.1.2
PACS: the Photodetector Array Camera and Spectrometer
PACS was an imaging photometer and integral field line spectrometer (for full details, see the PACS Handbook). The instrument comprised
of two sub-instruments that offered these two basic and mutually exclusive modes:
1. In imaging, PACS offered a dual-band photometry mode, imaging a field of view of 1.75×3.5 arcminutes simultaneously in
two bands. The observer could choose either 60 - 85 µm or 85 - 125 µm, together with the fixed 125 - 210 µm band, with full
beam sampling in each band. The detectors for this mode were two bolometer arrays.
2. In integral field spectroscopy mode, PACS performed spectroscopy between ≈51 16 and 220 µm, over a field of view of 47×47
arcseconds, resolved into 5×5 pixels. An image slicer employing reflective optics was used to re-arrange the two-dimensional
field-of-view along a 1×25 pixels entrance slit for a grating. This PACS mode provided a resolving power between 1000 and 4000
(i.e. a spectral resolution of about 75-300 kms-1) depending on wavelength, with an instantaneous velocity coverage of about
1500 kms-1. The detectors for this mode were two germanium/gallium photoconductor arrays.

3.1.3.3.1.3
SPIRE: the Spectral and Photometric Imaging REceiver
SPIRE comprised of a three-band imaging photometer and an imaging Fourier transform spectrometer employing arrays of spider-web
bolometers with neutron transmutation doped (NTD) germanium temperature sensors as detectors (for full details see the SPIRE Handbook.
The photometer imaged a 4×8 arcminute field of view on sky in three bands simultaneously. Its main characteristics are shown in Table 22.
SPIRE Photometer Characteristics
Centre Wavelength (µm)

250

350

500

λ/Δλ

~3

~3

~3

Number of detectors

139

88

43

Detector array size (mm) 45 × 23 45 × 23 45 × 23
Table 22: The main SPIRE photometer characteristics. For full information, see the SPIRE Handbook.
The photometer had three observing modes:
 Point source photometry
 Small map: for sources or areas with diameters smaller than 5 arcminutes
 Large map: for covering large areas of sky or extended sources larger than 5 arcminutes across.
The SPIRE spectrometer had a circular field of view 2.6 arcminutes across and was based on the Mach-Zehnder configuration. One input
port received the incoming beam from the telescope, while the second port accepted a signal from a calibration source. The two output ports
each have a detector array: one for 193-313 µm (37 detectors) and the other for 303-671 µm (19 detectors). The spectrometer was operated
in continuous scan mode. The spectral resolution could be adjusted in the range between 0.04 and 0.8 cm-1, corresponding to λ/Δλ in the
range from 50 to 1000 at 250 µm.
3.1.3.3.2
Data rates
3.1.3.3.2.1
Routine science
The standard average science data acquisition rate over an OD was 130kb/s.

16
As explained elsewhere, the short wavelength limit of PACS spectroscopy coverage is a matter of definition according to the detector efficiency is used as
the cut-off wavelength. Generally 57μm is used, but a few observations of strong lines were taken down to 52μm (HSpot allowed wavelengths as low as
50μm to be entered): these observations may be difficult to calibrate due to the extremely low detector efficiency below 55μm.
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3.1.3.3.2.2
Burst Mode
A Burst Mode was provided that allowed a science data acquisition rate of 400kb/s for periods of up to a few minutes.
3.2
Service Module
The Service Module (SVM) was the octagonal box-type enclosure at the bottom of the satellite, below the EPLM and carried all spacecraft
electronics and those instrument units that operated in an ambient temperature environment. The Herschel SVM was based on the proven
and highly successful XMM-Newton Service Module design. It housed the ”warm” payload electronics and provided the necessary
”infrastructure” for the satellite such as power, attitude and orbit control, the on-board data handling and command execution,
communications, and safety. A schematic of the SVM showing the exploded side panels with their electronics is shown in Figure 69. SVM
modularity was achieved by implementing units of similar function on each of the panels. Panels were either dedicated to one instrument, or
to a single sub-system (Attitude Control, Power, Data handling-telecommunications). The propellant tanks were symmetrically placed inside
the central cone. The SVM also ensured the mechanical link between the launcher adapter and the EPLM.

Figure 69: An exploded schematic of the Herschel Service Module showing the side-panels opened to reveal the disposition of the different
control units distributed around them.This view can be compared with the bottom view of the Service Module Flight Model shown in Figure
70 . Source: Herschel/Planck Project Team (2004).
Figure 70 shows the SVM in the Clean Room at ESTEC during the process of spacecraft testing and integration. The two Startrackers are
clearly visible as orange-topped cylinders, with the orange cover protecting the Startracker baffle. Note that their position is facing the
opposite direction to the telescope itself. The service module also contains the two small, silver helium tanks, the hydrazine tanks, with the
fuel for the thrusters and the thruster assembly itself. Apart from the aforementioned critical systems, the SVM was where the ”brains” of
the Herschel satellite were located.
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Figure 70: Herschel's service module is seen from below as the spacecraft flight model is hanging from a crane in the ESTEC Clean Room,
on January 7th 2008. The spacecraft is being hoisted from its transporter truck onto the multi-purpose trolley inside the cleanroom at
ESTEC. In the centre of the octagonal shaped service module the two Startrackers are seen (with their orange protective covers) between
two pressured helium tanks (silver spheres). The service module contains the systems needed to operate the spacecraft: power, attitude and
orbit control, spacecraft control and data management, RF communications. It also houses those parts of the instruments that do not
require cooling. Image source: ESA.
3.2.1
The Thrusters
Herschel used the EADS CHT20 thruster (see Figure 71) rated for 20N of thrust, with thirteen units being installed on the satellite. Designed
and built by Airbus, it used the storable propellant hydrazine (N2H4) and was designed for both long-term steady state – as in the departure
manoeuvre – and pulse mode operation. During the Herschel departure burn (see Section 4.1.7.1,
orbit insertion and passivation),
to boost the satellite into a heliocentric orbital for final disposal, the Herschel thrusters made the longest ever continuous burn for a thruster
of this type. The EADS CHT20 thruster has been used successfully on a number of ESA missions including INTEGRAL, XMM-Newton
and Planck. Further details of the thruster and its design are given in the link here.
3.2.2
Warm electronics
The Herschel Service module contained all the instrument warm electronics. This composes of such items as the Instrument Control Units.
For example, there are three SPIRE warm electronics units: the Detector Control Unit (DCU) provides the bias and signal conditioning for
the arrays and cold electronics, and demodulates and digitises the detector signals; the FPU Control Unit (FCU) controls the cooler and the
mechanisms, and reads out all the FPU thermometers; and the Digital Processing Unit (DPU) runs the on-board software and interfaces with
the spacecraft for commanding and telemetry. However, it should be clarified that the HIFI Local Oscillator Units are not included in the
denomination ”warm electronics”, as they were a hybrid unit with no electronics that was not mounted in the SVM, but rather in the exterior
of the cryostat at space temperature; the LOUs were formally a part of the detector chain.
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Figure 71: (left) The EADS CHT20 thruster used by Herschel for manoeuvring and momentum dump operations and its main
characteristics. Source: Airbus Defence and Space.
3.2.3
Attitude Control and Measurement System (ACMS)
The Herschel ACMS was developed under the responsibility of Dutch Space. It is a highly sophisticated avionics system that includes the
Startrackers (see Section 3.2.3.1,
Startrackers), the thrusters (see Section 3.2.1, The Thrusters), the reaction wheels (see Section
3.2.3.2,
reaction wheels), the Sun sensor, the coarse rate sensor and the application software. For more details of the system, its
development and testing, the reader is referred to Timmermans et al. (2007).
3.2.3.1
The Startrackers
3.2.3.1.1
Overall description
Herschel used two identical Galileo Avionica autonomous star trackers (Figure 72), with a 16°.4 field of view and a 512×512 format, giving
a pixel size of 115 arcseconds. Denominated ”A” and ”B”, they were the prime and hot back-up. Occasionally, principally very early in the
mission, software issues that were later resolved caused the satellite to declare Startracker “A” unhealthy and to switch autonomously to the
back-up. A list of Startracker switch-overs can be found at http://herschel.esac.esa.int/twiki/bin/view/Public/StrSwitchOversAndSvvResets.

Figure 72: The Galileo Avionica star tracker used on Herschel and many other ESA missions and its principal characteristics). Herschel
had two identical star trackers (“A” & ”B”), with ”B” acting as a hot redundant system that would take over immediately if ”A” were to
declare itself unhealthy. Source: Galileo Avionica.
The Startracker used a sub-set of the Hipparcos catalogue as its input catalogue (see Section 3.2.3.1.3, The Herschel Startracker catalogue).
The faintest stars usable for tracking were around magnitude 7. As the pixel size was large compared to the expected star image size, the
image was defocussed to degrade it and sub-pixel interpolation used to fix the star centroid accurately. The Startrackers were installed on the
bottom of the SVM, pointing approximately in the opposite direction in the sky to the telescope, so the Startracker was looking directly at
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the telescope’s nadir. While this had no effect on the functioning of the Startrackers, it meant that even when the target was in a very rich
star field, there was no guarantee that the Startrackers would be pointing at a similarly rich field, although the very wide field of view of the
Startracker served to mitigate this circumstance. The full details of the Startracker field centre and number of visible stars for any AOR can
be found by clicking on the AOR in HSpot and bringing up the AOR tab (Figure 73). For further details of the Herschel Startracker design
and operation, see Boldrini & Landi (undated).

Figure 73: Startracker information (circled in red) for a Herschel AOR in the HSpot AOR tab. The Startracker field centre and number of
available guide stars are presented in each AOR. A minimum of 3 guide stars were required for tracking, with a maximum of 9 used in
standard mode. When a minimum of 15 guide stars were available, interlacing could be enabled, giving improved accuracy.
3.2.3.1.2
Hardware and ACMS interaction
In normal science operation, the spacecraft attitude was controlled by means of two components: the star trackers (STR) and gyroscopes
(GYR). The STR comprised of two cold-redundant units, nominally aligned with the -X axis (Figure 74).

Figure 74: The Startracker and telescope boresight. The Startrackers are shown as simple square black boxes with conical baffles in this
schematic representation.
The STR hardware included:
• An objective lens.
• A baffle to protect the Startracker from undesired straylight from the Sun and other bright sources.
• The focal plane assembly, containing a CCD detector and a thermo-electric cooler for CCD cooling.
• The sensor electronics.
From a functional point of view, the STR can be seen as a video camera plus an image processing unit that, starting from an image of the
sky, extracted the attitude information measured with respect to the J2000 inertial reference system and delivered it to the ACC. A CPU
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(ERC32 microprocessor) controlled the CCD sensor and also carried the image processing task. The Startracker avionics are shown in
Figure 75. The main characteristics of the Herschel's STR were:
• The ability to determine the inertial position from ”lost in space".
• FoV: 16.4 × 16.4 deg².
• An on-board catalogue, based on Hipparcos, of some 3600 bright stars.
• A minimum of 3 stars were needed for guiding. The maximum number of stars that could be tracked simultaneously was 9 due to
H/W limitations.

Figure 75: A schematic diagram of the Herschel/Planck avionics.
The STR bias was the largest contributor to the absolute pointing error and is pixel-dependent (of the order of 0.8”× √2). To complement the
Startracker, Herschel was also fitted with Gyroscopes (GYR). The principal of gyroscopes is very simple: they are devices that use a rapidly
spinning mass to sense and respond to changes in the inertial orientation of it spin axis. The Herschel's ACMS was provided with four
gyroscopes mounted in a tetrahedral configuration. Rate/rate-integrating gyros provided high-precision measures of the spacecraft angular
rate of movement. The gyroscopes were hot-redundant, and each of the four could replace any of the others. The fourth gyroscope was not
used for control, but served to detect an inconsistency in the output of the other three. Each of the two systems offered important benefits.
The STRs provided an absolute reference in the sky, but with limited accuracy. In contrast, the GYRs were very accurate, but only on short
temporal and spatial scales; the bias drift of 0.0016°/hour affected the former and the variation in the scale factor, which should be taken
into account for distances larger than 4°, affected the latter. As a result, the GYR attitude must be re-calibrated always, by using the STR
information. The consequence of this was that, in normal operation, the spacecraft attitude was computed by combining the STR and GYR
measurements in the ACC using a linear Kalman filter. This so-called ”filtered attitude” was sampled and downloaded with a frequency of
4Hz to give the telescope pointing history.
3.2.3.1.3
The Herschel Startracker catalogue
The Startracker used a catalogue of 3599 Hipparcos stars, corrected for proper motion to the mid-date of the mission. Of these, 203 were
blends of two stars, resolved by Hipparcos, but not by the Startracker, requiring a barycentre of the two components to be calculated to give
the Herschel position, taking into account the Herschel instrumental magnitudes. Details of how the Startracker catalogue was revised to
improve pointing performance during the mission can be found in Section 5.4.3.5, Pointing accuracy refinement.
3.2.3.1.4
Interlacing for enhanced Startracker performance
The STR was provided with an enhanced performance mode the so-called ”interlaced mode” (or ”interlacing”), only applicable if there were
≥ 15 stars in the FoV. The STR sampled at twice the nominal frequency (4 Hz), measuring 9 stars at a time and combined the information
for the two sets of measures to get greater positional accuracy. To enable interlacing, it was necessary to identify individually the targets for
which a minimum of 15 guide stars were available. Extra commands were then added to the MTL for those targets by Flight Dynamics,
which commanded the Startracker to switch to 4Hz sampling and enable and disable the interlacing at the appropriate times. In order to get
the maximum positional accuracy from interlacing it was necessary for the ACC to provide an accurate value of the S/C angular rate as
input to the STR (the maximum performance was achieved when the rate errors were below 0.2 arcsec/sec). Extensive tests of interlacing
were made during the post-cryo technology tests (see Table 15).
3.2.3.1.5
Spacecraft Axis Definition
The basic co-ordinate system for Herschel is right-handed Cartesian with its origin located at the point of intersection of the longitudinal
launcher axis and the satellite/launcher for each satellite. The Herschel S/C coordinate axis system was defined in Herschel/Planck Project
Team (2004) as follows (see Figure 76 for a diagrammatic view and Figure 77 for a spacecraft view of the axis orientation):
• The positive X-axis was perpendicular to the separation plane and nominally coincided with the longitudinal launcher axis. The
positive X-axis was along the nominal optical axis of the Herschel telescope, towards the target source.
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• The Z-axis formed a plane with the X-axis perpendicular to the separation plane such that nominally the Sun lay in the XZ plane
(zero roll angle), positive towards the Sun. In other words, the XZ plane was the plane of symmetry of the solar array, the Z-axis
pointing outwards from the solar array towards the Sun.
• The Y-axis completed the right-handed orthogonal reference frame.

Figure 76: The definition of the Herschel spacecraft axes (diagrammatic view). Image source: Herschel/Planck Project Team (2004)

Figure 77: Definition of spacecraft axes (spacecraft view). Image source: Herschel/Planck Project Team (2004).
3.2.3.2
The reaction wheels
In normal operation, the spacecraft attitude was commanded by means of the reaction wheel system. It comprised of four 8.6 kg wheels in a
skewed configuration, each with a momentum storage capacity of 30 Nms and a maximum delivered reaction torque of 0.215 Nm in either
the positive or the negative direction. The reaction wheels were switched on at 16:35:22UT on May 15th 2009, some 27 hours after launch
(Dodsworth, 2009a). In the baseline configuration, all four wheels are powered and used for actuation, providing optimum slew performance
and momentum storage (known as the ”Four Wheel Drive” (4WD) strategy (see Section 3.2.3.2.2, The Herschel 4WD strategy). The ACMS
was also capable of operating with only three reaction wheels powered. In the nominal configuration, the maximum slew speed was 0.00204
rad/sec, i.e. ~7 arcmin/sec, equivalent to 86 seconds to slew 10 degrees on the sky at the maximum slew rate. The four reaction wheels were
spun up to the correct combination of speeds – biasing – to attain the desired pointing. For each pointing position a solution had to be found
giving a suitable combination of reaction wheel speeds necessary to attain and maintain the required attitude. The reaction wheel system and
its control system are described in more detail in Dungate et al. (2006) and in Tucci et al. (2009).
3.2.3.2.1
Momentum dumping
During each OD the reaction wheels gained momentum progressively. This excess momentum had to be bled off at the start of each new day
by a routine momentum dump to re-balance the reaction wheels. A five minute window was defined at the start of each DTCP when the
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thrusters were run against the reaction wheels to drain momentum from the system. These burns were termed Reaction Wheel Biasings
(RWBs). A list of all RWBs carried out during the mission is given in Section 3.4.4 of Flight Control Team (2014).
3.2.3.2.2
The Herschel 4WD strategy
During development, the original intention was for Herschel to operate with three reaction wheels, as have previous ESA missions, keeping
the fourth as a cold redundant spare in case of failure. However, in pre-launch testing and simulations it was found that the three wheel
strategy gave considerable problems with attitude control, particularly in terms of zero speed crossings and was much heavier on ACMS
thruster fuel usage. As a result, it was decided to pass to a 4WD system, with all reaction wheels powered-up and active, operating as two
active pairs. The result of this change of strategy was both to reduce considerably thruster fuel usage and to mitigate against cage
instabilities, in which the bearings of rotating systems in marginally lubricated regimes may receive too much or too little lubrication, giving
rise to chaotic vibration of the cage – the ball-bearing retention mechanism (see Kirsch et al., 2014 for more details). The former benefit of
running 4WD was one of the factors that allowed Herschel to end operations with a large fraction of its hydrazine unused, permitting the
high-energy escape trajectory that was used for disposal (see Section 4.1.4, Final disposal of the spacecraft). The application of 4WD in
Herschel has been so successful that it is being applied to other ESA missions (see Section 3.2.3.2.2.5, Application of the Herschel 4WD
strategy to XMM-Newton).
3.2.3.2.2.1
Normal slews
During a normal slew, there would be a period of acceleration as power was applied to the reaction wheels to bring them up to the required
speed to attain the requested attitude, a coast phase at a constant velocity and then a symmetrical deceleration phase with power again
applied to the reaction wheels. This process is described in detail in Brumfitt (2012). Although the reaction wheels provided a maximum
slew rate of 1 degree on the sky in 8.6 seconds (see Section 3.2.3.2,
), the actual time taken to move a given distance
across the sky was always longer than would be expected from the maximum slew speed as it took the spacecraft 3°.7 of slew to reach the
maximum slew velocity, thus there was only an unpowered cruise phase when the slew on the sky exceeded ≈7°.5 (Brumfitt, 2012). For
shorter slews, power was always being applied to the reaction wheels and the slew velocity was changing constantly. During routine
observations it was a common situation to have many AORs of relatively short duration in an OD, with frequent short slews being made
between AORs, hence attaining cruise phase during slews was was very much the exception. During normal slews, the roll angle was
maintained always within the roll angle limits of ±3° (see 4.1.6.1.4, Roll angle). For a Great Circle slew, the roll angle would be constant at
0° and the effective slew length would be the same as the distance between the two targets on the sky. If a roll angle change was required,
the effective slew length could be longer than the separation of the start and end point on the sky to the extent that a slew of zero length on
the sky could require the telescope to make a significant slew to adjust the roll angle to the required value.
3.2.3.2.2.2
Sun-safe slews
For diagonal slews with respect to a Great Circle path the roll angle could, occasionally, go out of limits. In such cases a Sun-safe slew was
made. This was a slightly circular – i.e. indirect – slew that kept the roll angle always within limits. Sun-safe slews were achieved by
maintaining the reaction wheels constantly powered during the slew (i.e. no unpowered cruise phase) and, in practice, actually attained
slightly greater slew rates than normal slews. As a result, the very longest slew between two science observations that was made during the
mission was actually slightly longer than 180° (see Table 43).
3.2.3.2.2.3
Dog-leg slews
Occasionally, the direct great circle path for a slew would take the satellite out of limits with respect to the Solar Aspect Angle. This could
happen, for example, when a slew was required from close to the Sun avoidance limit to another position close to the limit the other side of
the avoidance area: the direct great circle path would take the satellite out of limits during the slew. To avoid this happening it was
necessary to define an intermediate point and make an initial slew to this point, followed by a second slew to the target position, taking a
dog-leg path to go around the out-of-limits region.
3.2.3.2.2.4
Stabilisation time
A stabilisation time of 5 seconds was included at the end of all slews, to allow the telescope position to stabilise after moving. Thus the
minimum time between observations was the slew time + 5s.
3.2.3.2.2.5
Application of the Herschel 4WD strategy to XMM-Newton
One of the major benefits of the Herschel 4WD strategy was its efficiency in use of hydrazine for the thrusters. It also led to improved
overall performance as it made Herschel less vulnerable to degradation in any reaction wheels. It was realised that this experience with
Herschel could be usefully applied to other ESA missions. ESA’s flagship high-energy mission is the XMM-Newton satellite (Jansen et al.,
2001). This was launched in 1999 and has continued to carry out cutting-edge science with a high demand from the scientific community,
which has led already to several extensions of its original planned ten year lifetime. The lack of plans for a new mission in the medium term
that would cover XMM-Newton’s functions, the low degradation of the on-board systems and instruments and the high valuation of XMMNewton’s scientific contribution to the ESA programme mean that further extensions are likely and thus it has been a logical corollary that
serious thought should be given to lifetime extension measures. As the key consumable for XMM-Newton is hydrazine, a change to 4WD
from the three wheel + cold redundant spare was thought to be likely to be beneficial. The end of lifetime estimate based on hydrazine
consumption under the three-wheel regime was estimated to be 2019. Estimates from Herschel suggested that hydrazine consumption could
be reduced by a factor of up to two by passing to 4WD. This strategy was applied in 2013 and has reduced hydrazine usage to ≈270g per
month, extending the lifetime estimate to ≈2027, with a further three years possible depending on the accuracy of the estimate of remaining
thruster fuel (Kirsch et al., 2014). A further benefit has been the fact that, as two of the XMM-Newton reaction wheels are showing signs of
wear, manifested in bearing noise, the implementation of 4WD has improved their performance considerably.
3.2.3.2.2.6
Potential extension of the Herschel 4WD to INTEGRAL
The Herschel 4WD strategy has proved so successful with XMM-Newton that an extension to INTEGRAL has been under consideration.
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3.2.4
The VMC
The Visual Monitoring Camera (VMC) is described in detail by Ormston et al. (2008). It is essentially a webcam-like device, carried on
several ESA spacecraft, including Cluster, XMM-Newton and Herschel and will be carried on ExoMars 2016 and ExoMars 2018. The VMC
consists of a small CMOS based optical camera that can be fitted with a Bayer pattern filter for colour images, although the camera on
Herschel was used only for black and white imaging. The camera produces a 640x480 pixel array of 8-bit intensity samples (256 levels of
grey), which are re-coded on the ground to a standard digital image format. The deadtime between images is 38 seconds. The camera has a
basic command interface, with almost all operations being performed at a hardware level. It does not have advanced features such as
patchable software or full data bus integration as are found on other instruments. The primary purpose of these cameras is to monitor
deployment events. For example the separation of Beagle 2 from Mars Express, or the separation of Herschel from the Sylda after launch
(see Figure 78). The field of view is very large (30x40 degrees) with a focus range from 3 metres to infinity, making it particularly suitable
for recording separation events where it may be required to register a considerable range of distances starting from close-up to (effectively)
infinity. Herschel’s VMC provided an excellent series of fifteen images of Herschel pulling away from the Sylda after release (see Figure
78). Although intended as a high light-level camera, the VMC permits exposures up to 95.8 seconds, thus it was speculated that it might be
capable of producing usable celestial images. Some tests of the VMC were made during the post-cryo phase (see Section 2.5.10.3.4.3, The
VMC test) with a view to producing potentially an Earth-Moon look back view, although it was calculated that, in any potential image, the
Earth and Moon would be contained on four pixels and on one pixel respectively such that even the disk of the Earth would barely be
resolved. In the end, as the test images showed almost no detail, despite heavy processing, no look back image was attempted.

Figure 78: The first (left) and last (right) frames of the sequence of fifteen images of the separation of Herschel from the Sylda, taken with
the VMC on-board Herschel, showing the capability of the VMC to produce good quality images from small distances out to infinity. Note
the change of orientation of the Ariane upper stage, still carrying the Sylda with Planck underneath, between the two frames – it was
slightly re-orientated after each separation to avoid collision between individual elements of the Herschel-Planck constellation. The full
animation can be found at: http://herschel.esac.esa.int/twiki/pub/HSC/SpacecraftDocumentation/ImageVMC_H.gif (Images: ESA).
3.2.5
The Solid State Mass Memory
The Service Module had a Solid State Mass Memory (SSMM) situated on the +X side of the SVM (i.e. the side closest to the telescope).
The SSMM was split into two, hot redundant 25GBt (EOL) areas: SSMM-A and SSMM-B. Each of these areas was capable to storing all
the telecommands and MTUUs, plus all the data generated on board by the instruments and house-keeping data from the instruments and
spacecraft for a minimum of 2ODs + 1 DTCP (51h) even in a worst case scenario of constant 130Kbt/s of data generation. As the SSMM
filled up, it had to be overwritten progressively, without overwriting the data that had not yet been downlinked successfully, or the as yet
unexecuted MTUUs that were stored onboard. At the end of each OD the SPACON set a marker to delimit the last overwriteable sector in
the SSMM. In cases in which trickledown was necessary – this happened after each of the rare, missed passes, or when the volume of stored
data in the SSMM was too large to downlink in a single DTCP, obliging the SPACON to make a controlled abort of the VM3 dump two
minutes before the end of the DTCP – the marker was moved along progressively until all the data from the OD had been downlinked
successfully. The SSMM had EDAC memory and would scan hourly for SEUs and correct any bit-flips that were found. The SSMM is
described in detail in the Herschel/Planck Satellite User Manual [Thales Alenia Space (2009)].
3.3
The Sun-Shield and Solar Arrays
3.3.1
Description
The electrical power of the satellite was produced by the solar array. This was mounted on the sunshield that was placed in front of the
cryostat to protect the vacuum vessel from solar radiation. The rear of the sunshield was covered with multi-layer insulation, as was the part
of the cryostat facing this warm part of the system. The geometrical design for the sunshield had to consider the size of the cryostat and the
telescope, the required solar aspect angles of the S/C in orbit and the limited diameter of the fairing of the launcher, which imposed the
maximum permissible dimensions of the structure. For Herschel, a relatively simple system with a fixed solar array was selected. Only the
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lower part of the sunshield actually carried the solar cells. The upper part was free of solar cells to allow it to be at a lower temperature,
which in turn helped the telescope to stay at the required temperature. The height of the sunshield was driven by the need to shade the entire
telescope even when the spacecraft was pointed closest to the sun (60° Sun aspect angle).
3.3.2
The Sun-Shield
The overall dimensions of the Herschel satellite were determined by the size of the sunshield, as this had to cover the entire telescope and
cryostat assembly even in the most unfavourable permissible pointings. The sunshield was 4 metres wide and 7.5 metres high, partially
wrapping around the EPM. The multilayer insulation reduced the heat conduction through from the sun-facing exterior, which reached a
temperature as high as 386K (see 5.1.3, Solar Array Performance), compared to the telescope temperature in the shade of the sunshade of
≈80K. At the same time, the interior, high-reflectivity coating of the sunshield limited re-radiation of conducted heat onto the cryostat.
3.3.3
The Solar Arrays
The solar array design and its performance is described in detail in Ciancetta et al. (2011) and in Ciancetta et al. (2013). Various design
drivers were critical in deciding the final configuration, in particular, having a deployable array was rejected due to mass considerations.
Similarly, the Power Distribution and Control Unit (PDCU) was made identical for Herschel and Planck to save development costs. The
high temperatures expected (and observed) on the array dictated the type of solar cell used (an Azar Space GAGET2, Gallium Arsenide
cell). The array was designed for a maximum extended lifetime of 6 years for Herschel. The central panel for Herschel was configured as 30
sections, each with 4 or 5 strings, each string containing 22 photovoltaic cells. For the lateral panels the configuration was identical, save
having only 20 cells per string. The total surface area covered with photovoltaic cells was ≈12m2. The maximum power generated by the
solar array was 1874W at perihelion in 2010, with a minimum generated power of 1479W recorded at aphelion in 2012.
4. HERSCHEL OPERATIONS
4.1
The Herschel Orbit
Herschel’s chosen orbit was a Lissajous orbit about the L2 point of the Earth-Sun system. The geometry of such an orbit is shown in Figure
79. Full details of the Herschel orbit and the injection into it can be found in the Herschel/Planck CREMA (Hechler & Yáñes, 2006). Orbits
around the co-linear libration points in the Earth-sun system (L1 about 1.5×106 km from the Earth towards the sun and L2 at about the same
distance away from the sun) have been used for space missions since 1978 when ISEE-3 was launched into a Halo orbit around L1. SOHO
is still in such an orbit around L1, as is Gaia. Orbits around L2 in the Earth-sun system have become of particular interest for astronomy
missions, e.g. the James Webb Space Telescope, because they allow uninterrupted observation activities as Earth and sun remain more or
less close together seen from the spacecraft, and they have a very stable thermal and radiation environment. Major drawbacks of these orbits
are the large communications distance, the long transfer duration, and the necessity of orbit maintenance manoeuvres about once per month
to counteract the instability of the orbit manifold. Nevertheless, as a result of trade-off studies performed in 1997/1998, Lissajous orbits
around L2 were selected for Herschel and Planck (Hechler & Yáñes, 2006). An advantage of the chosen Lissajous orbit for Herschel is that
the possibility of suffering eclipses by the Moon and thus needing significant battery autonomy was almost completely ruled out, even in the
extremely unlikely case of having no control of launch date (see Section 3.6 of Hechler & Yáñes, 2006).
4.1.1
The evolution of the double launch concept
Several options were studied for the Herschel/Planck launch (Passevogel & Felici, 2000), including using separate launchers for the two
spacecraft. First, in the so-called ”Merger” option both scientific payloads were planned to be integrated into one spacecraft and placed into
a small Lissajous orbit around L2. Another option, denominated ”Planck alone” was assumed to use a Soyuz launch and lunar fly-bys for
Planck. In the finally adopted option, initially called the ”Carrier” (Pilbratt, 2000, Passevogel & Felici, 2000, Hechler & Yáñez, 2006),
which was the option announced in the ITT, Herschel was to be carried on top of Planck. This concept then evolved to a double launch
scenario using Ariane-provided interface equipment (the Sylda), the two spacecraft (Herschel and Planck) were to be launched by the same
Ariane 5 rocket, but separating immediately after launch, and transferring to different orbits around L2 (Hechler & Yáñez, 2006).
4.1.2
Launch and launch constraints
A specific feature of an Ariane launch is introduced by the launch site near the equator. The orbits around the libration points lie near the
ecliptic plane. So orbits into which Ariane can deliver large payloads may not always be well suited to start a transfer to the L2 region, thus
demanding a mass reduction from the nominal maximum payload. Therefore, rather than prescribing the target orbit, which would then be a
driver for the overall payload mass, orbits around L2 were searched which can be reached from maximum mass Ariane launch conditions
(Hechler, 1997, extensively quoted in Hechler & Cobos, 2003). This led to the family of large amplitude Lissajous or Halo like ("Mean
Halo") orbits, depending on the initial conditions, which became the baseline for Herschel. Planck could not accept the large size (maximum
sun-spacecraft-Earth angle) of these orbits, because of its sky scanning strategy and the resulting constraint on the Earth-to-sun viewing
angle arising from thermal and communications design. This led to the concepts of amplitude reduction and eclipse avoidance manoeuvres
for Planck thus its need to make a braking manoeuvre on arrival at L2, which was unnecessary for Herschel. There was a seasonal launch
window, defined by the Planck propellant allocation and the requirement to avoid eclipses for Planck during the transfer orbit, which
implicitly avoided eclipses during transfer for Herschel too. The exact opening hour of the launch window on each day was usually
determined by the sun aspect angle constraint at fairing separation. However, for some dates, at the opening of the launch window (as
defined by the sun aspect angle condition at fairing separation), Herschel’s orbit would have gone into Earth eclipses in ≤5 years from
launch; in such cases, the opening of the launch window was defined to be 45 minutes before the close defined by the sun aspect angle
condition at H3 (spacecraft separation). Although the nominal lifetime of Herschel was 3.5 years, the extended mission (i.e. maximum
potential duration to EoH in the most favourable circumstances) was 4.5 years, thus any launch window for Herschel/Planck had to be valid
until the end of the extended mission (particularly for bullet #5 below). Other conditions that were placed on the launch window were:
• An optimum ascent for the Ariane 5-ECA to minimise the required number of flight programs to be loaded. The goal was to require
just a single flight program.
• Both Herschel and Planck should be able to reach their final orbit successfully, even if the Ariane 5 performed to its rated minimum
specification.
• There should be no eclipse during transfer, either for Herschel or for Planck.
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• Propellant for any required eclipse avoidance manoeuvres for Planck was allocated as part of the deterministic ΔV.
• There should be enough ΔV remaining in the thrusters to allow Herschel to maintain its orbit for a minimum of 4.5 years.
• There should be no eclipse in the nominal orbit for Herschel over 4.5 years from launch.
• That the maximum declination in the sky at the extreme of the orbit should not be so great so as to preclude tracking from New
Norcia Ground Station (minimum 6 hours per day at ˃5° altitude).

Figure 79: The geometry of the sun-Earth libration (Lagrange) points, showing a typical orbit around L2 (not to scale). Image from
Hechler & Yáñez (2006).
In a typical case that was studied – for a launch in 2007 17 – the main limitation of the launch window was found to be the Planck propellant
constraints, giving a minimum launch window of 45 minutes on 159 days of the year, although the daily launch window was reduced to a
minimum of 30 minutes for a three-week period in February and March.
4.1.3
Separation
As Herschel and Planck were launched in a double launch configuration with a long fairing and Sylda 5, satellite separation was required
after launch, performed by the launcher. Herschel was released first, followed by launcher manoeuvres and then the Sylda separation.
Planck separation followed when these were complete. The two satellites were separated sequentially with a delay of a few tens of seconds.
The separation configurations were as follows (Estaria, 2004):
• Herschel was separated in 3 axis mode (Z axis sun-pointing).
• Planck was separated in spinning mode (1 rpm) (spin axis anti sun-pointing)
• The separation linear velocity was 0.5 m/s between each spacecraft and the launcher.
4.1.4
Orbit injection
After separation from the Ariane upper stage, Herschel was injected directly into an orbit that would allow it to be captured around L2. No
braking manoeuvre was planned, or necessary to put Herschel into a stable manifold about L2. A single injection manoeuvre was made 26h
after launch: this started at 15:16:25UT and lasted 22.5 minutes. After the initial impulse of 9.0m/s, a touch-up and two Orbit Correction
Manoeuvres (OCM) were performed to achieve the final transfer orbit. The touch-up, of 1.0m/s, took place 75 hours after launch. The two
OCMs were made approximately four and five weeks after launch and were both below 1m/s. See Table 23 for details.

17

At the time that the launch and orbit parameters were fixed there was still considerable uncertainty as to what the final launch date would be. Dates in 2007
and 2008 were examined in detail. Although the final launch slipped into May 2009, the conclusions of the CREMA remain valid in all cases.
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Manoeuvre
OCM LEOP `
Touch-up OCM LEOP
Transfer OCM 1
Transfer OCM 2

Mid-time (TDS)
2009-05-15T15:28:20.654
2009-05-18T18:13:02.566
2009-06-10T13:31:43.495
2009-06-24T13:04:58.931

ΔV (m/s)
9.014
1.012
0.732
0.171

Error(ΔV)%
3.7
1.7
0.0
-8.0

Error (θ)°
4.5
1.1
3.1
7.7

Table 23: Manoeuvre history for the transfer to L2. This consisted of an initial burn of 22.5 minutes duration, a touch-up and, finally, small
Orbit Correction Manoeuvres performed 4 & 5 weeks after launch. The relatively large error on OCM-2 may be erroneous due to the
effects of a Reaction Wheel Biasing in the estimated imparted impulse (adapted from Herschel Flight Control Team, 2014).
4.1.5
Herschel operational orbit
4.1.5.1
Orbit knowledge
The latest spacecraft orbit information for the full mission is available from the following places: ESA Flight Dynamics web server:
http://tasc.esa.int/ or, the NASA/JPL Horizons system: http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/?horizons. To retrieve the Herschel orbit from Horzions, the
target body ”-486” should be used, where ”-486” is the Herschel satellite code in the NASA SPICE system that uniquely defines Herschel’s
identity for satellite navigation purposes. These web servers were sent FD determined and predicted orbit files spanning the full mission on a
weekly basis. The determined orbit from separation through to late summer 2013 is shown in Figure 80. To calculate the visibility of a solar
system body from Herschel, set the site code to ”500@-486”. This will tell Horizons to calculate visibility from Herschel.
4.1.5.2
Accuracy of orbit determination
Ranging was able to provide extremely accurate positional and velocity information for Herschel, as follows:
• The accuracy of the determined orbit in position and velocity is typically 3km, 1.2 cm/s.
• The accuracy of the predicted orbit within the mission planning window in position and velocity was never worse than 10 km, 3.6
cm/s (Herschel Flight Control Team, 2014).
The accuracy of the determined orbit position is such that, even for a Near Earth Asteroid passing close to Earth in the worst possible
circumstances, an error in the spacecraft position even double the maximum obtained value of 10km would have had no significant effect on
the pointing accuracy of an observation.
4.1.5.3
Orbit history
The orbit of Herschel from launch until the end of June 2013 is shown in Figure 80. Initially, Herschel receeded from Earth rapidly – it
crossed the Moon’s orbit at 22:19:30z approximately on May 16th (57 hours after launch, at which point is was receeding at 1.18km/s) and
reached 106km from the Earth (2.6 LD) at 10:49z on May 27th, slightly less than 13 days after launch. The Herschel orbit at L2 (ASCII file,
10 minute resolution from 14 May 2009 13:40z to 30 June 2013 23:59z) is available as an ephemeris file referred to the centre of the Earth,
or as a vector file referred to the Solar System barycentre. Herschel made seven complete loops around L2 during its operational history,
with a complete loop being defined as the interval from apogee to apogee, or perigee to perigee. As there was no braking manoeuvre to put
Herschel into orbit (see Section 4.1.1, Orbit injection), the point at which Herschel reached L2 is strictly a matter of definition. If we take
the minimum perigee distance during the completed loops around L2 (1.2016x106km) as the criterion for the distance after launch at which
L2 was reached, Herschel can be defined to have arrived on station at L2 on June 2nd 2009, 19 days after launch. Apogee was reached for
the first time in the mission on July 7th 2009, 54 days after launch.
As can be seen in Figure 80, each circuit around L2 was slightly different, thus it is not possible to define a strict orbital period for Herschel.
As defined by the interval from apogee to apogee 18, the mean period – discounting the first circuit, which was much shorter – was 178.2±1.5
days. Due to the orbital characteristics of Herschel about L2, explained below, the orbital period of Herschel as defined from perigee to
perigee alternated ”short” (176-177 days) and ”long” (182-184 days) periods, The maximum distance that Herschel attained from Earth at
apogee was 1.7450x106km, on May 29th 2010 (380 days after launch) and the minimum distance at perigee was 1.2016x106km on February
10th 2013, 1368 days after launch (see Figure 81). As the L2 point is the distance extended along the Sun-Earth line at which the
gravitational force of the Sun and the Earth exactly balance, its distance varies due to the eccentricity of the Earth’s orbit. L2 is closest to the
Earth in winter, when the Earth is at perihelion and furthest from the Earth in Summer, when the Earth is at aphelion. As Herschel had two
apogees and two perigees each year (apogee in late Spring and late Autumn, perigee in February and in September/August), the apogee and
perigee distance of Herschel alternated as ”distant” and ”close” through the mission (see Table 24). A consequence was that the winter
perigee evolved consistently through the mission to smaller distance, as the date of perigee for Herschel got progressively closer to the date
of the Earth’s perihelion. The temperature of the sunshield and the current from the solar panels depended on the heliocentric distance of
Herschel. Both show a significant annual cycle (see Section 3.4, The Sun-Shield and Solar Arrays). Herschel’s heliocentric distance was
dominated by the modulation imposed by the eccentricity of the Earth’s orbit. However, as the orbital period of Herschel about L2 was not
exactly six months, the exact calendar date at which perihelion and aphelion were reached by Herschel advanced slowly during the mission.
This moved the perihelion date for Herschel progressively closer to the exact date of the Earth’s perihelion each year, hence the smallest
heliocentric distance for Herschel was reached on January 11th 2013, at 0.9919AU. The largest aphelion distance whilst in a closed loop
around L2 was reached on June 24th 2010, at 1.0270AU (see Figure 82).

18

We define an orbit as being a closed loop around L2, while apogee is the point of inflexion in the orbit where the motion passed from being away from
Earth to being towards Earth and perigee is the point of inflexion where the motion changed from being towards Earth to being away from Earth.
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Figure 80: Herschel's orbit from launch (coordinates 0, 0) to the end of June 2013, plotted with equal axis scales to give a faithful
representation of the orbit shape from the front, top and side perspectives; the discontinuity in the orbit when the large, disposal burn was
made, is clearly visible in the (x, y) and (x, z) plots. The rapidity of the satellite's drift away from L2 after the disposal burn is also manifest
in this image. Plot generated by Jon Brumfitt at HSC, based in the orbit file generated by the Flight Dynamics Team at MOC.

Date
07/07/2009
01/12/2009
29/05/2010
23/11/2010
21/05/2011
14/11/2011
12/05/2012
04/11/2012

Apogee
Mission Day
54
201
380
558
737
914
1094
1270

Distance (km)
1 573 800
1 702 500
1 745 000
1 704 300
1 741 300
1 704 300
1 736 100
1 704 700

Date
05/09/2009
28/02/2010
31/08/2010
23/02/2011
25/08/2011
17/02/2012
17/08/2012
10/02/2013

Perigee
Mission Day
114
290
474
650
833
1009
1191
1368

Distance (km)
1 245 900
1 230 700
1 254 100
1 222 700
1 247 000
1 211 000
1 240 000
1 201 600

Table 24: Perigee and apogee distances for Herschel while in a closed loop about L2. The figures have been rounded to the nearest
hundred kilometres.
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Figure 81: The geocentric distance of Herschel, in kilometres, at 00UT each day from launch until passivation. The first apogee, as
Herschel was captured about L2, was very much the smallest of the mission. The deviation of Herschel from its trajectory about L2 after the
departure manoeuvre of March 15th 2013 and the escape manoeuvre of May 13th 2013 is clearly shown, as is the rapidity with which
Herschel reached what was effectively its operational station around L2, by 19 days after launch.

Date
02/07/2009
24/06/2010
23/06/2011
22/06/2012

Aphelion
Mission Day
49
406
770
1135

Distance (AU)
1.0261
1.0270
1.0267
1.0263

Date
15/01/2010
14/01/2011
13/01/2012
11/01/2013

Perihelion
Mission Day
246
610
974
1338

Distance (AU)
0.9928
0.9925
0.9921
0.9919

Table 25: Perihelion and aphelion distances for Herschel while in a closed loop about L2.
The maximum and minimum heliocentric distances for Herschel between launch and the departure manoeuvre on March 15th 2013 were:
• Minimum heliocentric distance = 0.9919AU on January 11th 2012.
• Maximum heliocentric distance = 1.0270AU on June 24th 2010.
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Figure 82: Herschel’s heliocentric distance at 00UT each day from launch to passivation. The effects of the escape burn on May 13th 2013
are evident in this plot.
Herschel’s orbit was quite strongly inclined to the ecliptic and thus, showed a wide range of variation in declination, reaching its most
southerly point in the sky in Sagittarius in August each year and its most northerly point in Perseus in December/November (see Figure 83).
The greatest northerly declination of +36°.9 was reached on December 6th 2009, while the greatest southerly declination of -31°.5 was
August 5th 2012, such that Herschel passed almost exactly through the zenith at the New Norcia Ground Station at that time (see Section
4.2.1.2.6, 275BSpacecraft tracking issues due to peculiar, transient viewing ground station viewing geometry issues). The calendar date of
both the greatest annual northerly and greatest annual southerly declination advanced by 4-5 days each year, with the annual extremes of
declination shifting progressively south as the orbit evolved (i.e. in 2009 the range in declination was from ‒30°.0 to +36°.9 while, in 2012,
it was from ‒31°.5 to +31°.5).

Figure 83: Herschel’s position on the sky at 00UT each day in equatorial coordinates (degrees of Right Ascension and Declination) from
launch (226°, -4°) to passivation (225°, -14°). Following astronomical convention, the Right Ascension axis is reversed so that the
horizontal axis shows the delay in the meridian crossing with respect to the First Point of Aries.
4.1.5.4
Station keeping manoeuvres
Due to the instability of Herschel’s orbit around L2, caused by the low binding energy and the presence of multiple perturbers such as the
Moon, radiation pressure and helium venting, Herschel would have deviated exponentially from its orbit had regular touch-ups not been
performed (see Section 4.5 of Hechler & Yáñez, 2006): these were termed station-keeping manoeuvres. The original intention was to make
a station-keeping manoeuvre approximately every three weeks, if necessary (see Section 4.4 of Hechler & Yáñez, 2006), with a total ΔV
budget of 3m/s each year. In contrast, only twenty-one station-keeping manoeuvres, totalling a ΔV of 5.60m/s were actually required over
the four years of space operations (less than half of the allowed budget), ranging from the smallest request (5.5 cm/s) to the largest (72.5
cm/s). This largest station-keeping burn was required after nearly four months had elapsed between OCM 13 and OCM 14 (Herschel Flight
Control Team, 2014)). The actual Delta-V applied by the station-keeping burns differed from the requests by typically <4% (the largest
difference between the nominal and estimated Delta-V was almost 9%, for the very shortest burn of the mission), with a typical error in
direction of <1°. In all cases, the estimated impulse overshot the requested impulse, so the error in Delta-V was always positive (i.e. a slight
over-correction of the trajectory). A list of station-keeping burns performed during Flight Operations is shown in Table 26.

OCM 1
OCM 2
OCM 3
OCM 4
OCM 5
OCM 6
OCM 7
OCM 8
OCM 9
OCM 10
OCM 11
OCM 12

Mid-time (TDB)
2009-07-17T12:31:49.991
2009-08-14T11:29:06.183
2009-09-11T21:33:13.824
2009-11-13T18:34:26.616
2009-12-18T15:10:09.516
2010-01-22T16:18:04.095
2010-03-05T17:59:53.239
2010-07-09T12:51:02.867
2010-08-20T11:57:33.402
2010-11-12T14:46:10.724
2011-02-11T08:38:20.770
2011-05-27T21:05:30.909

ΔV (m/s)
0.422
0.161
0.133
0.090
0.060
0.149
0.257
0.153
0.213
0.221
0.638
0.136

Error(ΔV) %
0.1
2.3
2.2
4.3
8.6
4.1
4.4
4.5
3.4
3.9
3.3
3.2

Error (θ) °
1.3
0.5
0.2
1.0
2.1
1.1
0.4
1.1
0.5
0.8
0.6
1.1
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OCM 13
OCM 14
OCM 15
OCM 16
OCM 17
OCM 18
OCM 19
OCM 20
OCM 21

2011-07-22T12:18:10.137
2011-11-11T14:12:42.464
2012-03-02T12:08:08.324
2012-04-27T18:58:36.588
2012-06-22T14:39:33.546
2012-08-17T12:43:01.657
2012-10-12T20:26:49.827
2012-12-07T11:21:54.729
2013-01-25T15:45:36.072

0.375
0.725
0.540
0.112
0.306
0.360
0.091
0.242
0.303

4.7
4.0
4.3
3.0
3.3
4.5
3.2
4.7
4.1

0.4
0.5
0.3
2.9
0.8
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.3

Table 26: A list of all station-keeping manoeuvres of Herschel carried out during Operations at L2. The estimated ΔV is given along with
the percentage error with respect to the requested ΔV (all errors are positive, implying overshoot relative to the request) and the error in
degrees of the direction of impulse (adapted from Herschel Flight Control Team, 2014). See Fisher (1996) for an explanation of TDB Time.
4.1.6
Pointing constraints and sky visibility
Herschel had a series of pointing constraints that limited target and sky visibility. The areas of the sky accessible to the Herschel telescope
were determined by the constraints applicable to pointing towards the Sun, Earth, Moon and other bright solar system objects. These were
safety constraints to avoid sunlight falling on the telescope, to avoid tilting the solar panels too far away from the sun, or to avoid extremely
bright sources falling on and damaging the detectors. In particular, the following constraints were applicable through the mission:
4.1.6.1
Solar Aspect Angle Constraints
4.1.6.1.1
Maximum permitted range with no dwell-time restrictions (“cold betas”)
The Sun-S/C-LoS angle in the S/C XZ plane (Solar Aspect Angle, or SAA) of 60°.8 to 110° for normal operations. This allowed range was
reduced slightly with respect to the original one (60° to 120°) used for target visibility calculations in the pre-launch KP Calls. In practice,
the change, made to increase spacecraft security margins, had a negligible effect as it reduced target visibility in a typical case by just three
days per year.
4.1.6.1.2
Limited pointing range (“hot betas”)
In the extreme SAA range ('hot' attitude range, SAA in the 110° to 119°.2 interval), a noticeable pointing performance degradation (larger
APE and continuous pointing offset drift) was observed. This was caused by thermo-elastic effects due to heating of the SVM by sunlight.
Moreover, this degradation persisted even when the S/C was brought back to 'cold' attitude, until the structure had cooled and settled back in
its original position. As the telescope pointing performance improved through the mission, it was noticed that the degradation was present
also at smaller SAAs, in the range from 105-110°, leading to a further restriction in the freely scheduled ”cold” area of the sky to 60°.8 to
105°, with the range from 105° to 119°.2 being denominated ”hot betas” and thus subject to strict scheduling restrictions. Nevertheless, if
deemed unavoidable, short (normally less than 1 hour) observations in the 'warm' SAA range (105° to 110°), or even the ‘hot’ range (110° to
119°.2) could be scheduled, normally at the end of operational days, giving the SVM structure the three hours at cold temperatures of the
DTCP to cool and settle. The observer needed to be aware that in such cases, a degradation of the pointing accuracy was very likely,
particularly beyond 110°. Longer observations would only be scheduled if scientifically strongly justified and always taking care to
minimise the impact on the observations from other programmes that might be scheduled afterwards. Each pointing into the hot beta range
was studied and had to be approved by the Spacecraft Environment Scientist as not representing a significant risk to the scientific quality of
later observations from other programmes.
4.1.6.1.3
Pointing-robust observing
On some occasions it was necessary to hold Herschel at hot attitudes for as long as two full Operational Days for instrument recovery
activities: this was necessary for a cold HIFI start-up from Safe Mode. In such cases only observations robust against pointing drift would be
scheduled until cold conditions had been restored (see Section 4.2.1.1.1.2, DTCP scheduling at hot attitudes). This meant typically
scheduling two (or more) ODs of large scan maps, which could be executed even with modest pointing drift, without affecting significantly
the scientific quality of the observations.
4.1.6.1.4
Roll angle
A maximum roll angle of ±3° was permitted 19, although the maximum safety limit for the spacecraft was ±5°.
4.1.6.1.5
Earth and Moon exclusion angles
In addition, to the previously mentioned limits, the following extreme Earth and Moon angles occurred across the mission (to be taken into
account for straylight considerations):
• Sun-S/C-Earth angle of 37°
• Sun-S/C-Moon angle of 47°

19

This value was increased before launch from the original limit of ±1° to allow more flexibility in slews, avoiding the need for excessive use of sun-safe
slew mode (see Section 3.2.3.2.2.2, Sun-safe slews)..
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In practice, the Moon’s exclusion angle never intersected the maximum permitted range of Solar Aspect Angles during the Herschel
mission.
4.1.6.1.6
Planetary exclusion angles
In order to avoid straylight pollution and also for safety reasons (to prevent large fluxes of light from reaching the detectors), the nominal
half-cone exclusion angles listed in Table 27 (see also the notes to the table, below) applied to observations towards major planets.
Instrument
PACS
SPIRE
HIFI

Mode
Slew (1)
Pointing (2)
Slew
Pointing
Slew
Pointing

Mars
4 arcmin
1°.5
15 arcmin
1°.5
36 arcmin
36 arcmin

Jupiter
4 arcmin
1°.5
15 arcmin
1°.5
36 arcmin
36 arcmin

Saturn
4 arcmin
1°.5
15 arcmin
1°.5
36 arcmin
36 arcmin

Instrument critical?
No
No
Yes (3)
Yes (4)
No (5)
No

Table 27: Nominal half-cone exclusion angles for pointings towards the major planets.
Notes to Table 27:
(1) The detectors were ON during slews in photometry, spectroscopy and SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode observations.
(2) These targets were also observed directly as SSOs during Operations, although only in certain, carefully controlled circumstances.
The limits described here refer to non-SSO observations only, in which the target is not the planet, or its system of satellites or rings.
(3) The SPIRE ICC determined that slewing over Jupiter would not damage the instrument permanently and that Saturn might not
damage it, but slewing over either would leave it temporarily inoperable, possibly for as long as a full OD. Thus care was taken to avoid
Jupiter when planning slews.
(4) When observing in SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode, both the SPIRE and the PACS restrictions applied and it was the more restrictive of
the two that would be used to determine the validity or otherwise of the observation.
(5) HIFI would not be harmed by having a major planet in its field of view and even used Mars as its primary calibrator. However, these
limits were imposed to avoid straylight contamination when observing faint targets close to SSOs.
Considering the nominal duration of the operations, all areas in the sky were visible at least 30% of the time over the length of science
operations in space. The sky visibility region moved slowly on a daily basis. The two snapshots at the bottom of Figure 85 illustrate the
typical sky visibility differences after a 3 month interval; although this was calculated as a representative example, for an different launch
date to the actual one, at an epoch when neither the true launch date nor the mission duration were known, the graphic remains a valid
representation of the effect.

Figure 84: Nominal sky visibility for Herschel. Although these figures were calculated for a November 2007 launch date (at a time when the
true launch date and the mission duration were still very much unknown quantities) they remain totally valid in general terms for the actual
launch date of May 14th 2009. Top panel: visibility across the sky as a fraction of the nominal mission duration; Bottom panel: areas of sky
visibility (in white) for two dates separated by three months; the grey area is the Sun exclusion zone in the solar and anti-solar directions.
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4.1.7
Final disposal of the spacecraft
Once boil off had occurred, Herschel's instruments were no longer able to function for science. As all the instruments needed temperatures
below 10K to operate there was no possibility of a warm phase, as the temperature inside the cryostat was expected to warm within a few
hours to 50K (in fact, the temperature took around four days to reach 20K, at which point the sensors went out of limits, see Figure 52).
There was considerable discussion about what Herschel’s final fate should be post-helium (e.g. Schmidt, 2012a). A key feature of the posthelium plan was to ensure safe disposal of the spacecraft, with a baseline that any possible re-entry into the Earth’s atmosphere from
potential deep-space disposal should not occur for a minimum of 300 years. MOC continued to operate Herschel for seven weeks after boil
off had occurred. This time was used for routine spacecraft housekeeping operations and a series of technology tests involving all three
instruments and various of the spacecraft sub-systems such as the star-tracker (see Section 2.5.2.9.3,
181BPost-cryo technology tests). Similarly, the radiation monitors continued to function as a space weather station until end of the mission.
A proposal that Herschel be crashed deliberately into the Moon (Schmidt, 2012a) was rejected on the basis of cost (7 MEuros), as was a
proposal to place Herschel at the L2 point of the Earth-Moon system for tests of the feasibility of using satellites stationed there as
communications relays with future bases on the lunar far side. The final disposal option that was adopted was to place Herschel into a nonreturn solar orbit using a series of disposal manoeuvres (see Table 28). These manoueuvres are described in the following sections.
Manoeuvre
Departure
Escape
Drain

Date
2013-03-15T12:25:58.391
2013-05-13T21:53:19.069
2013-06-17T11:03:31.476

Delta-V
11.65 m/s
113.73 m/s
31.18 m/s

Table 28: The parameters of the sequence of Herschel disposal burns (adapted from Herschel Flight Control Team, 2014).
4.1.7.1
Disposal orbit insertion and passivation
4.1.7.1.1
Departure manouvre
The first stage of disposal was a short burn, in advance of End of Helium to leave the stable manifold around L2. A burn of 11.65 m/s was
made on March 15th 2013, at the end of OD 1401. This ensured that Herschel would start to drift away from L2 (Figure 85).
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Figure 85: Herschel (the small dot) departing Lagrange, observed from Earth 17h before the main burn started. This image was taken on
May 12th 2013, by British amateur astronomer Peter Birtwhistle, from Great Shefford Observatory (Minor Planet Center site code J93),
approximately 90km west of London, using a 40cm reflector. The image is the sum of 60 individual exposures of 20s each, stacked on the
motion of Herschel. The field of view is 6.6 arcminutes wide by 8.2 arcminutes high.
4.1.7.1.2
Disposal burn
The second stage was the main disposal burn, made on May 13th 2013 (OD-1461), starting at 18:20:35UT. It involved firing the thrusters for
7h46m18s to give a Delta-V of 113.9m/s, a measured thruster over-performance of 0.21% to raise the aphelion of Herschel. This was the
longest burn ever made with thrusters of the type installed on Herschel (the EADS CHT20, see Section 3.2.1, The Thrusters).. The length of
the burn was determined by the need to ensure that it ended before the hydrazine in the thrusters was exhausted, to ensure a controlled
termination; this required the burn to be stopped when it had consumed the smallest amount of hydrazine that it was believed could still be
present in the tanks. The length of the burn meant that it could not be monitored during a standard DTCP. As manual intervention was
essential for the drain and passivation, a rather conservative criterion was used to estimate the minimum remaining hydrazine fuel to ensure
that a significant amount of fuel remained in the tanks at the termination.
4.1.7.1.3
Drain manouvre
The final stage of disposal was carried out on June 17th, at the start of OD-1497. With all tests complete, the satellite was prepared for final
de-activation. The fuel was drained with a final manoeuvre to empty the fuel tanks completely, in part to ensure the greatest possible
impulse for the disposal orbit and, in part, to avoid any danger of an explosion caused by remaining fuel. To ensure that termination
occurred while still in ground communication, it started during additional DTCP with Malargüe, with a baseline estimate that approximately
two hours of hydrazine remained. This burn started at 09:38:00UT and was aborted manually at 12:18:01UT. During the final ten minutes
before manual termination an increasingly rapid, non-linear drop in tank pressure was observed, along with a drop in thruster temperature
(see Figure 86, Figure 87). When the pressure in the combustion chambers had dropped so low that individual thrusters were flaming-out,
there was a danger that such instability would be introduced by the unbalanced thrust that would prevent the reaction wheels from stabilising
the satellite when the burn was ended, with a danger that the attitude error would have become too large for safe operation of the RCS and a
Safe Mode would have been triggered, eliminating the possibility of a controlled passivation. Manual termination allowed the reaction
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wheels to ”catch” and stabilise the satellite successfully. The total length of the burn was 2h40m01s, in line with the best estimate of the
amount of fuel remaining before the drain manoeuvre. This gave a final impulse of 31.2m/s.

Figure 86: An annotated plot of thruster behaviour during the final twenty minutes of the final drain burn before the manual abort. The plot
shows thruster temperature (in red) and the hydrazine tank pressure (in blue). The tank pressure had dropped from 6 psi to 1 psi by abort.
At the same time, the thruster temperature dropped from approximately 860°C to ≈610°C when the burn was aborted. Some abrupt
temperature changes are seen that may be due to the formation of nitrogen bubbles in the hydrazine tank, or to sudden phase changes in the
hydrazine itself as the pressure dropped. (Graphic: Herschel FCT)
4.1.7.1.4
Passivisation
Once the burn was terminated, the spacecraft was stabilised with the reaction wheels, ready for the final passivation. Passivation consisted
of making a software patch and then sending a command to switch off the spacecraft transponder. Hence, as the last operations activity, the
passivation of Herschel was manually triggered by telecommand at 12:25z on June 17th 2013 (Figure 88). This caused a reboot with the
patched software that was transmitted, which prevented all further attempts to switch on the RF chain via the on-board FDIR.

Figure 87: Telemetry displayed on one of the control stations in the main control room at ESOC (Darmstadt) during the passivation
sequence. On the left plot we see the pressure in the reaction chamber of the thrusters as it trends over some tens of minutes from a constant
value to zero, at which point the drain burn was terminated. On the right hand side we see how the telemetry signal flatlines when the
transponder is switched off. (Image: Mark Kidger)
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Figure 88: Martin Kessler, Head of ESA’s Science Operations Department, sat at the console in the main control room at ESOC
(Darmstadt), sends the final command to Herschel to shut down the satellite transponder at 12:25UT (14:25 CEST) on June 17th 2013.
(Image: ESA)
At the moment of passivation, Herschel was 2.166 million kilometres from Earth (5.64 LD) and receeding at 61.1m/s. Once the command
was sent (Figure 88), as the one-way light travel time to New Norcia at the moment of passivation was 7.219 seconds 20, it took 7.2s to reach
Herschel and a further 7.2s for the response of the transponder to reach Earth. It then took several seconds for the transponder signal to drop
to zero, indicating that Herschel was finally silent and that the transponder was powered-off.
4.1.7.2
Final astrometric orbit determination
As no ranging observations of Herschel were made after the final drain burn – this was not a requirement of the passivation procedure – the
final orbit had to be established from an estimate of the impulse given by the final drain burn. This suggested that Herschel would return in
October 2027 at a distance of 7.5 million kilometres from Earth (Table 29). As the exact circumstances of this encounter have an
exponential effect on the future evolution of the orbit, it was of interest to fix the initial conditions as exactly as possible, so this solution
was combined a posteriori with ground-based astrometry to refine the orbit as much as possible. Astrometric observations of Herschel from
ground-based observatories were made initially at four epochs after passivation between 2013 June 26 and 2013 July 1 (Howes & Guido,
2013a, 2013b; Birtwhistle, 2013). These revealed that there were small, systematic residuals in the position of Herschel compared to the
predictions made from the estimated impulse provided by the fuel drain burn due to the difficulty in calculating the exact impulse given to
Herschel as the pressure in the reaction chambers changing constantly with fuel exhaustion. This amounted to a 6% correction in the burn
parameters. A correction derived from the astrometry was introduced into a refined orbit solution for Herschel, giving a revised estimate for
the next Earth encounter of 8.24 million kilometres distance (21.4 Lunar Distances), on October 13th 2027. However, the orbit solution was
still rather uncertain, with an error of 7 degrees on the sky when extrapolated to the date of this encounter (see Table 30). The final orbit of
Herschel is chaotic over centuries due to perturbations, in particular to the cumulative effect of the regular Earth encounters. A small change
in the circumstances of the 2027 encounter will have a disproportionate effect on the future orbit evolution. A second, important factor, is
that the effect of light pressure on the orbit is unquantifiable because it depends the effective AMR and, hence, on the (unknown) exact
rotational state of the satellite. However, orbit simulations made by MOC show that there can be no Earth impact for at least 300 years. Due
to the sensitivity of orbit evolution to the initial conditions, it was important to determine the disposal orbit with the highest possible degree
of accuracy, so an attempt was made to take final astrometry before Herschel became too faint and distant for ground-based observation. An
initial attempt on 2013 September 9 was frustrated by cloud, but observations with the Faulkes South Telescope on 2013 September 10 were
successful and a faint image of an object matching Herschel's motion, along the line of variation 21, obtained (Miles, 2013a). At this time
Herschel was 2 arcminutes away from the predicted position. Confirmatory observations were taken with Pan-STARRS-w at Sutherland
(South Africa), on September 11th (Lister, 2013); these are in excellent agreement, with a rms residual for the five reported positions over
the two nights of 0.32 arcseconds in Right Ascension and 0.38 arcseconds in Declination. These data gave a solution for the next Earth
approach of 0.057±0.002AU (8.5 million kilometres, or 22.2±0.8 Lunar Distances (LD)) on 2027 October 18. However, the error on the
prediction for the 2027 encounter was still relatively large – an error of 6 degrees along the line of variation – which would have made
recovery of the satellite in 2027 and hence obtaining a definitive orbit, difficult.

20

Calculated from the JPL Horizons ephemeris for Herschel, using MPC site code 319 as the observer site.
The line of variation is the predicted path of the object in the sky. As a first approximation, the error in the actual position compared to the predicted can be
expressed as an advance or a delay of the object along its orbit.

21
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Given the size of the uncertainties in the encounter circumstances in 2027 and their impact on future orbit evolution, a final attempt to
acquire astrometry was made on 2013 September 24. At this date Herschel was at over 25 LD and its predicted magnitude was below R=24.
A sequence of 34 exposures of 150s each (total exposure 85 minutes), tracked on the predicted motion of Herschel, were obtained in good
seeing with the 2.0-m Faulkes South Telescope at Siding Spring Observatory. A very faint image was obtained at a magnitude of R=24.2
(Figure 89). Herschel was found to be 42 arcseconds from the prediction of the corrected orbit including the previous observations made in
September 2013 (Miles, 2013b), corresponding to a 0.5 sigma deviation with respect to that revised orbit solution. This allowed a further,
significant increase in the accuracy to be achieved by taking these observations into account in the final orbit calculation. In combination,
the three astrometric observations made in September 2013 reduced the error in the predicted position for the 2027 return to 0.5 degrees, but
the complete solution is still limited by the (large) uncertainty in the light pressure term, as the rotational state of Herschel is completely
unknown. The final orbit solution, using 15 astrometric observations taken on seven individual nights after the final drain burn, covering an
arc from June 26 to September 24, gives an Earth-approach to 0.0557 AU on 2027 October 15, equivalent to 21.7 Lunar Distances (compare
Table 29, Table 30 and Table 31 for the improvement between the initial estimate and the final, astrometrically corrected, Earth encounter
solution). The final orbit is very close to circular – eccentricity e=0.013 – with semi-major axis a=1.042AU and a range from 1.02861.0558AU from the Sun (i.e. always exterior to the Earth’s orbit). The period of Herschel’s orbit is 388.6 days.

Figure 89: The last ground-based image of Herschel taken after passivation, obtained on 2013 September 24, by British amateur
astronomer Richard Miles, with the 2.0-m Faulkes South Telescope at Siding Spring. Herschel was 9.6 million kilometres (25 LD) from
Earth at this time. A total of 34 exposures of 150s (85 minutes), tracked on the predicted motion of Herschel were stacked in very good
seeing. Even in such a deep exposure, taken in good conditions, Herschel is at the limit of the capabilities of this telescope. The image
appears slightly elongated, suggesting that it may be involved with the image of a faint star. Image: Richard Miles.
With no further ground-based observations reported by the end of September 2013, Herschel became too faint for further detection until its
next close approach in 2027. No further orbit refinement will be possible before then. At the end of 2013 the estimated magnitude of
Herschel was around R=26, with the satellite then more than 0.25AU from Earth and approaching the crowded star fields of towards the
Galactic Anti-Centre, making further observation impossible.
4.1.7.3
Future Earth encounters and their uncertainties
4.1.7.3.1
Most favorable and unfavourable encounter circumstances
At present, the final orbit of Herschel is aligned such that the closest possible Earth encounters occur in the month of July – with orbit
perturbations, this may change in the future, but most likely on much longer timescales than those that interest us here. For a July encounter,
Herschel would be at perihelion and the Earth at aphelion at the time of encounter. The minimum theoretical distance for such an encounter
would be to approximately 4.7 LD (1.8 million kilometres), coinciding with the original distance of Herschel at L2 before disposal. In
contrast, if the encounter happens in January, the Earth will be close to perihelion while Herschel is at aphelion and the minimum possible
separation would be approximately 28 LD (almost 11 million kilometres).
4.1.7.3.2
Determination and effect of initial conditions in the future orbit
Herschel’s future orbit is highly sensitive to the initial conditions. A small change in the adopted initial velocity or in the AMR will affect
the position of Herschel in its orbit at a future epoch, which will modify the parameters of the next Earth encounter. The parameters of the
Earth encounter in turn affect the perturbations that the orbit suffers due to the encounter, which will then affect the following encounter,.
hence the orbit is chaotic over timescales of a few decades. A 2m/s error in the impulse for the drain burn would give an uncertainty in the
position of the satellite of the order of 50 million kilometres by 2050. The effect of a change in initial conditions may be seen by comparing
the calculated circumstances for the 2042 Earth approach, taking the initial orbit estimate from the drain burn (see Table 29) and comparing
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it with the circumstances after correcting with initial astrometry (see Table 30). Although the the 2027 Earth encounter shows only a small
variation, the calculated minimum distance for the 2042 encounter reduces from 22.7 LD to 13.0 LD, with the consequent large change in
the gravitational perturbation applied by the Earth encounter, which places a fundamental limit on knowledge of the position of Herschel at
future epochs. The uncertainties caused by the effect of initial conditions and AMR increase exponentially with time.
Solution date
2013/06/28

No. Astrometric points/nights
0
0

Date perigee
2027 October
2042 November

Minimum distance
7.5x106km
8.7x106km

Table 29: Initial estimation of future Earth encounters calculated by ESOC Flight Dynamics (Flight Dynamics), based only on the
estimated parameters of the drain manoeuvre burn.
As can be seen in Table 30, the predicted advance of the 2042 encounter to early September considerably reduces the encounter distance,
giving a factor of 3 increase in the magnitude of the gravitational perturbation with respect to the initial November encounter prediction.
Solution date
2013/08/26

No. Astrometric points/nights
8
4

Date perigee
2027/10/13 20:56
2042/09/07 02:39

Minimum distance
8.236x106km
4.996x106km

Constellation
Aries
Cetus

Table 30: Initial correction to the final Herschel orbit calculated by ESOC Flight Dynamics, based on ground-based astrometry from June
26, 27, 28 and July 1, as published by the Minor Planet Center. The final column shows the name of the constellation in which Herschel will
be situated at closest encounter. Ephemerides calculated using the JPL/Horizons System.
The exact distance of the 2042 encounter is particularly sensitive to a small change in date of perigee. The best available orbit solution,
based on all available ground-based astrometry (see Table 32, Table 33 for two solutions that use slightly different initial parameters as a
measure of the remaining uncertainties) suggests that, during the 2042 encounter, Herschel will pass Earth at slightly more than 12 LD.
Solution date
2013/09/11

No. Astrometric
points/nights
11
5

Date perigee

Minimum distance

2027/10/18

8.5x106km

Table 31: Further correction to the parameters of the 2027 encounter calculated by Bill Gray (Project Pluto) based on additional
astrometric observations made on September 10 that showed a 2 arcminute offset in the observed position compared to the previous
solution. The distance of the 2027 encounter is now well-constrained, although the date of the encounter is delayed by five days with respect
to the previous solution.
4.1.7.3.3
Solar radiation pressure and its impact on the future orbit of Herschel
Once the thruster fuel was exhausted and the satellite was no longer under active control, the reaction wheels were no longer being balanced
by daily momentum dumps. It was expected that the reaction wheels would run down in two to three days, leading to a loss of attitude
control and tumbling. The report that Herschel was showing rapid optical variations of a few tenths of a magnitude during the astrometric
observations at the end of June (Howes & Guido, 2013a, 2013b) suggests that, in line with the MOC predictions, the satellite started
tumbling within a week of passivation. As the force exerted by Solar Radiation Pressure (SRP) on Herschel is appreciable – during routine
operations it was approximately 20Nm on the solar panels when square on to the Sun – there is a significant non-gravitational motion term,
which is dependent on the product of the area-to-mass ratio (AMR) and the adopted coefficient of momentum transfer from solar radiation.
Before EoH was reached the SRP was largely counterbalanced by the thrust from helium venting, which was in the opposite sense to the
SRP (see Section 3.1.3.3.1.3, Helium venting); this counterbalancing ceased with EoH, which should have significantly changed the effect
of SRP on the trajectory. The effective AMR can only be determined observationally, using a long enough arc of the orbit to allow the nongravitational term to be modelled: this has not been possible for Herschel because the post-disposal data are sparse and confined to two
epochs separated by ≈2 months, so this term is highly uncertain; it cannot be estimated mathematically, as it depends on the exact rotational
mode adopted by the satellite after spin-down of the reaction wheels. A value of
(8) AMReff = 0.014 m2/kg
was found to fit the data prior to passivation and should be correct to first order; this value is used to calculate the future Earth encounters
presented in Table 32, although it is likely that the true value after EoH was different to this pre-EoH value, due to the counterbalancing
effects for helium venting. An alternative formulation is to say that the Solar Radiation Pressure is the product of the real AMR and the
momentum transfer coefficient, i.e.
(9) SRP = AMRtrue * k
Where ”k” is the coefficient of momentum transfer from incident radiation. For a perfectly absorbing surface (no reflection, all momentum
from incident radiation absorbed) the coefficient of momentum transfer is:
(10) k = 1
For a perfect reflector with normal radiation (i.e. the momentum of the incident radiation is exactly inverted)
(11) k = 2
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Two cases could give k < 1: the adopted AMR could be overestimated (for example, the rotational mode of Herschel is such that it is not
presenting its largest surface to the Sun) so, when the SRP is calculated, a much lower effective momentum transfer would result; or, the
orientation of the satellite could be such that the reflected radiation is reflected at an angle to the incident radiation, so that the momentum
transfer is reduced (in an extreme case of reflection at an acute angle, the momentum transfer could be close to zero [Brumfitt, 2015a]).
4.1.7.3.4
Long-term modelling of the Herschel orbit
Given the impossibility of measuring an exact SRP value at present there are many possible solutions to the orbit that fit the available data
equally well. The long-term Flight Dynamics orbit solution presented in Table 33 can be reproduced using, for example (Brumfitt, 2015a),
Area = 30 m2 (presentation of the largest satellite cross-section towards the Sun), mass = 2800 kg and a coefficient of momentum transfer of
1.124, consistent with a rather low effective reflectivity of the satellite, giving
(12) AMReff = 0.012 m2/kg
The small differences between the predicted encounter distance in 2027 shown by the two independent orbit determinations shown in Table
32 and Table 33 are mainly due to the adopted SRP term. While these two orbit determinations suppose a given SRP value based on
previous spacecraft behaviour, they do not require it to fit the data adequately. However, orbit analysis by Jon Giorgini (JPL Solar System
Dynamics Group) suggests that larger values of AMReff than those considered here give slightly smaller residuals in the post-disposal
astrometry, a 10% reduction if AMReff ≈ 0.020 m2/kg compared to AMReff = 0.012 m2/kg (Giorgini, 2013). If Herschel is tumbling, we
expect the mean sunward surface area to be <30m2. The smallest surface area when end on to the Sun is ≈15m2. However, this smaller
surface area could be compensated by a much higher reflectivity and thus momentum transfer from solar radiation. For example, if the
telescope mirror or the highly reflective interior of the sunshield were pointed at the Sun the coefficient of momentum transfer could be
close to its maximum value of 2. Figure 90 shows how much Herschel’s orientation can affect its reflectivity and hence the SRP term.

Figure 90: The effect of Herschel’s orientation on its apparent brightness and hence reflectivity as seen from Earth as observed on
February 7/8th 2011. The light curve is the result of 6 hours of monitoring the brightness of Herschel from Konkoly Observatory (Hungary)
as it slewed around the sky observing (Keleman & Pal, 2011). Overall the apparent brightness varied by almost 6 magnitudes (a factor of
200) according to its orientation. The targets being observed at different times during time interval being covered by the light curve are
identified on the light curve. This plot shows how sensitive the Solar Radiation Pressure term in Herschel’s orbit is to the orientation of the
satellite post-passivation (Graphic prepared by Mark Kidger, from data supplied by Konkoly Observatory)
4.1.7.3.5
The uncertainty in the determination of future Earth encounters
Recovery of Herschel at its next Earth encounter in 2027 would allow an accurate mean SRP to be calculated over more than a decade and
would allow the orbit to be determined with a high degree of accuracy for many decades and, probably, centuries in the future.
Solution date
2013/09/11

No. Astrometric
points/nights
15
6

Date perigee

Minimum distance

2027/10/15

8.34x106km

Table 32: Final astrometric solution calculated by Bill Gray (Project Pluto) using additional data from September 11 and 24. In this
solution, one observation from June 28 is found to be discrepant by more than 1 arcsecond in both R.A. and Declination and is thus
discarded in the final solution. The main uncertainty is the determination of the acceleration due to light pressure (see Equation 1); see
Table 31 for details of how this term affects the uncertainty in the circumstances of future encounters.
Solution date
2013/08/26

No. Astrometric
points/nights
15
6

Date perigee

Minimum distance

Constellation

2027/10/14 14:18

8.292x106km

Aries
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4.679x106km
6.938x106km

2042/09/02 00:23
2059-11-03

Cetus

Table 33: Nominal final parameters for Earth encounters by Herschel, for the disposal orbit calculated by ESOC Flight Dynamics, based
on ground-based astrometry from June 26, 27, 28, July 1 and September 10, 11 and 24, as published by the Minor Planet Center. The
solution for the 2027 Earth encounter agrees closely with the independent solution given in Table 32, with a minimum distance of 21.6
Lunar Distances. The 2042 encounter has advanced significantly as a result of a better determination of initial conditions and the minimum
distance of approach reduces as a result to 12.2 Lunar Distances. The circumstances of the 2059/2060 encounter are highly uncertain,
depending on the exact SRP and the gravitational perturbations resulting from the 2042 encounter.
The long-term effect of an error in the adopted SRP in the orbit solution can be seen in Table 34, which shows how the adopted SRP affects
exponentially the parameters of future encounters.
Date
2027-10-14.05
2027-10-15.65

Minimum Earth distance (km)
8291622 with SRP
8367352 without SRP

2042-09-02.05
2042-08-26.65
2059-11-03
2060-01-24

4678898 with SRP
4236136 without SRP
6938072 with SRP
8300527 without SRP

Table 34: The effect of Solar Radiation Pressure (SRP) on the solution for the next three Earth encounters, as an illustration of the
importance of determining the AMR term accurately. For each encounter the two solutions show the encounter circumstances using the
value of SRP adopted by Flight Dynamics (Equation 5), as against a null value (SRP= 0 m2/kg). The cumulative effect of an error in the
determination of this term is evident, reaching nearly ninety degrees in the orbit by 2060. (Source: Jon Brumfitt, HSC)
While the circumstances of the 2027 encounter are almost independent of the SRP term that is adopted, the 2042 encounter would advance a
week and the minimum distance would reduce from 12.2 LD to 11.0 LD, significantly modifying the gravitational perturbation caused by
the encounter. By the 2059/2060 encounter, the difference in the calculated date of encounter is almost two months and the encounter
distance varies between 18.0 LD (with the adopted SRP term) and 24.2 LD if no SRP term is included.
4.1.7.3.6
Available post-passivation astrometry and final orbit solution
A list of all known ground-based post-passivation astrometry of Herschel is shown in Table 35. Not all of this astrometry was available to
Flight Dynamics for the final orbit solution incorporated into the JPL Horizons database.
Herschel
Herschel
Herschel
Herschel
Herschel
Herschel
Herschel
Herschel
Herschel
Herschel
Herschel
Herschel
Herschel
Herschel
Herschel
Herschel

$C2013 06 26.44304
$C2013 06 26.44986
$C2013 06 27.46237
$C2013 06 27.47038
{C2013 06 28.168093
{C2013 06 28.226877
2C2013 07 01.44281
2C2013 07 01.45164
5C2013 09 10.43169
5C2013 09 10.44015
KC2013 09 11.932717
KC2013 09 11.945107
KC2013 09 11.957500
5C2013 09 24.43755
KC2013 09 24.45710
5C2013 09 24.47666

16 43 44.07
16 43 43.72
16 46 21.52
16 46 21.26
16 48 49.41
16 48 46.82
16 57 31.90
16 57 31.63
20 26 17.39
20 26 18.18
20 30 14.78
20 30 16.17
20 30 17.67
21 04 07.34
21 04 09.40
21 04 11.53

-17 29 31.4
-17 29 35.7
-17 48 38.7
-17 48 42.7
-18 04 24.1
-18 04 44.8
-18 54 47.4
-18 55 00.7
-22 22 03.2
-22 21 58.7
-22 06 17.3
-22 06 06.3
-22 05 55.0
-19 40 29.8
-19 40 14.9
-19 39 59.6

X

18.8
18.6
19.2
18.8
20.8
20.4
20.1
19.4

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

D0484
D0484
D0484
D0484
D0484
D0484
D0485
D0485

22.8
22.9
22.4
23.2

T
V
V
V

D0487

24.2
24.2

R
R

D0489
D0489

F65
F65
F65
F65
695
695
E10
E10
E10
E10
K92
K92
K92
E10
E10
E10

Station data:
(695) Kitt Peak (N31.95849 W111.59467) US/Arizona. Observer T. Vorobjov. Measurers T. Vorobjov, N. Howes, E. Guido. 1.3-m f/13
Cassegrain + CCD.
(E10) Siding Spring-Faulkes Telescope South (S31.27324 E149.07028) Australia/NSW. Observer R. Miles. 2.0-m f/10.0 Ritchey-Chretien
+ CCD.
(F65) Haleakala-Faulkes Telescope North (N20.7072 W156.2576) US/Hawaii. Observers N. Howes, E. Guido. 2.0-m f/10.0 RitcheyChretien + CCD.
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(K92) Sutherland-LCOGT B (S32.38063 E20.81004) South Africa. Observer T.Lister. 1.0-m f/8 Ritchey-Chretien + CCD.
Table 35: All known ground-based astrometry of Herschel taken after the final drain manoeuvre that was used in the final orbit
determination. From left to right, columns represent: target identifier; date of observation (the leading character, if present, is a standard
astrometric quality annotation, see http://www.minorplanetcenter.net/iau/info/ObsNote.html for a listing of standard codes; Right Ascension
(J2000); Declination (J2000); discard flag (measure not used in the final solution if an ”x” is shown, due to the measure’s large
discrepancy when compared to other data points); magnitude; photometric band; Distant Artificial Satellite Observation Circular reference
to the publication of the data (see http://herschel.esac.esa.int/twiki/bin/view/HSC/LegacyAstrometry forlinks to all the DASO circulars with
published Herschel data); MPC observer site code. Source: http://www.projectpluto.com/pluto/mpecs/hersch.htm. It appears that the
observations by Lister, (2013) from site K92 were never reported to the Minor Planet Center and so do not appear in their database, thus
have not been used by Flight Dynamics in their final orbit solution.
The complete database of all known ground-based astrometry gives the following complete fit to the final Herschel orbit (Table 36), with its
associated uncertainties.
Orbital elements: Herschel = HPO2
Perihelion 2013 May 22.178368 +/- 0.0212 TT; Constraint: A=0.014
Epoch 2013 Jul 1.0 TT; AMR = 0.014 +/- 0.000005 m2/kg
M = 36.88972 +/- 0.020
N = 0.92637411 +/- 1.24e-5; Peri. = 123.94395 +/- 0.020
a = 1.04218569 +/- 9.28e-6; Node = 117.03399 +/- 0.0009
e = 0.0130823 +/- 4.44e-6; Incl. = 0.19434 +/- 0.000033
P = 1.06/388.60d; H = 27.8; G = 0.15; U = 5.2
q = 1.02855143 +/- 4.63e-6; Q = 1.05581995 +/- 1.4e-5
15 of 16 observations 2013 June 26-Sept. 24; mean residual 0".472.
Residuals in arcseconds:
130626 F65 .359+ .402+
130626 F65 .049+ .618+
130627 F65 .001- .092130627 F65 .267- .201+
130628 695 .730+ .618+
130628 695 (1.67- 1.06+)

130701 E10 .185- .766130701 E10 .696- .950130910 E10 .362+ .587130910 E10 .121- .669130911 K92 .416+ .309130911 K92 .236- .044+

130911 K92 .021+ .461+
130924 E10 .193- .463+
130924 E10 .532- .681+
130924 E10 .069+ .693+

Table 36: The complete Herschel disposal orbit solution calculated by Bill Gray (Project Pluto) from all ground-based astrometry carried
out after the drain manoeuvre. In the upper half of the table are the calculated orbit elements and in the lower half the calculated residuals
from these elements for the sixteen ground-based astrometric measures reported in Table 35.
4.1.7.4
Potential recovery of Herschel in 2027
Recovery of Herschel by ground-based observation at its next approach in 2027 would allow the long-term average of the SRP term to be
calculated and would greatly improve the long-term orbit evolution determination. Probably Herschel can be recovered in 2027 by targeted
observations and it may even be bright enough to be picked up as a Near Earth Object with unusual motion by some automated surveys
operating larger telescopes, such as PanSTARRS. Herschel’s brightness will depend on its final rotational mode when completely spun up
by solar radiation pressure and on which surface(s) face Earth during the encounter. Post-drain photometry, shows considerable dispersion
(see Figure 91), hence the derived absolute magnitude, H=28.8±0.7, is quite uncertain, suggesting that Herschel will peak at R≈22.6,
significantly fainter than the H=27.8 that was used during Flight Operations. Considerable efforts have been invested into ensuring that,
should Herschel be detected in 2027, the orbit quality is good enough to ensure that it can be correctly identified, so that it is not
misclassified as a natural body in an Earth-threatening trajectory. The estimated error for Herschel at closest approach in 2027 is 0º.5 on the
sky, almost entirely in the line of variation, thus for recovery it will only be necessary to scan along the predicted track looking for a target
with the correct motion (77 arcsec/h, at closest approach). Herschel will be in the constellation of Aries at that time and at a relatively high
Galactic latitude (‒44°), so in a relatively sparse stellar background, facilitating identification. Were Herschel not to be recovered in 2027,
the large uncertainty in the encounter circumstances in 2042 will ensure that Herschel would then almost certainly be irretrievably lost.
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Figure 91: Herschel light curve residuals from the 20 photometric observations made between June and September 2013 listed in Table 35.
The dispersion in the measures is very large, although the nominal errors on the data are usually 0.1-0.2 magnitudes. However, this is not
inconsistent with the variations due to satellite orientation seen in Figure 90 if it is assumed that Herschel was tumbling chaotically.

Figure 92: Ephemeris for the brightness of Herschel from launch to 2050, assuming the calculated post-drain absolute magnitude of 28.8 in
R Although Herschel gets as faint as R=30.5 when furthest from Earth (this will happen with Herschel at solar conjunction and thus totally
unobservable from Earth anyway), it should reach R=22.6 at its 2027 approach and R=21.4 in 2042. The predicted light curve uses the
standard format of R = H[R] + 5 log10 Delta + 5 log10 r, but neglects the phase term, which is impossible to determine exactly, but which
is expected to be small for Herschel.
4.1.7.5
Generating an ephemeris in JPL Horizons for the visibility of a Solar System Object to Herschel
An ephemeris for the visibility of a solar system object from Herschel using the final Herschel orbit, can be generated on demand from the
JPL Horizons System (http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons.cgi). This is useful to determine, for example, whether a particular SSO may have
been observed serendipitously during other Herschel observations. To generate an ephemeris, set the Observer Location to ”500@-486”
(Herschel Space Observatory [500@-486]) and the Target Body to the name or designation of the object for which you require an
ephemeris. You may generate an ephemeris at intervals of 1 minute, 1 hour or 1 day for the Time Span that you define, which must be
within the limits of validity of the current Herschel trajectory solution. The final trajectory solution for Herschel (H20140117_0001) is valid
from the moment of Herschel separation from the Sylda, at 13:37:58.5377UT on May 14th 2009, up to 00:00UT on January 1st 2050.
4.1.7.6
Generating an ephemeris for Herschel in JPL Horizons
You may generate an ephemeris on demand from the JPL Horizons System (http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons.cgi) for the visibility of
Herschel from any point for any time or interval of time for the limits of validity of the final trajectory solution. You may generate the
ephemeris for any Observer Location: e.g. 500, to calculate the visibility of Herschel from the centre of the Earth; or from any MPC
observatory site code (e.g. Mount Palomar is ”675” and Perth, Australia, is ”319”) – a drop-down menu of observatories with MPC site
codes is provided; searching on a partial name (e.g.”Perth”will return all MPC site codes with Perth in their name). You may also calculate
Herschel’s visibility from another celestial body, or even from another artificial satellite. For example, to calculate Herschel’s visibility from
Mars, define the Observer Location to be ”@499” (“499” is the code for the centre of Mars); to calculate Herschel’s visibility from Planck,
define the Observer Location to be ”500@-489” (“-489” is the observatory code for Planck, while ”500@” means that it was in Earth orbit).
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Set the Target Body to ”-486” (Herschel Space Observatory (Spacecraft) [-486]). The final trajectory solution (H20140117_0001) is valid
from the moment of Herschel separation from the Sylda, at 13:37:58.5377UT on May 14th 2009, up to 00:00UT on January 1st 2050.
4.1.7.7
The orbit of other members of the Herschel-Planck Constellation
The Herschel-Planck launch placed a constellation of objects into similar orbits. The major items were the two satellites, the Sylda and the
Ariane upper stage, but various smaller co-moving objects were also reported at different moments after launch. Observers tracked various
members of the Herschel-Planck constellation apart from Herschel for a significant period of time after launch, allowing orbits to be
calculated. Early astrometry was generally reported using the Minor Planet Center Herschel-Planck (HP) constellation designation assigned
in order of the observations of the different objects in the constellation from different observers being successfully linked to give an orbit
solution by the MPC. When a formal standard international designation (year and launch sequence number) assigned by NSSDC/COSPAR
became available, on establishing a firm identification of Herschel-Planck constellation members with individual objects 22 (Williams, 2009,
2009a, 2009b, 2009c), this became the standard for reporting astrometry. The members of the Herschel-Planck constellation with good orbit
determinations are: Planck, HP01 (the Sylda) and HP03 (the upper stage of the Ariane 5). Lower quality orbits are available for HPO4 and
HPO5, both unidentified co-orbiters, which were both lost quickly after launch. Other co-orbiters were reported, but none had sufficient
observations give a valid orbit solution. The main members of the Herschel-Planck constellation and their identification, both the standard
international designation (year and launch sequence number) and commonly used alternative designations are listed in Table 37.
Object
NSSDC/COSPAR designation Alternative designations
Herschel
2009-026A
HP02, NORAD 34937
Planck
2009-026B
NORAD 34938
Upper stage
2009-026C
HP03
Sylda
2009-026D
HP01
Unidentified
2009-026E
HPO4
Unidentified
2009-026F
HPO5
Table 37: Members of the Herschel-Planck constellation. Common, alternative designations for individual members are shown here.
Typically, in early mission phases, astrometry was reported to the clearing house at the Minor Planet Center using the Herschel-Planck
(HP) constellation number. Once the identification was secured, the official international NSSDC/COSPAR launch designation (Yearsequential number) was used. HPO4 and HPO5 were observed for only a few days and faded rapidly – for this and other reasons (see
Section 4.1.7.7.4.1 and Section 4.1.7.7.4.2) it is quite likely that these were simply pieces of ice shaken off the cryogenic upper stage after
separation. Various other, very faint, co-orbiting fragments, briefly reported from one or two observing stations, but never formally
confirmed, were also, almost certainly, small fragments of ice that had separated from the upper stage.
4.1.7.7.1
Planck
Planck was the first member of the Herschel-Planck constellation to be identified after launch and, for this reason, did not receive an ”HP”
designation. Approximately one magnitude brighter than Herschel at L2, it was correspondlyly heavily observed, principally by automated
NEO-search telescopes as a near-Earth object with unusual motion. Planck made its short burn to leave L2 on August 14th 2013. On
October 3rd 2013 the last science command was sent, followed by the main burn on October 9th 2013. The final command was sent on
October 23rd 2013, after a final fuel drain burn on October 22nd 2013. The final orbit is similar to Herschel, although it had less remaining
fuel and so made a lower-energy escape (Texler, 2013). Planck was badly placed for observation after passivation, deep in the Milky Way in
Gemini. Recovery attempts by Peter Birtwhistle on January 23rd with a 40cm telescope and by Richard Miles with the 2-m Faulkes
Telescope on 2014 January 24th failed, but a serendipitous archival observations were reported by the Palomar Transient Factory (MPC site
code I41) that cover seven nights after the drain burn with nineteen astrometric positions. These have served to refine the estimated disposal
orbital calculated after the drain burn. The orbit solution is available from the url: http://www.ProjectPluto.com/pluto/mpecs/planck.htm.
4.1.7.7.2
HP01
HP01, identified with the Sylda, was tracked by ground-based observers from May 15th to August 15th 2009. It made two orbits of the Earth,
with an observed perigee pass in August 2009 and an unobserved one in October 2009, before escaping into heliocentric orbit: 299 positions
were reported in total. The orbit solution is available from the url: http://www.ProjectPluto.com/pluto/mpecs/sylda.htm. Orbit calculator,
Bill Grey from Project Pluto comments (private communication): ”It looks as if it will return in 2025, but on the sunward side where we
won't see it... that part is a little vaguer; the astrometry shows some pretty weird things, as if the object wasn't just moving under gravity and
solar radiation pressure.” The best solution is an approach to 0.052AU on 2025 April 20, but this is quite uncertain. Yarkovsky-like effects
may be important in the orbit 23. Observations made in the nights after separation showed that the brightness of the Sylda was varying
rapidly, showing that it was tumbling, consistent with spin-up from solar radiation pressure.

22

Identification of Planck was made on May 18th thanks to ESA tracking data. For details, see
http://www.minorplanetcenter.net/iau/DASO/000000/DASO_000217.txt. The identification of Herschel was secured
(http://www.minorplanetcenter.net/iau/DASO/000000/DASO_000221.txt) by the observation of its course change on May 18th (see Table 23), while the
definitive NSSDC/COSPAR identification was assigned on May 20th (http://www.minorplanetcenter.net/iau/DASO/000000/DASO_000226.txt).
23
The Yarkovsky Effect is caused by the force exerted by asymmetric emission of thermal photons from the surface of a body caused by thermal inertia. As
the surface heats in sunlight, thermal inertia causes the highest temperature and thus greatest emission of thermal photons to lag the sub-solar point. The
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4.1.7.7.3
HP03
HP03 was identified with the Ariane cryogenic upper stage and tracked by ground-based observers from May 16th to September 28th 2009.
353 astrometric positions were reported. The orbit solution is available from the url: http://www.ProjectPluto.com/pluto/mpecs/booster.htm.
Orbit calculator, Bill Grey from Project Pluto comments (private communication): ”The booster for Planck/Herschel will be back in March
2022, getting back up to mag 22.5 or so.” The nominal solution is an approach to 0.092AU distance on 2022 March 30. As for the Sylda,
Yarkovsky-like effects may be important in the orbit.
4.1.7.7.4
HPO4, HPO5 and other co-orbiters
On May 18th 2009, La Sagra Observatory (MPC site code J75) reported the detection of two apparently co-orbiting bodies within the
Herschel-Planck constellation (Sánchez et al., 2009), first detected in frames taken at 21:47UT and separated by 190 and 140 arcseconds
respectively from the Ariane booster. They showed a similar relative motion to the members of the Herschel-Planck constellation so, as
presumed artificial objects related to the Herschel-Planck launch, they were designated HPO4 and HPO5. With magnitudes of V=18.7 and
18.8, they were evidently small, particularly if they were highly reflective compared to Planck (V=16.6) and Herschel (V=17.7). They were
confirmed independently the following night (Figure 93) from Great Shefford Observatory (MPC site code J95) by Birtwhistle (2009) and,
additional early time astrometry was reported by Busch & Heller (2009). Despite reports of as many as twenty additional, faint co-orbiters
on the Minor Planet Mailing List 24, none was confirmed; only a single set of One Night Stand (ONS) observations for an object close to the
Ariane booster on May 16th 2009 was made, but never followed-up (Williams, 2009a) 25. Williams (2009b) suggested that HPO5 had made a
course change between the final observations reported on the night of May 17th/18th and the first observations on the evening of May 18th
due to the large residuals (> 80 arcsec in R.A and ≈12 arcsec in Dec. when the previous orbit was extrapolated to the new data, although
large and variable non-gravitational forces would also fit the data, a conclusion subsequently confirmed with a longer observational arc.
Both HPO4 and HPO5 faded rapidly and were R≈20 (V≈20.5) by the evening of May 19th (see Figure 94).
4.1.7.7.4.1
HPO4
HPO4 was tracked from May 17th to 24th 2009. Only 32 astrometric positions were reported from 3 observatories. The orbit solution is
available from the url: http://www.ProjectPluto.com/pluto/mpecs/HPO4.htm. Orbit calculator, Bill Grey from Project Pluto comments
(private communication): ”HPO4 had a similar brightness (to HPO5) and, we assume, a similar size. There are some odd things in the
astrometry that make me think it was manoeuvring a bit... maybe gas leaking out of the object.” Again, its behaviour was consistent with a
rapidly evaporating sheet of ice, which would have caused these asymmetric accelerations. This is supported by the fact that, as for HPO5,
its brightness dropped more rapidly than could be explained by its increasing distance from Earth (see Figure 94).

Figure 93: The last observations of HPO4 (left) and HPO5 (right), made on the night of May 23rd/24th 2009. Both objects were fainter than
V=21 at the time, having faded 3 magnitudes in 7 days since first being detected, although their increasing geocentric distance should have
seen them fade by just half this amount. Image: Peter Birtwhistle, Great Shefford Observatory (MPC Site Code J95).

momentum from this emission causes an acceleration that progressively increases the semi-major axis of prograde rotators and decreases the semi-major axis
of retrograde rotators. This effect can be important for small bodies from a few centimetres to a few kilometres in diameter (Farnocchia et al., 2013).
24
The MPML is a discussion forum widely used by observers of asteroids and asteroid-like objects from around the world, both amateur and professional to
present and discuss observations, potential new discoveries and arrange confirmation.
25
Minor Planet Center rules are that ONS astrometry – i.e. that reported by a single site on a single night – is included in the MPC database, but not published
unless linked to later, confirmatory observations. The ONS report was made by Hibiscus Observatory, Punaauia, French Polynesia (MPC Site Code F84).
Given the non-detections of this object by two other, highly experienced teams (MPC J75 and MPC J95) who observed the Ariane Upper Stage later on the
same day (J75 also observed Upper Stage that morning), it is likely this ONS object was not a genuine HP constellation member.
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Figure 94: The photometry reported for HPO4 and HPO5 on Minor Planet Center (MPC) Distant Artificial Satellite Observations (DASO)
Circulars, compared to the expected light curve for an object of H=31.1. By the time of the last observation, both objects had faded by ≈1.5
magnitudes (i.e. a factor of 4) in real terms, suggesting a large decrease in effective reflecting surface area. This supports strongly the
suggestion that they were simply rapidly evaporating sheets of ice that had shaken off the cryogenic upper stage of the Ariane 5 launcher.
4.1.7.7.4.2
HPO5
HPO5 was detected initially close to the Ariane upper stage and tracked from May 16th to 24th 2009. A total of 64 astrometric positions were
reported from 4 observers, with the data showing that the object faded rapidly (see Figure 94). The orbit solution is available from the url:
http://www.ProjectPluto.com/pluto/mpecs/HPO5.htm. Orbit calculator, Bill Grey from Project Pluto comments (private communication): ”It
was clearly responding strongly to solar radiation pressure, i.e., it had to be pretty light. Based on its brightness, it was probably a meter or
two across, but had a mass of under a kilogram. (There's some guesswork here, since we don't know the albedo of the object.)". The
calculated mass to diameter ratio was exceptionally low for this object (7.2m2/Kg 26) suggesting that it was almost certainly a sheet of ice
shaken off the upper stage, a conclusion supported by its initial proximity to the Ariane booster and rapid separation from it.
4.1.7.7.4.3
Other co-orbiting objects
A number of smaller and even fainter co-orbiting fragments were also reported after launch in communications over the Minor Planet
Mailing List (MPML), with sightings of more than twenty fragments claimed. None of them were recognised as confirmed sightings by the
Minor Planet Center and no astrometry was reported to the MPC clearing house, or published formally. Lack of observations meant that,
obviously, no orbit– and thus separation scenario - could be calculated, but all the unconfirmed objects faded away quickly, suggesting that,
if genuine objects, they were nothing more than very small pieces of evaporating ice, shaken off the cryogenic upper stage.
4.1.7.7.4.4
Separation scenario for HPO4 and HPO5
Backwards extrapolation shows that both HPO4 and HPO5 would have been physically very close to the Ariane booster at approximately
18:00UT on May 16th 2009, approximately 52 hours after launch, and thus that they presumably separated from it at this time. This
conclusion is also supported by more detailed orbit calculations. The strong non-gravitational motion of both HPO4 and HPO5 and the
likelihood that they separated from the Ariane upper stage shortly after launch, suggest that they are objects of low mass and large surface
area, with high albedo. However the observed fading and rapid disappearance appears inconsistent with a refractory nature (such as being
pieces of shed insulation) unless there is only a slow aspect angle change over with time over a period of days (this is inconsistent with spinup from solar radiation pressure given the large surface to mass ratio), something not seen in the upper stage or the Sylda, which both spun
up very rapidly after launch. It is likely that the other, unconfirmed, sightings of fragments were much smaller fragments of ice that
separated off the Ariane Upper Stage at the same time as HPO4 and HPO5, although this cannot be confirmed.
4.2
The Science Ground Segment
The Science Ground Segment (SGS) was the entire network of infrastructure required to support Herschel Operations. Development of the
Herschel SGS from concept to launch-ready system took more than ten years; Herschel can make the proud boast that it is the first ESA
observatory mission to launch with a fully operational ground segment such that observers could receive science-quality data products from
Day 1. A summary of distribution of the SGS and its interactions, taken from Aloy (2003) is shown in Figure 95, this was developed from
the deliberately decentralised SGS concept described in Bauer et al. (1998) that was based around what was then called FINDAS: the FIRST
Integrated Network and Data Archive System. The following sections explore the SGS, area by area.

If 1m in diameter, HPO5 was only ≈1-2cm thick. The ultra-lightweight Herschel primary mirror had an area to mass ratio of 9kg m-2 (Sein et al., 2003).
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4.2.1
Ground Stations
The ground station network permitted Herschel to downlink its stored data to Earth rapidly and efficiently and to received uplinked
commands and mission timeline for execution on board. Herschel and Planck were designed to communicate in the X-Band for both Uplink
(7145-7235 MHz) and for Downlink (8400-8500 MHz), with the ground stations of the ESA ESTRACK network.
4.2.1.1
Ground stations used by Herschel
The requirements and interface control for Herschel ground station tracking was set down in Dodsworth & Matussi (2003) and in Elfving
(2004). See these references for more details. Herschel tracking after launch was handled by the ESA ESTRACK network, consisting of a
global network of antennas at ten ground stations on three continents equipped with 13, 13.5 or 15m antennas. In addition, two ground
stations were equipped with 35m antennas for Deep Space tracking (Cebreros and New Norcia) – these were augmented later on by a third
ground station (Malargüe) which became available towards the end of the mission and was used to extend some DTCPs during the post-cryo
technology tests. Full details of the ESTRACK network and the individual ground stations that comprise it can be found here.
4.2.1.1.1
DTCP pointing constraints
Communication was maintained by Herschel with the ground station via the medium gain antenna on the spacecraft. To get a good signal
lock, Herschel had to be moved to the DTCP attitude, a position on the sky that allowed the medium gain antenna to point towards the Earth.
To maintain communication lock during the DTCP, the spacecraft attitude had to be maintained within a reduced area of sky around the
DTCP attitude, such that the spacecraft’s antenna was always pointing towards the Earth within a given maximum tolerance. Observations
could be continued and the telescope slewed to new targets provided that these were within the permitted DTCP area of the sky that allowed
a good signal lock to be maintained. This was a cone of an angular radius that depended on the size of the ground station to be used – the
smaller the ground station antenna, the more restrictive the pointing constraints to ensure a good signal lock (see Sections
4.2.1.1.1.3, Ground stations used in routine operations and 4.2.1.1.1.4, Pointing constraint for a 15m antenna), meaning that the medium
gain antenna on board had to be directed much more precisely at the Earth and thus that the permissible area of sky to maintain the antenna
attitude was much smaller.
4.2.1.1.1.1
Hot and cold DTCP attitude
For each DTCP there were normally two permissible attitudes that satisfied the antenna pointing constraint, separated by 180 degrees in the
sky (see Figure 96). During routine operations normally it was the ”cold DTCP attitude” was used: this was the DTCP area that was
completely in the cold area of the sky, in which heating of the Startracker baseplate from reflected sunlight and the consequent pointing
deviations would not occur. In operations it was particularly useful to use the cold DTCP always because it ensured that the spacecraft
would have three hours to cool and settle after any excursion to hot attitudes in the previous OD. The alternative DTCP attitude was the ”hot
DTCP attitude”, part of which was in the hot zone of the sky, in which progressive pointing degradation from solar heating would occur at
increasing solar elongation angles. This attitude was not favoured for the prolonged periods of dwell required for DTCPs, as the distortions
caused by heating of the SVM could have affected the pointing for several hours after the end of the DTCP. Due to the changing viewing
geometry as Herschel moved around L2, the eccentricity of the DTCP area would increase progressively until, for a period of approximately
1-2 weeks every 3 months – the extreme points in the Herschel orbit – the two DTCP areas would join up on the sky and give a single DTCP
area, forming a narrow ring around the sky. This would happen in February, May, August and November each year. At intermediate times,
the DTCP area would become progressively less elongated until it became a circle briefly, before elongating once again.
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Figure 95: Herschel Science Ground Segment overview. Source: Aloy (2003).

Figure 96: A typical OD during routine operations (OD-1433, April 15th/16th 2013) displayed in a Mollweide projection 27, showing the two
DTCP attitudes. The Sun is at the centre, surrounded by the green circle that is the solar exclusion zone. Pink ellipses mark the permitted
DTCP attitudes: right of the centre the cold DTCP, in which the telescope is pointed in the sunward hemisphere of the sky, left of centre the
hot DTCP in which the telescope is pointed in the anti-sunward hemisphere of the sky. For both DTCP attitudes a small part of the region
lies in the forbidden zone of sky outside the solar elongation constraint. [Image: HSC Science Mission Planning Team].

4.2.1.1.1.2
DTCP scheduling at hot attitudes
In normal operations the DTCP was always scheduled to be the cold DTCP attitude, thus avoiding any additional scheduling constraints for
the Mission Planners to use only pointing-robust observations. However, if HIFI required a cold re-start after an SEU had caused the

27

This is an equal-area, pseudocylindrical map projection in which the equator is represented as a straight horizontal line perpendicular to a central meridian
one-half its length (Snyder, 1993).
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instrument to go into a protective complete shutdown, the telescope needed to be kept permanently at hot attitude for three DTCPs to warm
the electronics to operational temperature and permit a safe start-up and instrument recovery. This implied three consecutive DTCPs in the
hot DTCP attitude and observing two intervening ODs always at hot attitudes; on such occasions the hot ODs had to be designed in such a
way that the Mission Planners were limited to observing in a very narrow strip of the sky around a solar elongation of 115°. When
observations were scheduled at hot attitudes for an extended period of time, the ODs were made ”pointing robust” as far as possible,
meaning that normally only large maps were scheduled, which would not be significantly affected by moderate pointing offsets caused by
heating of the service module. The occasions when the hot DTCP was used in scheduling were:
• The HIFI re-start after its anomaly (see Section 5.7.2, HIFI anomaly and subsequent recovery) in DTCP-242 (January 10th 2010).
The satellite was moved to hot attitude (solar elongations 110°-119°.2 with, ideally, the telescope observing always at a solar elongation
≈115°) after DTCP-242. All the observations in OD-242 and OD-243 were made at hot attitudes.
• HIFI shutdown during OD-787. The satellite was moved to hot attitude in DTCP-800 (July 22nd 2011) for recovery activities. All
observations were scheduled at hot attitudes on OD-800 and OD-801.
• HIFI shutdown early in OD-1029 (March 7th 2012), while observing. The satellite was moved to hot attitude in DTCP-1043 (March
21st 2012). All the observations were scheduled at hot attitudes on OD-1043 and OD-1044.
• HIFI shutdown near the end of OD-1371 (February 12th/13th 2013), while observing. The satellite was moved to hot attitude in
DTCP-1378 (February 19th 2013). All the observations were scheduled at hot attitudes on OD-1378 and OD-1379.
4.2.1.1.1.3
Pointing constraint for a 35m antenna
For the 35m antennas of the ESTRACK Deep Space Network, the restriction was that the spacecraft’s medium gain antenna had to be
maintained pointing within 15° of the Earth. When there was a shared DTCP between two ground stations, the margin on the 15° constraint
was large enough that there was no issue – the Earth’s diameter as seen from Herschel was never larger than 0°.7, even at perigee, so even a
pointing at the edge of the DTCP gave a strong enough signal to permit a solid signal lock on the change of ground station.
4.2.1.1.1.4
Pointing constraint for a 15m antenna
4.2.1.1.1.4.1
Routine mission telemetry
The 15m antennas of the ESTRACK network had stronger pointing constraints for high data rate telemetry transmission (1.5Mb/s) when
Herschel was at L2 (i.e. making the daily data dump to Earth), as the smaller ground station antenna diameter required the medium gain
antenna on the spacecraft to be pointed much more exactly at Earth to get a good signal lock. A value of 6° was used as the DTCP
constraint. In practice, although a 15m antenna should have been large enough to give a good signal lock for high data rate transmission (it
was initially anticipated, before Cebreros Ground Station came on-line, that both the Kourou and the VILSPA 15m, antennas would be
extensively used in early mission phases up to the end of PV Phase – see Section 4.3 of Dodsworth & Matussi (2003)), an experiment with
using the Kourou 15m antenna, made in OD-705, during routine operations was unsuccessful (see Section 4.2.1.1.3, Ground stations used in
routine operations). The conclusion of the experiment was that the medium gain antenna pointing accuracy had to be much greater than was
practically feasible in routine Operations.
4.2.1.1.1.4.2
Operational Emergency situations
In an emergency situation, spacecraft recovery activities could be executed at low data rate (150kb/s). For this the 6 degree pointing
constraint on a 15 metre antenna would give an adequate s/n for a good signal lock.
4.2.1.1.2
Ground stations used during LEOPS
Herschel downlinked to ground stations in the X-band (8-12GHz). During LEOPS, the proximity of Herschel to Earth allowed smaller
antennas to be used than were needed at L2 to attain the necessary s/n for successful telemetry transmission. Initially after separation,
Herschel was supported by New Norcia, while the antenna at Perth supported Planck. Later that day, when no longer visible to New Norcia,
both Herschel and Planck were controlled from Kourou: the very small angular separation of the two satellites in the sky allowed a single
antenna to track both simultaneously, with different back-end chains receiving and processing the telemetry. From launch+2d the antenna at
Maspalomas supplemented New Norcia and Kourou, with the Herschel Low Gain Antenna at medium bit-rate. The end of LEOPS activities
was declared on May 17th. At this point the 15m antennas used support LEOPS were released, with all further operations (with the exception
of a few extended passes in post-cryo phase that involved Malargüe and a single test pass with Kourou) via New Norcia and Cebreros.
4.2.1.1.3
Ground stations used in routine operations
The pre-launch concept for Herschel-Planck control called for a single ground station from the ESA Deep Space Network [Elfving (2004)].
However, the rapidly increasing number of ESA missions competing for ground station time made this single ground station approach
inviable by the time of the launch of Herschel. It was recognised that a second station from the Deep Space Network would be required as
back-up. The prime ground station for routine operations for Herschel and Planck was New Norcia (NNO), backed-up by Cebreros (CEB).
The data transmission rate from NNO/CEB to MCC was 1Mb/s, with a 512Kb/s onward propagation to HSC. Originally it was proposed to
reduce the NNO/CEB transmission rate to 512Kb/s when the Planck mission ended but the final extension of Planck to continue sky surveys
beyond the end of the Herschel cold mission meant that this was never implemented. NNO had the advantage of providing only day-time
passes at the MCC (passes would be at local midnight at the ground station and thus, during normal working hours in Europe), thus was
relatively undemanding on staffing, not requiring either personal on night shift, or On Call (save at weekends). The prospect of greatly
reduced ground station availability in August 2011, led to a test pass being made using Kourou (KRU) during OD-705 (April 18th 2011) to
assess the feasibility of scheduling Kourou passes, to see if the 15m antenna at Kourou could be used to back up New Norcia, reducing the
scheduling pressure, during a long, scheduled antenna maintenance downtime at Cebreros in August 2011. Despite the reduced antenna
pointing constraint of 6° it was not possible to maintain a good signal lock during the test, so the concept of using KRU was abandoned.
During the post-cryo technology tests, some use was made of the new Malargüe (MLG) ground station to extend passes.
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4.2.1.1.3.1
New Norcia (NNO)
The ESA New Norcia ground station is located approximately 10km south of the town of New Norcia (population 318, 2011 census) and
132km north of Perth, the capital of the state of Western Australia. Officially opened on March 5th 2003, New Norcia is home to the 35
metre DSA-1 antenna of ESA’s ESTRACK network, the prime ground station for both Herschel and Planck. Full details of the New Norcia
ground station can be found at the url: http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Operations/New_Norcia_-_DSA_1. The antenna is sited at 252.26
metres altitude with respect to the WGS-84 reference ellipsoid. The mechanical movable structure weighs 580 tonnes and can be slewed at a
speed of 0.4 degrees per second in both axes (horizontal and vertical). New Norcia is equipped with S- (2-4GHz, 15-7.5cm) and X-band (812GHz, 3.75-2.5cm) uplink and downlink equipment. The coordinates of the 35-metre antenna are:
-31° 2' 53.61", 116° 11' 29.40"E
4.2.1.1.3.2
Cebreros (CEB)
The ESA Cebreros ground station is located approximately 77km west of Madrid and 12km south of Cebreros (population 3370, 2013
register), in the province of Ávila, at a location that formerly hosted a NASA tracking station used during the Apollo programme, but later
abandoned as NASA moved its operations from Cebreros and from its sister station in Fresnadillas de la Oliva in Madrid, to the new Deep
Space station in Robledo de Chavela (Madrid). Officially opened in November 2005 and first used in operations on November 10th 2005 28,
Cebreros is home to the 35 metre DSA-2 antenna of ESA’s ESTRACK network, the back-up ground station for Herschel and Planck, used
extensively by both missions during routine operations. The antenna is essentially a twin of the DSA-1 dish at New Norcia. The entire
structure is 40 metres high and weighs about 630 tonnes (somewhat heavier than DSA-1). The antenna can slew with a speed of 1 degree per
second in both axes. Cebreros is equipped with Ka- (26.5-40GHz, 1.11-0.75cm) and X-band (8-12GHz, 3.75-2.5cm) uplink and downlink
equipment. Full details of the Cebreros ground station can be found at the url: http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Operations/Cebreros__DSA_2. The antenna is sited at 794.1 metres altitude with respect to the GRS-80 reference ellipsoid. The coordinates of the 35-metre
antenna are
+40° 27' 09.68", 04° 22' 03.18"W
4.2.1.1.3.3
Malargüe (MLG)
The ESA Malargüe ground station is the most recent addition to the ESTRACK Deep Space Network and is located approximately 30km
south of Malargüe (population 18077, 2001 census), capital of the department of Malargüe in the province of Mendoza 1200km west of
Buenos Aires. Malargüe was first tested with Mars Express on June 14th 2012 and inaugurated on December 18th 2012, entering routine
service with ESTRACK in early 2013. Malargüe is home to the 35 metre DSA-3 antenna of ESA’s ESTRACK network, acting as an
additional back-up ground station for Herschel and Planck during the last few months before passivation, giving the option of extending the
DTCP to times before Herschel came over the horizon at New Norcia; this option allowed controllers at Darmstadt to start the drain burn at
passivation before the start of the official New Norcia DTCP window. The antenna is very similar to the DSA-2 dish at Cebreros. The entire
structure is 40 metres high and weighs 610 tonnes. The antenna can slew with a speed of 1 degree per second in both axes. Malargüe is
equipped with X-band (8-12GHz, 3.75-2.5cm) uplink and downlink equipment and can downlink in the Ka-band from 31.8–32.3 GHz and
uplink from 34.3–34.7 GHz and also downlink in the K-band from 25.5–27 GHz. Full details of the Malargüe ground station can be found at
the url: http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Operations/Malarguee_-_DSA_3. The antenna is sited at 1550 metres altitude. The coordinates of
the 35-metre antenna are
35° 46' 33.63”S, 69° 23' 53.51”W
4.2.1.1.4
Ground station horizon limits
The ground station limits for tracking and commanding Herschel with the ESTRACK Deep Space Network are as follows:
• For commanding – safety considerations (limitation of irradiation of personnel passing through the beam) requires a minimum
altitude of 10° above the horizon at the ground station for uplink.
• For tracking – downlink requires the satellite to be at a minimum altitude of 5° above the horizon at the ground station [see
Hechler & Yáñez, 2006, Dodsworth & Matussi (2003) and Elfving (2004) for a discussion of this requirement], although with some
signal attentuation.
4.2.1.1.5
Ground station coverage overlap
As New Norcia and Cebreros are separated by only 121° in longitude, there was ample overlap in visibility between the two, allowing
Cebreros to take over communication while the satellite was still at a useful altitude as seen from New Norcia (i.e. the crossover point
between the two antenna was well above the minimum altitude for tracking at both sites). Between Malargüe and New Norcia, the gap in
longitude is 175°. Crossover for uplink was only possible between Malargüe and New Norcia when Herschel was close to its southernmost
declination limit. The Herschel WIMPY for May 15th – June 30th 2013 (WIMPY, 2013) shows that even with Herschel at a favourable
southerly declination of -14°.4 at passivation on June 17th 2013, the crossover point between Malargüe and New Norcia came at 10°.1
altitude, allowing a maximum 40 minutes of overlap between the stations for downlink, but no overlap for uplink (see Figure 97).
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The first use of Cebreros in operations was to control Venus Express in LEOPS, after the probe had been launched the previous day from Baikanor.
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Figure 97: Ground station visibility for Herschel at passivation (June 17th 2013). The horizontal red line represents the limiting elevation to
permit commanding (uplink).At that time Herschel was well south of the celestial equator and best visible from the southern hemisphere.
4.2.1.1.6
Herschel ground station usage
Routine usage of the ESTRACK deep space network started three days after launch, with New Norcia acting as prime station, although
alternating regularly with Cebreros. A ground station usage summary is given in Table 38.
4.2.1.1.6.1
Shared DTCPs
During CoP the need to maintain 5 hour DTCPs meant that sometimes downlink was split between both ground stations. This happened if
Herschel was setting at New Norcia before the end of the extended DTCP; in such cases CEB would take over from NNO as Herschel rose
at CEB. Shared New Norcia/Cebreros passes occurred in DTCP-49 and DTCP-56 and then again from DTCP-1298 to DTCP-1300
(December 1st, 2nd & 3rd 2012) due to the needed to extend the DTCP to permit spacecraft maintenance activities. The final DTCP before
passivation (DTCP-1497) was a shared pass between Malargüe and New Norcia, although there was a short gap in commanding between
Herschel reaching the horizon limit at MLG and rising at NNO (see Section 4.2.1.1.4, Ground station horizon limits).
4.2.1.1.6.2
Cebreros as prime ground station
CEB was prime station from DTCP-131 to DTCP-296 (September 21st 2009 – March 5th 2010), DTCP-731 to DTCP-771 (May 14th – June
23rd 2011), DTCP-1279 to DTCP-1297 (12th – 30th November 2012) and DTCP-1346 to DTCP-1384 (January 18th – February 25th 2013).
4.2.1.1.6.3
Alternation between New Norcia and Cebreros
At some epochs of the mission the ground station availability had such restrictions due to operational pressures that New Norcia and
Cebreros alternated as the Herschel ground station on a daily, or almost daily basis. This happened from DTCP-118 to DTCP-130
(September 8th to September 20th 2009) and from DTCP-666 to DTCP-730 (10th March 2011 to 13th May 2011).
4.2.1.1.7

Herschel ground station usage summary

Ground station
New Norcia, DSA-1
Cebreros, DSA-2
Malargüe, DSA-3
Maspalomas
Kourou

Location
Perth, Australia
Cebreros, Ávila, Spain
Malargüe, Argentina
Maspalomas, Gran Canaria, Spain
Kourou, French Guiana

Size
35m
35m
35m
15m
15m

Pointing constraint (at L2)
15°
15°
15°
6°
6°

Notes
Prime antenna for Herschel
Back-up antenna for Herschel
Post-cryo technology tests only
LEOPS
LEOPS + test pass in Apr 2011.

Table 38: Antennas used to communicate with Herschel during the mission. Although available during LEOPS, the Perth ground station
was used only for Planck, while the 15m VILSPA-1 antenna at ESAC was also made available as back-up for LEOPS, but finally not used by
either mission. [Source: Herschel Project Team, daily reports + FD-provided PSFs]
4.2.1.2
DTCPs
4.2.1.2.1
OD Definition
An Operational Day was defined as the interval from the start of one DTCP to the start of the next. Thus ODs could be quite variable in
length and did not necessarily correspond with calendar days.
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4.2.1.2.1.1
Average duration of an OD during the mission
Notwithstanding the fact that there was not a one-to-one correspondence between ODs and calendar days, the average OD length from
launch to the end of the mission was 0.999945 days, or 23h59m55.3s. In other words, despite the existence of longer and shorter ODs, the
average length over the more than four years from launch to passivation was almost exactly one siderial day, as would be expected from the
rotational lock of ground station visibility from Herschel.
4.2.1.2.1.2
Addition of a Leap Second on OD-1144
The addition of a Leap Second at 23:59:59z on June 30th 2012 (OD-1144) means that this calendar day was one second longer than any
other in the mission and that time correlation shows a 1s jump on this day. This Leap Second was added outside DTCP-1144, during the
main body of OD-1144, with the spacecraft out of Earth contact. Due to the small associated danger that the addition of the Leap Second
could cause significant conflicts in commanding, all MTL commanding was stopped one minute before the Leap Second was added and
resumed one minute afterwards. The timing of seconds around the Leap Second addition was June 30th 23:59:58, 23:59:59, 23:59:60, July
1st 00:00:00, 00:00:01, ... Additional details of the Leap Second addition can be found in Section 1.5.3.1, The Herschel Time System.
4.2.1.2.1.3
An exception: ODs without scheduled DTCPs during the post-helium technology tests
As, towards the end of the post-cryo technology tests, most of the tests had been completed successfully and only a few remained, with
ample contingency available in the schedule in the case that any particular test required repetition, no passes were scheduled on weekends in
June 2013, during the last two and a half weeks before passivation. This allowed the ground station to be released, saving money for the
project, while the small quantity of housekeeping data being generated by the spacecraft and by SPIRE – the only remaining active
instrument – and the small amounts of science data being generated by the SREM, could be easily downloaded in a single DTCP after the
weekend. Not scheduling DTCPS at the weekends also allowed personnel who had been on duty 365 days a year for four years to stand
down completely for a few days. The days affected were June 1st & 2nd, 8th & 9th and 15th & 16th (ODs 1480/81, 1487/88 and 1494/95). Even
though these ODs had no formal DTCP, each calendar day is counted as a single OD for scheduling purposes with a notional DTCP
included, although no ground communications actually occurred.
4.2.1.2.2
DTCP Timing
Herschel was an off-line mission in that contact was only maintained during the Daily TeleCommunications Period (DTCP) – usually, in the
argot, a ”Pass”. DTCP was scheduled around local midnight at the ground station (transit time), although Herschel could culminate up to
two hours before or after local midnight according to its position in its orbit. As Herschel had a visibility window of approximately 10 hours
around culmination (depending on its declination), during which time it was at usable altitude to be tracked, there was a substantial window
either side of local midnight when the DTCP could be scheduled with no reduction in the quality of signal. Depending on operational needs,
as both the New Norcia and Cebreros antennas were shared with other ESA missions, the start of the DTCP could be moved within this
timing window. Priority in antenna scheduling was decided by ESTRACK scheduling on the basis of a scale of priorities:
1. Operational emergencies and contingencies (top priority)
2. LEOPS operations
3. Routine operations
4. Operations for satellites in mission extensions (lowest priority)
Thus, if the antenna was required for higher priority activity with another mission, this took precedence in scheduling. When this happened,
the Herschel ground station pass could be moved earlier or later within the window, as required. If an operational emergency was declared,
this had the very highest priority for all antenna scheduling, allowing DTCPs to be extended or unscheduled antenna access to be granted at
short notice. Similarly, as Herschel and Planck were scheduled sequentially, six hours would be required to execute both DTCPs: whichever
of the two came over the antenna’s horizon first would be first to be contacted thus, approximately every three months, the lead satellite
would be exchanged between Herschel and Planck, causing a 3 hour advance or delay in DTCP time. So, in an extreme case, the DTCP for
Herschel for a New Norcia pass in, for example, 2012 could start as early as 10:12UT, or as late as 21:15UT.
4.2.1.2.3
DTCP duration
During the initial LEOPS phase there was permanent, or near-permanent, ground contact. This wa achieved by supplementing the antennas
at New Norcia and Cebreros, with various 15m antennas of the ESTRACK network. Near-continuous contact was reduced to a nominal 10
hours per day from launch + 3 days as the end of LEOPS was declared and the 15m antennas were released. From OD-15 (May 28th 2009)
the DTCPs were further reduced to 5 hours and, from OD-39 (June 21st 2009) to the 3 hours that was standard until the end of operations.
4.2.1.2.4
OD Duration
In normal circumstances, the duration of an OD was slightly shorter than 24 hours and the start of DTCP would advance by about 1 minute
per day. However, due to the demands on the ground stations, it was often necessary to shift a DTCP within the visibility window so that
ODs that were slightly longer or shorter than 24 hours were relatively common [e.g. January 2013 featured two ODs that were significantly
(at least half an hour) shorter than 24 hours and three that were significantly longer]. Long ODs occurred if there was a change-over from
New Norcia to Cebreros as ground station and would have a matching short OD for the return to New Norcia. On occasion, the interval
between DTCPs could be especially long if the New Norcia passes were being scheduled early in the daily window and the Cebreros pass
had to be scheduled late in its visibility window because the ground station was previously required for another mission. The longest OD of
the mission was OD-125 (September 15/16th 2009), which was 35.0 hours. Similarly, occasional ODs could be extremely short when a
change from Cebreros back to New Norcia was happening. For example, OD-1384 (February 25th/26th 2013), was only 12.6 hours long.
4.2.1.2.5
Missed passes
A missed passed is when, due to a ground station or spacecraft problem, communication lock was not achieved to uplink the schedule for
the next OD for uplink: this would be the uplink of the DTCP part of OD+2 and the non-DTCP part of OD+1 (this was to ensure that, even
in the event of a missed pass, there were always 2 full ODs of on-board autonomy at the end of a successful DTCP, so a single missed pass
would not be an issue). When a pass was missed, priority at the next DTCP was given first to up-linking the MTL to guarantee spacecraft
autonomy and then to dumping telemetry from the just-completed OD. Any remaining time in the pass was used to dump telemetry that
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would normally have been downlinked during the missed DTCP. This usually led to the stored science (VC3) dump being aborted by the
SPACON at the end of pass, shortly before the communications window ended, to ensure a controlled termination of the downlink; in these
cases the remaining telemetry on the VC3 stream would be trickled-down at the end of each successive DTCP – normally the trickle-down
would be completed in 3-4 days, but could be completed faster depending on the active instrument and thus the amount of stored data to be
downlinked. Missed passes were rare during the mission, with ground station availability >99.7%; the only cases were the following:
• DTCP-223, 22nd December 2010
Due to a sudden severe snowstorm at CEB, the G/S was unavailable. The pass was switched to NNO. G/S recovered next day. Trickledown completed on December 24th.
• DTCP-672, 16th March 2011
Missed Ground Station pass due to CEB having a power failure. Recovered the next day (a scheduled NNO pass). Trickle-down
completed on March 18th (which was a normal CEB pass).
• DTCP-775, 27th June 2011
No signal was received at the expected AOS at NNO. None of the three redundant chains gave a lock. A S/C problem was assumed and
recovery procedures were initiated. When the S/C became visible from CEB, approximately 2 hours later, a good signal lock was
achieved, suggesting that the issue was local to NNO. One minute later the ground station operators at NNO found a problem in the
LNA (Low Noise Amplifier) of NNO. The pass was lost and the S/C was left in a non-nominal, but stable, TTC configuration. NNO
was recovered the next day. Trickle-down was initiated in DTCP-776 and completed in DTCP-779 (1st July).
• DTCP-1173, 29th July 2012
A faulty X-band low and high noise power amplifier was reported by ECC. The problem (at NNO) resulted in a missed pass. It was
fixed for the following DTCP. The trickle-down of VC3 was initiated and completed in DTCP-1175 (July 31st).
4.2.1.2.6
Spacecraft tracking issues due to peculiar, transient viewing ground station viewing geometry issues
4.2.1.2.6.1
The partial telemetry gaps in DTCP-1174 and DTCP-1175 caused by a peculiar viewing geometry
During DTCPs 1174 and 1175, the ground station was not able to receive parts of the TM dumps (gaps in VC-2 in DTCP-1174 and in
DTCP-1175, in VC-3); in both cases partial re-dumps were performed quickly to close the gaps in the TM record. The cause was found to
be an unusual viewing geometry due to a remarkable conjunction of circumstances, unlikely to be repeated, although possible in future
missions at L2 and thus of importance, despite the fact that no permanent data loss occurred. The MOC analysis after the event found that:
“The geocentric declination of Herschel is moving south and just recently reached the same as the latitude of NNO. Then the spacecraft
flies very close to zenith at the antenna keyhole which then has to make a fast change of 180 deg in azimuth. In a few days Herschel will
reach its most southerly declination and then move back northwards so that the same problem may well occur on 11 August. Thereafter
the problem will not recur. For Herschel NNO passes this geometry can only occur in summer simultaneously with the spacecraft close
to the most southerly point in its Lissajou trajectory and when the tracking pass duration includes the midpoint of the daily visibility
window.” (Schmidt, 2012)
4.2.1.2.6.2
Peculiar viewing geometry issues in DTCP-1182 and DTCP-1183
Flight Dynamics predicted accurately on the basis of the issues in DTCP-1174 and DTCP-1175 that the zenith keyhole problem would recur
in DTCP-1182 and DTCP-1183 (see Section 4.2.1.2.6.1, The partial telemetry gaps in DTCP-1174 and DTCP-1175 caused by peculiar
viewing geometry). Packet store dumps were thus halted at the critical times on these two days to avoid telemetry losses and resumed once
the S/C altitude had left the critical area. There was no impact on the overall telemetry dump.
4.2.2
Mission Operations Centre (MOC)
A fundamental tenet of MOC operations was a high degree of commonality between Planck and Herschel software and systems, while
maintaining the two operations teams separate from the start of integration and test activities. The MOC Ground Segment that was MOC’s
responsibility was defined (Dodsworth, 2003) as:
• LEOP and routine phase Ground Station Network and communications;
• Mission Control Centre;
• Mission Control Centre to HSC and DPC communications;
• Mission Control Centre to System Validation Test (SVT) site communications;
• Mission Control Centre to Centre Spatial Guyanais (CSG) communications.
• Backup control centre in Redu and communications to NNO (see Section 4.2.2.2, MOC Back-up Mission Control Centre).
4.2.2.1
MOC Prime Mission Control Centre
The prime site for MOC was at ESOC in Darmstadt (Germany), which had a dedicated Herschel-Planck control room.
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Figure 98: A schematic of the MOC Mission Control System for Herschel Operations. Image: Dodsworth & Matussini, 2003
4.2.2.2
MOC Back-up Mission Control Centre
The Herschel-Planck mission was critically dependent on the availability of the Prime MCC. However, there were multiple potential
scenarios that could shut down the Prime MCC for a period from hours to days (e.g. a major power failure in which the back-up systems
failed to function correctly, or major fire at MOC). In the case of MOC going off-line for a period that would suppose missing more than
one DTCP, science time would be lost, thus a back-up MCC was required, although the expectation was that it would never be used. The
proposal was to control the satellites directly from the Ground Station, with a small, back-up control room being installed there. In the initial
baseline plan (see Dodsworth & Matussini, 2003), the back-up MCC would be installed at Redu Ground Station (Ardennes region,
Belgium). However, the final implementation moved the back-up station from Redu to Cebreros. A small back-up MCC was installed at
Cebreros Ground Station and was tested successfully in Operations by the MOC Flight Control Team in Spring 2010.
4.2.2.3
Overall MOC responsibilities
The overall MOC responsibilities were as follows:
•
To provide a basis for the planning process to the HSC.
•
To plan the mission on the basis of the observation programme provided by the HSC.
•
To execute the observation plan.
•
Provision of the recovered data and pointing and auxiliary data to the HSC.
•
Operation and maintenance of the spacecraft and MOC related ground segment.
•
First line intervention in the event of payload anomalies according to pre-planned procedures.
•
Storage of the data and relevant documentation for 10 years.
4.2.2.4
MOC Teams and their responsibilities
MOC hosted the Flight Control Team, which was the interface with the spacecraft, receiving inputs from other teams through HSC. The
MOC Flight Control Team controlled all aspects of spacecraft operations from the moment that the satellite separated from the Ariane upper
stage, ending launch activities and marking the handover from Arianeespace control to MOC.
4.2.2.4.1
The Spacecraft Operations Engineering Team
The Spacecraft Operations Engineering Team consisted of the group of engineers at MOC who had responsibility for day-to-day control of
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the spacecraft and ensuring its health and efficient operation. This included handling the daily communications with the spacecraft and
controlling all general maintenance and, when necessary, recovery activities, coordinating the response to any issues detected with the HSC
and with the ICCs.
4.2.2.4.2
The Flight Dynamics Team
The Flight Dynamics (FD) Team were responsible for all calculation of pointings, manoeuvres and orbit. This included the calculation of the
reaction wheel biasing to generate the required set of pointings to fulfil the observing programme and the generation of the Attitude History
File that represented the actual pointing history for each OD. FD was also responsible for the calculation and maintenance of the orbit of
Herschel and its future evolution (see Section 4.1.5.1, Orbit knowledge and Section 4.1.7.1,
orbit insertion and passivation). It
was the FD Team that had to decide whether or not orbit maintenance was required to hold Herschel in its stable manifold around L2 (see
Section 4.1.5.4, Station keeping manoeuvres) and would calculate the parameters of the burn necessary to make the correction.
4.2.2.4.3
The Mission Planning Team
MOC had its own dedicated Mission Planning Team. This took the output generated by Flight Dynamics – the EPOS file – and converted it
into Mission Timeline Uplink Units (MTULs): the sequence of commands that would be uplinked to the spacecraft and executed on board to
carry out the observing programme for each day. The MOC Mission Planner had to ensure that the maximum number of telecommands to
be sent per second was not exceeded and, where it was, separated the commands in time (see Section 2.4.3.1.6, Processing at MOC).
4.2.2.5
MOC operations in a typical routine DTCP
A typical daily pass during routine operations consisted of a series of fourteen activities, carried out sequentially, as follows:
1. Configure station for Herschel
2. Slew to data acquisition attitude (scheduled on-board for Herschel only)
3. Start telemetry transmission in medium rate (scheduled on-board)
4. Start Ranging
5. Configure station and switch to high rate
6. Enable dump of events and stored HK
7. Enable RT science (if required)
8. Enable dump of stored science
9. Load schedule for the next 48 hours
10. Terminate dump
11. Configure station and switch to medium rate
12. Start Ranging
13. End of pass
14. Configure station for next spacecraft.
4.2.3
Herschel Science Centre (HSC)
4.2.3.1
HSC teams and their responsibilities
4.2.3.1.1
The Community Support Group (CSG) and Mission Planning Team
The Herschel Community Support Team was Herschel’s interface with the scientific community and the primary interface of the HSC with
MOC. The CSG was sub-divided into the Community Support Scientists (Community Support Lead, Archive Scientist, Uplink Verification
Coordinator and Mission Planning Scientist), who interfaced with users; the Mission Planning Team, which generated the observing
schedule and the HSC Webmaster. Each Community Support Scientist (CSS), as indicated, took the lead in a particular aspect of
Operations, as well as being the primary contact with the PIs of approximately 150 accepted proposals over the course of the mission. The
CSSs also carried out Acceptance Testing of the software associated with the area of responsibility (HSpot Acceptance Testing was included
as part of Uplink Verification responsibilities). During the HOTAC process (see Section 4.3.4.2, The HOTAC process), the Community
Support Group was responsible for the reception and general checking of all received proposals as well as duplication checking. After the
HOTAC process was complete, the communication of HOTAC comments was carried out by the CSS who were responsible for ensuring
that their implementation was correct, before ingesting the revised AORs and releasing them to the Mission Planners. In post-operations the
Community support team were charged with preparing and maintaining the Herschel legacy (Archive, documentation, publication tracking,
etc.), each CSG member again leading a particular activity.
4.2.3.1.2
Instrument and Calibration Scientist (ICS) Team
The ICS team members were split into instrument specialists, who were embedded in the ICCs and other specialists who supported critical
functions related to instrumentation. Two ICS members were dedicated to each of the Herschel instruments, taking a full part in pre-flight
testing and in-flight operation of the instrument. For PACS and SPIRE, one ICS Team member specialised in the spectroscopic subinstrument and one on the photometric sub-instrument. The Spacecraft Environment Scientist (SES) and DP Scientist were also members of
the ICS Team, dealing with pointing issues in the former case and data reduction issues in the latter. ICS team members wrote the
instrument manuals and technical documentation required by observers. The ICS team served as the technical experts on all issues related to
the instruments, their calibration and data reduction. They had responsibility for technical checking of proposals submitted to HOTAC, for
ensuring that the proposed observations were efficient in their use of the Herschel instruments and for ensuring that HOTAC technical
recommendations were correctly implemented after the HOTAC process had ended. The ICS Team ruled on duplications or, in marginal
cases, gave technical assessments to the Project Scientist for his final ruling on the validity of an observation from the point of view of
duplication. During Flight Operations the ICS team would assist astronomers with preparation and fine-tuning of observations and, if
required, would suggest changes in observing strategy to resolve any difficulty that was encountered. Towards the end of Flight Operations
and into post-operations, the principal community support role of the ICS team members moved to data reductions issues and to act as
specialists in data reduction. Where improvements in data reduction software were indicated the DP scientist would coordinate with the
relevant instrument specialist(s) to implement them. Once Flight Operations had ended, compiling legacy documentation also became a core
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activity for the ICS team as well as preparing the definitive calibration and cross-calibration of the instruments.
4.2.3.1.3
Data Processing (DP) Team
The DP team was split into the DP TAs who were responsible for the systematic processing of data on its receipt from the satellite and for
the first quick-look assessment of quality and the developers (code-writers) who wrote, refined and documented the data reduction software.
The DP TAs had primary responsibility for reporting and documenting any errors that the automatic pipeline software gave when reducing
data so that these could be resolved in later releases of the software. Throughout Flight Operations and during post-operations the DP TAs
were responsible for the bulk re-processing of the data with every new major HCSS release and, in collaboration with the Archive Scientist,
its successful ingestion in the Herschel Archive.
4.2.3.1.4
Software Maintenance Team
The software maintenance team was responsible for developing and maintaining all dedicated Herschel databases and servers, as well as all
HCSS software apart from HIPE (which was maintained by the DP team), in particular, HSpot and the Science Mission Planning software,
as well as proposal handling and HOTAC tools. The software maintenance team were responsible for TM ingestion and data propagation
and the generation of telemetry flags, liaising with MOC to ensure that TM ingestion was complete and would liaise with the ICCs to ensure
that data was propagated onwards correctly, detecting and alerting to any problems. The Software Maintenance team supported the Mission
Planners by resolving database issues when they occurred and by synchronising the Test and Operational databases on demand.
4.2.3.1.5
System Engineering Team
The System Engineering team were responsible for defining and developing the system architecture, as well as optimising its performance.
4.2.3.1.6
The Computer Support Group
The computer support group maintained all hardware and common infrastructure, as well as internal connections.
4.2.3.1.7
The Satellite Archives Team (SAT)
The SAT team were responsible for the Herschel Archive, its development and maintenance, the user interface and for data ingestion and
retrieval from the Archive in coordination with the Archive Scientist.
4.2.3.1.8
The Network Team
The Network team was responsible for maintaining connectivity with the outside world, diagnosing and resolving any connectivity issues in
collaboration with the Computer Support Group. The role of the Network Team was particularly important at moments such as Call Closure,
where the reliability of the network connection to the outside world was particularly critical.
4.2.3.2
Herschel Telemetry and its treatment
4.2.3.2.1
Telemetry timing
Telemetry was time-stamped when generated by the on-board clock, giving what is known as CUC time – i.e. on-board spacecraft time.
However, the on-board clock drifted with respect to UTC. This was accounted for by a Time Correlation File (TCF) – an auxiliary file
generated by MOC and received at HSC every day during data reception and propagation (see Figure 102) that gives the correction to the
on-board clock to generate SCET (Spacecraft Event Time), which was the UTC at the spacecraft when the telemetry was generated. In
effect:
CUC Time + TCF = SCET
The reception time of telemetry at MOC is
SCET + light travel time
The one way light travel time was typically ≈5s during Operations. The one-way light time can be calculated for any epoch during the
Herschel mission by calculating the ephemeris in the JPL Horizons system (see Section 4.1.7.6, Generating an ephemeris for Herschel in
JPL Horizons) and requesting that the one-way light time value be returned as one of the output parameters by activating table setting 21
(http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons.cgi?s_tset=1#top) when calculating the ephemeris.
4.2.3.2.2
Telemetry streams, packets and APIDs
All Herschel data was downlinked to the ground station during the DTCPs by means of telemetry. Each piece of data was stored in the onboard mass memory and transmitted to Earth as a series of packets: small blocks of data. A single observation may consist of thousands of
individual packets of data containing all the information pertaining to that observation. Each packet has a header identifying the type of data
that it contains and each type of data was transmitted via the appropriate telemetry channel (see Section 4.2.3.2.2.1,
).
The following sections provide some basic information on how telemetry was structured and on the information that it contains. More detail
is provided in the technical documentation that is referenced in each section.
4.2.3.2.2.1
Downlink channels
Telemetry was downlinked from the spacecraft via six virtual channels (VC0, VC1, VC2, VC3, VC4 and VC7).
• VC0 ‒ Real Time essential spacecraft HK and critical instrument HK
• VC1 ‒ Real Time Science data
• VC2 ‒ Stored Spacecraft HK and instrument HK (periodic and non-periodic)
• VC3 ‒ Stored Science data
• VC4 ‒ Real Time routine spacecraft HK and routine instrument HK (periodic and non-periodic)
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• VC7 ‒ Idle frames (A full frame where the data field is filled with random data)
Details of reception of data on these channels at HSC can be found in Figure 101 in Section 4.2.3.2.3, Telemetry reception at HSC. Further
details of the downlink channels can be found in the Herschel/Planck System Architecture Document [Chester, Furnell & Head, 2005].
Although the downlink would normally be completed in two hours, on some occasions, if there was a problem with the DTCP – for
example, late acquisition of the transponder signal due to a problem at the ground station – or if the amount of stored science data in Mass
Memory was unusually large (SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode was particularly data-heavy), it was sometimes impossible to downlink all the
data from the satellite to the ground station before the end of the DTCP. In such cases, it would be the VC3 stream, downlinking the stored
science – the largest of the data stores to be downlinked each day – that would still be active at the end of the DTCP. If this were to happen,
the SPACON would ensure a controlled termination of the dump by commanding that the VC3 stream be aborted two minutes before the
end of the DTCP. If the dump of the VC3 stream was aborted, the SPACON would re-set the on-board counters to the point at which the
dump was aborted. This would protect the data from being over-written and tell the downlink where to resume transmission during the next
contact with the ground station. In the following DTCP the data for the current OD would be dumped before transmission of the remaining
data in the VC3 store was resumed. On some occasions it would be necessary to carry out this process several times on consecutive ODs to
complete the original dump of the VC3, in a process known as trickle-down. Even in a worst case scenario, in which the DTCP following a
long OD that was data-intensive was missed, all the stored data in the VC3 store would have been dumped within a week.
4.2.3.2.2.2
Application Process Identifiers (APIDs)
Herschel (and Planck) telemetry from the spacecraft was divided into packets, each with a unique 11-bit identifier to identify the contents of
the packet. This translates into a decimal number from 0 to 2047 that is the APID number for the packet. The APID numbers were grouped
by source, thus some APID numbers are only for Herschel data and some are only for Planck data. Each APID uniquely identifies what type
of data the packet contains. The APIDs were further divided into the Prime and Redundant (back-up) chain for each telemetry stream, as
detailed below. For the primary chain the APID number is even and for the redundant chain it is odd in all cases APIDs 0-1023 carried
spacecraft and satellite telemetry. Most of this is not relevant to understanding and processing science data (although some of the data was
extremely important for science, as it carried the pointing information), but was essential to MOC to monitor the health and safety of the
satellite and was important diagnostic information in the case of an instrument anomaly, allowing possible causes within the spacecraft to be
identified, or to be eliminated from the investigations. These APIDs carried vital telemetry from, for example, the temperature sensors in the
cryostat, the electrical power circuits, the Startrackers, reaction wheels, SREM, etc. Further details can be found in Packet Structure
Interface Control Document [Sauvage, 2004]. APIDs 1024-2047 carried instrument and MOC-generated data. These were blocked in groups
of 128 for each instrument, i.e. all APIDs from 1024-1151 carry HIFI data, 1152-1279 is PACS data, 1280-1407 is SPIRE instrument data.
Some APID numbers above 1900 are pseudo-APIDs: these are telemetry packets generated by MOC to look like spacecraft telemetry, but
which have essential auxiliary data, such as time-keeping; by giving them the same format and structure as spacecraft telemetry they can be
processed by the same routines. Thus the 11 binary bits in the APID number describe what the data is and its information content:
• First bit = 0, spacecraft telemetry
• First bit = 1, instrument telemetry
The APIDs then divide into groups of 128 for distinct functions. For example:
• First 4 bits = 1000, HIFI telemetry (APIDs from 1024 to 1151)
• First 4 bits = 1001, PACS telemetry (APIDs from 1152 to 1279)
• First 4 bits = 1010, SPIRE telemetry (APIDs from 1280 to 1407)
• First 4 bits = 1011, Planck HFI telemetry
• First 4 bits = 1100, Planck LFI telemetry
• First 4 bits = 1101, Planck sorption coolers
It is thus possible to tell from only the APID number if a telemetry packet is spacecraft telemetry, from a particular Herschel instrument, or
is Planck instrument telemetry, or has been generated by MOC. The final bit describes whether the prime or the redundant side of the
electronics is being used:
• Final bit = 0, prime
• Final bit = 1, redundant
HIFI’s prime chain failed on OD-81 (see Section 5.7.1, HIFI anomaly and subsequent recovery) so, from switch-on and re-commissioning
was always using the redundant chain and, hence, odd numbered APIDs. SPIRE was used exclusively in the prime chain until OD-1484,
when it was passed to the redundant side for the final two days of SPIRE post-cryo tests (see Table 15). PACS was always used in the prime
chain and did not switch on the redundant chain at any stage of the mission.
4.2.3.2.2.2.1
PACS science data
PACS science data is identified with APIDs 1160 and 1162 for the prime chain and 1161 and 1163 for the back-up chain. Photometer
science data is transferred as APID 1160 and spectrometer data as APID 1162.
4.2.3.2.2.2.2
SPIRE science data
SPIRE science data is identified with APIDs 1284, 1286 and 1288 for the prime chain and 1285, 1287 and 1289 for the back-up chain.
Photometer data was delivered as APID 1284 and spectrometer data as APID 1286.
4.2.3.2.2.2.3
HIFI science data
HIFI science data has APID numbers from 1028 to 1031. APID 1028 and 1030 identify data generated on the HIFI prime power chain and
1029 and 1031 on the redundant (i.e. back-up chain). As the effect of the HIFI anomaly on OD-81 was to disable the prime chain (see
Section 5.7.1, HIFI anomaly and subsequent recovery), all HIFI science data posterior to OD-81 was sent on the redundant chain and thus
identified as APID 1029 or APID 1031. APID 1028/1029 identifies High-Resolution Spectrograph data. APID 1030/1031 identifies data
from the Wide Band Spectrograph.
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4.2.3.2.2.2.4
PACS housekeeping data
All critical PACS housekeeping was received on APID-1152 (1153 for the redundant chain). Non-essential housekeeping was sent on
APID-1154 (1155 for redundant). APID-1158 (1159) was used for diagnostic parameters.
4.2.3.2.2.2.5
SPIRE housekeeping data
For SPIRE, all critical housekeeping data was delivered as APID-1280 (1281 for the redundant chain) and non-essential house-keeping and
diagnostic parameters as APID-1282 (1283 for redundant).
4.2.3.2.2.2.6
HIFI housekeeping data
HIFI follows a similar pattern to SPIRE. APID-1024 (1025 for the redundant chain) was used for critical housekeeping data and APID-1026
(1027 for redundant) for non-essential housekeeping and diagnostic parameters.
4.2.3.2.2.2.7
Spacecraft housekeeping data
The APIDs that are relevant to data processing were APID 16 and 18 for CDMS (Command and Data Management) and 512 and 514 for
ACMS (Attitude Control and Measurement). Similarly APID-0 carried the Standard Spacecraft Time Source. SREM data was transmitted
via APID 16. The final packet received from Herschel at passivation was on APID 514 (see Table 17).
4.2.3.2.2.2.8
MOC-generated data
MOC generated pseudo-APIDs for essential auxiliary data; ”pseudo” meaning that they were not generated by the spacecraft, but were
generated in such a way as to appear identical to spacecraft telemetry to the data distribution and processing chain. The essential pseudoAPIDs for Herschel were from 1909 to 1920, e.g. the Housekeeping Time Correlation file was sent from MOC on APID 1909; the telemetry
OOL data was carried on APID 1910, etc.
4.2.3.2.2.2.9
Summary of APID numbers received from MOC
The following APIDs were expected to be received from MOC by the DDS client (all telemetry files have TLM extensions):
Source

APID numbers

Spacecraft Housekeeping

16, 18, 512, 514

Instrument Science
HIFI
PACS
SPIRE

1028, 1029, 1030, 1031
1160, 1161, 1162, 1163
1284, 1285, 1286, 1287

Instrument Housekeeping
HIFI
PACS
SPIRE

1024, 1025, 1026, 1027
1152, 1153, 1154, 1155
1280, 1281, 1282, 1283

Pseudo-APIDs
MOC-generated data
Consolidation files

1909, 1910, 1911, 1912, 1913
1920

Notes

Even numbers: prime chain. Odd numbers: back-up chain.

Even numbers: prime chain. Odd numbers: back-up chain.

Table 39: Summary table of the most important APID numbers received from MOC by the Herschel Data Distribution System.
4.2.3.2.2.3
Telemetry packets
4.2.3.2.2.3.1
Structure and content
A telemetry packet is a piece of Herschel data. It consists of a maximum of 1024 bytes of data, with an initial header of 48 bytes (see Figure
99). The header contains the information on the APID number (see Section 4.2.3.2.2.2, Telemetry streams, packets and APIDs, sequential
packet number and packet size. A packet can be, for example, an error message, housekeeping information, or part of an image. As we have
seen, the APID number tells the downlink chain what type of data it is dealing with in any particular packet, allowing different types of data
to be bulked together. The data from a particular AOR may have been received as many thousands of individual packets that have not even
been received sequentially, but which must be pieced-together by the data processing software. The information in packets and its structure
is described in detail by Sauvage (2004).
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Figure 99: The packet structure for Herschel telemetry (from Sauvage, 2004). The structure is very similar (but not identical) to the
telecommand packet structure (Figure 100). The most critical fields are the APID number (identifying the data type), the sequence control
(identifying the sequential number of the packet for each APID), the packet length (how big is the packet in total), the application data (i.e.
the data itself) and then the packet error control (the checksum).
4.2.3.2.2.3.2
Transmission of AORs as packets
To take the example of HIFI, the data for the smallest and simplest HIFI AOR may have been transmitted to Earth as twenty packets. In
contrast, a large map may have been received as perhaps two thousand individual packets that needed to be all pieced together in the correct
sequence to give the complete telemetry for the observation and all the ancillary information needed to process it.
4.2.3.2.2.3.3
Telemetry sequence count information (segmentation part)
This is a 2-bit identifier that precedes the sequential number. If the packet is the first in a group, it has the value 01. 10 identifies the last
packet in a group and 00 that the packet is the continuation of a group. A group consisting of a single packet is prefixed by 11.
4.2.3.2.2.3.4
Telemetry sequence count information (sequence part)
This is an 14-bit sequential number up to 16384 for the telemetry packet on that APID. After 16384 the number wraps around. In some
cases, for some APIDs, wrap around could occur in as little as 15 minutes, greatly complicating posterior gap-checking at HSC (see Section
2.4.3.2.3, Gap checking in the final database).
4.2.3.2.2.4
Telecommand packets
A Telecommand packet is similar to a telemetry packet and has an almost identical structure, containing information on the Telecommand
history. The structure of a Telecommand packet is shown in Figure 100.
4.2.3.2.2.4.1
Telecommand sequence count information (source part)
This is a 3-bit identifier that precedes the sequential number. So, for example, if these three bits are 010 it indicates that the data has been
generated by the MTL. 101 indicates an FDIR by the Attitude Control System. 001 indicates an FDIR by the Central Data Management Unit
(CDMU). 011 is for a control procedure executed by the CDMU, etc. These digits thus identify whether the telecommand was generated in
the normal operation of systems, or was due to an on-board failure generating commands for security and which system was responsible for
generating the telecommand.

Figure 100: The packet structure for Herschel telecommands (from Sauvage, 2004). The structure is very similar, but not identical to the
packet structure for telemetry (see Figure 99). The most critical fields are the APID number (identifying the data type), the sequence count
(identifying the source of the telecommand – e.g. MTL, the ACMS, an FDIR – and the sequential number of the packet for each APID), the
packet length (how big is the packet in total), the application data (i.e. the data itself) and then the packet error control (the checksum). The
data field structure also contains information on whether or not the command was executed successfully of not.
4.2.3.2.2.4.2
Telecommand sequence count information (sequence part)
This is an 11-bit sequential number up to 2048 for the Telecommand on that APID. After 2048 the number wraps around.
4.2.3.2.2.4.3
Telecommand service type
The Telecommand packet field structure has a service type identifier. In dealing with Herschel documentation, the most important service
type for Herschel was ”1”, indicating that it was from the data verification service. This is a code that gives information on Telecommand
execution and is reported as:
TM(1, n)
When commanding the spacecraft, either on MTL or by manual commanding, the service type tells the operator whether or not the
Telecommand has been successful. Not all codes are used, the most important ones being the following:
• TM(1,1) and TM(1,2) mean that a Telecommand has been accepted.
• TM(1,3) means that Telecommand execution has started.
• TM(1,7) means that Telecommand execution has ended.
• TM(1,8) means that Telecommand execution has failed.
To ”receive a (1,8)” [a common MOC argot during the mission] meant that there had been a problem and that a Telecommand had not
executed correctly. As such, it was a warning to the spacecraft engineers that there had been a problem that needed to be investigated. A
TM(1,8) could mean that an instrument had become unresponsive, or that a particular system or sub-system had suffered a failure. Any (1,8)
received was carefully checked. It was also the case though that a TM(1,8) could be generated deliberately in some circumstances. To save
slew time and to make scan maps more efficient, ACMS commanding was interrupted to abort the return slew at the end of each scan leg
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(see Section 4.3.2.2.6.2.1.2, Changes in scan map overheads during operations); each time that this was done the interruption generated a
false TM[1,8] that had to be discounted by MOC. ODs with large numbers of scan legs generated huge numbers of false TM(1,8) events: the
small number of genuine TM(1,8) instances had to be filtered out of the ACMS TM(1,8)s.
4.2.3.2.2.5
Consolidation
Consolidation was a process carried out at MOC that took blocks of ten minutes of telemetry, termed ”consolidation windows” and checked
them for completion (i.e. that all the packets in the time period had been received correctly). When all the packets from a consolidation
window had been received, that block was declared consolidated and thus complete and propagated onwards to the HSC. Two separate
systems – A and B – were consolidated to give redundancy. Data was not necessarily consolidated and propagated in chronological order. It
was perfectly normal for successive blocks of data that were consolidated to represent telemetry recorded at times several hours apart. This
created problems when there were gaps in telemetry or the spacecraft was in a trickle-down situation, as it was impossible to tell whether or
not the data was complete for a particular APID. Similarly, if a problem in data ingestion at HSC caused an entire APID to be missing for a
particular day, it would not be recognisable as a gap in data. Consolidation was a process launched by the SPACON during the DTCP and
would be carried out automatically. In the majority of cases the process would complete successfully however, on some occasions manual
intervention was required as the consolidation detected a gap in telemetry and so the block could not be considered consolidated and
propagated, thus there would be gaps in the telemetry received at HSC. For Cebreros passes, with the DTCP during the night, consolidation
was sometimes still ongoing at the end of the SPACON’s shift of duty, particularly if the Planck DTCP had been first and so any
unconsolidated packets would remain flagged as incomplete and thus un-propagated: in such cases consolidation was completed during the
morning, when the day shift arrived, by manual intervention. There were multiple issues that could cause a consolidation window to register
as incomplete and thus to require human intervention to be consolidated. Among these were SEUs, as the instrument SSC would get re-set
to zero after recovery, leading to a discontinuity in SSC number, making at appear as if a sequence of SSCs were missing. Similarly, the last
consolidation window of an OD would often be only partially filled and thus appear incomplete although no data was really missing.
4.2.3.2.2.6
Data Distribution System (DDS)
4.2.3.2.2.6.1
The DDS
The DDS client was an HCSS module to retrieve spacecraft and auxiliary telemetry from the MCS and make it available in a set of folders
in the operational server. The DDS client interacted with the DDS server in an automatically, in a pre-defined way. At regular intervals the
DDS client requested the consolidation status information for a predefined time period. The DDS processed this request and the generated
consolidation status information file was placed in an HCSS consolidation directory which was being monitored by the DDS client. The
DDS client read the consolidation information file in order to build up a registry of what consolidated telemetry was available for retrieval.
Based upon this registry DDS client requests for the telemetry associated with a specific APID (see Section 4.2.3.2.2.2, Application Process
Identifiers (APIDs)) are generated and sent to the DDS. The DDS processed these requests and the generated APID based data files were
placed in an HCSS APID directory which was being monitored by the DDS client. The DDS client processed these files to ensure that all
requested APID data files had been received. After the predefined period of time had expired, the DDS client again requested the
consolidation status information for the time period and processed the generated file. It determined the differences between the new and the
old consolidation information and generated the necessary requests for the telemetry associated with a specific APID. This process
continued until a completion flag was received for telemetry, telling the DDS that no more telemetry would arrive for a particular OD.
4.2.3.2.2.6.2
DDS data treatment
The DDS took the packets as received from the spacecraft and added its own headers to the data for distribution around the Herschel Ground
Segment. This included such additional information as the downlink chain that the data was received on (see Section 4.2.3.1.1.1, Downlink
channels), the ground station (see 4.2.1.1, Ground stations used by Herschel) and timing information on when the packet was received. This
header was though stripped from the data on ingestion into the database at HSC and is not stored.
4.2.3.2.3
Telemetry reception at HSC
Although all data was received at the ground station normally within 2-2.5 hours of the start of the DTCP and sometimes even more rapidly,
transfer to the HSC would take anything up to 12 hours to complete on the 512Mb leased-line. The actual time required to complete data
reception at HSC depended critically on the active instrument: the largest volumes of data were generated by SPIRE-PACS Parallel Mode,
whereas the data transfer would be completed much more quickly on HIFI days, A typical transfer would take approximately 8 hours, with a
normal range of 6-10 hours, according to the active instrument and the length of the OD. HSC would then propagate the data on to the three
ICCs on dedicated lines. A typical scenario for telemetry reception at HSC is shown in Figure 101. In this polar diagram, the DTCP starts at
00:00. The four telemetry streams – Real Time Housekeeping, stored Housekeeping, Real Time Science and stored Science – are shown in
different colours. The radial axis is the approximate data rate received at HSC. Initially, the majority of bandwidth is used to transmit
housekeeping and Real Time Science (if applicable). Stored science only started to arrive an hour after the DTCP start, using the spare
bandwidth not required for the other streams. As other telemetry streams completed, the data rate for the stored science transmission ramped
up progressively until, approximately four hours after the start of the DTCP, the full bandwidth was dedicated to transfer stored science.
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Figure 101: A schematic view of telemetry reception over a 12-hour period from the start of DTCP, showing the typical data flow rate,
based on operational experience, for a day when the amount of data to be transferred was high. The radial axis is the rate of data arrival,
up to the maximum of 512kb/s. The rate of transmission of stored science gradually ramps up as the other streams complete, until all the
bandwidth is dedicated purely to stored science. Source: Kidger, 2008a.
To convert to the actual arrival time of data, take the DTCP start time, for example, 12:54z (z = ZULU = UT), add the number of hours
delay to this start time to get the real time of data delivery. Local Time at ESAC is ZULU+1h in winter, when CET is used and CEST = z +
2h, in summer. Thus, for a typical DTCP with a start at 12:00z, all science data was thus delivered by approximately 2am local time at
ESAC, even in summer and was ready for processing when the automatic pipeline processing watchdog process triggered, checking for data
completion (the T/M completion flag) and the arrival of the Attitude History File. When the watchdog process found the T/M completion
flag and also confirmed the generation and reception of the Auxiliary File for the Attitude History (AHF, the pointing product), for Out Of
Limits (OOL) and for Time Correlation (TCF), it would launch the automatic pipeline processing. The various Auxiliary files named above
that were required to carry out pipeline processing arrived with the data delivery. Figure 102 shows the typical approximate arrival times of
the various auxiliary products in relation to the data deliveries. The AHF delivery time was sensitive to various factors. Although it could be
received rapidly at the end of propagation, if there were many pointings (i.e. a large number of line scans), the automatic generation of the
AHF could have several hours to complete. On occasion, automatic generation of the AHF failed; in such cases, manual intervention was
necessary to complete generation. Manual generation of the AHF was completed during normal working hours so, if a problem happened at
the start of the weekend, it could take two or three days to receive the file, thus halting automatic pipeline processing in the meantime.
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Figure 102: The approximate file and data delivery timeline, in hours, from the start of DTCP. The horizontal axis represents time from the
start of the DTCP. The vertical axis the rate of arrival of telemetry, with the four colours representing the different streams. Vertical lines
indicate the approximate timing of auxiliary file deliveries . The exact time of arrival of the AHF was very sensitive to the number of
pointings made during the OD (e.g. very large numbers of scan legs being commanded) and could, in extreme cases, be delayed several
hours after the end of data delivery. Automatic processing of data could not start until the AHF was received, along with the data
completion flag. Source: Kidger, 2008a.
4.2.4
Instrument Control Centres (ICCs)
4.2.4.1
PACS ICC
TBW (Katrina Exter)
4.2.4.2
SPIRE ICC
TBW (Ivan Valtchanov)
4.2.4.3
HIFI ICC
The HIFI Instrument Control Center (HIFI ICC) was the group within the HIFI consortium that was responsible for all HIFI related
operational issues (design, planning and implementation of HIFI engineering and calibration observations, analysis of HIFI data for
instrument performance monitoring and calibration, developing and maintaining HIFI specific software and procedures, support operations
and observatory users, etc). The HIFI ICC is one of the five major elements of the Herschel ground segment in operations. The HIFI ICC
had the central node at SRON Groningen (Netherlands) and several national sub-nodes. HIFI ICC was lead by the ICC manager (assisted by
a deputy, a PA/QA engineer and a system engineer), who represented the HIFI ICC in the various bodies governing Herschel ground
segment development. The HIFI ICC was divided into subgroups with specific tasks. Within the ICC three top level work groups are
identified: the calibration and instrument group, the software group, and the support group. Within these groups further subdivisions are
created when needed.
What they have done in different mission phases:
Early mission:
Commissioning phase:
Performance Verification:
Science Demonstration Phase:
Routine Operations:
Postoperations: update the standard processing software with the ideas which occurred during normal operations and document HIFI,
improve HIF data, data products, etc. HIFI ICC was the first ICC to wrap up, ceasing post-operations on March 31st 2016, at which point its
residual functions were transferred to the HSC.
4.2.5
NASA Herschel Science Centre (Phil Appleton, NHSC)
4.2.5.1
Introduction
The NASA Herschel Science Center (NHSC) was created at the Infrared Processing and Analysis Center (IPAC) on the Caltech campus in
Pasadena, California in 2001. In keeping with the NASA commitment to support mission science, it was chartered to provide U.S.-based
astronomers with the necessary knowledge and skills to optimize the scientific usage of the Herschel mission. The model and scope of a
science support centre at IPAC for the FIRST mission (later renamed Herschel) were initially proposed and developed in early 2000 by the
IPAC Director, George Helou. There were strong reasons for NASA to choose IPAC to host the NHSC. IPAC’s key involvement and IR
expertise in previous or on-going IR missions and projects (IRAS, ISO, 2MASS, Spitzer), and its role in hosting the NASA Infrared Science
Archive (IRSA), provided a strong resource pool from which to develop a capable US team. Moreover, the NASA hardware contributions to
Herschel instruments (HIFI and SPIRE) were all being developed in Pasadena at Caltech and JPL. Finally, many among the teams
developing the Herschel Science Ground System (SGS) in Europe had worked on ISO, and established good working relations with IPAC
staff. The tremendous success of the collaboration between the NASA Herschel Science Center and the European Herschel project, is a
shining example of how scientists and engineers on both continents were able to work constructively together to help make Herschel the
highly successful mission that it was, and to help build the Herschel legacy that lives on through the Herschel Science Archive.
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Figure 103: The NASA Herschel Science Center at the Infrared Processing and Analysis Center on the California Institute of Technology
Campus in Pasadena, California USA.
4.2.5.2
Early Days of NHSC
In the first years (2001-2004), the initial build up of the IPAC Herschel effort was performed jointly with plans to develop a Planck Data
Analysis Center, and involved a close collaboration with NASA headquarters and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). In addition to NHSC
on the Caltech campus, the project office for Herschel and Planck work had been set up earlier at JPL, and included the position of JPL
Project Scientist (positions occupied over the years by strong advocates for the FIRST/Herschel mission: Bill Langer, Hal Yorke and Paul
Goldsmith). The very early local efforts of laying the groundwork for what would become the NHSC, were led by Steven Lord and Kenneth
Ganga, under the guidance of the IPAC director, George Helou. The work involved building a robust collaboration with ESA’s Herschel
Science Centre (HSC) and Instrument Control Centres (ICCs), preparing for US/Europeans technical exchanges, and developing plans for
pre-launch and science workshops in Europe and the US. Plans were also underway for local infrastructure to provide US community
support, including a US Helpdesk, software tool development, and an IR background and confusion estimation tool accessed through a web
server. The HSC decided to adapt the observation planning tool used by Spitzer (Spot) for use with Herschel, eventually turning it into
HSpot with help from the IPAC experts. Supporting work on the Herschel Common Software System (HCSS) was also undertaken,
including use case studies, requirements, and testing of suitable Java libraries. IPAC scientists also developed data reduction software, and
provided laboratory data analysis help associated with the early testing of SPIRE bolometers being developed at JPL by Jamie Bock, and
HIFI mixers being developed by Tom Phillips on the Caltech campus.
Building on experience at IPAC with ISO, it was decided that in was important that NHSC science and technical staff should be closely
integrated into efforts underway in Europe to build the three main instruments, HIFI, PACS and SPIRE. The rationale was that NHSC staff
would learn about the mission and the Herschel Ground Segment, by working with the teams building them, thus contributing to the effort.
As a result, NHSC scientists and engineers were embedded from an early time, into the newly formed European Instrument Control Centres
(ICCs) in the Netherlands (HIFI), Germany (PACS) and the UK (SPIRE). This was a natural development for HIFI and SPIRE, because of a
significant US involvement in the construction of detectors and instrumentation. Even though the PACS instruments did not involve US
hardware, NHSC staff became integrated into the PACS ICC, eventually playing important roles in pre-flight testing, software development,
testing and validation of data products through the mission. In late 2004, the NHSC went officially ”live” to the US community, with the
opening a community helpdesk and official newsletter. NHSC initially had a total staff of nine, led by William Latter who brought with him
experience as former lead of the MIPS Instrument Support team at the Spitzer Science Center. At this point Patrick Morris, Bernhard Schulz
and Babar Ali led instrument support teams (HIFI, SPIRE and PACS) that were to interface with the European instrument teams and ICCs.
The HSC, part of ESA’s European Space Astronomy Centre, near Madrid Spain, agreed to host a member of the NHSC ”on-site” during the
on-orbit phase of the mission to act as a liaison between NHSC and HSC. This close involvement of the NHSC scientists and engineers in
the early development of the Herschel project, was key to the success of the NHSC, providing the US community with local experts on all
aspects of the Herschel project and Herschel Ground Segment. It was also very much to the mutual benefit of the project as whole, since the
ICCs received much needed additional workforce, and the NHSC received needed special expertise.
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Figure 104: Shows the way that the NHSC interfaced with the rest of the Herschel Project Ground Segment. The left hand side of the
diagram shows a schematic representation of the Herschel spacecraft and its interface with the Mission Operations Centre (MOC) based in
Germany. The HSC, based at ESAC in Spain, and the ICCs (based in several countries) worked closely with MOC during the mission. The
NHSC, based at IPAC in Pasadena, California, USA, played an important role interfacing with the ICCs, HSC and the astronomical
community, particularly the US community. The Herschel Science Team and the Herschel Observatory Telescope Allocation committee
worked closely with the HSC.
4.2.5.3
The NHSC Charter
The NHSC operated throughout the lifetime of the Herschel project from 2004 to 2017. Its main goals were embedded in the Charter which
was designed to:
•
ensure the necessary resources and tools are available to the US scientific community to take advantage of the scientific
capabilities of the observatory in a timely manner.
•
ensure availability of Herschel science data for US archival research on timescales equivalent to ESA.
•
act as an interface between the ESA Herschel Project and the US- based scientific user community.
•
advocate US community needs with the HSC and ESA Project.
•
provide the US astronomical community with technical support throughout all phases of the Herschel mission, from pre-launch
through to the transition to archival phase.
•
manage the US data analysis funding for the US user community.
In order to carry out this charter, NHSC worked closely with HSC and ICCs, contributing to the Herschel Ground Segment, so that it could
acquire the expertise needed to support the U.S.-based users of Herschel.
4.2.5.4
The Structure and Staff of the NHSC at IPAC
The NHSC provided local US expertise that reflected US involvement in most of the key elements of the Herschel observatory. Its key
elements were science and engineering counterparts to the European instrument team and the community support teams. A 6-7-member
NHSC User Panel met several times a year with NHSC staff to provide vital feedback to the team throughout the mission.
•
NHSC Director: George Helou (also IPAC Director): provided key scientific and managerial oversight of the Herschel project and
high-level interface with NASA HQ, NASA Herschel Project at JPL, Herschel Project Scientist, Göran Pilbratt, and attended
meetings of the Herschel Science Team.
•
Administrative Staff: The following contributed over the course of the mission: Shellie Hanna, Mary Ellen McElveney and Helene
Mannings.
•
NHSC Task Lead: Kenneth Ganga (20011-2005), William Latter (2005-2012), Philip Appleton (2012-present): The task lead was
responsible for science community engagement, day to day management of the NHSC, forward planning, as well as budget
management
•
Community Funding Coordination: Lisa Storri-Lombardi (2006-present).
•
Public Outreach: Gordon Squires (2006-present) with assistance from Jake Llamas, Robert Hurt and Tim Pyle.
•
System Engineering: System Architect: included contributions evolving with time from Gabriella Turek, John Rector, System
Engineer Jonathan Kakumasuand Test Engineer: Yi Mei.
•
NHSC/HSC Scientific Liaison: stationed in ESAC, outside Madrid during on-orbit phase of the mission (2009-2013) David Ardila.
The liaison acted as the on-sight ”face” of NHSC during the on-orbit operations phase of the mission.
•
HIFI Instrument Support: Team Lead: Patrick Morris (2004-present), including evolving contributions over the mission lifetime
from Science Staff: S. Lord, A. Boogart, C. Borys, and Developers/Engineers: Joan Xie, Annie Hoac.
•
SPIRE Instrument Support: Team Lead: Bernhard Schulz (20021-present) including evolving contributions over the mission
lifetime from Science Staff: C. Kevin Xu, Nanyao Lu, David Shupe, and Developers/Engineers: Lijun Zhang Arnold Schwartz
and Joan Xie.
•
PACS Instrument Support: Team Lead: Babar Ali (20001-2013), Roberta Paladini (2013-present), including evolving
contributions over the mission lifetime from Science Staff: Kevin Xu, Dario Fadda, Philip Appleton, David Frayer, Roberta
Paladini, and Developers/Engineers: Gabriella Turek, X. (Cate) Lui, J. Jacobson, Y. Mei.
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•

US Observer/Community Support: Team Lead Philip Appleton (2007-2012), David Ardila (2012-2014), David Shupe, (2014present), and including contributions from Science Staff: Bidushi Bhattacharya and Test Engineer Y. Mei.

Figure 105: A large subset of the NHSC staff about two-years prior to launch (left to right): Jeff Jacobson, Phil Appleton, George Helou,
Dario Fadda, Bill Latter, Mary Ellen (M.E.) McElveney, Jonathan Kakumasu, Babar Ali, Pat Morris, John Rector, David Frayer, Lijun
Zhang, Steve Lord, Bernhard Schulz, Joan Xie, Kevin Xu and Nanyao Lu.
4.2.5.5
NHSC Interfaces with Europe
Throughout the mission, there was close cooperation between the NHSC and the HSC through the following interfaces:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Presence of NHSC Liaison ”on-site” at ESAC, Madrid during operational mission
Participation in weekly Herschel status meetings (critical during early on-orbit operations).
Membership of important steering groups or teams including the Herschel Pointing Working Group, Herschel calibration steering
group, product definition teams, Herschel Editorial Board and Herschel Archive Group.
Membership of the Data Processing Management Group (DPMG).
NHSC Membership of the Herschel Editorial Board, responsible for developing software documentation throughout the mission.
Membership of the Data Processing User Group, which was especially important early in the mission for guiding the development
of the Herschel Interactive Processing Environment.
Frequent telecoms between the NHSC User Support Group and the HSC Community Relations team, important in planning join
workshops and webinars.

In addition, as a result of the deep involvement of NHSC science and engineering staff in the working of the ICCs for HIFI, PACS and
SPIRE, the following interfaces significantly helped close integration between our teams:
•
Participation in (at least) weekly ICC telecoms.
•
Frequent face-to-face participation in pipeline development and ICC meetings and co-locations in Europe (including an annual
meeting of the Herschel Science Ground Segment Consortium). These face-to-face meetings were crucial to the immense success
of the mission. These meetings facilitated discussion on issues of uplink development and management, system engineering and
many aspects of flight testing, verification and acceptance testing across the mission.
•
Team participation of NHSC scientists and software engineers in frequent software release development reviews with both the
ICCs and HSC. These meetings were crucial for the successful development of HIPE and its various rollouts over the lifetime of
the mission.
Close collaboration was an essential part of the NHSC philosophy, a view shared by HSC and ICCs. For instance, European representatives
were invited to NHSC reviews, and there were members in common between the NHSC User Panel and the European Herschel User Group.
When user workshops were organized anywhere, lecturing and user guidance were shared between NHSC, HSC and ICC personnel.
4.2.5.6
NHSC Pre-launch Activities
The NHSC was closely involved in the following activities pre-launch:
•
Building a US User-Support Infrastructure (Helpdesk, Mailing lists).
•
Building instrument team and management interfaces with Europe.
•
Organizing Pre-launch science and proposal preparation workshops well in advance of launch, then in anticipation of the Calls
for proposals after launch.
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•

•

•
•
•

Organizing, through NASA, the release of Announcements of Opportunity (AO) for NASA funding of the US community, as
well as working closely with ESA in the submission and acceptance of proposals. Throughout the mission, three AOs were
released associated with competitive open time proposal cycles: Open Time Key Programs (OTKP; pre-launch), Open Time 1
(OT1; just after launch) and Open Time 2 (OT2; later in the mission). The NHSC also organized a call for proposals to support
theory and Laboratory Astrophysics directly relevant to Herschel science.
NHSC scientists and engineers worked with their respective ICCs, on pre-launch Instrument Level Tests (ILTs), instrument and
system testing with the integrated observatory (e. g. Thermal Balance/Thermal Vacuum tests) as well as data propagation from
the MOC to the HSC and ICCs. NHSC staff also participated in testing at JPL of detectors and other focal plane components
being developed for the HIFI and SPIRE instruments.
NHSC also conducted early research in support of the Herschel Common Software System, including evaluating existing Java
graphics and numeric libraries (including taking over the Numerics library in 2006) and other software tools (e. g. Table Plotter).
NHSC conducted a significant early science outreach effort for Herschel using AAS Special Sessions, a major AAS booth, and
other major astronomical conferences as mechanisms for community outreach.
The NHSC User Panel (NUP), chaired by Margaret Meixner of STScI, was composed of US mission scientist Paul Harvey,
NASA Project Scientist Paul Goldsmith, and four more members from the community at large. They met at NHSC starting in
January 2008 to conduct a series of launch readiness reviews covering a wide range of NHSC planned support for the mission.

4.2.5.7
Highlights of NHSC Key Contributions to the Herschel Project
The NHSC has been fully integrated into the Herschel mission from the beginning, and all of this work has been done in close collaboration
with ESA. Here we list some of the more important highlights of the Herschel project where NHSC played a particularly important role in
initiating and developing specific activities that contributed to the Herschel project. The list is not meant to be all-inclusive, but provides a
few highlights of the activities initiated or primarily developed at NHSC that contributed to the success of the mission. Most of these tasks
were performed in close association with our ESA counterparts.
•
Helped early planning for observations and data processing software. In particular, the Herschel Observation Planning Tool
(HSpot) was an adaptation of the Spitzer Observation Planning Tool (Spot) developed at IPAC for the Spitzer mission. IPAC
helped with the top level code export, core code debugging and Astronomical Observation Template (AOT) development
support.
•
The background and confusion estimation tool for Herschel was derived from a similar tool developed for the Spitzer mission (IR
background) and at Konkoly Observatory (Csaba Kiss). Background servers were developed at IPAC and continued to support
the mission through the HSpot interface.
•
Helpdesk coordination between NHSC and Europe. The time difference between Europe and the US allowed for 24hr coverage
of helpdesks during critical times (such as proposal submission). The ESA and NHSC helpdesks were also able to share expertise
to answer questions, especially during critical periods or during staffing outages.
•
Development of interfaces between Herschel Science Archive (HSA) in Europe and the IPAC Infrared Science Archive (IRSA).
Initially allowing for simple metadata searches, the interfaces are being upgraded to include the ability of users to explore highlevel products with sophisticated IRSA GUI interfaces like ”Firefly” and a cube-viewer for spectral line cubes. User Provided
Data Products (high-level data products provided by the Key Programs and other large user projects) are also easily explored in
IRSA using similar interfaces. NHSC scientists also helped develop and improve a product browser within HIPE that allowed
users to browse products directly from the HIPE GUI interface.
As a result of the collaborative approach, NHSC staff contributed to the design, development and testing of many of the Herschel Ground
Segment components. The following are some highlights from individual NHSC instrument team contributions:

4.2.5.7.1
PACS Team
•
Microwave Anisotropy Dataset Mapper (MADmap): Development of the MADmap map-making algorithm for Herschel.
Adapted for (and loosely based on) a software tool originally developed for cosmic microwave background data by a team at
Lawarence Berkeley National Labs, MADmap was used in the early PACS Standard Product Generation (SPG) pipelines for
photometric mapping. The module was eventually replaced by other methods. The final version of MADmap, developed towards
the end of the mission, compared very favourably with the other methods, and provided an important source of inter-comparison
for PACS photometry.
•
NHSC developed a PACS photometer instrument simulator in the pre-launch days of the project.
•
Cube-building: Initial development (in close association with the PACS ICC) of the cube-building infrastructure for the PACS
spectrometer pipeline.
•
PACS Spectrometer Unchopped mode: Transient Correction algorithms and scripts for correcting data from the ”Unchopped
Mode” of the PACS Spectrometer.
•
Simplified Interface Making PACS Look Easy (SIMPLE): an interactive tool for processing PACS photometer data. It does
not require any knowledge of HIPE, and it works with a command line interface as well as in batch mode. It allows users to
perform both data reduction and photometry on large PACS datasets, using the significant computing power at IPAC.
4.2.5.7.2
SPIRE Team
•
Development of the Table/Over-plotter software in HIPE used to allow users to explore SPIRE data.
•
The development of a GUI-based interface for SPIRE data called the SPIA (SPIRE Interactive Analysis) package. Initially a
stand-alone package, it was eventually incorporated into HIPE. The package allowed users to easily run the SPIRE photometry
pipeline and modify input parameters to explore the results.
•
SPIRE Destriper: was developed and intergrated into HIPE. The destriping algorithm became the primary mapper for the SPIRE
photometer.
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•
•
•

SPIRE Point-source Catalogue: NHSC led and developed the tools and methods to construct a point-source catalogue for SPIRE
photometric observations.
The SPIRE team led cross-calibration efforts with the Planck observatory, establishing a zero-point correction for SPIRE
photometric maps, in collaboration with the Planck consortium, HSC and SPIRE ICC.
Final Full-beam profile analysis.

4.2.5.7.3
HIFI Team:
•
Spectral survey sideband deconvolution tool.
•
Optical standing wave and baseline artifact correction algorithms and interactive tools.
•
Noise characterization and performance algorithms.
•
Mixer and Local Oscillator spurious response detection, characterization, and trending.
•
Computing infrastructure for bulk processing and HIFI pipeline testing, performance, and trending.
•
Telescope pointing performance and refinements.
4.2.5.8
HSC Role in Organizing NASA Funding of Herschel Science in the US community
Community funding was made available by NASA for US investigators who were part of successful open time observing proposals granted
by the Herschel Observing Time Allocation Committee (HOTAC) run by ESA. The NHSC coordinated the release of the Announcement of
Opportunity (AO) associated with each observing-time proposal call. US investigators proposing to ESA for observing time were requested
to submit a copy of their observing proposal and associated budget to NHSC within a short period after the relevant telescope proposal
deadline had passed. Once the successful proposals were decided by the HOTAC, funds to US participants were allocated and administered
through NHSC in association with Caltech and JPL. In addition, NHSC helped administer funding for a special Herschel-related
”Theoretical Research/Laboratory Astrophysics ”program, which was designed to provide a strong foundation for understanding results that
would flow from Herschel in the relatively unexplored realm of far-IR and sub-mm astrophysics.
4.2.5.9
NASA Support Services
During the course of the overall mission, the NHSC provided the following services to the Herschel user community. While US-based
investigators were the primary audience, these services were also made available to the international community when capacity allowed:
•
Organized proposal preparation and community engagement workshops in advance of major proposal cycle deadlines.
•
Organized data processing workshops and mini-workshops for targeted groups through the mission. Many of these workshops
had both local and ”virtual” attendance, with the ability to ”desk-top share” user problems.
•
Prepared special on-line tutorials for working with Herschel data. These included specialist topics and data processing help for all
three instruments, as well as specifically support tutorials for bridging heterodyne technology and methods for non-experts.
•
The NHSC organized webinars (“on-line tutorials”) on topics relating to general data processing, as well as more specific areas of
interest association with individual NHSC instrument teams.
•
Provided a full Helpdesk for US users to gain rapid responses to questions.
•
Provided a full suite of science wiki pages to funnel US users to important current events and documentations. In tandem with a
frequent Newsletter and Helpdesk, this was one of the main communication channels with users.
•
Organized expert help for visitors coming to IPAC to work on their data.
•
Provided ”Project Wiki”, WebDav and access to telecom (Webex) facilities to encourage collaboration among US-based
observers. In all, about 10 teams took up the offer of facilities during the mission.
•
Provided remote access by users to large ”Virtual Machine” computer resources (Memory and CPU). The machines were preloaded with Herschel software and large disk-space access was granted to users to prepare their observations for large computing
jobs. This was a very successful program involving 3-10 users at any one time using facilities through the mission.
•
Provided expert technical help for proposing DDT or TOO-type rapid-response proposals to those who requested them. Several
time-critical proposals were initiated with significant help from NHSC staff.
•
Organized twice-yearly meetings of the NUP to obtain feedback from the community on the quality of support and services
provided by NHSC. NUP also fed issues to the Herschel User Group (HUG) which was based in Europe.
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Figure 106: A pre-launch data processing workshop held in Pasadena in April 2009, just one month before the launch of Herschel.

Figure 107: (Left) Example of a data processing workshop held in Pasadena in 2011. (Right) A hands-on data processing HIFI working
session led by NHSC staff member Patrick Morris.
4.2.5.10 The NHSC in Post-Operation
The Herschel project entered post-operations at the end of the on-orbit operations phase in April 2013. During this stage of the mission, the
emphasis slowly shifted from the NHSC providing assistance to existing users of the Herschel mission who needed help in reducing their
data, to:
•
Refining the data processing pipelines to provide the best possible archival products, which stand as the legacy of the Herschel
project. NHSC played a special role in helping compare different photometric mapping methods (leading to several published
reports) across the PACS and SPIRE instruments. HIFI team members worked to generate ”ready for science” data products to a
community which is not assumed to have prior experience with heterodyne instruments.
•
Astronomer acceptance testing of HIPE public releases.
•
Documentation and finalizing of pipeline and interactive software associated with the instruments, data processing and archive
data products, as well as archive interfaces. NHSC worked very closely with IRSA to develop good Herschel Archive interface
tools. Some of the documentation is in the form of video tutorials prepared as part of the final legacy of Herschel.
•
Developing awareness within the US community of the immense riches of the Herschel archive and how best to exploit them.
Several ”archive-centric” workshops were run in which many users new to Herschel, where inspired to work with the Herschel
data for their own projects. We also conducting significant outreach efforts (through IPAC conferences and large national
astronomical meeting) to advertise the science of Herschel (Hyperwall presentations etc.).
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Figure 108: Part of the ”Hyperwall” presentations given by NHSC science staff member Dr. Roberta Paladini at the IAU General
Assembly in 2015 in Hawaii on the importance of the Herschel Science Archive in Post-operations.
•

Working closely with our European colleagues to coordinate post-operational plans as the project staffing levels declined. The
loss of key expertise during this stage of the mission was a key challenge for the project as a whole. Frequent post-operations
meeting between all the key parties during this time was very important and led to a successful post-operational phase.

4.2.5.11

Herschel Science Community Engagement and Outreach Among US Astronomers

Figure 109: Screenshot of the NHSC Public Outreach page for Herschel
The NHSC helped organize the following activities is support of the Herschel mission:
•
Herschel related science conferences held in Pasadena under IPAC sponsorship.
•
Hosting a public outreach website for Herschel related science.
•
On-line webinars and workshops for pre-proposal planning, data processing and archival science exploitation.
•
Community engagement at Large National Meetings including Special Sessions and NHSC booth at meetings of
the American Astronomical Society and other major topical meetings.
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Figure 110: NASA Administrator Charles Bolden meets at the Herschel booth with NHSC science staff Nanyao Lu and Philip Appleton
while attending the 215th Meeting of the American Astronomical Society held in Washington D. C. in December 2010, seven months after
the launch of Herschel.
4.3
Observing with Herschel
The chain of events by which an astronomer’s idea for science to be carried out by Herschel became on-board commanding and thus
execution of the observations – i.e. the overall Mission Planning process from conception to execution – is summarised in Figure 111, which
details the activities at HSC (Phase 1 of Mission Planning) and at MOC (Phase 2 of Mission Planning). The different elements of this long
and complex Mission Planning process required to convert an astronomer’s idea into an executed observation on board Herschel are
described in the following sections.

Figure 111: A schematic of Herschel Science Mission Planning from proposal generation through to on-board commanding. In this prelaunch representation some of the nomenclature has changed with time (e.g. the POF file became the POS file and the AOPF file became
the EPOS file), but the interactions are as in Flight Operations. Source: MOC (Dodsworth & Matussini, 2003).
4.3.1
HSpot: The Herschel Observing Planning Tool
The first stage of Mission Planning was the generation and submission of observing proposals and observations by astronomers using the
Herschel observation planning tool, HSpot. The development and use of HSpot is described in detail in Herschel-Spot (HSpot) Users' Guide:
Herschel Observation Planning Tool (Kidger, 2013). Here we concentrate mainly on the application of HSpot to Uplink.
4.3.1.1
Background
Herschel has been an observatory mission thus, as in ground-based telescopes, the astronomer who has requested the observations has had to
provide all the information necessary to carry them out. These instructions are known as an ”Astronomical Observation Request” (AOR),
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which was made using a standard Astronomical Observing Template (AOT) (see Section 6.4). This information was then converted into
spacecraft and instrument commands that were uplinked to the spacecraft to execute the observations. An additional complication with
Herschel was that communication with the satellite was normally limited to 3 hours each day, so that all the commands to carry out
observations had to be uplinked at least 48 hours in advance of the observations being carried out and had to be executed autonomously. As
a result, far more detail had to be defined by the observer than for observations in a normal hands-on ground-based telescope where details
such as the exposure time can be modified at any time including during the exposure itself. The system was designed to make the highly
complex process of defining observations as simple as possible for the observer. The following sections describe this process.
4.3.1.2
Introduction to HSpot
The astronomer's interface with Herschel was an observation planning program called HSpot, or HerschelSpot. It was based on the Spitzer
observation planning tool, SPOT and thus will also be familiar to Spitzer users. HSpot allowed the astronomer to define targets and
observations, to calculate the time required and likely s/n and to submit a proposal with the requested observations, as well as offering many
other useful functionalities to plot observations on the sky, see how they were executed, check an observing field against images and
catalogues at various ranges and to look for other observations taken of their target(s). All these functionalities still operate and HSpot
remains highly useful to investigate how observations were designed and executed, or to look at alternative observing strategies and to take
advantage of its many overlay and catalogue facilities although, logically, proposal submission is no longer active. At any stage of this
process of defining, refining and updating observations and observing proposals, the work in progress could (and still can) be saved and
recovered later. HSpot has many useful functionalities for exploring how observations were designed and executed: all AORs can be
animated against a sky image of choice to show how they were performed by the instrument. Users can also explore overlaying catalogues
over images, or AORs, or look at sky coverage in a region of sky, among many other possibilities. This gives HSpot a big legacy value for
observers. In post-Operations HSpot has only been maintained on a minimal, best-efforts basis and will not be maintained at all after postOperations end: the virtualised HSpot 8.0 version of the program is our legacy version. The part of HSpot directly adapted from SPOT is
known as the ”Spot Core” of the program and has been maintained by IPAC (about 80%), while the HSC has maintained the layer of
Herschel-specific functionality (about 20%); the legacy version of HSpot has approximately 170 000 lines of Java code and incorporates a
total of more than 30 man-years of work between the two centres. The legacy version of HSpot can be downloaded from the Herschel
Science Centre web page at the url:
ftp://ftp.sciops.esa.int/pub/hspot/HSpot_download.html
Alternatively, select the ”Observations  Announcement of Opportunity (AO-2)  Tools ”option from the left hand menu of the Herschel
Science Centre web page (http://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/herschel/home) and then select ”HSpot download” in the tools page:
http://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/herschel/ao2-tools
HSpot is user-friendly, simple to use and has many functionalities that are of interest even to people who are not infrared astronomers. New
users can generally familiarise themselves with the main functions of the program in an hour or so of simply playing with HSpot.
4.3.1.3
Operational versions of HSpot
HSpot was updated regularly during Operations and evolved considerably from the initial pre-Operations versions as knowledge of
instruments increased, functionality was added and bugs found (many of them only detected as HSpot was used in increasingly complex and
inventive ways) and fixed. The first operational version of HSpot for the initial pre-launch Guaranteed Time Call was HSpot 2.0, which was
upgraded progressively to HSpot 4.3 by the time of the OT1 Call, as in-flight performance information was fed in. For the OT2 Guaranteed
Time Call, in 2011, a completely new and revised version was released (HSpot 5.3), including dozens of minor and major updates since the
OT1 Call and also numerous updates to the underlying Spot Core. HSpot Version 6.0 was then released for the OT2 Open Time Call; this
version was updated for Phase 2 of OT2 as HSpot 6.1 and was further updated during 2012 as HSpot 6.2 as more and more specialist
functionality was added: this specialist functionality was mostly invisible to users, but had enormous importance for how observations were
processed at HSC after submission. A final operational release of HSpot 6.3 was made for the last few months of observing and included
some important optimisations for observing strategy, in particular for HIFI observers: these allowed the use of HIFI bands to be optimised
against the very latest in-flight calibration. The final release of HSpot has been the 7.0 version, made in autumn 2013, for which the only
actual changes are a change in the underlying HCSS software version on which HSpot is built and an update in the On-Line documentation
for post-Operations, although a further release, has been made to virtualise HSpot so that it will work on all current and future OS/Platform
combinations. Occasionally, unexpected issues came to light, requiring a new update of HSpot between the major operational releases.
When an issue was found that required patching and felt to be important enough to justify it (it affected many users, or had a significant
impact on observations in the database), a new astronomer release was made. Not all intermediate releases were public releases for the
astronomical community; many contained only expert user updates of interest to HSC staff and calibration scientists at the ICCs, hence the
jumps in numbering of versions that users may have noticed between user releases. These incremental changes were included in the regular
user releases, although they were not visible to the majority of users. The default setting in HSpot was to download these updates
automatically and to offer them to users when a new user release was detected on opening the program. It was strongly recommended to
users not to change this option, as it could have led to submitting or revising their AORs against a wrong HSpot version (and thus
potentially using the wrong instrument control software, or deprecated observing modes), or to having incorrect time estimates for them due
to using an outdated time estimator (in extreme cases it could have even led to a proposal being rejected automatically by the Proposal
Handling servers at HSC). Each time that HSpot was opened, even after Operations had ended, it connected to the HSC server check to see
if a new version is available. If one was found, the user was offered a choice of closing HSpot immediately and reopening it with the new
version, of waiting to install the new version, or of refusing the update (in which case automatic updates are disabled in the future until
deliberately re-enabled by the user). Updates were usually installed and operational in under a minute.
4.3.1.4
Mission Configurations and time estimator versions
In the same way that new versions of HSpot were made available at key moments in Operations, occasionally a new time estimator version
may have been announced on opening HSpot. The time estimator links the AORs to the latest instrument control software version that set
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the parameters for each observation. All observations are linked to a version of instrument control software – the CUS (Common Uplink
Software) – termed a Mission Configuration. The Mission Configuration links the time estimator to a particular instrument control and
configuration software version to set the observation and detector parameters. This in turn links an AOR to the correct property file(s) to
configure the instrument with the appropriate parameters for the desired observing mode. The Mission Configuration(s) used in a particular
OD are shown in the Observing Log in the columns ”ASTR Mission Config” and ”CAL Mission Config”. On clicking on the html schedule
for a particular OD, for example, OD-1434: http://herschel.esac.esa.int/twiki/pub/HSC/HSCMissionPlanningRPAttach/1434_0002.html the
Mission Configuration used for each individual observation is shown in the ”Mission Config” column. This allows the exact CUS version
used to execute any observation to be traced.
4.3.1.4.1
Types of Mission Configuration
Mission configurations were of two types: Astronomer and Calibration. An Astronomer Mission Configuration contained a CUS version
optimised to carry out science. It incorporated the best instrument settings to execute a particular observation in a science mode in the most
optimal way. Each new observing mode to be implemented for an instrument required a new Mission Configuration for the instrument to
make it possible and, frequently, small adjustments to optimise strategy as the mode became better understood through observation and data
analysis. The Astronomer Mission Configuration that you see on opening HSpot is a combination of the latest Astronomer Mission
Configuration versions for each instrument. Thus the version offered by HSpot 7.0 to astronomers was called OT2 Call V6 and is made up
of version 102 of HIFI’s Mission Configuration software, version 70 of the PACS Mission Configuration software and version 66 of the
SPIRE Mission Configuration software. A Calibration Mission Configuration was a special instrument control software to try out
experimental, new settings, or to observe in a non-standard way, or to control engineering modes of observation that were not used in
science, but that were essential to monitor instrument health. Potential changes in settings to optimise science observing were tested in a
Calibration Mission Configuration first and only when shown to be successful, incorporated into an Astronomer Mission Configuration. In
the majority of cases – although by no means always – the changes in the latest successful Calibration Mission Configuration were
incorporated into a later Astronomer Mission Configuration to homologise the two.
4.3.1.4.2
Mission Configuration naming
Mission Configurations were named generically: MC_H*suffix_P*suffix_S*suffix_suffix. ”MC” for Mission Configuration, followed by
each instrument (“H” for HIFI, “P” for PACS and ”S” for SPIRE) and the sequence number for each instrument’s version of the Mission
Configuration. The final suffix identified the purpose of the MC:
• COP for Commissioning Phase observations.
• PV for Performance Verification Phase observations.
• SDP for SDP observations.
• HPSDB for use with a new on-board satellite database 29
• RP for routine science observations.
• AO for a special Astronomer Mission Configuration for an Announcement of Opportunity
• ASTR for routine science (Astronomer) observations.
• CAL for experimental, or calibration-specific CUS.
Late in the mission the HIFI laser-combs were showing a slow deterioration. Had they failed, HIFI would have passed to a contingency,
observing strategy. A number of special mission configurations were delivered by HIFI for use on potential laser-comb failure. These had
suffix ”CONTINGENCY” and were never used operationally, as the criterion to declare laser-comb failure was never met. In the early
mission phases, as testing got underway, most observations were experimental ones to test different combinations of settings. Mission
Configuration deliveries were thus very frequent and all Mission Configurations delivered were, by definition, Calibration MCs, thus there
was no need to distinguish between ”CAL” and ”ASTR”. It was common for a particular instrument to require some observations on a
particular OD to be executed with one experimental version of the CUS and others, later on the same OD, with a different one, to compare
and contrast their results. Similarly, in the very earliest phases of scheduling science, with only a handful of observing modes released and
many Calibration MCs being delivered, an Astronomer MC was delivered to schedule specific observations for a specific instrument only,
so the first Astronomer MCs were hybrids that could only be used with a single instrument and, usually, in very specific circumstances.
4.3.1.4.3
Mission Configuration history
Initially, each instrument provided a Mission Configuration based on initial ground testing, to control both calibration and science
observations. This contained the basic suite of observing modes and settings valid at launch. This was the Mission Configuration used for
the pre-launch Calls for Proposals and, for each instrument, it was denominated ”Phase3” 30. A later updated Mission Configuration, based
on each ICC’s update of its software, was released closer to launch, containing better time estimation for each instrument, that allowed PIs
to fine-tune their observing strategy and adjust their required observing time to their HOTAC award. A total of 244 individual Mission
Configurations were generated during the mission, although only a small number of milestone MCs were delivered to the astronomer (these
were MCs in which significant time estimation changes occurred that would affect a programme’s observing strategy, or which included
significant changes in the way that an AOR was implemented that would affect the set-up of observations): most of these MCs were used
only at HSC for the fine-tuning of observations when they were scheduled. Not all MCs were ever used. Some failed testing and were never
approved for scheduling by the cCCB. In some cases the MC was replaced by a new delivery before it could even be used or even on a few

29
The HPSDB was the Herschel Planck Satellite Database. It defines the on-board database which itself defined the Telecommand and Telemetry packets,
parameters and displays (among other functions). See Section 4.3.1.4.4, The MIB, SID and HPSDB.
30
Phase 1 was initial proposal submission. Phase 2 was proposal revision after HOTAC acceptance. Phase 3 was execution of observations. The ”Phase 3”
Mission Configuration was one that was flight-ready and suitable for execution of observations in space, based on the best available pre-launch information.
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occasions, delivered to HSC. On May 16th 2009, each instrument delivered a Calibration Mission Configuration for initial switch-on
activities. This was designated MC_H2_P2_S2_COP. This was the first Mission Configuration used for scheduling AORs in Flight
Operations. The first post-launch Astronomer Mission Configuration update was delivered on September 13th 2009 and consisted of PACS
calibration version 22, SPIRE astronomer version 28 and, for the then-inactive HIFI, the last HIFI Calibration Mission Configuration
delivered pre-anomaly (version 21). Thus the first Mission Configuration used for science scheduling was: MC_H21_P23_S28_ASTR (the
suffix ”ASTR” meaning that it was for SPIRE science scheduling).
• The first full Astronomer Mission Configuration to have Astronomer versions for all instruments and thus to be applicable for
scheduling any science observation in a particular scheduling cycle, was MC_H27ASTR_P42ASTR_S46ASTR_RP 31, delivered on
February 11th 2010 and first used for scheduling in OD-283 (February 20th/21st 2010).
• The final Astronomer Mission Configuration version for science scheduling was MC_H102ASTR_P70ASTR_S66ASTR_RP,
delivered on July 13th 2012 and first used in scheduling in OD-1175 (July 31st/August 1st 2012).
• The final Mission Configuration to be used for scheduling calibration and engineering observations, was MC_H111_P70_S70_CAL
(i.e. version 111 of the HIFI CUS, version 70 of the PACS CUS and version 70 of the SPIRE CUS) delivered on May 17th 2013, for the
post-cryo technology tests and first used in OD-1484 (June 5/6th 2013).
• The latest Contingency Mission Configuration made available by HIFI – although never used in scheduling – was
MC_H113ASTR_P70ASTR_S66ASTR_CONTINGENCY, delivered on February 20th 2013, to be used in the case that HIFI declared a
lasercomb failure.
4.3.1.4.4
The MIB, SID and HPSDB
On board definitions, for example, the length and structure of telecommand or telemetry packets were controlled by a MIB (Mission
Information Base) via the HPSDB that allowed Planck and Herschel to use common components. Each packet has a Structure Identifier
(SID) version that told the HPSDB how to interpret the structure of the packet and how to de-code the data content of the packet as defined
by the MIB. Essentially there is a one-to-one relationship between MIB version and HPSDB version. The following sections explain some
of the most important aspects of the HPSDB and SID for Operations.
4.3.1.4.4.1
MIB and HPSDB versioning
The MIB consists of four parts: a spacecraft MIB; MIBs for each instrument; an Uplink MIB to handle telecommands; and a downlink MIB
to handle telemetry, combined into the MIB used on-board. A total of 13 HPSDB versions were produced by MOC for Uplink, although not
all were used. The versions released for Uplink use are listed in Appendix C. Some of these implied important changes in the way that
instruments interacted with the satellite (e.g. MOC-11 and MOC-13) and thus had to be linked to a specific Mission Configuration. These
cases of linkage give rise to the Mission Configurations listed in Appendix C that carry the _HPSDB suffix. As for Mission Configurations,
the early mission phases showed a much more rapid turnaround of HPSDB versions. In Routine Operations changes in HPSDB were
infrequent. No new HPSDB was produced by MOC after MOC13 was released in October 2011. MOC13 was made fully backwards
compatible with all HPSDB versions used in Uplink, thus HPSDB MOC13 is the only one required in Downlink for re-processing. All data
recovered from the Archive that have been re-processed with HIPE 14, or HIPE 13, or …) has been processed with HPSDB MOC13.
4.3.1.4.4.2
SID Versions
Table 40 shows the SCET (SpaceCraft Elapsed Time) times of the first and last telemetry packets for the different SIDs, obtained from the
telemetry data, and the corresponding OD ranges:

SID

First used

Last used

OD range

30051 2009-05-14T17:07:07Z 2010-10-09T16:38:03Z 1-514
30061 2010-10-07T18:12:58Z 2011-09-26T15:42:25Z 512-866
30063 2011-09-16T16:30:49Z 2013-06-13T11:27:37Z 856-1492

Table 40: The range of validity in telemetry for different Structure Identifier (SID) versions. The SID told the HPSDB how to interpret the
structure of a telemetry packet and how to de-code the data content as defined by the MIB.
SID-30061 was tested in OD-512 and then used routinely from OD-514. SID-30063 was tested in OD-856 and used routinely in OD-866.
When a new MIB was tested on the spacecraft (e.g. ODs 512 and 856), it was enabled for a few minutes for the duration of a test within the
OD and then reverted. The rest of the OD used the previous MIB. The new MIB was then deployed a few days later (ODs 514 and 866)
when the test results had been validated. We find the telemetry times (extracted from MOC HPMCS files) as shown in Table 41:

SID
30051

31

From

To

OD

Comment

2010-10-07T17:48:03Z 1-512

An earlier Astronomer MC, MC_H25ASTR_P42ASTR_S46ASTR_RP and its derivatives was never used for scheduling due to issues found in testing.
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30061 2010-10-07T18:12:58Z 2010-10-07T18:14:37Z 512

Test

30051 2010-10-07T18:15:35Z 2010-10-09T16:38:03Z 512-514 Revert
30061 2010-10-09T16:41:40Z 2011-09-16T16:29:11Z 514-856 Deploy
30063 2011-09-16T16:30:49Z 2011-09-16T16:49:17Z 856

Test

30061 2011-09-16T16:50:34Z 2011-09-26T15:42:25Z 856-866 Revert
30063 2011-09-26T15:44:47Z

866-

Deploy

Table 41: Deployment of a new SID. The table shows show each new SID was deployed for a test on-board, before the changes were rolledback to the previous version until the test data could be verified as correct and the SID could be deployed for Operational use.
The following table shows the SID characteristics of the various MIB versions delivered in later mission stages. The generation dates (which
are the same as the release dates) are those defined in the MIB release notes. The delivery dates to HSC for each MIB version are shown in
the Herschel TWiki. These though are not the same as the dates when the HPSDB was used in scheduling: an HPSDB test campaign
involved all the ICCs and HSC and it could take even several months between delivery of the HPSDB by MOC and its final use in
Operations. For the dates of use in Uplink, see the table in Appendix C.

Version ACMS diag SID Generated

Delivered

MOC10

30051

2010-06-29 2010-08-03

MOC11

30061

2011-07-04 2011-07-25

MOC12

30063

2011-09-21 2011-10-07

MOC13

30063

2011-10-11 2011-10-19

Table 42: New HPSDB versions generated during Routine Operations to address specific ACMS issues (see the text for details). MOC-12
failed testing and thus was never deployed operationally.
The MIB defined ACMS telemetry diagnostic packet APID=514, type=3, subtype=26 from launch with SID=30051 (SPID=240011990). On
OD-219, the length of the packet changed from 400 to 404 bytes. The packet definition was updated in MIB MOC-11 (SID=30061,
SPID=240022990) to add Kalman filter information in preparation for CP raster tests. The packet definition was further updated in MOC-12
(SID=30063, SPID=240024990) to handle star-tracker interlacing with 18 stars. However, this packet was found to be wrongly defined and
so MOC-12 was never used for scheduling. MOC-13 was subsequently released to correct this problem and first used for scheduling when
used in the Mission Configuration MC_H98ASTR_P67ASTR_S64ASTR_HPSDB_MOC13. The use of the MOC-13 HPSDB is implicit in
all Mission Configurations posterior to this one. Note that new definitions are added with a new SID, rather than modifying or removing the
existing definition, so that MIBs are backward compatible with previous versions. This is true of the ACMS MIB definitions, but not
necessarily of all MIB definitions (e.g. instrument packets). Although, MOC-13 corrected the definition in MOC-12 without defining it with
a new SID, MOC-12 was never used operationally, so the backwards compatibility was never broken. The only changes between MOC-10,
MOC-11 and MOC-13 are in the ACMS diagnostic packet definition, which does not affect the rest of data processing at HSC, however it is
fundamental information required to combine pointing information with science data in processing in Downlink.
4.3.1.4.5
Updating Mission Configurations
When the time estimator version for Astronomers has been updated, the time estimate for previously prepared AORs, for example, those
downloaded from the Proposal Handling System, would be shown in red in HSpot to show that they are out of date. It was essential to
submit all proposals against the latest time estimator version – to do this, it was only necessary to re-run time estimation before submission
so that all the time estimates were shown in black font as being current. Normally, by the second half of the mission, time estimator changes
did not affect the duration of observations. They did though effect essential parameters in the set-up of observations so, such changes were
important to users and thus it was still essential to re-run time estimation with the new time estimator version for all AORs to ensure their
correct execution. Using the latest time estimator version before proposal submission was essential to ensure that the AOR design was valid
and that the total time estimate for the proposal corresponded to the amount of time requested to/awarded by HOTAC (changes in the time
estimator could completely invalidate the amount of time requested to HOTAC). Submission could fail if an old time estimator version was
used, or the time estimates had not been re-calculated after the AORs had been modified. Even more critically for the user, as the time
estimate for an AOR was set to ”no estimate” after modification, these AORs would not show up in the total time required for the proposal
until time estimation was re-run thus, if the PI only relied on the headline figure shown by HSpot, without re-running time estimation,
he/she could end up requesting significantly less time than was actually required to execute the programme.
4.3.1.4.5.1
Astronomer updates
There were many circumstances in which it was essential for an astronomer to update time estimates both before and after launch. Time
estimation updating was an essential part of proposal updates during Phase 2 proposal entry (i.e. after a proposal had been accepted by
HOTAC, but before it had been released for scheduling). When a proposals was revised and updated by an astronomer to re-submit to HSC,
all AORs that had been modified had their time estimate set automatically to ”out-of-date” in HSpot, requiring the user to re-calculate time
estimates before re-submission. Similarly, it was often the case that the time estimator version had been updated since the Call was opened
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as bugs were found and fixed and new functionality was (occasionally) added to HSpot. If a time estimator version update had been made,
HSpot recognised that an old time estimator version had been used when the AORs were loaded for modification and flagged the existing
estimates as out of date. However, HSpot only checked whether or not the MC name in the HSpot version into which the AOR file was
loaded corresponded with the MC name with which the AORs have been time estimated. HSpot did not know whether the difference in MC
version was significant or not (e.g. if only the HIFI component of the MC had changed, while the proposal was composed exclusively of
PACS AORs, applying the new MC would not change in any way the AORs or the way that they are executed). As such, a cautious
approach was taken: all AORs that were submitted had to be re-estimated with the latest time estimator version before submission.
Similarly, when an astronomer loads a proposal from the database, the time estimates for the AORs may been seen as being out of date
despite having been re-submitted with the latest available time estimator. This is because the executed AORs downloaded from the HSC
will show the time estimate resulting from the time estimator version with which the AOR was executed, which may be a particularly old
one if the observations were executed early in the mission. There may be significant changes in time estimates when these already-executed
AORs are updated with the final time estimator: the ”old” time estimate may have either increased and decreased when re-calculated,
sometimes significantly. Such changes had to be ignored by the astronomer. This behaviour occurred because, to preserve the integrity of
the database, when a proposal was updated and re-submitted, the Proposal Handling System ignored all changes made to AORs that had
already been scheduled, including any timing changes. The Proposal Handling System only updated those AORs that were still to be
executed, ignoring changes to any AOR flagged as scheduled. Hence on downloading an updated proposal, the time estimate for
observations executed with a previous time estimator version would show, correctly, as out of date. In effect, all AORs in the database are
completely frozen, with the parameters and Mission Configuration that they had at execution, meaning that they can be retrieved and
examined to see how they were executed by the observatory.
4.3.1.4.5.2
Uplink updates
As there was an average of a new MC every 6 days between launch and EoH, with frequent fundamental changes in MCs between versions,
using the correct MC with each observation was critical. Some MCs were prepared specifically to execute certain observations, or to be used
in certain circumstances, which would not not have executed correctly other, apparently similar observations, or would have caused them to
fail completely. This made configuration control a critical part of Uplink. All Astronomer MCs (i.e. MCs for scheduling science
observations) had to be explicitly approved for scheduling by the SGS cCCB, which also had to specify an OD number from which the MC
could be used in scheduling. The unbreakable rule was that all science AORs had to be scheduled with the latest MC version approved by
the cCCB prior to scheduling, unless the corresponding ICC stated that they needed the special functionality in a previous MC version.
Thus, as a last stage before passing a draft MC schedule to operational status and thus ready for submission to MOC, all MCs had to be
updated to the latest version. For each two-week scheduling cycle (see Section 4.3.2.4.1, The Planning Cycle) a set of scheduling
instructions were prepared for the Mission Planners to detail which MC had to be used with which type of observation. So if, for example,
HIFI observations for the cycle in question had to be scheduled with the H42ASTR Mission Configuration – this MC came in no less than
eight variants (see Appendix C) – it did not matter which variant was used, as long as it contained H42ASTR: the Mission Planners could
use any of the variants of the MC to schedule HIFI without updating to the most recent. If a proposal also contained PACS observations that
were being scheduled, only the MC with the latest PACS Mission Configuration too was acceptable for scheduling. Thus the instruction to
the Mission Planners might be that, for this scheduling cycle, HIFI AORs must be scheduled with any MC that contained H42ASTR, the
PACS AORs with any MC that contained P48ASTR and the SPIRE AORs with any MC that contained S55ASTR. Mission Configuration
instructions for the Mission Planners throughout the mission can be found at the URL:
http://herschel.esac.esa.int/twiki/bin/view/HSC/HSCMissionConfig
To ensure that all proposals to be scheduled used the latest Mission Configuration, before committing the observing schedule for an OD to
MOC, the Mission Planner responsible would pass the Uplink Verification Coordinator a list of proposals with AORs that had been last
time-estimated with an out of date MC. Each proposal on this list then had to be updated to the latest MC in the Operational database. The
proposals had to be retrieved individually, updated and re-submitted, during which time the Mission Planners could not use the Operational
database to avoid conflicts (two users trying to modify the status of an AOR simultaneously) and database locking. Given the large numbers
of programmes involved in some ODs – on occasion more than 40 when calibration and engineering AORs were considered – and the large
numbers of AORs in some proposals and the fact that science and engineering AORs often needed different versions of the MC (which
required stopping the database server, changing its settings and then, when the update was completed, reverting them back), the process of
update could occupy two or more hours, making it a time-consuming process that caused an important hiatus in the work of the Mission
Planners; hence it was essential that the MC update process had to be executed efficiently. As a final element of configuration control, the
ICC that was responsible for approving the schedule for a particular OD would make a careful inspection of the MCs used in the schedule to
ensure that they were correct and that no observations had been scheduled with an incorrect MC version.
4.3.1.5
The legacy version of HSpot
In post-Operations and after there is no need to submit and modify proposals so HSpot is only used for legacy purposes. Legacy version
HSpot 7.0 included a raft of final, small updates. As far as we are aware, there are no major bugs in the system that have not be fixed and
any remaining issues are at the level of minor features that have no more than annoyance value. A final HSpot legacy version was produced
in early 2016 to virtualise HSpot, freezing it against a Debian Linux platform known to work well with HSpot 7.0. Users can run HSpot 8.0
– virtualised HSpot – with the latest VirtualBox software, making it compatible with all present and future OS versions and platforms.
4.3.2
Observing strategy
The basic tenet of Herschel observing was ”helium into science”. As Herschel was very much consumables limited, it was essential to use
every second efficiently. The four basic tenets of telescope scheduling to obtain maximum efficiency were:
• Minimising slew overheads as much as possible by avoiding long slews (see Section 3.2.3.2.2.1, Normal slews).
• Concatenate observations wherever possible (see Section 4.3.2.3.2.1, Applications of concatenation)
• Using the full cooler hold time effectively (see Section 4.3.2.4.6.7, Split ODs to complete a cooler hold).
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• Avoiding as far as possible band changes in HIFI (see Section 4.3.2.4.3, Optimising HIFI band changes).
However, usually many more factors influenced in scheduling, which had to be balanced to obtain the final observing schedule for any day.
4.3.2.1
Planning an OD
4.3.2.1.1
A standard OD design
A normal OD in Routine Operations consisted of the following blocks:
• A DTCP when Herschel would be in contact with MOC.
• A period of autonomous operations.
Each OD was further sub-divided into various blocks of observing time. The nature and aim of these blocks of observing time, which
formed a huge jigsaw, is explained in the sections below. In this sense, each instrument was different, but the general format was – with
wide variations – as follows:
• Engineering block (daily maintenance and set-up operations)
• Science block
• Calibration block
• Science block
• Engineering block (end of OD clean-up activities)
4.3.2.1.2
Manual v Automated scheduling
All scheduling was carried out manually. In other words, a human mission planner had to select an observation by hand and place it
physically in a point of the schedule for an observation to be executed. The large number of potential constraints and the wide range of
scheduling guidelines that had to be considered when designing a schedule, as well as the need to update the scheduling guidelines
frequently as the mission evolved, meant that implementing fully automated scheduling was totally impractical and would have required a
huge effort of manpower. Some limited automation to aid the Mission Planner was available to optimise the schedule. Once a draft schedule
was available, the mission planning software would optimise. The software would make multiple passes, arranging the observations in the
most efficient order to reduce slews. Although full optimisation was not possible (it would have required a huge amount of time and
computing power when many tens of targets were scheduled in the OD), optimisation was substantial, considerably reducing slew
overheads. Frequently this process opened space for additional observations to be added to the schedule. The revised schedule could then be
further optimised until the Mission Planner was satisfied that no further improvement was possible and it was then committed.
4.3.2.2
Science, calibration and engineering observations
It was recognised before launch that, analogous with ISO, about 14% of all the theoretically available total time for observing would
actually need to be dedicated to support activities using the instruments to allow the spacecraft to produce science data of scientific quality
(Aloy, 2003): these were generally lumped together as ”calibration“ and ”engineering” activities. A further fraction of observing time would
be taken up as unavoidable overheads such as slew time and internal calibrations. Over the course of the mission the amount of time
dedicated to dedicated calibration observations reduced significantly and the time dedicated to science increased proportionately as
knowledge of instruments improved, their stability was confirmed and the need for further characterisation of the instruments lessened
considerably. Similarly, operational experience allowed scheduling efficiency to increase quickly to very high levels.The nominal division
of a 24 hour Observing Day (OD), as planned before launch was:
• 3 hours DTCP (in principal not available for science observing, but mostly available apart from AOS and SOPS time, for the
execution of engineering AORs)
• 3 hours calibration time
• 18 hours science time (including overheads)
4.3.2.2.1
AOS and SOPS time
Although the majority of the DTCP was available for scheduling, the first twenty minutes of each DTCP were blocked off for spacecraft
activities, controlled by MOC: no spacecraft slewing was permitted. The time was divided into fifteen minutes for AOS activities – routine
spacecraft health checking – followed by five minutes for Spacecraft Operations (SOPS) – the daily reaction wheel momentum dump.
4.3.2.2.2
Engineering observations
Engineering observations were those that were required for instrument or observatory set-up and that have no science value, but were
essential to allow the science to be executed correctly. Where possible, these activities were scheduled during the DTCP to avoid using
prime science time for non-science activities. Examples of engineering observations are:
• Re-cycling of the sorption coolers for PACS and SPIRE.
• Laser switch-on for HIFI.
• Instrument set-up and switch-off at the start and end of an observing block.
• SEU checks
• HIFI band changes
4.3.2.2.3
Calibration observations
Each instrument had an approved calibration plan for routine operations (HIFI: Teyssier et al., 2004); PACS: Klaas et al., 2014: SPIRE:
http://herschel.esac.esa.int/twiki/pub/Spire/Calibration/RCalObservations.xls). This comprised all the observations that were required to
calibrate the instrument, characterise it fully and establish trends in performance or response. Among these were the observations necessary
to maintain instrument health (e.g. for SPIRE spectroscopy there was a requirement to exercise the SMEC at least every eighteen days so, if
no SPIRE spectroscopy day was planned within eighteen days of the last SMEC use, a SMEC exercising was included in the SPIRE
calibration delivery. A second peculiarity of SPIRE spectroscopy with respect to other sub-instruments was the need to obtain a matching
dark sky observation for each AOR executed. In practice, this meant taking a single dark observation with the same number of repetitions as
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the science AOR with the largest number of repetitions observed in that OD for each resolution used. This observation was charged as
calibration time thus, if the greatest number of repetitions in a science observation was 75, a calibration dark exposure with the same
resolution (3.3 hours duration for the standard, high resolution spectrum) had to be included in the OD 32. Each instrument had its primary
calibrators to be observed regularly through the mission, in a standard configuration, to give a consistent dataset. In addition, there were a
small number of targets that were bright for all three instruments and that could be used as cross-calibrators: four cross-calibration
campaigns were scheduled through the mission (see Section 8, 8BHerschel Cross-Calibration) in which quasi-simultaneous observations
were scheduled with all three instruments (Marston & Puga, 2012). During routine phase, calibration deliveries were received from each
ICC every two weeks, constituting the calibration and engineering observations to be scheduled in the next scheduling cycle. These
deliveries included the scheduling instructions covering how the observations should be sequenced (if applicable), which observations were
timing-critical and which could be placed at any appropriate point in the schedule with no constraints.
4.3.2.2.4
Pointing calibration observations
From Planning Cycle 32 (which started with OD-637, on February 9th 2011), each PACS photometry block included four, pointing check
stars to be observed in point source photometry mode on two of the three days on which PACS photometry would be executed. Towards the
end of the mission, these observations were supplemented with mini-scanmap observations of the same stars. These pointing check
observations provided a pool of observations taken in a consistent way over a long period of time to assess the pointing performance of the
satellite and to identify any trends in the pointing behaviour at a minimal cost in observing time (0.3h for each set of four AORs). A typical
delivery note for pointing calibration observations, with instructions for their scheduling, is found in Sánchez-Portal (2011).
4.3.2.2.5
Science observations
4.3.2.2.5.1
Maximum length of science observations
4.3.2.2.5.1.1
Maximum length of an AOR or concatenation
The maximum permitted length for a single AOR, or a concatenation of AORs was 18 hours (64800s), due to the expectation that a
maximum of 18h would be available for science in a normal OD (see Section 4.3.2.2, Science, calibration and engineering observations), so
longer observations would not be schedulable. This limit was hard-wired into HSpot. Observers wishing to take longer observations had to
split their AORs into shorter segments. Care was needed before launch or early in the mission when requesting observations close to the 18
hour limit that they would remain possible even after a slight change in the way that observations were executed on-board, or calibration
strategy, as knowledge of the instruments improved in-flight. A significant number of observations from the Key Programme Calls did
become unusable until modified during the mission and had to be revised to bring them back down under the 18 hour limit.
4.3.2.2.5.1.2
Maximum length of a stare observation
The maximum permitted duration of a staring AOR, requiring the telescope to point at a fixed point in the sky was 13.9 hours (50000s).
4.3.2.2.5.1.3
Maximum length of SSO observations
The maximum duration of a single AOR to observe an SSO was 5 hours (18000 seconds). Moving targets required different treatment in
Mission Planning to fixed targets, as the spacecraft had to calculate an instantaneous position and track on it, rather than on the stars. This
required the mission planning software to interpolate the position of the object at any moment from the Chebyshev Polynomials that define
the target's ephemeris (Oort, 2003). It was estimated that this process may not be valid for integrations longer than 5 hours on fast-moving
targets, hence the tracking accuracy could not be guaranteed for longer moving target AORs. As a result, HSpot placed a blanket, hardwired limit of 5 hours on the duration of a single AOR for solar system objects – as usual, this limit could be avoided to splitting a very long
observation into several shorter ones that were concatenated so, in practice, it was not a significant limitation for observers.
4.3.2.2.5.1.4
Maximum length of PACS spectroscopy observations
For PACS spectroscopy observations there was a significant danger that, for very long integrations, an instrumental glitch – a DECMEC
problem – could cause the entire observation to be lost. Observers were advised to check with the PACS spectroscopy experts via Helpdesk
if they were uncertain what to do to make their observation more robust against a failure of this type. However, when very long PACS
spectroscopy AORs were selected for scheduling, an automatic check was made by the Mission Planning Team, who would query the
advisability of any long integrations that appeared in the schedule with the relevant instrument expert. When an AOR exceeded 40000s (≈11
hours) duration, it was almost always broken into two AORs. As the instrument controller was re-set at the start of each AOR, even if it had
glitched during the first half of an observation, the second half would still be executed correctly; this meant that only half of the observation
needed to be re-scheduled, hence a significant amount of observing time was saved (and observations that would otherwise have been
completely lost were saved, at least in part) in this way. The decision to split long AORs was decided on a case-by-case basis, as the tradeoff was that two shorter AORs were slightly less efficient to schedule, even when concatenated.
4.3.2.2.5.2
Straylight checks
It was understood from an early stage that there was a significant danger of observations being affected by straylight caused by specular
reflection of bright objects out of the field of view from different elements of the telescope structure (see, for example, Ferlet (2009)).
Detailed studies of potential straylight paths were made and contrasted with results from in-flight checks (see Section 5.2.3, Straylight).
These were used to provide predictive software that allowed the Mission Planners to check for potential straylight issues from bright

32
The largest number of repetitions scheduled in an AOR was 160, which implied scheduling a corresponding dark with 160 repetitions for calibration (7.9h
duration) in the same OD. This put strong constraints on scheduling. In general though, SPIRE ICC recommended breaking very long SPIRE FTS
observations into several AORs of 100 repetitions, which were more efficient to schedule and gave better guarantees of instrument stability.
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celestial sources (e.g. the Moon, Jupiter, etc.) When an issue was detected, usually it could be avoided by either delaying an observation by
a few days until the offending body had moved further away and the specular reflection no longer fell in the field of view of the detector, or
by delaying until the next visibility window. Ambiguous cases were examined by hand by the Spacecraft Environment Scientist (SES) who
had the final say in scheduling an observation. The SES could decide to approve the observation for scheduling because it was considered
that its quality would not be significantly compromised, or recommend that the observation be deferred to a later date as straylight issues
could compromise it. During the final months before EoH there was sometimes no valid straylight mitigation strategy, as a new scheduling
opportunity with no straylight interference would not occur until after EoH. In these cases an observation would be moved as far away from
a straylight point as possible and then scheduled, accepting that some degradation of data quality from straylight was possible, but that the
science objectives of the observation could be met and that scheduling in this way was preferable to not scheduling the observation at all.
4.3.2.2.6
Overheads
For each observation there were certain, unavoidable overheads. The most important overhead in normal circumstances was the slew time,
both between successive targets and, when making scan or raster maps, between individual points (i.e. consecutive raster points, or the start
point of successive scan legs), although this could be increased by an enforced hold to complete instrument set-up or internal calibration
before observing could start, as shown in Figure 112.
4.3.2.2.6.1
Slew overheads
The average slew time between targets was a strong function of the density of targets on the sky – where targets were densely clustered,
slews could be minimised in scheduling, where they were sparse, long slews (and hence ”dead time” when science was not being carried
out) were unavoidable. This density of targets varied through the mission as a function of the availability of schedulable observations in the
database and thus, the fraction of time taken up by slew overheads varied widely. To optimise scheduling and to minimise slew times, an
excellent guide to scheduling reality was that >180 ODs of available and schedulable observations was needced and, for any individual subinstrument, >20 ODs of schedulable observations were necessary for efficient scheduling. As it was not possible to anticipate in advance of
launch the average slew time between observations, a flat 180 seconds overhead was charged on each observation: operational experience
showed that this value was close to reality over the duration of routine science phase (see Figure 113; Gómez et al., 2010). Constrained
observations (see Section 4.3.2.3, Constrained observations), were schedule-drivers, obliging the Mission Planning System to slew the
telescope to a place that it would not have been slewed to naturally in planning a particular OD efficiently with the smallest possible slews:
the larger overhead of 600s charged to the observation recognised the increased inefficiency of the schedule that resulted. In contrast, by
concatenating observations the Mission Planning System was obliged to keep the telescope in a single position in the sky for two or more
consecutive observations. This saved the telescope from slewing away from a particular position and then having to return to it later. In
other words, it reduced slew overheads in the schedule and was thus rewarded by only having the slew overhead charged on the first
observation of the concatenation: the large number of concatenated observations that were scheduled is evident from the quantity of zero
length slews shown in Figure 113. The success of Herschel Mission planning in minimising telescope slews can be seen in the cumulative
frequency of slew length plot in Figure 114: more than 70% of all slews between science observations were shorter than 10° in length and
over 80% were shorter than 20° in length.

Figure 112: Effective slew overhead (slew time + hold to complete internal set-up) as a function of the length of the actual slew path on the
sky. The regression line does not cross the y-axis at zero because, for short slews, internal set-up time dominated the slew time. Source:
Based on Gómez et al. (2010)

Median
Mean

Slew time
125s
214.9s

Slew Angle
0°.347
13°.962
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Upper Quartile
Lower Quartile
Maximum
Minimum

74s
231s

0°.005
12°.643

1630s
0s

181°.605
0°.000

Table 43: Slew angle statistics for slews between science observations during the Herschel mission. Slew times include forced holds to
complete internal set-up. The maximum slew can be greater than 180°, as slews do not necessarily follow a great circle route (sun-safe
slews), or may include a roll angle change. Source: Based on Gómez et al. (2010)
4.3.2.2.6.2
Scan and raster maps
Apart from the slew overhead, there were important overheads within observations that count to the total duration of an AOR and thus the
time that was charged to an observing proposal for execution. These can be examined in scheduled observation by loading the AOR file into
HSpot, double-clicking on the AOR that you wish to examine to bring up the AOR editor pop-up and selecting ”Observation Est…”. For
PACS and SPIRE you will see the breakdown of time including the Instrument and observation overhead. For HIFI, the same information is
obtained by clicking on ”Observation Est…” and selecting ”Show messages”. Within any scan or raster map, depending on how the
observation was defined, the actual on source time may have been only a small part of the total observation time.

Figure 113: A histogram of 34458 eigenaxis slews carried out by Herschel between science observation, including any deviation from a
great circle route or roll angle change, rather than the formal point-to-point distance on the sky. The distribution has a long tail (indeed,
there is one slew slightly longer than 180° and 17 slews [0.05%] are greater than 175°), but is strongly clustered to values under 10°, with
the vast majority of slews being of less than 2.5°, demonstrating the efficiency of scheduling. Source: Gómez et al. (2010)

Figure 114: A cumulative frequency plot for the slew distance between successive science observations. The fraction of slews greater than
20° is well under 20%.
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4.3.2.2.6.2.1
Scan maps
Any scan map observation involves taking a series of line scans. These are parallel scans taken at a constant separation that, together, build
up the map. Each pair of scan lines consisted of a scan and then a return scan. The simplest map consists of just two lines: the out and return
scans, as shown in Figure 116, in which, once the slew from the previous attitude is completed, the following phases execute in sequence:
• Hold – stabilisation time after the starting attitude for the scan was reached.
• Acceleration – the distance accelerating the spacecraft, necessary to reach the required scan speed.
• Coast/settling – 1s movement to allow the telescope to settle at the required scan speed before starting to take science data.
• Scan – scan at constant speed.
• Deceleration – the distance required to bring the spacecraft to rest again.
• Slew – movement to next starting position.

Figure 115: As for Figure 114 for slew time, including forced hold to complete internal set-up. The kink in the cumulative frequency at 59s
is due to the PACS photometry internal set-up time of 59s.

Figure 116: Execution of a simple two-line, line scan observation. The science part of the observation is shown in dark blue. All other
telescope movement is slew overhead, consisting of hold, acceleration (acc), coast time at constant velocity, deceleration after the scan
(dec) and slew to the new position for each scan leg. Source: Brumfitt (2012).
4.3.2.2.6.2.1.1
Practical examples of scan map overheads
All the phases apart from the scan are necessary and unavoidable overhead on the observation. This means that small maps may have a short
on source time compared to the total overhead. For example: for a 355 second mini-scanmap observation consisting of ten scan legs of 3.5
arcminutes at medium (i.e. standard) scan speed, separated by 2 arcseconds, apart from the obligatory 59 second calibration block, the on
source time was 110 seconds, the slew overhead on the observation was 186 seconds. Thus the efficiency of the observation, calculated as
on source time divided by total observation time was 110/(110+186)=37.2% 33. For high scan speed, the efficiency is much lower as the scan
part of the observation becomes proportionately smaller than the overheads. For a 3165 second mini-scanmap, consisting of 11 repetitions of
a map of 10 scan legs of 3 arcminutes each, separated by 4 arcseconds, apart from the standard calibration block of 59 seconds, the on
source time was 990 seconds and the slew overhead 2116 seconds. Thus the efficiency of the observation was 990/(990+2116)=31.9%. In a
similar way, for large maps, a square map was more efficient covering the same area of sky than a narrow strip map. A one degree square
Parallel Mode map at medium scan speed had a 48% efficiency, but the same area of sky, observed as a 2°x0°.5 map, had only a 40%

33

Although these efficiencies may at first sight appear to be very low, the mini-scanmap mode gave better sensitivity and much higher quality data than the
originally designed point source photometry mode, thus was preferable to the user to ensure the acquisition of best quality science data..
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efficiency. Hence the design of scan maps to maximise efficiency was an important consideration when preparing a proposal and that good
AOR design was essential to maximise the efficiency of use of the observatory.
4.3.2.2.6.2.1.2
Changes in scan map overheads during operations
Experience in SDP showed that the scan map logic, as designed pre-launch, was overly conservative and that satellite performance allowed
the overheads to be reduced significantly, reducing the hold time after a slew from 8 seconds to 5 seconds, hence decreasing the execution
time for AORs. This change was implemented on OD-208. Overall, this change reduced the turnaround time between scan legs in PACS
scan maps from ≈17s to ≈5s with substantial savings in observing time both for the observatory and for observers. Carefully study of the
acceleration profiles and stabilisation times from OD-208 showed that the maximum time to stabilise was 3.75s, thus the new stabilisation
time was well-matched to observational reality and it was not advisable to reduce it still further (Sánchez-Portal, 2014). An even larger
saving in overheads on large scan maps was attained by changing the logic for scan maps from the original implementation to the version
shown in Figure 116. As originally devised, the scan logic corrected the position of the telescope caused by the overshoot at the end of each
scan leg (the deceleration at the end of a scan leg) by introducing a slew to return the pointing to the demanded position at the end of the
scan leg, before then making a second slew to the start position for the next scan. As the overshoot when scanning at the fastest scan speed
(60 arcsec/sec) could be significant, the requirement to make a return slew and stabilise was adding as much as 55s overhead to each scan
leg. The revised logic took advantage of the increased familiarity with the ACMS garnered in operations to overwrite the unwanted return
slew with a slew direct to the next starting position. The return slew was only used in the last scan leg of a map, to return to a stable final
position for the next pointing. Having a known, stable starting point avoided repeated TM(1,8) errors (see Section
4.2.3.2.2.4.3, Telecommand service type, for an explanation of TM(1,8) errors) due to the slew from the final attitude of the scan map
requiring more time, due to the overshoot, than allowed for by the slew time estimator. If the telescope was still slewing when the ACMS
attempted to execute the next command, a conflict would occur and a TM(1,8) error would be generated by the ACMS. However, the
overwriting itself generated an expected TM(1,8) error (which MOC could ignore safely) as the slewback command was not executed.
4.3.2.2.6.2.1.3
Use of turnaround data
The SPIRE detectors were left switched on during the turnaround in scan maps. From the HIPE 13 release, this turnaround data is used in
maps: prior to HIPE 13, it was not. An additional consequence of this was to increase the effective area of the sky mapped with SPIRE.
4.3.2.2.6.2.2
Raster maps
An example of a raster map is shown in Figure 117. After an initial slew to the starting position, the telescope executed an m × n array of
pointings with a point step ”x” and a line step ”y”. Normally a raster map included an off position that was executed every k pointings to
give an background measurement. There is an integration time Tp at each pointing position. For each position there is an overhead Tpp that
consists of the slew time between successive raster positions, plus a settling time of 5 seconds after the slew. There is also a slew time to the
off position Tsop and an integration time in the off position Top. For a 10x10 raster of grating scans in PACS line spectroscopy mode, with a
step of 4 arcseconds, a line separation of 4 arcseconds and an off position 5 arcminutes away that is observed every ten raster points, the on
source time was 15000 seconds and, apart from the calibration overhead of 127 seconds, the slew overheads within the raster amount to
7850 seconds, giving an on source efficiency of 65.6%. Similarly, for a 3×3 arcminute SPIRE FTS, high-resolution, sparse-sampling map,
the instrument and observation overheads are 576 seconds compared to an on-source time of 2398 seconds, giving an efficiency of 80.6%.
As these figures show, the efficiency of raster maps is generally higher than for scan maps because raster maps were used in spectroscopic
mode, where the unit time exposure time per observation is longer than in scan maps, hence overheads influenced less in the total duration
of the AOR.
4.3.2.2.6.3
Internal set-up and calibration overhead
All PACS observations had an instrument set-up and internal calibration time. For photometry this was typically 59s, for spectroscopy
≈125s. If this was shorter than the slew time, the instrument set-up was carried out during the slew and not an additional overhead on the
observation; however, for shorter slews, or for concatenated observations, in which there was either no slew, or only a very short slew, the
telescope had to wait after completing the slew (if any) for the set-up to complete before starting to execute the observation. As a result, it
was frequently this that was the dominant factor in the overhead between AORs, particularly for short slews between observations. SPIRE
AORs included a series of overheads within the observation for internal set-up and calibration that can broadly be grouped together as
”calibration”. A 30×30 arcminute scan map included a 32s configuration and initialisation before the observation started, an 17 second
PCAL flash and 8 second re-configuration at the end of the observation. A typical SPIRE FTS observation included 138 seconds
configuration and initiation before the observation started and 172 seconds of SMEC move, re-configuration and Flash at the end of the
observation. The effect of these overheads can be seen in Figure 118. In this plot the average slew rate (defined as slew distance divided by
the time from start of slew to start of the next observation) is plotted against the distance slewed across the sky. For very short slews, the
acceleration, deceleration, internal set-up and stabilisation time became a significant factor in the time that elapsed between the start of a
slew to the next target and the start of the next observation itself. Only when the slew was longer than ≈40° was the dead time between
observations dominated by the maximum slew velocity of the telescope itself.
4.3.2.3
Constrained observations
Herschel offered many options for constraining observations, not all of which were requested by observers. They can be grouped as:
• Timing constraints
• Concatenations
• Follow-on constraints
• Sequencing constraints
• Group-within constraints
It was possible to have more than one constraint on an observation and not unusual to have as many as three on a single observation
simultaneously. Where adding a constraint to a concatenated observation incurred a 600 second overhead, the overhead was only added
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once, even if more than one such constraint was placed on the observation. However, for Group-within and Sequencing contraints, the 600s
overhead was added to all AORs in the constraint.

Figure 117: A basic 5x4 raster pointing with an off position after 15 points. Source: Brumfitt (2012).

Figure 118: Average slew rate (defined as distance slewed between observations divided by the time elapsed between the start of the slew
and the start of the next observation). For slews smaller than about 10° on the sky, other factors (internal set-up time, stabilisation time,
acceleration, deceleration) dominated the dead time. Only for slews longer than ≈40° does the telescope maximum slew rate completely
dominate the dead time.
4.3.2.3.1
Timing constraints
A timing constraint was defined as any restriction on the execution of an AOR that obliged the Mission Planning software to schedule an
observation at a set time or within a strictly delimited range of times. All such observations caused a ”T” flag to appear in the observation
table in HSpot (see Kidger, 2013 for details). This could be caused by any of the following observer requests for execution as:
• A fixed-time observation.
• Execution within a timing window.
• Execution within a given range of scan orientations only.
• Execution only outside a given range of (undesirable) chopper orientations.
Observers were warned that over-constraining observations could make them impossible to schedule, either because the AOR might never
be visible, or because it was visible at such a limited range of times that completing a set of constrained observations in a proposal by EoH
would have been impossible. All timing constraints were charged a 600 second overhead against the HOTAC award, unless they were the
second or later observation in a concatenation.
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4.3.2.3.1.1
Fixed time observations
This option was available for cases where an observation had to be executed at a precisely defined time. Mission Planning would guarantee
to start execution within 1 second of the requested time. In practice, this option was only required for a single observation: that of the
extremely fast-moving Near Earth Asteroid, 2005 YU55, on OD-910 (10th November 2011), for which it was critical to intercept the asteroid
at a precisely defined moment, to ensure that it was crossing the field of view of the PACS photometer during the execution of the AOR.
From a Mission Planning point of view such observations were particularly inefficient to schedule as they drove the schedule by forcing the
telescope to use a particular instrument on a given day and to move to a position that it would not naturally move to at a set time. It also
obliged the Mission Planners to schedule the previous observation sufficiently in advance to allow the to the target slew to be completed in
time to start the integration at the desired moment.
4.3.2.3.1.2
Execution within a timing window
For some observing programmes, it was important that observations be executed within a determined window of time. This might be to
coincide with a campaign of observations with another telescope, to observe a solar system object against a dark area of sky background, or
because observations were required with a certain cadence (for example, in three consecutive observing windows to look for variability on
time scales of months). Definition of a timing window was preferred to a fixed time observation, as it gave more latitude to the Mission
Planners to schedule the observations efficiently. Any window that was at least two weeks long also ensured that the instrument subschedule was not driven by the observations and that these could be scheduled at any convenient moment within the regular two-week
planning cycle (see Section 4.3.2.4.1, The Planning Cycle).
4.3.2.3.1.3
Scan orientation constraints
For mapping observations, where it was necessary to cover a large area of sky with various overlapping tiles, having a constant, or nearconstant tile orientation was important. This was done by placing an constraint on the scan direction. The stronger the constraint, expressed
as an angle, the less the rotation of the tiles that was permitted in executing the AORs and so the better the overlap between adjacent tiles
and the more efficient the sky coverage. As the position angle rotated with an annual cycle (although, as a position angle of 0° and one of
180° are equivalent, the effective cycle for scheduling was six months), a scan orientation constraint was equivalent to defining a timing
window. The position angle of a target at the ecliptic pole would rotate a full 360° through the year (see Figure 119), so a 10° orientation
constraint at the ecliptic pole was equivalent to defining a fixed, 10-day scheduling window every six months. Closer to the ecliptic, the
annual range of position angle decreased, so even a large orientation constraint could convert into a very small range of permitted dates for
scheduling – in the Ecliptic, any orientation constraint was either irrelevant (never valid and thus did not constrain the observations at all), or
would make the observations impossible to schedule (because the position angle would never enter the permitted range). Such programmes
were always a difficult trade-off between scientific demands (the strongest possible constraint to optimise data quality) and scheduling
demands (the weakest possible constraint to optimise scheduling efficiency). Where physically possible, priority was always given to
scientific expediency over scheduling expediency. The combination of a large mapping programme around a given point in the sky and a
strong orientation constraint was the most difficult to accommodate in the telescope schedule, as it required heavy blocking of observations
at the same times of year in various consecutive visibility windows to complete the programme. This made the programme extremely
vulnerable to any contingency that demanded re-scheduling, such as an instrument problem and, in extreme cases, could even make a
programme impossible to complete, even without contingencies, without assuming a much longer helium lifetime than was physically
realistic. Observers were encouraged strongly to relax constraints whenever possible to simplify scheduling if these were so tight as to
endanger the completion of the scheduling of the programme before EoH.
4.3.2.3.1.4
Chopper constraints
If a target lay in a confused area of sky, for example, a large star-forming region, there was a danger that the chopper ”off” position could lie
on a strong source, thus hiding the flux from the target itself, or severely contaminating it in spectroscopy. Observers could choose to
eliminate a range of chopper angles to avoid chopping onto strong emission. This was equivalent to defining a range of dates when the AOR
could not be scheduled. The caveat on chopper constraints is identical to orientation constraints: as the range of position angle variation got
smaller closer to the ecliptic plane, even a small chopper constraint would become increasingly restrictive to the point of making scheduling
a particular observation impossible: one of the tasks of the Community Support Group pre-launch was to identify the unschedulable
observations in the database and to ensure that the constraints on such observations were updated.
4.3.2.3.2
Concatenations
AORs within a concatenation were identified by a flag in the ”C” column of the AOR table in HSpot. To identify which concatenation a
particular AOR was in, it was necessary to open the ”Group/Follow-on Constraints” tab in HSpot.
4.3.2.3.2.1
Applications of concatenation
A concatenation obliged the Mission Planning software to schedule observations consecutively. For some observations this was essential to
ensure data quality:
• Scan and cross-scan in PACS photometry.
• Deep mini-scanmap integrations
• Target and off position in PACS un-chopped spectroscopy.
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Figure 119: Position angle variation for sources on the ecliptic and at the ecliptic pole, in the zone of permanent sky visibility. For sources
at intermediate ecliptic latitude, the annual range of variation of PA will be between these two extremes. – the Polaris Flare (R.A.
11h00m15s, Dec. +86°10´52″), close to the permanent visibility zone and Neptune, in the ecliptic). Whereas the position angle of the
Polaris Flare, at high ecliptic latitude, rotates at approximately one degree per day, the position angle of Neptune barely changes. Note that
a position angle of 000° and of 180° are equivalent. The fact that the ecliptic source has much more visibility than a target at high ecliptic
latitude is also evident from this plot. Source: HSpot.
For deep mini-scanmaps, individual integrations longer than ≈45 minutes were not advisable so, when a deep integration was needed,
several individual observations needed to be concatenated. There was, in principal, no limit to the number of map repetitions that could be
concatenated, provided they summed no more than 18 hours, which was the maximum permitted length of an observation. Similarly, when
several observations of the same target were required – for example, photometry in 70 and 100 microns in mini-scanmap mode – observing
was more efficient if the observations were made consecutively, as slew overheads were minimised and observatory efficiency maximised
by avoiding unnecessary slews (in other words, avoiding the possibility that the 70 micron observation would be taken, the telescope would
then slew to another target and, at a (possibly much) later date have to slew back to take the 100 micron observation, thus introducing two
unnecessary slews into the schedule). When multiple time-constrained observations were concatenated, the overhead was only applied to the
first observation in the concatenation. As many concatenations as required could be defined in a proposal. As many concatenations as
required could be placed within other constraints.
4.3.2.3.2.2
Limitations on concatenation
Concatenation was only permitted when the following conditions were satisfied:
• For SSOs, all observations were of the same solar system object.
• For fixed targets, the target coordinates were within 1 degree of the position of the first AOR in the concatenation
(effectively, these were cluster pointings 34).
o For PACS un-chopped spectroscopy only, a reference position up to 2 degrees away from the target was permitted.
• The same sub-instrument was used
o i.e. PACS line and range spectroscopy could be concatenated, but not PACS photometry with spectroscopy, or SPIRE
photometry with Parallel Mode.
o HIFI Point, Map and Spectral Scan AORs could be concatenated.
The following were never permitted in a concatenation:
• Mixing fixed and moving targets.
• Combining instruments (e.g. HIFI + PACS)
• Combining sub-instruments (e.g. spectroscopy + photometry).
• Combining observations that summed more than 18 hours.
• Combining targets separated by more than 2° in the sky.

4.3.2.3.3
Follow-ons
Follow-ons were identified by a flag in the ”F” column of the HSpot AOR table. A Follow-on was defined when observations of a target
were required at regular, or semi-regular intervals, or two observations separated by a specific interval of time were required, for example,

34

For a cluster pointing, for example, an observation of several stars of the Pleiades cluster, each individual AOR was charged a 180s slew overhead.
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to measure the background behind a moving target, while the moving target was still within the field of view, or when quasi-simultaneous
observations with both PACS and SPIRE were needed of a quasar and there was a requirement that the data in the two instruments should be
separated by no more than a certain amount of time, hence Follow-ons had many applications for different programmes. The interval
between Follow-on observations could be anything from a few minutes to several months. Observations within a Follow-on could be
concatenated to repeat a sequence of AORs at regular intervals over a period of time. The separation of observations could be constrained as
necessary so, for example, the request could be made to repeat the observations between 10 and 15 days after the previous observations. The
more strongly constrained the observations were, the more difficult it was to accommodate the request in the observing schedule,
particularly as highly-constrained observations would drive the instrument sub-schedule. To be easy to accommodate, without driving the
instrument sub-schedule, the separation between observations in a follow-on needed to be longer than 14 days (one scheduling cycle) or
shorter than the typical duration of an instrument observing block (usually ≈2 ODs). A typical case of requesting a follow-on was to observe
that a TNO and the background behind it, it was necessary to take two observations of the target separated by sufficient time that it had
moved 2-3 PSFs across the field of view: usually this implied an interval of a few tens of hours between the two observations. When the two
images were subtracted, the background would be exactly removed from the TNO, permitting objects to be detected well below the level of
the confusion noise. All Follow-on observations had to be handled by hand, as there was no simple way to treat them automatically. As
Follow-ons constrained the schedule severely, they received a 600s overhead. However, if the observations in a Follow-on were
concatenated, the 600s overhead was applied only to the first AOR in the concatenation.
4.3.2.3.4
Sequencing
Sequences consisted of two or more observations or concatenations executed in a specific order, although without time limitation; years
could pass between completing the first and last observation in a sequence. Sequences were flagged in the ”S” column of the AOR table.
4.3.2.3.4.1
Application of sequencing
Sequencing could be requested to ensure that two or more AORs were taken in a specific sequence without a specific time frame. An
example of this would be a target were a line and a continuum observation were required that could not be conveniently concatenated (e.g.
because they would together exceed the 18 hour limit). As the line observation could not be reduced without the continuum, it was more
efficient to request that the continuum be observed first so that the line observation could be reduced immediately when it was executed,
rather than having to wait for the continuum observation to be scheduled. An alternative was the case of a programme with a sample of
PACS targets, for which only the positive detections would be followed-up with SPIRE. This could only be handled by sequencing. Each
observation or concatenation in the sequence received a 600s overhead, thus this option was most attractive for long integrations.
4.3.2.3.4.2
De facto sequencing
As the overhead penalty for sequences was substantial and the handling of sequencing was not trivial with the Mission Planning software,
observers were encouraged to use the more efficient de facto sequencing instead. This consisted of blocking part of a programme for
execution while the other part was executed and then, unblocking progressively observations based on results achieved. This was controlled
through Helpdesk and proved both efficient and effective, ensuring that observations could not be scheduled by accident before intended.
4.3.2.3.5
Grouping
Grouping was formally ”Group within” and distinct from concatenation. Observations within groups were identified with a flag in the ”G”
column of the AOR table in HSpot. A Group within constraint requested that all the observations within the group be completed within a
given span of time, but in any sequence. In other words, one might ask that all the line observations of a particular target be completed
within two scheduling cycles (4 weeks). All observations within a grouping received an overhead penalty of 600s.
4.3.2.3.6
Special scheduling requests
Frequently users made special requests through Helpdesk: to specify an optimum moment to schedule time-critical observations, or to
advance observations of a particular target, or to give priority to an individual AOR; these were placed in a ”Special Scheduling Requests”
Twiki and were treated by the Mission Planning team on a best efforts basis when compatible with scheduling efficiency (and considered
reasonable and proportionate with respect to the effort required to comply with the requests and their effect on other proposals). Such
requests were only considered for Priority 1 proposals until scheduling of Priority 1 AORs was essentially complete. In the last few months
before EoH some special scheduling requests were considered for higher-ranked Priority 2 proposals, in order to optimise their science.
4.3.2.4
Short Term and Long Term Mission Planning strategy
4.3.2.4.1
The Planning Cycle
Routine Phase was scheduled in a series of planning cycles of 14 ODs. Schedule Cycle 1 (Cycle 1) starting on OD-187 (November 16th
2009). Each day of the Cycle was assigned to a particular instrument, or shared between two instruments, according to a proposal made by
the HSC Mission Planning Team six weeks in advance and discussed at the corresponding Routine Phase Planning meeting, at which
changes and adjustments might be made to the sub-instrument allocation according to the needs of the different instrument teams. The
Planning Cycle was based on the distribution of observing time requests by instrument (see Section 4.5.1, Usage statistics) that gave an
average 14 day Cycle of 3.9 ODs PACS Photometry, 3.5 ODs PACS spectroscopy, 1.1 ODs SPIRE Photometry, 1.0 ODs SPIRE Spectroscopy, 1.7 ODs SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode and 2.8 ODs HIFI. As scheduling used full and (occasionally) half ODs per instrument, the
precise composition of the scheduling cycles needed to be tweaked constantly to avoid net over- or under-scheduling of a particular
instrument over a period of time. To make scheduling more efficient, the sub-instrument allocation was based on two cycles totalling 28
days. This allowed alternate cycles to have SPIRE Photometry and SPIRE Spectroscopy, allowing more efficient use of helium (see Section
4.3.2.4.6.5, The cooler hold time). In practice, various factors other than the scrict overall demand for a particular instrument affected the
distribution of the sub-instrument scheduling. These factors are discussed below. A typical pair of ideal Cycles is shown in Figure 120.
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Figure 120: A ideal pair of Mission Planning Cycles that adjusts closely to the overall distribution of observing time demand between subinstruments. In practice, usually SPIRE Photometry and SPIRE Spectroscopy were scheduled as alternate blocks of two ODs to facilitate
scheduling of calibration and engineering observations.
4.3.2.4.2
Sky visibility and its implications for Mission Planning
Although the overall distribution on the sky of Herschel AORs over the entire mission is remarkably homogeneous (see Figure 128), the sky
distribution of the AORs requiring each of the different instruments was much less so. HIFI and PACS spectroscopy AORs were strongly
concentrated around the Galactic Plane and, for HIFI, particularly the Galactic Centre region. Between mid-August and mid-October and
between mid-February and mid-April, when the Galactic Centre region was visible to Herschel, there was a much larger fraction of HIFI
spectroscopy AORs available for scheduling than at other times of year, while PACS spectroscopy also showed a concentration towards
times of year when the Galactic Plane was best visible. In contrast, in the intervening period, many fewer spectroscopy AORs were visible
to Herschel, particularly for HIFI. PACS and SPIRE photometry were most strongly concentrated out of the Galactic Plane, with the
heaviest concentration for SPIRE towards the Galactic Poles. SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode observations, in the main, surrounded the
Galactic Plane. The standard sub-instrument scheduling cycle had to be modified through the year to take into account the greater demand
for particular instruments at particular times of year. This effect is shown in Figure 121 and Figure 122 where we compare a mid-winter subinstrument distribution with an epoch when the Galactic Centre was visible. For scheduling efficiency, many of the ODs were shared
between PACS Spectroscopy and HIFI, as neither instrument needed a cooler re-cycling. This allowed greater flexibility in scheduling and
was particularly important to maintain scheduling efficiency near the end of the mission as the density of sources on the sky reduced. In
particular, late in the mission it was often difficult to fill the DTCPs so, frequently, PACS spectroscopy was scheduled in the DTCP and
HIFI used during the rest of the OD.
4.3.2.4.3
Optimising HIFI band changes
HIFI offered a total of 14 sub-bands to observers, from Band 1a at the long wavelength end, to Band 7b at the shortest, each with its own
Local Oscillator to provide a reference signal. There was thus a significant overhead involved in changing HIFI band due to the switch on of
the Local Oscillator that provided the reference signal for the sub-band to be used; the impact of the overhead depended on the type of
switch-on that was required in the schedule. An LO switch-on could be short (a few minutes) or long (≈3000s), depending on what
observations were to be performed afterwards. If several band-switches were required during a single OD, which all required a long LO
switch-on, scheduling became very inefficient. To obtain the highest scheduling efficiency it was preferable to use a single HIFI band for
the entire OD. Making more than three band changes in a single OD became extremely inefficient, although it was, at times, inevitable if the
target density on the sky for a particular OD was low.
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Figure 121: A typical winter sub-instrument schedule. This is the actual distribution for Cycles 55 and 56 (December 14th 2011 – January
10th 2012). Only 1.5 ODs of HIFI are scheduled in Cycle 56 due to the low density of HIFI targets visible at that time of year.

Figure 122: The sub-instrument schedule for Galactic Centre observing season in early Spring. This is the actual distribution for Cycles 62
and 63 (March 21st – April 17th 2012). HIFI observations are scheduled on 11 of the 28 ODs and PACS spectroscopy on 14, due to the hight
density of available AORs, with many ODs being shared between the two instruments for better scheduling efficiency.
•

A long LO switch-on was required…
o Always, when observing in Bands 6 and 7.
o When the observing mode to be used after LO switch-on was a slow-chop mode. As there was some drift initially after
LO switch-on, if the observing mode to be used immediately after switch-on switched slowly between source and
reference, it was necessary to use a long switch-on to get better signal stability before starting to take data.
• A short LO switch-on could be used…
o In Bands 1-5, if the observing mode to be used immediately after switch-on was one that switched rapidly between
source and reference (fast chop mode). In this case, the drift would be compensated with no loss of data quality.
When the source density was not great enough to fill a complete OD in a particular HIFI band – more than 65.4% of all HIFI observations
(66.0% of executed HIFI observing time) were requested in just Bands 1, 4 and 7 (see Table 59) and 45.1% of all HIFI executed observing
time was limited to only three sub-bands – 1a, 4b and 7b – (see Table 60 and Figure 129), hence the target density across the sky in other
bands was low – the Mission Planners had to strike a balance between reducing the amount of slew time required in an observing schedule
by putting in extra band changes and reducing the dead time resulting from the number of band changes included by putting in extra slews.
A further effect that complicated scheduling was that, while HIFI Band 1a observations were fairly homogeneously distributed around the
sky, at higher frequencies the observations became strongly clustered around the Galactic Plane and, increasingly, around the Galactic
Centre. Some details of the reasons why particular HIFI sub-Bands were especially requested are discussed in Section 4.3.4.1.7.12 (HIFI
Band use). HIFI ODs were the most challenging for the HSC Mission Planners to prepare, as their optimisation was particularly complicated
and required dedicated effort in the Staging database (see Section 2.4.3.1.1.3, Test database) before the schedule could be transferred to the
operational system for approval. One method of increasing the scheduling efficiency in HIFI ODs was to split the OD with PACS
Spectroscopy so that, if multiple band changes would have been necessary to fill a complete OD, the schedule could be made more efficient
by splitting it between HIFI and PACS spectroscopy. This technique was used extensively, particularly in the last year of the mission.
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4.3.2.4.4
Exercising the SMEC for SPIRE Spectrometer safety
Instrument safety considerations made it essential to switch on the SPIRE Spectrometer approximately every two weeks. It was feared that if
the SPIRE SMEC was left inactive for a long period of time, it could jam and render the SPIRE Spectrometer unusable. As the density of
SPIRE Spectrometer targets on the sky was not great enough to ensure that there would be a SPIRE Spectrometer observing block in each
observing cycle, the SPIRE ICC established the guideline (Marston, 2012) that if no SPIRE Spectrometer observing block was scheduled,
the SPIRE SMEC should be exercised at intervals no greater than eighteen days. This would be done when SPIRE was cold and involved
switching on the SPIRE Spectrometer, exercising the SMEC and then switching back to the SPIRE Photometer as prime instrument. In
practice, this procedure was a rare operational contingency. SMEC exercising was carried out in OD-587 and in OD-695: it took 328s to
complete and was carried out before the cooler re-cycle commenced. In later mission stages the level of demand for SPIRE spectroscopy
was high enough to ensure that regular scheduling of the instrument was possible.
4.3.2.4.5
Optimising PACS Spectrometer observing time at the end of the mission
Towards EoH, with the behaviour of the instruments well characterised, the confidence existed to operate them in slightly non-standard
ways. It was decided not to switch off the PACS Spectrometer between the individual ODs of a block of observing time eliminating the need
to do a PACS Spectrometer switch-on at the start of the next OD, saving 3088s (0.86h) of observing time in each successive PACS
spectroscopy OD and avoiding the need for the short orbit epilogue (13s). For a block of several consecutive PACS spectroscopy ODs the
cumulative time saving became important. As running the orbit epilogue at the end of a PACS Spectroscopy block also carried out clean-up
functions, it was advisable not to schedule too many consecutive PACS spectroscopy ODs without an orbit epilogue. As a rule-of-thumb, up
to five PACS spectroscopy ODs without an orbit epilogue was acceptable, although there was no firm safety limit and decisions on the safe
number of days without an orbit epilogue were always made by the ICC on the basis of the schedules prepared.
4.3.2.4.6
Cooler re-cyclings and hold times and their implications for Mission Planning
4.3.2.4.6.1
What sub-instruments required cooler re-cycling?
Observations with the following sub-instruments could only be made with the cooler re-cycled and the detector at HeIII temperature of
˂300mk (typically the operating temperature with the cooler re-cycled was ≈285mK, Duband et al., 2011):
• PACS photometer
• SPIRE photometer
• SPIRE spectrometer
It was necessary to have both PACS and SPIRE at HeIII temperature to take SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode data. HIFI and PACS spectrometer
did not require HeIII temperatures for observing so, when beneficial to scheduling efficiency, could share an OD, allowing much greater
flexibility to the Mission Planners at HSC.
4.3.2.4.6.2
Cooler re-cycle duration
A cooler re-cycling involved pumping 3He gas into the evaporator and condensing it onto the porous alumina/silica dioxide sponge
(Sauvage et al., 2014), from which it would evaporate progressively until dry, at which point the evaporator temperature would start to rise
and the cooler would need to be re-cycled once again for the instrument to continue to observe.
• For PACS, the cooler re-cycling took 8542s (2.37h)
• For SPIRE the cooler re-cycling took 9081s (2.52h)
• For SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode the cooler re-cycling took 10352s (2.88h)
4.3.2.4.6.3
Why re-cycle the coolers during the DTCP?
As there was restricted telescope pointing during the DTCP and the DTCP was also used by MOC for essential maintenance activities that
could be carried out in parallel with a cooler re-cycle (and that required the stable satellite attitude that was maintained during a cooler recycle), the DTCP time was not treated as being prime science time. Where possible, the DTCP was used for essential engineering activities
such as cooler re-cycles and instrument switch-ons to avoid using prime science time for these activities. Occasionally, for operational
reasons, cooler re-cycles were run outside the DTCP, but this was only done if unavoidable, or strictly necessary. When a cooler re-cycle
was run outside a DTCP, it was flagged to MOC to ensure that it was clear that it would not be available for spacecraft maintenance
activities. An example of the scheduling of a PACS cooler re-cycle out of the DTCP was OD-1040, during which, the first half of the OD
was dedicated to PACS Spectroscopy before the cooler re-cycle.
4.3.2.4.6.4
Parallel cooler re-cycles
A parallel cooler re-cycle involved re-cycling both the PACS and the SPIRE cooler simultaneously, putting an increased heat load on the
system and thus reduced helium lifetime more than a PACS or SPRE cooler re-cycle did individually. As parallel cooler re-cycles took
significantly longer than to re-cycle either cooler on its own and, as it could not start until after the short SOPS window and AOS time at the
start of each OD, which totalled 20 minutes, followed by the HIFI and SPIRE SEU checks (147s), a parallel cooler re-cycle would always
extend slightly outside the DTCP. After the cooler re-cycle had been completed, both SPIRE and PACS then had to be switched on: 454s for
the SPIRE switch-on, 2263s for the PACS orbit prologue. Thus, in a Parallel Mode OD, observations could not start until, at earliest, exactly
one hour after the end of the DTCP 35. The reduced scheduling efficiency described above (see also Section 4.3.2.4.6.8, A special case:

35

The equivalent figure for PACS Photometer was that observing could start 0.38h after the end of the DTCP (sum of AOS time + SOPS time + SEU checks
+ cooler re-cycle + orbit prologue), with the cooler re-cycle itself ending well before the end of the DTCP. For SPIRE Photometer observing could start 0.02h
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fillers in SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode ODs) and the increased heat load on the system, made it preferable to use SPIRE only rather than
SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode, unless the PACS data were essential to the requested science.
4.3.2.4.6.5
The cooler hold time
The cooler hold time was defined as the length of time from the end of the cooler re-cycle during which the cooler was able to maintain
HeIII temperature (i.e. until the supply of liquid in the evaporator had been exhausted and the temperature of the evaporator started to rise).
For PACS this was typically 2.5 ODs of biased time (i.e. observations). The nominal PACS cooler hold time with no thermal load was 72.97
hours 36 giving a maximum hold time with the detector in operation (biased) the full time of 59.79 hours. A 1.5 hour margin was applied to
the calculation of effective cooler hold time (increased to 3 hours at the end of the mission) to allow for potential anomalously short hold
times, so that observations would not be lost if the cooler hold was slightly less than expected (Sauvage et al, 2014). For SPIRE the cooler
hold time was 48 hours. The hold time was the same for both SPIRE running on its own and, jointly with PACS, in SPIRE PACS Parallel
Mode. Thus that SPIRE – both SPIRE Photometry and SPIRE Spectroscopy – had to be scheduled in blocks of two days and PACS
photometer could be scheduled in blocks of 2.5 days to use helium most efficiently (Marston, 2012). If either day in a SPIRE block was a
long OD, especial care had to be taken that the last SPIRE AOR should end less than 48 hours after the end of the cooler re-cycle.
4.3.2.4.6.6
The difference between the PACS and the SPIRE cooler hold time
The thermal load from the PACS detectors was estimated at 7μW (Duband et al., 2011), significantly lower than the thermal load from the
SPIRE detectors. The reasons for this are:
• PACS had only two detectors to be cooled, while SPIRE had five.
• The mass of the SPIRE assembly, including feed horns, was significantly greater than for PACS.
• There was some parasitic heat load on the SPIRE detector arrays due to the distance between the arrays requiring larger
busbars and Kevlar suspension supports.
• PACS was the first instrument along the helium vent line, so it received greater cooling from helium enthalpy due to the
lower temperature of the gas in the vent line and thus made smaller demands on the cooler itself.

4.3.2.4.6.7
Split ODs to complete a cooler hold
As the hold time of the PACS cooler was effectively 2.5 ODs, efficient use of the cooler hold time – and thus of precious helium – required
the third day of a PACS cooler hold to be split: using the remaining time while the evaporator contained liquid for PACS photometry, the
second half OD almost invariably for PACS spectroscopy, although HIFI could also be scheduled, if necessary. Thus PACS photometry was
scheduled in blocks of a multiple of three days. The same rule applied to SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode blocks: the first two days would be
scheduled as Parallel Mode, the third day split between PACS photometry and PACS spectroscopy to take advantage of the extra half day of
PACS cooler hold. This meant that, if a longer block of SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode was required, it either had to be broken by a PACS day,
or a half day of PACS cooler had to be ”wasted” (this latter would have to be a wholely exceptional case even to be considered).

4.3.2.4.6.8
A special case: fillers in SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode ODs
SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode ODs provided special problems for Mission Planning, as Parallel Mode AORs were normally several hours
long so it was difficult to fill an OD efficiently with only Parallel Mode AORs. If an OD could not be filled efficiently with Parallel Mode
AORs, rather than leave idle time, wasting cold time in both instruments, PACS or SPIRE photometry were used as fillers to schedule more
efficiently, albeit using only one of the two instruments. Normally, if fillers were required, one day of the Parallel Mode would be used for
PACS photometry fillers and the second for SPIRE photometry fillers. This allowed the possibility of scheduling pseudo-simultaneous
PACS and SPIRE photometry for programmes that required data with both instruments taken as close together in time as possible.
4.3.2.5
Contingency re-plannings
Various circumstances could trigger a contingency re-planning. The most common were:
• Unavailability of an instrument.
• Instrument recovery activities
• ToO alerts
A contingency re-planning would be triggered if it were operationally possible to save telescope time in the event of an instrument
contingency. A typical contingency was an instrument going into safe mode, usually due to an SEU. If, entering a DTCP, the SPACON
found that an instrument was off at AOS, a decision tree was triggered. The criteria for such a severe instrument failure contingency led to a
MOC-declared re-plan are specified in MOC SOI-41 [PT-HMOC-OPS-OM-6231-OPS-OAH, “Herschel On-Call SOE Instructions"]. The
baseline was to take a cautious approach, assuming that an instrument would remain unavailable for several days and would have to be
replaced in the telescope schedule. The procedure for dealing with contingency re-plannings and a discussion of the circumstances that
could lead to one are described in Kidger (2011); the limitations on contingency re-plans are detailed in Metcalfe (2011). Nothing could be
done to save the OD that was starting (OD #1), or the following OD (OD #2), so the target was always to save OD #3. The following
operational pre-conditions were set if the affected instrument was scheduled to be the active instrument in OD #3 (Metcalfe (2011)):
Pre-condition 1: any re-planned POS had to be delivered from HSC to MOC at least 8 hours before uplink.
Pre-condition 2: HSC needed a minimum of 4 hours to re-plan a POS from Start of Re-plan.

after the end of the DTCP. For SPIRE Spectrometer, observing could start 0.07h after the end of the DTCP. In all these cases, the essential pre-observing setup filled the DTCP and extended only fractionally outside it.
36
This value was initially 73.11 hours, but was refined to the slightly smaller value given here in the last year of the mission based on better knowledge of the
performance of the PACS cooler.
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Timing of the necessary contingency re-plan worked backwards from the DTCP time using these pre-conditions. As the earliest OD which
could be re-planned in the fast re-planning scenario was OD #3, which would be uplinked in DTCP #2, re-planning had to start at last 12
hours in advance of the DTCP #2 start time. In all cases the unbreakable deadline was that MOC had to have the POS a minimum of 8 hours
before the start time of the DTCP in which it would be uplinked, to allow it to be processed and the Mission Timeline Uplink Units to be
generated. To allow this possibility, the SPACON would not uplink the schedule as normal during the DTCP in which the anomaly was
detected so that DTCP #3 would not be uplinked until the re-planned schedule was available; as a result, the following DTCP would start
with only sufficient mission timeline stored in the SSMM to last until the end of the DTCP, so not topping-up the SSMM with mission
timeline did assume successful contact in the following DTCP. If this condition of availability of the schedule at least 8 hours before DTCP
start was not met, the revised schedule was not be processed and MOC would uplink the original schedule, even if this would not be
executable by the telescope. In this case, if necessary, the contingency re-plan would continue with OD #4: usually, at the trigger stage of a
contingency re-plan, a target date for instrument recovery would be set, so the number of ODs to be re-planned initially would be known.
An astronomer and a mission planner were available On Call at all times in case the timing of the DTCP was such that the re-plan could not
be carried out with reasonable guarantees within normal working hours. This was done according to the following protocol
- Upon receipt of the MOC alert, the On-Call astronomer would determine the appropriate response for re-planning and would
inform the On-Call Mission Planner accordingly.
- As soon as was reasonably practical after receiving the alert, the On-Call Astronomer would send an informative e-mail with such
information as was necessary to explain and justify the re-plan to all the interested parties.
A typical situation was that an alert was received from MOC at 8pm local time and the re-planned OD would be required, processed ready
for Uplink, by 7pm local time the following day. MOC and the On Call Astronomer at HSC would agree a latest permissible delivery time –
in this case, 11am next day – and check any special circumstances that may require this delivery time to be advanced. In this typical
example, the re-planning work could not be completed during normal (assumed to be 09:00-18:00) working hours, so the On Call
Astronomer and Mission Planner could decide either to start re-planning immediately, or to agree to start very early the following morning.
In normal circumstances the decision was made to return to HSC immediately to allow some buffer time the following morning in the event
of problems being encountered in the re-planning. On some occasions the agreement with MOC on re-delivery would simply be a generic
one that the POS file would be delivered by 8am local time the next day (i.e. HSC could deliver at any time the previous evening or night),
so as to be available when the MOC Flight Dynamics Team arrived for work, both HSC and MOC could thus plan their work schedules
accordingly for greatest efficiency on both sides. For an out of normal working hours contingency, the On Call Astronomer and Mission
Planner would agree to meet at HSC at a set time to start work – e.g. 9pm local time. The On Call Astronomer would alert the HSCOM of
the contingency and the need for a response, the Project Scientist (who would have to approve the re-planned schedule) and the On Call
representative from the affected ICC whose instrument was going to be scheduled, who would have to carry out technical checking of the
re-planned schedule before it could be approved. When alerted, a key piece of information was to warn them of the best-guess estimate of
when the draft schedule was expected to be available for approval, giving the best possible estimate with its possible caveats and ensuring
that they would be available and alert to the arrival of the approval request at this time. During the re-planning process, the On Call Mission
Planner would keep the On Call Astronomer aware of progress, would advise what proposals to be scheduled needed to be updated to make
them schedulable (Mission Configuration updates, breaking of very long AORs [see Section 4.3.2.2.5.1.4, Maximum length of PACS
spectroscopy observations], etc.), at the same time keeping interested parties up to date with progress (e.g. alerting the approvers that the replanned schedule will be available for approval in fifteen minutes to allow them to be ready, complete the task and then stand down as early
as possible).
4.3.2.6
Duplication policy
A key part of ensuring the observing efficiency of Herschel and thus the maximisation of the helium-to-science ratio, was to ensure that
duplicating existing or approved observations was avoided. Duplication policy is set out in detail in Pilbratt, 2011a. In essence, duplication
policy stated the following:
“if a proposed observation essentially duplicates the science contained in any of the observations already approved for execution, then it
will be considered a duplicate observation”
A duplicate observation was defined as:
“two observations on the same position of the sky and in the same spectral region (i.e. wavelength range for spectroscopy, or filter for
photometry) that differ by a factor of less than 2 in sensitivity.”
A SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode observation could be considered to duplicate both PACS and SPIRE photometry of the same field. As the
confusion limit for SPIRE was reached usually with just 2 repetitions at the nominal scan speed, a Parallel Mode observation almost always
duplicated a SPIRE photometry observation of the same field, although the lesser depth of PACS coverage in Parallel Mode normally meant
that there was no real likelihood of Parallel Mode observations duplicating dedicated PACS photometry. Where two mapping observations
overlapped, they were not considered a duplication if the overlapping region was less than 25% of the total. Similarly, two spectral
observations were only considered to be duplicates if at least 25% of the wavelength range covered was in common.
4.3.2.6.1
Duplication checking
A rule of Caveat Emptor was applied strictly. Proposers were expected to check carefully that no duplications with already accepted
observations existed and were expected to justify in their proposal to HOTAC, in the section for duplication analysis, why any remaining
duplications should be permitted. It was the proposer’s responsibility to find and react to duplications in the proposal; it was not sufficient to
rely on the HSC to find and alert the user to conflicts. Unjustified duplications were not permitted in accepted proposals and their existence
in a proposal in significant quantities was generally viewed negatively by HOTAC. Proposals submitted to HOTAC that showed substantial
overlap with previously accepted proposals could be rejected by HOTAC on those grounds.
4.3.2.6.1.1
The ROL and HROST tool
For each Call a revised ROL (Reserved Observation List) was prepared to permit users to check their proposed observations against to
ensure that there were no duplications. Users could use the HROST (Herschel Reserved Observation Search Took) to search a given radius
around a target of interest to check for potentially duplicating observations already approved by HOTAC.
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4.3.2.6.1.2
The Herschel Duplication Checker (HDC)
The HDC (Herschel Duplication Checker) allowed a user to input an AOR file from a proposal in preparation and check it against the ROL.
Potential duplications against previous proposals would be listed and the overlap shown diagrammatically. This tool was used extensively in
duplication checking at HSC and was found to be an extremely powerful aid for duplication analysis. Where a potential duplication was
unclear, the relevant instrument expert at HSC would be requested to adjudicate on the validity or otherwise of the observation. The HDC
and its quick start guide can be found at: http://herschel.esac.esa.int/hdc/
4.3.2.6.2
Treatment of duplicated observations
The analysis and treatment of duplicating observations was the biggest single task to occupy HSC personnel during the HOTAC process. In
particular, it was found to be extremely slow for the OT1 Call, leading to changes in the process in the OT2 Call to avoid proposals being
blocked from execution for as much as several months after the HOTAC meeting and to avoid the correspondingly disproportionate
sustained workload on HSC personnel that a constant round of iterations required, particularly in the very complex cases where there were
duplications that affected three or more proposals at the same time. The watchword for duplication treatment was to ensure as far as was
humanly possible that the process was scrupulously fair to all parties and that it protected the interests of all stakeholders.
4.3.2.6.2.1
Time allocation by HOTAC
The HDC also provided valuable statistical information on the degree of overlap between the AOR lists for different proposals. Where the
overlap was high (some tens of percent) for two or more proposals submitted in the same Call, HOTAC could decide to discuss those
proposals together and accept just one of the proposals, or, alternatively, HOTAC could remove the overlapping portion from one of the
proposals if this could be easily identified, while accepting the non-duplicating part (e.g. a proposal might request PACS and SPIRE
observations of a target list, where the PACS part had considerable overlap with another proposal – HOTAC could choose to accept only the
SPIRE part of the proposal and reject completely the PACS part).
4.3.2.6.2.2
Approved duplications
HOTAC could, in exceptional cases and if thoroughly justified, approve a duplicating observation or observations for execution. When a
duplicating observation was approved for execution it was blocked in the Mission Planning database until the proprietary time for the
original observation had expired. Only then would it be released for execution.
4.3.2.6.2.3
Assigning ownership of duplicating observations
Save in the special case of Priority 2 observations from the OT1 Call (see Section 4.3.2.6.3, An exception: un-executed Priority 2
observations), in all cases where a newly submitted AOR duplicated one in an accepted proposal, it was the accepted AOR that was
executed and the newly submitted AOR that was supressed. Where two or more duplicating observations from the same Call were accepted
by HOTAC, ownership of the AOR was assigned to the proposal with the highest HOTAC ranking.
4.3.2.6.2.4
Implications of duplications for the time award
For the KPOT and OT1 Calls, PIs were permitted to replace duplicated observations with other accepted proposals from the same Call, so
PIs did not actually lose the time in duplicated observations. This caused major delays in releasing some proposals, as sometimes several
rounds of iteration were required and the iteration process could be slow, particularly in complicated cases where there was a significant
overlap between two or more proposals. For the OT2 Call, all observations identified as duplicated were removed from proposals and the
time discounted directly from the time awarded by HOTAC. No proposal could be released for execution until the duplications had been
eliminated by the PI and their elimination verified by the Community Support Team and/or Instrument and Calibration Scientist Team.
4.3.2.6.3
An exception: un-executed Priority 2 observations
Priority 2 observations from the OT1 Call had a special status and a lower degree of protection than other observations. The following cases
were applied, according to the circumstances:
• OT1p2 AORs could be re-submitted by the PI in the OT2 Call in an attempt to upgrade the proposal to Priority 1 time. If the
re-submitted proposal was accepted as Priority 1, the original AORs would be rejected and the new AORs executed, even if
identical to the previous version.
• If a new proposal submitted to HOTAC was approved for execution as OT2p1 time, but the duplicated OT1p2 observation,
even if from a different PI, had not been executed, only the original AOR would be executed, but both proposers would share the
data and have the same proprietary rights. The duplicating AOR would be removed from the OT2 proposal and the HOTAC
award adjusted correspondingly.
• If a new proposal submitted to HOTAC was awarded Priority 1 time, but the duplicating observation had already been
executed as OT1p2 by the time that the HOTAC results were published, the new AOR was rejected even though it nominally had
higher priority.

4.3.2.6.4
Resolution of disagreements and doubtful cases
In a small fraction of cases, the existence or not of a duplication was a matter of interpretation and the HSC instrument specialist was
uncertain as to the validity of an AOR. In some complex cases there was no simple, clear-cut resolution. In such cases the final authority
was always of the Project Scientist to rule on what was a duplication or not and on how to resolve any issues presented by duplications.

4.3.2.6.5
SSOs
Although it did not arise in practice, by being moving targets and showing constantly changing activity and/or observational parameters (e.g.
distance, phase angle and rotation curve, even for inactive objects), observations of Solar System Objects would not normally be considered
as duplications. Similarly, SSOs were treated, by definition as time constrained and so only eligible to be awarded Priority 1 time.
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4.3.3
Guaranteed Time and Open Time Programmes
Herschel observing time was divided into Guaranteed Time, owned by stakeholders (instrument consortia, Project Scientist, etc.) in return
for their role in developing Herschel and its instruments and Open Time, available to the scientific community in general, following the
rules set out below (see, in particular, Section 4.3.3.1.1, Total amount of Herschel observing time).
4.3.3.1
Overall distribution of observing time
The overall distribution of observing time with Herschel was defined by the Herschel Policies and Procedures document (Pilbratt, 2011).
4.3.3.1.1
Total amount of Herschel observing time
Herschel was designed to provide at least three years of Routine Science Phase (RSP) observations after the initial mission phases, including
the Science Demonstration Phase (SDP, see Section 2.5.7). The best estimate of the mission lifetime had a significant uncertainty at the time
of the Calls for Proposals, being in the range 3.5-4 years, but provided confidence in achieving the aim of three years of routine science.
Thus the basis for distribution of observing time was that the total available observing time to be allocated to GT and OT observers in the
nominal three year RSP was 19 776 hours, based on 21 hours schedulable observing time per day for 3x365 days, minus 14% which was
reserved for observatory calibration and engineering observations; i.e. (21 x 3 x 365) x 0.86 = 19 776 hours. Although the actual amount of
available observing time could in the end differ from this number for many reasons, in both a positive and a negative sense, the nominally
available observing time was considered realistic based on actual in-flight performance and was adopted for the conduct of the AO process.
4.3.3.1.2
Guaranteed and Open Time
Herschel observing time was divided into Guaranteed Time (GT) and Open Time (OT). Of the total available observing time 32% was GT,
i.e. 6328 hours for the 3 year mission. The remaining 68% of the time was awarded as OT, i.e. 13448 hours for the 3 year mission. A
maximum of 4% of the Open Time could be allocated in programmes as Director's Discretionary Time (DDT) 37. The GT holders and their
allocated times are as follows:
• Instrument Principal Investigators (PIs) each owned 30% of the GT, thus each instrument PI owned 1898 hours of GT.
• The Herschel Science Centre (HSC) owned 7% of the GT, thus the HSC owned 443 hours of GT.
• Mission Scientists (MSs) each owned 0.6% of the GT, thus each MS owned 38 hours of GT.
• The Herschel Optical System Scientist (HOSS) owned the same amount of time as an MS, i.e. the HOSS owned 38 hours of GT.
Open Time was available to all scientists of whatever nationality to compete for in regular Calls for Proposals, with no restrictions on
distribution by nationality or region, or pertaining to an ESA member state.
4.3.3.1.3
Allocation of available observing time for HOTAC to award
The available Herschel observing time was allocated in three AO cycles described in more detail below (4.3.4,
Cycle). In each cycle there was a GT and OT, GT was awarded first, followed by OT. The first cycle was the pre-flight Key Programmes
(KP) cycle, which was conducted in 2007. The second cycle, which was the first in-flight cycle and designated AO-1, was conducted in
2010. The second and final in-flight cycle, designated AO-2, was conducted in 2011.
4.3.3.1.3.1
Key Programme observing time
The concept of Key Programmes (KPs), is an important element of the Herschel science and was introduced in a dedicated pre-launch AO.
The KP concept is a mechanism to ensure that large programmes, requiring a large amount of observing time (in practice, quantities of
observing time in the range 100-900 hours), could be proposed, selected, and executed. These programmes were intended to exploit the
unique Herschel capabilities, addressing important scientific issues in a comprehensive manner, generating well characterised data sets of
high archival value – the archival vaue of the dataset generated being one of the prime considerations to be taken into account by HOTAC –
and stimulating the need for follow-up observations. The three major GT owners, the instrument PIs, were required to spend a minimum of
50% of their GT on Key Programmes, with no specified maximum, while there was no such requirement on the remaining minor GT
holders. In excess of 90% of the total available GT time was spent in the form of Key Programmes. With regard to the OT, HOTAC was
free to approve proposals requiring up to a maximum of 40% of the total nominally available OT, in the form of Key Programmes and this
was actually the amount of time that was eventually allocated by HOTAC. In the end, and purely by coincidence, 21 GT as well as 21 OT
Key Programmes were awarded observing time by HOTAC. In total in the KP AO cycle, approximately 11 000 hours of observing time
were allocated. A more detailed breakdown and exact figures for each Call can be found in Table 53.
4.3.3.1.3.2
AO-1 observing time
In the AO-1 cycle, about 550 hours were allocated in GT1, and a further just under 6600 hours in OT1. The GT1 time was shared between
33 observing programmes, as described in Section 4.3.4.1.2,
First Open Time Call. The OT1 time was shared between 241 observing
programmes, as described in Section 4.3.4.1.2,
First Open Time Call. This time was divided between OT1 priority 1 (OT1p1) time,
constituting almost 5000 hours, and the remaining time designated OT1 priority 2 (OT1p2).
4.3.3.1.3.3
AO-2 observing time
In the final, AO-2 cycle, about 350 hours were allocated in GT2, and the remainder of the available observing time was offered as OT2. The
GT2 time was shared between 32 observing programmes, as described in Section 4.3.4.1.3, The Second Open Time Call. The OT2 time
allocation is addressed below in Section 4.3.3.1.3.3.1, OT2 overview.

37

The amount of DDT/ToO time that was accepted, including the “MustDo” programme (treated as DDT), was 1.28% of all science time awarded by HOTAC
and 1.53% of all HOTAC-approved science time that was executed (see Table 53). When the SDP time is included, these percentages drop slightly further.
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4.3.3.1.3.3.1
OT2 overview
In the OT2 process all remaining Herschel observing time for the nominal mission was awarded. Given that at the time of the OT2 Call
there was some uncertainty as to exactly how much this would be, more time was awarded than was nominally available. As Herschel had a
known track record with respect to observing efficiency (and scheduling efficiency continued to rise through to EoH), the main contribution
to this uncertainty in the available time was the overall mission lifetime uncertainty itself. At all times during the mission it was necessary to
have a 'buffer' of at least 6 months of observations available for scheduling in the mission planning process. Initially this was an estimate,
but it has been validated as a good number by actual in-flight experience. What 'at all times' means is that also at the end of the mission there
should be no less than 6 months-worth of observations remaining. These observations would thus never be executed, but they did need to be
allocated observing time to ensure scheduling efficiency by ensuring that there was always a large pool of observations to select from. Both
of these aspects, the uncertainty in the amount of available observing time and the fact that an 'over-allocation' of at least 6 months of
observations was required to ensure an adequate pool of observations for efficient scheduling, needed to be taken into account in the OT2
process, as described in Section 4.3.3.1.3.3, AO-2 observing time.
4.3.3.1.3.3.2
OT2 available observing time
The amount of available OT2p1 time for scheduling was calculated as the amount of science time that would be available between the time
when scheduling of the available observations from previous calls had been completed and the nominal lifetime, adding in a 'scheduling
allowance' for contingencies that was estimated to be about 2 months. This accounting included all available observations except the OT1p2
observations (see Section 4.3.3.1.3.3.4, observing time). The best estimate at the time of the OT2 Call as to when all existing Herschel
observations (not counting OT1p2 observations) would be executed was the end of June 2012. The end of February 2013 was be used as the
assumed end of mission. To estimate the rate of scheduling to be expected in this period, the fact that Herschel executed approximately 550
hours of HOTAC-approved science observations per month was used. It should be noted that it was appreciated that the actual mission
lifetime could have been either shorter and longer than this assumed date, so sufficient margin had to be factored in to allow for this. It
should also be remembered that as justified in Section 4.3.4.1.3,
Call, it was required to 'over-allocate' by no less than 6
months beyond the end of the mission, and there the uncertainty in the predicted mission lifetime needed to be taken into account.
4.3.3.1.3.3.3
OT2p1 observing time
With the above assumptions taken into account, the amount of OT2p1 observing time available for allocation (the estimate of OT2p1 time,
based on end of life by the end of February 2013, would have had to be increased or decreased by 550 hours for every month of longer or
shorter lifetime) became:
• Science operations from end June 2012 to end February 2013. Total 8 months.
• The 'scheduling allowance' of 2 months (to make {near} completion of scheduling viable) to be deducted, thus 6 months remaining.
• Since 550 hours could be allocated per month, a total of 3300 hours could thus be offered as OT2p1 observing time.
4.3.3.1.3.3.4
OT2p2 observing time
As opposed to the OT2p1 observing time, the amount of OT2p2 observing time was independent of the mission lifetime. However, it was
affected by the magnitude of the mission lifetime uncertainty. With the above assumptions the amount of OT2p2 observing time available
for allocation was calculated as follows (Pilbratt, 2011):
• The 'over-allocation' of no less than 6 months beyond the predicted mission lifetime needed to be covered. Allocate 6-7 months.
• The uncertainty in the predicted mission lifetime needed to be covered (need 6 months of 'over-allocation' also in the case of the
mission turning out to be longer than nominal). Allocate 1-2 OT2 Time Allocation months, cumulative 8 months.
• The 'scheduling allowance' of 2 months (to make (near) completion viable) not allocated to OT2p1 needed to be added. Allocate 2
months, cumulative 10 months.
• Almost 3 months of OT1p2 time had already been allocated, this needed to be subtracted. Thus a negative allocation of 3 months,
cumulative 7 months.
• Since 550 hours could be allocated per month, a total of 3850 hours could, and thus, had to be offered as OT2p2 observing time. The
already allocated OT1p2 observing time thus remained as part of the required 'over-allocation'.
4.3.4
The Herschel Observing Cycle
4.3.4.1
Announcements of Opportunity
The standard method of obtaining observing time with Herschel was from the regular announcements of Opportunity and their associated
Calls for Proposals, the last of which was the OT2 Call that closed in summer 2011. However, for urgent observing requests that could not
reasonably be covered by the Calls for Proposals, or that could not have been anticipated when a Call for Proposals was open, a quantity of
observing time was reserved for Director's Discretionary Time (DDT). This could be obtained, when the circumstances justified it, as a DDT
proposal (non-urgent) or, for urgent observations, a Target of Opportunity (ToO) request. There were three Announcements of Opportunity,
each consisting of a Guaranteed Time and an Open Time Call for Proposals.
4.3.4.1.1
The Key Programme Call
It was recognised pre-launch that it was essential to dedicate a large fraction of observing time early in science operations to a small number
of core science programmes proposed by large consortia, which would serve to populate the Herschel observations database with large
numbers of targets that could be scheduled quickly, as soon as observing modes were released. These programmes would serve as training
for a substantial number of people in the community in proposal preparation under the guidance of scientists familiar with the Herschel
instrumentation and its capabilities. To be classified as a Key Programme, a proposal needed to be for a minimum of 100 hours of observing
time. The Announcement of Opportunity was made on 1st February 2007, with a deadline of 12:00UT on 4th April 2007 for Guaranteed
Time Key Programme (KPGT) proposals. However, due to a total power failure both of primary and emergency power supply at ESAC on
the morning of closure, which took down all computer services across the site shortly before Call closure, it was decided to extend the
deadline for 24h to 12:00UT on 5th April 2007. The call for Open Time Key Programme (KPOT) proposals opened on July 5th and closed
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at 12:00UT on 25th October 2007. A total of 11 258h of observing time were awarded by HOTAC, although in the end only 10 826h were
actually used (this difference is due to changes in the time estimator making observing more efficient and modifications to programmes
based on in-flight experience, leading to Guaranteed Time originally assigned to KPGT proposals being transferred to other, later
programmes). The basic information on the response to the Key Programme Call is summarised in Table 44 and in Table 45. However, it
should be cautioned that, due to multiple factors such as the transfer of time between programmes, repetition or partial repetition of AORs
with Quality Control issues (e.g. a map might have a problem in the ”red” channel and need to be repeated, but the original observation in
the ”blue” channel was usable, meaning the that original observation is not declared as failed, but ends up being executed twice; or, in other
cases, a problem, such as stray light, might have affected a small part of a map, causing that area to be re-executed, again without failing the
original observation), the actual approved hours can be quite different to the number of hours originally approved by HOTAC and, also, it
has proved to be extremely difficult and complicated to give definitive numbers for approved and successfully executed time for individual
programmes. The list of approved programmes, 21 Guaranteed Time and 21 Open Time, is listed in Appendix B.1 and may also be found
on-line at the url: http://herschel.esac.esa.int/Key_Programmes.shtml
Call
KPGT
KPOT
Overall KP

No. proposals
submitted
21
62
83

No. proposals
approved
21
21
42

No. hours requested
to HOTAC
6148.7
17984.6
24133.3

No. hours approved
by HOTAC
5878.9
5378.8
11257.7

No. hours
used
5297.9
5369.6
10667.5

% requested time
approved
95.6
29.9
46.6

Table 44: A summary of time requested to and approved by HOTAC for Herschel Key Programmes. Many factors, detailed in the text, mean
that the final hours approved for a programme at the end of the mission may not agree with the number of hours initially awarded by
HOTAC, hence the number of hours used in successfully executed observations may be larger (or smaller) than the initial HOTAC award.
The sky distribution of the Key Programme AORs is shown in Figure 123, showing the remarkably homogeneous coverage of the sky by the
11650 initially approved Key Programme AORs, easing the potential problems of inhomogeneous availability of targets through the year
making scheduling inefficient.

KPGT
KPOT
Overall KP

AORs HOTAC
approved
6668
4982
11650

HOTAC
approved time
5878.9
5378.8
11257.7

Average AOR
duration
0.88h
1.08h
0.97h

AORs executed
7102
6412
13514

Final executed
time
5297.9
5369.6
10667.5

Average AOR
duration
0.75h
0.84h
0.79h

Table 45: A summary of HOTAC-approved and executed AORs for Herschel Key Programmes. Large changes were seen in AORs after
Phase 2 entry was nominally complete, due to changes in observing strategy and, sometimes, in priorities.

Figure 123: The sky distribution of AOR centres for the 11650 Key Programme AORs accepted by HOTAC. Although there is a
concentration both in the Galactic Plane and at the Galactic Poles, the overall distribution is remarkably homogeneous.
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The time awarded by HOTAC for Key Programmes was 57% of the nominal Herschel science time available for the mission of 19776h,
consisting of 93% of the nominal Guaranteed Time and 40% of the nominal Open Time for the mission. Given that the Key Programme Call
closed more than a year and a half before launch, the AORs were based only on a theoretical knowledge of the likely behaviour of the
instruments in space, obtained from laboratory testing. It was accepted that the time estimates were likely to be within 10% only of the final
in-flight values, with the possibility that times could either increase or decrease in flight as the observing modes were tested and refined,
thus there was the potential for as much as 1000h change between the original HOTAC awards and the actual time required to execute the
observations. Hence there are large differences between the set of AORs as approved by HOTAC and supplied by PIs during Phase 2 of
proposal entry and the AORs that were finally executed in flight. There are numerous reasons for this, among the most important were:
• The decision early in Flight Operations to migrate PACS AORs from point source photometry to mini scan-map mode. This led to a
single AOR being broken into a minimum of 2 mini scan-maps (scan and cross-scan) and, for longer integrations, into several individual
scans and cross-scans.
• Important time savings from reduction of overheads, allowing additional observations to be included in programmes.
• The breaking of long PACS spectroscopy integrations into two shorter, concatenated integrations.
• Changes of observing strategy by observers, on the basis of early results leading either to changed priorities.
• In-flight sensitivities and fluxes not matching pre-launch s/n estimates.
Important changes in the way that observations were executed were made quickly. Early in the mission the slew time estimator was found to
be extremely conservative and that around 50s could be saved on all slews. As scan maps were made as line scans, with large numbers of
slews, there was a substantial saving in overheads for scan maps and a considerable saving in the time required to execute a map when the
change was implemented in November 2009. Similarly, it was found that the settling time for individual pointings in raster maps was overly
conservative, with a minimum 8s settling time and larger values for bigger raster steps applied during Key Programme submission; even
before launch this was reduced to a 5s (and, later, 3s for slews between line scans), with major savings to many programmes. In contrast, it
was found necessary to modify the way that PACS spectroscopy AORs were taken, leading to a significant increase in observing time for
some proposals. Changes in the HIFI sequencer could either increase or decrease observing time according to the sub-mode and the band
required and the change of PACS photometry from point-source photometry mode to mini-scanmaps made a fundamental change to the
execution of a large fraction of all the approved AORs with significant changes in observing time in the migration.
4.3.4.1.2
The First Open Time Call
The first in-flight Announcement of Opportunity (AO1) was made on February 25th 2010. This distributed most of the remaining
Guaranteed Time (555h), plus 6577h of Open Time, of which 4988h were Priority 1 ("guaranteed” execution) and 1589h were Priority 2
time (fillers). The Guaranteed Time (GT1) Call opened on February 25th 2010, with a submission deadline on March 31st 2010. The Open
Time Call (OT1) opened on May 20th 2010, with a submission deadline of 22nd July 2010. A total of 33 GT1 and 241 OT1 proposals were
accepted for execution, of which 176 of the accepted OT1 proposals were awarded Priority 1 time. The list of approved programmes is listed
in Appendix B.2 for GT1 and Appendix B.3 for OT1 and available on-line at: http://herschel.esac.esa.int/AO-1_Programmes.shtml. A
feature of the OT1 Call was the option to submit a large programme. These were programmes of a minimum of 100 hours duration, similar
to the Key Programmes. Submission of large programmes was made using an extended application form with an additional page for
scientific justification and to demonstrate both the archival value of the programme and that they had the resources and experience to deal
with such large quantities of data efficiently. All large programmes were discussed by the full HOTAC board rather than being discussed in
the individual panel meetings. A total of fifteen large programmes were submitted, of which five were accepted (see Table 46 & Table 47).
Submitted Proposals
Large
15

Normal
563

Accepted Proposals
Large
Normal
Priority 1 Priority 2 Priority 1 Priority 2
5
0
176
65

Table 46: Proposal acceptance statistics for the OT1 Call.

All Accepted Proposals
Large Proposals
Normal Proposals

Hours Requested
Priority 1 Priority 2
6030.0
1965.9
1359.5
0.0
4676.5
1965.9

Hours Allocated
Priority 1 Priority 2
4994.0
1582.9
1027.7
0.0
3966.3
1582.9

Table 47: Statistics for time requested and allocated for the 241 successful proposals submitted in the OT1 Call. On average, successful
proposals received ≈80% of the time that they had requested, with large proposals receiving the largest average cut with respect to their
original request (24.4%) and Normal Priority 1 proposals the smallest (15.2%). Large proposals could only be awarded Priority 1 time.
A total of 20 960.3 hours of time were requested by 578 OT1 proposals. Of these, 176 proposals received a total of 4994.0 hours of Priority
1 time (i.e. guaranteed scheduling of AORs), amounting to 23.8% of the original time requested – an over-subscription factor of 4.2. A
further 65 proposals received a total of 1582.9 hours of Priority 2 time, to be scheduled as filler observations, with a low expectation of
completion. However, contrary to expectation, the oversubscription factor was much higher for ”Normal” OT1 proposals – those requesting
less than 100 hours of observing time – than it was for ”Large” OT1 proposals. The over-subscription factor was 4.5 for the normal
proposals, but ”only” 3.2 for large proposals. On average, successful OT1 proposals received ≈80% of the observing time that they had
requested. Large proposals were, on average, cut back more by HOTAC than normal proposals: HOTAC cut successful large proposals by
an average of 24.4%, while normal Priority 1 proposals were cut back by an average of 15.2% and Priority 2 proposals by an average of
19.5%. from their original request (Table 48). The average AOR duration in accepted Priority 2 proposals was significantly shorter (0.42
hours) than for the AORs in Priority 1 proposals (0.56 hours), as shown in Table 49. The sky distribution of AOR centres from accepted
OT1 proposals is shown in Figure 124.
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Call
GT1
OT1

Overall
AO1

No. proposals
submitted
32
578

No. proposals
approved
32
241

No. hours requested
to HOTAC
544.7
20960.3

610

273

21505.0

No. hours approved by
HOTAC
547.1
6576.9
All
4994.0
P1
1582.9
P2
7124.0

No. hours
used
546.2
5804.1
4966.6 P1
837.6
P2
6350.4

% requested time
approved
100.4
31.3 (all)
23.8 (P1)
7.6 (P2)
33.1

Table 48: A summary of time requested to and approved by HOTAC for Herschel AO1 Programmes. Many factors, detailed in the text,
mean that the final hours approved for a programme at the end of the mission may not agree with the number of hours initially awarded by
HOTAC, hence the number of hours used in successfully executed observations may be larger (or smaller) than the initial HOTAC award.
One proposal (OT1_peisenha_1) was, uniquely for any Herschel Call for Proposals, awarded a mixture of Priority 1 – 16.8 hours – and
Priority 2 time – 13.6 hours. Due to rounding, the numbers in columns may not agree with the totals given in the last decimal.

GT1
OT1 (All)
P1
P2
Overall AO1

AORs HOTAC
approved
1094
12705
8907
3798
13799

HOTAC approved
time
547.1
6576.9
4994.0
1582.9
7124.0

Average AOR
duration
0.50h
0.52h
0.56h
0.42h
0.52h

AORs
executed
1094
11392
8782
2610
12498

Final executed
time
546.2
5804.1
4966.6
837.6
6350.4

Average AOR
duration
0.50h
0.51h
0.57h
0.32h
0.51h

Table 49: A summary of HOTAC-approved and executed AORs for Herschel AO1 Programmes. Large changes were seen in AORs
compared to the initial submissions after Phase 2 entry was nominally complete, due to changes in observing strategy and, sometimes, in
priorities. The figures for number of accepted AORs are taken from the consolidated figures after OD-974.

Figure 124: The sky distribution of AOR centres for the 13799 accepted OT1 programme AORs. Different colours represent the AORs for
each instrument according to the key in the plot. Although there is some clustering in regions such as the Galactic Plane and the Galactic
Poles, the overall distribution is, as for the Key Programme AORs, remarkably homogeneous.
4.3.4.1.3
The Second Open Time Call
The Second Announcement of Opportunity (AO2) was made on April 7th 2011. This distributed the small amount of remaining Guaranteed
Time (362h) plus 7590h of Open Time, of which 3420h were Priority 1 ("guaranteed” execution) and 4170h were Priority 2 time (fillers,
with an expected execution rate of around 18% - in fact, the final degree of completion of Priority 2 time was 48%). The large amount of
Priority 2 time awarded compared to the First Open Time Call was due to the need to populate the database with at least six months more
observations than would be schedulable before EoH, to ensure that scheduling efficiency would not be compromised at the end of the
mission; requiring many number of filler programmes to be approved, some of which would have only a very low level of execution, thus
they needed to be robust against partial completion. The Guaranteed Time (GT2) Call opened on April 7th 2011, with it submission deadline
on May 12th 2011. The Open Time Call (OT2) opened on June 9th 2011, with a submission deadline of 15th September 2011. A total of 32
GT2 and 371 OT2 proposals were accepted for execution, of which 181 of the accepted OT2 proposals were awarded Priority 1 time. The
list of approved programmes is shown in http://herschel.esac.esa.int/AO-2_Programmes.shtml. In the OT2 Call the option to submit a large
programmes was supressed. There was no limit to the number of hours that a programme could request, but all programmes, whether larger
or smaller than one hundred hours would be treated identically. A major difference with the OT1 Call was that it was decided that proposers
) with new targets. Any
would not be permitted to replace any AORs identified as duplications (see Section 4.3.2.6,
duplications identified would be removed by HOTAC from the time awarded to the programme and would need to be deleted from the AOR
list in Phase 2 data entry. Proposal acceptance statistics for the OT2 Call are shown in Table 50 and Table 51.
Submitted Proposals

Accepted Proposals
Priority 1
Priority 2
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563

181

190

Table 50: Proposal acceptance statistics for the OT2Call.
Hours Requested
Priority 1
Priority 2
3935.7
4618.8

All Accepted Proposals

Hours Allocated
Priority 1
Priority 2
3419.2
4074.6

Table 51: Statistics for time requested and allocated for the 371 successful proposals submitted in the OT2 Call. On average, Priority 1
proposals were cut by HOTAC by 13.1% and Priority 2 proposals by 11.8%.
As a matter of policy it was decided that, as fillers, no constraints could be accepted on Priority 2 observations (see Section
4.3.2.3, Constrained observations for more information about constraints). This meant that no observations with timing constraints could be
accepted as Priority 2 (a timing constraint was a scheduling window, an orientation constraint, a follow-on, or any other kind of scheduling
restriction other than a concatenation). Solar system targets were defined to be time-constrained by nature. Proposals with time-constraints
either had to be ranked high enough to obtain Priority 1 time, or be rejected. However, any proposal that was awarded Priority 2 time in the
OT1 Call, could re-submit the proposal on a no-risk basis to be upgraded to Priority 1. A re-submitted proposal could only maintain its
previous status, or be up-graded: a re-submitted proposal could not lose the time that it had previously been awarded. By definition, any
constrained proposal that had received Priority 2 time in the OT1 Call and that did not upgrade to Priority 1 would not be considered for
scheduling. A total of 12 405.8 hours of time were requested by 531 OT1 proposals. Of these, 181 proposals received a total of 3419.2 hours
of Priority 1 time (i.e. guaranteed scheduling of AORs save in cases of force majeur), amounting to 27.6% of the original time requested –
an over-subscription factor of 3.6. A further 190 proposals received a total of 4074.6 hours of Priority 2 time, to be scheduled as filler
observations, with a low expectation of completion. On average, successful OT1 proposals received ≈88% of the observing time that they
had requested (Table 52), with Priority 1 proposals receiving, on average, slightly larger cuts in their allocation from HOTAC than Priority 2
proposals. A summary of executed – as opposed to approved – AORs in the OT2 Call is shown in Table 53 and Table 53.
Call

No.
proposals
submitted
32

GT2

No. proposals
approved

No. hours requested
to HOTAC

32

367.2

OT2

531

371

12486.4

Overall AO2

563

403

13031.1

No. hours approved by
HOTAC
361.7
7493.8
3419.2
4074.6
7855.5

All
P1
P2

No. hours
used

% requested time
approved

367.3
4974.5
3397.9 P1
1576.6 P2
5341.8

98.5
57.5 (all)
26.2 (P1)
31.3 (P2)
60.3

Table 52: A summary of time requested to and approved by HOTAC for Herschel AO2 Programmes. Many factors, detailed in the text,
mean that the final hours approved for a programme at the end of the mission may not agree with the number of hours initially awarded by
HOTAC, hence the number of hours used in successfully executed observations may be larger (or smaller) than the initial HOTAC award. A
large amount of Priority 2 time was awarded to ensure that a sufficient buffer of filler observations existed to allow efficient scheduling up
to end of helium (see Section 4.3.3.1.3.3.4, 364BOT2p2 observing time).

GT2
OT2 (All)
P1
P2
Overall AO2

AORs HOTAC
approved
457
13214
5593
7621

HOTAC
approved time
361.7
7493.8
3419.2
4074.6

Average AOR
duration
0.79h
0.57h
0.61h
0.53h

AORs
executed
457
9111
5593
3518

Final executed
time
367.3
4974.5
3397.9
1576.6

Average AOR
duration
0.80h
0.55h
0.61h
0.45h

13671

7855.5

0.57h

9568

5341.8

0.56h

Table 53: A summary of HOTAC-approved and executed AORs for Herschel AO2 Programmes.
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Figure 125: Proposal Handling System load at closure of the OT2 Call. Shortly before closure the system was receiving and processing a
proposal submission every 15 seconds.
As in previous Calls, the Proposal Handling System (PHS) received a rapidly increasing load during the last days before closure of the OT2
Call. Figure 125 shows the evolution of load during the last 30 hours before OT2 closure. The load peaked at one proposal submission every
15 seconds shortly before submission deadline. Most of this was due to re-submissions of already submitted proposals, as users followed the
advice to make an initial security copy submission and then fine-tune it, re-submitting a new version after each revision. However, during
the last hour before closure, newly submitted proposals were also arriving at a rate of approximately one every two minutes. Comparison of
system load at closure of the OT1 and OT2 Calls showed that they were remarkably similar. Figure 126 shows the evolution of load during
the period that submissions were being received. The pattern observed during the last two weeks of the Call is almost identical, showing that
Herschel users were creatures of habit. The slight discrepancies in the load between the two Calls prior to this can be explained by the fact
that the OT1 Call closed before the August holiday period and the OT2 Call closed after it.

Figure 126: A comparison of Proposal Handling System load at closure of the OT1 and OT2 Calls. The system load is remarkably similar
and shows the same daily pattern for both Calls, showing that Herschel users were creatures of habit.
Save for cases where a target had visibility issues, a requirement was put on Mission Planning that all OT1 and OT2 Priority 1 observations
and any remaining Guaranteed Time and KPOT observations had to be completed by December 31st 2012 to ensure guaranteed execution by
EoH. In reality, efficient scheduling meant that OT1 and OT2 Priority 1 scheduling was essentially complete by early December 2012,
allowing bulk scheduling of Priority 2 observations to start in December 2012, much earlier than anticipated.
4.3.4.1.4
The ”Must Do“ Call
As EoH approached, the Herschel Mission Scientists undertook the task to review the approved to be executed observing programmes with
the objective of identifying potential ”gaps” that could and should be filled. The aim was to identify any science that Herschel must do to
avoid leaving gaps in its legacy. Only a small number of such ”Must-Do” observations were identified, showing that the Herschel legacy
was, to a very large degree, complete, so the process was opened to the general community. The announcement was made on 25th May
2012, with a 14th June 2012 deadline. Only new programmes that had never been proposed to HOTAC, deemed to be of very high scientific
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priority were accepted for execution as ”Must Do”. A total of 107.6h from seven proposals was approved after technical assessment and
duplication checking; 43% of the approved time was awarded to a single, Planck follow-up programme. The list of approved programmes is
shown in http://herschel.esac.esa.int/Must-Do_Programmes.shtml. The first Must Do observations were scheduled on OD-1236. Scheduling
of Must Do was essentially complete at EoH, with only a tiny number of observations with visibility beyond EoH that were not executed.
4.3.4.1.5
The Third Guaranteed Time Call
With Boil-Off well delayed with respect to predictions, there was testimonial announcement of a third Guaranteed Time Call at the end of
April 2013, with no fixed deadline. The aim was to top-up the database with additional observations as they were submitted and accepted, to
improve scheduling efficiency, which would be adversely affected if helium continued through towards the end of Spring 2013. As boil-off
happened within two days of the announcement of the GT3 Call, although three proposals were received before, boil-off made the Call
redundant, no GT3 observations were scheduled.
4.3.4.1.6
DDT and ToO requests
A total of 79 programmes, totalling 416.4h of observing time were requested as DDT (68) and ToO (11) proposals, apart from the Must Do
programmes (see Section 4.3.4.1.4, The ”Must Do” Call), which were also executed as DDT time. Of these, 53, totalling 244.3h were
accepted and 26 proposals, totalling 172.1h were rejected. This is equivalent to an overall approval rate of 67% of proposals and 58.8% of
observing time. By programme, 42 of 68 DDT requests were accepted (62%) and 9 of 11 ToO requests (82%). This is equivalent to 54% of
the requested DDT observing time and 93% of the requested ToO observing time being approved. For some accepted programmes the time
request was effectively open-ended and requested that observations be made every ”x” days when instrument ”y” was mounted during a
period of time ”z” hence, although the maximum possible amount of time that could have been awarded was, for example, 20h, the
boundary conditions were only met for perhaps 5h. In such cases the statistics above count the amount of time awarded to be 5h and that
100% of the request was approved. The average DDT award approved was of 4.4h and the average ToO award approved was of 5.8h.
4.3.4.1.7
Overall scheduling statistics
4.3.4.1.7.1
Observations charged to programmes approved by HOTAC
Table 54 shows the final scheduling statistics for the Herschel mission for observations charged to programmes approved by HOTAC. A
total of 36569 science observations were scheduled successfully within these programmes by EoH, totalling 22912.3 hours of observing
time. To this time though has to be added the amount of observing time in Filler programmes (see Appendix B.8) and the total amount of
SDP time not charged to HOTAC approved programmes due to the observations foregoing their right to proprietary time.

Programme

#AORs

Duration (h)

Allocated (h)

# Executed

KPGT

7209

5,438.76

5,509.59

7209

100.00

5,438.76

100.00

KPOT

6418

5,387.63

5,378.80

6418

100.00

5,387.63

100.00

GT1

1106

546.20

547.06

1106

100.00

546.20

100.00

OT1 P1

8806

4,994.70

4,994.04

8782

99.73

4,966.55

99.44

GT2

457

367.26

361.67

457

100.00

367.26

100.00

OT2 P1

5593

3,397.90

3,425.10

5593

100.00

3,397.90

100.00

P2. top

4467

1,660.52

1,677.30

4361

97.63

1,640.34

98.78

P2. middle

3518

1,650.47

1,683.60

1465

41.64

701.35

42.49

P2. bottom

3434

1,832.98

1,817.50

313

9.11

116.18

6.34

DDT+TOO

870

355.50

328.56

865

99.43

350.10

98.48

41878

25,631.92

25,723.22

36569

87.32

22,912.26

89.39

TOTAL/MEAN

% # Executed

Executed (h)

% T Executed

Table 54: Final scheduling statistics for observations charged to the distinct Herschel observing programmes approved directly by HOTAC
(i.e. this does not include most SDP time, as this was charged to the observatory, nor observations taken under the approved filler
programme). From left to right the columns are: programme name; final number of approved AORs; final approved duration; actual
observing time allocated; number of AORs scheduled; final percentage of AORs executed; final total executed time; final percentage of
executed time. Some figures may disagree with previous tables due to (a) transfer of time between programmes; (b) revision of observing
strategy; (c) timing changes for AORs due to Mission Configuration updates; (d) partial repetition of AORs affected by an issue that was not
serious enough to declare the entire observation failed.
4.3.4.1.7.2
SDP Time
PIs of HOTAC-approved observing programmes could opt to forego proprietary rights to data, making them public immediately, in which
case their SDP observations would be charged to the observatory instead of to their HOTAC-assigned time, or opt to maintain proprietary
rights, in which case the data would be proprietary for one year, but charged against their HOTAC time allocation (see Section
4.3.4.1.7.2, SDP Time). The majority of programmes agreed to forego proprietary rights, allowing them to be reimbursed for the SDP time
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and thus schedule additional observations. A total of 545 observations, totalling 594.65 hours were taken as SDP time and charged to the
observatory, thus not appearing in the totals in Table 54.
4.3.4.1.7.3
Filler programmes
A total of 90 AORs, totalling 62.95 hours of observing time were scheduled as filler programmes (see Section 4.3.4.1.7.3, Filler
programmes) for a description and Appendix B8 for details of the approved programme).
4.3.4.1.7.4
Total number of science observations successfully executed by Herschel
Thus, including SDP observations charged to the observatory, filler programmes and a small number of calibration observations ”bought”
by HOTAC-approved programmes, the final number of successfully executed science observations carried out by Herschel during the
mission, was: 37 138. This number does not include the several thousand observations executed in standard science modes under calibration
programmes, which have science quality and that have been released to the scientific community for potential science use.
4.3.4.1.7.5
Total science time executed by Herschel
Including all science observations (SDP, fillers, HOTAC programmes, etc) the total science time executed successfully during the Herschel
mission was: 23 388.4h.
4.3.4.1.7.6
Failed observations
A total of 1115 science observations totalling 815.65h were declared failed during the mission; calibration and engineering observations, by
their nature, could not be declared ”failed”. This represents 3.34% of all scheduled science time, or 2.91% of scheduled science AORs. A
failed observation was defined as one not suitable for use for science, thus an otherwise successful observation that observed the wrong
target (e.g. a blank field, because a ”minus” sign was missing in the coordinates would not be declared failed as, scientifically, it was valid,
albeit not for the intended science. Failed observations were observations that were not executed because an instrument went into a safe
mode as a result of a failure such as a critical SEU, or observations that were executed, but not usable because they were wrongly
configured, or because an instrument anomaly has caused them to be unusable (un-reducible or un-calibratable). For Parallel Mode, SPIRE
is treated as the primary instrument and Parallel Mode as a SPIRE observing sub-mode: if the SPIRE part of a Parallel Mode observation
was executed successfully, the observation was not declared failed even if there was no usable PACS data associated with observation. In
contrast, if the SPIRE part of a Parallel Mode observation failed, even if the PACS part was executed perfectly, the entire observation would
be declared failed and repeated. Occasionally, an observation could be declared partially failed. This might happen in the case that a large
map had a small area of stray light within it, in which case just the area of the map that was affected would be repeated. On a few occasions
the execution of an observation failed part way through such that some usable data was accrued, but the observation was not completed to
the required level for the requested science, In such cases an observation would be repeated in part, adding sufficient repetitions to attain the
science objective. In such cases the original observation would remain in the database as it was still usable for science and an extra
observation that would not be charged to the original HOTAC allocation of the project would be taken to make up the difference. Any
partially failed observation would have the relevant Quality Control flag and a note added detailing the problem detected. Once an
observation was declared failed by the Project Scientist its status would be set to ”Failed” in the database. It would then be cloned, adding
the suffix ”-resched” to the AOR label (i.e. it is easy to recognised re-scheduled AORs in the database) and released for re-scheduling at the
first available opportunity. Failed observations were not charged to a programme’s HOTAC allocation. Observations that were scheduled,
but not executed due to EoH, are not counted as failed in the final statistics shown in Table 55.
Failed
AORs Time(h)

Successful
AORs
Time

Failed %
AORs Time

HIFI
Bands 1-5
Bands 6-7
PACS
PSpec
PPhoto
SPIRE
SSpec
SPhoto
SPParallel

622
488
134
397
135
262
96
32
42
22

331.75
230.05
101.7
243.9
115.05
128.85
239.9
63.7
31.6
144.6

8495
6392
2103
21663
5051
16569
6980
1101
5125
754

4964.45
3352.2
1612.2
11880.25
5626.7
6228.95
6543.7
1710.7
1731.0
3102.05

6.8
7.1
6.0
1.8
2.6
1.6
1.4
2.8
0.8
2.8

6.3
6.4
5.9
2.0
1.7
2.0
3.5
3.6
1.8
4.5

All

1115

815.65

37138

23388.4

2.8

3.4

Table 55: Summary of all executed science observations by instrument showing the final percentages of failed observation by AOR and by
charged observing time represented. Parallel Mode observations are counted here (and elsewhere) as SPIRE observations.
HIFI was the most susceptible instrument in terms of SEUs (see Section 5.6.3.4.1, HIFI SEUs). Although many of them occurred when HIFI
was not the active instrument or were in non-critical areas of the memory, the relatively high rate of HIFI SEUs meant that a significant
fraction of HIFI observing time was lost, as can be seen in Table 55. Both in terms of percentage of failed AORs and in terms of fraction of
total time lost HIFI has, by some distance, the largest losses. The smallest losses in terms of fraction of scheduled observing time were for
PACS spectroscopy, amounting to the loss equivalent to just one OD lost for every sixty ODs scheduled. In terms of AORs requiring rescheduling, for SPIRE photometry just one AOR out of every 123 scheduled failed for whatever reason.
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4.3.4.1.7.7
Total science observing time scheduled
The total successfully executed science observing time is the sum of the times for observations charged against HOTAC-approved
programmes, plus SDP time charged to the observatory, plus filler observations, plus shared-risk AOTVAL. In total, 37138 AORs were
executed successfully, representing 23288.4 hours of successfully scheduled charged science time out of a total of 24204.1 scheduled hours
of science. 96.63% of scheduled science time resulted in successfully executed observations, equivalent to 97.16% of all scheduled AORs.
4.3.4.1.7.8
Sky coverage by Herschel
The sky distribution of all science AORs observed by Herschel in all programmes in Figure 128, shows the same remarkably homogeneous
coverage of the sky as was shown by the 11650 initially approved Key Programme AORs (Figure 123), easing the potential problems of
inhomogeneous availability of targets through the year and thus making observatory scheduling inefficient. Nominally, overall, 9.45% of the
sky was covered by Herschel to varying depths 38 (Pilbratt, 2015), with 37 138 science observations taken over 1446 ODs from launch to
EoH, corresponding to 3915 square degrees, of which 3617 square degrees are covered by SPIRE, principally in SPIRE PACS Parallel
Mode. From HIPE 13 onwards, turnaround data is also included as shown in Figure 127, significantly increasing sky coverage. The increase
in the area of sky covered by individual maps, shown in Figure 127 is also reflected in the total sky area covered data presented in Table 56,
which shows that although there is little change for SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode, the amount of sky covered by SPIRE maps increases
considerably when turnaround data is added: approximately doubling the total sky coverage from the nominal estimate of 2.3% to 5.3%.

Figure 127: SPIRE map coverage, showing the difference between the original pre-HIPE 13 map (left), and the increased coverage with
turnaround data from HIPE 13 on (right). Turnarounds are marked with green arrows in the left frame and the areas of increased coverage
identified with blue arrows in the right frame. The increase in coverage around the edges of the map is clear. Source: Schulz (2015).

Instrument
Parallel Mode
SPIRE Photo
PACS Photo
HIFI
PACS Spec
SPIRE Spec
Total

Nominal coverage
Sky fraction Sky area (sq. deg.)

With Turnaround
Sky fraction Sky area (sq. deg.)

6.44%
2.28%
0.67%
0.06%
<0.01%
<0.01%

2668
945
278
25
<4
<4

6.1%
5.3%
0.67%
0.06%
<0.01%
<0.01%

2515
2209
278
25
<4
<4

9.45

3914

12.1%

5027

Table 56: Sky coverage data for the different Herschel instruments for the initial estimate for nominal coverage (left) and the more exact
calculation including turnaround data (right). Source: Schulx (2015).
Although the AORs centres are remarkably homogeneously distributed on the sky, in terms of sky area covered, the Galactic Plane, Ecliptic
and Galactic Poles are all particularly well covered. There are also a few areas of the sky where there are very few observations, such as the

38

This estimate had an uncertainty of ±0.5%, so the difference between the nominal and final figures for SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode is well within the likely
margin of error.
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constellation of Lacerta, or the large hole in the region of Auriga/Lynx, both just out of the Galactic Plane: these are genuine holes in sky
coverage in which there are few, if any, HOTAC-approved observations. A 48-second video prepared by Pedro Gomez of the HSC, entitled
”Mission Incredible", showing how the 37 138 observations were taken and the sky areas covered, can be downloaded from the Internet
from the url: http://spaceinvideos.esa.int/Videos/2013/11/Herschel_s_37_000_science_observations. In the video (which does not include
turnaround data for SPIRE), time – measured in both UT and ODs – is shown at the top of the screen, while the labels of all the AORs that
were scheduled scroll across the bottom of the screen in order of execution and the planets move along the ecliptic.
4.3.4.1.7.9
Total number of AORs executed by Herschel
Including calibration and engineering AORs, the total number of AORs successfully executed by Herschel was: 59 077.
4.3.4.1.7.10
Total observing time executed by Herschel
Including calibration and engineering AORs, the total observing time successfully executed by Herschel from the Mission Time Line was:
31 413.6h. This includes all Commissioning and PV observations executed from the MTL, but excludes all the manual commanding
activities that were a substantial part of the activity of the satellite during the Commissioning Phase and which were executed during DTCPs
as instrument or spacecraft maintenance activities during the entire mission.

Figure 128: The sky distribution of all science AORs observed by Herschel shown with their actual size and areas covered on the sky. It is
immediately obvious that, although the AOR centres are remarkably homogenously distributed around the sky, in terms of actual sky area
covered, the sky coverage is quite variable, with certain areas such as the Galactic Plane and Galactic Poles are particularly well covered.
An animated version of this plot can be found at the url:
http://spaceinvideos.esa.int/Videos/2013/11/Herschel_s_37_000_science_observations. Source: Pedro Gómez, HSC.
4.3.4.1.7.11
Solar system objects observed by Herschel as science targets
Herschel used solar system objects, in particular Uranus and Neptune and an extensive list of asteroids, as calibrators. A total of 175 Solar
System Objects were observed as science targets, with a further 7 targets used as shadow observations for SSOs (i.e. the sky background
measures when the SSO had left the field). A list of all SSOs that were science targets for Herschel is given in Appendix Appendix F. Solar
System Objects Observed by Herschel. Solar system objects require special treatment as they are moving targets and thus of more limited
visibility than fixed targets, which could be observed twice a year with (normally) no limitations. Solar system objects normally required a
particular conjunction of circumstances according to proximity to perihelion (or aphelion) for comets, elongation for the parent planet for
satellites, phase angle or differential motion for asteroids, etc. This required special handling from the mission planning software, which had
to calculate the position for the epoch of observation and by the Mission Planners themselves; in particular, re-scheduling observations in
case of an instrument contingency was often extremely difficult and, sometimes, impossible. The number of solar system observations in the
schedule was thus of particular importance. The numbers calculated below in Table 57 are taken from the Herschel Observing Log and
include shadow observations, but do not include overheads on observing time:
• Number of accepted SSO proposals: 33 (of 797 accepted proposals = 4.1%).
• Number of individual targets observed: 175 (plus 7 shadow observation targets).
• Number of AORs to observe SSOs executed successfully: 1691 = 4.6% of all science AORs.
• Time in successfully executed SSO AORs: 812.04h = 3.7% of executed science time.
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Sub-Instrument

# AORs executed

Total time

Fraction of sub-instrument time

Fraction of sub-instrument AORs

PPhoto
HIFI
PSpec
SPhoto
SSpec

1286
271
73
48
13

422.22h
256.18h
78.48h
23.95h
31.22h

7.5%
5.6%
3.1%
1.4%
0.7%

7.8%
3.2%
0.7%
4.4%
0.2%

All

1691

812.04

3.7%

4.6%

Table 57: Details of observations of Solar System Objects by Herschel split by sub-instrument. The percentages of time shown here do not
include the overheads charged on observations. Observations of SSOs were not permitted in SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode.
A total of 71 AORs, 45.38h, failed execution due to contingencies, most of which were re-scheduled successfully later. Only 2 targets were
completely lost and are not included in the statistics above. The breakdown of observing time of SSOs by sub-instrument is shown in Table
58. Although, overall, photometry and spectroscopy are almost equally divided by time, as expected, the faintest targets (Centaurs and
TNOs) were only observed photometrically and that NEOs were almost exclusively observed spectroscopically. All other classes of solar
system target were observed mainly spectroscopically, but with a significant photometry (normally imaging) component of the observations.
Shadow
HIFI
PSpec
PPhoto
SPhoto
SSpec

1.06
5.22
1.54

Total Spectroscopy
Total Photomery
Totals (hours)

1.06
6.76
7.82

Planets

Comets

NEOs

Main Belt

Satellites

117.59
70.75
17.96

0.95
6.70
0.05

9.21

72.67
18.17
34.20
4.36
6.05

17.48
2.48
8.70
0.18
0.21

53.41
7.77
4.28
1.17
18.21

197.55
17.96
215.51

96.89
38.56
135.45

0.95
6.75
7.70

20.17
8.88
29.05

79.39
5.45
84.84

Centaurs

TNOs

38.68
2.11

317.36
14.59

0.00
40.79
40.79

0.00
331.95
331.95

Totals (hours)
261.15
101.18
433.10
24.00
33.68
396.01
457.10
853.11

Table 58: Distribution of hours of observation of Solar System Objects by object type and sub-instrument. While Centaurs, NEOs and TNOs
are (almost) exclusively observed in photometric mode, all other types of object are principally observed spectroscopically.
4.3.4.1.7.12
HIFI Band use for SSOs
The demand for the different HIFI sub-bands was highly inhomogeneous. Bands 1 (the ground state of ortho-H2O), 4 (the ground state of
both para-H2O and para-18H2O, both in sub-Band 4b) and 7 (C II) were particularly highly requested: 21.9% of all successfully executed
HIFI time was dedicated to just the 7b sub-band. Two-thirds of all HIFI AORs and observing used just bands 1, 4 and 7 (Table 59).
HIFI Band

# AORs

% AORs

# Hours

% Hours

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

2241
844
822
1752
733
537
1566

26.3
9.9
9.6
20.6
8.6
6.3
18.4

1088.5
380.5
408.2
978.6
496.4
401.7
1212.5

21.9
7.7
8.2
19.7
10.0
8.1
24.4

Total

8495

4964.4

Table 59: Distribution of successfully executed HIFI science observations by HIFI Band. Almost exactly two-thirds of all HIFI science
observations were made in just three bands (1, 4 & 7).
Sub-Band

# AORs

% AORs

# Hours

% Hours

1a
1b
2a
2b
3a
3b
4a
4b
5a

1222
1019
304
540
470
352
989
763
714

14.4
12.0
3.6
6.4
5.5
4.1
11.6
9.0
8.4

594.7
493.8
152.0
228.5
209.5
198.7
421.4
557.3
471.4

12.0
9.9
3.1
4.6
4.2
4.0
8.5
11.2
9.5
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5b
6a
6b
7a
7b

19
180
357
166
1400

0.2
2.1
4.2
2.0
16.5

25.0
156.4
245.3
121.7
1088.9

0.5
3.2
4.9
2.5
21.9

Table 60: Distribution of successfully executed HIFI science observations as a function of sub-band. Exactly 55% of all HIFI observing
time was executed in just bands 1a, 1b, 4b and 7b.

Figure 129: The distribution of successfully executed HIFI science observations by sub-Band. The majority of executed science
observations cluster at the centre of the HIFI range, or at its two extremes.
The use of HIFI sub-bands (Figure 129) clusters strongly towards the centre and the two extremes of the range of wavelength covered by the
instrument. For a large part of the mission the ortho-H2O ground state line was observed in the HIFI 1b sub-band instead of 1a, hence the
large take-up of this sub-Band.
4.3.4.2
The HOTAC process
All science proposals went through a HOTAC review process and had to be evaluated and approved before they could be scheduled,
although for DDT and ToO proposals this review process was an abbreviated one.
4.3.4.2.1
Proposal evaluation
Proposal evaluation consisted of three stages: general, technical and scientific. These were carried out independently by the appropriate
experts, both internal and external, and combined to give HOTAC a full report for each proposal.
4.3.4.2.1.1
General treatment
4.3.4.2.1.1.1
Key programmes
As the number of submissions was expected to be in the tens, all proposals were considered by a single panel that covered all science
categories. All members of the panel voted on all proposals, save where a conflict of interest existed.
4.3.4.2.1.1.2
Open Time programmes
Each proposal was assigned to a HOTAC panel according to its science category, as declared by the PI on proposal submission. Due to the
large number of submissions in some science categories (up to ≈250), the number of proposals to be considered far exceeded the capabilities
of a single panel, so some panels were split into as many as three sub-panels, with the aim that no individual sub-panel should have more
than 80-100 proposals to evaluate, with the lower limit preferred. Once the HOTAC meeting had ended, the results of each of the panels and
sub-panels – typically of 5 persons each, although some panels had 4 members – were combined to provide the final results, applying a
scaling factor to normalise the different distributions of rankings in the different panels.
4.3.4.2.1.1.3
DDT/ToO proposals
For DDT and ToO proposals time was usually of the essence in their evaluation, so an abbreviated approval process was used. In this case
the decision was taken jointly by the HOTAC Chair and the Project Scientist. The turnaround cycle was dictated by the urgency of the
proposal. For DDT observations a decision was usually taken within two weeks and always within a month of receipt. For ToO observations
the decision was usually taken and communicated within three days. Technical appraisal of ToO proposals was usually completed within a
few hours of receipt, even if received out of normal working hours.
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4.3.4.2.1.2
General evaluation
Initial checks to be carried out on proposals were for completeness. This implied:
• The requested time in the proposal header being consistent with the time in submitted AORs.
• The proposal was submitted with the correct version of the Latex submission form and all compulsory sections were correctly
completed.
Save for the initial KPGT Call, for which guidelines were issued as to the format of proposals, but there was no standard form, all proposals
were required to be submitted with the latest version of the HerschelFORM PDF Latex package. As the needs of HOTAC and the
observatory changed with time, the HerschelFORM package evolved, supressing some sections and adding others to give HOTAC the
required information, thus the use of the correct, up-to-date form was important. Where significant discrepancies existed – e.g. the proposal
requested 20 hours, but only 2 hours of AORs were submitted – the proposal had to be scrutinised carefully to decide which was the correct
number and, if necessary because the answer was not clear, the PI would be contacted (on occasion it was evident that a wrong PDF file or
wrong AOR file had been attached in the final submission, as these were different to the previous submissions of the proposal when it had
been updated on the server). A second essential element of general checking was Duplication Checking (see Section 4.3.2.6.1, Duplication
checking). This aimed to detect, first, any proposals that had a significant overlap with other proposals, either from the same Call, or from
previous Calls and, second, individual AORs that repeated science already approved, or science approved in the same Call, allowing
conflicting AORs and targets to be assigned to the higher-ranked proposal. General checking generated a report that was received by
HOTAC and could be taken into consideration when reaching a decision.
4.3.4.2.1.3
Technical evaluation
Technical evaluation consisted of a thorough check of the submitted AORs and the technical justification that accompanied them (expected
sensitivity, s/r required, time estimates, etc.) The aim was to ensure that submitted observations, if approved, conformed to best instrumental
practices. Technical recommendations, when made, were of obligatory acceptance by PIs. Typical checks for mapping AORs ensured that
each map consisted of a properly constructed scan and cross-scan, aligned at the optimum angles and that these were correctly concatenated
and that the scans had adequate spacing. They would then ensure that enough repetitions were included to reach the required sensitivity and
s/n. If the design of the AORs was not optimal, a recommendation would be made how to re-design them to attain the objectives and what
the time penalty involved in the re-design would be.
4.3.4.2.1.4
Scientific evaluation
In normal circumstances, the exclusive criterion for accepting a proposal was its scientific quality. Technical issues could be addressed in
Phase 2, unless so critical that successful execution of the observations, even after revision, was impossible or almost impossible. Each
proposal was evaluated by three independent reviewers who prepared a detailed written critiqué of the proposal and gave the proposal an
initial ranking on a scale of 1-9, where ”9” was the highest rating. These ratings were compiled and averaged and ordered for each panel,
giving a provisional ranking and cut-off as orientation. In general the provisional ranking showed that for a fraction of proposals (usually
10-20%), all three referees were in agreement that the proposal was of very high quality and no significant weaknesses were identified. For a
similar fraction of proposals, the referees were in agreement that the proposal was poor and the proposal would be unlikely to obtain time in
normal circumstances. Almost invariably though, the overwhelming majority of proposals – up to 80% – were rated within a relatively small
range of values at the peak of a Poisson distribution of ratings, meaning that even minor shifts in the rating of a proposal after Panel
discussion could ultimately translate into a big change in its ranking. Although the HOTAC Chair gave general guidelines, each panel and
sub-panel had to adapt its strategy to the time available and its workload. In general, the greatest scrutiny was dedicated to the proposals in
the mid-range of ranking. For each proposal assigned to a panel or sub-panel, there was a first reviewer who had to present the proposal to
the panel and lead discussion, supported by two deputy reviewers. Once the strengths and weaknesses of the proposal had been fully
debated, the panel Chair would request a secret vote in which all panel members – reviewer or not – would vote afresh in the light of the
discussion. These votes were compiled and replaced the provisional ranking with a definitive valuation in the HOTAC voting application. If
two or more proposals were noted to be very similar in content and aims, they would be discussed and voted on together. Where the overlap
in samples was so large that it made no sense to approve both proposals, the panel attempted to agree on one proposal to be supported as the
strongest: such cases could be debated for a considerable time until a consensus was reached. Once the final votes had been compiled they
were reviewed to see if there were any inconsistencies: e.g. proposals for solar system objects that had just missed out on receiving Priority
1 Time and were thus, narrowly rejected, were re-examined to see if there was any valid scientific reason to modify their ranking.
4.3.4.2.2
HOTAC composition and the HOTAC roles
The proposals received by the submission deadline at the Herschel Science Centre (HSC) were organised into four broad science topical
areas based on the choice of 'science category' made by the proposer on the proposal coversheet. These Phase 1 proposals were then made
available to the Herschel Observing Time Allocation Committee (HOTAC) for evaluation. The HOTAC consisted of eight Panels,
composed of experts in the fields covered, plus the HOTAC Chair. In theory, there were two Panels representing each of the four science
topical areas as follows:
• Cosmology
• Galaxies/AGNs
• Interstellar Medium/Star Formation & Solar System
• Stars & Stellar Evolution
In practice, as many more proposals were received in some areas than in others, some areas, such as Cosmology may have had only a single
panel in Calls, while other required three to spread the load. By having broad science topics and parallel Panels per topic the HOTAC was
be able to minimise potential institutional, professional and personal conflicts of interest. All members of the HOTAC Panels, however, had
access to all the proposals electronically using the Herschel Proposal Handling System (PHS) tool. The HOTAC evaluated and recommend
proposals for execution based on the following criteria:
• Science excellence and relevance of the proposed observations.
• Uniqueness/need of Herschel observations to achieve the scientific goals proposed.
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•
•
•
•

Technical merit/feasibility and robustness of the proposed observations.
Convincing plans for the data reduction and analysis.
Management and Outreach plan.
For large proposals (>100h), the archival value of the data set was also of fundamental importance.
Each HOTAC Panel had a Chair whose job it was to coordinate and lead discussion. During this process each panel had an HSC
representative who was non-voting, but acted as Secretary, recording the results of Panel deliberations and providing technical information
and additional access to expert assessment, as required by the Panel Chair. The Panel Chair was responsible for reporting to the results of
the Panel to the HOTAC Chair and participating in the coordination meeting between panels that homogenised results between panels after
the individual panel meetings had finished. The result of this reporting process was to formulate a consolidated recommendation regarding
which proposals be awarded observing time and how much.
4.3.4.2.3
Publication and communication of HOTAC results
Once all results from all panels and sub-panels had been compiled and checked and normalisation applied, if required, a final compilation of
results was prepared. This took the form of a recommendation that was communicated by the Project Scientist to the ESA Director of
Science and Robotic Exploration who received the HOTAC recommendations and took the final decision on acceptance. The ESA Director
of Science and Robotic Exploration was thus the authority who gave final and formal approval of the awards of time and signed the
communication of the results of the HOTAC deliberations to PIs in the name of ESA. Once communicated formally to and approved by the
Director of Science, no further change in time allocation was possible and the time awards became final, formal and definitive.
4.3.4.2.4
Phase 2 revision of accepted proposals
Once PIs were notified of the success of their proposals, Phase 2 data entry started. In Phase 2 data entry each proposal went from being an
Accepted proposal, to being a Released proposal and having its AORs formally released for scheduling in the Uplink database. How this
process was achieved depended on the nature of the HOTAC acceptance of the award.
4.3.4.2.4.1
Proposals with no technical issues or HOTAC cuts
If a proposal had no technical issues and was accepted in full by HOTAC, Phase 2 data entry consisted only of passing the proposal from the
Astronomer database to the Operational database (see Section 2.4.3.1.1, Uplink databases), applying the latest Mission Configuration for
Uplink (see Section 4.3.1.4.5.2, Uplink updates) and releasing the AORs to the Mission Planners in the Proposal Handling System. As such,
these proposals were usually the first to be processed once Phase 2 started, as they allowed the pool of schedulable observations to be
increased rapidly, allowing more options to the Mission Planners to produce efficient schedules although AORs from previous Calls always
received priority in scheduling, with the nearly released AORs acting as fillers. Once the proposal was released for scheduling the member
of the Community Support Team responsible for mentoring the proposal (see Section 4.2.3.1.1, The Community Support Group (CSG) and
Mission Planning Team) would communicate the fact to the PI.
4.3.4.2.4.2
Proposals with minor technical issues or duplications
As a first stage of the release process for proposals that presented only minor issues, the Community Support Group mentor would collect
the feedback from HOTAC and analysis of any technical issues and contact the PI to inform him or her what minor actions were required to
correct them and to be release the AORs quickly. The PI would then be invited to update and re-submit the AOR file with the relevant
changes made, describing how the HOTAC requests for change had been implemented. The Community Support mentor would check that
the changes were correctly applied (e.g. any duplications eliminated, or any AORs not accepted by HOTAC eliminated). If changes to the
AOR design had been recommended, the formal written approval of a member of the ICS Team (see 4.2.3.1.2, Instrument and Calibration
Scientist (ICS) Team) would be requested before the changes were accepted. Once the revised AOR file was satisfactory, the same
procedure as described in Section 4.3.4.2.4.1 (Proposals with no technical issues or HOTAC cuts) would be applied. As these were
proposals that could be released for scheduling quickly, with minimum interaction needed, these were given high priority in Phase 2 to
augment the supply of schedulable AORs for the Mission Planners and to allow the PI to have the fastest possible scheduling of his or her
observations. Usually this was achieved with only a single iteration.
4.3.4.2.4.3
Proposals with major technical issues
These were proposals that had major feedback from the HOTAC process, often a combination of HOTAC cuts, technical issues and
duplication issues. As such, they required a lot of dedicated effort from the HSC: Community Support mentor, ICS Team and, on occasion,
the Project Scientist, plus significant effort from the PI and collaborators. For this reason, these proposals needed to be dealt with one by one
on a case-by-case basis, often involving frequent interactions with the PI. In a worst case scenario, with complicated issues, the interactions
could take some weeks or even months to resolve completely after the HOTAC meeting. When an update was received for a proposal with
major issues it needed to go through a full and thorough check procedure to ensure that it did comply with the HOTAC requests, that all
technical issues had been addressed correctly and that duplication issues had been successfully resolved. Only when all parties were
completely satisfied that all issues had been resolved would the programme be promoted to Released status. This usually required several
iterations with the PI. On occasion, if there was a problem that affected only the AORs for one instrument, a programme could be partially
released – only the AORs for the part of a programme for an instrument that had no issues and was deemed ready for release – while the
outstanding issues with the AORs for another instrument were resolved. This though was only done in exceptional circumstances. In these
cases the revision of the remaining AORs had to be in accord still with the total HOTAC time award. No exceptions were permitted.
4.3.5
Community Support
Community Support was the name given to the full range of services offered to support the community of Herschel users from pre-launch
through to the final Archive Phase.
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4.3.5.1
User Services
4.3.5.1.1
User registration
In order to make use of the Herschel user services, which continue to be offered through the Legacy Science phase, the potential user must
ensure that he or she is registered with the Herschel system. To register with the Herschel system the user must click on the ”User
Registration“ link and follow the appropriate instructions. The user is required to give a series of obligatory pieces of information such as
name, address and e-mail. Once complete, this registers the user in the ESA LDAP system with a unique username and password. User
services use the LDAP credentials of a user for authentication purposes. Any user who has previously registered for an ESA mission will
already have an LDAP entry, so re-registration (e.g. in the case of forgotten credentials, or even the user having forgotten that her or she was
even registered previously) will create a duplicate entry for that user, identifiable as having an ”01” or even ”02” at the end of the assigned
username. Specific cases for users already registered with the RSSD LDAP system are addressed in the User Registration webpage. During
Flight Operations a major effort was made to find and eradicate duplicate LDAP entries for users.
4.3.5.1.2
Helpdesk
The Herschel Helpdesk is a service which provides the registered user with the capability to submit questions to the HSC and to view the
responses that have been provided. Co-Is of Herschel proposals could not submit Helpdesk questions without registering (although it was
not necessary to register to become a co-I in a Herschel proposal). The Frequently Asked Questions section and the Herschel Mailing News
section are visible to all users. Helpdesk is the only interface between the HSC and users. Apart from addressing user questions and
concerns via Helpdesk, Herschel newsletters are communicated to users via Helpdesk, as were all communications from HOTAC. Helpdesk
is a Kayaco-based system that generates an e-mail to the user from any communication in the user interface from a no-reply address. This
has the advantage that the user receives all replies direct to his or her inbox immediately that they are made and does not need to log-in to
the interface and check Helpdesk to see if there has been a reply. A second advantage is that all correspondence generates a permanent paper
trail that can be consulted by the user or by HSC, either to ensure that the user’s wishes were correctly implemented, or to see what answer
was given to a user on previous occasions (i.e. to ensure consistency in responses). However, although the user can see all correspondence to
him or her through a web interface (and HSC staff can see all questions and answers and can add notes as aide-memoires to particular
questions, or as part of an internal discussion as to how best to react to a particular issue), Helpdesk correspondence is not visible to search
engines and thus a user’s consultations cannot be seen by other users, so remain private and confidential. A valuable adjunct to Helpdesk is
its knowledgebase system. At different stages of the mission certain questions were repeated regularly (e.g. in Flight Operations, “when will
my observations be scheduled?”) The knowledgebase system allowed generic answers to these questions to be prepared as Frequently Asked
Questions and, as a user typed in a Helpdesk question, the knowledgebase would search the knowledgebase for any answer that matched the
user’s query. If an answer appeared automatically, the user could either take as valid the archival answer without submitting the question to
Helpdesk, or fine-tune the queston to request more specific information, while continuing the submission process. More than 7000 tickets
have been submitted to Helpdesk, with a peak rate that could exceed 30 per day at around the time of a Call closure. On average, each
Helpdesk question generated almost exactly 5 interactions (i.e. 4 replies per thread, including internal HSC notes added to threads), for a
total of more than 35 000 interactions with users over the course of the Herschel mission (as of the end of February 2016).
4.3.5.1.3
Proposal Handling System
The Herschel Proposal Handling System (PHS) is a service which, in its original concept, allowed a user to view the status of the proposals
that have been submitted by him/her as well as take note of the HOTAC comments that had been made concerning their proposal. With this
service, the user could also add or remove co-users (individuals that had the right to update/resubmit/view those same proposals). Only the
PI and co-users could modify and update a proposal in the database through the HSpot user interface with the PHS: any PI could update an
accepted proposal at any time, provided that the modifications were consistent with the original HOTAC award. However, the PHS, which
includes HSpot, has a much wide range of uses; these were expanded through Operations as ever more inventive ways of using the system
were found to increase the options for users and for HSC personnel. Registered users could retrieve and examine accepted proposals through
HSpot. This allowed them to download the proposal abstract and the AORs for a named proposal, to examine their design. The aim was to
allow new users of Herschel to use accepted AORs from previous proposals as templates for their own AORs; the aim was to allow new
users preparing and submitting proposals to benefit from the experience of successful proposers to improve their own proposals. Users could
check the current status of their AORs through the PHS to see the progress of scheduling, allowing them to make strategy decisions based
on the available data. External users could download abstracts of proposals, as well as the AORs, while PIs and expert users (HSC and ICC
personnel) could retrieve the full proposal and all documentation for technical checking.
4.3.5.1.4
The Herschel Science Archive
A fundamental user service is the Herschel Science Archive (HSA), which is described in more detail in Section 7.2, 48BHSA Contents. By
using the HSA, astronomers can search, browse, select and retrieve Herschel data products as explained in Chapter 1 of the Herschel Data
Analysis Guide and in Section 7B7. The Herschel Science Archive (HSA). For every Herschel observation, data populating the HSA consist
of the observational products generated by the pipeline containing the scientific data together with the calibration and auxiliary products as
described in the Herschel Data Products section of the Herschel webpages. In addition, associated quality information, generated to support
archive users in the assessment of their scientific products, is also included. All registered users can access and retrieve any Herschel data
that has been made public in the HSA.
4.3.5.1.5
Newsletters
One of the fundamental organs of communication of Herschel was the regular issue of Herschel newsletters to keep users in touch with
developments such as software releases and, during Flight Operations, urgent updates on the status of the observatory. Users could configure
their profile to receive such communications. To subscribe to a Herschel mailing list, you had to set your ”email notification preferences” in
your user details. To edit your user details please follow the link located in the User Registration webpage.
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4.3.5.2
Herschel Users' Group
4.3.5.2.1
Introduction
The Herschel Users' Group was set up in the spring of 2010 as an independent advisory group directly representing the Herschel user
community. The HUG has provided a forum for users and potential general users of Herschel to provide input to the operations of the
observatory as an astronomical facility on various matters affecting its scientific productivity and user friendliness. The HUG directly
interfaces with the Herschel Project Scientist as described in its Terms of Reference.
4.3.5.2.2
Membership
As formed, the HUG was a group of eight people drawn from the KP user community. The HUG#1 meeting was conducted by the these
eight members. In early 2011 the group was extended to its full complement of twelve, by adding four members drawn from the OT1
community to the original eight. HUG conducted the HUG#2-4 meetings in this form. Members served a nominal term of about 2 years and
would then normally be replaced. During the course of 2012, marking the last full year of Flight Operations, four members of the HUG
”retired” and were replaced. At the time of the HUG#5 meeting, four further members had left the group, while three new members had
been recruited to renew the group, with the fourth replacement joining soon afterwards. The current (2016) HUG members are:
• Dimitra Rigopoulou, U Oxford & RAL-STFC, United Kingdom (Chair)
• Mike Barlow, University College London, United Kingdom
• Leen Decin, KU Leuven, Belgium
• David Elbaz, CEA, Saclay, France
• Edith Falgarone, École Normale Supérieure & Paris Observatory, France
• Paul Hartogh, MPIfS, Katlenburg-Lindau, Germany
• Leslie Hunt, Arcetri Observatory, Italy
• Margaret Meixner, Space Telescope Science Institute, Baltimore, USA
• Alberto Noriega-Crespo, Space Telescope Science Institute, Baltimore, USA
• Carsten Kramer, IRAM, Granada, Spain
• Gordon Stacey, U Cornell, USA
• Axel Weiss, MPIfR, Bonn, Germany
Further information on the HUG, its history and its activities can be found on the HUG Webpages here.
4.4
Overview of the Herschel Observing Modes
Herschel offered nine basic observing modes as AOTs: six spectroscopic and three photometric:
Photometric:
• PACS imaging, simultaneously in 70 + 160 or 100 + 160 microns
• SPIRE imaging in 250, 350 and 500 microns simultaneously
• SPIRE PACS Parallel mode imaging in 70 or 100 microns, simultaneously with 160, 250, 350 and 500 microns.
Spectroscopic:
• PACS low resolution spectroscopy from ≈50-210 microns.
• PACS intermediate resolution line spectroscopy from ≈50-210 microns.
• SPIRE FTS spectroscopy from 193-671 microns
• HIFI OTF, mapping and DBS intermediate and high resolution spectroscopy from 157-670 microns.
In practice, the three HIFI modes were fully interchangeable within an OD with no restrictions, as were the two PACS spectroscopy
observing modes. Although SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode could be interchanged with PACS only or SPIRE only photometry, in practice this
was only rarely done as it was inefficient use of helium (see Section 4.3.2.4.6.8, A special case: fillers in SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode ODs).
Over the mission slightly more than half of all HOTAC-approved observing time was assigned to PACS (53%), slightly more than quarter
(27%) was assigned to SPIRE (counting SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode as a SPIRE observing mode) and the remaining time (20%) to HIFI.
4.5
Overview of the Instrument Observing Modes and AOTs
4.5.1
Usage statistics
The expectation was that the demand for Herschel instruments would evolve through the mission: that large-scale photometric surveys
would dominate initially, with observers turning increasingly to spectroscopic follow-up by the end of the mission. It was also recognised
that the initial Guaranteed Time Call would show an instrument take-up that differed considerably from take-up by the wider astronomical
community, as expert users in the instrument consortia set out to make the fullest use of the capabilities of their instruments early in the
mission for ground-breaking studies that would lead to follow-up proposals later in the mission. In fact, in the main, the instrument request
statistics were remarkably consistent through the mission. The KPGT Call was a little unusual in that the demand for HIFI was the highest
for any Call (this though is natural as the instrument teams took advantage of the opportunity to have first use of their own instrument),
while the demand for PACS Photo and PACS Spec was the lowest but, PACS Photo and PACS Spec, in that order, were the most requested
instruments thorough the mission. In contrast, the largest area of the sky was observed by the SPIRE Photometer, which was an extremely
efficient large-area mapper, reaching the confusion limit in just two scans at the standard scan speed of 20”/s, even faster than was
anticipated before launch. For the purposes of classification, six Herschel sub-instruments are defined:
• HIFI (all observing modes).
• PACS photometry and spectroscopy (PACS sub-instruments);
• SPIRE photometry, spectroscopy and Parallel Mode (SPIRE sub-instruments);
For PACS, the line and range spectroscopy AOTs are grouped as a single sub-instrument as they use the same set-up and could be freely
concatenated on any target while, for HIFI, the point, spectral scan and mapping AOTs are all considered to be variants of a single HIFI
mode because, again, their set-up is identical and they could be freely interchanged within any single OD and, for any single HIFI sub-band,
could be concatenated at the convenience of observers. The amounts of time distributed in the GT1 and, especially, the GT2 Calls are so
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small as to not give significant statistics. As for all Guaranteed Time, it can be considered that, apart from minor technical adjustments and
the removal of any duplications, all Guaranteed Time proposals were executed practically as submitted. In all the statistics given below the
numbers are as executed. For many reasons these may differ from the ”official numbers” shown in Table 54.
4.5.1.1
Time requests to HOTAC
Although Guaranteed Time made up 32% of all the Herschel observing time (see 4.3.3.1.2, Guaranteed and Open Time) the oversubscription factor of approximately 4 for Herschel Open Time ensured that in terms of time requested to HOTAC rather than time allocated
by HOTAC, Open Time dominates. For this reason Open Time requests outweigh Guaranteed Time requests by a factor of 7.6 to 1. The
amount of requested time per sub-instrument gives an indication of the degree of uptake of a particular sub-instrument within the Herschel
community overall at different stages of the mission. This division is tabulated in Table 61 and shown graphically in Figure 130. It shows
similar trends in Guaranteed and Open Time, although (logically) the demand for HIFI was significantly larger in Guaranteed Time than in
Open Time, whereas demand for PACS spectroscopy was significantly depressed overall in Guaranteed Time compared to Open Time.

PPhoto
PSpec
SPhoto
SSpec
SPParallel
HIFI
Totals

KPGT
1433.5
957.5
605
200.8
785.9
1833.1
5815.8

KPOT
6102.6
4137.3
1434.2
284.4
3325.7
2700.4
17984.6

GT1
198
93
37.7
76.3
42.5
98.7
546.2

OT1
5833.1
5270.2
2363.5
2357.6
1201.7
3934.3
20960.4

GT2
45.9
66.4
114.5
63.4
11.7
65.4
367.3

OT2
3848.8
3034.5
1543.3
983
762.5
2233.7
12405.8

All GT
1677.4
1116.9
757.2
340.5
840.1
1997.2
6729.3

All OT
15784.5
12442
5341
3625
5289.9
8868.4
51350.8

Table 61: Distribution of number of hours requested per sub-instrument broken down by Call.

Figure 130: Distribution of time requested to HOTAC by sub-instrument for Guaranteed and Open Time. Open Time that dominates in the
overall statistics, although the general trend between sub-instrument demand in Guaranteed and Open Time is similar.
The evolution of instrument demand as represented by observing time requested to HOTAC, is shown in Figure 131 and Figure 132. If
shows the general pattern of instrument demand through the Herschel mission history. PACS Photometry was consistently in the range of
25-35% of the requested time, followed by PACS spectroscopy (15-25%) and HIFI (15-20%). In contrast, the high demand for Parallel
Mode observing time in the pre-flight Calls reduced considerably when the in-flight performance showed that the sensitivity in the PACS
bands and particularly at 70 microns, was too low to obtain useful results except in Milky Way fields with strong emission and some of the
larger and brighter extra-galactic targets such as M31 and M33. Demand for Parallel Mode reduced sharply from 10-20% in the Key
Programme Calls, to <8% thereafter and some programmes that had requested and been allocated Parallel Mode time even changed it to
SPIRE photometry, which was more efficient than Parallel Mode as a large-area mapper. In contrast to Parallel Mode, demand for SPIRE
spectroscopy increased considerably through the mission, as astronomers realised the power of Fourier Transform spectroscopy, although its
highest demand was always in Guaranteed Time. SPIRE Spectroscopy time requests increased from <2% in the KPOT Call to >11% of the
total in OT1.
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Figure 131: The evolution of sub-instrument demand by Call. Percentage of total time requested for each sub-instrument in each Call. The
amounts of time distributed in the GT1 and GT2 Calls were very small compared to all others.

Figure 132: The evolution of Call demand for each sub-instrument. The trends are evident, such as the increased demand for SPIRE
spectroscopy and decreasing demand for Parallel Mode. HIFI demand varied little apart from in the initial Guaranteed Time Call. The
amounts of observing time distrubuted in the GT1 and GT2 Calls were extremely small.
4.5.1.2
Time allocated by HOTAC
Normally, Guaranteed Time programmes were accepted ”as was” by HOTAC, after small, mainly technical modifications (these included
such things as removal of duplications, adjustment of exposure times to achieve goals, increasing the efficiency of observations, etc.) It
makes no sense for Guaranteed Time to differentiate between time requested and time allocated, as any unallocated time went back into the
GT pool and was re-assigned at a later date. In contrast, for Open Time, the HOTAC awards were only a small fraction of the requested time
and even many successful proposals were cut back by HOTAC for any one of many possible scientific or technical reasons. In OT1 the
oversubscription factor for Priority 1 time was 4.2 while, in OT2 it was 3.8 and in KPOT, which had only Priority 1 time, it was 3.4. As,
overall, always less than 30% of the requested Open Time was approved by HOTAC, the pool of AORs accepted by HOTAC were only a
small sub-set of all the submitted AORs, so there is no particular a priori reason why the distribution of time requested per sub-instrument
should be conserved in the approved time (see Figure 133). It would have made little sense scientifically to assign OT2p2 time to a large
Parallel Mode survey programme, given the expected low level of completion that such a programme might expect. In contrast, a targeted
programme of spectroscopy with a small number of AORs, for which each AOR executed was effectively a sub-programme in itself could
be considered both a good programme for Priority 1 Time and, at the same time, an excellent filler for Priority 2 and so would have two
chances of receiving time from HOTAC. Figure 134 is the equivalent of Figure 132 in which, we see the evolution of allocated time for each
sub-instrument by Call. This shows that the amount of time allocated to each sub-instrument was remarkably consistent through the mission,
particularly for PACS Photometry, PACS spectroscopy and SPIRE Photometry – the rather large fraction of ToO/DDT time for SPIRE
Photometry is out of a total of only 350 hours of executed ToO/DDT observations through the entire mission (1.5% of the executed science
observations), even including MustDo programmes and thus not a significant deviation statistically. The biggest variation is seen in the
SPIRE Spectroscopy allocation. This varied from <2% in the KPOT Call, to being ≈14% of time allocated as OT1 Priority 1. Similarly,
Parallel Mode varied from the 27% allocated in the KPOT Call, to being just 3% of the allocated OT2 Priority 2 time.
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Figure 133: Distribution of time allocated by HOTAC in each Call for Proposals by sub-instrument. The OT1 and OT2 Calls are split into
approved Priority 1 and Priority 2 time.

Figure 134: Evolution of fraction of allocated time per sub-instrument by Call. OT1 and OT2 are split into Priority 1 and Priority 2 time.
As the amount of time awarded by HOTAC by Calls varied widely, some of the Call-to-Call variations are due to small number statistics.
Figure 135 and Figure 136 show the fractional differences between the amount of time requested and approved by HOTAC per subinstrument for the various Calls for Proposals. In Figure 135 it is shown per Call and in Figure 136 per sub-instrument. A positive value
indicates that a larger fraction of observing time was allocated by HOTAC than the fraction that was requested overall. Few systematic
trends are observed in the relationship between fraction of time per sub-instrument requested and awarded, suggesting that there was no
particular preference shown by HOTAC for a particular sub-instrument or type of observing programme over others at different stages of the
mission. One of the few trends that is seen is that HOTAC systematically awarded a smaller fraction of SPIRE Photometry time than was
requested; the reason for this was probably the fact that observers tended to over-estimated systematically the number of scans required to
reach the confusion noise. The fraction of all time requested to HOTAC that was approved by sub-instrument is shown in Figure 137,
comparing the approval rate for Priority 1 and Priority 2 requests.
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Figure 135: The relative fraction of HOTAC approved time by sub-instrument against the fraction in the original time request. As expected,
for the initial KPGT Call the differences as minimal. In contrast, for instance, in the KPOT Call, we see that a much larger fraction of the
allocated time was to Parallel Mode than the fraction of requested time. In OT2, a significantly larger fraction of PACS time – both
photometry and spectroscopy – was approved as Priority 2 time than had been requested, even though a smaller fraction of PACS time was
allocated for Priority 1 than had been requested as HOTAC sought to optimise Priority 2 time awards to the likely scheduling reality..

Figure 136: Call by Call evolution of the differences between the fraction of time requested to and allocated by HOTAC for each subinstrument. In general there is no particular pattern save that for SPIRE Photometry the HOTAC allocation was systematically smaller than
the fraction of time requested: the reason is probably the fact that observers systematically over-estimated the number of repetitions
required to reach the confusion noise.
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Figure 137: Fraction of all observing time allocated by HOTAC as Priority 1 and Priority 2 distributed by sub-instrument. A much higher
fraction of PACS time – both photometry and spectroscopy – was approved as Priority 2 than was approved as Priority 1. In contrast, a far
higher fraction of time is assigned to HIFI and SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode as Priority 1 than as Priority 2 Time.
4.5.1.3
Key Programme Call
A summary of the statistics of sub-instrument use in the Key Programme Call (KPGT + KPOT) is shown in Table 62. Of the three Calls for
proposals, this was the only one with comparable ampounts of Guaranteed and Open Time available. Given that Guaranteed Time proposals
were generally accepted ”as was”, i.e. with minimal changes save those required to optimise AORs, or to migrate to new observing modes,
the statistics for the fraction of requested time that was approved overall by HOTAC are quite misleading. For KPOT time only, 33.5% of
the requested time was approved by HOTAC. The most heavily requested instrument was PACS Photometer, which was also the instrument
for which HOTAC approved the largest amount of time. Overall, spectroscopy accounted for 44.1% of approved observing time.

PPhoto
PSpec
SPhoto
SSpec
SPParallel
HIFI
Total

Hours Requested

Hours Approved by HOTAC

% of Request Approved

% of Total Time Approved in Call

6898.1
5306.3
1716.1
463.0
2465.7
4561.5
21410.6

3072.8
2229.8
706.0
306.8
2181.5
2170.6
10667.5

44.5%
42.2%
41.4%
66.3%
88.5%
47.6%
49.8%

28.8%
20.9%
6.6%
2.9%
20.4%
20.3%

Table 62: Summary table of total time requested to HOTAC and approved for scheduling for the Key Programme Call (KPGT+KPOT) for
different sub-instruments. The approval rate has to be considered in the context of KPGT programmes being accepted practically as
submitted: for KPOT, 33.5% of time requested to HOTAC was approved.
4.5.1.4
AO1 Call
For the AO1 Call – the first in-flight Call – consisted of a small amout of remaining Guaranteed Time in the GT1 Call and approximately
half the estimated remaining Open Time (see Section 4.3.4.1.7,
). Again, the most requested instrument
was the PACS Photometer, albeit only marginally, although significantly more time was approved by HOTAC for the PACS Spectrometer
than for PACS Photometer. Spectroscopy accounted for 62.2% of approved AO1 observing time; almost 20% more than in the KP Call.

PPhoto
PSpec
SPhoto
SSpec
SPParallel
HIFI
Total

Hours Requested

Hours Approved by HOTAC

% of Request Approved

% of Total Time Approved in Call

6572.5
6303.1
2656.8
2722.9
871.0
4188.0
21410.6

1588.9
1815.5
420.8
888.7
442.0
1319.5
6475.3

24.2%
28.8%
15.8%
32.6%
50.7%
31.5%
30.2%

24.5%
28.0%
6.5%
13.7%
6.8%
20.4%

Table 63: Total time requested to HOTAC and approved for potential scheduling from the AO1 Call (GT1 + OT1), including all approved
programmes, whether Priority 1 or Priority 2. The amount of GT1 time was small compared to OT1 time.
4.5.1.5
AO2 Call
The AO2 Call distributed the remaining Guaranteed Time (362h), plus the remaining Priority 1 time (3420h), plus a significantly larger
quantity (4075h) of Priority 2 time as buffer (see Section 4.3.3.1.3.3, observing time).
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All AO2

Hours Requested

Hours Approved by HOTAC

% of Request Approved

% of Total Time Approved in Call

4033.7
3221.9
1821.5
1044.0
699.4
2358.5
13189.0

2270.9
2153.6
675.5
612.8
449.0
1622.4
7794.3

56.3%
66.8%
37.1%
58.7%
64.2%
68.8%
59.1%

29.1%
27.6%
8.7%
7.9%
5.8%
20.8%

PPhoto
PSpec
SPhoto
SSpec
SPParallel
HIFI
Total

Table 64: Summary of total time requested to HOTAC and approved for potential scheduling for the AO2 Call (GT2 + OT2). This includes
all approved programmes, whether Priority 1 or Priority 2 (a substantial fraction of the latter was essential buffer to ensure scheduling
efficiency right through EoH and not scheduled). The amount of GT2 time remaining was only a very small part of the total available time.
In OT2p1 time, although PACS Photometry was both the most requested instrument and the largest amount of approved time was for PACS
Photometry, only slightly less HIFI time was awarded than PACS Photometry.
AO2 p1

Hours Requested

Hours Approved by HOTAC

% of Request Approved

% of Total Time Approved in Call

4033.7
3221.9
1821.5
1044.0
699.4
2358.5
13189.0

936.7
790.8
382.9
436.7
337.3
870.6
3765.2

23.2%
24.5%
21.0%
41.8%
48.2%
36.9%
28.5%

24.9%
21.0%
10.2%
11.6%
9.0%
23.1%

PPhoto
PSpec
SPhoto
SSpec
SPParallel
HIFI
Total

Table 65: Summary table of total time requested to HOTAC and approved for scheduling as Priority 1 time for the AO2 Call (GT2 + OT2).
All GT2 observations were automatically Priority 1.
In proposals that were awarded OT2p2 time the most requested instrument was PACS Photometer, but the PACS Spectrometer received
marginally more time. In contrast, very little time was awarded to SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode which, as a survey instrument, was not well
suited to Priority 2 time.
AO2 p2

Hours Requested

Hours Approved by HOTAC

% of Request Approved

% of Total Time Approved in Call

4033.7
3221.9
1821.5
1044.0
699.4
2358.5
13189.0

1334.2
1362.8
292.6
176.0
111.7
751.8
4029.2

33.1%
42.3%
16.1%
16.9%
16.0%
31.9%
30.5%

33.1%
33.8%
7.3%
4.4%
2.7%
18.7%

PPhoto
PSpec
SPhoto
SSpec
SPParallel
HIFI
Total

Table 66: Summary table of total time requested to HOTAC and approved for scheduling as Priority 2 time for the AO2 Call (GT2 + OT2).
All GT2 observations were automatically Priority 1 and so are not a factor in this table. A much larger quantity of Priority 2 time was
awarded in OT2 than in OT1 to ensure an adequate buffer of observations at EoH.
4.5.1.6
Overall statistics
The overall statistics for HOTAC time are tgiven in Table 67 while the evolution of the requests to HOTAC by sub-instrument shown in
Figure 138. The most requested and assigned instruments were PACS Photometer and PACS Spectrometer respectively, followed by HIFI.

PPhoto
PSpec
SPhoto
SSpec
SPParallel
HIFI
Total

Hours Requested

Hours HOTAC Approved (p1+p2)

% of Request Approved

% of Total Time Approved

13868.6
12278.6
4567.5
2995.6
3872.2
9314.0
46896.5

7345.1
6461.4
1972.0
1861.6
3213.8
5275.6
26129.5

53.0%
52.6%
43.2%
62.1%
83.0%
56.6%
53.4%

28.1
24.7
7.5
7.1
12.3
20.2

Table 67: Summary of total time requested to HOTAC and approved for potential scheduling. This includes all approved programmes,
whether Priority 1 or Priority 2 (a substantial fraction of the latter was essential buffer to ensure scheduling efficiency right through EoH
and not scheduled).
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Figure 138: The evolution of the amount of observing time requested to HOTAC per sub-instrument over the three Calls for proposals.

5. HERSCHEL IN-ORBIT PERFORMANCE
5.1
Satellite Operational Performance
Many aspects of Herschel’s in-flight performance are covered in detail in Herschel Flight Control Team (2014).
5.1.1
Science telemetry generated
The total amount of science telemetry generated during the mission was slightly more than 1.3Tb. All generated telemetry was successfully
transmitted to ground. For more details see Herschel Flight Control Team (2014).
5.1.2
Fuel consumption
The Herschel thrusters started with ≈240kg of Hydrazine fuel. Consumption during the regular station-keeping manoeuvres and daily
momentum dumps was low: only ≈25kg was used before the departure manoeuvre on OD-1401. The departure manoeuvre, escape
manoeuvre and drain manoeuvre used ≈15kg, ≈150kg and ≈50kg of fuel respectively, so almost 90% of the thruster fuel budget for the
mission was used in the last 100 days before passivation for spacecraft disposal. For more details see Herschel Flight Control Team (2014).
5.1.3
Solar Array Performance
Full details of the solar arrays and their performance can be found in Ciancetta et al., 2013 and in Herschel Flight Control Team (2014).
5.1.3.1
Generated power and its seasonal variations
The requirement for the solar arrays was to generate 1500W to power the Herschel spacecraft and its instruments (see Table 18). Testing of
the Solar Array output in LEOPS showed that it was about 60.5A @ SAA = 0° and 52.3A @ SAA = 29°, in line with expectations
(Dodsworth, 2009a), while the peak performance of the solar array at perihelion in 2010 saw a peak output of 1874W of power, close to the
maximum designed performance of 1900W (Ciancetta et al., 2013). Due to the yearly cycle of heliocentric distance (see Figure 82), there
will be a seasonal cycle of insolation, thus both the temperature of the solar panels and the current generated by them is expected to vary
with an annual cycle. Given the maximum and minimum heliocentric distance of Herschel during normal operations before the departure
manoeuvre, after which the heliocentric distance increased beyond standard operational limits at L2, the range of heliocentric distance (see
Table 25), we would expect to see a maximum 7.2% annual range in the current from the solar panels. Similarly, as the maximum current
will coincide with the perihelion, the slight decreasing trend in the annual perihelion distance should lead to very slight increase (≈0.2%) in
the annual maximum generated power in the absence of progressive deterioration in the efficiency of the solar panels. In contrast, a small,
but progressive decline is seen in the annual maximum current delivered by the solar panels (Figure 140). The peak average monthly current
delivered by the TM_ISAS3R_2 sensor (see the diagram of Herschel sensor location for details of its emplacement). was 22.3A in January
2010, 22.2A in January 2011, 22.0A in January 2012 and 21.9A in January 2013, consistent with a slow deterioration of the panels with
time, corresponding to a 2% performance drop in three years. The total current generated by the Herschel solar array, including the side
panels, was 60.7A at launch, rising to 62.5A at perihelion in January 2010. Ciancetta et al., 2013 note that the total power generated at
perihelion drops from 62.5A in January 2010 to 61.6A in January 2013: a drop of 1.4%, due to degradation from radiation and ultraviolet
light. Comparing the total power generated at launch and then at launch + 1 year, launch + 2 years, etc. they find a much larger drop in
generated current of 5.6% over the course of the mission, most of which is in the first year after launch (see Table 1 in Ciancetta et al.,
2013), but fail to take into account that more than half of the drop in generated current between launch and launch + 1 year is due to the
difference in heliocentric distance between the reference dates used. The degradation of the Herschel side panels, which operated at larger
mean Solar Aspect Angles and thus were heated less, is smaller than for the main panel. Similarly, it is seen that the Planck solar array,
which was operated at much lower Solar Aspect Angle and thus suffered greater heating, that the degradation in generated current of 4.5%
between perihelion in 2010 and perihelion in 2013, is more than three times that found for Herschel.
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Figure 139: Monthly averaged temperatures measured by five sensors on the solar array. The expected annual variation is seen consistent
with the 7.2% difference between maximum and minimum insolation over the course of the mission (Herschel Flight Control Team, 2014).

Figure 140: Monthly averaged generated current measured by three sensors on the solar array. We see the expected annual variation due
to the 7.2% difference between maximum and minimum insolation between perihelion and aphelion, with a small superimposed trend to
reducing peak current. Source: Herschel Flight Control Team, 2014.
5.1.3.2
Solar panel temperature variations
The trend in temperature of the solar panels is shown in Figure 139 and the trend in current generated in Figure 140. The plots are shown as
monthly averages. As expected, the temperature shows a constant annual peak and minimum from year to year, with no noticeable trend.
The annual maximum and minimum values are a maximum of 113°C (SA_Pan1_Temp2_N sensor, [see the diagram of Herschel sensor
location for details]) and minimum of 105°C, after reaching post-launch temperature equilibrium. The Herschel solar panels operated in a
less extreme temperature regime than Planck, which was always in the range from 100-130°C, with variations depending on the season and
the Solar Aspect Angle. For Herschel the range observed was 95-118°C, with a peak of 125°C just after separation from the upper stage at
launch. For the side panels, the range was 65-97°C. In all cases the temperatures were 10-15°C lower than predicted pre-launch. A study,
made early in the mission, of the correlation between Solar Aspect Angle and sunshield temperature showed that the sunshield temperature
lagged the SAA by three hours (Merín, 2009), with a tight correlation between SAA and the sunshield temperature three hours later.
5.1.3.3
Power margins
The power generated by the solar array exceeded expectations at all stages of the mission. After the nominal 42 month mission the generated
power of 1700W for zero Solar Aspect Angle (panel face on to the Sun) was 119W (7.5%) higher than predicted pre-flight. The total power
consumption of the spacecraft was 1132W (IOCR-1, July 2009) and 1127W (IOCR-2, June 2010). Of the 506W power drawn at IOCR-2,
57% was used by HIFI, 28% by PACS and 16% by SPIRE (267W, 140W and 79W respectively). The maximum load on Herschel was 44A
during telescope decontamination, when the telescope was being heated to prevent condensation of volatiles. During routine operations the
peak load was 40A. As the lowest power generated by the solar array, even at the end of mission was 50A, there was a substantial margin at
all times between generated power and load. The margin in the power budget was significantly larger than anticipated pre-launch.
IOCR 2 IOCR 1
Post Helium
(June-10) (July-09)
Average Power Budget [w]
Payload (HIFI, PACS and SPIRE)
298.00 506.00 501.00
ExtraPayload (CCU, SREM, VMC)
10.42 10.42
10.20
Telescope decontamination
0
0
0
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LOU decontamination
0
0
0
308.42 516.42 511.20
PLM total
CDMS
37.84 37.70
37.10
TT&C (Rx, Tx and TWTA)
109.59 108.96 110.50
ACMS (ACC, RWL,GYRO,CRS and STR) 116.07 117.79 127.50
RCS (surv. Heater and 20N thrusters)
51.12 50.99
45.60
TCS 406.05
260.24 265.00
PCDU consumption
35
35
35
755.66 610.69 620.70
SVM total
SUM all users (PLM total + SVM total) 1064.07 1127.11 1131.90
Solar Array power
1655.62
Margin (w/o harness losses)
591.55

Post Helium

Payload Avg Power Budget [w]
HIFI
PACS
SPIRE
Payload (HIFI, PACS and SPIRE)

IOCR 2
IOCR 1
(June-10) (July-09)
161 287
34 140
103
79
298.00 506.00
501.00

288
136
77

Table 68: Average power budget for three epochs during the mission corresponding (left to right) to post-helium technology tests, routine
operations and CoP/PV Phases. Source: Herschel/Planck Project Team, 2004.
5.1.4
Battery performance
The SVM was provided with an emergency Lithium ion battery with a lifetime of ≈30 minutes, rated at 39Ah, although with actual the
launch date there was no possibility of an eclipse that would have necessitated battery power to take over even for an extended mission of 5
years. The battery remained fully charged up to passivation and its voltage remained stable in the range from 25.38-25.45V (Herschel Flight
Control Team, 2014). Battery operation was controlled by a Battery Charge Regulator (BCR) to maintain charge and a Battery Discharge
Regulator (BDR) to operate discharge when battery power was required.
5.2
Telescope Performance
5.2.1
Optical Performance
5.2.1.1
Pre-launch characterisation of optical performance
The Herschel telescope was carefully characterised pre-launch in a series of intensive campaigns of testing. The design and optical
performance requirements are described by Doyle et al. (2009). The telescope delivered a ±0.25° field of view to its (highly curved) focal
plane, where the three instruments each picked off part of the field. The impossibility of testing at operational wavelengths meant that
optical (visible light at 633 nm) metrology was used instead, taking advantage of the almost optical quality of the reflectors and of the
availability of facilities and heritage in Europe for cryo-optical testing of precursor payloads such as ISO. The results found by laboratory
testing are shown in Table 69. The Wave Front Error and the encircled energy performance are both better than requirement and thus the
telescope performance was expected to be diffraction-limited down to at least 65μm, although with the limitation that it was not possible to
measure the complete end-to-end performance of the optical system in cryogenic conditions (and in microgravity).
5.2.1.2
In-flight measurement of the optical performance
The telescope PSF was measured using PACS photometer observations (see Lutz, 2010) and compared to the theoretical telescope model
PSF by Geis & Lutz (2010). The photometer optics deliver diffraction-limited image quality (Strehl ratio >95%), therefore PACS preserves
the image quality provided by the Herschel telescope and is diffraction-limited over its whole energy range. There is no standard ”space
truth” PSF for PACS; it is a function of scan speed, pointing jitter, cross-talk, data reduction method and many other factors that cause the
measured PSF to vary slightly between observations, thus the PSF measured at one epoch cannot be used to analyse data at another epoch
for faint extended structures. The photometer PSF (see Figure 141, Figure 142) is dominated by the telescope and is characterised by:
• A narrow core, which is round at 70 and 100 microns, but slightly elongated in spacecraft Z direction at 160 microns.
• A tri-lobate pattern seen at the level of a few percent in all PACS bands, most clearly in the blue with its stronger signal, and
ascribed to imperfect mirror shape due to distortion caused by supporting the secondary mirror tripod.
• Knotty structure at sub-percent level, clearly seen at 70 microns and more weakly at 100 microns.
5.2.1.3
Modelling of the observed in-flight optical performance
For an ideal telescope, the core of the PSF out to 40 arcseconds would be dominated by diffraction rings (three rings outside the central
disk), with the ring structure faintly visible out to much larger distances. In reality, no optical system can be made perfect: there are small
wave front errors (WFE) at a level of a few microns that are well within the specified tolerances, even at the demanding level of
requirements for the telescope optical quality; there are also high-frequency polishing errors and quilting, typically at a level below one
micron; and microscopic distortions of the mirror on cooldown. When these are added to the ideal telescope model to produce the predicted
PSF for the actual telescope, as flown, these produce structures that are extremely close to the measured PSF (Figure 143). For more details
of the PSF and the factors that may affect it, see the images and analysis in Lutz (2010). For more details of the model PSF and its
explanation, see the images and analysis in Geis & Lutz (2010).
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Table 69: Required and achieved (on ground) optical performance for the Herschel telescope. The achieved WFE and encircled energies
are significantly better than the requirements.

Figure 141: PSFs obtained with the PACS photometer based on observations of Vesta, obtained in scan map mode at the (engineering only)
scan speed of 10 arcsec/s. The 70, 100, and 160μm bands are arranged from left to right and normalised to the peak, to 10% of peak, and to
1% of peak, up the columns to see the extended structure in the PSF. The scalebar is 60”in all cases. Image: Norbert Geiss and the PACS
consortium.
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Figure 142: Aperture photometry on asteroid (3) Juno, observed in mini scan-map technique. The image shows the typical trilobate form
caused by the secondary support. On the right hand side the growth-curve as well as the radial profile are shown Image: Thomas
Müller/PACS ICC.

Figure 143: The theoretical telescope PSF at 70 microns from the model described by Geis & Lutz (2010). In the right hand panel only the
core of the PSF is shown, out to 40 arcseconds from the centre, with the faintest level 104 times lower than the maximum; the tripoldal
structure is clearly visible, as is the knotty structure. The left hand panel shows the faint, extended PSF down to 108 times fainter than the
maximum, up to 400 arcseconds from the centre. The theoretical PSF is very similar to the observed PSF at 70 microns shown in Figure
141. Image: Geis & Lutz (2010).
5.2.2
Thermal Performance
5.2.2.1
Short-term variations
In CoP and PV Phases it was noticed that both the M1 and the CVV temperature were strongly correlated with the SAA over time scales of
a few days (Merín, 2009). The M1 temperature peaked after prolonged excursions to SAA close to 90° (i.e. solar panels face on to the Sun)
and dropped significantly after cooler ODs when the SAA tended to more extreme values, with an increase in M1 temperature of 0.1K after
only 24 hours of maximum irradiation. These variations were superimposed on the long-term irradiation variations caused by the
heliocentric distance.
5.2.2.2
Long-term trends
The variation of telescope M1 (primary mirror) and of CVV temperature through the mission is shown in Figure 144. After telescope
decontamination was complete the temperature of M1 reached a minimum value ≈83.5K around OD-65 when at aphelion, before settling
into a range between 88 and 90K: this was towards the upper limit of pre-launch predictions, which estimated an operational telescope
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temperature in the range 70-90K during the mission. The temperature shows a gradual rising trend through the mission, with both the annual
minimum and maximum value increasing slowly with time.

Figure 144: Primary mirror (M1) temperature (blue) and Cryostat Vacuum Vessel temperature (green) from launch until passivation. The
cyclic modulation in M1 temperature with heliocentric distance is clearly seen. From OD-200, the temperature of M1 stabilises at a range
between 88 and 90K. The CVV temperature follows the M1 temperature closely. Image: Miguel Sánchez, HSC.
The M1 temperature follows a yearly cycle with four well-defined maxima and four minima of temperature during the mission. Minima of
M1 temperature were observed around ODs 65, 430, 820 & 1150 and maxima around ODs 300, 645, 975 & 1290. When compared to the
dates of perihelion and aphelion for Herschel listed in Table 25, we see that thermal inertia delays the maximum temperature of the mirror
with respect to perihelion in the early mission phases, but actually is advanced with respect to perihelion at the end of the mission, while the
minimum M1 temperature is delayed with respect to perihelion by an average of 26 days. The amplitude of the annual cycle of temperature
variation is ≈1.5K. The annual variation between perihelion and aphelion of the Herschel satellite was ≈3.5%, equivalent to an insolation
variation of 7%. Although the satellite spent less time at perihelion than at aphelion due to the greater orbital velocity at perihelion, it is
evident that stored heat in the sunshield did not ”bleed off” effectively at epochs of reduced insolation at aphelion, leading to a gradual trend
to increasing temperature. A possible operational reason for the slowly increasing temperature trend is the correlation already observed early
in the mission of telescope temperature with Solar Aspect Angle even on short timescales (Merín, 2009). Maximum irradiation of the Sunshield came from observing at small SAA (i.e. the solar panels square-on to the Sun). During early mission phases observations were carried
out at a wide range of SAA and long excursions to extreme SAA were common. These excursions to extreme SAA reduced the irradiation
of the sunshield by tilting it away from a face-on presentation to the Sun, thus cooling both the sunshield and the telescope. As the mission
progressed, the limitations on scheduling observations at hot betas (in which the spacecraft was tilted away from the Sun sufficiently that
some solar radiation would fall on the base of the SVM and degrade the telescope pointing) were tightened progressively and
proportionately far more time was spent observing at SAA≈0°, giving the greatest irradiation and thus heating of the sunshield. This meant
that the spacecraft spent a much larger fraction of its time in the highest irradiation configuration and, progressively, that fraction increased
still further as excursions even to β=−15° became rare in the second half of the mission and, finally, excursions even to β=−12° were
discouraged, thus leading to a warming trend of the telescope as progressively less time was spent shedding excess heat at cooler attitudes.
5.2.3
Straylight
5.2.3.1
Straylight requirements
One of the key performance predictions for the Herschel Space Observatory was that the telescope would be background-limited for PACS
in the absence of stray light. The requirement for the Herschel telescope was that the stray-light level from sources outside its field-of-view
should be less than 1 % of the telescope self-emission background radiation.
5.2.3.2
Straylight studies
Pre-launch industry studies showed that scattered light was not an issue for the telescope, but that specular reflections from different
elements of the telescope structure could be (see Klaas et al., 2014 for more details). A ray study with 19.5 million rays found a total of 566
paths into the detector (including the principal ray path (i.e. the direct route to the detector from radiation focussed by the primary and
secondary) – i.e. 565 indirect paths that would constitute straylight, see Ferlet, 2009 and Okumura, 2011 for more details), but only 13 of the
indirect paths had an intensity >0.1% of the original beam. Of these, almost half came from the hexapod secondary support (see Table 70).
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Table 70: Specular stray-light reflections with intensity >0.1% of the incident beam, with their source. The features identified with the
latters A-R are shown in Figure 145.
The straylight structures are complex, as shown in Figure 145, but shown a three-fold symmetry from the 120° separation of the tripod
secondary support structures. Tests in space showed that the structures were completely predictable, thus allowing potential straylight spots
in observations to be anticipated completely reliably in Mission Planning.
5.2.3.3
Principal straylight sources
The sunshield protected the telescope structure from the Sun and pointing constraints kept the telescope always pointed away from bright
sources (Sun, Earth, Moon, etc., see Table 27). However, even with these design and precautionary measures implemented, there was still
the possibility of specular stray-light by reflections on parts of the optical structure, which could spoil large maps with faint objects up to
few degrees size taken with the PACS and SPIRE photometers (as well in their combined SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode) and hamper accurate
photometry by superposition of a non-PSF stray image. This was also true for other bright infrared solar system sources, in particular for
Jupiter, Saturn, and Mars. It was determined that six celestial objects were potential sources of straylight for Herschel: the Earth; the Moon;
Venus; Mars; Jupiter; and Saturn. Other celestial sources were too faint to cause significant straylight issues. Although Venus was never
within the area of the sky observable with Herschel it could, occasionally, reach sufficient elongation to impinge on a straylight spot. The
Earth, in contrast, never reached a straylight point and the Moon could only do it at extreme elongation as seen from Herschel.
5.2.3.4
The straylight generation condition
The limiting values for the sources listed above not to create straylight were for solar aspect angles <40° or >150°. Straylight could be
generated by any of the six bright sources that entered the solar aspect angle range from 40° to 150°.
5.2.3.5
Observational verification of straylight calculations
Numerous check observations of straylight points were scheduled on OD-136, OD-139 and on OD-214, all but one of the scheduled
observations was of Jupiter straylight points observed with SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode. The exception was a lunar straylight observation in
OD-139 made with PACS only to take advantage of the Moon entering one of the straylight points. Figure 146 shows the results obtained
for an observation of Jupiter straylight spot I, ≈30° from Jupiter, observed in SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode. The field size is 2°x2°. A
substantial arc of specularly reflected light is seen in the predicted position. The different observations that were made confirmed that, in the
vast majority of cases, the straylight model predictions were verified (see Okumura, 2011 for additional observational results). However,
there were a small number of occasions when straylight that cannot easily be explained was unexpectedly present in scheduled observations
(see Klaas et al., 2014 for more details).
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Figure 145: Straylight study from the 19.5 million ray simulation for the 33° around the telescope boresight, presented in cosine space. The
telescope Sun direction is horizontal and the y-axis is vertical. The points A-R correspond to the features described in Table 70. Image
source: Herschel Straylight Working Group

Figure 146: Observational test of the validity of the straylight model prediction for Point I (see Figure 145) for Jupiter using SPIRE PACS
Parallel Mode. The top left frame shows the AOR as planned in HSpot, with the predicted position of the straylight point plotted. The other
three frames show actual data for a 2°x2° field of view: top right, PACS 70 micron; bottom left, PACS 160 micron; bottom right, SPIRE
500 micron. Not that there is an approximately 18 arcminute offset between PACS and SPIRE in Parallel Mode. The observed and predicted
positions show excellent agreement. Image source: Herschel Straylight Working Group.
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5.2.3.6
Avoiding straylight issues in observation scheduling
Careful straylight checks were made before planning files were sent to MOC. Any suspect cases were carefully and independently checked
by the Spacecraft Environment Scientist who approved the observations on a case-by-case basis, or could recommend that the observation
be replaced in the schedule if straylight could potentially significantly affect the data quality. Due to these careful systematic checks and the
reliability of the straylight prediction software in anticipating issues, the number of observations found in Quality Control affected by
straylight was minimal and such cases disappeared as the predictive software was improved in the early stages of Flight Operations. In many
cases the straylight point could be avoided by moving the observation of the target by a few days so that it moved away from the straylight
point. During the last few months of scheduling the straylight policy was relaxed to allow observations that had minor straylight issues, but
for which the science objectives could be met notwithstanding the straylight, to be scheduled during the final anticipated visibility of the
target if there was no other way of scheduling the observation (for more details, see Section 4.3.2.2.5.2, Straylight checks).
5.2.4
Emissivity trends and models
The telescope emission was a function of the telescope temperature and its emissivity – sometimes referred to as its absorptivity, due to this
being the capacity of the mirror to absorb incident radiation and thus to re-emit it as thermal energy – or reflectivity. In the absence of
straylight, the sensitivity of PACS and HIFI was determined by the thermal emission from the telescope’s reflecting surfaces (while the
SPIRE photometer’s sensitivity was limited by confusion noise).
5.2.4.1
Emissivity determination and modelling
The telescope optics were tested at a nominal operating temperature of 77K. Two samples were tested to measure their absorptivity and
hence emissivity: a totally clean coated mirror sample and one which had been contaminated by a level of dust consistent with the ESTEC
Clean Room (5000ppm of the surface area contaminated with particles of ≤5μm diameter). The result was that the far infrared absorptivity
in the Herschel range of wavelengths was found to be in the range 0.2-0.4% for a completely clean sample and from 0.2-0.8% for a
contaminated sample (Fischer et al (2004)). Contractually, the mirror was guaranteed to have emissivity ≤1.5%, thus the emissivity
performance achieved for the Herschel mirror at launch was far superior to the specification; this largely compensated in sensitivity for a
mirror temperature that was towards the upper end of pre-launch expectations. In space, the telescope emitted as a black body of emissivity
ε at temperature T. In practice, the primary (M1) and secondary mirror (M2) had slightly different temperature and emissivity, thus the
emissivity must be considered with a two-component model:
MTel (ν) = (1 − εM2 (ν)) εM1(ν) B(TM1, ν) + εM2 (ν) B(TM2, ν)
where TM1 and TM2 are the temperatures of the primary and secondary mirrors, ν is in GHz, εM1 and εM1 are defined following Fischer et al
(2004) as:

The temperature of M1 and M2 showed a yearly modulation, determined by the satellite’s heliocentric distance and thus insolation (see
Table 25 and Figure 82), with the highest temperature closely following perihelion and the lowest closely following aphelion (Figure 144).
The temperature modulation caused a periodic oscillation in the telescope emissivity, with highest emissivity in January and the lowest in
July. On top of the (approximately) yearly modulation caused by the varying heliocentric distance, a long-term trend is expected, potentially
caused by a mixture of many possible sources. These include possible low-level remnant outgassing from the satellite (ice forming on the
mirror), sandblasting from cosmic dust (see, for example, Section 5.6.3.4.7, The apparent meteoroid impact event on OD-228) and possible
progressive contamination from the accumulation of interplanetary dust on the mirror surfaces, as well as the slow upward trend in mirror
temperature seen in Figure 144. From OD-200, when the M1 temperature stabilised to an ”operational value”, there is a slow upward trend
in the annual maximum and minimum temperature of ≈0.2K/year that is larger than the almost negligible trend of the spacecraft to get closer
to the Sun at both perihelion and aphelion (see Table 25): this translates into a trend to increasing emissivity from thermal radiation.
5.2.4.2
Emissivity trends in space
The relationship between Solar Aspect Angle, sunshade and mirror temperature was investigated extensively in PV and CoP. The study
concluded that thermal emission would not dominate observational sensitivity in any realistic temperature regime in Operations (Merín,
2009). The changing telescope emissivity over the entire Herschel mission was determined from SPIRE FTS observations (Hopwood et al.,
2014), treating short (<20 repetitions) and long (≥20 repetitions) FTS integrations as independent datasets. An empirical correction to the
telescope emissivity was derived to compensate for changing conditions of the Herschel telescope over the course of the mission (Figure
147). Although this correction only adjusts the emissivity by <1%, it is found to avoid significant background residual in reduced spectra
and gives a significant improvement in data quality when considered. The two datasets gave highly consistent results and both produce
much improved background subtraction of dark current for both long and short integrations.
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Figure 147: Telescope emissivity correction over the mission derived from SPIRE FTS measurements. There is a slow trend to increasing
emissivity with an annual modulation caused by the temperature changes produced by the changing heliocentric distance. The grey symbols
indicate determinations from short integrations (fewer than 20 repetitions) and the black symbols represent long integrations (20 or more
repetitions). The red line is the model fit; local minima are due to cooling at aphelion, while the maximum correspond to the increased
insolation at perihelion. Image: Hopwood et al., 2014.
5.3
Cryostat Performance
5.3.1
CVV Temperature
The temperature drift observed on the CVV did not follow the seasonal cycle strictly during the first year of the mission. Figure 148 shows a
CVV long-term temperature increase of about 1K during first year in orbit. According to TAS-F (ref. Herschel query H-QY 15), the
temperature drift observed in the CVV (after cooldown the CVV temperature stabilised at around 74 K, rather above the predicted value of
66 K) during the first year of the mission can only be caused by the degradation of the MLI on the sunshade and the back of the telescope.
The maximum CVV temperature over the entire cold mission was reached in January 2013.

Figure 148: The CVV temperature evolution through the mission, displayed as monthly averages. Image: MOC.
5.3.2
Helium Two Tank (HTT) performance
The performance of the Herschel instruments depended critically on the HTT temperature and, in particular, the Level 0 temperature. The
HTT temperature was stable at 1.64K throughout the mission, with very small fluctuations due to instrument usage, in particular due the
heat pulse caused by each cryo-cooler re-cycling.
5.4
Pointing Performance
The pointing requirements for Herschel and the resultant control objectives are detailed in Dungate et al. (2006). The relevant definitions
may be consulted in the Dungate (1993). Application of these requirements and definitions to the in-flight performance of Herschel may be
found in Sánchez-Portal et al. (2014). There are two types of ”pointing accuracy” that affect Herschel’s performance and that are critical for
the quality of data:
1. How good is Herschel’s ability to point toward a commanded attitude?
This affected the ability of Herschel to perform observations for which the pointing was critical, such as HIFI observations in highfrequency bands, or PACS spectroscopy, in which the ability to centre Herschel accurately on a detector or within an aperture determined
the quality of the observational data. For SPIRE sparse modes, the ability to centre the target in the detector to avoid light losses was critical.
2. How accurate is our determination of where Herschel is pointing at any given time?
In its simplest form: it is no good being able to point the telescope accurately if, afterwards, you cannot determine accurately where the
telescope was pointing at the time. It is critical to be able to distinguish in crowded fields, which of several possible sources is the intended
target. Similarly, this matters for map making because although a map is pointing-robust with regards to the accuracy of pointing towards a
commanded attitude, construction of the map in downlink requires an accurate re-construction of the pointing history for the observation.
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5.4.1
Pointing Accuracy Definitions
Five different measures of pointing accuracy are commonly used and are each defined below. The term 'pointing', when applied to a single
axis (e.g. the telescope boresight), refers to the unambiguous definition of the orientation of this axis in a given reference frame. When
characterising the pointing performance of the telescope, it is possible to provide
• a figure of the absolute attitude accuracy provided by the ACMS (absolute pointing error),
• or how accurate the 'a posteriori' knowledge of the absolute attitude (the absolute measurement error) can be,
• or how stable the pointing is (the relative pointing error).
• The pointing performance can be also characterised in terms of the relative accuracy of a set of attitude measurements (the
spatial relative pointing error). The latter measurement is important to characterise the accuracy of the relative astrometry in a
map comprising several pointings (e.g. from a raster pointing).
Herschel pointing accuracy definitions, presented below and in Figure 149, are based on the prescriptions given in the ESA Pointing Error
Handbook (ESA-NCR-502, Dungate (1993)), which were applied to Herschel by Elfving and Rasmussen (2003):
• Absolute Pointing Error (APE): the angular separation between the desired direction and the actual instantaneous direction.
• Absolute Measurement Error (AME): the angular separation between the actual and the estimated pointing direction (a posteriori
knowledge).
• Pointing Drift Error (PDE): the angular separation between the average pointing direction over some interval and a similar
average at a later time.
• Relative Pointing error (RPE), or pointing stability: the angular separation between the instantaneous pointing direction and the
short-time average pointing direction during a given time period (in this case 60 sec).
• Spatial Relative Pointing Error (SRPE): angular separation between the average orientation of the satellite fixed axis and a
pointing reference axis, which is defined to an initial reference direction.

Figure 149: Illustration of the APE, the RPE, and the SRPE and their definitions. The initial commanded direction (black dot no 1) is
achieved within the APE accuracy (blue circle). The actual pointing of the spacecraft (dotted area within red circle) has an average
direction (purple dot). New directions are commanded (black dot 2+3) relative to the initial actual direction (purple dot 1) and are met
within the SRPE requirement. The SRPE applies for raster pointing and raster with an offset. However for consecutive inertial fixed
pointings, the SRPE does not apply. Image: Nielbock & Klaas (2011).
5.4.2
APE Issues
The issues involved in determining a reliable and self-consistent value of the APE for Herschel are described in detail in Stephenson (2014).
The Absolute Pointing Error (APE) plays a key role in the specification of the pointing requirements for the spacecraft. In the subsequent
characterisation of the operational performance, the 68th percentile of this quantity (the APE68) – upon which the requirements are placed –
is estimated by means of calibration observations. For the Herschel mission, a two-stage process was used. First, a set of observations
(comprising measurements of the mispointing about two perpendicular axes) was used to estimate the mean and the standard deviation of
the underlying population distribution of offsets for each axis assuming a normal distribution. Then, the root-sum-square of these two
standard deviations was computed. The resulting quantity, referred to in Sánchez-Portal et al. (2014) as the APE†, can thus be considered as
providing an approximation to the estimated APE68 for the case where the mean offsets are neglected. However, when systematic pointing
offsets exist, this approximation breaks down. The raw data used in the calculations of APE68 were obtained during various calibration
campaigns performed throughout the mission. For some of the assessments described in Sánchez-Portal et al. (2014), such as the comparison
of the pointing performance between mission periods which demarcate the important changes in configuration that allowed pointing
performance improvements (see Table 72), there were a large number of measurements available; for other assessments the number of
available measurements was much smaller (in the worst-case, n = 17). The data consist of measurements of the mispointing of the PACS
boresight; each measurement consisting of a pair, (ΔYi, ΔZi), of angles giving the offsets in the directions of the spacecraft (ACA-frame) yand z-axes. Since each calibration observation contributes a single pair of offsets to the APE computation and these offsets result from
averaging many individual measurements made within the observation, it follows that the computation (estimation) of the APE68 does not
include the contribution from short-term variations of the spacecraft attitude, such as the high-frequency jitter. Furthermore, it is clear that it
is impossible to use these calibration data to calculate a 68th percentile that conforms with the definition given in the requirements
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specification. That is, since the measurements are indexed with respect to the (calibration) observation number, and not the time, the
probability level that is calculated cannot be temporal. Apart from pointing jitter, any small residual error in the SIAM matrix (see Section
5.4.3.5.1, The SIAM file) will provide a consistent offset in the pointing that must be considered in the APE68. As potential SIAM
corrections were assessed from measurements of the PACS boresight and corrections of <1″ were not considered as large enough to merit
the (considerable) effort involved in making a SIAM update, such offsets are potentially a significant factor in assessing the APE68.
5.4.3
Pointing Performance
There are four components of a detector pointing, hence the accuracy of the position of a detector on the sky depends on four fundamental
elements:
• The accuracy of knowledge of Herschel’s attitude and velocity vector.
• The position of the instrument in Herschel’s focal plane.
• The time synchronisation between the satellite and the instrument clock.
• The instrument focal plane geometry.
In the absence of ground reconstruction, the attitude that is supplied in the pointing product is simply the attitude derived on-board by the
ACMS software. This combines the Startracker and the gyroscope signals as shown in Figure 150.

Figure 150: Herschel attitude determination without ground re-construction.
The ACMS synchronised the Startracker and the Gyro output to determine the attitude of the satellite at any moment in time and to calculate
the Gyro biases. The combined output was then used to determine the difference between the commanded and the actual spacecraft attitude
and to correct the attitude to the commanded one. The state vector of the ACMS was the attitude quaternion plus the gyro bias.
5.4.3.1
Star Tracker Performance
The Galileo Avionica Startracker used by Herschel is described in Section 3.2.3.1,
Startrackers. Used in standard mode, it tracks a
maximum of 9 stars at 4Hz or, in interlacing mode, can track a maximum 18 stars at 2x2Hz, switching between two sets of stars, provided
that at least 15 stars were available in the Startracker field throughout the entire process of execution of an AOR. For an individual star, the
accuracy of measurement of position was 2-4 arcseconds. However, in theory, a 1σ error of 1″.8 could be attained for the direction and 6″.5
for the roll. An example of Startracker output for long stare observations of nine stars is shown in Figure 151. In summary: the Startracker
gave relatively poor positional accuracy, but with the advantage of great measurement stability. In practice, the accuracy of the Startracker
was greatly increased by using the Gyro information, processed through the Kalman filter. In this process the Gyro bias was removed by
giving high weight to the Startracker signal, but at a cost of making the calculated attitude very sensitive to Startracker glitches.
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Figure 151: Herschel Startracker output for long stare observations of nine stars from the on-board catalogue at different positions on the
sky. It is evident that the Startracker performance is not uniform across the sky. Image: Aussel, 2013.

Figure 152: A speedbump. A hot pixel causes the Startracker to measure an erroneous position. The ACMS interpreted this as a sudden
jump in the Gyro bias and corrected the derived position, commanding the spacecraft to move to this corrected position. The result was the
large swerve in the true trajectory marked by the blue line, relative to the required trajectory (green) and the trajectory as measured by the
ACMS (yellow). Image: Aussel (2013).
Early in the mission there was a problem with what were termed ”speedbumps”. In early mission phases the Startracket CCD temperature
was run very high (see Table 72). This led to serious contamination of the CCD with hot pixels, which the Startracker would confuse with
stars, leading to an erroneous position measurement. A speedbump would lead the ACMS to correct the position of the telescope based on
false positional information (see the example in Figure 152). Lowering the Startracker temperature from its initial operating temperature of
20°C to −10°C, greatly reduced the number of hot pixels. This was carried out on OD-320 and led to an immediate improvement,
eliminating the speed bumps in scan maps. Similarly, a detailed study of cases where systematic offsets were seen in pointing in different
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areas of the sky led to the realisation that the Startracker focal plane had distortions that affected the pointing accuracy (see Section
5.4.3.5, Pointing accuracy refinement). Once compensated for, they led to a dramatic improvement in pointing accuracy to a figure
significantly better even than the goal for APE.
5.4.3.2
Gyro performance
Herschel used four Gruman-Northtop Space Inertial Reference Units as its gyroscopes (Figure 153). Three were operational and the fourth a
hot redundant unit. They gave exceptional precision in the rotation rate of the spacecraft (0″.0005/s), but were subject to a drift, or bias,
registering a rotation even when the spacecraft was stationary, hence their stability was poor. The gyro bias varied slowly, so it could not be
modelled easily, thus the Gyro information was combined with the highly stable Startracker signal to allow the ACMS to calculate the Gyro
bias at any given moment. Detailed information on Reaction Wheel biasing and gyro calibration can be found in Tucci et al. (2009).

Figure 153: The Herschel gyros. Four Gruman-Northtop Space Inertial Reference Units of which three were operational and the fourth, a
hot redundant unit.
5.4.3.3
Pointing reconstruction
5.4.3.3.1
Correction for Startracker distortions
For the period OD-320 to OD-1011, the pointing product that is calculated has a bias due to erroneous Startracker information: i.e. positions
that do not take into account focal plane distortions. However, the improved pointing product available from OD-1011 onwards can be used
retroactively to calculate the bias in the derived telescope attitude; this can be fed into the calculated pointing product to give an attitude reconstruction that improves knowledge of the pointing history for early observations to the level of the pointing at the end of the mission.
This allows, for example, calibration to take into account flux loses from pointing offsets when re-processing observations. This pointing
product, supplied as a bias to correct the on-board derived attitude, was supplied on demand by the HSC to users before its implementation
in HIPE 13. Details of the improvements in the pointing product implemented from HIPE 13 onward can be found in Sánchez-Portal (2015).
5.4.3.3.2
Full ground pointing re-construction
A full pointing re-construction has been developed by PACS ICC and implemented in HIPE 13 that further improves the pointing product
by taking into account sub-pixel CCD distortions, which was not implemented in the on-board ACMS software. This gives a least-squares
estimation of pointing using the Startracker and the Gyro information. By inverting and iterating to give new biases and attitudes that are
then fed back into the pointing product to produce a further iteration and continuing the iteration cycle, the pointing product can be
improved still further. Comparison between the on-board pointing product, the ground re-construction and the measured position on the
detector shows that an accuracy of 0″.3 can be attained in pointing knowledge for observations made at slow scan speeds, although this may
not be possible in fast scans, as timing synchronisation errors may dominate. Full details of the re-construction can be found in the Herschel
Twiki gyro-pointing pages and in Stephenson, 2014a and Stephenson, 2016.
5.4.3.4
Pointing performance summary and pointing error sources
The main pointing error contributors within the Herschel spacecraft were:
To the AME and APE:
• Position-dependent bias within the STR. It is also the main contributor to SRPE.
• Residuals from calibration
• Thermo-elastic stability of the structural path between STR and FPU
• Instrument LoS calibration accuracy w.r.t. ACA frame (best for PACS)
To the PDE:
• Thermo-elastic stability
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To the RPE:
• The main contributor is the noise in the control loop, comprising STR+Gyro noise attenuated by a linear Kalman filtering.
Table 71 summarises the pointing performance of the Herschel spacecraft at the end of the cold mission, with all pointing refinements
implemented.
Name
APE point
APE scan
SRPE

Baseline (arcsec)
Requirement
Performance
Predicted/Measured
3.7
2.45/0.90
3.7
2.54/0.8-0.9
1.00
2.44/1.0

Goals (arcsec)
Requirement
Performance
Predicted/Measured
1.5
1.45/0.8
1.5
1.63/n.a.
1.00
1.52/1.0

Table 71: Herschel pointing requirements (from SRS v3.2) compared with predictions and measured performance. Goal conditions assume
that 18 stars were available for guidance within the STR field, allowing interlacing to be performed. In all cases errors are given as 1σ, so
two-thirds of observations should at least meet this performance.
5.4.3.5
Pointing accuracy refinement
There was a considerable improvement in the pointing performance during the mission as the Startracker system was better understood and
characterised. This was attained in a series of stages, with the impact of each one being carefully assessed before the next step was taken.
The improvement was a result of the considerable efforts of many people at MOC, HSC and in industry [Tuttlebee, 2013]. In the very
earliest mission phases after launch, before the cryocover was opened, it was found in initial tests that the heaters for the gyros were causing
magnetic fields that created an oscillation in the pointing. This was resolved by turning off the heaters, which could be done without the
gyros cooling beyond acceptable temperatures. Similarly, the Startracker CCD performance was significantly improved by lowering its
operating temperature, on OD-320, from the initial +20°C to -10°C to reduce the number of bad pixels and, in combination with regular
characterisation and update of the on-board bad pixel table (see Herschel Flight Control Team, 2014), this eliminated the so-called ”speed
bumps” where false detections of stars in the Startracker field caused jumps in scans (see Section 5.4.3.1, Star Tracker Performance). Other
improvements came from refinement of the onboard SIAM file (see Section 5.4.3.5.1, The SIAM file) and from correcting for distortions in
the Startracker field of view (see Section 5.4.3.5.2, Distortion corrections).
5.4.3.5.1
The SIAM file
An important factor in the first year of the mission was to characterise the SIAM (Spacecraft Instrument Alignment Matrix) file. This matrix
told the spacecraft where the instrument apertures were in relation to the centre of the field of view. Full details of the SIAM and its
application can be found in Brumfitt (2012). A log of SIAM updates can be found in the Spacecraft/Instrument Alignment Matrices (SIAM)
log. The first SIAM was used on OD-38, using Sneak Preview data, applying PACS 70 micron data to provide an initial correction to the
pre-launch SIAM. Further updates were made as individual instruments obtained and analysed observations that allowed them to
characterise the different instruments. These initial determinations were applied by PACS on OD-53, HIFI on OD-55 and SPIRE on OD-68.
Further refinements were applied on OD-78, OD-82, OD-98 and OD-122, as additional observations allowed the initial estimates of the
positions of apertures in the field of view of the telescope to be improved further. The OD-122 update to the SIAM matrix was the one used
for most of the first year of operations. As the amount of observational data increased, with massive scheduling of science data, first in SDP
and then in Routine Phase, it was recognised that a further, small adjustment was required to the SIAM. This was applied on OD-341 and
was the last update required during the mission. As the pointing performance improved with the refinements applied through the mission,
there was some discussion of the need for a final update to the SIAM file at the arcsecond level for the last few months of the mission. The
advantages of a further refinement to the SIAM had to be balanced against the considerable effort that a SIAM update campaign would
require. Finally it was decided that no final update would be made as it was impossible to determine the systematic error in the pointing with
sufficient accuracy to make a SIAM update: i.e. the error in the determination of the systematic error was of the order of the size of the
systematic error itself. Similarly, detailed analysis of HIFI data in post-Operations led to some discussion of a possible, small update to the
HIFI SIAM in HIPE 14 but, again, this was decided finally to be unnecessary.
5.4.3.5.2
Distortion corrections
Early in the mission it was noticed that a few observations in certain sky directions, such as Taurus, were found to show unexpectedly large
pointing offsets. Furthermore, when observations were repeated in these areas of the sky, it was seen that the offsets observed were
systematic in nature. On investigation, it was found that the fields with systematic pointing offsets showed a strong asymmetry in the
distribution of the guide stars in the Startracker field, with all, or almost all the stars, being on the same side of the CCD field. These offsets
could be understood only if they were due to small distortions in the focal plane geometry of the Startracker. These focal plane distortions
were corrected in three stages.
• The first stage was to introduce a focal length correction. This was performed on OD-762 and led to an improvement in the
APE from 2.5 arcseconds to 1.45 arcseconds.
• Further analysis showed that the introduction of a one-dimensional distortion correction would give rise to a further
substantial improvement in the pointing. This was tested on OD-858 and applied definitively on OD-866 and led to a further
improvement of the APE to 0.95 arcseconds; considerably less than the pre-launch goal for pointing (Nielbock & Klaas, 2011).
• With further study and thanks to the improvement in the pointing performance that allowed smaller, second-order effects to
be detected and quantified, it was realised that low-level second and higher order polynomial distortions were still present in
the field of view of the Starttracker camera.
• It was thus decided to attempt a further, more ambitious two-stage refinement of the pointing: the first stage was to apply a
n-dimensional distortion correction; the second to apply a clean-up of the guide star catalogue, removing those stars that were
found to give systematically larger residuals (see Figure 151 for examples). This last step involved the suppression for use in
fine pointing of 2% of the stars in the catalogue, which were found to be consistent outliers. To complete the first part of the
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refinement and the n-dimensional correction, it was necessary to determine 16 coefficients. This was done from five
independent data sets, each constructed from twenty ODs of tracking data, which gave consistent solutions for the coefficients.
• The n-dimensional correction was applied on OD-1005 and, on being verified as being correctly implemented, was made
definitive on OD-1011. The second part, the catalogue clean-up, was applied on OD-1031, was the final fine tuning of Startracker
performance. The effects of these improvements were checked with telescope pointing tests on OD-1005, OD-1028 and OD-1034
that verified further substantial improvements in pointing performance to the final values seen in Table 72; the final, measured
APE after both corrections had been applied was 0.81 arcseconds. These improvements also showed that the SIAM that had been
applied on OD-341 required no further adjustments although there was some later discussion of the possible need for a very
small, final refinement of the SIAM as more data were accumulated (see Section 5.4.3.5.1, The SIAM file).
A history of pointing performances in terms of ability to command to a demanded attitude is given in Table 72. The improvement in the
pointing as different changes were implemented, is considerable.

Table 72: A summary of Herschel pointing performance history and its correlation with Startracker configuration changes. From Aussel et
al. (2013).
5.4.4
Tracking of Solar System Objects
5.4.4.1
Moving targets and their treatment
Solar system objects are moving targets that required the inclusion of a differential tracking rate to be observed by Herschel as they did not
remain in a fixed place with respect to the background of celestial objects. Moving targets had to be dealt with in Mission Planning in a
different way to fixed targets, as the spacecraft had to calculate an instantaneous position and track on it, rather than tracking on the stars.
5.4.4.2
Moving target definition
When planning the observations for submission, on target entry in HSpot the user needed to select the ”Moving” tab to set the flag that the
target needed differential tracking. The target name then had to be resolved to its NAIF ID. NAIF is NASA's Navigation and Ancillary
Information Facility, which is described in more detail by Acton (1996). NAIF offers an information system called SPICE for spacecraft
navigation, which uses a unique 7 digit identification code for all natural solar system bodies, while spacecraft are identified with a negative
integer code. Due to the simplicity of this system of ID codes and given the increasing possibility of confusion of objects, as names are
either re-used, or different bodies are given similar names (e.g. both planetary satellites and asteroids are named Io, Ganymede and Dione
and increasing numbers of asteroids that are later found to show cometary activity and that may thus receive multiple designations as a
comet and an asteroid), the NAIF ID is increasingly used for telescope scheduling. Herschel uses NAIF ID for all SSOs, so HSpot offers a
search facility for all matches to a given, requested target name and presents matches, together with their NAIF ID. So, for example,
entering ”Io” as a target in HSpot will offer Io (Jovian satellite) with NAIF ID 501 and asteroid 85 Io, with NAIF ID 2000085 – the user
selected the required target and the observation was linked unambiguously to that NAIR ID. A more complex case is Pluto. An HSpot target
search on Pluto offers three options: Pluto Barycenter (NAIF ID 9), Pluto body centre (NAIF ID 999) and 134340 Pluto (NAIF ID 2134340
– Pluto’s asteroidal designation as a dwarf planet), which is flagged as the prmary designation and thus the recommended one to use,
although all three designations worked correctly with Herschel mission planning, with no detectable difference in accuracy between them.
5.4.4.3
Ephemeris handling
The Herschel Proposal Handling System links the NAIF ID to an ephemeris in the PHS database. When a solar system object was
scheduled, the Mission Planning System used the NAIF ID to calculate coordinates for the start of the observation and to calculate the
differential tracking rate required. This information is also linked to the downlink product (i.e. HIPE) and is also used in the reduction
process to give astrometric information for the target in the data stored in the archive. For the target to be schedulable, the ephemeris had to
be available in the PHS database. This required the ephemeris for the target to be downlinked physically from the NASA JPL Horizons
server and linked to the appropriate NAIF ID in the database. Initially this was done for a sample of several hundred likely Herschel solar
system targets (planets, comets, asteroids, observable satellites, …) Additional targets (mainly newly-discovered comets or Near-Earth
Asteroids) were added by hand as required. Around 800 moving targets (satellites, comets, asteroids and TNOs) were in the Uplink database
by the end of the mission, although only about a quarter of them were observed by Herschel as science targets and a few more were added as
calibrators. As more than a million solar system objects have been catalogued and assigned NAIF ID it was obviously impractical to retrieve
and store ephemerides for all of them in the Uplink database, especially as most were not observable by Herschel (many are too faint or, in
the case of planetary or asteroidal satellites, too close to their primary even if bright enough to be detected by Herschel). To add a new solar
system object to the database, for example, for a newly discovered object, the turnaround time was generally two to three days. The user was
required to send a Helpdesk ticket requesting that the ephemeris for the target be added to the database, enabling HSpot to calculate
visibility windows and to generate AORs. The Community Support Team would raise a software ticket linking the new target to the correct
NAIF ID and the HSC Software Maintenance Team would download the ephemeris and add it to the database. Initially this process required
a new build of the PHS to be made. While this system was practical for the pre-launch AOs, for which there was no great time pressure to
add ephemerides, it was impractical to treat ToOs in the same way and so the process was streamlined in Flight Operations to remove the
need for the special HSpot build to incorporate new ephemerides. The NAIF ID is shown for solar system objects in the ”position” column
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of the main table in HSpot rather than an R.A. and Dec. No position data is given for solar system targets in the observing log or in the
observing schedule, as this is calculated “a posteriori” when the data is processed, based on the ephemeris used in downlink (which may not
be the same as the uplink ephemeris used to schedule the observation and, for re-processed observations, is almost certain to be a different
and later ephemeris than that which was used to schedule) and the timing data for the observation as executed.
5.4.4.4
Scheduling SSOs
Scheduling a SSO required resolving a complex mathematical problem. The ephemeris is returned as a quaternion referred to the Solar
System barycentre (to give a fixed reference point for moving targets). The quaternion describes the position of the SSO relative to this
barycentre with x, y & z coordinates and its scalar component w. This is then combined with the equivalent quaternion for the position of
Herschel to give the quaternion for the position of the SSO in the sky. However, as the SSO was moving as the telescope slewed and,
because the slew took a finite time, the slew had to compensate the motion of its target position so that it reaches the position where the SSO
would be at the end of the slew, rather than the position where the SSO was when the slew started. This meant that the quaternion had to
evolve such that as the telescope slewed, the quaternion corrected to a new target position. So, if our quaternion at time t (the start time for
the slew) was
Q = Q(xt, yt, zt, wt)
We must multiple the quaternion by a variable component Q1 such that
Qt = Q1 * Q
Where
Q1 = 0 at t = 0
And

Q1 ≠ 0 at t > 0

To accomplish this, the software must fit a third order Chebyshev polynomial to the wxyz components of the quaternion to interpolate the
position at any moment in time. Mission planning worked with ephemerides calculated a 45 minute intervals (see Brumfitt, 2012, for more
details); this was found to give a satisfactory interpolation even in a worse case. Q1 is calculated such that, at the end of the slew, the
requested pointing was the position of the SSO at that exact moment in time.
5.4.4.5
Tracking SSOs
Due to the approximations in the process of tracking, in particular the need for a 3rd order polynomial interpolation of the ephemeris, fastmoving SSOs provided a particular challenge. In the same way as for slews, the Mission Planning software calculated an instantaneous
position for the target through the integration so, rather than calculate a differential rate for tracking, the software re-calculated the target
position for the telescope. This calculation was done on board by the ACMS, which applied the supplied Chebyshev coefficients for the
target, re-calculating the target position at a rate of 4Hz, although it had to be done in parallel by the Mission Planning Software at HSC
such that the software knew the exact position of the telescope at the end of the observation to calculate the next slew correctly. Due to the
danger of the interpolation giving an unreliable result, an a priori limit was put on the tracking rate that could be accommodated in
scheduling SSOs; this needed to be less than 10 arcsec/minute at the date of observation to guarantee good tracking. This limitation on the
maximum acceptable tracking rate in turn limited the capability of Herschel to see objects such as NEOs and comets passing very close to
the Earth. Similarly, when the observation ended, the telescope was still moving at significant speed and required some time to stop and
reach a rest position before its next slew. The Mission Planning software automatically inserted a 10s wait before the next slew would start.
5.4.4.5.1
Observed SSOs requiring large tracking rates
The first significant challenge for Herschel’s tracking of a rapidly moving near-Earth object was provided by the campaign to observe
103P/Hartley 2 with its closest approach to the Earth on October 21st 2010 (out of Herschel visibility). Observations were scheduled on OD528, 529, 530, 534, 539, 540, 541, 544, 546 & 552, with a maximum differential motion of 7.8 arcsec/minute at the start of the campaign.
Careful quality control checks showed that the Hartley 2 observations were perfectly tracked. Confidence in the response of the ACMS grew
from this experience, allowing observations requiring tracking rates well over the initial guideline to be scheduled with confidence, such as
the observing campaign for 45P/Honda-Mrkos-Pajdusakova on OD-822 and 824, with a differential rate of 31 arcsec/minute on the former
date and 33 arcsec/minute on the latter. Extensive simulations of the behaviour of the software showed that even at this high differential rate
the tracking errors were minimal. Similarly, the simulations showed that the 10s ”breaking time” to allow the telescope to come to rest at the
end of an observation was sufficient, even when the telescope was tracking well above the nominal maximum guaranteed rate.
5.4.4.5.2
An exceptional case of rapid movement: 2005 YU55
On OD-910 (November 10th 2011) an observation was performed of the Near Earth Asteroid 2005 YU55 (now 308635 (2005 YU55)) at
0.00540UA (808 00km) from Herschel, when its differential rate was 11470 arcsec/h (3.2 arcsec/s). This was far in excess of the maximum
permitted differential rate for the spacecraft. The observations were attained by scanning the PACS array along the track of the SSO and
allowing the asteroid to pass through the field of view of the detector and be captured during each of the individual scan legs. More details
of these observations may be found in Müller et al. (2013).
5.4.4.6
Ephemeris updates
Standard practice at the HSC was to download the ephemerids for Solar System Objects from the JPL Horizons database every 4 weeks, as
Mission Planning was done in cycles of 2 weeks. This meant that, in an extreme case, the ephemeris information for an object may have
been as much as 2 months out of date by the time the observation was executed. In the majority of cases the use of an ephemeris that was
significantly out of date was not an issue, as the errors in the ephemeris would be too small to be significant for asteroids and TNOs, save
for newly discovered, or poorly observed objects with uncertain orbit for which orbit improvement astrometry was necessary before
scheduling the observations. For close approach comets and asteroids the situation was radically different, as a small physical error in
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position became a large error on the sky. Similarly, for returning short period comets, the ephemeris prediction based on the previous return
was usually not good enough to be used to schedule observations, although sufficient to plan them in HSpot. For Comet 103P/Hartley 2, at
the time of observation it was found to be almost 30 arcseconds away from the ephemeris prediction published only 2 months previously,
whereas the desirable situation was to have an error no greater than 1 arcsecond at the moment of observation to guarantee good centring on
detectors. The implication was that for Near Earth Asteroids and comets, an ephemeris would become effectively completely unusable in
less than a week. As a result, late-time updates to the ephemeris were required, thus it was agreed that, for fast-moving SSOs, a re-plan of
the POS file using the latest available ephemeris would be delivered no more than four days before observation. This late-time re-planning
required a high degree of coordination with MOC to allow an initial schedule to be delivered with prevision for a re-plan at the latest
possible epoch with the most up-to-date ephemeris possible. Close coordination with JPL was also required to ensure that a suitable update
to the ephemeris in Horizons would be made to ensure that when the re-plan was made it would be done with the latest possible orbit
product, containing astrometry taken only hours earlier. On numerous occasions it was necessary to coordinate carefully the re-delivery with
additional ephemeris updates at JPL, who frequently made exceptional efforts to support the observation of solar system targets with
Herschel, including rapid processing of radar observations from Goldstone to make a highly accurate ephemeris available within a few hours
of a successful radar observation being executed, without which some Herschel observations would have been totally impossible to execute
successfully. The existence of radar observations prior to the final ephemeris update was found to be critical in successful scheduling of
close-approach SSOs. For the 45P/Honda-Mrkos-Pajdusakova campaign, radar observations from Goldstone could only be scheduled two
days after the Herschel observations and, despite a late-time update based on ground-based astrometry, the comet was 7 arcseconds from its
predicted position, moving the nucleus off the PACS Spectrometer detectors. An up-to-date ephemeris with the most exact a posteriori
positional information for the epoch of observation, is used in the downlink database for re-processing all SSO observations.
5.4.4.7
Ephemeris precision required for SSOs
The precision required depended critically on the observations to be carried out. HIFI high frequency bands and PACS spectroscopy needed
centring on the aperture good to 1 arcsecond to avoid flux losses. PACS Photometer, SPIRE and HIFI low frequency bands were much more
tolerant, although at the shortest SPIRE wavelengths centring to ≈2 arcseconds was advisable. For PACS Photometry the requirement was
simply that the source not be too close to the edge of the 50 arcsecond diameter detector array, implying a pointing to <20″.
5.5
Satellite Timing
5.5.1
Synchronisation PACS – ACMS
Correct synchronisation between PACS and the ACMS is essential in map-mapping. Detailed analysis of PACS-ACMS synchronisation can
be found in Lutz (2012). PACS observations for the M51 ”sneak preview” revealed a timing shift between PACS data and pointing, leading
to incorrect source positions in maps. The ≈0.3 sec offset was identifed quickly as being due mainly due to the Altitude History File
(243msec), with a smaller contribution within PACS itself (50msec). The advantage of having data early in the mission was that this issues
could be identified and fixed rapidly before science scheduling began. However, analysis of a small number of observations of a single
target on a single OD suggested that there might be a possible remaining ≈50msec timing offset, this though was based on very limited
statistics. This was not unexpected given that there are three known sources of a timing offset that were inevitable given the PACS design:
(1) Commanding of the PACS DECMEC unit leads to a random synchronisation offset between the bolometer readouts and pointing.
This random offset of between 0 and 25msec applies every time an AOR is started. For observations taken very early in the mission it
applied to every scanleg independently.
(2) The pipeline did not consider the fact that the columns of each bolometer matrix were read sequentially during an interval of 25msec
rather than simultaneously, although this will often average out in processing.
(3) The PACS bolometer system response has a finite time constant, of the order of a few tens of msec.
Investigation of a large sample of PACS mapping observations was carried out by Lutz (2012). A total of 623, mainly calibration,
observations were selected, or which 620 were found suitable for detailed analysis. The results showed that there was no evidence of
systematic timing offsets above a few milliseconds – equivalent to «0″.1. However, there was some evidence of the expected random 25ms
synchronisation error. A few observations in the study showed apparent large synchronisation errors, but these were found in particular sky
areas and related to the (later corrected) startracker 2-D distortions.
5.6
The Space Environment at L2
A detailed assessment of the current state of knowledge of the space environment at L2, albeit pre-Herschel, is given by Evans (2000). The
absence of the Van Allen radiation belts with their trapped radiation, space debris (absent, or almost absent at L2) and the virtual absence of
eclipses (for both Herschel and Planck no eclipses would happen in five years after launch for any launch date (Hechler & Yáñez, 2006)), as
well as the lower velocity of meteoroids compared to LEO without the acceleration from the Earth’s gravitational well, all combine to make
L2 a safe haven for satellites. In the infrared, the absence of the Earth as a major source of thermal radiation in the sky and the lack of an
Earth avoidance zone (almost without exception both the Earth and the Moon were within the solar exclusion zone for the entire Herschel
mission) also make L2 a more attractive observing station for observation than LEO. In summary, the space environment at L2 can be
considered to be benign compared to Low Earth Orbit (LEO). In particular, a series of common threats for satellites in GO or LEO,
including the neutral thermosphere, space debris, geomagnetically trapped particles and large temperature gradients, are not a concern for
L2 orbits. The environmental aspects to be considered at L2 include:
• Solar wind plasma: essentially a neutral or cold plasma: 95% protons, 5% He++ and equivalent electrons; 1-10 particles/cm3. The
main risk is a low surface charging potential. This plasma may be relatively benign at L2 compared to that found at GO and LEO.
• Ionising radiation: solar flares (energetic electrons, protons and alpha particles), Galactic cosmic rays and Jovian electrons.
• Magnetic fields: Earth's magnetotail extends up to 1000 Earth's radii, so it must be considered (2-10 nT), along with interplanetary
magnetic field (~ 5 nT). The effects on the spacecraft and PLM include possible orbit disturbance and electrostatic discharge (ESD).
• Meteoroid bombardment, both from sporadic meteors and from meteor showers. Potential problems include the build-up of
electrostatic charge, sandblasting and damage from the impact of larger meteoroids.
The following sections aim to describe the environment at L2 as observed by Herschel and the space weather encountered by Herschel
between launch and passivation.
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5.6.1

The Geotail and the Plasma Environment at L2

Figure 154: The structure of the geotail and plasma sources. Source: Jackman et al. (2014).
The radius of Herschel’s orbit at L2 was approximately 700 000km (see Figure 80), ≈100 Earth radii (RE). At the L2 distance the geotail is
approximately 45 to 70 RE in diameter, depending on the solar wind dynamic pressure. Its centerline can shift by some 40 RE, depending on
the direction of the solar wind. Therefore, although larger than other halo orbits around L2, Herschel’s orbit may have been within the
geotail for some of the time, albeit towards the fringes, but was immersed in the free solar wind for most of the time, and inside the shocked
plasma of the magnetosheath between these regions for the remaining period of time (Figure 154). Within the geotail, spacecraft are
subjected to different plasma regimes within its complex structure. The Herschel spacecraft was thus operating within an extremely dynamic
plasma environment with potential damage from discharge events and interference with electronic hardware a further potential threat [Evans
(2000)]. The solar wind and geotail plasmas are composed primarily of electrons and protons, with a fraction of alpha particles ≈4.7% of the
number of protons (see Figure 154). Detailed information on the geotail and its structure can be found in Jackman et al. (2014). From their
Figure 9 one can see that, at L2 type distances, the tail field strength is typically around 10nT. As this is not an uncommon value for the
Interplanetary magnetic field at 1 AU, it can be surmised that the influence of the geotail on the radiation environment at Herschel may
actually only be marginal. This is particularly important when we consider that magnetic shielding of Herschel by the geotail would have
been a potential cause of a variable rate of SEUs caused by radiation events (see Section 5.6.2, Space Radiation: sources and effects) were
the satellite to have immersed itself deeply in the geotail for an important part of its orbit. However, current knowledge of the structure and
strength of the magnetic fields in the geotail and the relatively large size of Herschel’s orbit about L2 suggest strongly that the geotail has
only a very small influence on the environment experiemced by the spacecraft at L2, thus there is unlikely to be a significant level of
shielding from cosmic radiation, even at those epochs when the satellite did enter the magnetotail.
5.6.2
Space Radiation: sources and effects
One of the most important aspects of radiation is the glitch rate that it produces in observations. Glitching may be caused by any particle
radiation source: natural radioactivity in the satellite or in the instrument itself (e.g. from low-level natural radioactivity in the materials used
for their construction); Galactic cosmic rays; or solar particle radiation. Very high energy impacts can even cause showering events on
impact with part of the satellite structure. Other effects though can also be sources of glitching, with static discharges from meteoroid
impacts a potentially important source of SEUs, particularly at epochs of intense meteoroid bombardment (see Section 5.6.3.4.6,
Micrometeoroid impact effects). Glitching was an important artefact in ISOCAM observations. Considerable efforts were dedicated to the
treatment of glitches in ISO data (e.g. Claret & Dzitko, 2001 and references therein). Similarly, a great deal of effort was dedicated, both to
predicting the glitch rate in Herschel observations in advance of Flight Operations and to producing efficient glitch detection and data
reduction strategies to de-glitch data effectively (e.g. Belbachir et al., 2005; Bongardo et al., 2007; Vavrek et al., 2008; Royer & Vavrek,
2008). A detailed study of space radiation and its effects on the Herschel detectors can be found in Horeau et al (2012).
5.6.2.1
PACS GeGa glitches
There have been multiple studies of the PACS glitches and the PACS GeGa glitch rate. The PACS Bolometer arrays have a low glitch rate:
hence, less than 1% of the data is affected by glitches. The average measured rate is around 3 hits/frame in the Blue channel and 1 hit/frame
in the red channel (for more details and background, see Billot et al., 2010, Billot, 2011, Fadda et al, 2016 and references therein): in other
words, even in the context of a low overall glitch rate, glitches are far less important at longer wavelengths in PACS data. Statistically, 85%
of detected glitches in the PACS detectors are positive, caused by radiation impact on the detector pixels themselves. However, the
remaining 15% of detected glitches are negative and caused by radiation impact on the inter-pixel walls. More rarely, a glitch will show up
as a break in the signal if the radiation hit is on the detector electronics. Examples of the different types of glitch are shown in Figure 155.
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Figure 155: The taxonomy of PACS glitches. Three distinct types are observed, caused by three different physical processes. Image: Nicolás
Billot (2011)/PACS ICC/IPAC.
It was established early in the mission (Feuchtgruber, 2010) that the PACS glitch rate shows a strong correlation with the Herschel SREM
count rate (Figure 156), with enhancements in the glitch rate being observed during SPEs (Figure 157). Horeau et al. (2012) find a
correlation coefficient of r=0.92 (significance >99.9%) between the PACS GeGa glitch rate and the SREM TC2 count rate (see Figure 158).
The greatest difficulty during significant SPEs, is that of identifying the discrete glitches, as there is a strong tendency to undercount when
glitch rates are high. However, although a few ODs are found with significantly enhanced glitch rates, there was no case where an OD had
to be declared failed due to high glitch rate induced by a Solar Proton Event (SPE), as the SPEs observed during Flight Operations were,
fortunately, both less frequent and of much lower intensity than had been observed in the previous three solar maxima (see Table 74).

Figure 156: PACS glitch rate for the first 500 ODs of the Herschel mission for the blue (70 micron) GeGa array (top), the red (160 micron)
GeGa array (middle) and the raw SREM TC3 count rate (bottom). There is a strong correlation between the glitch rate and the SREM flux.
Image: Helmut Feutchgruber, PACS ICC.
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Figure 157: The PACS glitch rate during the largest Solar Proton Event (SPE) observed before 2012, a weak S1 event with a maximum flux
of 96pfu, which peaked late on August 5th 2011 (see Table 74 for additional details of this event). An enhancement of nearly 30% is seen in
the glitch rate at the peak of even this very small event. Image: Nicolás Billot/PACS ICC.

Figure 158: Average glitch rate per day against SREM TC2 counts for the PACS GeGa photoconductor detectors (red) and for the three
SPIRE photometer channels (green – 250 microns; blue – 350 microns; mauve – 500 microns). Unlike for PACS, the SPIRE bolometers
show the strongest response to glitches at long wavelengths. Plot from: Horeau et al. (2012).
5.6.2.2
SPIRE bolometer glitches
As for PACS, SPIRE also shows different types of event, produced in different circumstances. Two classes of SPIRE glitch are observed
(Griffin et al., 2010):
1. Large events associated with single direct hits on individual detectors (Figure 159, Figure 160), and
2. Smaller co-occurring glitches, seen simultaneously on many detectors in a given array (Figure 161), that are believed to be due to
ionising hits on the silicon substrate that supports all the detectors in an array (frame hits).
The detected rates per photometer detector are (0.6, 0.7, 1.5) glitches/detector/minute for (250, 350, 500) μm, leading to a fractional data
loss of less than 1% in all cases. Note that, unlike for PACS, the glitch rate increases at longer wavelengths. For the FTS, the equivalent
numbers are ~3 and 2/detector/min for SSW and SLW respectively.
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Figure 159: A typical SPIRE, single-detector glitch. For ScanMap mode (sampling rate of 18.6 Hz), a typical glitch is sampled at 3 points.
Image: Andreas Papageorgiou/SPIRE ICC.
The glitch decay time constant is dictated by the bolometer thermal time constant (typically 6 ms), but the on-board analogue signal chains
have low-pass electrical filters (designed to eliminate aliased high frequency noise from the sampled timelines), which have the effect of
prolonging the duration of a glitch and reducing its amplitude. Because the photometer channels have a lower cut-off frequency (5 Hz) than
the spectrometer channels (25 Hz), spectrometer glitches are detected more easily above the detector noise and so have a higher rate. For
more details of SPIRE glitches and their characteristics, see Papageorgiou (2014). For ScanMap mode (sampling rate of 18.6 Hz), a typical
single-detector glitch is sampled at 3 points, as shown in Figure 159. When many single-detector glitches are compared and combined, as in
Figure 160, a double-peak function is seen, revealing that the photometer glitch response for most photometer bolometers can be best
described by a two-component bolometer transfer function, with a fast time constant τ1 ≈6 ms and a second slow component with a time
constant of τ2 ≈105 ms and amplitude a ≈6.6 %.

Figure 160: A collection of single-detector glitches for bolometer PSWB3 of the SPIRE photometer. The glitches have been phase aligned,
nomalised and fitted to a model of Low Pass filter and Bolometer impulse response. Spire common glitches can be best described by a
bolometer response model of a two components, a fast (τ1 ~6ms) and a slow (τ2 ~105 ms). Image: Andreas Papageorgiou/SPIRE ICC.
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Figure 161: A collection of 290 SPIRE photometer common (concurrent) glitches, phase aligned, nomalised and fitted to a model of Low
Pass filter and Bolometer impulse response. Unlike single-event glitches, common glitches can be best described by a bolometer response
model of a single, fast, component. Image: Andreas Papageorgiou/SPIRE ICC.
In contrast, common, concurrent glitches (which are most likely due interaction between cosmic rays and the bolometer array substrate),
reveals that the common glitch response is best described by a first-order-only bolometer transfer function with a time constant of ~6 ms, as
shown in Figure 161.
5.6.2.3
HIFI glitches
The HIFI glitch rate was investigated extensively during the Herschel post-helium technology tests and the results described in Section
2.5.2.9.3.3.2, The WBS Test.
5.6.3
Space Weather during the Herschel mission
5.6.3.1
Solar activity: pre-launch predictions and observed activity during the Herschel mission
5.6.3.1.1
Solar activity and predictions for the Herschel mission
Solar activity follows the well-known 11 year sunspot cycle of sunspot number, discovered by Heinrich Schwabe (Schwabe, 1843) and the
22 year magnetic cycle discovered by George Ellery Hale (Hale & Nicolson, 1925). There is a complete record of sunspot activity from
1750, allowing the mean daily sunspot number to be calculated for a continuous time sequence of over 250 years. Prior to that, the records
are more patchy (see Figure 162), but show the 17th Century Maunder Minimum and the higher activity prior to it with clarity, giving a total
record of 400 years of detailed knowledge of solar activity. It is evident from Figure 162 that, since the dawn of the Space Age, solar
activity has been at a historical high. This period includes the three strongest recorded solar maxima. Early predictions of the likely
evolution of solar activity during the Herschel mission suggested that the maximum would occur in late 2010 or early 2011 and could be one
of the highest ever observed (e.g. Hathaway & Wilson, 2006, based on the high amplitude of the preceding geomagnetic cycle). This and
other, similar predictions, led to a forecast from the Solar Cycle 24 Prediction Panel (Biesecker et al., 2007) that suggested that that the
maximum of Cycle 24 could be particularly active, with the maximum amplitude among the six highest ever observed. The predicted mean
sunspot number for maximum was 140, expected in October 2011. The implication of this early prediction was that the Herschel mission
would straddle the maximum and that radiation effects could be important for Herschel data quality. However, even as far back as 2007, the
lack of evidence that solar minimum had been reached led a minority in the Solar Cycle 24 Prediction Panel to doubt the forecast for an
unusually strong maximum to Solar Cycle Number 24. When it met in early 2009, the NOAA Solar Cycle 24 Prediction Panel considered
that the minimum of Solar Cycle 23 had only been reached in December 2008, leading the Panel to revise its prediction for maximum
sharply downwards to 90 and delay the predicted date of maximum until May 2013 (Biesecker et al., 2009). This prediction suggested that,
far from the Herschel mission straddling solar maximum, the solar maximum would, most likely, not occur until after the end of the
Herschel mission. It was later recognised that the presumed minimum in December 2008 was a false minimum and that the true minimum of
the smoothed sunspot number was not reached until September 2009, four months after the launch of Herschel. Activity at reached a record
low at minimum, with a smoothed mean sunspot number of just 8.4 registered. A total of 260 days in 2009 (71%) were spotless.
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Figure 162: The context for solar activity during the Herschel mission. The sunspot cycle up to the maximum of Cycle 24, a year and a half
after the passivation of Herschel. Up to 1750 individual observations are plotted, as coverage is not complete enough to give a reliable
normalised daily sunspot number, although there is a suggestion that the maximum in the early 17th Century may have been a particularly
strong one. From 1750 there is complete, daily coverage. In general, prior to the rather weak maximum of Solar Cycle 24 (Figure 163), the
Space Age has been marked by the highest levels of solar activity in the 400 years of observation. This plot shows raw sunspot numbers –
the smoothed monthly numbers presented elsewhere are much lower than the individual peaks in each cycle.
5.6.3.1.2
Observed activity during the Herschel mission
Observations of the evolution of Solar Cycle 24 and a fit to the smoothed monthly sunspot numbers (see Figure 163) show that even the
revised, 2009 prediction from the NOAA Solar Cycle 24 Prediction Pane, was too high. The double-peaked nature of the maximum of Solar
Cycle 24, as first the northern and then the southern hemisphere reached maximum, complicates the definition of maximum. The smoothed
sunspot number peaked at 81.9 in April 2014, approximately one year after EoH. Although, at the time of writing no definitive verdict has
been reached on Solar Cycle 24, this peak value will probably become the official maximum of the Cycle. This second peak of Solar Cycle
24 has clearly surpassed the level of the first peak (66.9 in February 2012); while many solar cycles are double peaked, this is the first
recorded maxmum in which the second peak in sunspot number was larger than the first. This makes the 2013 maximum the lowest since
Solar Cycle 14 in February 1906 (maximum 64) 39. A significant complication in the interpretation of the data in Figure 163 though is that at
such relatively low levels of activity the presence of a brief, intense peak in activity, as in mid-November 2011, or even the presence of a
single, very large but long-lasting sunspot group, can have a disproportionate effect on the overall fit to the maximum and to the calculated
peak level of activity11 (An archival image of the solar disk on November 10th 2011, showing the relatively high level of activity on the disk
at that time by the standards of Solar Cycle 24, can be found here). A comparison of all observed sunspot maxima is shown in Figure 164,
showing that Sunspot Cycle 24 has been unusually weak compared to historical maxima. Solar Cycle 24 had a singular maximum in the
sense that, even at nominal maximum, the activity was, at times, exceptionally low.

39

Detailed comments on the activity of Solar Cycle 24 and the relationship to predictions can be found in in the 2014 NOAA Space Weather Workshop:
http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/sww/SWW_2014_Presentations/Tuesday_Morning/Biesecker2014SolarCycle24.pptx.
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Figure 163: Solar cycles 22, 23 & 24 and the predicted activity to 2020. The decline in the level of sunspot activity since the peak of Cycle
22 in 1990 is considerable, Herschel was launched at the minimum between Cycles 23 & 24 when activity was at an unusually low level.
There May be a double peak in the maximum of Cycle 22, while the double peak is clearly present in Cycle 23 and even more evident in
Cycle 24. Image: NASA Marshall Spaceflight Center Solar Physics Group (May 14th 2015 update).

Figure 164: A compilation of smoothed sunspot numbers for the 24 sunspot cycles between 1755 (the end of the Maunder Minimum) and the
present day. Current solar cycle 24 is in red. The profile of activity is highly variable between cycles, although there is a strong tendency
that the weakest maxima are the most delayed. Only a few, mainly 18th and early 19th Century maxima, have been weaker than that of Solar
Cycle 24 [Plot: Ron Turner, Analytic Services Inc].
The final spotless day of the minimum between Solar Cycle 23 and 24 was August 14th 2011; the last of the 822 spotless days since 2004. In
total, 71% of days in 2009 and 14% of days in 2010 were spotless, hence Herschel was operating in an exceptionally benign solar x-ray
environment. However, despite maximum nominally being reached in February 2012, the solar disk was spotless for most of June 12th 2012,
until the late emergence of a new sunspot caused the final sunspot number for the day to be non-zero. At the same time, the integrated disk
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x-ray flux dropped to near solar minimum levels, reaching a low of A9 on June 24th 2012 (see Section 5.6.3.2.1.1, Classification of x-ray
flares). The first spotless day since minimum was registered on July 14th 2014 and was, in itself, a singular event 40.
5.6.3.1.3
The influence of space weather on Herschel
The level of solar activity registered during the Herschel mission was important for two reasons:
1. High solar activity is associated high levels of solar storms, both powerful x-rays flares and solar proton events that can subject the
satellite to bursts of sustained intense radiation, several orders of magnitude in excess of normal levels, which may last for a few hours
or, in the case of major solar proton storms, a few days (see the NOAA Space Environment Services Center,
Solar Proton Events Affecting the Earth Environment listings). Activity at the levels seen in Solar Cycles 22 and 23 could have
potentially led to several consecutive days of observing being completely lost on multiple occasions due to enhanced radiation affecting
data quality severely.
2. Low levels of solar activity are associated with higher levels of cosmic ray background flux (e.g.: Usoskin et al., 2011 for a time
series of cosmic ray data since 1936 and its relationship to solar activity). Solar activity and the background cosmic ray flux are strongly
anti-correlated (seeFigure 165). High energy cosmic ray impacts can cause bit flips and even, for critical events, potentially major
instrument damage (see Section 5.7.2, HIFI anomaly and subsequent recovery).
Thus, both very low and very high levels of solar activity could potentially suppose a danger for Herschel and other satellites, in particular
those that are outside the protection of the geomagnetic field (see Section 5.6.1, The Geotail and the Plasma Environment at L2). While
SPEs have typically relatively soft energy spectra, with typically rather low amplitude at greater than 100MeV (although some, high-energy
events can have a significant component up to and beyond 500MeV), they can give rise to enhancements in the particle flux a factor of at
least two and sometimes as much as six orders of magnitude above the Galactic Cosmic Ray background for several days at a time. In
contrast, the Galactic Cosmic Ray flux is rather low (≈0.1pfu at ≥10MeV, ≈0.01pfu at ≥100MeV), but has a much harder energy spectrum
and a significant component of particles with energies »500MeV that can cause showers on impact with the spacecraft. Figure 165 shows
the relationship between the level of solar activity, as measured by the daily sunspot number, the Moscow cosmic ray flux (established as an
international standard for the long-term Galactic Cosmic Ray flux) and the daily mean solar x-ray flux for 1983-2012, showing the
particularly sustained high level of Galactic Cosmic Rays from 2006 through the end of 2012 (i.e. covering almost the entire Herschel
mission). Immediately prior to the Herschel launch, the measured Galactic cosmic ray flux was already at the highest level ever recorded in
the Space Age (e.g. Stozhkov et al., 2011) and still rising rapidly, reaching a level around 20% higher than the previous maximum (see
Figure 166). A consequence of Figure 165 is that the high-energy, heavy particle cosmic ray flux at launch, well above the range detectable
with the Herschel SREM, was approximately a factor of 2 higher than would normally be expected at the equivalent stage of the solar cycle.

Figure 165: The relationship between solar activity and cosmic radiation between 1983 and 2012. This plot covers the first three and a half
years of the Herschel mission. The top panel shows the mean daily sunspot number. The second panel the Moscow cosmic ray number. The
third panel the mean daily GOES x-ray flux. The fourth panel the mean daily GOES proton flux at >10, >50 and >100MeV and the bottom
panel the daily mean GOES magnetic field (at geostationary orbit). There is a strong anti-correlation between the mean daily sunspot
number and the Moscow cosmic ray flux, with the lowest cosmic ray fluxes at solar maximum. The absolute maximum of the Moscow cosmic
ray flux was measured coincident with the Herschel launch in May 2009. The depth of the solar minimum from 2007-2011 compared to the
two previous minima is evident, as is the weakness of both sunspot and proton activity in the rise from minimum compared to previous solar
cycles. Image: Daniel Wilkinson (Wikicommons).

40

The spotless day was registered on July 17th 2014, during the southern hemisphere maximum and was, according to statistics compiled by the Royal
Observatory Brussels (Jan Janssens, e-mail of July 28th 2014), the first time that a spotless day has been recorded at maximum since Solar Cycle 14, in 1905.
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Figure 166: A plot of the Galactic Cosmic Ray flux for 1999-2009, as represented by 270-450MeV iron nuclei. This plot, extracted from the
larger data set shown in Figure 165, shows the historical maximum in the Galactic Cosmic Ray flux in the early phases of the Herschel
mission. The dotted line shows the predicted evolution of the Galactic cosmic ray flux based on the prediction that Solar Cycle 24 would be
a normal maximum, rather the late, low maximum that has been observed. The nucleon energies presented here are significantly higher
than the highest energies detectable by Herschel’s on-board SREM (limited to ≈170MeV). The absolute maximum of the Galactic Cosmic
Ray flux for the entire Space Age coincided with the epoch of the Herschel launch. Image: adapted from Stozhkov et al., 2011.
Monitoring of the Galactic Cosmic Ray flux with the Oulu Neutron Monitor shows that the measured cosmic ray flux reached a minimum in
early 2015 before starting to rise rapidly again (Figure 167). This increase is also shown in measurements by stratospheric balloon flights.
5.6.3.2
Solar storms during the Herschel mission
5.6.3.2.1
Solar storms and their effects
Solar storms are of two types.
• X-ray flares, in which a localised region of the solar disk may produce an abrupt burst of x-ray emission that may be as much as
three or even four orders of magnitude greater than the integrated x-ray flux from the entire solar disk. Flares are produced by the
sudden, violent release of energy stored in the magnetic field of active regions on the solar disk, usually, but not exclusively in large
sunspot groups, with complex magnetic fields.
• Solar Proton Events (SPE) are bursts of high energy protons (up to a few hundred MeV) released by high-energy x-ray flares and
normally related to major coronal mass ejections (CMEs). When the CME forms a halo around the solar disk (full, or partial) it is Earthdirected and will almost invariably lead to a posterior enhancement in the energetic proton flux.

Figure 167: The Oulu Neutron Monitor cosmic ray flux record from launch to the end of Febuary 2016. As for the SREM, the flux peaked at
the end of 2009, before dropping until early 2015 when a rapid rise started marking the end of solar maximum.
A typical (fast) x-ray flare takes a few minutes (typically of the order of 5 minutes) to rise to maximum and even a large flare declines back
to quiescence in less than an hour, while smaller flares may be active for less than 15 minutes from start to finish. SPEs, in contrast, are
generated by long-duration solar flares in which active regions with particularly complex magnetic fields that store large amounts of
magnetic energy that is released much more slowly than in a typical x-ray flare, giving a total released energy that may be two or more
orders of magnitude larger for the same amplitude of flare. A long duration solar flare will take tens of minutes to reach maximum and can
last for twelve hours or more from start to finish. Long duration solar flares are often associated with CMEs in which large masses of the
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solar corona are expelled by impulsive flares at velocities of several hundred metres per second. If the flare occurs near the centre of the
solar disk, the CME will be ejected directly towards the Earth (this will be observed as a Full Halo event, in which the CME appears to
surround the entire solar disk). A sufficiently energetic event will send a burst of high energy protons ahead of the shock front of the CME –
an SPE – that may lead to enhanced high energy proton fluxes to be experienced for several days. Large flares near the edge of the disk, or
even on the solar farside, may also lead occasionally to SPEs if they are magnetically connected to the Earth. The time delay between the xray flare and the arrival of the first energetic protons can vary widely. It is typically in the range 4-8 hours, but was as short as 15 minutes
for the so-called Bastille Day event on July 14th 2000, when an X5 flare gave rise to an S4 level SPE, with a maximum amplitude of 24
000pfu; this event had one of the highest velocities ever registered for the energetic protons of an SPE. In contrast, the SPE from a
magnetically connected event at or around the solar limb can take much longer to arrive at the Earth: sometimes a day or more. After the
maximum of the SPE, there may be a second, sharp maximum, particularly in the lower energy bands, as the CME shock wave reaches
Earth 1-2 days after the initial event. This shock wave has a very soft energy spectrum, thus is less dangerous to spacecraft, and may even be
undetected in the ≥100MeV range and only weakly seen in the ≥50MeV range. In contrast, it is frequently the case that, in the ≥10MeV
band, the peak flux of the entire SPE is seen when this shock wave arrives. Figure 168 shows the sequence of x-ray and particle activity for
the S3 level proton storm on January 23rd 2012. This event presents a typical example of the peak 10MeV flux being observed when the
shock wave arrives rather than in the initial outburst. While the flux in all three energy bands rises rapidly initially, the >50MeV and
>100MeV fluxes then decline rapidly, while the >10MeV flux shows a flat maximum and even continues to increase slowly over the next
24h before the arrival of the shockwave leads to a short-duration peak and the terminal decline.
5.6.3.2.1.1
Classification of x-ray flares
X-ray flares are classified with the letters A, B, C (small flares), M (medium) or X (extreme) according to the logarithm of the peak intensity
averaged over one minute in the GOES 1-8Ǻ band (see Figure 169). The X-Class of flares is open-ended but, in practice, flares larger than
X9 are extremely rare events. The Halloween Flare of 2003 was rated at X45 and was the largest recorded in the Space Age, thus:
• A1 is an x-ray flux of 10-8Wm-2.
• B1 is an x-ray flux of 10-7Wm-2.
• C1 is an x-ray flux of 10-6Wm-2.
• M1 is an x-ray flux of 10-5Wm-2.
• X1 is an x-ray flux of 10-4Wm-2.
High solar activity is defined as the appearance of one or more flares that are M5 and larger in a 24 hour period. These can trigger radiations
storms that may have effects both on satellites and, for the more extreme events, directly on the Earth, such as power outages. Events
weaker than M5 generally do not contain enough energy to produce important effects, although some Class C flares can give rise to minor
radiation storms. Class B events are generally only possible around solar minimum when the integrated disk flux is in the ”A” range and
solar activity is very low.
5.6.3.2.1.2
Solar proton storms: their classification and their consequences
A proton storm is defined as being a Solar Proton Event (SPE) in which the proton flux measured by the GOES satellite at energies ≥10MeV
exceeds 10 proton flux units (pfu) where 1pfu = 1 particle cm-2 s-1 sr-1. The typical background flux measured by the GOES satellite at 10
MeV is ≈0.1pfu, but varies in antiphase with the solar cycle (see Figure 165). Solar proton storms are classified on a 5-point scale from S1
to S5 according to the integer part of the logarithm of the ≥10MeV flux in pfu: an intensity from 10-99pfu is classed as S1, 100-999pfu as
S2, etc. Storms at the S4 level (i.e. ≥10000pfu) can pose a significant threat to satellites and the very rare S5 storms are satellite-killers. In
contrast, S3 storms will affect imaging devices and unprotected electronicsand may reduce the power generated by solar panels, but are not
a major threat. Passengers in commercial aircraft flying at high latitudes receive a radiation dose from an S3 storm equivalent to a chest xray, while an S4 storm could be harmful and potentially even fatal to unprotected astronauts 41 (Figure 170). S1 and S2 storms should have
few effects, although it was anticipated that they could produce enhanced glitch rates in PACS (this was observed in Flight Operations, see
Section 5.6.2.1, GeGa glitches), particularly at the higher end of S2 and that the deposited energy from particle impacts could increase the
bias level of the detectors, although this latter effect would be automatically removed normally in processing. Solar Cycle 22 produced three
S4 storms, with the largest, one of 43 000pfu. Solar Cycle 23 produced six S4 storms, with the largest having a peak of 31 700pfu. Such
events have been potentially seriously prejudicial to Herschel should they have occurred during the mission.

41

The largest SPE ever detected occurred in August 1972, between the Apollo 16 and 17 missions. Had it occurred during the moon landing, the astronauts on
the lunar surface would have received a radiation dose estimated at 400Rems (Cucinotta, 2005): not fatal, but sufficient to produced severe radiation sickness.
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Figure 168: Sequence of events in the January 23rd 2012 S3 proton storm, as observed by the GOES-14 satellite. An M9 x-ray flare at
03:59UT is followed by an increase in the energetic particle flux, which started to rise rapidly at 05:30 and reached maximum in the 10MeV
band at 15:30UT on the following day, when the shock wave from the CME arrived. However, at the epoch when the ≥10MeV flux reached
its maximum, the ≥100MeV flux had already declined by a factor of ≈10, thus the energy spectrum of the radiation at the moment of
maximum 10MeV flux was much softer and, as a result, less dangerous to protected electronics. The difference between the flux curve at
10MeV with its flat peak and the rapid decline observed at higher energies is evident. Image: NOAA, GOES.
5.6.3.2.2
Observed X-Class x-ray flares during the Herschel mission
X-Class (“Extreme”) flares are the strongest solar x-ray flares and often associated with proton storms. The scale is open-ended, such that
events may be classified as larger than X10: such large , “off scale” events happened several times during the maxima of Solar Cycle 22 and
23. Apart from the previously mentioned X45 flare (the ”Halloween” event) in 2003, during the decline from maximum of Solar Cycle 23,
an event classed as X20 was recorded on April 2nd 2001, during the maximum of Solar Cycle 23. An archive of all solar flares of class M5
or greater observed since 1998 is maintained by NASA and can be obtained here. The final X-Class flares of Solar Cycle 23 were recorded
on December 6th (X9), December 13th (X3) and December 14th 2007 (X1), while the first X-Class flare of Cycle 24 occurred on February
15th 2011, more than four years later (see Table 73 for a listing of all X-Class flares that occurred during the Herschel mission). Such a long
interval between X-Class flares has been unprecedented in Solar Cycles 21-23 (see Figure 171): all three previous minima had shown XClass flares right through minimum, although at a lower level of frequency of occurrence than around maximum. Another unusual feature of
the X-Class solar flares during the Herschel mission has been the lack of particularly strong flares. Thirteen of the nineteen X-Class flares
listed in Table 73 are of the minimum X1 class and only three have been stronger than X2. The strongest flare of Solar Cycle 24 has been
the X6.9 flare on August 9th 2011 42. A third factor that marks the current solar cycle as unusual, is the lack of clusters of X-Class flares in
which a single Active Region produces multiple powerful events in a period of a few days. The last three solar cycles have shown more than
fifty clusters of at least three X-Class flares and six clusters of ten or more X-Class flares. In contrast, the maximum of Solar Cycle 24
produced just two clusters of three X-Class flares up to the passivation of Herschel: one in March 2012 and a second during the post-cryo
engineering tests.

42
Activity was noticeably higher in 2014, well after passivation of Herschel, with 14 X-Class flares observed, although still well below the level of activity
observed in Cycles 21-23. As of February 2017, the two strongest events of Solar Cycle 24 continue to be the flares of August 9th 2011 (X6.9) and that of
March 7th 2012 (X5.4). These are the only flares to have reached a level of X5.
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Figure 169: Classification of solar x-ray flares. This example shows the Bastille Day event and the two days of activity before it, showing
the scale of x-ray flare classification from A to X on the right-hand y-axis (adapted from www.spaceweather.com).
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Figure 170: The NOAA Space Weather Scale for Solar Radiation Storms, indicating the potential threat at each level of SPE and the
expected frequency of occurrence based on the observed activity in Solar Cycles 21-23. It is evident that the solar radiation storm activity in
Solar Cycle 24 has been significantly lower than for the previous three cycles. Image: NOAA.

Figure 171: The frequency of clusters of X-Class solar flares during the three solar cycles previous to the Herschel launch. Each dot
represents an X-Class flare or a cluster of flares. Although clusters of X-Class flares from a single AR are most common at sunspot
maximum, one of the largest observed clusters of X-Class flares occurred in mid-2005, when Solar Cycle 23 had declined to close to
minimum. The low level of occurance of extreme flares during the Herschel mission (see Table 73) is unprecedented in the last forty years.
(Adapted from Hathaway & Wilson, 2006).

UT Date flare

Flare Type

15/02/2011

X2.2

09/03/2011

X1.5

31/05/2011

X1.0

09/08/2011

X6.9

06/09/2011 22:16

X2.1

07/09/2011

X1.8

22/09/2011

X1.4

24/09/2011 09:40

X1.9

03/11/2011

X1.9

27/01/2012

X1.8

05/03/2012

X1.1

07/03/2012 00:24

X5.4

07/03/2012 01:14

X1.3

06/07/2012

X1.1

12/07/2012

X1.4

23/10/2012

X1.8

12/05/2013

X1.7

13/05/2013

X2.8
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13/05/2013

X3.2

Table 73: X-Class solar flares detected by GOES monitoring satellites during the Herschel mission. Long duration X-Class flares are often
associated with SPEs. A GOES-13 observation of a typical long-duration x-ray flare is shown in Figure 172. Source: NASA.

Figure 172: The profile of a typical long-duration X-Class x-ray flare observed during the Herschel mission. This was the precursor flare
for the small, S2 SPE on July 12th 2012. Even three hours after the peak the x-ray flux remains an order of magnitude higher than pre-flare
in the low-energy band and two orders of magnitude greater in the high-energy band.
5.6.3.2.3
Observed Solar Proton Events during the Herschel mission
Recent solar maxima have shown high levels of SPE activity, particularly in the two years around maximum. The maximum of Solar Cycle
22 fell early in 1990: in 1989, 23 SPEs were detected and in 1991, 17. The maximum of Solar Cycle 23 fell in 2001, in which year 21 SPEs
were detected. However, in line with the much weaker sunspot maximum than Cycles 22 or 23, the number of SPEs during the maximum of
Solar Cycle 24 has been much smaller. To February 2016, no S4 event has occurred and even S3 events have been infrequent – only five
have been observed (compared to eleven S3s in Solar Cycle 23 and six S4s), of which two only barely reached S3 level and none have been
close to reaching S4. The highest level of activity during the Herschel mission was registered in 2012, the year prior to the maximum of
Solar Cycle 24, with 13 SPEs (two of them S3 and four of them S2), while only 7 SPEs were detected in the whole of 2011 and again in
2013, when activity was, in theory, at maximum 43. A listing of all SPEs detected by the monitoring GOES satellites, which reached the
threshold to be declared a proton storm during the Herschel mission, is given in Table 74. This listing is adapted from the official NOAA
listing of all SPEs observed in the Earth environment since 1976, maintained by Goddard Space Flight Center and available at the url:
http://umbra.gsfc.nasa.gov/SEP/. Due to the fact that the GOES satellites are in geostationary orbit and Herschel was at L2, with a
separation of the order of 1.5 million km between the two, for events for which only the fringes of the storm brushed the Earth it is possible
that a higher level of activity could be present at L2 than in geostationary orbit, or vice versa but, in general, the level and pattern of activity
observed by GOES and by the Herschel SREM (see Section 5.6.3.3.5, SREM monitoring by Herschel) are almost identical (in just one case
were the GOES and SREM activity profiles significantly different). When comparing data from different epochs it should be remembered
that different satellites have been involved at different stages of the record – the first GOES satellite was launched in 1974 – and that no
rigorous cross-calibration of instrument sensitivity has been carried out, thus there is no guarantee that the zero point is consistent at all
epochs of the historical record, although it should be consistent over the duration of the Herschel mission. During the Herschel mission, real
time near Earth environment monitoring was carried out initially with the GOES-12 satellite, The GOES-13 satellite at 75W replaced
GOES-12 on April 14th 2010, with the GOES-12 satellite then being de-commissioned, although GOES-13 itself was replaced by a

43

In 2014, 6 SPEs were detected, one of which just reached S3 level and two more just crossed the threshold of S2. Only 4 events (3 weak S1s and an event
that just crossed the threashold of S3 were observed in 2015), suggesting that the peak of SPE activity was reached in 2012.
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temporary back-up for three weeks in late September and early October 2012 while on-board operating issues with two of the instruments
were being resolved. The first proton storm of Solar Cycle 24 occurred on August 14th 2010. Activity though was very low all through 2010
and 2011 (see Table 74). The only period of moderately intense particle storm activity during the Herschel mission was between late
January and mid-May 2012, when there were two S3 and three S2 storms in the space of four months, even this period though is of very low
activity compared to the three previous solar maxima.
UT Date start

UT Date Max Max pfu

UT Date flare Flare Type

AR

2010/08/14 12:30 Aug 14 12:45

14

Aug 14 10:05 C4/0F

11099

2011/03/08 01:05 Mar 08 08:00

50

Mar 08 20:12 M3/Sf

11164

2011/03/21 19:50 Mar 22 01:35

14

(farside)

11169

2011/06/07 08:20 Jun 07 18:20

72

Jun 07 06:41

M2/2N

11226

2011/08 04 06:35 Aug 05 21:50

96

Aug 04 03:57 M9/2B

11261

2011/08/09 08:45 Aug 09 12:10

26

Aug 09 08:05 X6/2B

11263

2011/09/23 22:55 Sep 26 11:55

35

Sep 22 11:01 X1/2N

11302

2011/11/26 11:25 Nov 27 01:25

80

Nov 26 07:10 C1/long duration 11353

2012/01/23 05:30 Jan 24 15:30

6310

Jan 23 03:59

M8/long duration 11402

2012/01/27 19:05 Jan 28 02:05

796

Jan 27 18:37

X1/long duration 11402

2012/03/07 05:10 Mar 08 11:15

6530

Mar 07 00:24 X5/3B

11429

2012/03/13 18:10 Mar 13 20:45

469

Mar 13 17:41 M7

11429

2012/05/17 02:10 May 17 04:30

255

May 17 01:47 M5

11476

2012/05/27 05:35 May 27 10:45

14

(Farside)

11428

2012/06/16 19:55 Jun 16 20:20

14

Jun 14 14:35

M1

11504

2012/07/07 04:00 Jul 07 07:45

25

Jul 06 23:08

X1

11515

2012.07/12 18:35 Jul 12 22:25

96

Jul 12 16:49

X1

11520

2012/07/17 17:15 Jul 18 06:00

136

Jul 17 17:15

M1

11520

2012/07/23 15:45 Jul 23 21:45

44

12

(Farside)

11520

2012/09/01 13:35 Sep 02 08:50

59

Aug 31 20:43 C8

None

2012/09/28 03:00 Sep 28 04:45

28

Sep 27 23:57 C3

11577

2013/03/16 19:40 Mar 17 07:00

16

Mar 15 06:58 M1

11692

2013/04/11 10:55 Apr 11 16:45

114

Apr 11 07:16 M6

11719

2013/05/15 13:25 May 17 17:20

41

May 15 01:48 X1

11748

2013/05/22 14:20 May 23 06:50

1660

May 22 13:32 M5/long duration 11745

Table 74: All Solar Proton Storms detected by the GOES satellite, affecting the near-Earth environment during the Herschel mission. The
columns, from left to right are: UT date and time of start of the event; UT date and time of the maximum flux in the ≥10MeV channel;
maximum flux in pfu; date and time of the associated x-ray flare; x-ray flare type; Active Region responsible for the event. In a few cases the
SPE may be caused by the collapse of a magnetic filament and not associated with any Active Region. Similarly, occasionally the triggering
event occurred on the farside of the solar disk and was not observed directly, so its parameters are not known. For general usage, the
leading ”1” of the number of the Active Region is usually suppressed for convenience.
5.6.3.2.4
ODs potentially affected by enhanced solar proton activity
A list of ODs for which the GOES 10MeV proton flux was above storm level (i.e. 10pfu) is shown in Table 75. These ODs were subjected
to careful Quality Control checks. Although some enhancement of the glitch rate in the PACS Spectrometer was seen when the solar proton
flux was enhanced, no OD failed QC checks due to radiation. Enhanced glitch rates were only significant for SPEs with peak flux ≥100pfu

44

This event affected the Stereo-A satellite directly and, although very weak in the near-Earth environment, is reported to have been, at the
position of STEREO-A, the largest SPE detected since continuous recording by the GOES satellites began in 1976. Liu et al. (2014) report
that the triggering flare may even have been a Carrington-level event.
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with the PACS Spectrometer scheduled (identified in red in Table 75). Only PACS Spectrometer ODs were found to be vulnerable to
radiation at the modest levels of solar proton activity seen during the Herschel mission. As can be seen in Table 75, only a handful of ODs
have potential radiation issues.
Peak date
14/08/2010
08/03/2011
22/03/2011
07/06/2011
05/08/2011
09/08/2011
26/09/2011
27/11/2011
24/01/2012
28/01/2012
08/03/2012
13/03/2012
17/05/2012
27/05/2012
16/06/2012
07/07/2012
12/07/2012
18/07/2012
23/07/2012
02/09/2012
28/09/2012
17/03/2013
11/04/2013

OD start
457
663
676
754
812
817
863
927
984
989
1029
1035
1099
1109
1130
1150
1156
1161
1167
1207
1233
1403
1428

OD end
458
666
678
756
814
818
867
929?
989
993
1033
1036
1101
1109
1130
1153
1159
1163
1169
1209
1234
1404
1431

Peak flux (pfu)
14
50
14
72
96
26
35
80
6310
796
6530
469
255
14
14
25
96
136
12
59
28
16
114

Table 75: A list of all ODs during the Herschel mission for which the solar proton flux was above storm level and thus radiation effects
could potentially have been a significant issue for data quality. These ODs were subjected to careful Quality Control checks. ODs for which
PACS spectroscopy was the active instrument during an SPE and where potentially enhanced glitch rates may be found are marked in red.
One date marked in red means that only the start or the end of the range of ODs is potentially affected.
5.6.3.2.5
SPEs during Solar Cycle 24
The number and distribution by strength of SPEs during Solar Cycle 24 is shown in Table 76.
Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
Total

S1
0
1
7
7
4
3
22

S2
0
0
0
4
2
2
8

S3
0
0
0
2
1
1
4

S4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
0
1
7
13
7
6
34

Table 76: The distribution of SPE strengths during Solar Cycle 24, divided by year, complete to the end of 2014, at which point there was
clear evidence of declining activity after solar maximum (2015 showed a further decline in activity). In a typical 11-year solar cycle (based
on Solar Cyckles 21-23) the expected numbers are: 100 SPEs at S1 level, 25 SPEs at S2 level, 10 SPEs at S3 level and 3 SPEs at S4 level,
thus activity in Solar Cycle 24 has been about one third of expectations. Only a single SPE has been detected at the S5 level from nearEarth space since 1970.
5.6.3.3
Herschel’s SREM
The Herschel spacecraft was equipped with a Standard Radiation Environment Monitor (SREM) (see Figure 174) placed in the -Z SVM
panel and thus always pointing in the anti-solar direction (see Figure 173). Despite the fact that it was looking in the anti-solar direction, it
was sensitive to Solar Particle Events, as well as to galactic cosmic rays due to the deflection produced by interplanetary magnetic fields.
The SREM is a particle detector developed for satellite applications that was added to Herschel and Planck as a passenger to provide
standard space weather information from ESA satellites. It measured high-energy electrons (energies from 0.5 MeV to infinity) and protons
(from 10 MeV to infinity) of the space environment with an angular resolution of some 20 degrees, providing spectral information at eight
energies over the 10-170MeV range. A first batch of ten SREMs were built, with the first flown on the British Space Technology Research
Vehicle 1-c (STRV1c) microsatellite and others mounted on PROBA-1, INTEGRAL, Herschel, Planck, Rosetta and Giove B. Two more
SREMs are assigned to future ESA missions, although the original plan to fly a SREM on the Gaia mission was not followed through in the
end Full details of the SREM can be found in Mohammadzadeh, 2003 & Hajdas et al., 2013.
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Figure 173: The location of Herschel’s SREM on the Service Module. This location meant that it was pointing in the anti-solar direction.
5.6.3.3.1
SREM design and capabilities
The SREM was developed and manufactured by Contraves Space in cooperation with Paul Scherrer Institute under a development contract
of the European Space Agency. SREM is the second generation of instruments in a programme, which was established by ESTEC with aims
that included providing minimum intrusive radiation detectors for space applications and assisting in the investigation of events linked to
possible radiation related anomalies observed on spacecraft. The design goals are low weight, small dimensions, low power consumption,
combined with the ability to provide information on particle species and spectral descrimiation. The detector electronics are capable of
processing at a detection rate of 100 kHz with a dead-time correction below 20%. The SREM is contained in a single box of 20x12x10cm
and weighs 2.6 kg (see Figure 174). The box contains the detector systems with the analogue and digital front-end electronics, a power
supply, and a TTC-B-01 telemetry and Telecommand interface protocol. By virtue of a modular build-up, the interface can be adapted to
any spacecraft system. The power consumption is approximately 2.5W.
5.6.3.3.2
SREM detectors and sensitivity
The SREM consists of three detectors (D1, D2, and D3, equivalent to the TC1, TC2 and TC3 channels) in two detector heads
configurations. One system is a single silicon diode detector (D3). The main entrance window is covered with 0.7-mm aluminium, which
defines the lower energy threshold for electrons as ≈0.5MeV and for protons sets it to ≈10MeV. The other system uses two silicon diodes
(detectors D1/D2) arranged in a telescope configuration. The main entrance of this detector is covered with 2-mm aluminium giving a
proton and electron threshold of 20 and 1.5 MeV, respectively. A 1.7-mm-thick aluminium and 0.7–mm-thick tantalum layer separate the
two diodes of the telescope configuration. The telescope detector allows measurement of the high-energy proton fluxes with enhanced
energy resolution. In addition, the shielding between the two diodes in the telescope prevents the passage of electrons; however, protons
with energies greater than 20 MeV do penetrate. Thus, using the two diodes in coincidence gives pure proton count rates, allowing
subtraction of the proton contribution from the electron channels. A total of 15 discriminator levels are available to bin the energy of the
detected events, allowing the particle flux to be converted from the raw plot (Figure 175), measured at a range of different energies (see, for
example, Figure 176). Details of the detectors and their sensitivity is given in Table 77. The D1/D2 configuration measures protons from
approximately 20 MeV to infinity. Events detected by this configuration are divided into 10 bins, (including four proton coincidence bins)
and one heavy ion bin. SREM is incapable of discriminating between various heavy ion particle types and identifies all such particles as
heavy ions, in one bin only, if their deposited energy in D2 is higher than 9 MeV. The D3 sensor is sensitive to electrons with energies from
0.5 MeV. In addition, it is also sensitive to protons and a proper deconvolution procedure must be applied to obtain particle spectra in mixed
environments. Details of the bins and their sensitivity are given in Table 78.
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Figure 174: A Standard Radiation Environment Monitor (SREM). Identical units have been carried on five other ESA satellites apart from
Herschel, as well as the British microsatellite, STRV1-c. Image: ESA.
Detector
D1
D2

Particle
Protons
Protons + heavy ions

D3

Protons + electrons

Emin
20MeV
39MeV
1500MeV
0.55MeV
11MeV

Emax
Infinity
Infinity (protons)
185MeV (ions)
Infinity (electrons)
90MeV (protons)

Table 77: Sensitivity ranges of the three SREM detectors (after Mohommadzadeh et al., 2003).
Bin
TC1
S12
S13
S14
S15
TC2
S25
TC3
S32
S33
S34

Detector
D1
D1
D1
D1
D2
D2
D3
D3
D3
D3
D3

Particle
Protons
Protons
Protons
Protons
Protons
Protons
Ions
Electrons
Electrons
Protons
Protons

Emin (MeV)
20
20
20
20
20
39
150
0.5
0.55
11
11

Emax (MeV)
∞
550
120
27
34
∞
185
∞
2.3
90
30

Table 78: The SREM bins used to derive particle and energy spectrum information. In addition, four bins are used as proton coincidence
counters in different energy ranges and three for measuring dead time (after Mohommadzadeh et al., 2003).
5.6.3.3.3
SREM data processing
The SREM data were received on-ground and processed by the Space Situation Awareness Group at ESTEC, providing valuable
information on the radiation environment at L2. A sample plot showing the calibrated count rates in three counters (TC1 - protons with E >
20 MeV; TC2 - protons with E > 39 MeV; TC3 – electrons with E > 0.5 MeV – see Table 77) is shown in Figure 175.
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Figure 175: SREM calibrated count rates in three counters (TC1, TC2 and TC3), re-binned in intervals of five minutes. from the 30th
October 2009 (OD 170) to 27th March 2011 (OD 683). The progressive decline of the count rates can be explained by the increased solar
activity and the subsequent increase of shielding to Galactic cosmic rays (see Figure 162). Several events are visible, the most conspicuous,
a small proton flare, detected in OD-663 (7-8 March 2011), which reached S2 storm level (see Table 74) and which is shown on an
expanded scale in Figure 176.

Figure 176: A typical calibrated SREM plot produced by the SREM team giving energy information from 12-166MeV, showing the first SPE
of Solar Cycle 24, which took place on August 14th 2010.. [Plot courtesy of Ingmar Sandberg and the SREM team]
As the >20MeV particle flux is divided into ten bins, four of which are proton coincidence bins, six energy ranges are available above
20MeV to define the energy spectrum. In addition, the D3 detector allows lower-energy protons in the 10-20MeV range to be discriminated
through two proton and two electron bins, giving eight energy ranges in total for the proton spectrum, as detailed in Table 78. Raw count
rates per channel, as shown in Figure 175, are thus a poor indicator of the proton flux as they may be heavily contaminated by electrons and
heavy ions. Weekly, calibrated plots of the Herschel SREM data, corrected for electron and heavy ion contamination, coincidence and other
effects and special plots of any observed proton events are available to users, provided by the SREM PI, Petteri Nieminen, using a more
sophisticated analysis of the data to discriminate the spectral information not available in the raw SREM plots. These are available at
http://proteus.space.noa.gr/~srem/herschel/. All Herschel SREM data are subject to continuous re-processing as the algorithms used are
refined and the calibration improved. A typical plot with energy information, prepared by the SREM team, is shown in Figure 176. As it is
the high-energy particles that are the most danger to detectors and electronics, these plots with their detailed spectral information are much
more informative of the risks to the spacecraft of different events than the plots of the raw data (see Figure 175).
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5.6.3.3.4
The radiation environment at L2
The main particle radiation components at L2 consist of: Galactic cosmic rays, solar particle events and solar and Jovian electrons.
5.6.3.3.5
SREM monitoring by Herschel
5.6.3.3.5.1
The SREM record for Herschel
As a passenger on Herschel and Planck, the SREM could be switched on almost immediately after launch. This switch-on was done in the
first set of commands transmitted after separation of Herschel from the upper stage. The first science data and some of the first telemetry of
the entire mission, were thus acquired by the SREM. These data showed the crossing of the Van Allen radiation belts (Figure 177). SREM
data was also one of the last three packets of telemetry to be received from Herschel before final passivation, hence the Herschel SREM
record extends from 15:10UT on May 14th 2009 to 12:25UT on June 17th 2013. The entire SREM data set is shown in Figure 178, apart
from the suppression of the Van Allen Belt crossing at the start of the data set (see Figure 177). SREM data is important for Herschel as
there is a strong correlation between the glitch rate for the PACS and SPIRE detectors and the SREM count rate (Horeau et al. 2012), thus
SREM data indicates which ODs could have radiation-induced QC issues. The SREM radiation record shows two principal components.
SPEs show as brief spikes in the SREM counts, while the baseline count rate is due to the Galactic Cosmic Ray background, thus the two
components can be clearly distinguished in the record (see, for example, Horeau et al. 2012). The SREM record shows clearly that the
Galactic cosmic ray flux has a much harder spectrum than the relatively soft SPE energy spectrum. Although there are some exceptions in
the record, few SPEs show large amplitude above 150MeV; in contrast, the Galactic cosmic ray flux has a significant component at energies
several orders of magnitude greater than this. The main features visible in the Herschel SREM data are:
• An initial high, flat or slightly rising level of Galactic Cosmic Ray background from launch through to nearly the end of 2009, due to
the trend in activity to solar minimum.
• An initial rapid decline in the Galactic Cosmic Ray background in late 2009 and early 2010 as solar activity increased after
minimum.
• A steady decline in the Galactic Cosmic Ray background from early 2010 through to the end of the data record, covering the
maximum of Solar Cycle 24.
• A steady increase in SPE activity through to spring 2012, followed by a rapid decline in SPE activity to minimal levels by Autumn
2012 and a new rise in spring 2013, followed by the post-maximum decline. Four of the five largest SPEs to occur during the Herschel
mission took place between January 23rd and March 13th 2012.

Figure 177: Herschel (top) and Planck (bottom) data showing the crossing of the Van Allen radiation belts approximately one hour after
launch, as measured by the raw data from the three channels of the Herschel (top) and Planck (bottom) SREMs. The first command was sent
to the spacecraft 58 minutes after launch, at 15:10UT. Among the first actions commanded was to switch on the SREM, hence the plots start
at this time, providing the first science data of the mission. The slightly different trajectories of Herschel and Planck are evident from the
different profiles of the Van Allen Belt crossing. This plot shows the raw the data, as received at HSC the following day.
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Figure 178: A calibrated plot of radiation levels at energies from 12.6-166.3MeV, measured through the entire Herschel mission using the
on-board SREM. There is a steady trend to reducing background radiation as solar activity picked up in 2010. This trend can be compared
with the Moscow Cosmic Ray flux (Figure 165). The sharp peaks that can be observed in the SREM record are Solar Proton Storms. The
initial pass through the Van Allen radiation belts is supressed in the plots. [Plot courtesy of Ingmar Sandberg and the SREM team]
5.6.3.3.5.2
The decrease in SREM background cosmic ray flux between launch and passivation
The decrease in count rate registered at 10MeV by the Herschel SREM is from 3.1 protons cm-2 MeV-1 s-1 at launch, to 1.3 protons cm-2
MeV-1 s-1 at passivation: a decrease in count rate by a factor of 2.4. This trend follows well the standard Moscow cosmic ray fluxes
measured at higher energies (see Figure 165).
rd

th

5.6.3.3.5.3
The SPE of 23 and 27 January 2012
This event marked the first of the two events when a moderately high solar particle radiation environment was experienced by Herschel. The
double SPE of January 23rd and 27th 2012 was caused by solar Active Region 1402 45. The initial activity was triggered by a long-duration
M8 solar flare at 03:59UT on January 23rd, with AR 1402 positioned on the solar disk approximately two days past the meridian. The proton
flux started to rise at 05:30UT, increasing rapidly by 3 orders of magnitude in the 12.6MeV band. However, in the 166MeV band, the proton
flux only increased by a factor of ten, showing that this was a soft spectrum event. An initial maximum in the proton flux was reached in
less than six hours, after which, although the lowest energies remained at or close to maximum for some 24 hours before starting to decline,
the highest energy protons started to decay rapidly and had reached quiescent levels in under 36 hours. The shock wave from the CME,
travelling at 2100km/s, arrived at L2 34 hours after the start of the eruption, giving the peak >10MeV flux at 15:30UT on January 24th. This
shock wave was seen clearly in all the SREM energy bands, although it had the greatest amplitude in the low-energy ranges. The proton flux
at energies below 80MeV was still well above quiescence when a long-duration X1 flare erupted at 18:37UT on January 27th from AR 1402,
which had now rotated over the solar limb such that the actual site of the eruption was not visible. Normally a large flare will only give a
SPE if it occurs close to the centre of the solar disk, unless it is magnetically connected with the Earth (i.e. the lines of magnetic flux from
the site of the flare pass through the Earth) but, in this case, the magnetic connection was strong and the flare energy was such that an SPE
initiated almost immediately. The proton flux started to rise less than half an hour after the flare itself, at 19:05UT. On this occasion, the
CME was ejected at 2500km/s. The peak of the SPE was reached in 7 hours (Figure 179), with an increase in particle flux of two orders of
magnitude being detected at the lowest SREM energies. Although in the reference 10MeV band of GOES, this was a much smaller event
than the January 23rd SPE, in the highest energy bands the amplitude was actually slightly higher than for the earlier event, demonstrating
that this was a much harder spectrum radiation storm. Although the CME was predicted not to hit Earth, the pass of the shock wave was
registered on the morning of January 28th. There is a suggestion in the data from the decline that the pattern seen in the activity with the
Herschel SREM is somewhat different to that seen in the GOES-13 data taken from Geostationary Earth Orbit, with the shock wave more
clearly visible in the high-energy SREM data than in the GOES data (Figure 180).

45

More correctly, AR 11402 (see Table 73).
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Figure 179: The Herschel SREM record of the double SRE of January 23rd and 27th 2012. We see the extremely rapid rise at all energies
and the much larger amplitude at the low energy end of SREM sensitivity compared to high energies, showing that the first maximum was a
soft spectrum event whereas, for the second event, the difference in amplitude between high and low energies is much smaller and thus that
it had a much harder spectrum. We see that for both SPEs the maximum is of increasingly short duration at higher energies (the post-flare
dip at 166MeV is an artefact of processing and will be eliminated in future re-processings as the software is further refined). 34 hours after
the initial rise, the shock wave arrives and we see a pronounced peak, especially at lower energies. For the smaller January 27th SPE, the
delay before the arrival of the shock wave is shorter and the shock wave event is much better defined. [Plot courtesy of Ingmar Sandberg
and the SREM team]
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Figure 180: The GOES-13 record of the January 27th 2012 SPE. This is one of the occasions when the Herschel SREM (Figure 179) and
GOES-13 detectors appear to show significantly different activity at L2 and at GEO respectively, particularly in the highest energy ranges.
Image: NOAA.
th

th

5.6.3.3.5.4
The SPE of March 7 and 13 2012
This event was the largest SPE of the Herschel mission, caused by the second largest x-ray flare of the mission 46. After a period of very low
sunspot activity, AR1429 rotated onto the Sun’s disk on March 3rd 2012, giving an M3 flare on March 2nd, even before emerging. Another
M2 flare erupted on March 4th, followed by an X1 and another M2 flare on March 5th. Further M1 and M2 flares followed on March 6th. The
trigger for the SPE was an X5 long duration flare at 00:24UT on March 7th, with AR 1429 now approaching the centre of the disk. The
proton flux started to rise at 05:10UT on March 7th (see Figure 181). At energies up to 38MeV the peak flux was observed some 24 hours
later, at the moment when the shock wave from the CME reached Earth at 11:15UT on March 8th. There is some evidence in the SREM data
of a second shock wave, of unknown origin, arriving some 12 hours later. After a flat maximum at all energies up to and including 115MeV,
a sudden, rapid decline in the particle flux started late on March 8th, before a more gradual decline to quiescence resumed on the morning of
March 9th. The particle flux at the highest energies had dropped to pre-SPE levels by March 11th, although they remained elevated at
energies of 80MeV and lower. AR 1429 continued to grow and develop. A further M6 flare erupted at 03:58UT on March 9th and then an
M8 at 17:45UT on March 10th, although with no associated particle enhancement in either case. After two days of much lower activity and
progressive decay of the sunspot group, an M7 flare was observed at 17:41UT on March 13th as AR 1429 approached the solar limb. The
particle flux started to rise just 29 minutes later, at 18:10UT, showing that the region was magnetically connected with Earth. The event
gave rise to an S2 storm – the fifth largest of the Herschel mission – which peaked at 20:45UT the same day. This SPE was unusual in that
its peak came just 3 hours after the triggering flare. The proton enhancement was short-lived, as particle fluxes had reached quiescent levels
again within 48 hours (Figure 182).

Figure 181: The largest SPE of the Herschel mission. This S3 event on March 7th 2012 reached a peak 10MeV flux of 6530pfu. [Plot
courtesy of Ingmar Sandberg and the SREM team].
5.6.3.4
Instrument SEUs, Spacecraft Solid State Mass Memory bit-flips and other potentially related phenomena
Single event upsets – SEUs – in which a bit is flipped in a particular memory location due to charge deposition from radiation hits, are a
well known and well-studied effect of radiation hits produced by by Galactic cosmic ray impact, or by Solar Proton Storms (see Section
5.6.3.2.1.2, Solar proton storms: their classification and their consequences). While individual SEUs are random events, several studies of
long samples of SEU rates in satellite data have shown their close relationship with space weather. A study of twenty-two years of Inmarsat
data shows a correlation between SPEs and SEU rates, with higher rates of SEUs during SPEs (Lohmeyer, Cahoy & Liu, 2013); while a
study of data from the satellite TDRS-1 covering eight years shows both a clear correlation with the cosmic ray flux – anti-correlated with
the solar cycle – and enhancements due to SPEs (Wilkinson, Shea & Smart, 2000). So, if Herschel SEUs are cosmogenic – i.e. due to a
mixture of solar events and events from the Galactic cosmic ray background – we would expect to see a clear pattern in their rate:
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In both cases the same epithet applies for the whole of Solar Cycle 24 to date (July 2016). This is still the largest SPE of the entire maximum and was
caused by the second largest x-ray flare of Solar Cycle 24. As time passes, it becomes increasingly likely that no larger event will be seen.
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• High rate of SEUs initially after launch as a consequence of the deep solar minimum and the consequent enhanced cosmic ray flux
(see Figure 165, Figure 166).
• A progressive diminution of the SEU rate through the latter part of the mission, as solar activity increases and the cosmic ray
background decreases (30% Galactic Cosmic Ray flux drop from the start of 2010 to EoH).
• Possible clusters of SEUs associated with major SPEs.
After it was recognised that the HIFI anomaly was attributable to an SEU (see Section 5.7.1, HIFI anomaly and subsequent recovery),
regular checks were made for HIFI SEUs starting with switch-on (see Section 5.7.1.2.6, Risk mitigation), while SPIRE monitoring of SEUs
started at the end of 2009. Initial SEU checking showed that SPIRE had suffered already several non-critical bit-flips in early operations
before regular SEU checks started. These were corrected when the daily checks were instituted.

Figure 182: The S2 proton storm – peak flux 469pfu – of March 13th 2012, produced by AR 1429. No further SPEs larger than this one
occurred until after the end of helium.
5.6.3.4.1
HIFI SEUs
A total of 80 HIFI SEUs were detected and are recorded in the spacecraft event log between January 19th 2010 and EoH on April 29th 2013:
59 on the LCU and 21 on the ICU (this does not include the SEU that caused the HIFI anomaly on OD-82). Of these events, 42 led to LCU
commanding being disabled or the instrument going into a safe mode, while 38 were inoffensive and had no effect on HIFI Operations. The
mean interval was 16.9 days between SEUs and the median interval 12.4 days. The temporal distribution of HIFI (and SPIRE) SEUs is
shown in Figure 186. It is evident from the temporal distribution that HIFI SEUs cluster strongly in 2010 after switch-on whereas, in mid-tolate 2011, very few are observed. Figure 183 shows three-month running means of the HIFI SEU rate/month with error bars. The mean SEU
rate through 2010 was 2.5 SEU/month (mean interval between SEUs of 12.8 days before 15/07/2011), but there were 20 SEUs in 201 days
(26% of the total number of recorded SEUs in 17% of the data record) between late April and early November 2010, a considerable
enhancement over the mean level during the mission. There is a drop to a near zero rate of SEUs between mid-July 2011 and early March
2012, during which three of the four longest intervals between SEUs of the entire data record were registered. After this lull in activity the
mean SEU rate is 1.9 SEU/month for the last year of the mission (mean interval between SEUs of 17.0 days after 15/07/2011). Figure 184
shows the normalised histogram of the distribution of intervals between SEUs before and after 15/07/2011 (mid-point the mission) – moving
the cut-off date forwards of backwards slightly does not change significantly the result or the values quoted here but, at this date, we have
equal numbers of SEUs registered before and after – the distribution of the histogram is clearly wider in the second half of the mission than
in the first, with a median interval between SEUs of 9.7 days before July 2011 and 13.2 days thereafter. The mean intervals between SEUs
are 12.5 and 18.5 days respectively before and after July 2011. The decline in SEU rate is consistent with the observed progressive decline
in Galactic cosmic ray flux, although its amplitude is more consistent with the decline in the Moscow (heavy nucleon) flux (see Figure 165)
than with the steeper lower energy cosmic ray flux decline observed by the SREM. This suggests that much higher energies are involved in
causing HIFI SEUs than the range detected by the SREM. The lack of a peak in the SEU rate coincident with the peak in SPE activity in the
first quarter of 2012 is strongly indicative that HIFI SEUs are caused by events with energy >>100MeV.
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Figure 183: Three month running averages of the rate of HIFI SEUs over the Herschel mission. The rate of SEUs drops almost to zero for
period between mid-2011 and mid-2012

Figure 184: The normalised histogram of the separation in days between HIFI SEUs before and after the 2011 gap in SEU events. For a
normal (i.e. random) distribution of events we expect a peak at the shortest intervals.
5.6.3.4.2
SPIRE SEUs
A total of 29 SEUs were detected and recorded in the spacecraft event log between December 25th 2009 and EoH on April 29th 2013. Of
these, 19 were in program memory and 10, bit-flips in tables; tables were only checked for corruption when a mode transition was made,
e.g. REDY to STBY, or Spec to Phot so, often we cannot identify to better than a range of a few ODs when the corruption happened. The
mean interval between SPIRE SEUs is 44 days and the median 24 days. Intitally detection was by manual SpaCon procedure but, from OD483 on, used a memory check AOR run from the MTL. SPIRE SEUs are thus only one third as common as for HIFI. Their temporal
distribution is shown in Figure 186. The temporal distribution of SEUs in program memory and in tables are completely different. All ten
bit-flips in tables occurred after the start of 2012, whereas only 7 of the 19 SEUs in program memory occurred after July 2011 (mean
interval between SEUs in program memory, 54 days), as against 12 before (mean interval between SEUs in program memory, 88 days).
5.6.3.4.3
PACS SEUs
A study of SEUs in the PACS DPU was made by Pezzuto (2013). Bit-flips were searched for in the program memory over an eight-month
period in 2012/2013: two events were identified, giving a mean SEU rate of 2.2±1.6x10-9 bit-flips/day/bit. No bit-flips were recorded by the
PACS EEPROM over 3.5 years from July 2009, giving a derived rate of EEPROM bit-flips of <3x10-10 bit-flips/day/bit.
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5.6.3.4.4
Spacecraft Solid State Mass Memory bit-flips
It was recognised early that spacecraft Solid State Mass Memory (SSMM) bit flips were more common than was expected from predictions
based the expected L2 environment (Briccarello & Elia, 2004). A total of 1640 bit flips were detected and corrected by the EDAC memory
between May 14th 2009 and March 1st 2013. After repeated events caused by the EDAC needing to make multiple attempts – sometimes
more than twenty – to repair a particular memory address, had been removed from the record, a total of 1376 unique events remain, hence
16.1% of the records are false detections. The mean number of SSMM bit flips for the mission is 1.01 per day, but the largest number of bit
flips detected in a single day was 8, which is well above the maximum that we would expect if the events were purely random in nature. Due
to the small number statistics on timescales of days, it is only possible realistically to search for possible variations of the rate of bit flips on
time scales of weeks. To be comparable with the SEU statistics, months averages of the SSMM bit flip rate are shown in Figure 185.

Figure 185: Monthly averages of the daily SSMM bit flip rate over the duration of the Herschel cold mission. The average rate is 1.01
events/day, but with a large dispersion. There is no decline in rate over time is seen, in contrast to the Galactic cosmic ray background
measured by the SREM, save for the initial high value, which was the highest bit-flip rate of the entire mission.
The fact that there is no evidence at all for a steady decline in the rate of SSMM bit flips as the cosmic ray flux declines, mitigates strongly
against their cosmogenic origin. A similar conclusion comes from the lack of correlation between the HIFI and SSMM SEU rates.
5.6.3.4.5
Correlations in the SEU/bit-flip record
The distribution of HIFI and SPIRE SEUs shows a similar pattern: high rates in mid-2010, a minimum in mid-2011 and a steady decline in
rate with time consistent with the pattern in cosmic ray flux (Figure 186). Three key tracers of solar activity are plotted against the temporal
distribution of HIFI and SPIRE SEUs in Figure 187: the maximum observed SPE flux; the Zurich sunspot number; and the number of CMEs
recorded by the SOHO satellite per month (this is a better indicator of total solar activity, as events are recorded even when they occur on
the solar farside). The minimum in SEU rate coincides with the maximum in sunspot number, but there are no other obvious correlations in
the data. There is no correlation between the rate of HIFI SEUs and the rate of SSMM bit-flips (Figure 188), hence they do not share a
common origin. The HIFI SEU rate drops 27% between re-commissioning and EoH (9% per year), exactly the same drop in rate as the high
energy Galactic Cosmic Ray flux, while the SPIRE SEU rate seems a similar decline, but the SSMM bit-flip rate remains constant over the
mission except for a short period immediately after launch, hence SSMM SEUs do not appear to linked to Galactic Cosmic Rays.

Figure 186: The time correlation between HIFI and SPIRE SEUs. Both are more strongly clustered in the first third of the mission and both
show a very low frequency of SEUs in mid-mission between June 2011 and June 2012.
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Figure 187: The temporal distribution of SPIRE (program memory) and HIFI SEUs through the Herschel mission, compared to three
parameters that define the level of solar activity: the maximum Solar Proton Event flux of each observed SPE; the Zurich sunspot number;
and the number of SOHO detections of Coronal Mass Expulsions per month.

Figure 188: Monthly averages of the SSMM bit-flip rate (red) and HIFI three-monthly means of SEU rate (blue). There is no correlation
between the two (and may even be an anti-correlation), suggesting that they do not have the same root cause.
5.6.3.4.6
Micrometeoroid impact effects
Meteoroid bombardment is one of the environmental risks at L2 (see Section 5.6, Space Environment at L2). Micrometeoroid impacts are
known to cause not just impact damage from kinetic energy transfer to spacecraft, but also potentially damaging electrical discharges (Close
et al., 2010), which can themselves cause SEUs in satellite systems. Even larger scale electrical effects from cosmic meteoroid
bombardment have been suggested, which may even manifest themselves on a planetary scale; for example, it is postulated that impacts of
larger bodies may electrically charge the Martian atmosphere, causing significant meteorological phenomena as a result (Kosarev et al.,
2000). A potential danger to spacecraft is the possibility that meteoroid particles may accumulate at the L2 point and present a larger than
expected threat to spacecraft from both sandblasting of optical surfaces and also from electrical discharges. Evidence for the existence of
local dust concentrations at the Earth-Moon libration points analogous to the Earth-Sun libration points was presented by Kordylewski
(1961), but more sensitive searches though have failed to confirm them (e.g. Schlosser et al., 1975) and the existence of the Kordylewski
Clouds has subsequently been discredited. Similarly, no evidence of local concentrations of interplanetary dust has been presented by space
missions that have flown through the Langrange points. Thus the main source of meteoroid flux at L2 is considered to be the flux from
sporadic and shower meteoroids in Earth-crossing solar orbits. The major source of the sporadic flux is from relatively slow meteors –
typical velocity ≈30km/s (McBeath, 2015) however, early estimates of the meteoric flux at L2 underestimated the importance of the high-
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velocity flux of meteoroids in high excentricity orbits (Taylor & McBride, 1997); similarly, sporadic meteors from solar apex have much
higher velocity than those from the Antihelion [Evans (2000)].
5.6.3.4.6.1
The meteoroid flux at the Earth and its variations
The sporadic meteor flux – i.e. meteors not pertaining to any identifiable individual stream – is the dominant source of meteoric material
entering the Earth’s atmosphere, except for one to two days on either side of the maximum of the main annual meteor streams 47 (CampbellBrown and Jones, 2006). However, the details of this activity and its annual variations vary widely from study to study, often because of the
methodology and data sets used. There have been numerous studies of this sporadic flux and its annual variations, mainly using visual
records although, more recently, radar studies have become increasingly important. These have found that, as expected, the effects of
viewing geometry are the most influential in the observed rates and, because of this and due to the limited data samples and differing
methods used, have tended to show important discrepancies in results. Murakami (1955) found an annual variation of almost a factor of
three in the sporadic flux from Japanese observations, with minimum in April and, unexpectedly, but presumably due to contamination from
shower meteors, maximum in August. Jenniskens (1993) also found that the sporadic flux shows an overall sinusoidal annual variation using
Dutch visual observations, although with a lesser amplitude of a factor of two. The minimum was at heliocentric longitude 090° and the
maximum at heliocentric longitude L○=270°, corresponding to the summer and winter solstice and thus correlating with the height of the
ecliptic above the horizon at midnight thus, these annual variations were simply a latitude-dependent geometrical effect and not intrinsic to
the meteoric flux infalling into the Earth’s atmosphere. Rendtel (2006) looked at both sporadic meteors and the special case of the
Antihelion radiant (see Figure 1 of Rendtel (2006) for an explanation) for a large number of observers at many sites around the world,
although dominated by European observers. As for previous studies, Sporadics were found to give a minimum near L○=080° and a
maximum near L○=270°, while the Antihelion radiant, for which geometrical effects should not influence results, given that these effects are
corrected in the data analysis, shows a strong maximum of activity in November, a small sub-maximum in May and a minimum of activity
in July. At the same time the population distribution of meteoroids shows an annual variation with a greater flux of small meteoroids relative
to the larger around the winter solstice, which means that the total space density of meteoroids is greater at this time (many smaller particles
per unit volume, rather than a smaller number of larger ones). Meteors related to the apex of the Earth’s motion show a similar minimum at
Lʘ=085° (mid-June) and maxima at Lʘ=150° (August) and Lʘ=290-300° (January). However, these results could not be confirmed by radio
studies. Campbell-Brown and Jones (2006) found strong maxima in the Antihelion source in September and February on top of a slow
variation with a broad maximum in June and minimum in March, albeit for a population of meteoroids an order of magnitude smaller than
the faintest particles that can be detected visually. When all main sources of sporadic meteors, including the visually unobservable helion
source (meteoroids coming from the solar direction) were summed, the highest fluxes of meteoroids were found in May and July, with the
minimum in late October/early November. In contrast, using a mixture of visual and photographic data, which is sensitive to larger
meteoroids than those detected by radar observations, Štohl (1987) suggested that the major contribution to the inner solar system meteoroid
flux is Comet 2P/Encke, with a secondary contribution from Comet 1P/Halley, both giving a maximum in the meteoroid flux from the antisolar direction in October/November.

Figure 189: The Antihelion meteor flux from radar measures made between 2002 and 2005. The highest flux is seen in July, at which point
the north apex and north toroidal fluxes also both show a similar maximum. Source: Campbell-Brown and Jones (2006), Figure 8.
The variation of meteoroid fluxes from the Antihelion source shown in Figure 189. However, it should be cautioned that the highest
observed rates of meteoroid fluxes in Campbell-Brown and Jones (2006) come from the south apex source, which has continuous coverage
in the Canadian radar data only from October to mid-January; there is no information on the activity from this source for two-thirds of the
year, hence the observed total fluxes of meteoroids are heavily biased by the absence of these data for much of the year. Štohl (1987)
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The major showers that affect the total flux significantly are: the Eta Aquarid shower in early May, the Perseid shower in mid-August and the Geminid
shower in mid-December.
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suggests that the meteoroid flux in the inner solar system is dominated by highly dispersed streams from comets 1P/Halley and 2P/Encke 48,
in agreement with the finding by Jenniskens (1993) that the mass of material in the Taurid meteor stream flux tube is an order of magnitude
higher than for the Perseid or the Geminid streams.
5.6.3.4.6.1
Meteor storms during the Herschel mission
During a major meteor storm, the density of meteoric material in near-Earth space may increase by 3 orders of magnitude, although this is
usually for an hour or less, thus the threat to satellites from meteor storm activity is far smaller than for the cumulative background flux of
meteoroids. With the parent comets for the Leonids (55P/Tempel-Tuttle) and the Perseids (109P/Swift-Tuttle) now very distant from
perihelion, unusually high densities of meteoric material from these two streams were, anyway, no longer expected in near-Earth space
during the Herschel mission. Significant, but very brief – total duration <2 hours – bursts of activity at sub-storm level (a visual zenithal
hourly rate of a few hundred meteors per hour) were observed from the Draconids around 20:00UT on October 8th 2011 (see Barentsen
(2011) for details and initial analysis) and between 16:00 and 18:00UT on October 8th 2012 (see Barentsen (2012) for details and initial
analysis). No other major enhancements of meteor activity were seen during the Herschel mission. However, the typical width of a meteor
storm trail – 105km for a 1 hour outburst – is an order of magnitude smaller than the Earth-L2 distance, thus a stream that gives a major
storm at the Earth, is likely to miss L2 completely. As predictions are not (yet) made for storm activity at L2, it is not possible to speak
reliably about whether or not Herschel faced any major threat from a meteor storm during the mission.
5.6.3.4.7
The apparent meteoroid impact event on OD-228
5.6.3.4.7.1
Event description
Quality Control checks discovered that, on OD-228 (December 28th 2009), both PACS and SPIRE registered a simultaneous flash in their
detectors in the SPIRE PAC Parallel Mode observation of OBSID 134188651, although with some minor differences in detail in the
signature of the event. The observation was a Hermes GT KP AOR (KPGT_soliver_1), made in parallel mode at slow scan speed towards a
sky position of approximately R.A. 14h30m, +34° in the constellation of Böotes. The observing log for OD-228, with more details of the
observation can be found at: http://herschel.esac.esa.int/twiki/pub/HSC/HSCMissionPlanningSDP/OdReport228.html. The event occurred
17730s into the 24748s exposure (Conversi, 2010), at 09:17:15UT. It illuminated the PACS detectors evenly (see Figure 190), giving as a
result an imprint of the two detector matrices of the 160 micron array in the final map, as is shown here, demonstrating that the source of
illumination was strongly out of focus and thus nearby. SPIRE shows an event superficially similar to a glitch, present in all four detectors.

Figure 190: Part of the PACS 160 micron coverage for OBSID 134188651, showing the imprint of the two evenly illuminated detector
matrices at this wavelength where an external event, probably a meteoroid impact on the telescope, illuminated the array for approximately
two seconds.
• The PACS light curve for the event (see Figure 191) shows three distinct peaks of increasing amplitude over 20 frames of the red
array (with a readout rate of the array of 10Hz, this corresponds to 2s), with the flux returning to nominal afterwards (i.e. no memory
effect on the detectors) very rapidly, dropping from (almost) maximum to (almost) minimum in a single frame (0.1s).
• The SPIRE light curve shows only two peaks, with peak fluxes of 1Jy and 1.8Jy respectively and a duration of 1.7s. All three
detector arrays show the same shape and amplitude. A similar ramping-up of the signal is noted to PACS. After the event the detector
voltage shows a small, but significant drop that is maintained to the end of the observation.
The fact that both instruments, with their independent electronics, detect the event at the same time, appears to rule out a high-energy
radiation event, as does the fact that the SPIRE dark, thermistor and resistor channels show no reaction to the event. Similarly, had the
internal calibrator switched-on during the observation, or some other instrument glitch occurred, instrument telemetry channels would have
registered activity, which is not observed.
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The density of material in the Taurid steam is estimated to be 6.0±0.8x10-24g/cm3 (Jenniskens, 1993). The orbital motion of the Earth around the sun causes
Herschel to sweep out a volume of space of ≈80km3/day, thus Herschel would sweep up a mass of ≈5x10-10kg/day of meteoric material from the Taurid
stream at its peak of activity (ignoring other sources of meteoric flux).
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Figure 191: The PACS 160 micron light curve for the event seen in OBSID 134188651. The frame rate is 10Hz, thus 10 frames correspond
to 1s of time in the horizontal scale. Three peaks are seen, together with a progressive ramping-up of the signal. The signal falls from
maximum back down to zero in 3 frames. The pattern of the signal is broadly similar to that seen in the three SPIRE channels.
5.6.3.4.7.2
Event analysis
The most likely explanation is a meteoroid impact on the primary mirror, with the detected signal being due to the kinetic energy of impact
being converted into heat energy that was dissipated. The small drop in SPIRE signal after the event is probably due to the formation of a
crater on the primary mirror. The estimated crater size derived from the drop in SPIRE signal after the event and the increase in background
by 80-100mJy is 3mm (Schulz, 2010; Schulz et al., 2010), leading to a likely meteoroid diameter of 0.3mm for a typical impact in which the
kinetic energy is converted into heat energy to excavate a crater. For a fluffy silicate grain we can estimate a density of 1g/cm3, giving a
mass of 1.4x10-8kg, well below naked eye visibility had it entered the Earth’s atmosphere 49 and a momentum for the impacting meteoroid of
6x10-4kg m/s at parabolic velocity. The crater itself would affect <1 part in 106 of the mirror’s collecting surface, hence its effect on the
mirror’s performance was negligible. At the time of impact there were no major, or even important minor meteor showers active, thus the
event almost certainly is due to the sporadic meteor background. We can derive no information on the direction of approach of the
meteoroid save that shielding by the sunshield and by the SVM rule out an approach both from the solar direction and from the nadir of the
telescope (towards R.A. 2h30m, Dec. -34°). Statistically, from the graphs in Campbell-Brown and Jones (2006) the source of the impacting
meteoroid was most likely to be the north or the south apex source, with their relatively high impact velocities.
5.6.3.4.7.3
Possible other related effects from the impact event
No pointing jitter is seen at the presumed moment of impact however, as the impacting mass is 11 orders of magnitude lower than the
spacecraft mass, even an impact inducing maximum torque, the implied momentum transfer is too small to be detected. A check of SSMM
SEUs and of the instrument event logs shows that no SEUs were recorded at this time, or were recorded for several days around this event,
thus there was no collateral damage from potential electrical discharges.
5.6.3.4.7.4
Other potential impact events during the Herschel mission
No other similar events that could be attributed to possible meteoroid impacts were detected during the Herschel mission.
5.6.3.5
How typical was the space weather during the Herschel mission?
The space around L2 is increasingly important for space missions, thus characterisation of its environment, with missions such as James
Webb to be launched there in the near future is increasingly important. It is thus of interest to quantify the conditions in L2 for long-term
operations. Similarly, it is of interest to ask how typical the conditions during the Herschel mission have been of conditions at L2 as a whole
to understand how valid the Herschel experience is for future missions. We can look at the space weather during the more than 4 years that
Herschel was operating in the context of more than fifty years of monitoring of space weather in near-Earth space and nearly forty years of
detailed monitoring of the near-Earth environment by the GOES satellites, plus the four centuries of solar observations from Earth. These
have all shown that the space weather during the Herschel mission has shown a pattern that deviates strongly from recent behaviour over the
previous four decades. The NOAA Space Weather Scale (Figure 170) gives an expectation of 3 SPEs at S4 level during the solar cycle (as
of February 2016, none have been observed in Solar Cycle 24), 10 SPEs at S3 level (five have been observed to end of February 2016) and
25 SPEs at S2 level (as of end February 2016, eight have been observed). Unless the years of declining sunspot activity are very active in
terms of SPEs, Solar Cycle 24 is likely to be well down on expectations. We can thus say that space weather during the Herschel mission
has been abnormal in several important senses compared to pre-launch expectations and compared to precedent over the last forty years:
• The extremely deep solar minimum that occurred during PV Phase gave rise to an exceptional level of Galactic Cosmic Ray flux
during the early phases of the Herschel mission (Commissioning, Performance Verification and Science Demonstration phases).
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A 0.5g meteoroid, entering the Earth’s atmosphere at parabolic velocity, would give a magnitude 0 meteor. The limiting mass to be observable with the
naked eye would be ≈5mg.
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• The highest level of Galactic Cosmic Ray flux ever measured since records started in 1958, coincided with the launch of Herschel in
May 2009. The Galactic Cosmic Ray flux was well above the average of the last five decades for Herschel’s first three years in space
and above average for the entire mission.
• The maximum of Solar Cycle 24 was very much weaker than initially predicted. It was the weakest maximum of the Space Age and
the weakest for more than a century.
• Prior to the minimum between Solar Cycles 23 and 24, only one year in the entire GOES monitoring record from 1976 had
registered no SPE (1996). The three consecutive years with no SPE from 2007-2009 are unprecedented in the record of space weather.
The interval of 3.7 years between the final SPE of Cycle 23 and the first of Cycle 24 is almost double the longest previous interval
without an SPE registered in the nearly forty year GOES monitoring record.
• The number of moderate to strong SPEs registered in Solar Cycle 24 is predicted to be around half of the average activity expected
on the NOAA Space Weather Scale.
• The level of X-Class x-ray flares has been extremely low during the Herschel mission compared to the three previous solar cycles.
However, what we cannot say is whether the conditions observed over the course of the Herschel mission indicate a return to ”normal”
space weather and more typical solar activity or, on the contrary, the conditions in the last few decades are themselves typical of the
situation long-term. There are good reasons to believe from the long-term sunspot record that the solar activity that largely drives space
weather has been unusually high over the last few decades and that we may be seeing a return to more normal conditions, characterised by
the more moderate solar activity of the 18th and 19th centuries that followed the Maunder Minimum.
5.7
Instrument and detector performance
5.7.1
HIFI anomaly and subsequent recovery
5.7.1.1
Anomaly description
An anomaly in the operation of HIFI occurred on OD-81 and is described in full in Jellema et al. (2010). At AOS in DTCP-82, on Monday
August 3rd 2009, the Mission Operation Centre (MOC) reported that Herschel-HIFI was found in an undocumented state and had been in it
since 22:43Z on August 2nd, during the otherwise nominal execution of a long, red-shifted C+ observation of the galaxy M51 in band 7b 50.
The instrument no longer responded to HK requests and commands for the LO sub-system and communication between the Instrument
Control Unit (ICU) and the Local Oscillator Control Unit (LCU) had been lost. At the same time the HEB mixer in band 7 had changed
from a nominally pumped to a completely under-pumped state and the primary power consumption of the LCU had dropped from a nominal
current of 2.5A to 0.36A only. From that moment on no responses from the LCU to periodic HK requests (0xEEEE) and commands were
received. The LCU, LOU and LSU temperatures started to drop immediately. Spacecraft heaters were immediately switched on in an
attempt to compensate the drop in temperature. The primary supply current dropped from 2.5A, corresponding to nominal operation of the
LCU, to 0.36A between two periodic HK readings, whereas the primary supply voltage remained constant. Inspection of the periodic LCU
HK revealed that the LO power dropped between two consecutive HK readings, leaving the HEB mixer in an un-pumped state. Prior to the
event the conditions of the LO hardware, as mimicked by the LCU HK, were stable at the bit resolution level. The change occurred within
one HK cycle of 4s. The drop in LO power was also confirmed by the HRS 3P3 current HK reading which is indicative of the IF power
level of the mixer, which in turn depends on the LO power received by the mixer. Just prior to the event the conditions at the LO hardware
were completely stable (at the bit resolution level), reflected by very stable LCU analogue HK readings, primary supply current readings as
well as HEB mixer and HRS 3P3 current HK readings. No action directed to the LO chain was going on at the time of the event.
5.7.1.2
Initial recovery activities
5.7.1.2.1
LCU switch-off
The LCU was switched-off during DTCP-83 (August 4th 2009), followed by the HRS. From the temperature profiles it was concluded that
the dissipation of the LCU and LSU had dropped. Further investigation of telemetry found that communication with the LCU was lost first
and, 1.6s later, RF power was lost.
5.7.1.2.2
HIFI switch-off
HIFI was switched-off completely in DTCP-86 (August 7th 2009).
5.7.1.2.3
HIFI initial re-start
A HIFI re-start attempt was made in DTCP-89 (August 10th 2009). This demonstrated that the LCU memory integrity was correct. The
primary power supply stabilised at 0.36A, as immediately after the anomaly, suggesting that the ADC was unpowered and that there had
been a DC-DC converter failure in the primary power chain.
5.7.1.2.4
Hardware and software investigation
Detailed investigation showed that a group of semi-rectifier diodes had been subject to electrical conditions outside their absolute maximum
ratings. No other components had been subjected to such out-of-range stresses. Furthermore, the failure appeared to be related to a switch to
the stand-by relay that could be triggered by a sudden program execution jump to address zero. A total of eight hundred tests were made of
memory area corruption in command execution that could lead to a sudden jump in the program leading to a jump to address zero.
Approximately 5% of cases led to the correct sequence of permanent loss of communication followed by a stand-by relay switch after a
delay of 1.3-1.6s. In five cases (≈0.5%) of bit flips the exact sequence of events and the 1.6s delay between communication failure and
power loss was exactly reproduced, pointing to an SEU as the cause of the anomaly.
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The observing log for this OD can be found at: http://herschel.esac.esa.int/twiki/pub/HSC/HSCMissionPlanningPV/report_0081_0001.html
The anomaly occurred during the AOR with label: Calibration_pm_1-Aot2_M_OTFLChop_7b_CII_M51, starting at 2009-08-02T18:58:40Z.
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5.7.1.2.5
Failure scenario
The following failure scenario was identified:
• A Single Event Upset corrupted the memory at the location of the program code of a particular command or HK request.
• This bit-flip caused loss of communication when that specific code was called as part of a scientific integration sequence.
• Eventually the processor resumed program execution at address 0 where the start procedure was activated.
• After 1.6s the standby relay was switched
• The corresponding load transient caused a voltage overshoot on the 28V bus.
• In the presence of the intrinsic pulsed-stress condition on the secondary rectifier diodes, this overshoot became fatal for one of the
devices taking DC/DC HRS-4 down.
• The whole sequence of events left the unit in standby mode, with permanent loss of communication and low primary current
consumption of 0.36A.
Given the HIFI SEU rate at the time of the anomaly of ≈1 per 5 days, the probability that an SEU would produce this failure scenario ranges
from once per year to once every 90 years. For the exact scenario and sequence of events that occurred, the failure rate is estimated by the
HIFI consortium as once per 700 years.
5.7.1.2.6
Risk mitigation
To avoid a repetition of the anomaly, the following operational steps were taken, resulting in successful operation of HIFI on the back-up
power chain until final switch-off at the conclusion of the technology tests:
• Reduce load steps, avoid significant and unnecessary primary current transients associated with instrument mode transitions by
changing the operational procedures and a modified LCU state definition.
• Avoid a cold start of the LCU (see Section 4.2.1.1.1.2,
), operate the unit between 10 and 30ºC
to keep the stress on the rectifier diodes within tested ranges.
• Disable the LCU program code that can switch the standby relay after execution of the boot procedure.
• Perform explicit and regular checksum calculations after each observation verifying the integrity of the LCU memory in order to
timely capture a SEU.
• Abort operations, placing HIFI in Safe Mode when a corruption is detected.
5.7.1.2.7
HIFI recovery
HIFI recovery activities leading to re-commissioning starting on OD-251 and renewed operations are fully described in Section 2.5.2.3.1.4,
HIFI re-commissioning.
5.7.2
Other instrument/detector problems and conflicts
Most problems and conflicts requiring recovery procedures to be exercised were routine recoveries from SEUs. Established procedures delt
with these with great efficiency. On two occasions though during routine operations, highly complex situations developed when several,
unrelated problems manifested themselves simultaneously or in quick succession, obliging special measures to be taken to ensure that the
time lost was minimised. On both occasions the major re-planning activity required for recovery took in a full weekend, with recovery on
the first of the two occasions being complicated by falling over the Easter long-weekend; these recoveries required a major effort from
personnel at MOC, HSC and ICCs and the participation of many people other than those nominally On Call at the time – the rapidity and
efficiency with which recovery was made was a tribute to the dedication of the Herschel Operations Team to minimise the impact of
incidents on Herschel observing. In the argot of Herschel Operations these became known as the ”Easter 2010 Perfect Storm” and the ”Saint
Valentine’s Day Event of 2013”.
5.7.2.1
The Easter 2010 ”Perfect Storm”
A confluence of un-related issues involving SPIRE, HIFI and the spacecraft SIAM file led to a major re-planning exercise over Easter 2010.
5.7.2.1.1
SPIRE readout issues
Routine QC checks revealed that SPIRE science data was missing from OD-314 and OD-315 (Tuesday 23rd March and Wednesday 24th
March). OD-314 saw the first use of the Parallel Mode AOT after modification of the Mission Configuration to remove the PCal flash at the
start (MC S50ASTR, see Appendix C). Investigation of the anomaly with the data revealed that a command enabling detector readout was
also disabled inadvertently. This was not detected at the time because it was not at that point possible for the SPIRE ICC to test Parallel
Mode scripts on their ground H/W. PACS data for OD-314 and OD-315 was unaffected, so a decision was taken to remove all SPIRE PACS
Parallel Mode ODs from the schedule until a new MC could be delivered to fix the problem (MC S52ASTR, generated on April 9th 2010).
5.7.2.1.2
HIFI telecommand issues
On Thursday evening, April 1st 2010, it was reported that HIFI telecommands in delivered POS files were failing checks at MOC. In the
preceding week these HIFI telecommands, which had been successfully tested on the HIFI FS and which were intended to enable
capabilities inherent in the recently uploaded new HIFI OBSW, were rejected in the HSC Mission Planning system. Since the involved
instrument functionality was needed to improve the HIFI response to SEUs, the HSC systems had been adapted to facilitate the new
commands. However, detailed considerations in relation to the allowed number of bytes in a telecommand within the MOC system were
leading to rejection of the commands at MOC. This obliged a re-planning of upcoming HIFI ODs with a revised MC was needed and
accordingly a recovery plan was put in place and initiated.
5.7.2.1.3
SIAM issues
During Friday evening, April 2nd 2010 (Good Friday), PACS reported that the new SIAM, uploaded following the STR CCD cooling of OD
320 (Monday March 29th), SIAM 0320_0001, appeared to be incorrect. Pointing tests on that OD were evaluated to indicate a 10” offset for
the PACS P01 aperture, and so ≈5” offsets for all other apertures. Investigations established that the post-CCD-cooling corrections applied
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to the SIAM had the wrong sign. Because the earlier SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode problem had caused SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode AORs to
be removed from the timeline, the buffer of pointing-resilient ODs that had been planned to follow the SIAM update the the case of just
such a contingency had been removed. The substituting ODs thus, unavoidably contained a proportion of AORs sensitive to the pointing
errors caused by the issue with the SIAM file. As a consequence, re-planning with a corrected SIAM file of all ODs from the earliest
opportunity was indicated as being essential for maintaining data quality.
5.7.2.1.4
Recovery
Given the above events described, HSC on-call and key available personnel, including S/W Maintenance, Mission Planning and HSCOM,
came to ESAC on Saturday April 3rd. A 10:00 telecon with the above HSC personnel, MOC personnel, including MOC Mission Planning
and the SOM, the Mission Manage and PACS personnel in Germany, defined a recovery strategy. The earliest re-plannable OD was agreed
to be OD-328, for uplink on Sunday night April 4th in DTCP-326, giving a tight recovery timeline. Pre-requisites for a full recovery were the
delivery and testing of a new SIAM file (SIAM 0320_0002) and the delivery and testing of a new HIFI MC (HIFI MC H35). On Friday
Aptil 2nd 2010 HIFI delivered the H35CAL Mission Configuration and on Saturday April 3rd, the H36ASTR Mission Configuration, reimplementing the original way of calculating the LCU checksum and, due to the pointing issue, in the late afternoon of Saturday April 3rd,
two full ODs with PV-like observations (OD330-331), using almost all of the Planning Cycle 11 Calibration and engineering observations,
which were robust against small pointing deviations. SIAM 0320_0002 was delivered on the morning of Saturday April 3rd. HSC committed
to re-deliver POSs 328 and 329 to MOC by lunchtime Sunday April 4th. The recovery strategy was confirmed in a 15:00 telecon on that day,
involving all of the above plus additional HSC and MOC personnel, the Project Scientist, and HIFI. All the aforementioned parties had
already been involved in the recovery process since Thursday evening, April 1st. Through Saturday April 3rd and Sunday April 4th the OD
planning situation was stabilised and by end-Sunday MTLs were available for uplink up to DTCP-329 on Wednesday April 7th, covering
OD-331, which would start on Friday evening, April 9th. POSs 332 and 333 were delivered to MOC on Monday April 5th. Recovery
continued through Tuesday April 6th, with all centres back to normal work after the Easter holiday. POS-336 was delivered to MOC at the
end of Tuesday April 6th to complete immediate recovery activities. The impact of all of the above was the loss of the equivalent of ≈2 ODs
from ODs 320 through 327. Given the complexity of the overall and interrelated sequence of events and their conjunction with Easter,
meaning that the HSC, MOC and the ICCs were severely understaffed due to leave – referred to by the HSCOM who directed recovery
operations as ”The Perfect Storm” – it was felt that the recovery and damage limitation had been remarkably smooth and successful.
5.7.2.2
The 2013 ”St Valentine’s Day” Event
A major series of apparently unrelated anomalies that affected all three instruments were detected between OD-1372 and OD-1382. This
required three major re-planning exercises to recover and to minimise the impact on science observing.
5.7.2.2.1
SPIRE & HIFI switch-off on OD-1371
At AOS of DTCP-1372 (on the evening of Wednesday 13th February 2013) both SPIRE and HIFI were found to have been switched-off via
CDMS level OBCPs. Analysis by SPIRE ICC and MOC found that SPIRE H/K generation stopped abruptly at 05:41:37z on 13th February
(during OD-1371, a HIFI OD, thus this event had no immediate impact for science). H/K parameters were received nominally (without any
anomalous behaviour or content) up to the loss of H/K. This event was attributed to an SEU on the Program Memory, causing the H/K task
in the OBS to crash. Subsequently the S/C OBCP was triggered to switch SPIRE off. HIFI went off later in the same OD, at 18:36:18.1z,
shortly before the start of DTCP at 19:23:27z. and approximately 13h after the SPIRE switch-off. The two events were unconnected.
5.7.2.2.2
Re-planning
HIFI was scheduled on the telescope for OD-1374 (Friday February 15th 2013) and then again on ODs 1378-1381 (Tuesday February 19th –
Friday February 22nd). OD-1374 was re-planned as a PACS-S OD. Between the two HIFI blocks, OD-1375/1376 were scheduled as SPIRE
PACS Parallel Mode and OD-1377 as shared PACS-P/PACS-S to complete the cooler re-cycle, so there was no impact on these ODs. Given
that PACS was the only healthy instrument at this point, ODs 1378-1380 were then re-scheduled as a PACS-P observing block, finishing
with a half day of PACS-S after the end of the cooler hold.
5.7.2.2.1
Recovery activities
SPIRE was switched on again successfully in the following DTCP-1373 (Thursday 14th February 2013). Since SPIRE was not due for
observation in this period, there was no impact on SPIRE science observation time. As a first step towards recovery of the HIFI instrument,
the ICU was switched on (no other sub-unit was switched on), during DTCP-1373 (Thursday 14th February 2013). This test was successful.
A full HIFI switch-on was carried out in DTCPs 1378-1380 (Tuesday 19th February to Thursday 21st February 2013). This required a full replanning to establish a ”warm attitude” and the special thermal set-up prior to the switch-on of the HIFI ICU (on Wednesday 20th February
2013). This event led to the loss of 46.44h hours of HIFI science observation time. HIFI recovery was completely nominal.
5.7.2.2.2
PACS detector saturation on OD-1375
When standard QC checks were carried out of the SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode data from ODs 1375 and 1376, it was noticed that the PACS
red array maps showed an unusual pattern of striping. Further investigation showed that one of the two 160 micron detector arrays – Matrix
9 – was reading ”FFFF”, i.e. fully saturated. A power cycling of the PACS instrument was attempted during DTCP-1378 (Tuesday 19th
February 2013) to cure the problem without success. Despite attempts to recover the detector, including a series of tests in DTCP-1380 and
in DTCP-1385, which tried measures such as modifying the bias voltage, all attempts at recovery failed. After the power re-cycling in
DTCP-1378, the PACS-P (red) matrix 9 was no longer completely saturated. Henceforth, complete saturation only occured during the
calibration blocks, which, it is known, produced a much higher flux than the regular background. However, the flux recorded was still very
high and accompanied by very strong signal variations that were not reflected in matrix 10. At the same time, it was observed that there was
a lack of glitches on matrix 9 as compared to matrix 10. Furthermore, PACS found that the command to set-up the bias of Matrix 9 was no
longer being accepted due to a breakdown at an unknown point in the chain hence, as a result, no usable science data was being received
from the matrix. Palliative measures were put in place, although nothing could be done to avoid effects on the PACS 160 micron data
quality in SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode; all post anomaly SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode data shows striping in this band. Re-design of PACS
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photometry mini-maps and small maps allowed the effect of the missing data to be largely compensated, albeit with some small, but
inevitable loss of sensitivity and sky coverage.
5.7.2.2.3
PACS switch-off on OD-1381 and subsequent recovery
PACS was switched off by CDMS level OBCP in OD-1381 (Saturday 23rd February 2013 due to an SEU in the PACS DPU. Following the
agreement reached in a dedicated MRB, PACS(-S) was switched on again in the following DTCP (Sunday 24th February). A total of 40.81h
of observing time were lost in OD-1381 to OD-1383. The problem that had triggered the switch-off was reported by the ICC to be similar to
one which had been seen previously in OD-523. A further fast re-planning was triggered and OD-1384 to 1386 were re-planned as HIFI
days, allowing the lost HIFI time from OD-1371 and the subsequent re-plan to allow observations lost to recovery activities to be rescheduled for HIFI. PACS commanding was re-enabled successfully in DTCP-1383; recovery activities were completed in DTCP-1386.
5.7.2.3
System Source Counter (SSC) re-sets
An SSC re-set may occur as a result of an anomaly in an instrument, or due to recovery from an anomaly (a manual power re-cycling).
Identifying these re-sets is important as a jump in SSC may indicate that there is missing telemetry in the database unless there is an
identifiable cause for the jump in the SSC number. Careful examination of all identified SSC resets was thus an important part of validation
of the completeness of the TM archive. Tables of the identified SSC resets are shown below for the three instruments, along with their
cause(s). They show that, despite operating in a hostile space environment, remarkably few serious instrument anomalies occurred.
5.7.2.3.1
PACS SSC re-sets
A listing of PACS SSC re-sets observed on APIDs 1160 and 1162 (prime science channel) during the mission is given in Table 79. A
significant number of SSC resets are due to on-board software updates and to recovery activities when an issue was detected with an
instrument.
Expected
SSC

SCET Time of jump

OD

Cause

Notes

[503]

2009-0524T12:47:10.274063Z
2009-0524T12:58:44.972108Z
2009-0726T14:37:30.135891Z
2009-0726T15:47:51.219561Z
2009-0726T16:38:10.787325Z
2009-0727T14:26:34.202897Z
2009-0727T15:16:18.515885Z
2009-0922T23:15:07.839443Z
2010-0709T06:24:50.606263Z
2010-1005T16:58:07.214424Z
2010-1005T18:00:58.000188Z
2010-1019T15:12:01.681979Z
2011-0731T13:02:43.975647Z
2012-0515T19:52:16.852394Z
2013-0219T20:51:25.676665Z
2013-0223T03:52:10.036282Z
2013-0401T12:35:44.229748Z
2013-0430T14:43:18.205684Z

11

PACS initial switch-on

About 2 minutes after switch on

[130]
[12140]
[4008]
[3850]
[7816]
[4284]
[14320]
[12733]
[2671]
[2417]
[7977]
[4083]
[15651]
[11672]
[11332]
[11175]
[6219]

Switch-on activities.
74

Failed PACS OBSM update

Beginning and end of attempted update.

75

PACS OBSM update

Beginning and end of successful update.

132

PACS Power re-cycling

Carried out 23:39:00z to cure AR H_SC-41.

421

PACS automatic switch off at
06:23:33z. SEU.
PACS on-board S/W update (manual
commanding)

DMC CPU to 100% workload then
intermittent and corrupted HK to switch-off.
Start and end times of update.

523

SEU

PACS switched-off at 15:10:41z

809

PACS Manual Power re-cycling

1098
1378

PACS Manual power re-cycle start
19:48z. DPU re-start 19:52z.
PACS Manual Power re-cycling

SPU-S failure at 2011/07-29 23:32:49z.
Recovery completed at 15:02:27z
SPU-S failure at 2012-05-13 22:40:09z. Blue
array controller lost. Controller recovery.
Attempt to recover lost red array

1381

SEU in PACS DPU

OBCP switched-off PACS at 03:52z

1418

Instrument Failure (SEU)

Scrambled TM from 12:35:46z

1449

PACS passivation

Switch-off at 14:45z

510
510

Table 79: PACS SSC re-sets and their causes. The number in square brackets is the expected sequence count of the next packet, but the
count actually jumps back to (close to) zero. The time is the SCET time of the preceding packet.
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5.7.2.3.2
HIFI SSC re-sets
HIFI was switched to the back-up power chain after its anomaly on OD-82 (see Section 5.7.1, HIFI anomaly and subsequent recovery), thus
Table 80 is split into SSC re-sets observed on the prime science chain (APID 1026) and on the back-up science chain (APID 1027). Most
events can be attributed to on-board software updates and to recovery from SEUs. Events on HIFI prime (APID 1026) were:
Expected
SSC
[13632]
[5470]
[4011]

SCET Time of jump

OD

Cause

Notes

2009-0625T17:03:11.973632Z
2009-0807T15:15:09.829787Z
2009-0810T16:36:09.899760Z

43

OBSW upload

Some thermal parameters set to defaults: HIFI went into stand-by.

86

HIFI manual
switch-off
HIFI re-start

SEU caused HIFI primary power chain failure. Complete manual
switch-off as part of recovery activities.
Attempted HIFI recovery.

89

Events on the HIFI redundant chain (APID 1027) were:
Expected
SSC
[6736]
[2990]
[12962]
[4351]
[3837]
[16323]
[16004]
[15767]
[16346]
[10747]
[14411]
[2453]
[14005]
[1406]
[9657]
[11794]
[11482]
[8964]
[6575]
[12477]
[4585]
[14577]

SCET Time of jump

OD

Cause

Notes

2009-1207T21:18:21.007104Z
2009-1207T23:00:20.295354Z
2010-0212T20:12:24.516742Z
2010-0329T23:22:37.429561Z
2010-0421T21:43:36.554459Z
2010-0526T07:12:32.390912Z
2010-0526T10:50:53.400507Z
2010-0526T14:07:30.408375Z
2010-0526T17:36:19.418026Z
2010-0526T21:05:06.425803Z
2010-0826T14:36:27.646607Z
2010-0906T17:47:09.372707Z
2010-1103T17:28:56.740080Z
2010-1105T16:15:03.779792Z
2010-1129T16:54:32.851644Z
2011-0208T13:32:51.643349Z
2011-0303T11:08:30.895676Z
2011-0314T23:37:57.904504Z
2011-0415T01:40:43.774740Z
2011-0628T15:46:17.709486Z
2011-0704T15:09:08.350236Z
2011-0711T09:06:24.608322Z

208

ICU software update

SFT performed. HIFI switched off after update.

275

HIFI LCU table upload

Patch to avoid a re-occurrence of H_SC-55.

320

Smarter SEU detection implemented.

343

HIFI ICU/LCU patch
upload
HIFI OBSW update/upload

377

SEU in ICU memory

HIFI started generating corrupted packets at 03:54:20z.
Many packets failed consolidation or were rejected onboard up to 2010-05-27 20:00z.

470

SEU + HIFI ICU patch

481

Change in HIFI HK rate to
1 pkt/3s. HIFI LCU SEU.

"HIFI LCU COMMANDS DISABLED” detected during
the DTCP. ICU patch to recover an anomaly on OD-460.
CLU Checksum failure - ”HIFI LCU COMMANDS
DISABLED".
In parallel with cooler recycle.

539
541

HIFI OBSW Update

Update to version 6.4.1

565

HIFI ICU manual power
re-cycle
HIFI CDMS OBCP

SEU - Bit flip in OD-540 caused corruption of TC CRC
checks. HIFI non-responsive to commands.
HIFI instrument re-set.

636

HIFI OBSW upload

Update to version 6.5.2

659

Recovery from HIFI critical LCU SEU on OD-656.

670

HIFI manual power recycle.
Recovery from SEU

701

HIFI ICU software update

Update to version 6.5.3 and upload of LCU tables.

776

SEU recovery

782

SEU recovery

788

SEU

Recovery from an ICU PM-low SEU by standard manual
procedure.
Recovery from an ICU PM-low SEU by standard manual
procedure.
Switched off by CDMS through OBCP at 2011-07-11
09:06:24.609z. Telemetry generation stopped.

Recovery from HIFI LCU memory corruption.
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[154]
[9456]
[10996]
[7267]
[2878]
[270]
[6882]
[14340]
[9569]
[765]
[2593]

2011-0714T14:40:34.387304Z
2011-0808T11:28:36.413920Z
2011-1231T11:00:35.340085Z
2012-0308T00:01:49.679577Z
2012-0716T17:03:24.256038Z
2012-0903T17:42:57.377656Z
2012-1211T15:11:23.428026Z
2013-0211T20:48:50.590221Z
2013-0213T18:33:15.794612Z
2013-0214T20:40:30.522829Z
2013-0516T15:19:09.842098Z

792

Part of recovery from SEU on OD-788.

817

HIFI ICU switch on/switch
off test.
SEU recovery

962

HIFI ICU power re-cycle

Recovery from HIFI BSW SEU.

1029

SEU

1160

SEU recovery

1209

SEU recovery

Anomalous behaviour from 23:56:50z (TC not confirmed,
then furth TCs rejected). HIFI switch-off by OBCP 00:02z.
Warm re-start of LCU, loading software from uncorrupted
EEPROM.
No details available.

1308

SEU recovery

1370

SEU recovery

1371

SEU

Recovery from an ICU PM-low SEU by standard manual
procedure. ICU re-set at 15:11z.
Recovery from an ICU PM-low SEU by standard manual
procedure.
OBCP triggered at 18:35:34z. HIFI switched off.

1373

SEU recovery

HIFI ICU switch-on for partial SEU recovery.

1464

HIFI passivation

Last TM packet timestamped at 15:19:09.8z.

Recovery from HIFI LCU SEU in OD-816.

Table 80: HIFI SSC re-sets for HK APIDs 1026 & 1027 and their causes. The number in square brackets is the expected sequence count of
the next packet, but the count actually jumps back to (close to) zero. The time is the SCET time of the preceding packet. The re-sets marked
in red are in the period where most of the telemetry packets generated on-board were corrupted and some telemetry packets were even
rejected in-board and thus not stored in the SSMM. After HIFI recovery from the anomaly on OD-82, all activities were performed on the
back-up power chain, hence science telemetry was received on APID 1027.
5.7.2.3.3
SPIRE SSC re-sets
A listing of SPIRE SSC re-sets observed on APIDs 1284, 1286 and 1288 (prime science channel) during the mission is given in Table 81. A
significant number of SSC resets are due to on-board software updates and to recovery activities when an issue was detected with an
instrument.
Expected
SSC

SCET Time of jump

OD

Cause

Notes

[5836]

2009-0524T22:02:06.680834Z
2009-0615T18:15:00.522674Z
2009-1116T22:24:05.418645Z

11

Automatic DPU re-set

Comes 1 minute into a SPIRE REDYSTBY

33

DPU crash

Comes 1 minute into a SPIRE REDYSTBY

187

2010-1211T20:21:34.233970Z
2011-0426T20:28:38.633235Z
2011-1210T13:19:59.564842Z

577

SPIRE on-board S/W
update (manual
commanding)
SPIRE switched off by
OBCPs
SPIRE switched off by
CDMU OBCP
SPIRE switch-on in DTCP
to recovery from OBCP

2013-0213T05:43:38.796159Z
2013-0606T11:17:30.446154Z
2013-0606T12:02:49.532582Z
2013-0615T03:32:43.976268Z
2013-0617T01:37:42.924735Z
2013-0617T12:25:26.078052Z

1371

[16038]
[1321]

[4081]
[10646]
[16291]

[14105]
[15775]
[7765]
[16277]
[943]
[3998]

712
941

Last H/K TM packet from SPIRE received at 20:21:35z.
CDMU triggers switch-off start at 20:24:03z.
Similar to OD-577. Switch-off at 20:20:02z after six 5-2
events showing bad/failed TCs.
SPIRE switched-off due to an OBCP during the cooler recycle in DTCP-940. DPU power re-cycle and reload of PM
from EPROM to recover.
Part of St Valentine’s Day Massacre. OBCP triggered at
05:43:42z. H/K stopped at 05:41:37z.
Planned switch as part of technology tests.

1485

SPIRE switch-off by
OBCP
Switch to redundant chain

1493

Unknown

1495

Unknown

SPIRE being used as a passive heater for the hydrazine
after initial switch-off on DTCP-1490. Possibly due to
being on back-up chain.

1496

Spacecraft passivation

Switch-off of transponder at 12:25z.

Table 81: SPIRE SSC re-sets and their causes. The number in square brackets is the expected sequence count of the next packet, but the
count actually jumps back to (close to) zero. The time is the SCET time of the preceding packet.
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6. HERSCHEL DATA PROCESSING
6.1
The Herschel Common Science System (HCSS)
The HCSS is the heart of all Herschel operations. The HCSS concept from which the full HCSS has been developed, is explained by
Roelfsema (2006) from the instrument point of view and by Panuzzo (2008) from the Data Processing point of view. A guide to the
complete HCSS and its design and architecture is provided by Brumfitt & Zäschke (2007).
6.1.1
What is the HCSS?
The Herschel Common Science System (HCSS), jointly developed by ESA, ICCs and NHSC, provides the scientific part of the Herschel
ground segment software, giving a common software framework within which to work for instruments and the HSC. Its elements include:
• Proposal submission (HSpot) and Proposal Handling System.
• Scheduling and commanding observations (Science Mission Planning)
• Storage, access & retrieval of data, products & software (Archive)
• Data Processing (instrument calibration and data analysis)
The various data flows and processing centers of the HSO are indicated in Figure 192. The three Instrument Control Centres monitored the
instrument behaviour and carried out and analysed calibration observations. The Herschel Science Centre (HSC) planned and maintained the
overall scientific schedule of the mission and the Mission Operations Centre (MOC) maintained contact with the satellite. These five centres
and the astronomical community were interacting with the mission objects – products and software – through a common repository – the
Herschel Common Science System (HCSS). When the instruments were operated, commands were sent to the control computer inside the
instrument to carry out observations by letting it execute steps needed to set up the instrument for a measurement, reading out the signals
from the detection system and packaging the read-outs for transmission to the ground. On the ground, using calibration procedures and
parameters, the read-outs are converted to values that astronomers can use for comparison with physical models of the observed region.
Tools to support these activities are implemented in the context of the HCSS: a commanding engine, a data storage and retrieval facility and
analysis tools for scientific and calibration analysis. The full object oriented design is implemented utilising an object database with Java
and Jython based application software. In space missions, reliability and robustness is a prime condition; the software must be extremely
well tested and verified. This is especially important for software elements involved with commanding the instruments, as improper
commanding may have permanent adverse effects on instrument performance. Since it was possible that the detailed behaviour of the
instrument in flight could have changed with time – for instance, due to aging effects or subsystem failures – an essential requirement on all
software was that it is not only robust, but also easily modifiable. During the building, integration and testing of the instrument all activities
outlined above were performed and therefore the tools designed for the operational phase could be used in earlier phases as well. The joint
Herschel ground segment design team realized this in 1996 when the Herschel satellite and instruments were still in the conceptual stage.
For HCSS, development started parallel with instrument building and testing. By replacing the Mission Operations Centre with functionality
to control the instrument under laboratory conditions all other HCSS elements could be used in the same mode as envisaged during
operations. This would promote extensive ‘pre’-use of operational software during the instrument test phase providing early and extensive
user testing of this software. Additionally, for the tests, only minimal extra software facilities needed to be implemented.

Figure 192: The HCSS concept. Source: Roelfsema (2006).
6.1.2
Building HCSS
The HCSS, including Herschel DP, is written in Java, not IDL. The key considerations in this decision to choose Java over IDL were:
• Java is cross-platform and free.
• Herschel development is very decentralized and distributed. The HCSS is far too complex to be done with IDL.
• It doesn't consists only in data processing. Java provides automatic creation of documentation and testing facilities.
• It is easier to find professional Java programmers, simplifying maintenance over mission life as personnel change with time.
• Java/jython support to numerical computation is poor, but Herschel DP provides new numerical libraries
• Herschel DP is an object-oriented system.
• Even if it is written in Java, you don't need to know Java to use it!
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Herschel DP uses as scripting language Jython. Jython is a Java implementation of the Python language. Jython scripts can use Java
libraries (and, in particular, the Herschel DP libraries) Jython syntax is very simple and not too different from IDL, facilitating its use by the
Herschel community even if not previously familiar with Jython itself.
6.1.3
HCSS Database Architecture
6.1.3.1
Overall Database Architecture
The key part of the system architecture was formed by the Core Class Model (CCM), that defined the persistent classes, supported by a
Persistent Storage Manager (store), that provided an abstraction of the underlying persistence mechanism (i.e. object database). Together,
the CCM and store are roughly equivalent to the 'FINDAS' concept, used in FIRST documentation. In the final operational system, client
applications were deployed at multiple sites, including the Herschel Science Centre (HSC) and the three ICCs. There are also three-tier
applications, such as proposal submission and IA (HIPE), which were used remotely. The Versant Object Database Management System
(ODBMS) allowed a distributed database, in which the data was split across multiple servers at multiple sites. Each persistent object had an
object identifier (OID) that uniquely identified it across all databases in the whole project. Within a database system (a configured set of
databases), programs followed associations from one object to another, even if they are located in a different database of that system.
6.1.3.2
Core Classes
The central part of the whole HCSS architecture is formed by the object database. There are two parts to this:
•
The Core Class Model (CCM) defines persistence-capable classes for the problem domain.
•
The Persistent Storage Manager (store) makes objects persistent and manages access to them.
Unlike normal transient objects, that are lost when a program terminates, persistent objects remain in the database so they are available to
successive executions of a program. They may also be shared by multiple concurrent processes (with locking provided by the database).
This allows one program to create an object and another program to use it. For example the Proposal Handling system created
ObservationRequest objects and the Mission Planning system scheduled them. This provides a means for sub-systems to work together,
without having any direct communications (e.g. API calls) between them. The uplink-downlink diagram is given in Figure 193, to show how
it was carried out using the core classes. The HCSS is a distributed Object-Oriented system, centred around an object database. Each of the
major subsystems, such as proposal handling and mission planning were clients of this database. The database provided the primary means
by which the subsystems communicated with one another. For example, proposal handling created persistent ObservationRequest objects in
the database; the mission planning system used these as input, to generate observation schedules. Figure 193 shows that database
associations are created between downlink entities and the corresponding uplink entities. For example, Products are associated with the
appropriate Observation, DataFrames are associated with the BlockExceutions commands which gave rise to them and TcHistory is
associated with the relevant Telecommand. Thus, in terms of a data model, the uplink and downlink chains are tightly integrated. As a
result, it is possible to navigate, by following associations from one object to another, between uplink commands and their resulting data.
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Figure 193: The uplink-downlink diagram, showing how it is realised using the core classes. The logical flow of information follows the
blue line, although in fact the sub-systems communicate information via objects in the database, which are instances of the persistent
classes shown in yellow.
6.1.3.3
Database Abstraction
Object database technology was evolving rapidly during Herschel SGS development, but the HCSS was required to be able to operate until
at least the year 2020. It was therefore important to decouple the HCSS client applications from the underlying database, so that changes to
the database API have the minimum effect on the client applications. Ideally, all such changes should be localised in an abstraction layer,
which hides vendor-specific aspects of the database from the clients. This abstraction was provided by putting the API and implementations
in separate packages:
• herschel.ccm - CCM API
• herschel.versant.ccm - Versant implementation of CCM
• herschel.vanilla.ccm - Versant-free subset of classes of the CCM
• herschel.store - Store API
• herschel.versant.store - Versant implementation of store
The API packages provide an implementation-independent API definition, comprising Java interfaces, factory classes and exception classes.
The implementation packages were pluggable components, for a particular persistence mechanism (until 2015 this was a Versant object
database, with de-versantification being implemented during post-Operations to remove the need for Versant 51).
6.1.4
HCSS operational versions
Many HCSS operational releases were made during Flight Operations. These have continued, although at a slower pace, in post-operations.
As the HCSS was developed over many centres and used in many systems, deployment of new versions had to be carefully coordinated by
the cCCB to ensure compatibility through the uplink and downlink chains. Mission Planning, and hence Uplink, was based upon the

51

This process started at the end of May 2014 and was essentially complete by the end of June 2015.
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following versions of the HCSS software through Operations (Table 82). The first HCSS version for Flight Operations was HCSS 1, with
HCSS 0.6.6 being the final pre-flight version. For downlink, the Herschel Archive is populated with products from the latest bulk reprocessing, using the most recent major HCSS release. An HCSS version was released for Operational use by the Herschel cCCB (the Core
Configuration Control Board that receives reports from feeder CCBs and which has ultimate control over the configuration of all Herschel
operational software). The cCCB would authorise an HCSS release for Operational use only on having the appropriate tests reports available
and showing correct behaviour of the software after thorough testing. The cCCB would then indicate from which OD that software was
approved for use in the Uplink and Downlink chains. The number of the HCSS version indicates the type of release. Major new releases
with considerable new functionality are indicated by an increment in the first digit: e.g. from 9 to 10. These are planned long in advance as
major milestones in HCSS development. Important releases are designated with an increment in the second digit: such releases may add a
significant new functionality. Incremental releases are indicated by an increment in the third digit: these are usually relatively minor patches
that are designed to fix issues that are found after release, or that are sufficiently minor so as not to be blockers for a major release, but
which it is desirable to include in the software without waiting for a major release to do it; such incremental releases are made when
necessary. Occasionally a number may be missed out in Table 82. This may happen for various reasons. The intermediate version may have
been a ”failed build” which did not pass Acceptance Testing (the patch did not fix the problem, or was found not to be properly
implemented), or several patches may have been released in quick succession, of which only the latest version was approved for operational
use by the cCCB.
HCSS version
HCSS 1.0.1
HCSS 1.0.2
HCSS 1.0.3
HCSS 1.0.4
HCSS 1.0.5
HCSS 1.0.6
HCSS 1.0.7
HCSS 1.0.8
HCSS 1.0.9
HCSS 1.1
HCSS 1.1.1
HCSS 1.1.2
HCSS 1.1.3
HCSS 1.1.4
HCSS 1.2.0
HCSS 1.2.2
HCSS 1.2.5
HCSS 1.2.7
HCSS 2.0.1
HCSS 2.4.0
HCSS 2.5.0
HCSS 2.7.0
HCSS 2.8.0
HCSS 2.9.0
HCSS 2.11.0
HCSS 3.0.1
HCSS 3.0.2
HCSS 3.1.1
HCSS 3.2.0
HCSS 4.0.0
HCSS 4.1.0
HCSS 4.3.0
HCSS 5.1.0
HCSS 5.2.0
HCSS 5.3.0
HCSS 6.0.0
HCSS 6.0.1
HCSS 6.0.2
HCSS 7.2.0
HCSS 7.3.0
HCSS 8.1.0
HCSS 8.2.0
HCSS 8.3.0

Range of Operational use
ODs 1-9.
ODs 10-16.
ODs 17-25.
ODs 26-28.
ODs 29-38.
ODs 39-64.
ODs 65-69.
ODs 70-74.
ODs 75 -85.
ODs 86-105.
OD 106 – 124
OD 125 – 142
OD 143 – 162
OD 163 – 166
OD 167 – 176
OD 177 – 202
OD 203 – 220
OD 221 – 259
OD 260 – 300
OD 301 – 315
OD 316 – 329
OD 330 – 352
OD 353 – 356
OD 357 – 361
OD 362 – 372
OD 373 – 382
OD 383 – 417
OD 418 – 432
OD 433 – 442
OD 443 – 499
OD 500 – 515
OD 516 – 619
OD 620 – 643
OD 644 – 665
OD 666 – 672
OD 673 – 678
OD 679
OD 680 – 859
OD 860 (& re-planned 855) – 873
OD 874 – 1028
OD 1029 – 1080
OD 1081 – 1162
OD 1163 – 1184
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HCSS 9.0.0
HCSS 9.1.0
HCSS 9.2.0
HCSS 10.0.0
HCSS 10.0.2

OD 1185 – 1281
OD 1282 – 1311
OD 1312 – 1364
OD 1365 – 1400
OD 1401 – 1497

Table 82: Operational HCSS versions used for Mission Planning. The pre-launch Operational version of the HCSS was 0.6.6.
6.2
Herschel Data Products
Herschel data products are referred to by Level number to indicate the degree of processing involved, where Level 0 is the lowest degree of
processing and Level 3 the most highly processed products.
6.2.1
Level 0 products
Level 0 is raw telemetry data as measured by the instrument. They might be minimally formatted before its ingestion into the Herschel
Science Archive. Level 0 data are automatically generated by the data processing pipeline.
6.2.2
Level 1 products
Level 1 products are detector readouts calibrated and converted to physical units, in principle instrument and observatory independent.
Normally, when a user re-processes data manually, it will be done starting with Level 1 data.
6.2.3
Level 2 products
Level 2 data are Level 1 data further processed to such a level that scientific analysis can be performed. Level 2 data are the most highly
processed products possible for a single observation and thus constitute the most advanced level of processing that an individual observation
will undergo. As such, they are not final in the sense that they do not combine scan and cross-scan, or unite the individual elements of a
mosaic into a final map, so will still contain the artefacts that the combination of scan and cross-scan is designed to remove. Many of the
processing steps involved in the generation of Level 2 data may require human interaction for optimal results thus, although Level 2 data
can, in principal, be published, it is not always the best possible processing of data. Automatic pipeline processing is done as ”one size fits
all” and thus some of the parameters will not be optimal for all observations – users may get better results by re-processing the observations
with different combinations of parameters and may desire to experiment with multiple different combinations of parameters to see which
give the best results for a particular observation. Level 2 products should be suitable for Virtual Observatory access.
6.2.4
Level 2.5 products
Level 2.5 products merge observations into a single product. Given that there are so many types of Herschel observations, what this means
is radically different according to the instrument and observation type. In general, Level 2.5 data takes two or more linked observations (e.g.
a (usually concatenated) scan and a cross-scan on the same target) and combine them into a single, final, processed observation. For the
principal types of observation in the Herschel data archive, the definition of Level 2.5 products is as follows:
• SPIRE level-2.5 products are pairs of scan maps taken in the nominal and orthogonal directions.
• PACS Level 2.5 photometric products are maps combining scan and cross-scan AORs taken on the same sky field.
• PACS Level 2.5 spectroscopic products combine two observations obtained on-target and on a nearby reference off-position in the
un-chopped range scan observing mode.
• HIFI Level 2.5 map data products are re-gridded cubes for each of the polarisations and backend sub-bands associated to a given
observation.
• HIFI Level 2.5 spectral scan data products are deconvolved level-2 spectra.
Level 2.5 products are designed to be science ready. For SPIRE point-source photometry, little will generally be gained by re-processing the
Level 2.5 products manually so the Level 2.5 products can be used for photometry as is. The automatic pipeline processing for extended and
semi-extended sources may not give the best possible results and the user is recommended to re-process. Similarly, for PACS, large maps
always require careful manual processing. For spectroscopy the rule is that re-processing is always required to get the best possible results.
6.2.5
Level 3 products
Level 3 data is the most highly processed data that the Herschel archive offers. These Level 3 data products are available for PACS and
SPIRE only as the only instruments that offer a large area photometric sky mapping capability. They are image mosaics obtained by
merging all of a subset of contiguous observations belonging to the same proposal with at least a minimum degree of overlap so, for
example, the Level 3 product will take all the individual, overlapping maps that a proposal has executed of a field – for example, the
Galactic Pole – and will combine them into a single large map. As such, Level 3 products can be huge. The Hi-GAL proposal covers the
entire 360 degrees of the Galactic Plane covering a 1 degree wide strip (i.e. ≈1% of the sky) in a single mosaic. This means that generating
and handling the products requires considerable resources, as a single mosaic may combine nearly one thousand individual AORs. Not all
observations can contain Level 3 products. The complete list of PACS and SPIRE observations processed with the latest HCSS version for
which Level 3 products are available at: http://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/herschel/data-products-overview. In numerous cases the final Level
3 product may be the combination of more than one hundred AORs.
6.2.6
User-Provided Data Products
All Key Programmes were awarded observing time conditional on the archival value of their results and, as such, were committed to
submitting processed data (source catalogues, images, maps, etc.) to the Herschel Archive that were the result of their observations. These
are User Provided Data Products (UPDPs). OT1 large programmes were not committed to submitting UPDPs, although one of the key
elements of their HOTAC assessment was the archival value of the data. For other GT and OT programmes the PI may submit the data
voluntarily, but is under no obligation to do so. All UPDPs go through a process of checking on submission to ensure that the contents of the
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delivery are complete and readable, following a standard format, best practices and have standard keywords that can be used to identify the
Metadata. Details of the format and submission procedures are given in the Herschel Data Products Contributors Guide. PIs are encouraged
to add ancillary data to their deliveries when these enhance their value. These can be SEDs for their source sample, model fits, reference
spectral line lists, or supporting observations taken with other space or ground facilities. In summary, UPDPs are:
• Interactively reduced data provided to the Herschel Science Centre by the observers (initially from the Herschel Key Program
consortia only, that committed to do that explicitly, but not excluding other programmes as well, on a voluntary basis).
• Stored in the HSA and made available to the astronomical community after validation.
• Must follow provided guidelines in terms of format and associated documentation.
Each Key Programme defined what products it would offer in a telecom with the HSC. In some cases this could involve providing not just
the final, reduced observation, but also the various levels of intermediate products that were generated to produce it. UPDP deliveries are
tracked in a dedicated Web Page at the URL: http://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/herschel/user-provided-data-products. Deliveries are linked to
a delivery note that may be a dedicated ReadMe, or a published article that describes the data and its reduction (in this latter case,. UPDPs
are not made public until the associated data paper is published). Catalogues can be extremely large when large areas of sky were observed
to deep levels. However, when photometric data from PACS and SPIRE were combined for large areas, the different resolution for the
different PACS and SPIRE bands – close to a factor of 10 between PACS 70 micron and SPIRE 500 micron – means that there might be
several PACS 70 micron targets within the SPIRE 500 micron beam at any particular point on the sky and, as a result, it is often impossible
to associate unambiguously targets detected at different wavelengths. Similarly, there was no guarantee that a source detected at 70 and 100
microns with PACS is the same as a source in the same coordinates detected at 500 microns with SPIRE (it could be evidence of a longwavelength excess, or a totally unrelated background source). This meant that each target detected in each filter had to be listed as a separate
entry in the catalogue, increasing the catalogue size still further – the largest photometric catalogue submitted as a UPDP had approximately
one million entries, but referring to a only few hundred thousand discrete individual targets.
6.2.7
Herschel User Contributed Software
The Herschel user community has been invited to contribute with their own Herschel data reduction and analysis software, or other web
resources to the overall effort of improving Herschel Data Processing capabilities. This includes any software or routines developed
specifically to reduce Herschel data sets. Basic guidelines describing how to contribute with your own software scripts and tools (within
HIPE or otherwise) are provided in the document ”Herschel Tools Contributor's Guide". A list of User Contributed Software and its
description are provided, instrument by instrument, in the Herschel User Contributed Software page.
6.2.8
Highly-Processed (Expert-reduced) Data Products (HPDPs)
Some Herschel data sets are especially complicated to reduce due to artefacts that cannot be treated reliably in an automated fashion, or
because they present a scientific content that is so rich that it is difficult for the non-expert user to exploit it to its fullest possible extent
(HIFI spectral scans present a classic case of such problems). As a result, some data sets required expert data reduction to get them to the
most-processed state possible and to exploit the science content of the data to its fullest possible extent for future legacy. One of the final
tasks of ICCs before the end of post-Operations was to identify those AORs that require expert processing and to prepare and supply the
corresponding expert-reduced data products. Such products are similar to UPDPs (see Section 6.2.6, User-Provided Data Products), but may
be even more highly processed and take into account the reality that it is likely that only a relatively small proportion of AORs will have
been provided as UPDPs, while the ability of future users to process data to highly-processed level is likely to erode rapidly post-POPS.
Similarly, there are many un-released calibration observations (i.e. these are observations taken in non-science modes that are not suitable
for release), that have valid science content and that would otherwise not be made available for science exploitation unless processed as
Expert-reduced data and made available through the Archive. The detailed knowledge involved in generating Expert-reduced data sets
depends on the availability of tools and the capability to make value judgements on best procedures that normally only ICCs possess and
that are difficult to synthesise in Cookbooks. This knowledge will be lost progressively as post-Operations end and the ICCs close down.
6.2.9
Standalone browse products
Since 17th March 2014 the Herschel Science Archive (HSA 5.2 and later) has offered the option to download 'Standalone Browse Products'
from the Herschel User Interface (using the standard retrieval options or by right clicking on the postcard) and from the Postcard Gallery.
These 'Standalone Browse Products' are not necessarily 'science ready' products. They are provided for 'quick look' purposes. At this point,
Level 2 and Level 2.5 FITS products generated by the standard Herschel data processing pipelines are distributed as 'Standalone Browse
Products'. They will evolve in the future with the objective to become simpler and easier-to-use products.
6.3
Standard Product Generation
Standard Product Generation is the generation of processed data – products – from Herschel telemetry and the population of the Herschel
Science Archive with these products. Standard Product Generation may be carried out in any one of several ways.
6.3.1
Systematic processing
All data was processed systematically on downlink from the satellite using the latest available version of the pipeline software to give an
instant assessment of data quality and of any issues that might be present. A watchdog process checked for TM completion, and the
generation and reception of the Auxiliary File for the Attitude History (AHF, the pointing product), Out Of Limits (OOL) and Time
Correlation (TCF). The process checked every 30 minutes for 23 cycles to see if all the Auxiliary Files and the TM completion flag had
been generated. Once the watchdog found all the necessary files, it would launch the automatic pipeline processing. This would process all
the data using the current operational version of the Herschel Common Science System software (see Table 82) and populate the Archive
with processed products (i.e. reduced images and spectra) that could be used for a first look at the data and for quality control.
6.3.2
Bulk reprocessing
When a major new HCSS release was made – and for some important intermediate releases where relevant new functionality was added that
enhanced the resulting data products – the entire database would be re-processed systematically with the new version of the software, re-
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populating the Archive with new products. The aim was to ensure that the data products that a user will retrieve when mining the Archive
are the best available. A typical re-processing of the full database would take of the order of two months to complete, generating the
products up to Level 2 initially and then being re-run to generate the Level 2.5 and Level 3 products. The Archive retains the products
obtained with the last three bulk re-processings so users can compare the differences between the reduced data from the latest versions of the
pipeline and can decide to use an older version of the processed data for consistency, if convenient.
6.3.3
On-demand reprocessing
On demand processing was a request from a user to re-process an observation, or a list of observations, in the Archive with the latest version
of the pipeline software. This could be particularly useful if there has been a significant change in the software, or in the calibration since the
last bulk re-processing and a new bulk re-processing exercise was not due for some months. Carrying out on-demand re-processing was only
recommended for re-processing relatively small numbers of observations.
6.3.4
Manual re-processing
Pipeline processing and On Demand re-processing were automatic. They used the best set of default parameters available and, for many
observations, particularly of point sources, or small maps, gave quite adequate results. However, for some observations it is preferable to
control the process and to set the parameters by hand to optimise the reduction. This is done by manual re-processing of observations with
HIPE by means of Interactive Analysis.
6.4
Quality Control
All AORs were subjected to Quality Control procedures. This included any incident of note in automatic processing that would affect data
quality (e.g. if it had failed processing, or had given an error), the SPG version used to process the data, etc. The final step was for an
instrument expert to carry out a careful visual inspection of the data to assess it for more subtle problems such as possible stray light,
glitching, standing waves, etc. that could affect data quality, preparing a detailed assessment of each observation that was included in its
quality control report.
6.5
Herschel Interactive Processing Environment (HIPE)
6.5.1
What is HIPE?
The Herschel Interactive Processing Environment (HIPE) is a set of tools that allows a user to reduce Herschel data interactively using the
same routines as are used for Standard Product Generation. HIPE enables the user to:
• Access data from the Herschel Science Archive
• Perform interactive data reduction from raw data to publishable products, using Herschel-provided and user-developed routines,
both in GUI form or in console-batch mode
• Visualise and manipulate data
• Perform science analysis
• Get access to context-sensitive documentation and help
6.5.2
HIPE documentation
A large amount of HIPE documentation is available to users. For a brief introduction to HIPE, there is a ”Quick Start Guide“ document,
with basic information about how to get started with HIPE. For more detailed information on HIPE and its functions the fundamental
resource is the HIPE Owner’s Guide, which guides you through all aspects of installation, managing and extending HIPE through plug-ins
and how to get started with scripting. For detailed information on reducing and analysing Herschel data for each instrument, see the
Instrument Data Reduction Guides listed below.
• PACS Data Reduction Guide: Spectroscopy (PDF and HTML)
• PACS Data Reduction Guide: Photometry (PDF and HTML)
• SPIRE Data Reduction Guide (PDF and HTML)
• HIFI Data Reduction Guide (PDF and HTML)
In addition, instructional video tutorials about data analysis, data access and data structures are available on the 'Herschel Academy'
YouTube channel.
6.5.3
Usage statistics
As of January 26th 2016, there have been 11910 downloads of the 76 different HIPE versions released from HIPE 0.6.7.1_workshop to HIPE
14.0.0. Typically, away from major releases, a total of approximately 50 downloads of the different HIPE versions are made per week. As
Herschel moved through Flight Operations through to post-Operations the number of downloads of major new releases showed a steady
upward trend. HIPE 7.3 was the first version to have more than 400 downloads (428), with HIPE 8.2 the first to pass 500 downloads (517).
Since then, HIPE 9.0 (694), HIPE 10.0 (797), HIPE 12.1 (1074) and HIPE 13.0 (825) have shown the growing size of the HIPE user
community. Of the the more than eleven thousand HIPE downloads, the breakdown by OS is shown in Table 83. A slow trend to increasing
numbers of Windows, particularly Windows 64 bit, downloads through post-Operations is seen in the figures.
Linux
Mac
Windows

32 bit
9.4%
N/A
10.8%

64 bit
31.5%
N/A
12.7%

Total
40.8%
35.7%
23.5%

Table 83: HIPE download statistics for different OS versions.
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7. THE HERSCHEL SCIENCE ARCHIVE (HSA)
7.1
Introduction
The Herschel Science Archive (HSA) is the repository for all Herschel observations and telemetry. All data received from the satellite were
placed in the archive, along with the corresponding standard data products resultant from automatic pipeline processing. Herschel standard
data products were systematically generated by the Herschel Data Processing pipeline and made available to the users through the HSA
typically 1-2 days after an observation had been executed and re-processed each time a major new release of the pipeline was made. Today
all Herschel science data (~23,400 hours of observing, ~37,000 AORs) are publicly available, and there are science-ready calibration
observations (~2600 hours of observing, ~9000 AORs) available too, giving a total of 45484 science-ready observations. In addition User
Provided Data Products (UPDPs) and Highly Processed Data Products (HPDPs) are served by the HSA.
7.2
HSA Contents
By using the HSA, astronomers can search, browse, select and retrieve Herschel data products as explained in Chapter 1 of the Herschel
Data Analysis Guide. For every Herschel observation, data populating the HSA consist of the observational products generated by the
pipeline containing the scientific data together with the calibration and auxiliary products as described below. In addition, associated quality
information, generated to support archive users in the assessment of their scientific products, is also included. The HSA is also progressively
being populated with both User Provided Data Products (UPDPs), interactively reduced data provided to the Herschel Science Centre by the
observers (initially from the Herschel Key Program consortia only, that commited to do that explicitly, but not excluding other programmes
as well, on a voluntary basis), but also and Highly Processed Data Products (HPDPs) that take data sets that are particularly rich, or difficult
to reduce and apply the best possible expert reduction to the data. The HSA provides data products as FITS format files at different levels of
data processing which can be used, as is for science-ready products, or as a starting-point for further processing within HIPE or with any
other user-owned data processing package.
7.2.1
SPG products
A wide range of Herschel data products are available, both in 'scope' and 'level'. Most of them are automatically generated by systematic
pipeline processing performed at the Herschel Science Centre (HSC) using the Herschel Data Processing system and made available through
the Herschel Science Archive (HSA). These products are labelled with the version of the SPG (Standard Product Generation) software used
for their production, others are interactively generated UPDPs or HPDPs. The Herschel products (not all of direct interest for the observers)
consist of:
- Observational products
• Contain the scientific data resulting from the Herschel observations.
o Classified depending on the level of the processing of the data they contain, ranging from raw data to highly
processed scientific data (see below).
o Generated per observation (AOR), in contrast to highly processed products that may result from the combination of
data from several observations (AORs).
- Auxiliary products
• Contain all Herschel non-science spacecraft data required directly or indirectly in the processing and analysis of the scientific
data.
• Normally generated per Herschel Operational Day, with the exception of the Herschel Pointing Product that is generated per
observation.
- Calibration products
• Contain the parameters that characterise the behaviour of the satellite and the instruments.
• There are uplink and downlink calibration products. Downlink calibration products are used in the processing of the raw data to
produce astronomically calibrated products in which the instrument artefacts have been removed.
- Quality control products
• Gather a summary of the information required to evaluate the technical quality of the executed observation and the products
generated, and provide a global quality assessment.
- User Provided Data Products (UPDP)
• Interactively reduced data provided to the Herschel Science Centre by the observers (initially from the Herschel Key Program
consortia only, that commited to do that explicitly, but not excluding other programmes as well, on a voluntary basis).
• Stored in the HSA and made available to the astronomical community after validation.
• Must follow provided guidelines in terms of format and associated documentation.
7.2.2
Browse products
The latest versions of the Herschel Science Archive (HSA 5.2), i.e. those released since 17th March 2014, have offered the possibility to
download what are termed 'Standalone Browse Products' from the Herschel User Interface (using the standard retrieval options or by right
clicking on the postcard) and from the Postcard Gallery. 'Standalone Browse Products' are not necessarily 'science ready' products. They are
provided for 'quick look' purposes. At this point, Level 2 and Level 2.5 FITS products generated by the standard Herschel data processing
pipelines are distributed as 'Standalone Browse Products'. They will evolve in the future with the objective to become simpler and easier-touse products. PACS Spectroscopy 'Standalone Browse Products' are only available for those observations processed with version 13.0 and
later of the standard Herschel data processing pipelines.
7.2.3
User Provided Data Products (UPDPs)
The Herschel Science Archive contains products obtained by processing the observations data through an automatic processing pipeline.
This corrects well a number of instrumental artifacts in an automatic fashion. However, in many cases, the final products can, however, be
significantly improved by processing them further, e.g. by means of the interactive analysis software tools available within HIPE, or with
the help of other external tools and/or user contributed software. The resulting products are called Highly Processed Data Products (HPDPs).
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In a broader sense this definition includes catalogues and atlases. As agreed at the time of submission of the Key Programme observing
proposals, KP consortia were committed to deliver to the HSC the User Provided Data Products corresponding to the data obtained as part
of the Science Demonstration Phase. In addition, on a best effort basis, they are also expected to continue contributing with additional User
Provided Data Products corresponding to the results obtained as part of their core programmes as they become published in the refereed
literature. A full list of UPDPs supplied, checked and available for download can be found in the UPDP listings.
7.2.4
Other products
The HSA also offers a postcard gallery to users that has been updated (Figure 194) wih every bulk re-processing of the Archive. They
consist of a selection of Level 2 and Level 2.5 FITS products generated by the standard Herschel data processing pipelines. 'Standalone
Browse Products' are not necessarily 'science ready' products. They are provided mainly for 'quick look' purposes but, in many cases of the
simpler to process AOTs, are quite close to the best possible result from manual processing.
7.3
HSA Database Architecture
The HSA database architecture is shown in Figure 195. The basic architecture is quite simple. The system hangs from a dedicated Versant
database – Herschel database 1, or Herdb01 – with Systematic Product Generation carried out using the computing power of the ESAC
Grid. Products are placed in the HSA via the HINPORT interface. Users – astronomers – interact with the database via the web through the
HUI or, on occasion, through the HAIO using a dedicated address (archive.esac.esa.int)., which also handles bulk product transfer.
7.4
The HSA User Interface
The HSA can be accessed either from HIPE, or from the HSA web pages using a Java-based Applet. On opening HIPE the user is invited to
log in to the HSA via the box at the bottom of the screen to be allowed to retrieve data and products. Alternatively, you can start the HSA
User Interface (HUI) by using Java Web Start from the HSA web page. This allows the user to search for an retrieve observations using
many different search parameters including position, OBSID, instrument and AOT. The HUI also allows users to search only for UPDPs, or
only for observations from a particular proposal. More details of how to use the HUI to retrieve data can be found in the HIPE Quick Start
Guide, while full details of how to use the HUI are given in Chapter 1 of the Herschel Data Analysis Guide.

Figure 194: A typical postcard as served by the HSA postcard server. The Leval 2.5 data for the 250, 350 and 500 micron SPIRE images
are presented within a sky coordinate grid, with the relevant information on the observation presented in a table to the right. By clicking on
the ”Data Download” button you obtain the Standalone Browse products for the observation.
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Figure 195: The HSA database architecture showing its interactions. Source: O’Rourke, 2010.
7.5
HAIO: Interactions with HCSS
Since HSA version 4.3, users also have the option to access the HSA directly without invoking the user interface applet. To access the HSA
data directly through the Archive InterOperability System (HAIO) the user has to enter via the HAIO web interface. This interface only
provides very limited functionality compared to using the HUI java application, which is the preferred option. HAIO permits both Metadata
requests to be used to retrieve the metadata details of observation file(s) and Data requests to be used to retrieve an observation file.
7.6
Publications Tracking
The success of a mission is defined by the quantity and the quality of the science that it provides. The most common method of
measuring scientific output is the number of scientific publications, which is measured using a standard set of criteria common across
ESA missions to define what is a Herschel (or Planck, or XMM-Newton, or…) publication. Only refereed publications are included.
Abstracts of all kinds, as well as non-refereed papers and conference proceedings are not included. Pre-prints (e.g. posted on arXiv.org >
astro-ph) are not included. However, journals normally post articles online before the paper issue is available, and these articles are
included. The list of qualifying publications is generated by using the ADS Astronomy and Astrophysics searches followed by manual
inspections of the ”hits” using the standard criteria for selection. It has been updated typically twice a month and maintained by the
Herschel Project Scientist. For more information, see: http://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/herschel/scientific-publications. The list itself is
provided in two complementary ways, in the standard ADS ”short list format" (you can use ADS to generate other formats) and through
a web interface that provides additional functionality in terms of searching and sorting. The ADS listing is the ”master", the web
interface database is regenerated daily based on the ADS listing. The Web interface listing gives the number of citations for each paper
(as of the end of February 2016 there are 39913 citations to 1588 Herschel papers: 2 Herschel papers have >1000 citations already and
53 have ≥100) and the number of Herschel observations on which the paper is based. By clicking in the number in the #Obs column, a
listing of the observations from the observing log is obtained. The Web list may be filtered by many criteria, including instrument and
AOT to allow a more detailed breakdown of information to be produced.
7.7
Using the HSA
The HSA can be used in many different ways according to the needs of the user. A good guide to the ways that the HSA can be used is
found in Verdugo (2015). Figure 196 shows a decision tree for the four most typical ways that a user will wish to interact with the HSA,
showing the different options available to query and process observations in the archive. For each of the four typical situations shown in
Figure 196 the user follows a workflow as detailed below:

Figure 196: An HSA decision tree and workflow. Image: HSC.
Workflow #1: You want data for a specific observation and you know the OBSID.
1. Log into the HSA using your Herschel username and password.
2. If you want all data for the observation to download to your computer (recommended only for single observations), in the query results
tab of the HUI, click the download icon to access a Retrieve Products menu, from which you can select what parts of the observation to
download. Choose All to download the entire observation. Once you have made your choice, you are prompted to save the tar file with the
observation.
3. If you want to browse parts of the observation in HIPE, in the query result tab, click the download icon to access a Send to External
Application menu. With this you can choose whether to browse the whole observation or just a portion of it. Select an option and, if the
connection between the two applications (HUI and HIPE) is well established, a pop-up window appears with the message VOTable sent
successfully to external application. The data starts to load into HIPE automatically.
Workflow #2: You want to browse the archive by position, observing mode and/or proprietary status.
1. Log into the HSA.
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2. Search for data in the HSA. Most items in the HUI have small speech bubble icons next to them. Click a speech bubble icon to obtain
help on the relative item. To define your query, set all the relevant fields in the Search tab. You can search for observations by position,
instrument mode, proprietary status, observer, or program identifier. Click Query to run your search. A new tab opens with the observations
matching the query. Click the ”table” icon to switch between a compact and expanded view of the results.
3. A query made with the HUI returns a table with one row per observation. Click the magnifying lens icon to display additional
information, including an enlarged version of the observation thumbnail image, if available. Information about the quality of science data in
an observation is held in a special product called Quality Control Report. It includes the assessment of the execution of the observation by
the spacecraft and the instruments, the evaluation of the success of the data processing, the outcome of the systematic inspection of the final
product and, if required, the instrument specialist and community support astronomer analysis. In the query results page of the HSA
interface, every observation displays the status of the quality control process and a Quality Report button to access the Quality Report
summary.
Workflow #3: You want a list of observations for a specific program but you don't know the OBSIDs.
1. Using the HSA User Interface: First, log into the HSA then, query the archive following the instructions in step 2 of Workflow #2.
2. Use the online observing log. A query made with the HUI returns a table with one row per observation. Click the magnifying lens icon to
display additional information, including an enlarged version of the observation thumbnail image, if available. Information about the quality
of science data in an observation is held in a special product called the Quality Control Report. It includes the assessment of the execution of
the observation by the spacecraft and the instruments, the evaluation of the success of the data processing, the outcome of the systematic
inspection of the final product and, if required, the instrument specialist and community support astronomer analysis. In the query results
page of the HSA interface, every observation displays the status of the quality control process and a Quality Report button to access the
Quality Report summary. With the list of OBSIDs in hand, you may proceed with any of the other workflows to download or browse data.
Workflow #4: You have a list of multiple OBSIDs and you want to download the data for all of them.
1. Log into the HSA.
2. Download the data, requesting either the processing version currently in the archive, or re-processing using the current pipeline release:
a. To download the data currently in the archive, To select data for retrieval, tick the checkbox to the left of each record of the observations
list, and then click the shopping basket icon at the top of the table. Alternatively, add one observation at a time by clicking the shopping
basket icon in the observation's table row. A Shopping Basket Overview window appears with the observations you have added. Once you
have added all the observations you wanted to the shopping basket, click the large shopping basket icon on the HUI toolbar to open the
Shopping Basket tab. You can remove one or more observations from the shopping basket by ticking the checkboxs on the corresponding
rows and then clicking the Remove All Selected icon in the top row of the table. You can also add more observations at any time by going
back to the query results tab. Once you are happy with the contents of the shopping basket, click the Submit Request button. After a short
while you receive an email message with the FTP location where your data are stored. You can then download the data as a tar file.
b. Using the online observing log. Search for the observations you want to reprocess, as in step (b) of Workflow #3. Select the observations
for which you would like to request on-demand reprocessing, by ticking the checkbox next to the observation record. Click the shopping
cart icon in the toolbar of the HSA User Interface. The Shopping Basket tab opens. Click the On Demand Reprocessing tab. Click Submit
Request. To monitor the status of your on-demand jobs, choose Windows → On Demand Monitor in the HSA User Interface. Once the
reprocessing has been completed, you receive an email notifying the availability of processed data for FTP retrieval. The new products are
delivered in a zipped file. Unzip this file in your favourite directory and load the observations into HIPE by using the Navigator view or the
getObservation task.
7.8
The evolution of HSA during the Herschel mission
As of February 2016, the version of the HSA is 7.1, released on December 9th 2015. A listing of past HSA versions with their associated
updates can be found in the HSA Twiki, while a summary of all release versions back to HSA 3.5 is available from the HSA news webpage.
As for all other Herschel systems, the HSA has gone through many and profound changes during the mission to improve the user experience
and to add new functionality. Initially many of these changes concerned interactions with HIPE and how results were presented to the user.
• A major landmark was HSA 4.0.1, released on May 16th 2012. In this version the Herschel Science Archive was completely reengineered to offer improved performance and a better user experience. The HSA User Interface provided offered a more modern look
and feel, including all the functionalities previously provided, plus many new ones to hable and present results panels better.
• Version 4.3, released on October 24th 2012, incorporated the HAIO interface and the Herschel Postcard Gallery for the first time.
• Version 5.0, released on 9th September 2013, included UPDPs for the first time, while version 5.2, released on 17th March 2014,
added the retrieval of standalone browse products to the options for users.
• A further major upgrade was made in version 6.1, released on 26th February 2015, when the Advanced Instrument Query Panel was
made available for the first time. This new functionality offers the possibility to perform more refined queries on instrument-specific
observational parameters like band, wavelength, filter, map size. These queries are performed via four dedicated tabs, one for each subinstrument mode: HIFI, PACS Photometry, PACS Spectroscopy, SPIRE Photometry and SPIRE Spectroscopy.
7.9
Herschel Science Archive Usage Statistics
Usage statistics show (Figure 197) that HSA accesses have increased steadily in number since early mission phases, although with
occasional large peaks – the largest number of accesses in a day was registered in June 2011, with over 1.5 million: this high level of
activity was sustained over several weeks. In early mission phases the typical number of daily accesses was around fifty thousand. By EoH
the number of accesses was averaging around one hundred thousand and, in mid post-operations that number has increased to one hundred
and fifty thousand, with peaks close to two hundred thousand.
8. HERSCHEL CROSS-CALIBRATION
Cross-calibration is relevant where there is an overlap in spectral coverage between two instruments or two missions and it is of interest to
compare directly observations of the same target. The aim is to ensure that the observer will obtain the same result when observations taken
at different epochs and with different instruments are compared.
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Figure 197: HSA access statistics. The number of HSA accesses per day has increased steadily from ≈50000 per day in late 2009, to
≈120 000 per day in mid post-operations, although with occasional, much higher peaks. Data supplied by the ESAC SAT Team.
8.1
Cross-Calibration Strategy
The range of coverage of the three Herschel instruments and their overlap is shown in Figure 198. The overlap ranges include several strong
lines – listed in Table 84 – of CO and [C II] that are suitable for cross-calibration observations, in which the same line can be observed with
two, or even all three instruments and the results compared.

Figure 198: Spectral coverage for Herschel for the three instruments. A small range of wavelengths around 200 microns (1.5THz) are
covered by all three, allowing a single line to be observed with HIFI, PACS and SPIRE. In all other cases lines are accessible to two of the
three instruments only. See Table 84 for details of the lines observed. Image: Puga et al. (2015)
While the full range covered by the three Herschel spectrometers extends from ≈50-671μm, only a more limited range is covered
simultaneously by two or more instruments and thus available for cross-calibration. The applicable ranges are:
• 193-213μm – HIFI band 6a – 6b with SPIRE FTS.
• 240-625μm – HIFI bands 1a – 5b with SPIRE FTS.
• 157-220μm – HIFI bands 6a – 7b with PACS.
• 193-220μm – PACS with SPIRE FTS.
• 193-213μm – HIFI band 6a – 6b with PACS and SPIRE FTS.
However, PACS shows a red leak beyond 190μm in which the filter for the PACS 2nd order spectrum affects the PACS 1st order spectrum;
this range requires a specific calibration to recover the fluxes in 1st order spectra. As the range affected by the red leak is the same one that
overlaps for all three instruments the comparison of data becomes challenging. However, the overlap zone between PACS and HIFI Bands
7a and 7b does not suffer from this problem.
8.1.1
Calibration sources and models
Five lines of 12CO of differing degrees of excitation and one of [C II] were identified as suitable for cross-calibration. The CO lines
represent emission from the cool molecular gas lost from evolved stars by strong stellar winds. In general the objects that show these lines
are massive super-giants, AGB stars, post-AGB stars and planetary nebulae. The [C II] line, in contrast, is one of the strongest cooling lines
for evolved stars; [C II] emission is produced in the circumstellar environment as CO is photo-dissociated. The list of lines is given in Table
84, while the sources used for cross-calibration are shown in Table 85.
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Table 84: Lines used for Herschel cross-calibration. The 12CO (6−5, 8−7 & 10−9) lines were observed with SPIRE and HIFI; the 12CO
(16−15) and [C II] lines with PACS and HIFI; and the 12CO (16−15) line with all three instruments. Source: Puga et al., 2015.

Table 85: Cross-calibration targets for Herschel. (1) Targets with a PACS CII 157.741 micron line, for which the line strength is weak for
HIFI’s sensitivity. (2) Coordinates as determined from PACS 70 micron images. Source: Puga et al,, 2015.

Figure 199: Measured ratio of SPIRE/HIFI flux for four lines from Table 84 for the ten cross-calibration sources listed in Table 85.
(Source: Marston, 2015).
8.1.2
Limitations, caveats and accuracy of calibration
Calibration accuracy for Herschel has a series of caveats and limitations depending on whether we mean absolute calibration or relative
calibration. The situation can be summarised as follows (Marston, 2015):
1. Be aware that many sources are not point sources – small extended sources should be treated with care for spectroscopy. Later
software for Herschel allows better spectral corrections for SPIRE and PACS. See, for example, Wu at al., 2013.
2. Care with flux extraction – different extractors can give notably different results.
3. “Standardised” extraction is being used in the forthcoming Herschel Point Source Catalogue (in 2017), but for PACS and SPIRE
only (see Marton, 2015 and Schulz, 2015) for details.
4. Limitations on absolute calibration come from calibration models (~4-5%)
5. Repeatability on calibrators for photometers is excellent, 1-2%
6. Spectroscopy has good calibration to within 7-8% across the instruments – for bright objects.
7. Consistency between Spec/Phot and between instruments is good
8. SPIRE photometry is in agreement to less than 0.5% with PACS photometry and of a similar order compared to Planck HFI.
9. Asteroid, planetary atmosphere calibrators showed major improvement by comparison to Herschel data over the mission.
8.2
Internal cross-calibration
8.2.1
Between the Herschel spectrometers
The consistency of calibration between spectrmeters is calculated from measurements of the flux of lines common to two instruments in
multiple targets. This gives the measured figure of 7-8%. Figure 199 shows the measured ratio of SPIRE/HIFI flux for four lines listed in
Table 84 for the ten cross-calibration sources listed in Table 85.
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8.2.2
Photometric versus Spectroscopic measurements
Overall, when comparing photometry with spectroscopy, the agreement is typically within 2% for bright sources. The consistency of PACS
and SPIRE photometry (via stellar models) is <1%. An example is shown in Figure 200.

Figure 200: A stellar disk spectrum observed with different facilities from 1-500 μm, showing the the good agreement between photometry
and spectroscopy calibration: cross-calibration between PACS photometry and PACS spectroscopy on the one hand and PACS against
Spitzer and IRAS on the other. Green dots are IRAS photometry at 12, 25, 60 & 100μm; blue dots are PACS photometry at 70, 100 & 160
μm; the red curve is the Spitzer spectrum and the black line the PACS SED scan from the DIGIT Key Programme. (Source: Marston, 2015).
8.3
External cross-calibration
An essential element for observers is to be able to combine data not just from different Herschel instruments, but also from different
facilities. For example, many projects wished (and still wish) to combine Herschel and Planck data to obtain an SED over the full range
from the far infrared from sub-millimetric to centimetric wavelengths. Similarly, as ALMA becomes an increasingly important, there is
growing interest in being able to combine Herschel and ALMA data. To do this requires not just the cross-calibration between Herschel
instruments to be known and defined, but also that between different observatories for which dedicated cross-calibration campaigns have not
been carried out.
8.3.1
Cross-calibration with Planck
8.3.1.1
Wavelength overlap between Herschel and Planck
Herschel observed between ≈50 and 672μm and Planck between 350 and 10000μm (in frequency terms the ranges were Herschel
(nominal 52) 448GHz to 5.3THz and Planck 30-857GHz), thus there was an overlap region between 350 and 672μm (448-857GHz) in which
the two ranges overlapped. This overlap region was covered by SPIRE and HIFI for Herschel and by HFI for Planck. There was no
wavelength coverage overlap between Planck and PACS, thus Herschel-Planck cross-calibration refers only to SPIRE and HIFI. The
overlap region was covered by the 545 and 857GHz (550 and 350μm respectively) bands of Planck/HFI, the 350 and 500μm bands of the
SPIRE photometer, as well as the majority of the 303-671μm SPIRE FTS low frequency range, by HIFI Bands 1a, 1b, 2a, 2b and part of 3a.
8.3.1.2
SPIRE and HFI/Planck photometry
A working group was set up to examine this issue during the mission. The consistency beyween SPIRE and HFI is found to be within 2% at
350 and 500 microns and nearer to 5% at 250 microns (this is an extrapolation to a SPIRE waveband with no HFI equivalent). A schematic
of how comparison is made between SPIRE and HFI maps is shown in Figure 201:

The low frequency limit for PACS is very much a matter of definition. The requirement for the lower wavelength bound was 60μm. However, PACS line
spectroscopy allowed shorter wavelengths to be entered, although with an increasingly low detector efficiency. A few successful observations were carried
out on bright target of the strong OIII line at 51.81μm but, at this wavelength the sensitivity of the detector was very low indeed. For most applications the
lower wavelength limit of the PACS Spectrometer was taken to be 57μm.

52
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Figure 201: A schematic view of how SPIRE photometry is compared with equivalent photometry from Planck/HFI (Source: Marston,
2015).

Figure 202: Measured flux to model flux ratio for the five Herschel fiducial standard stars for Herschel and three other satellite and
ground-based observatories, colour-coded by facility: Spitzer/MIPS, grey; PACS & SPIRE, blue; ISO/ISOPHOT, green; CSO/SHARE, red.
Agreement is good across the full range of wavelength. (Source: Marston, 2015).
8.3.2
Cross-calibration with Spitzer/MIPSand and with other ground- and space-based facilities
Apart from Planck, Herschel covers a range of wavelengths that overlaps, for example, with Spitzer’s MIPS camera at the short wavelength
end and with the Caltech Sub-millimetre Observatory’s SHARC instrument at the long-wavelength end. In the PACS range there is overlap
with ISO’s ISOPHOT cameras. Verification of cross-calibration with other space-based and ground-based observatories was thus of
considerable importance for Herschel science, particularly where this involved follow-up observations of previously observed sources. An
example of cross-calibration is shown in Figure 200, comparing PACS spectroscopy with Spitzer spectroscopy, IRAS photometry and
PACS photometry. Although there is a small gap elength end of the Spitzer spectrum and the short wavelength end of the PACS SED scan,
it is evident that the two spectra do join. In the same way, the PACS photometry lies almost exactly on the calibrated spectrum and in good
agreement with the (less accurate) IRAS photometry. Cross-calibration for the five Herschel fiducial standards is shown in Figure 202. The
error bars on the CSO/SHARC data are rather larger than for the three space-based observatories, but the data show that there is good
agreement between the observed fluxes and the models from the shortest MIPS wavelength out to 500μm, allowing data from different
facilities to be combined with some confidence.
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8.4
How Successful is Herschel’s Cross-Calibration?
Cross-calibration observations – both specifically targeted campaigns and serendipitous cross-calibration combining Herschel observations
with archival data from other facilities – shows good internal agreement between Herschel data and also good agreement between Herschel
data and a variety of other far-infrared facilities. Although there are some important caveats – treatment of extended and semi-extended
sources requires particular care as pixels sizes differ in different ranges – cross-calibration observations show that both the internal and
external consistency of Herschel data is excellent. PACS and SPIRE photometry are consistent to <0.5%. SPIRE and Planck/HFI are
consistent at a similar level. Similarly, there is good agreement between photometry and spectroscopy. These facts demonstrate that
Herschel users can have a high degree of confidence in their data.
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Appendix A: Far-Infrared Astronomy
A.1 FAR-INFRARED UNITS
A1.1 PACS AND SPIRE
Units are Jansky, formerly known as the Flux Unit. The Jansky is is a non-SI unit of spectral flux density, or spectral irradiance, equivalent
to 10−26 watts per square metre per hertz. The flux density or monochromatic flux, , of a source is the integral of the spectral radiance, ,
over the source solid angle:

The Jansky itself is defined as:
(SI)

(cgs)

A1.2 HIFI
Units are antenna temperature (TA*) derived from a chopper-wheel calibration scheme Marston (2015). HIFI’s calibration is explained in
detail in Mueller et al. (2014). HIFI internal flux calibration (antenna temperatures) is calibrated against observations of internal ”hot” and
”cold” loads, performed regularly during science observations. To convert from antenna temperature to absolute flux on the sky (in Jy),
absolute flux-calibration factors are derived from astronomical observations. HIFI uses Mars observations, from which the beam shape is
determined, to determine also absolute flux calibration factors for HIFI’s 14 mixers. The aperture efficiency ηA links antenna temperatures
T lA to the integral of the source structure weighted by the beam shape, where the subscript Ω denotes integration over the forward
hemisphere (solid angle 2π):
T΄A (φ0, θ0 ) = ηA Ag/λ2 ∫ ∫Ω P (φ − φ0, θ − θ0 ) T (φ, θ, λ) dΩ
P (φ, θ) denotes the beam pattern (normalised to unity at nominal pointing, i.e., at 0,0); T (φ, θ, λ) denotes the flux distribution of the source,
expressed in Rayleigh-Jeans brightness temperatures (with φ and θ denoting RA and dec here) at wavelength λ; Ag is the geometric area of
the entrance pupil of the telescope and equals πD2eff/4 with Deff = 3.283 m in the case of Herschel (up to HIPE 13, the convert K2Jy task
currently used Deff = 3.280 m, which implied a negligible difference – this was however put in synchronisation in the HIPE 13 software
update).
A.2 ASTRONOMICAL BACKGROUND RADIATION
A.2.1 FAR-INFRARED BACKGROUND
A.2.1.1 TELESCOPE BACKGROUND
The Herschel telescope was located outside the cryostat and protected by the sunshade from direct radiation from the Sun. The measured
telescope temperature was in the range 83-90 K and showed an annual variation due to the changing heliocentric distance of the Earth and
thus L2 (see Section 5.2.2, Thermal Performance). At this temperature, even given a low emissivity, the source contribution is almost
always only a small fraction of the telescope background. For comparison, the telescope background flux was of the order of 1000 Jy, while
that of Uranus was ≈250 Jy and Neptune ≈100 Jy. Therefore, a precise characterisation of its behaviour is of critical importance. The
telescope background depends primarily on:
• The average temperature: the data gathered indicate that the temperature was some 5K higher than predicted pre-launch
(this was compensated by the lower telescope emissivity, see below). On the other hand, the overall trend, characterised by a
monotonic temperature increase with a maximum amplitude of some 6K, is well correlated with the 'seasonal' temperature
evolution mode.
• The effective emissivity: beyond 100μm, this has a stronger influence on the telescope background level than the
temperature. It has been observed that a 1% reduction in emissivity gave a greater improvement than a 5 K reduction in
temperature. The predicted (modelled) telescope emissivity was ≤0.4%/0.8% (for clean/dusty samples; Fischer et al., 2004).
Results from PACS photometer observations suggest that the actual telescope emissivity was quite significantly lower (about
half the predicted figure; Okumura, priv. comm.)
• The straylight (see Section 5.2.3, Straylight).
Small spatial and temporal temperature gradients were important for background stability. The the primary mirror (M1) requirements were:
• Maximum temperature difference along the S/C Z axis <10 K (predicted <0.5 K)
• Maximum temperature difference along the S/C Y axis <1 K (predicted ≈0.0 K)
• Along the S/C Z axis: dT/dt <13.0 mK/min
• Along the S/C Y axis: dT/dt <1.3 mK/min

A2.1.2 CELESTIAL BACKGROUND
Thermal emission from interstellar dust (known as interstellar cirrus) dominates the FIR Sky Background (FIRSB) at lower Galactic
latitudes, while the Cosmic Far-Infrared Background (CFIRB) is more significant towards higher Galactic latitudes, also dominating the
confusion noise in the PACS and SPIRE photometric bands. Intrinsically diffuse and unresolved components of the FIRSB are (in
descending order of their relative contribution, see Vavrek, 2006 and Kiss, 2007:
1. Diffuse galactic light (interstellar cirrus): quasi-thermal emission of dust in low density gas clouds in the Milky Way. This is
the dominant component for wavelengths λ > 70μm.
2. Zodiacal light and emission from the asteroid belt: this is the dominant component of the sky background at MIR
wavelengths.
3. Cosmic far-infrared background (CFIRB): accumulated and unresolved light of distant galaxies.
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4. The cosmic microwave background (CMB): the CMB also has an important contribution in strength, but the fluctuation
amplitudes are small, and well below the detection limits of PACS and SPIRE.
5. Intergalactic diffuse emission
6. Integrated starlight: the integrated contribution from faint stars in the Milky Way is an important component for near- to
mid-infrared wavelengths, but has a negligible contribution for longer wavelengths, e.g. those of PACS and SPIRE, as even the
coolest stars are far from the black body peak, even at the shortest PACS wavelengths.
A detailed description of the different components of the FIR background is given in the Herschel Confusion Noise Estimator (HCNE) tool
Science Implementation Document (Kiss, 2007). While the zodiacal light emission is a major contributor to the sky brightness in the MIR
range, it is less important for the FIR and sub-mm wavelengths. Moreover, this emission is quite smooth, lacking fluctuations on arcmin
scales (the angular resolution of the ISOPHOT instrument on board ISO). Smaller scale fluctuations are likely to exist, but the presence of
such structures have not been been confirmed by the observations of the Spitzer Space Telescope. Confusion noise due to the integrated
FIR-sub-mm emission from faint asteroids, individually below the detection limit, has been investigated by Kiss, 2007 (and references
therein): the distribution of asteroids concentrates towards the local anti-solar direction, with a corresponding peak of the confusion noise in
the anti-solar point, and an extended cloud present around the maximum. Seasonal variations are also detected. The confusion noise induced
by the cloud of asteroids would only be significant in the area around the anti-solar direction, but this area of the sky was closed to Herschel
anyway due to the satellite's Sun constraint (see Section 4.1.6.1, Solar Aspect Angle Constraints), so the asteroid cloud component is not
considered in the HCNE. The HCNE tool, hosted on a server at NHSC, could be accessed as a standalone service to provide background
estimates (see the HSC website for more information), or through the HSpot proposal preparation tool: this service ceased to be supported
after the shutdown of NHSC, as confusion noise can be calculated directly from the processed data in the HSA for any observation.

Figure 203: The brightness of the night sky, excluding the contribution of the extragalactic background (from Kiss, 2007, adapted from
Leinert et al. 1998, A&A, 127, 1). The spectral ranges covered by the PACS and SPIRE instruments of the Herschel Space Observatory are
indicated. Atmospheric contributors, affecting ground-based observation in the optical and NIR, have been also displayed. In the absence of
confusion, the far infrared sky is darkest around 350 microns where zodiacal light, CMB and cirrus are all close to their minimum values.
The interstellar medium shows a strong concentration of emission around the Galactic Plane, conspicuous at many wavelengths. However,
the cirrus emission is not limited to low Galactic latitudes. It consists of thermal emission of dust in low-density, cool interstellar HI clouds
(typically with T»20K and n≤102cm-3), showing a smooth, modified blackbody SED. It is a strong source of emission, and dominates the
sky for wavelengths λ>70μm, even at high Galactic latitudes. Cirrus emission is highly structured, and shows a typical filamentary structure.
The main characteristic of the cirrus emission is its spatial structure at a specific wavelength. This is usually described by the spectral index,
a, of the power spectrum of the image, averaged over annuli (Kiss et al., 2003). With this parameter the power spectrum is P=Po(f/fo)a,
where P is the power at the spatial frequency f and Po is the power at the spatial frequency fo. Due to this parameterisation the structure of
cirrus is equivalent to that of a fractal. According to Kiss, 2007, cirrus confusion noise can be generally described by the equation:
σcirrus = c1 x (λ/D)1-α/2 x Bη
Here σcirrus is the confusion noise due to the cirrus component, B is the surface brightness of the field α is the spectral index of the
logarithmic power spectrum, averaged in annuli (see Kiss, 2007 and references therein), λ is the wavelength of the observation and D is the
effective diameter of the telescope's primary mirror. The parameters c1 and η have to be determined by measurement. This is used within the
HCNE to compute the noise due to cirrus emission. Details of the computations are given in Kiss, 2007. In many practical cases, Galactic
cirrus confusion noise has been found to be easily parameterised as follows (see for instance Dole et al., 2003 and references therein):
σcirrus ~ 0.3(λ100)2(Dm)-2.5‹Bλ›1.5
where σcirrus is given in mJy, λ100 is the wavelength ratio λ/(100 μm), Dm is the telescope diameter in metres and ‹Bλ› is the sky brightness in
MJy/sr. If we consider fiducial values ‹B70› = 0.12 MJy/sr and ‹B160› = 1.5 MJy/sr (corresponding to NHI = 1020 cm-2) and Dm = 3.5, we get
that σcirrus (70 μm) = 0.22 μJy and σcirrus (160 μm) = 0.08 mJy.
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A.2.1.2 CONFUSION NOISE
Source confusion is an additional noise factor closely related to the astronomical background. The sensitivity limit due to confusion is
determined by the telescope aperture, observation wavelength and the position on the sky. The sensitivity cannot be improved by increasing
the integration time after reaching the confusion limit. The most important contributions to source confusion are:
• Structure of the CFIRB, as well as resolved and partially resolved extragalactic sources dominate at high galactic latitudes.
• Small-scale structure in cirrus clouds may dominate at intermediate Galactic latitudes. The contribution depends heavily on
the level of cirrus emission at the position on the sky.
The confusion noise is usually defined as the (stochastic) fluctuations of the background sky brightness below which sources cannot be
detected individually. In addition to the diffuse Galactic foreground cirrus component, these fluctuations are caused by intrinsically discrete
extragalactic sources in the beam. A classic example of source confusion is seen in the SPIRE image of the Lockman Hole (Figure 204), in
which, over the image, the background is defined only by the fainter, unresolved sources. A confused field in which, additionally, there is
confusion due to cirrus emission is shown in Figure 205. Due to the limited telescope diameter compared to the wavelength, these
fluctuations play an important, if not dominant, role in the total noise budget in extragalactic surveys carried out in the MIR, FIR and submm range. Moreover, the noise due to extragalactic sources depends strongly on the shape of the source counts at a given wavelength.

Figure 204: An example of source confusion. This SPIRE image of the Lockman Hole (the red layer is 500 microns, green is 350 microns,
blue is 250 microns) the surface density of galaxies is so great that the entire image is filled. The background is not dark sky, but instead it
is composed of fainter and more distant galaxies on which the brighter galaxies are superimposed.
There are two different criteria to derive the confusion noise, and thus the detectability of a pointlike or compact source:
• First, the target source flux should be well above the average background fluctuation amplitude. This is the basis of the
”photometric criterion”, derived from the fluctuations of the signal due to sources below the detection threshold Slim in the beam.
• Second, the observed source should be far enough from its neighbours to be properly separated; this is the basis of the ”source
density criterion", which is derived from a completeness criterion and evaluates the density of the sources above the detection threshold
Slim, such that only a small fraction of the sources are missed because they cannot be separated from the nearest neighbour.
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Figure 205: An example of source confusion compounded by cirrus emission. In this section of the ATLAS survey a region of cirrus
emission can be seen near the top of the image, adding to to the confusion caused by the high density of sources.
Generally, we should compare the confusion noise derived from both criteria, in order not to underestimate it artificially. The confusion
noise, σc, and confusion limit, Slim are defined as follows using two alternative, different criteria to derive the confusion noise, and thus the
detectability of a pointlike or compact source:
• The first criterion is that the target source flux should be well above the average background fluctuation amplitude. This is
the basis of the ”photometric criterion", derived from the fluctuations of the signal due to sources below the detection threshold
Slim in the beam.
• Alternatively, the observed source should be far enough from its neighbours to be properly separated; this is the basis of the
”source density criterion”, which is derived from a completeness criterion and evaluates the density of the sources above the
detection threshold Slim, such that only a small fraction of the sources are missed because they cannot be separated from the nearest
neighbour.
Generally, we should compare the confusion noise derived from both criteria, in order not to underestimate it artificially. The confusion
noise, σc, and confusion limit, Slim are defined as follows:
where ƒ(θ,φ) is the instrumental 2D beam profile, that can be approximated by a Gaussian profile with the same FWHM as the expected
PSF, or by an Airy function, S is the source flux density (in Jy) and dN/dS is the differential source number counts (in Jy-1sr-1). Then, the
total noise is computed by adding in quadrature the different noise contributions, in this case the photon (and instrumental) noise and the
confusion noise, i.e. σtotal = (σp2 + σc2)½. The photometric criterion is defined by choosing the S/N ratio qphot between the faintest source (of
flux Slim and the noise σc due to fluctuations from beam to beam caused by sources fainter than Slim, as given by the implicit equation:
qphot = Slim / σc(Slim)
q is usually chosen to be between 3 and 5, depending on the specific objectives. The source density criterion is defined by setting the
minimum degree of completeness of the detection of sources above the limiting flux Slim, which is driven by the fraction of sources lost in
the detection process due to a nearest neighbour source with flux above Slim too close to be separated given an instrumental beam size. For a
given Poissonian source density N(>S), the probability P of finding a nearest neighbour with S ≥ Slim at a distance closer than the minimum
angular separation θmin is given by:
P(< θmin) = 1 - exp(-πNθ²min)
An acceptable probability limit is Pmax = 0.1. The minimum distance is usually parameterised using the FWHM of the beam profile θmin =
kθFWHM, and 0.8 ≤ k ≤ 1. Fixing the probability we obtain the corresponding ”source density criterion” limiting density of sources:
NSDC = -ln(1-P(<θmin)) / πNk²θ²FWHM
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The instrumental beam area, is given by Ω ~ 1.14θ²FWHM. Therefore, for P = 0.1 and k = 0.8, the density is 1/16.7 sources/beam. The limiting
source flux, SSDC is thus determined by using existing number counts results and a suitable model for infrared galaxy evolution extrapolating
the data to the appropriate wavelengths and (faint) flux levels. The confusion noise, σSDC is computed using the same relation as for the
photometric criterion, as the S/N ratio qSDC = SSDC / σSDC. The Herschel confusion noise levels due to extragalactic sources in the different
instruments/bands are computed from deep maps on 'blank' fields. The preliminary results (Magnelli et al., 2013 – for PACS – and
Béthermin et al., 2012 – for SPIRE) are shown in Table 86 along with the values predicted by Lagache et al., 2003 using number counts
derived from a phenomenological model based on template spectra of starburst and normal galaxies, and on the local infrared luminosity
function. This model has been found to be in very good overall agreement with ISOCAM at 15 μm, with ISOPHOT at 60 and 170 μm and
with SCUBA at 850 μm (see references within Lagache et al., 2003). Confusion level predictions for Herschel/PACS were also computed by
Dole et al. 2004a, based on Spitzer/MIPS number counts from Dole at al, 2004 and from Papovich et al. 2004 shown in Figure 206.
Additional data on Herschel source counts at 100 μm can be found in Sibthorpe et al., 2013. They obtain SSDC(70 μm) = 0.16 mJy and
SSDC(160 μm) = 10.0 mJy. Please refer to the specific instrument Handbook for an up-to-date information regarding confusion noise.

Table 86: PACS (top) and SPIRE (lower) measured confusion noise, compared to predictions computed according to photometric and
source density criteria.

Figure 206: Cumulative (left) and differential (right) 24 μm number counts from Papovich et al., 2004. The differential counts have been
normalised to an Euclidean slope, dN/dSn ~ SV -2.5. The curves show predictions from different recent models, including that from Lagache
et al., 2003.
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A.3 FAR-INFRARED ASTRONOMICAL CALIBRATORS FOR HERSCHEL
Full details of Herschel calibrators and calibration models can be found in the Herschel Flux Calibration Model pages.
A.3.1 PLANETARY PRIMARY CALIBRATORS

Mars
Uranus
Neptune

Instrument
HIFI
SPIRE, HIFI
SPIRE, HIFI

Model

Notes
Primary HIFI calibrator

ESA-5

A.3.1.1 MARS (DEVELOPED BY LELLOUCH/MORENO):
This was the main model used for HIFI calibration. It was used also to measure and model the beam of HIFI (see Jellema 2015; Ph.D. thesis,
U. Groningen, The Netherlands). Data used for calibrating the HIFI beams that included predicted Rayleigh-Jeans temperature maps for the
Mars observations are included in: HIFI beams and Mars Rayleigh-Jeans temperature maps for HIFI calibration observations.
A.3.1.2 URANUS (DEVCELOPED BY MORENO/ORTON):
This was the main planet model used for the calibration of the SPIRE spectrometer (FTS) as Neptune was too faint. Several versions of the
model were made over the lifetime of the mission as feedback from Herschel observing and cross-comparisons enabled more precise
information to be included in the atmospheric model. The final model used by the SPIRE spectrometer team was labelled ESA4 and
produced by Glenn Orton (JPL).
• ESA4: Includes Spitzer data for constraining the continuum, but no lines (see Orton et al, 2014)
• The approximate error on the fluxes for the final model is ~5% absolute (peak-to-peak).
A comparison between ESA2 and ESA4 models (effectively the beginning and end of mission models) finds that the models show ~+2%
increase in model flux at PACS wavelengths and up to ~+4% increase in flux in the SPIRE/HIFI range going from ESA2 to ESA4. Later
model information was also able to be compared to Planck (a simultaneous mission with Herschel) and WMAP results. Quasi-simultaneous
Uranus and Mars measurements by HIFI allowed an accurate comparison to the Mars calibrator used by HIFI, which shows consistency
well within the error bars (~2%).
A.3.1.3 NEPTUNE (DEVELOPED BY MORENO):
This was the main model used in the SPIRE photometer. Also checked/used in HIFI calibration. The initial atmospheric model was
gradually updated as Herschel data (predominantly spectroscopic lines) pin down more precise atmospheric conditions over the course of
the mission. The final model used by SPIRE was ESA4. ESA5 is a slightly better fit but, compared to the ESA4 model, the fluxes have no
noticeable differences within the SPIRE spectral range.

Figure 207: The Neptune prime calibrator model against all available measures, showing the HIFI measurements with their corresponding
error bars. The red and blue lines superimposed represent the ESA model fits to the data. Image: Marston (2015)
A.3.2 ASTEROID CALIBRATORS
Four large and well-characterised asteroids were defined to cover the flux regime between 0.1 and 1000 Jy (Müller et al., 2014):
 (1) Ceres
 (2) Pallas
 (4) Vesta
 (21) Lutetia
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A.3.2.1 GENERAL ASTEROID MODELLING RESULTS
Müller et al., 2014 found the following general results related to the 4 asteroids from Herschel observations and posterior modelling:
• The new asteroid models predict the observed fluxes on absolute scales with better than 5% accuracy in the in the 50 to 700 μm
range. This means that the effective size and albedo values in the model setup are of high quality.
• Shape and spin properties dominate the short-term brightness variations: the shape, rotation-period and spin-axis approximations are
sufficient for the purposes of Herschel calibration.
• In general, the rotational and seasonal flux changes are modeled with high quality to account for short-term (rotational effects on
time scales of hours) and long-term (effects with phase angle and changing distance to the Sun on time scales of months or years) object
variability.
• The ”default” description of the thermal properties is sufficient to explain the observed far-IR/sub-mm fluxes. It should be noted that
the Vesta emissivity is very different from the emissivity model used for the other objects.
• The asteroid surfaces of all 4 asteroids are very well described by a low-conductivity, hence low thermal inertia surface regolith with
very little heat transport to the nightside of the object (they are observed at phase angles up to about 30°).
• There are indications that Vesta has a broad shallow mineralogic emission feature which contributes up to 4% to the total flux
measured in the PACS 70 μm band.
A.3.2.2 HERSCHEL-RELATED OBSERVING RESULTS:
Müller et al., 2014 found the following results in the Herschel observations of the 4 asteroids
• The PACS chop-nod and scan-map derived fluxes agree very well (within 1%), although there seems to be a small tendency that the
chop-nod fluxes are slightly underestimated for very bright targets.
• The SPIRE observation/model ratios for Ceres, Pallas, and Vesta are 2–5 % higher than the PACS related ones. This could be
related to the very different calibration schemes of both instruments, but there is also the possibility of a model-introduced effect (e.g.,
related to the object emissivity models).
• The reduced and calibrated HIFI continuum fluxes for Ceres agree very well with the PACS measurements and confirm the high
photometric quality of the HIFI continuum measurements.
A.3.2.3 CERES, PALLAS, VESTA, AND LUTETIA AS PRIME CALIBRATORS
Müller et al., 2014 found that overall, their thermophysical model predictions for the four asteroids agree within 5% with the available (and
independently calibrated) Herschel measurements. The achieved absolute accuracy is similar to the ones quoted for the official Herschel
prime calibrators, the stellar photosphere models, the Neptune and Mars planet models, which justifies to upgrade the four asteroid models
to the rank of prime calibrators. The four objects cover the flux regime from just below 1000 Jy (Ceres at mid-IR) down to fluxes below 0.1
Jy (Lutetia at the longest wavelengths). Based on the comparison with HIFI, PACS and SPIRE measurements and pre-Herschel experience,
the validity of prime calibrators ranges from mid-infrared to about 600 μm, connecting nicely the absolute stellar reference system in the
mid-IR with the planet-based calibration at sub-mm/mm wavelengths. In summary:
• The new TPM setup for the four asteroids predicts the observed fluxes on absolute scales with better than 5% accuracy in the
wavelength range 50 to 700 μm and for phase angles between ∼15° and ∼30°.
• Outside the Herschel PACS/SPIRE wavelength range and even for extreme phase angles, we still expect that the absolute accuracy
of the TPM predictions are better than 10%.
A.3.3 FIDUCIAL STELLAR CALIBRATORS
A.3.1.1 THE SAMPLE OF CANDIDATES
Six stars were found to be most suitable from multiwavelength studies as potential fiducial stellar calibrators for Herschel (Dehaes et al.,
2011) of which four were eventually adopted by PACS, plus a fifth star from outside the Dehaes core sample that had been initially
excluded due to a lack of data at 350 and 450μm (Müeller et al., 2011). The following stars showed no measureable excess at <220μm in the
study by Dehaes et al., 2011 and are thus were found to be the most suitable potential candidate fiducial standards for PACS: α Boo; α Cet;
β UMi; α Tau; β Peg & γ Dra. The main characteristics of these stars are shown in Table 87. The following stars from the above list show no
measureable excess at <670μm and are thus were also found to be suitable potential fiducial standards for SPIRE: β UMi; α Tau; β Peg & γ
Dra. In addition, β And showed no excess to 100μm and only a small excess at 1.2mm so, even though it was not considered as a prime
fiducial candidate due to the lack of data at 350 and 450μm, it was adopted by PACS as one of the five prime standards that were good
blackbodies at PACS wavelengths. One further star, σ Lib, shows no measureable excess in the PACS and SPIRE ranges, but there is a
severe lack of observations at wavelengths beyond 100μm with which to test the models. Müller et al. (2011) also considered α CMa (Sirius)
– a very bright Vega analogue – which is also listed in Table 88, but was excluded in the validation process due to the presence in PACS
data of an obvious 160 μm excess.
α Boo
α Cet
α Tau
β Peg
γ Dra
β UMi
β And

Spectral Type
K2 IIIp
M2 III
K5 III
M2.5 III
K5 III
K4 III
M0 III

Mbol
-0.90±0.05
-3.09±0.13
-1.72±0.06
-3.34±0.11
-2.07±0.07
-1.71±0.07
-3.14±0.11

B−V
1.23
1.66
1.54
1.67
1.52
1.51
1.58

Table 87: The main characteristics of the stars found to be suitable candidates to be fiducial standards for Herschel (adapted from Dehaes
et al., 2011). More detailed information is given in Table 88 for the stars selected by PACS.
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A.3.3.2 MODEL FLUXES
Based on early analysis of Herschel observations of potential calibration stars and presentations during the Herschel calibration workshop in
December 2010 at ESAC, it was decided to use only the following 5 fiducial stars for the final analysis: β And, α Cet, α Tau, α Boo, γ Dra.
The monochromatic flux densities at 70.0, 100.0 and 160.0 μm for these 5 stars are given in Table 88. The model fluxes were derived using
the SOSMARCS LTE code of Plez et al. (1992), which is a refined version of the original MARCS code of Gustafsson et al. (1975). The
MARCS code models the atmosphere of F and K stars – with validity out to early M giants – with the atmosphere being essentially a black
body at PACS wavelengths.
Temp Model flux [mJy]
HR
HD
HIP
ID
Name
RA (J2000)
Dec (J2000)
SpType
[K]
70 µm 100 µm 160 µm
337
6860
5447
β And
Mirach
01:09:43.9236 +35:37:14.008 M0III
3880
5594
2737
1062
911
18884
14135 α Cet
Menkar
03:02:16.8
+04:05:24.0
M1.5IIIa 3740
4889
2393
928
1457 29139
21421 α Tau
Aldebaran 04:35:55.2387 +16:30:33.485 K5III
3850
14131 6909
2677
5340 124897 69673 α Boo
Arcturus
14:15:39.6720 +19:10:56.677 K1.5III
4320
15434 7509
2891
6705 164058 87833 γ Dra
Etamin
17:56:36.3699 +51:29:20.022 K5III
3960
3283
1604
621
2491 48915
32349 α CMa Sirius
06:45:08.92
-16:42:58.0
A1V
10150 2955
1427
545
Table 88: Information on the selected fiducial stars for PACS point source flux calibration. Monochromatic flux densities at 70, 100 &160
μm are given. α CMa was excluded finally due to an apparent excess in the red band (systematically seen in chop-nod and mini scan-maps).
A3.3.3 HERSCHEL OBSERVATIONS OF FIDUCIAL STANDARDS
A total of 653 AORs (150.6h, including overheads), with a were executed successfully, were dedicated to Herschel observations of the five
fiducial standards in PACS Phometry, SPIRE Photometry and SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode, distributed as shown in Table 89:
AOT
SPIRE Photometry
SPIRE PACS Parallel Mode
PACS Photometry
All Photometry

AORs
256
16
381
653

Total Time
85.1h
13.4h
52.1h
150.3h

Table 89: Herschel observations of fiducial calibration stars taken in photometric modes.
α Boo
α Cet
α Tau
β And
γ Dra
Total

PACS

SPIRE

Total

46
42
46
36
211
381

31
10
22
11
198
272

77
52
68
47
409
653

Table 90: Observations of the five fiducial standards, distributed by instrument. The number of AORs executed successfully is shown for
each star. Almost two-thirds of all calibration observations were made of γ Dra, giving a large and homogenous data set for this star for
both PACS and SPIRE.
A3.3.4 AGREEMENT BETWEEN STAR AND ASTEROID FLUXES
The flux calibration for PACS derived from the 5 fiducial stars agrees within better than 1% with the response derived via a sample of
asteroids (see A.3.2 Asteroid Calibrators). Since both types of calibrators have very different SED-shapes and very different flux
levels at NIR/MIR-wavelength, the agreement in the fluxes obtained by different methods means that the existence of NIR/MIR filter leaks
can be excluded with very high confidence.
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Appendix B: Herschel Scientific Observations
B.1 PERFORMED KEY PROGRAMMES
B.1.1 SOLAR SYSTEM
• KPGT_pharto01_1, “Water and Related Chemistry in the Solar System", PI: Paul Hartogh, 293.7 hours allocated.
• KPOT_thmuelle_1, “TNOs are Cool: A Survey of the Transneptunian Region", PI: Thomas Mueller, 372.7 hours allocated
B.1.2 ISM/STAR FORMATION
• KPGT_aabergel_1, “Evolution of interstellar dust", PI: Alain Abergel, 163.0 hours allocated
• KPGT_mgerin_1, “PRISMAS: PRobing InterStellar Molecules with Absorption line Studies", PI: Maryvonne Gerin, 128.0 hours
allocated
• KPGT_vossenko_1, “The warm and dense ISM", PI: Volker Ossenkopf, 160.0 hours allocated
• KPGT_pandre_1, “Probing the origin of the stellar initial mass function: A wide-field Herschel photometric survey of nearby starforming cloud complexes", PI: Philippe André, 461.0 hours allocated
• KPGT_okrause_1, “The earliest phases of star formation: From low- to high-mass objects"
PI: Oliver Krause, 111.7 hours allocated
• KPGT_cceccare_1, “HIFI Spectral Surveys of Star Forming Regions", PI: Cecilia Ceccarelli, 281.0 hours allocated
• KPGT_golofs01_1, “Stellar Disk Evolution", PI: Göran Olofsson, 61.0 hours allocated
• KPGT_fmotte_1, “HOBYS: the Herschel imaging survey of OB Young Stellar objects", PI: Frédérique Motte, 126.0 hours allocated
• KPGT_ebergin_1, “HEXOS: Herschel Observations of EXtra-Ordinary Sources: The Orion and Sgr B2 Star-Forming Regions", PI:
Edwin Bergin, 346.8 hours allocated
• KPGT_evandish_1, “Water in Star-forming regions with Herschel (WISH)", PI: Ewine van Dishoeck, 499.0 hours allocated
• KPOT_bdent_1, “Gas in Protoplanetary Systems (GASPS)", PI: Bill Dent, 400.0 hours allocated
• KPOT_bmatthew_1, “DEBRIS: Disc Emission via a Bias-free Reconnaissance in the Infrared/Sub-millimetre", PI: Brenda
Matthews, 140.0 hours allocated
• KPOT_ceiroa_1, “Cold Disks around Nearby Stars. A Search for Edgeworth-Kuiper Belt analogues (DUNES: DUst disks around
NEarby Stars)", PI: Carlos Eiroa, 140.0 hours allocated
• KPOT_cmarti01_1, “HIGGS: The Herschel Inner Galaxy Gas Survey", PI: Christopher Martin, 125.0 hours allocated
• KPOT_mjuvela_1, “Galactic Cold Cores: A Herschel survey of the source populations revealed by Planck", PI: Mika Juvela, 150.9
hours allocated
• KPOT_nevans_1, “Dust, Ice, and Gas In Time (DIGIT)", PI: Neal Evans, 250.0 hours allocated
• KPOT_pgolds01_1, “Herschel Oxygen Project", PI: Paul Goldsmith, 140.0 hours allocated
• KPOT_smolinar_1, “Hi-GAL: the Herschel infrared Galactic Plane Survey"”, PI: Sergio Molinari, 344.3 hours allocated
• KPOT_tmegeath_2, “The Herschel Orion Protostar Survey (HOPS)", PI: Tom Megeath, 200.0 hours allocated
• KPOT_wlanger_1, “State of the Diffuse ISM: Galactic Observations of the Terahertz CII Line (GOT CPlus)", PI: William Langer,
223.0 hours allocated
B.1.3 STARS
• KPGT_mgroen01_1, “The circumstellar environment in post-main-sequence objects", PI: Martin Groenewegen, 330.0 hours
allocated
• KPGT_vbujarra_1, “HIFISTARS: The physical and chemical properties of circumstellar environments around evolved stars", PI:
Valentín Bujarrabal, 214.6 hours allocated
B.1.4 GALAXIES/AGNS
• KPGT_cwilso01_1, “Physical Processes in the Interstellar Medium of Very Nearby Galaxies", PI: Christine Wilson, 143.9 hours
allocated
• KPGT_smadde01_1, “The ISM in Low Metallicity Environments: Bridging the Gap Between Local Universe and Primordial
Galaxies", PI: Suzanne Madden, 104.9 hours allocated
• KPGT_rguesten_1, “The HEXGAL (Herschel EXtraGALactic) Key Project: Physical and Chemical Conditions of the ISM in
Galactic Nuclei", PI: Rolf Güsten, 326.8 hours allocated
• KPGT_esturm_1, “Star formation and activity in infrared bright galaxies at 0<z<1", PI: Eckhard Sturm, 295.5 hours allocated
• KPGT_seales01_1, “The Herschel Reference Survey", PI: Stephen Eales, 112.6 hours allocated
• KPOT_aedge_1, “Constraining the cold gas and dust in Cluster Cooling Flows", PI: Alastair Edge, 140.5 hours allocated
• KPOT_ckrame01_1, “Herschel M33 extended survey (HERMES): star-formation interplay with the ISM", PI: Carsten Kramer,
191.9 hours allocated
• KPOT_eegami_1, “The Herschel Lensing Survey", PI: Eiichi Egami, 292.3 hours allocated
• KPOT_gsmith01_1, “LoCuSS: A Legacy Survey of Galaxy Clusters at z=0.2", PI: Graham Smith, 145.0 hours allocated
• KPOT_jdavie01_1, “Herschel Virgo Cluster Survey (HeViCS)", PI: Jonathan Davies, 286.0 hours allocated
• KPOT_mmeixner_1, “HERschel Inventory of The Agents of Galaxy Evolution (HERITAGE) in the Magellanic Clouds", PI:
Margaret Meixner, 238.0 hours allocated
• KPOT_pvanderw_1, “A Herschel survey of molecular lines in (U)LIRGs: physical conditions, the nature of the power source, and a
benchmark for high-z observations", PI: Paul van der Werf, 100.0 hours allocated
• KPOT_rkennicu_1, “Key Insights on Nearby Galaxies: A Far-Infrared Survey with Herschel (KINGFISH)", PI: Robert Kennicutt,
536.6 hours allocated
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B.1.5 COSMOLOGY
• KPGT_soliver_1, “The Herschel Multi-tiered Extragalactic Survey (HerMES): Measuring the Infrared Galaxy Formation History of
the Universe", PI: Seb Oliver, 900.0 hours allocated
• KPGT_kmeisenh_1, “The Dusty Young Universe: Photometry and Spectroscopy of Quasars at z>2", PI: Klaus Meisenheimer, 164.5
hours allocated
• KPGT_dlutz_1, “PACS Evolutionary Probe - A guaranteed time key programme survey of the extragalactic sky", PI: Dieter Lutz,
654.9 hours allocated
• KPOT_seales01_2, “The Herschel Thousand Degree Survey (aka H-ATLAS)", PI: Stephen Eales, 600.0 hours allocated
• KPOT_delbaz_1, “The Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey: far-infrared imaging with Herschel", PI: David Elbaz, 362.6
hours allocated
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B.2 PERFORMED GT1 GUARANTEED TIME PROPOSALS
B.2.1 Solar System
•
GT1_lorourke_9, “Herschel In-situ Asteroid & Comet Observation programme", PI: Laurence O'Rourke, 20.3 hours allocated
•
GT1_mkidger_2, “A last chance to measure the size of the nucleus of Comet Hale-Bopp directly in the IR”, PI: Mark Kidger, 10.7
hours allocated
B.2.2 ISM/STAR FORMATION
• GT1_aabergel_4, “Probing CH and CH+ in the diffuse interstellar medium using concerted SPIRE / HIFI observations", PI: Alain
Abergel, 2.0 hours allocated
• GT1_abenz_1, “Completing the OH ladder for HH46", PI: Arnold Benz, 3.4 hours allocated
• GT1_azavagno_1, “SPIRE-FTS observations of Young Stellar Objects revealed by SPIRE and PACS images in star forming
regions", PI: Annie Zavagno, 8.7 hours allocated
• GT1_cdedes_1, “Heating and cooling mechanics in massive star formation", PI: Carolin Dedes, 3.2 hours allocated
• GT1_epoleham_1, “SPECHIS: SPIRE Spectral Line Surveys of HIFI-GT-KP Sources", PI: Edward Polehampton, 7.0 hours
allocated
• GT1_golofs01_4, “SPIRE spectroscopy of protoplanetary disks", PI: Goran Olofsson, 14.9 hours allocated
• GT1_rvavrek_1, “Anatomy of Class 0 Protostellar Envelopes in their far-IR Spectrum", PI: Roland Vavrek, 28.0 hours allocated
• GT1_mpestalo_4, “Tracing the evolution of interstellar medium from molecular clouds to stars", PI: Michele Pestalozzi, 14.0 hours
allocated
B.2.3 STARS
• GT1_pharve01_2, “Structure and Evolution of Disks around Brown Dwarfs and Very Low Mass Stars", PI: Paul Harvey, 46.0 hours
allocated
• GT1_bdevries_1, “Mapping the distribution of the crystalline silicate forsterite in the Cat's Eye Nebula (NGC 6543)", PI: Ben de
Vries, 3.9 hours allocated
• GT1_bdevries_2, “The rich mineralogy of the post-Asymptotic Giant Branch star MWC922", PI: Ben de Vries, 1.0 hours allocated
• GT1_dteyssie_1, “SUCCESS: A SUbmm Catalogue of Circumstellar Envelopes of StarS with Herschel/HIFI", PI: David Teyssier,
35.0 hours allocated
• GT1_jblommae_1, “Forsterite dust in the circumstellar environment of evolved stars", PI: Joris Blommaert, 10.6 hours allocated
• GT1_jcernich_4, “A Molecular Line Survey of IRC+10216", PI: Jose Cernicharo, 45.0 hours allocated
• GT1_magundez_1, “A sensitive search for light hydrides towards IRC+10216", PI: Marcelino Agundez, 15.0 hours allocated
• GT1_proyer_1, “Unveiling the evolutionary paths of the most massive stars", PI: Pierre Royer, 2.1 hours allocated
• GT1_kexter_1, “V838 Mon: aftermath of a stellar merger", PI: Katrina Exter, 7.3 hours allocated
• GT1_vgeers_1, “Tracing Remnant Gas in Planet Forming Debris Disk Systems", PI: Vincent Geers, 2.5 hours allocated
B.2.4 GALAXIES/AGNS
• GT1_jfritz_1, “Herschel Exploitation of Local Galaxy Andromeda", PI: Jacopo Fritz, 18.2 hours allocated
• GT1_okrause_4, “Peering into the dust: the Far-IR Emission in M31 at GMC-Resolution", PI: Oliver Krause, 24.4 hours allocated
• GT1_mbaes_1, “HERschel Observations of Edge-on Spirals (HEROES)", PI: Maarten Baes, 6.0 hours allocated
• GT1_aconturs_1, “[CII], [OI] and far infrared continuum emission properties of local Lyman Break Analogs", PI: Alessandra
Contursi, 24.8 hours allocated
• GT1_lspinogl_2, “Bright Seyfert Nuclei: FTS spectroscopy", PI: Luigi Spinoglio, 17.8 hours allocated
• GT1_lspinogl_4, “Bright Seyfert Nuclei: PACS spectroscopy", PI: Luigi Spinoglio, 14.0 hours allocated
• GT1_msanchez_2, “Herschel imaging photometry of nearby Seyfert galaxies: testing the coexistence of AGN and starbust activity
and the nature of the dusty torus", PI: Miguel Sanchez Portal, 15.1 hours allocated
• GT1_pbarthel_1, “The Herschel Legacy of distant radio-loud AGN", PI: Peter Barthel, 38.0 hours allocated
B.2.5 COSMOLOGY
• GT1_baltieri_3, “The star formation history of galaxy clusters", PI: Bruno Altieri, 48.4 hours allocated
• GT1_dlutz_4, “SEDs and energetics of lensed UV-bright high redshift galaxies", PI: Dieter Lutz, 41.0 hours allocated
• GT1_jmcastro_1, “A direct probe into the Epoch of Reionisation: Herschel's first look at high z GRB host, the case for GRB
050904", PI: José María Castro Cerón, 12.0 hours allocated
• GT1_mharwit_2, “The Spectrum of IRAS 08339+6517 and its Physical Implications", PI: Martin Harwit, 2.4 hours allocated
• GT1_ivaltcha_1, “Deep SPIRE FTS follow-up of H-ATLAS lensed sub-mm galaxies", PI: Ivan Valtchanov, 12.0 hours allocated
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B.3 APPROVED OT1 OPEN TIME PROPOSALS
B.3.1 SOLAR SYSTEM
• OT1_dbockele_1, “HCl, HF and H2O+ in comets: probing solar nebula and coma chemistry", PI: Dominique Bockelee-Morvan,
25.1 hours allocated
• OT1_ddan01_1, “Detecting the Largest Rings in the Solar System--Dust Rings from the Irregular Satellites", PI: Daniel Tamayo,
12.8 hours allocated
• OT1_elellouc_1, “Probing the Enceladus torus with Herschel", PI: Emmanuel Lellouch, 27.2 hours allocated
• OT1_evileniu_1, “Probing the extremes of the outer Solar System: short-term variability of the largest, the densest and the most
distant TNOs from PACS photometry", PI: Esa Vilenius, 29.2 hours allocated
• OT1_evileniu_2, “Properties of Jupiter Trojans from far-IR spectroscopy and photometry", PI: Esa Vilenius, 44.1 hours allocated
• OT1_gkennedy_1, “An Irregular Dust Cloud around Uranus", PI: Grant Kennedy, 16.5 hours allocated
• OT1_gorton01_1, “Variability in Ice Giant Stratospheres: Implications for Radiative, Chemical and Dynamical Processes", PI:
Glenn Orton, 17.1 hours allocated
• OT1_lfletche_1, “Nitrogen, Phosphorus and Sulphur Chemistry in Saturn's Atmosphere: Internal and External Origins for HCN,
HCP and CS", PI: Leigh N. Fletcher, 8.0 hours allocated\
• OT1_lpaganin_1, “Analysis of OPRs and D/Hs of hydrogen sulfide in comets: Understanding their natal origin and constraining
their place of formation in the protoplanetary disk.", PI: Lucas Paganini, 20.0 hours allocated
• OT1_nteanby_2, “The chlorine cycle on Jupiter and Saturn", PI: Nicholas Teanby, 6.4 hours allocated
• OT1_rmoreno_1, “Confirmation of the first detection of HNC on Titan", PI: Raphael Moreno, 12.4 hours allocated
• OT1_rmoreno_2, “Probing the atmospheres of Uranus, Neptune and Titan with CH4 lines", (PI: Raphael Moreno, 26.3 hours
allocated
• OT1_sprotopa_1, “Herschel portrait of Pluto: measuring the thermal light curve and the emissivity of volatile ices", PI: Silvia
Protopapa, 31.3 hours allocated
• OT1_thencren_1, “The latitudinal and seasonal variations of D/H and O2 on Mars", PI: Therese Encrenaz, 26.3 hours allocated
B.3.2 ISM/STAR FORMATION
• OT1_abaezrub_2, "Unveiling the kinematics of the MWC49A's ionized disk and outflow with H-recombination line masers.", PI:
Alejandro Baez Rubio, 7.2 hours allocated
• OT1_abonsor_1, "Search for a correlation between planets and debris discs around retired A stars", PI: Amy Bonsor, 20.3 hours
allocated
• OT1_abrandek_1, "Solving the beta Pictoris carbon puzzle by HIFI observations of CII”, PI: Alexis Brandeker, 8.4 hours allocated
• OT1_afuente_2, "Warm HCN in the planet-formation zone (R<50 AU) of GV Tau", PI: Asuncion Fuente, 4.6 hours allocated
• OT1_amoromar_1, "Herschel observations of solar-type stars with planets, planetesimals and dust", PI: Amaya Moro-Martin, 11.6
hours allocated
• OT1_ascholz_1, "Dust and gas in brown dwarf disks: A multi-wavelength survey with Herschel", PI: Alexander Scholz, 13.6 hours
allocated
• OT1_asicilia_1, "Tracing global protoplanetary disk dispersal and evolution in Cep OB2", PI: Aurora Sicilia-Aguilar, 23.0 hours
allocated
• OT1_atielens_1, "Physical conditions in PDRs", PI: Alexander Tielens, 21.1 hours allocated
• OT1_bmatthew_4, "Testing Planetary Dynamics and Evolutionary History in the HR 8799 Planet/Disc System", PI: Brenda
Matthews, 9.8 hours allocated
• OT1_bnisini_1, "Probing the physics and dynamics of the hidden warm gas in the youngest protostellar outflows", PI: Brunella
Nisini, 53.7 hours allocated
• OT1_briaz_4, "Disk masses for ~10 Myr old brown dwarf disks", PI: Basmah Riaz, 3.0 hours allocated
• OT1_bzuckerm_1, "Do stars with rocky terrestrial planets also have Edgeworth-Kuiper Belts?", PI: Ben Zuckerman, 4.9 hours
allocated
• OT1_cchen01_2, "A Search for Water Ice in Exo-Kuiper Belts", PI: Christine Chen, 20.0 hours allocated
• OT1_ccodella_1, "Peering into the protostellar shocks: NH3 emission at high-velocities", PI: Claudio Codella, 15.8 hours allocated
• OT1_cespaill_1, "A Clearer View of Dust Evolution in Protoplanetary Disks", PI: Catherine Espaillat, 30.0 hours allocated
• OT1_cespaill_2, "Settling an Icy Issue: Using Dust and Ice in Young Disks to Constrain Theoretical Models", PI: Catherine
Espaillat, 20.8 hours allocated
• OT1_cjoblin_1, "Physics of gas evaporation at PDR edges", PI: Christine Joblin, 9.8 hours allocated
• OT1_ckiss_1, "Exploring the gaseous component of debris disks of high fractional luminosity: a deep [O I] 63.2 micron survey with
Herschel.", PI: Csaba Kiss, 17.2 hours allocated
• OT1_cmelis_1, "Herschel characterisation of the new class of dusty first-ascent giant stars", PI: Carl Melis, 13.1 hours allocated
• OT1_cpersson_1, "Investigation of the nitrogen chemistry in diffuse and dense interstellar gas”, PI: Carina Persson, 18.0 hours
allocated
• OT1_cthum_1, "The neutral disk of MWC349", PI: Clements Thum, 5.7 hours allocated
• OT1_cvastel_2, “Deuterated water chemistry towards high-mass star-forming regions.”, PI: Charlotte Vastel, 15.3 hours allocated
• OT1_cwatso01_1, “Hot Dust within HII Regions”, PI: Christer Watson, 5.6 hours allocated
• OT1_dli_2, “The Conditions of Isolated Dark Clouds with Signs of On Going H2 Formation”, PI: Di Li, 1.3 hours allocated
• OT1_dlis_2, “Ammonia as a Tracer of the Earliest Stages of Star Formation”, PI: Dariusz Lis, 26.3 hours allocated
• OT1_dneufeld_1, “Studying diffuse interstellar clouds with observations of hydrides”, PI: David Neufeld, 34.8 hours allocated
• OT1_dnutter_1, “An accurate mass measurement for prestellar cores”, PI: David Nutter, 11.0 hours allocated
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• OT1_dpadgett_1, “PACS Photometry of Nearby Warm Debris Disk Systems from the WISE All-Sky Survey”, PI: Deborah Padgett,
52.8 hours allocated
• OT1_ebergin_4, “A New Method to Determine the Gas Mass in Protoplanetary Disks”, PI: Edwin Bergin, 21.1 hours allocated
• OT1_ebergin_5, “A Systematic Survery of the Water D to H Ratio in Hot Molecular Cores”, PI: Edwin Bergin, 18.0 hours allocated
• OT1_echapill_1, “Low gas to dust ratio in proto-planetary disks: the Carbon content of CQ Tau, MWC 758 and MWC 480”, PI:
Edwige chapillon, 6.4 hours allocated
• OT1_efalgaro_1, “The Herschel/HIFI insight on the CH+ puzzle”, PI: Edith Falgarone, 38.7 hours allocated
• OT1_epeeters_1, “Characterisation of the long wavelength features of interstellar Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons”, PI: Els
Peeters, 9.4 hours allocated
• OT1_frahoui_1, “Investigating the origin of the far-infrared emission of the microquasar Cygnus X-1”, PI: Farid Rahoui, 6.2 hours
allocated
• OT1_gbryden_1, “Debris Disks around Planet-Bearing Stars”, PI: Geoffrey Bryden, 67.2 hours allocated
• OT1_gherczeg_1, “A Disk Census for New Low-Mass Members of TWA”, PI: Greg Herczeg, 9.2 hours allocated
• OT1_gmeeus_1, “Using PACS and SPIRE photometry and spectroscopy to characterise the discs of Herbig Be stars: structure, gas
content and cold crystalline dust composition.”, PI: Gwendolyn Meeus, 33.4 hours allocated
• OT1_gmelnick_1, “Water Formation and Destruction Processes in Molecular Clouds”, PI: G.J. Melnick, 10.0 hours allocated
• OT1_gsacco_1, “Characterizing the evolved, planet-forming disks orbiting the”old”classical T Tauri systems V4046 Sgr and MP
Mus”, PI: Germano Sacco, 14.4 hours allocated
• OT1_harce_1, “A Herschel Study of Star Formation Feedback on Cloud Scales”, PI: Hector G. Arce, 51.5 hours allocated
• OT1_hgupta_1, “A Study of the Small Negative Molecular Ions CN-, CCH-, and OH- in the Interstellar Gas”, PI: Harshal Gupta,
37.2 hours allocated
• OT1_hmaness_1, “Planets, Debris Disks, and the Lambda Bootis Stars”, PI: Holly Maness, 7.1 hours allocated
• OT1_hoard_1, “Taming the Invisible Monster: The Disk of Epsilon Aurigae in the Far-Infrared”, PI: D. W. Hoard, 3.6 hours
allocated
• OT1_ipascucc_1, “Understanding the Origin of Transition Disks via Disk Mass Measurements”, PI: Ilaria Pascucci, 43.8 hours
allocated
• OT1_jbally_2, “Massive Young Stars in W43: PACS/SPIRE SED Spectral Scans of MM1 to MM4”, PI: John Bally, 6.7 hours
allocated
• OT1_jchiar_1, “EPICS: Evolution of Protostellar Ices, Carbonates and Silicates”, PI: Jean Chiar, 31.9 hours allocated
• OT1_jdrake01_1, “Close Binaries with Infrared Excess: Destroyers of Worlds?”, PI: Jeremy Drake, 16.4 hours allocated
• OT1_jgoicoec_4, “A 3-Dimensional view of the ionized and the warm neutral gas in Orion”, PI: Javier R. Goicoechea, 27.7 hours
allocated
• OT1_jgreen02_2, “FOOSH: FU Orionis Objects Surveyed with Herschel”, PI: Joel Green, 21.0 hours allocated
• OT1_jhatchel_1, “Low efficiency clouds and the minimum conditions for star formation”, PI: Jennifer Hatchell, 20.4 hours allocated
• OT1_jlestrad_1, “Very Large Debris Disks from the PLANCK submillimeter All-Sky Survey”, PI: Jean-Francois Lestrade, 5.6 hours
allocated
• OT1_joliveir_1, “Cooling and chemistry in the most embedded massive protostars in the Magellanic Clouds”, PI: Joana Oliveira,
34.6 hours allocated
• OT1_jolofsso_1, “How to produce warm dust around warm debris disks? - Testing the outer Planetesimal Belt Scenario”, PI: Johan
Olofsson, 7.3 hours allocated
• OT1_jpatienc_1, “A Herschel Survey of Disks across the Stellar/Substellar Boundary in Taurus”, PI: Jenny Patience, 35.0 hours
allocated
• OT1_jpineda_1, “Characterizing the life cycle of interstellar matter in the Magellanic Clouds with CII and CI”, PI: Jorge Pineda,
59.6 hours allocated
• OT1_jtobin_1, “Protostellar Envelopes Resolved Inside and Out: A Close Look in the Far-IR”, PI: John Tobin, 3.0 hours allocated
• OT1_kkim_1, “Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in protoplanetary disks around late-type T Tau stars in Orion Nebular
Cluster”, PI: Kyoung Hee Kim, 31.3 hours allocated
• OT1_kponto01_1, “Cool Herschel/Hot Spitzer: The distribution of water in protoplanetary disks”, PI: Klaus Pontoppidan, 39.0
hours allocated
• OT1_ksu_2, “Dusty Disks around Hot White Dwarfs: Debris Disks or Remnant of post-AGB Binary Disks?”, PI: Kate Su, 7.6 hours
allocated
• OT1_lpodio_1, “Outflows from evolved Class II sources: an Herschel/HIFI insight into the kinematical/physical properties of the
atomic and molecular component.”, PI: Linda Podio, 26.0 hours allocated
• OT1_maudar01_1, “An in-depth Herschel study of gas, dust, and ices in FU Orionis objects”, PI: Marc Audard, 31.3 hours
allocated
• OT1_mdunham_1, “Understanding the Protostellar Mass Accretion Process: Herschel 100-500 micron Photometryof Low
Luminosity Embedded Protostars”, PI: Michael Dunham, 6.0 hours allocated
• OT1_mgerin_4, “Diffuse ISM phases in the inner Galaxy”, PI: Maryvonne Gerin, 13.0 hours allocated
• OT1_mgonza01_1, “Kinematics and Chemistry in Ultracompact HII regions: the case of Mon R2.”, PI: Manuel Gonzalez, 3.4 hours
allocated
• OT1_mhogerhe_1, “Deep HIFI searches for cold water vapor in protoplanetary disks”, PI: Michiel Hogerheijde, 46.8 hours
allocated
• OT1_mjura_1, “A Search for Cold Dust Orbiting GD 362, a Highly Polluted White Dwarf With Detected Warm Dust”, PI: Michael
Jura, 1.1 hours allocated
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• OT1_mmcclure_1, “Crystal clear: revealing midplane dynamics of protoplanetary disks through the spatial distribution of
crystalline dust”, PI: Melissa McClure, 28.7 hours allocated
• OT1_mmiville_2, “First steps toward star formation: unveiling the atomic to molecular transition in the diffuse interstellar
medium”, PI: Marc-Antoine Miville-Deschenes, 31.4 hours allocated
• OT1_mpuravan_1, “Probing the mechanical and radiative feedback from young stars in the molecular clump containing HH 1/2
and NGC 1999”, PI: Manoj Puravankara, 13.0 hours allocated
• OT1_mputman_1, “ASCII: All Sky observations of Galactic CII”, PI: Mary Putman, 10.0 hours allocated
• OT1_mrllig_1, “Hot CO in the Massive Star Forming Region DR21”, PI: Markus Rüllig, 11.6 hours allocated
• OT1_mthomp01_1, “Confirming a sample of luminous debris disk candidates identified in the Herschel ATLAS”, PI: Mark
Thompson, 1.4 hours allocated
• OT1_mvenezia_1, “Characterizing the structure of an unusually cold high latitude cloud”, PI: Marcella Veneziani, 6.8 hours
allocated
• OT1_nbillot_1, “HYSOVAR: Circumstellar Disks Variability around Young Stellar Objects in the Orion Nebula Cluster with
Herschel/PACS”, PI: Nicolas Billot, 9.9 hours allocated
• OT1_ncalvet_1, “A Deeper Look at the 3-10 Myr Old Disks in the Orion OB1 Association”, PI: Nuria Calvet, 39.6 hours allocated
• OT1_nschneid_1, “Pillars of creation: physical origin and connection to star formation”, PI: Nicola Schneider, 31.0 hours allocated
• OT1_oberne_3, “Herschel spectroscopic study of the extraordinary disk”Gomez's Hamburger”"
, PI: Olivier Berne, 10.0 hours allocated
• OT1_pabraham_2, “Spatially resolved far-infrared imaging of bright debris disks: studying the disk structure and the stirring
mechanism.”, PI: Peter Abraham, 14.8 hours allocated
• OT1_pabraham_3, “A deep 70 micrometer study of cold circumstellar disks in rho Oph: down below the brown dwarf limit”, PI:
Peter Abraham, 12.8 hours allocated
• OT1_pandre_4, “Follow-up spectroscopy of two selected filaments found in the Herschel Gould Belt Survey: A turbulent shock
origin ?”, PI: Philippe Andre, 58.3 hours allocated
• OT1_pcarlhof_1, “Galactic Origins of Star Formation in the W43 Complex (GLOW)”, PI: Philipp Carlhoff, 10.0 hours allocated
• OT1_pgolds01_4, “Molecular Oxygen in Orion”, PI: Paul Goldsmith, 12.1 hours allocated
• OT1_pgolds01_5, “The Structure of a Molecular Cloud Boundary”, PI: Paul Goldsmith, 17.3 hours allocated
• OT1_pharve01_3, “The Auriga-California Molecular Cloud: A Massive Nearby Cloud With Powerful Diagnostics For Early Stages
of Star Formation”, PI: Paul Harvey, 19.1 hours allocated
• OT1_philybla_1, “The chemistry of nitrogen in dark clouds”, PI: Pierre Hily-Blant, 29.4 hours allocated
• OT1_pschilke_2, “High-J lines of HCN as tracer of feedback processes in high-mass star formation”, PI: Peter Schilke, 16.0 hours
allocated
• OT1_rcesaron_1, “Luminosity and mass loss history of the high-mass protostar IRAS20126+4104”, PI: Riccardo Cesaroni, 11.5
hours allocated
• OT1_rgutermu_1, “A Herschel SPIRE/PACS Imaging Survey of the MonR2 and CepOB3 Molecular Clouds”, PI: Rob Gutermuth,
41.3 hours allocated
• OT1_rpaladin_1, “PACS and SPIRE observations of Galactic anomalous emission sources.”, PI: Roberta Paladini, 13.0 hours
allocated
• OT1_rplume_1, “HIFI Observations of the C18O and C17O J = 5-4 to 15-14 Transitions in Hot Cores: A Direct Method to Obtain
Total Column Densities”, PI: Rene Plume, 35.0 hours allocated
• OT1_sbontemp_1, “Water emission from outflows and hot cores in the Cygnus X proto-stars”, PI: Sylvain Bontemps, 36.2 hours
allocated
• OT1_sdodsonr_1, “Conditions for Giant Planet Formation: a Herschel Study of Raw Materials in Selected Debris Disks”, PI: Sarah
Dodson-Robinson, 26.5 hours allocated
• OT1_shawley_2, “Synchrotron Radiation in Stellar Flares”, PI: Suzanne Hawley, 30.0 hours allocated
• OT1_smolinar_5, “Hi-GAL360: the crucial step toward a global understanding of star formation in the Milky Way”, PI: Sergio
Molinari, 276.8 hours allocated
• OT1_sschnee_1, “Measuring Emissivity Indices of Dust in Dense Cores with the SPIRE/FTS”, PI: Scott Schnee, 6.2 hours allocated
• OT1_swampfle_1, “WATCH - WATer Chemistry with Herschel”, PI: Susanne Wampfler, 19.4 hours allocated
• OT1_swidicus_1, “Unraveling the Mysteries of Complex Interstellar Organic Chemistry using HIFI Line Surveys”, PI: Susanna
Widicus Weaver, 42.0 hours allocated
• OT1_tbell_1, “Probing the HH111 Molecular Outflow with Herschel”, PI: Tom Bell, 17.4 hours allocated
• OT1_tbell_2, “Probing The Unique Environment Around Sgr A*”, PI: Tom Bell, 40.0 hours allocated
• OT1_tfritz_1, “Extinction towards the Galactic Center”, PI: Tobias Fritz, 6.7 hours allocated
• OT1_tmegeath_5. “PACS Imaging of the CepOB3b Cluster: Observing the Truncation of Disks in a Rich Young Cluster”, PI: Tom
Megeath, 8.3 hours allocated
• OT1_tonaka_2, “FIR study of dust processing in the Carina region”, PI: Takashi Onaka, 13.1 hours allocated
• OT1_tpillai_1, “Depletion and Deuteration of Ammonia in Pre-stellar Cores”, PI: Thushara Pillai, 2.6 hours allocated
• OT1_tpreibis_1, “Under pressure: Revealing the thermal and spatial structure of strongly irradiated clouds in the Carina Nebula,
the nearest laboratory of massive star feedback”, PI: Thomas Preibisch, 6.9 hours allocated
• OT1_tvelusam_1, “Structure of translucent clouds observed with HIFI [CII] 1.9THz and in H2 in absorption by FUSE”, PI:
Thangasamy Velusamy, 22.7 hours allocated
• OT1_tvelusam_2, “HIFI studies of the small-scale structures in the Galactic diffuse clouds with [CII] and [CI]”, PI: Thangasamy
Velusamy, 33.2 hours allocated
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• OT1_vgeers_2, “Tracing Remnant Gas in Planet Forming Debris Disks: Confronting Theories of Ice-Giant Planet Formation”, PI:
Vincent Geers, 4.9 hours allocated
• OT1_vossenko_4, “The origin of H2O+ in dense clouds”, PI: Volker Ossenkopf, 18.1 hours allocated
• OT1_wthi01_1, “The chemistry of CH+ in disks around HerbigAe stars”, PI: Wing-Fai Thi, 1.5 hours allocated
• OT1_zwang01_1, “Herschel Imaging of the remnant of a hot disk that is gone.”, PI: Zhongxiang Wang, 1.0 hours allocated
B.3.3 STARS
• OT1_bposselt_1, “Search for fallback disks around nearby, slowly rotating neutron stars", PI: Bettina Posselt, 15.5 hours allocated
• OT1_cgielen_2, “Dust processing and grain growht in Keplerian discs around binary post-AGB stars.", PI: Clio Gielen, 15.0 hours
allocated
• OT1_cjoblin_2, “Far-IR bands of PAHs in the Red Rectangle", PI: Christine Joblin, 24.8 hours allocated
• OT1_csanch01_1, “Molecular complexity of the O-rich pre-Planetary Nebula OH231.8", PI: Carmen Sanchez Contreras, 32.4 hours
allocated
• OT1_dneufeld_2, “The puzzle of water vapour in carbon-rich stars", PI: David Neufeld, 28.0 hours allocated
• OT1_Fherpin_1, “A detailed study of the physics and chemistry in the Planetary Nebula NGC7027", PI: Fabrice Herpin, 19.4 hours
allocated
• OT1_gclayton_1, “Clues to the Evolutionary History of the R Coronae Borealis Stars", PI: Geoffrey Clayton, 25.6 hours allocated
• OT1_hdinerst_1, “How Cool Are Planetary Nebulae?", PI: Harriet Dinerstein, 6.1 hours allocated
• OT1_jalcolea_1, “Additional Hpoint observations of large post-AGB sources from HIFIStars", PI: Javier Alcolea, 13.0 hours
allocated
• OT1_jberna01_1, “Characterising the Environment of Fullerene Formation", PI: Jeronimo Bernard-Salas, 6.0 hours allocated
• OT1_jcernich_5, “Molecular complexity in the circumstellar envelope of the O-rich evolved star VY CMa", PI: Jose Cernicharo,
54.0 hours allocated
• OT1_jhewitt_1, “Shock Chemistry and Dust Processing in Interacting Supernova Remnants", PI: John Hewitt, 18.0 hours allocated
• OT1_jrizzo_1, “A HIFI survery of Water Fountain stars: unveiling the inner structure of hit star envelopes.", PI: Jose Ricardo
Rizzo, 3.0 hours allocated
• OT1_mbalbo_1, “Measuring the electron spectrum generated by diffuse shock acceleration in the Pulsar Wind Nebula HESS J1632478.", PI: Matteo Balbo, 0.5 hours allocated
• OT1_mguerrer_1, “Herschel PACS and SPIRE investigation of water fountains", PI: Martin A. Guerrero, 17.0 hours allocated
• OT1_mmatsuur_1, “Herschel SPIRE FTS observations of mass loss from a red supergiant in the Large Magellanic Cloud", PI:
Mikako Matsuura, 7.7 hours allocated
• OT1_mrubio_1, “Clumping in OB-star winds", PI: Maria del Mar Rubio, 9.4 hours allocated
• OT1_nflagey_1, “Hunting for missing evolved stars in the Galactic plane", PI: Nicolas Flagey, 39.6 hours allocated
• OT1_pcrowthe_1, “Oxygen abundances in carbon-type Wolf-Rayet stars from PACS scan spectroscopy", PI: Paul Crowther, 8.0
hours allocated
• OT1_pkervell_1, “Physical properties of the dusty circumstellar envelopes of two bright classical Cepheids", PI: Pierre Kervella,
2.8 hours allocated
• OT1_rrubin_1, “Herschel's Opportunity to Solve the Nebular Abundance Problem While Creating a Legacy Planetary Nebulae
Dataset", PI: Robert Rubin, 33.3 hours allocated
• OT1_rsahai_2, “A Statistical Sample of Planetary Nebulae in the Galactic Bulge: Measuring Masses and Mass-Loss Rates", PI:
Raghvendra Sahai, 25.0 hours allocated
• OT1_rsahai_4, “Searching for Interrupted Mass-Loss in AGB stars: A Herschel Survey", PI: Raghvendra Sahai, 13.5 hours allocated
• OT1_rsoria01_1, “Herschel/HIFI observations of `water fountain’sources", PI: Rebeca Soria Ruiz, 17.0 hours allocated
• OT1_schaty_1, “The Herschel view on supergiant High Mass X-ray Binaries: revealing the most obscured high-energy source of
our Galaxy", PI: Sylvain Chaty, 16.0 hours allocated
• OT1_smilam_1, “Measurements of the Atomic Carbon Isotope Ratio in Evolved Stars", PI: Stefanie Milam, 16.0 hours allocated
• OT1_tgull_3, “The Homunculus: Clues to Massive Ejection from the Most Massive Stars", PI: Theodore Gull, 24.3 hours allocated
• OT1_tharriso_1, “Characterizing the Mid/Far-Infrared Excesses of Cataclysmic Variables", PI: Thomas Harrison, 7.0 hours
allocated
• OT1_ttemim_1, “Imaging and Spectroscopy of the Infrared Shell Surrounding the Pulsar Wind Nebula G54.1+0.3", PI: Tea Temim,
8.9 hours allocated
• OT1_tueta_2, “Far-IR Emission from Planetary Nebulae: Simultaneous Mapping and Spectral Probing of the Multi-Phased Dusty
Gaseous System", PI: Toshiya Ueta, 197.5 hours allocated
• OT1_vbujarra_4, “Low-excitation atomic emission from young planetary nebulae", PI: Valentin Bujarrabal, 24.0 hours allocated
B.3.4 GALAXIES/AGNS
• OT1_abercian_1, “SPIRE Photometry on Lensed Quasars", PI: Alicia Berciano Alba, 10.0 hours allocated
• OT1_acrocker_1, “Origin of massive outer gas reservoirs in early-type galaxies", PI: Alison Crocker, 24.0 hours allocated
• OT1_aedge_4, “A definitive Herschel study of the most powerful local radio galaxy - Cygnus A", PI: Alastair Edge, 5.9 hours
allocated
• OT1_agoobar_1, “Search for dust emission from circumstellar dust in Type Ia supernovae", PI: Ariel Goobar, 12.0 hours allocated
• OT1_aleroy_1, “Dust-Based Molecular Gas Maps of Nearby Low-Metallicity Galaxies", PI: Adam Leroy, 20.1 hours allocated
• OT1_apope_2, “Probing the Interstellar Medium Conditions in High Redshift Starburst Galaxies", PI: Alexandra Pope, 21.9 hours
allocated
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• OT1_aweiss01_1, “Velocity resolved HIFI spectroscopy of water lines in actively starforming galaxies", PI: Axel Weiss, 63.6 hours
allocated
• OT1_bholwerd_1, “New HErschel Multi-wavelength Extragalactic Survey of Edge-on Spirals (NHEMESES)", PI: Benne Holwerda,
10.3 hours allocated
• OT1_bweiner_1, “Physical conditions in disky U/LIRGs from [C II] and [O I] spectra - low-z analogs for high-z starforming
galaxies", PI: Benjamin Weiner, 9.1 hours allocated
• OT1_cdowell_2, “Coordinated Study of Flare Emission from Sgr A*, the Closest Supermassive Black Hole", PI: C. Darren Dowell,
27.5 hours allocated
• OT1_dfarrah_1, “Complete Herschel-Spitzer Legacy Survey of the low-redshift ULIRG Population", PI: Duncan Farrah, 250.0 hours
allocated
• OT1_dhunter_3, “Characterizing Molecular Clouds at Low Metallicity", PI: Deidre Hunter, 53.7 hours allocated
• OT1_dsanders_1, “Herschel-GOALS: PACS and SPIRE Imaging of a Complete Sample of Local LIRGs", PI: David Sanders, 84.9
hours allocated
• OT1_dweedman_1, “Comparing [CII] 158 micron Luminosities to Spectral Properties of Luminous Starburst Galaxies and AGN",
PI: Daniel Weedman, 20.2 hours allocated
• OT1_emiddelb_1, “Constraining the nature of high redshift infrared-faint radio sources", PI: Enno Middelberg, 6.4 hours allocated
• OT1_fcarrera_1, “Measuring the physical properties of submillimeter galaxies around high redshift QSOs", PI: F.J. Carrera, 2.9
hours allocated
• OT1_gstacey_4, “Water and CO: Signatures of Microturbulent Shocks in NGC 891", PI: Gordon Stacey, 22.1 hours allocated
• OT1_hnetzer_1, “Herschel study of black hole and galaxy evolution: The z<0.3 QUEST AGN sample.", PI: Hagai Netzer, 15.6 hours
allocated
• OT1_hnetzer_2, “Black hole growth and star formation in the early universe: the z=4.8 sample", PI: Hagai Netzer, 13.0 hours
allocated
• OT1_iwong_2, “Ram pressure-induced shocks in stripped Virgo spirals", PI: Ivy Wong, 22.0 hours allocated
• OT1_jbregman_1, “Do Ultraluminous X-Ray Sources Really Require Intermediate Mass Black Holes?", PI: Joel Bregman, 11.4
hours allocated
• OT1_jglenn_1, “NGC 1266: Probing an extraordinary phase of galaxy evolution with Herschel", PI: Jason Glenn, 6.3 hours
allocated
• OT1_jsimon01_1, “A Population of Dusty B Stars in the SMC: The First Extragalactic Debris Disks?", PI: Joshua Simon, 9.0 hours
allocated
• OT1_jsmith01_1, “Beyond the Peak: Resolved Far-Infrared Spectral Mapping of Nearby Galaxies with SPIRE/FTS", PI: J.D. Smith,
149.4 hours allocated
• OT1_jstevens_1, “A benchmark study of Active Galactic Nuclei", PI: Jason Stevens, 55.1 hours allocated
• OT1_kcoppin_1, “A Herschel Survey of [OI]63µm in 1<z<2 Submillimetre Galaxies in the ECDFS: A Bridge to ALMA", PI: Kristen
Coppin, 26.3 hours allocated
• OT1_kknierma_1, “Tidal Tales of Dark Gas: Searching for [CII] in CO-Deficient Star Forming Tidal Tails", PI: Karen Knierman,
9.4 hours allocated
• OT1_ksandstr_1, “ISM Heating and Cooling in Massive Galaxies: The Andromeda Galaxy as Fundamental Calibrator", PI: Karin
Sandstrom, 47.1 hours allocated
• OT1_larmus_1, “Balancing the Energy Budget in LIRGs: A PACS Spectroscopic Survey of Luminous Infrared Galaxies in GOALS",
PI: Lee Armus, 154.0 hours allocated
• OT1_lcortese_1, “Completing the PACS coverage of the Herschel Reference Survey", PI: Luca Cortese, 50.8 hours allocated
• OT1_lho_1, “Measuring the ISM Content of a Large Volume Limited Sample of Nearby Quasars", PI: Luis Ho, 43.2 hours allocated
• OT1_lyoung_1, “The Interstellar Medium, Star Formation and Galaxy Evolution in Early-Type Galaxies", PI: Lisa Young, 60.7
hours allocated
• OT1_mbradfor_1, “The Impact of Quasars on their Host Galaxies: Gas Conditions and Star Formation in the Central Kiloparsec",
PI: Matt Bradford, 43.7 hours allocated
• OT1_mcluver_2, “Death by Debris: Testing a new picture of Star Formation Quenching in Compact Groups", PI: Michelle Cluver,
80.6 hours allocated
• OT1_mhaas_2, “The Herschel Legacy of powerful 3C radio galaxies and quasars at z<1", PI: Martin Haas, 20.5 hours allocated
• OT1_mhuang01_1, “GRB Afterglow Photometry with Herschel Infrared Cameras", PI: Maohai Huang, 23.6 hours allocated
• OT1_mlehnert_1, “The Nature of Star-formation in Halos: The HI bridges in the M81/M82 group", PI: Matthew Lehnert, 21.6 hours
allocated
• OT1_mpage_1, “Star Formation in X-ray Absorbed QSOs through cosmic time", PI: Mat Page, 3.1 hours allocated
• OT1_msikora_1, “Determining the structure of blazar jets with joint SPIRE and PACS observations", PI: Marek Sikora, 21.0 hours
allocated
• OT1_nlu_1, “Herschel Spectroscopic Survey of Warm Molecular Gas in Local Luminous Infrared Galaxies", PI: Nanyao Lu, 83.5
hours allocated
• OT1_nrangwal_1, “Characterizing the Dense Molecular Gas in M82 and NGC 1068: Star Formation versus AGN", PI: Naseem
Rangwala, 4.4 hours allocated
• OT1_nseymour_1, “Coeval Black Hole and Host Galaxy Growth in High Redshift Radio Galaxies", PI: Nicholas Seymour, 26.8
hours allocated
• OT1_nwerner_1, “Understanding the physics of cold gas in the nearby proxies of distant cooling cores", PI: Norbert Werner, 23.9
hours allocated
• OT1_pappleto_1, “Charting the Cooling Pathways in High-Speed Extragalactic Shocks", PI: Philip Appleton, 37.2 hours allocated
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• OT1_pgandhi_1, “What inflates the torus? Probing the physical properties of geometrically-thick buried AGN with high J CO
lines", PI: Poshak Gandhi, 20.6 hours allocated
• OT1_pguillar_1, “Dust in shocks and star-forming regions outside galaxies: PACS and SPIRE photometry of Stephan's Quintet", PI:
Pierre Guillard, 13.3 hours allocated
• OT1_pogle01_1, “Radio Jet Feedback on Molecular and Atomic Gas in Radio Galaxies", PI: Patrick Ogle, 68.2 hours allocated
• OT1_ppapadop_1, “Strong AGN feedback onto the ISM and its effects: A SPIRE FTS view of the molecular gas in 3C293", PI:
Panteli Papadopoulos, 6.1 hours allocated
• OT1_pvanderw_4, “Herschel spectra of low-z QSOs: measuring radiative feedback, radiation pressure and star formation", PI:
Paul van der Werf, 28.1 hours allocated
• OT1_rmeijeri_1, “Gas excitation through black hole accretion and star formation in the centers of active galaxies.", PI: Rowin
Meijerink, 22.4 hours allocated
• OT1_rmushotz_1, “Determining the Bolometric Luminosity of AGN", PI: Richard Mushotzky, 59.0 hours allocated\
• OT1_roverzie_1, “Comparing the Dust Emission from High Redshift Lyman Break Galaxies with their Best Low Redshift Analogs
discovered by GALEX", PI: Roderik Overzier, 28.6 hours allocated
• OT1_shaileyd_1, “Testing the XDR/High-J CO Paradigm in Nearby Galaxies", PI: Steven Hailey-Dunsheath, 32.2 hours allocated
• OT1_shony_1, “The physical conditions of star formation at low metallicity: the Magellanic clouds as corner stones", PI: Sacha
Hony, 79.0 hours allocated
• OT1_sveilleu_2, “Exploring the Dust Content of Galactic Winds with Herschel", PI: Sylvain Veilleux, 48.7 hours allocated
• OT1_sveilleu_3, “Molecular Outflows in Gas-Rich Mergers", PI: Sylvain Veilleux, 32.5 hours allocated
• OT1_tphill01_1, “Hydrogen Fluoride Absorption Toward Luminous Infrared Galaxies", PI: Thomas Phillips, 40.5 hours allocated
• OT1_tsavolai_1, “Monitoring of the far-IR SED of two archetypical quasars", PI: Tuomas Savolainen, 6.8 hours allocated
• OT1_vd_1, “Unveiling the dark side of the Gamma-Ray Bursts with Herschel Far Infrared Photometry", PI: Valerio D'elia, 28.1
hours allocated
• OT1_vkulkarn_1, “Molecules in the Distant Universe: Herschel Spectroscopy of Damped Lyman-alpha Quasar Absorbers", PI:
Varsha Kulkarni, 36.8 hours allocated
• OT1_vwild_1, “Major-merger, starburst.... what next?", PI: Vivienne Wild, 4.7 hours allocated
• OT1_wjaffe_1, “Keeping the cool gas in galaxy clusters warm.", PI: Walter Jaffe, 24.9 hours allocated
B.3.5 COSMOLOGY
• OT1_agonza02_1, “Spectroscopy of a Highly Magnified Galaxy Behind the Bullet Cluster", PI: Anthony Gonzalez, 12.8 hours
allocated
• OT1_apope_1, “Tracing the Evolution of Star Formation Activity in High Redshift Galaxy Clusters", PI: Alexandra Pope, 54.7 hours
allocated
• OT1_AVERMA_2, “Probing the Interstellar Medium of ULIRGs/SMGs at high redshift", PI: Aprajita Verma, 77.3 hours allocated
• OT1_csimpson_1, “Herschel Observations of the Coma Cluster", PI: Chris Simpson, 27.2 hours allocated
• OT1_dmarrone_1, “SPIRE Spectroscopy of the Brightest High-Redshift Submillimeter Galaxies", PI: Daniel Marrone, 4.1 hours
allocated
• OT1_driecher_1, “Characterizing the Interstellar Medium in’Normal’High Redshift Galaxies", PI: Dominik Riechers, 24.0 hours
allocated
• OT1_eegami, “SPIRE Snapshot Survey of Massive Galaxy Clusters", PI: Eiichi Egami, 27.0 hours allocated
• OT1_gstacey_3, “A PACS Redshift 1-2 Oxygen Survey: Leveraging the ZEUS [CII] Detections", PI: Gordon Stacey, 45.7 hours
allocated
• OT1_jcarls01_3, “Measuring the Epoch of Reionisation", PI: John Carlstrom, 79.0 hours allocated
• OT1_jrigby_1, “Resolved Herschel photometry and line spectroscopy for the brightest lensed galaxy at z~2", PI: Jane Rigby, 19.2
hours allocated
• OT1_jvieira_4, “Revealing the most luminous dusty star forming galaxies", PI: Joaquin Vieira, 25.6 hours allocated
• OT1_lhunt_2, “Unveiling the dust mass in the host galaxies of Gamma-Ray Bursts", PI: Leslie Hunt, 28.1 hours allocated
• OT1_lmontier_1, “Dissecting the nature of the Planck-HFI high-z blobs", PI: Ludovic Montier, 11.6 hours allocated
• OT1_mswinban_1, “The Last of the Titans: The Nature of Super-Starbursts at z~1.5", PI: Mark Swinbank, 6.7 hours allocated
• OT1_peisenha_1, “The Most Luminous Obscured Galaxies and Quasars Revealed by WISE", PI: Peter Eisenhardt, 30.4 hours
allocated
• OT1_ppopesso_1, “A Star formation oasis in the middle of a `cluster desert'", PI: Paola Popesso, 97.4 hours allocated
• OT1_rgobat_1, “Unveiling the nature of strong galaxy activity in an X-ray detected galaxy cluster at z=2.07", PI: Raphael Gobat,
17.7 hours allocated
• OT1_rhuub_1, “SPIRE and the formation and evolution of galaxy clusters", PI: Huub Röttgering, 16.7 hours allocated
• OT1_rivison_1, “Characterising the ISM of bright, lensed star-forming galaxies across cosmic time with the SPIRE FTS", PI: Rob
Ivison, 94.1 hours allocated
• OT1_schapman_1, “Measuring the PAH emission in a z=6.1 star forming Submillimetre Galaxy", PI: Scott Chapman, 4.8 hours
allocated
• OT1_sserje01_1, “THE HERSCHEL-AKARI NEP DEEP SURVEY: the cosmological history of stellar mass assembly and black hole
accretion", PI: Stephen Serjeant, 73.5 hours allocated
• OT1_ssivanan_1, “Dust in the wind: the role of dust in ram-pressure stripped gas and intracluster star formation", PI: Suresh
Sivanandam, 10.4 hours allocated
• OT1_sveilleu_1, “Cold Gas and Dust in the Filamentary Complexes of Cluster Cooling Flows", PI: Sylvain Veilleux, 7.0 hours
allocated
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• OT1_ttakagi_1, “A deep PACS survey of AKARI-Deep field south: Revealing the connection between AGN and star formation", PI:
Toshinobu Takagi, 34.5 hours allocated
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B.4 PERFORMED GT2 GUARANTEED TIME PROPOSALS
B.4.1 SOLAR SYSTEM
None
B.4.2 ISM/STAR FORMATION
• GT2_apon_1, “High J Lines of CO as Tracers of Low Velocity Turbulent Shocks in Molecular Clouds", PI: Andy Pon, 1.3 hours
allocated
• GT2_astutz_2, “Probing the physical conditions of pre-stellar cores on the verge of collapse", PI: Amelia Stutz, 8.1 hours allocated
• GT2_hbeuther_3, “The Carbon Budget and Formation Signatures of Molecular Clouds", PI: Henrik Beuther, 4.7 hours allocated
• GT2_hlinz_1, “Herschel spectroscopy for very young star-forming cores: excitation, outflows, and dust emissivity", PI: Hendrik
Linz, 8.0 hours allocated
• GT2_jbouwman_3, “The evolution of Herbig Ae/Be systems: constraining the gas and dust chemistry with Herschel spectroscopy",
PI: Jeroen Bouwman, 3.9 hours allocated
• GT2_mnielboc_1, “Unveiling the embedded protostellar population of the Norma cloud", PI: Markus Nielbock, 2.8 hours allocated
• GT2_mpestalo_3, “Tracing the evolution of the interstellar medium from molecular clouds to stars", PI: Michele Pestalozzi, 39.9
hours allocated
• GT2_pandre_5, “Completion of the Gould Belt and HOBYS surveys", PI: Philippe André, 16.4 hours allocated
• GT2_rliseau_1, “A complete water map of the rho Ophiuchi cloud core A", PI: René Liseau, 10.7 hours allocated
• GT2_smolinar_6, “A detailed study of the IRAS23385+6053 star forming region", PI: Sergio Molinari, 4.6 hours allocated
• GT2_vossenko_5, “Carbon isotopes in PDRs", PI: Volker Ossenkopf, 10.5 hours allocated
• GT2_zbalog_2, “Multiepoch observations of IC 348: Using Far-Infrared Variability to Constrain the Dust Structure in Young
Stellar Objects", PI: Zoltan Balog, 4.4 hours allocated
B.4.3 STARS
• GT2_bdevries_3, “Mapping the distribution of the crystalline silicate forsterite in the Saturn Nebula (NGC 7009)", PI: Ben de
Vries, 2.1 hours allocated
• GT2_ldecin_3, “Unraveling the unexpected wind deceleration in the envelopes around evolved stars", PI: Leen Decin, 9.9 hours
allocated
• GT2_mbaes_3, “Cold dust in the ejecta of SN 1987A", PI: Maarten Baes, 2.9 hours allocated
• GT2_mbarlow_1, “MESS SPIRE-FTS spectroscopy of evolved sources having MESS PACS spectroscopy", PI: Mike Barlow, 15.0
hours allocated
• GT2_mgroen01_6, “Dust mass-loss on the RGB: reaching the limits", PI: Martin Groenewegen, 7.5 hours allocated
• GT2_mgroen01_7, “Spectroscopy on the bow-shock of CW Leo", PI: Martin Groenewegen, 4.0 hours allocated
• GT2_ncox_1, “Faint Extended Dust Envelopes of Young Planetary Nebulae", PI: Nick Cox, 4.0 hours allocated
• GT2_ncox_2, “Eyes and Bullets: A study of peculiar bow shocks and dust arcs around AGB stars", PI: Nick Cox, 4.3 hours
allocated
• GT2_ncox_3, “Far-Infrared Emission from Bow Shocks around Runaway OB stars", PI: Nick Cox, 4.7 hours allocated
• GT2_proyer_2, “Green Light from AGB StarS? (GLASS)", PI: Pierre Royer, 4.5 hours allocated
• GT2_proyer_3, “Unveiling the evolutionary paths of the most massive stars through the study of their ejected nebulae", PI: Pierre
Royer, 3.7 hours allocated
• GT2_vbujarra_6, “Additional molecular observations in AGB and post-AGB objects", PI: Valentin Bujarrabal, 12.5 hours allocated
B.4.4 GALAXIES/AGNS
• GT2_jfritz_2, “Unveiling the nature of the infrared emission in M87", PI: Jacopo Fritz, 2.0 hours allocated
• GT2_lspinogl_6, “PACS spectroscopy of bright Seyfert galaxies in the [OIV]26µm line", PI: Luigi Spinoglio, 18.0 hours allocated
• GT2_mbaes_2, “Far-infrared investigation of early-type galaxies with dust lanes", PI: Maarten Baes, 3.4 hours allocated
• GT2_nrangwal_2, “Characterizing the Molecular Outflow in Arp 220", PI: Naseem Rangwala, 4.7 hours allocated
• GT2_rguesten_5, “Spectral mapping of the closest galactic nucleus", PI: Rolf Guesten, 28.5 hours allocated
• GT2_sbeaulie_1, “HIFI and PACS Observation of NGC 5102", PI: Sylvie Beaulieu, 3.5 hours allocated
• GT2_vleboute_3, “Unveiling the Warm Molecular Gas in Blue Compact Dwarf Galaxies", PI: Vianney Lebouteiller, 8.3 hours
allocated
B.4.5 COSMOLOGY
• GT2_mviero_1, “HerMES Large Mode Survey: LARGE AREA SURVEY TARGETING LARGE-SCALE MOD-ES", PI: Marco Viero,
103.4 hours allocated
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B.5 APPROVED OT2 OPEN TIME PROPOSALS
B.5.1 SOLAR SYSTEM
• OT2_dbockele_2, “The water D/H ratio in a TOO long-period comet”, PI: Dominique Bockelee-Morvan, 7.7 hours allocated
• OT2_ddan01_2, “Galactic Background Calibrations for OT1_ddan01_1 Detecting the Largest Rings in the Solar System - Dust
Rings from the Irregular Satellites", PI: Daniel Tamayo, 4.3 hours allocated
• OT2_elellouc_2, “Pluto's seasonal evolution and surface thermal properties", PI: Emmanuel Lellouch, 10.2 hours allocated
• OT2_elellouc_3, “Probing the Enceladus torus with Herschel", PI: Emmanuel Lellouch, 11.7 hours allocated
• OT2_itoth_2, “Herschel Space Observatory observations of outburst and split comets", PI: Imre Toth, 13.9 hours allocated
• OT2_lorourke_17, “A Search for Gaseous H2O in Asteroids (24) Themis & (65) Cybele", PI: Laurence O'Rourke, 2 hours allocated
• OT2_nteanby_4, “Titan's Ammonia Cycle", PI: Nicholas Teanby, 8.1 hours allocated
• OT2_tcavalie_6, “The origin of CO in Uranus", PI: Thibault Cavalie, 8 hours allocated
• OT2_tcavalie_7, “Probing the temperature and chemistry of Saturn's storm with Herschel", PI: Thibault Cavalie, 11.7 hours
allocated
B.5.2 ISM/STAR FORMATION
• OT2_aboogert_2, “Herschel Spectroscopy of Spitzer's Extended Green Objects: Tracing the Earliest Stages of Massive Star
Formation", PI: Adwin Boogert, 13.5 hours allocated
• OT2_aford_1, “High Velocity Cloud Properties and Origins Traced by CII Emission", PI: Alyson Ford, 9.4 hours allocated
• OT2_agaspar_1, “Observing Young Debris Disks with SPIRE", PI: Andras Gaspar, 2.2 hours allocated
• OT2_agomezru_2, “Mapping Water and related Hydrides in Massive Protostellar outflows with HIFI", PI: Arturo Gomez-Ruiz, 7.5
hours allocated
• OT2_alopezse_2, “Outflow evolution in high-mass star formation", PI: Ana Lopez-Sepulcre, 19 hours allocated
• OT2_alopezse_3, “Mapping the cosmic ray ionisation rate across the Northern end of the Orion A iant molecular cloud", PI: Ana
Lopez-Sepulcre, 5.2 hours allocated
• OT2_amoor_3, “The origin of gas in the two oldest newly discovered gaseous debris disks.”, PI: Attila Moor, 9.2 hours allocated
• OT2_amoor_4, “A census of debris disks in nearby young moving groups with Herschel.", PI: Attila Moor, 28.7 hours allocated
• OT2_anoriega_2, “SABER: Spectral Analysis of the Bowshock Emission in a Runaway", PI: Alberto Noriega-Crespo, 6.2 hours
allocated
• OT2_aroberge_3, “Ultra-Cold Material in Young Debris Disks", PI: Aki Roberge, 3.2 hours allocated
• OT2_atanner_1, “A Study of Cold Disks around M dwarfs and the Formation of Extrasolar Planets", PI: Angelle Tanner, 27.1 hours
allocated
• OT2_bdevries_5, “Studying the collisional processes in the debris disk of Beta Pictoris", PI: Ben de Vries, 16.4 hours allocated
• OT2_bgodard_1, “Turbulent dissipation in the diffuse medium: its dynamics revealed by combined HIFI observations of 13CH+
and SH+", PI: Benjamin Godard, 14.7 hours allocated
• OT2_briaz_5, “Brown Dwraf Disc Fraction at Ages of ~30-50 Myr", PI: Basmah Riaz, 19.4 hours allocated
• OT2_bzuckerm_2, “Herschel Characterisation of Dusty Debris Disks", PI: Ben Zuckerman, 10.7 hours allocated
• OT2_calvesde_1, “A deep Herschel PACS imaging survey of transitional disks", PI: Catarina Alves de Oliveira, 22.2 hours allocated
• OT2_cceccare_4, “Searching for the onset of energetic particle irradiation in Class 0 protostars", PI: Cecilia Ceccarelli, 19.6 hours
allocated
• OT2_cceccare_5, “Peering into the engine of a jet-driven bowshock: TMC1B1", PI: Cecilia Ceccarelli, 5 hours allocated
• OT2_cchen01_3, “A Search for C II Around Dusty A-Type Stars", PI: Christine Chen, 7.3 hours allocated
• OT2_ccodella_2, “Where is chlorine in shocked regions?", PI: Claudio Codella, 7.2 hours allocated
• OT2_clada_2, “Observations of a Sleeping Giant: A Herschel Survey of the California Molecular Cloud", PI: Charles Lada, 25.2
hours allocated
• OT2_cmccoey_2, “Intermediate Mass YSOs: getting to the core of the matter", PI: Carolyn McCoey, 6.3 hours allocated
• OT2_cmccoey_3, “Evolution of water emission in intermediate mass YSOs", PI: Carolyn McCoey, 11.3 hours allocated
• OT2_cmelis_3, “Environmental impact on planetary systems in the rich alpha Per cluster", PI: Carl Melis, 2 hours allocated
• OT2_csalyk_2, “PACS photometry of water-rich protoplanetary disks", PI: Colette Salyk, 2.9 hours allocated
• OT2_csalyk_3, “HIFI CO observations of protoplanetary disks with molecular winds", PI: Colette Salyk, 38.1 hours allocated
• OT2_ctibbs_1, “Exploring the role of CII in current Spinning Dust Models", PI: Christopher Tibbs, 14.9 hours allocated
• OT2_dardila_2, “PACS Photometry of Transiting-Planet Systems with Warm Debris Disks", PI: David Ardila, 21.1 hours allocated
• OT2_dfedele_2, “Direct measurements of the warm gas distribution and vertical temperature gradient in protoplanetary disks.", PI:
Davide Fedele, 14.4 hours allocated
• OT2_dlis_3, “Ammonia as a Tracer of the Earliest Stages of Star Formation", PI: Dariusz Lis, 16.7 hours allocated
• OT2_dneufeld_7, “High frequency water masers with Herschel/HIFI", PI: David Neufeld, 10 hours allocated
• OT2_dpadgett_2, “Warm A Star Debris Disks from WISE", PI: Deborah Padgett, 32.5 hours allocated
• OT2_dparadis_2, “Unveiling the spectral shape of warm Galactic dust emission", PI: Deborah Paradis, 15.4 hours allocated
• OT2_dteyssie_2, “Unveiling the water puzzle in cold PDRs: The Horsehead case", PI: David Teyssier, 4.6 hours allocated
• OT2_dwatso02_5, “HIFI and SPIRE spectroscopy of HOPS 87: a bright water-rich protostar without an outflow", PI: Dan Watson,
12.6 hours allocated
• OT2_ebergin_6, “H3O+ as a tracer of Galactic Center Black Hole activity", PI: Edwin Bergin, 16 hours allocated
• OT2_echapill_2, “Low gas to dust ratio in protoplanetary disks: the Carbon content of CQ Tau MWC 758 and MWC 480", PI:
Edwige chapillon, 5.3 hours allocated
• OT2_efalgaro_2, “The Herschel/HIFI insight on the CH+ puzzle in the diffuse medium", PI: Edith Falgarone, 11.3 hours allocated
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• OT2_ehabart_4, “Unveiling the origin and excitation mechanisms of the warm CO OH and CH+", PI: Emilie Habart, 12.7 hours
allocated
• OT2_epuga_1, “Characterisation of the Extended Gas Components in Protostars with Herschel", PI: Elena Puga, 23.4 hours
allocated
• OT2_evandish_4, “Water In Low-mass protostars: the William Herschel line Legacy (WILL)", PI: Ewine van Dishoeck, 133.6 hours
allocated
• OT2_ewirst01_1, “Depletion Cores - the O2 Hideout?”, PI: Eva Wirstroem, 3 hours allocated
• OT2_ewirst01_2, “Determining the Ice Desorption Mechanism in Cold Molecular Clouds", PI: Eva Wirstroem, 1.6 hours allocated
• OT2_fmorales_2, “Do Debris Disks With Warm Dust Have A Cold Origin? - Searching For The Outer Planetesimal Belts", PI:
Farisa Morales, 34.5 hours allocated
• OT2_fmorales_3, “Constraining the Long Wavelength Emission of Two-Belt Debris Disks", PI: Farisa Morales, 8 hours allocated
• OT2_fvandert_1, “Spatial distribution of HF emission in photon-dominated regions", PI: Floris van der Tak, 1.5 hours allocated
• OT2_fwyrowsk_3, “A Water survey of massive star forming clumps in the inner Galaxy", PI: Friedrich Wyrowski, 30.6 hours
allocated
• OT2_gbryden_2, “Debris Disks around Low-Mass Planet-Bearing Stars", PI: Geoffrey Bryden, 17.1 hours allocated
• OT2_gherczeg_2, “A novel search for episodic accretion onto the youngest protostars", PI: Greg Herczeg, 19 hours allocated
• OT2_gherczeg_4, “A PACS Spectroscopic Survey of the Chemistry of Transition Disks", PI: Greg Herczeg, 26.4 hours allocated
• OT2_gkennedy_2, “Debris Disks as a Tracer of Star and Planet Formation in Binaries", PI: Grant Kennedy, 11.4 hours allocated
• OT2_gmelnick_2, “Testing the Water Predictions of Thermo-Chemical Models of Externally-Illuminated Molecular Gas", PI: G.J.
Melnick, 8.8 hours allocated
• OT2_gsandell_1, “Disk evolution in a cluster environment - PACS and SPIRE imaging of the LkHa198/V367 Cas region", PI:
Goeran Sandell, 1.5 hours allocated
• OT2_gsantang_1, “Solving the puzzle of water excitation in shocks", PI: Gina Santangelo, 19.6 hours allocated
• OT2_gstringf_2, “Star Formation Within the Giant HII Region W80: Measuring SEDs and Mapping the Morphology of the North
American Pelican and Gulf of Mexico Complexes", PI: Guy Stringfellow, 6.8 hours allocated
• OT2_hbeuther_4, “Formation signatures and carbon budget of molecular clouds", PI: Henrik Beuther, 19.3 hours allocated
• OT2_hgupta_2, “A Deep Search for the Molecular Anions CN$^-$ CCH$^-$ OH$^-$ and SH$^-$ in the Galaxy", PI: Harshal Gupta,
13 hours allocated
• OT2_hmatsu01_2, “Far-infrared spectroscopic imaging study of interstellar material around eta Carinae", PI: Hiroshi Matsuo, 7.8
hours allocated
• OT2_hsmith_2, “HIFI Observations of Cold Cores in Infrared Dark Clouds", PI: Howard Smith, 20.9 hours allocated
• OT2_ipascucc_2, “The Masses of Brown Dwarf Disks and the Disk-Stellar Mass Scaling Relation", PI: Ilaria Pascucci, 46.1 hours
allocated
• OT2_isong_4, “Characterizing nearby WISE warm debris disks with Herschel", PI: Inseok Song, 8.5 hours allocated
• OT2_isong_5, “Cataloging Debris Disks within 100pc", PI: Inseok Song, 10 hours allocated
• OT2_jcarr_1, “Beyond the Snow Line: the Oxidation State of Disks and Connections to the Transport and Growth of Icy Bodies", PI:
John Carr, 43.1 hours allocated
• OT2_jfarihi_2, “The Origin of the Destroyed Planetary Body at G29-38: One of Many Asteroids or a Major Rocky Planet?", PI: Jay
Farihi, 9.4 hours allocated
• OT2_jforbric_3, “Probing short-term far-infrared variability of protostars and exploring afterglows of X-ray disk heating", PI: Jan
Forbrich, 7.3 hours allocated
• OT2_jgoicoec_5, “Mapping Sagittarius B2 a starburst in the Milky Way's Galactic Center", PI: Javier R. Goicoechea, 10.8 hours
allocated
• OT2_jgreen02_6, “SPIRE-FTS Observations of a Diverse Sample of Protostars and their Surroundings", PI: Joel Green, 30.9 hours
allocated
• OT2_jhora_2, “Completing the Herschel Survey of Cygnus-X", PI: Joseph Hora, 15.5 hours allocated
• OT2_jkauff01_3, “Maddalena's Cloud: A unique Laboratory for Early Evolutionary Stages of massive GMCs?", PI: Jens
Kauffmann, 12.9 hours allocated
• OT2_jkirk_3, “An accurate mass measurement for prestellar cores", PI: Jason Kirk, 11 hours allocated
• OT2_jlee01_2, “Searching for the First XDR around a Low Mass Star Forming Region", PI: Jeong-Eun Lee, 9.3 hours allocated
• OT2_jlestrad_3, “Confirmation and characterisation of two debris disks around low-mass stars.", PI: Jean-Francois Lestrade, 6.5
hours allocated
• OT2_jmartinp_4, “The Galactic center as the laboratory to understand nuclear activity in galaxies (GC_JMP)", PI: Jesus MartinPintado, 55.3 hours allocated
• OT2_joliveir_2, “Cooling and chemistry in embedded massive protostars in the Magellanic Clouds", PI: Joana Oliveira, 38.8 hours
allocated
• OT2_jrhee_1, “Search for Edgeworth-Kuiper Belt Analogs in the Alpha Perseus Cluster", PI: Joseph Rhee, 17.7 hours allocated
• OT2_jstutzki_3, “Probing the gas in the outer Galaxy: Molecular or Atomic?", PI: Juergen Stutzki, 9.2 hours allocated
• OT2_jtan_1, “Far Infrared Extinction (FIREX)-Mapping the Initial Conditions of Massive Star Formation”, PI: Jonathan Tan, 5.9
hours allocated
• OT2_jtobin_2, “Characterizing the Energetics of the Youngest Protostars: PACS Spectroscopy of Herschel-Identified Extreme Class
0 objects in Orion", PI: John Tobin, 10.6 hours allocated
• OT2_jvaillan_1, “Differential Heating of Magnetically Aligned Dust Grains", PI: John Vaillancourt, 2.1 hours allocated
• OT2_kexter_2, “V838 Mon: aftermath of a stellar merger", PI: Katrina Exter, 1.6 hours allocated
• OT2_kkawaguc_1, “Search for the H2F+ ion", PI: Kentarou Kawaguchi, 4.4 hours allocated
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• OT2_kponto01_2, “The distribution of water vapor in protoplanetary disks and their winds", PI: Klaus Pontoppidan, 42 hours
allocated
• OT2_kstape01_1, “The Final Four: Completing Herschel's Imaging Legacy for Key Debris Disk Systems", PI: Karl Stapelfeldt, 3.7
hours allocated\
• OT2_ksu_3, “Characterisation of Outer Exoplanetary Systems With Herschel Imaging”, PI: Kate Su, 13.7 hours allocated
• OT2_kwillacy_1, “Tracing the dark gas in the Perseus Molecular Cloud Complex with Herschel"
, PI: Karen Willacy, 31.6 hours allocated
• OT2_landerso_1, “Tracing Galactic Metallicity with Herschel", PI: Loren Anderson, 17.2 hours allocated
• OT2_lcarlson_1, “Characterizing a Complete Resolved Star Formation Region: NGC 602 in the SMC - Beautifully Alone", PI: Lynn
Carlson, 9 hours allocated
• OT2_lchavarr_1, “Heating and cooling mechanisms in massive star forming regions", PI: Luis Chavarria Garrido, 20.1 hours
allocated
• OT2_lcleeves_1, “A Sensitive Search for OH and H2O in the Cold Outer Layers of Planet-forming Disk", PI: L. Ilsedore Cleeves,
11.8 hours allocated
• OT2_lcleeves_2, “Probing the Dominant Ion on the Surface of Planet-Forming Disks with Herschel/HIFI", PI: L. Ilsedore Cleeves,
14.4 hours allocated
• OT2_lkrist01_2, “Disentangling energetic feedback in low-mass protostars with CO 16-15", PI: Lars Kristensen, 14.1 hours
allocated
• OT2_lkrist01_3, “Disentangling the water chemistry of the spectacular outflow BHR71", PI: Lars Kristensen, 19.5 hours allocated
• OT2_llooney_3, “The Evolution of Massive Star Forming Regions: PACS Spectral Scans of Massive Protostars in the LMC", PI:
Leslie Looney, 49 hours allocated
• OT2_lolmi_3, “The physical and chemical state of high-mass pre- and proto-stellar core sidentified by the Hi-GAL survey", PI:
Luca Olmi, 28.5 hours allocated
• OT2_mbenedet_1, “SPECSO: Spectroscopy of Shocks in Outflows", PI: Milena Benedettini, 26.6 hours allocated
• OT2_mboyer_1, “Investigating the origin of the intercluster medium in M15", PI: Martha Boyer, 5.8 hours allocated
• OT2_mcordine_3, “Determining the evolutionary state of the young protostar Chamaeleon MMS1", PI: Martin Cordiner, 10 hours
allocated
• OT2_mdeluca_2, “HCl+ in the Interstellar Medium", PI: Massimo De Luca, 8.8 hours allocated
• OT2_mdeluca_3, “A prototypical jet from an intermediate-mass protostar", PI: Massimo De Luca, 13 hours allocated
• OT2_mgerin_5, “CH+ tomography of the central molecular zone", PI: Maryvonne Gerin, 16 hours allocated
• OT2_mgerin_6, “Search for CH2$D+ a key reactant in interstellar chemistry", PI: Maryvonne Gerin, 6.3 hours allocated
• OT2_mguedel_2, “Tracing protostellar disk ionisation with far-infrared lines”, PI: Manuel Guedel, 2.2 hours allocated
• OT2_mhogerhe_2, “A deep HIFI search for cold para-water vapor in three protoplanetary disks", PI: Michiel Hogerheijde, 87.6
hours allocated
• OT2_mkama_2, “Supernova archaeology in Orion with chlorine isotopes", PI: Mihkel Kama, 6.8 hours allocated
• OT2_mlee01_1, “[CII] Observations of the Perseus Molecular Cloud", PI: Min-Young Lee, 38.6 hours allocated
• OT2_mpuravan_2, “Shock treatment: breaking the degeneracy on the origin of water emission in protostars", PI: Manoj
Puravankara, 10.9 hours allocated
• OT2_mtafalla_1, “Understanding the origin of the water emission in outflows and its relation to other shock tracers", PI: Mario
Tafalla, 18.6 hours allocated
• OT2_mthomp01_2, “Confirming a sample of massive and luminous debris disks identified in the Herschel-ATLAS", PI: Mark
Thompson, 19.5 hours allocated
• OT2_nbillot_2, “HYSOVAR II: Spectroscopic monitoring of far-IR-variable protostars.", PI: Nicolas Billot, 14.5 hours allocated
• OT2_ncrocket_1, “A HIFI study to determine whether or not ammonia truly traces the densest regions of molecular hot cores", PI:
Nathan Crockett, 11.8 hours allocated
• OT2_nhuelamo_4, “Gas chemistry in the inner holes of planet-hosting transitional disks", PI: Nuria Huelamo Bautista, 22.8 hours
allocated
• OT2_nphillip_1, “HD 37594: An Exceptionally Massive Cold Debris Disc in the Solar Neighbourhood", PI: Neil Phillips, 0.9 hours
allocated
• OT2_oberne_4, “A Herschel survey of photodissociation regions in proplyds", PI: Olivier Berne, 10.3 hours allocated
• OT2_odionato_3, “Measuring the CO/H2 ratio in warm gas", PI: Odysseas Dionatos, 4.5 hours allocated
• OT2_pabraham_4, “Dark shadows in T Tauri disks: accretion-related structural changes revealed by far-infrared variability", PI:
Peter Abraham, 7.8 hours allocated
• OT2_pbjerkel_1, “Herschel observations of the shocked gas in HH54", PI: Per Bjerkeli, 4.7 hours allocated
• OT2_pcaselli_7, “Constraining the chemistry of water in pre-stellar cores", PI: Paola Caselli, 30.2 hours allocated
• OT2_pcaselli_8, “Unveiling the initial conditions of high-mass star and stellar cluster formation", PI: Paola Caselli, 17.8 hours
allocated
• OT2_pgolds01_6, “Herschel [NII] Observations to Define the Source of [CII] Emission", PI: Paul Goldsmith, 64.6 hours allocated
• OT2_pharve01_6, “Disk Structure and Evolution Around Very Low Mass Stars", PI: Paul Harvey, 19.7 hours allocated
• OT2_pharve01_7, “SPIRE Followup of Cold Disks Detected Around Brown Dwarfs at 160um", PI: Paul Harvey, 2.6 hours allocated
• OT2_philybla_3, “First detection of 15NH and the determination of the 14N/15N in the diffuse Interstellar Medium", PI: Pierre
Hily-Blant, 12 hours allocated
• OT2_phofner_1, “Probing Outflows from Massive Proto-stars with High-J CO Lines", PI: Peter Hofner, 10.3 hours allocated
• OT2_plowranc_1, “Testing the Proposed Model: Detecting Disks around Nearby Carbon Dwarfs", PI: Patrick Lowrance, 14 hours
allocated
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• OT2_ppilleri_1, “Dynamics of the ultracompact HII region Monoceros R2: solving the lifetime paradox of young massive star
forming region", PI: Paolo Pilleri, 6.7 hours allocated
• OT2_priviere_2, “Warm H2O in protoplanetary disks: a key study for telluric planet formation", PI: Pablo Riviere, 28 hours
allocated
• OT2_psonnent_1, “Combining sub-mm and UV/optical absorption line diagnostics to constrain diffuse molecular and translucent
cloud structure, abundances and chemistry", PI: Paule Sonnentrucker, 28.3 hours allocated
• OT2_qnguyenl_1, “Water emission in the shocked regions at the tips of converging filaments", PI: Quang Nguyen Luong, 8.5 hours
allocated
• OT2_rliseau_2, “Resolving an outstanding problem: O2 mapping of rho Oph", PI: Rene Liseau, 74.2 hours allocated
• OT2_rpaladin_3, “Unveiling the misterious case of RCW 49: a powerful HII region with associated Anomalous Microwave
Emission", PI: Roberta Paladini, 1.7 hours allocated
• OT2_rplume_2, “HIFI Observations of the C18O and C17O J = 5-4 to 15-14 Transitions in Hot Cores: A Direct Method to Obtain
Total Column Densities", PI: Rene Plume, 29.2 hours allocated
• OT2_rvisser_1, “Variability in high-J CO lines as a proxy for variable accretion in embedded protostars", PI: Ruud Visser, 10.3
hours allocated
• OT2_rvisser_2, “Hot water in hot cores", PI: Ruud Visser, 19.9 hours allocated
• OT2_sbottine_2, “Measuring chlorine depletion in low mass star forming regions", PI: Sandrine Bottinelli, 18.3 hours allocated
• OT2_schaty_2, “The Herschel far-infrared view of a shell bubble inflated by Cygnus X-1 microquasar jets", PI: Sylvain Chaty, 2.5
hours allocated
• OT2_schitsaz_1, “Measuring the Emissivity Index of Dust in a Starless Core on the Brink of Star Formation with the SPIRE/FTS",
PI: Shadi Chitsazzadeh, 0.5 hours allocated
• OT2_smolinar_7, “Hi-GAL2pi. Completing the Herschel infrared Galactic Plane Survey as the fundamental step towards a bottomup model of the Milky Way as a star-formation engine", PI: Sergio Molinari, 257.8 hours allocated
• OT2_sskinner_1, “Probing Star Formation in the Extreme Environment of Onsala 2”, PI: Stephen Skinner, 2.9 hours allocated
• OT2_swampfle_2, “Hyperfine structure resolved OH map of the high-mass star-forming region W3 IRS5", PI: Susanne Wampfler,
1.7 hours allocated
• OT2_swolk_2, “PACS and SPIRE Observations of the NGC 281 Star Forming Region", PI: Scott Wolk, 9 hours allocated
• OT2_tbourke_2, “The Evolution of Dense Cores to Protostars", PI: Tyler Bourke, 28.5 hours allocated
• OT2_tbourke_3, “Lonely Cores: Star Formation in Isolation", PI: Tyler Bourke, 10.5 hours allocated
• OT2_tcsenger_1, “A diagnostic study of shocks of converging flows seen within the DR21(OH) clump", PI: Timea Csengeri, 3.8
hours allocated
• OT2_tcurrie_1, “Investigating the Architecture and Collisional State of Four Nearby Debris Disks with PACS/SPIRE Imaging", PI:
Thayne Currie, 4.2 hours allocated
• OT2_tfritz_2, “Discovering Sgr A* in the far infrared with Herschel", PI: Tobias Fritz, 40.1 hours allocated
• OT2_tgiannin_2, “Herschel mapping of the Vela-D star forming region", PI: Teresa Giannini, 9.9 hours allocated
• OT2_tgiesen_1, “Detection of 13CCC in star forming regions", PI: Thomas Giesen, 9.6 hours allocated
• OT2_tharriso_5, “Ascertaining the Origins and Evolution of the Mid/Far-Infrared Luminosities of Classical Novae", PI: Thomas
Harrison, 5.9 hours allocated
• OT2_tmegeath_6, “SPIRE and PACS Imaging of the Unusual Giant Molecular Cloud G216 (Maddalena's Cloud)", PI: Tom
Megeath, 4.8 hours allocated
• OT2_toka_1, “Diffuse gas and high ionisation rate near the Galactic center”, PI: Takeshi Oka, 6.8 hours allocated
• OT2_tonaka_8, “PACS spectroscopic observations of the shocked regions in the Galactic plane", PI: Takashi Onaka, 27.8 hours
allocated
• OT2_tvelusam_3, “Atomic and Ionic Spectral Line Probes of Protostellar Jets and Outflows", PI: Thangasamy Velusamy, 28 hours
allocated
• OT2_tvelusam_4, “Probing Galactic Spiral Arm Tangencies with [CII]", PI: Thangasamy Velusamy, 33.5 hours allocated
• OT2_tvelusam_5, “Probing the Hidden Molecular Gas in HVCs with [C II]", PI: Thangasamy Velusamy, 3.5 hours allocated
• OT2_vgeers_3, “Remnant Gas Dispersal and Planet Formation: The Intriguing Case of the 10 Myr Old Transitional Disk of RX
J1852.3-3700.", PI: Vincent Geers, 1.6 hours allocated
• OT2_wlanger_7, “Dynamics of Giant Magnetic Gas Loops and Their Connection to the CMZ in the Galactic Center", PI: William
Langer, 27.9 hours allocated
• OT2_yokada_2, “Si and Fe depletion study in both ionized and PDR gas of Galactic star-forming regions combined with Spitzer",
PI: Yoko Okada, 10.4 hours allocated
• OT2_zbalog_3, “Multi-epoch observations of IC 348: Using Far Infrared Variability to Constrain the Dust Structure in Young
Stellar Objects", PI: Zoltan Balog, 4.4 hours allocated
B.5.3 STARS
• OT2_amarston_2, “Mapping the Ejecta Around Massive Stars at High Galactic Latitudes", PI: Anthony Marston, 17.8 hours
allocated
• OT2_atielens_2, “CO emission from a molecular knot in the Cas A supernova remnant", PI: Alexander Tielens, 7.2 hours allocated
• OT2_bsargent_1, “Herschel PACS Spectroscopy of Mass Loss from Red Supergiant Stars in the Large Magellanic Cloud", PI:
Benjamin Sargent, 2.6 hours allocated
• OT2_cgielen_3, “Dust and gas in Keplerian discs around binary post-AGB stars.", PI: Clio Gielen, 14.3 hours allocated
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• OT2_cgielen_4, “Dust processing and grain growth in Keplerian discs around binary post-AGB stars.", PI: Clio Gielen, 14.9 hours
allocated
• OT2_dgarciah_1, “Far-infrared spectroscopy of fullerene-containing sources: testing the fullerene formation scenario and
searching for fullerene-related molecules in evolved stars", PI: Domingo Anibal Garcia Hernandez, 15 hours allocated\
• OT2_dneufeld_6, “Probing the mystery of water vapour in carbon-rich stars: a search for the H2-17O and H2-18O isotopologues
of water toward IRC+10216", PI: David Neufeld, 12.2 hours allocated
• OT2_dstock_3, “Measuring the Stellar Yields of massive stars with Herschel PACS", PI: David Stock, 5.1 hours allocated
• OT2_edebeck_2, “When twins are not identical: a HIFI scan of IRAS15194-5115 the stellar twin of IRC+10216", PI: Elvire De
Beck, 49.2 hours allocated
• OT2_gquintan_1, “Warm gas around the C-stars with high expansion velocity. Unveiling the nature of these objects", PI: Guillermo
Quintana-Lacaci, 8.2 hours allocated
• OT2_jalcolea_2, “Additional Hpoint observations of large post-AGB sources from HIFIStars", PI: Javier Alcolea, 18.1 hours
allocated
• OT2_jblommae_2, “Study of the cool forsterite dust around evolved stars", PI: Joris Blommaert, 3.1 hours allocated
• OT2_jcami_3, “Investigating AGB dust condensation conditions.”, PI: Jan Cami, 2.4 hours allocated
• OT2_jcernich_8, “A search for far-infrared HCN lasers in C-rich evolved stars", PI: Jose Cernicharo, 20.3 hours allocated
• OT2_jcernich_9, “time variability of thermal molecular line emission in IRC+10216", PI: Jose Cernicharo, 16.5 hours allocated
• OT2_jhewitt_2, “Understanding Shock Oxygen Chemistry in Interacting Supernova Remnants", PI: John Hewitt, 10.1 hours
allocated
• OT2_jsokolos_1, “The Origin and Nature of the Emission Nebulae around Symbiotic Stars", PI: Jennifer Sokoloski, 17.1 hours
allocated
• OT2_kjusttan_2, “Herschel observations of extreme OH/IR stars", PI: Kay Justtanont, 30.8 hours allocated
• OT2_ldecin_4, “Unraveling the mechanism for the creation of warm water vapour in the sooty outflow of luminous carbon stars",
PI: Leen Decin, 21.8 hours allocated
• OT2_mcordine_2, “Revealing the nature of the remarkable object IRAS 19312+1950", PI: Martin Cordiner, 9.2 hours allocated
• OT2_mmarengo_2, “Mass Loss from Classical Cepheids and their Progenitors", PI: Massimo Marengo, 26 hours allocated
• OT2_mmatsuur_2, “The origin of far-infrared emission in the supernova 1987A", PI: Mikako Matsuura, 22.3 hours allocated
• OT2_mmeixner_4, “Atomic and Molecular Gas Observations of Supernova Remnants in the Magellanic Clouds", PI: Margaret
Meixner, 10.9 hours allocated
• OT2_mrubio_2, “Clumping in OB-star winds", PI: Maria del Mar Rubio, 12.8 hours allocated
• OT2_ncox_4, “Old and slow Galactic bullets: Tracing the dust in turbulent interaction regions due to AGB stars traversing
interstellar space", PI: Nick Cox, 36 hours allocated
• OT2_nflagey_2, “Capturing missing evolved stars in the Galactic plane", PI: Nicolas Flagey, 9.8 hours allocated
• OT2_ofox_1, “A Search for Missing Dust in Nearby Core-Collapse Supernovae", PI: Ori Fox, 14.8 hours allocated
• OT2_pcrowthe_2, “Oxygen abundances in carbon-type Wolf-Rayet stars from PACS scan spectroscopy", PI: Paul Crowther, 7.7
hours allocated
• OT2_pghavami_1, “Herschel imaging of SNR G292.0+1.8: Cas A's older cousin?", PI: Parviz Ghavamian, 7 hours allocated
• OT2_pkervell_2, “The stellar wind of two Galactic Cepheids: a key to solve the evolutionary/pulsational mass discrepancy",, PI:
Pierre Kervella, 7.3 hours allocated
• OT2_pslane_2, “Uncovering Supernova Ejecta: Herschel Spectral Mapping of G21.5-0.9", PI: Patrick Slane, 4.7 hours allocated
• OT2_pvanhoof_2, “Molecule formation in planetary nebulae", PI: Peter van Hoof, 15.9 hours allocated
• OT2_rlombaer_2, “Water Legacy of HIFI - Observing the richest water spectrum in evolved stars: W Hya", PI: Robin Lombaert,
18.7 hours allocated
• OT2_rsahai_6, “Probing the molecular disk in Y Gem: an AGB star with variable UV emission signifying accretion onto a binary
companion", PI: Raghvendra Sahai, 3.1 hours allocated
• OT2_spottasc_1, “Carbon abundances in Galactic bulge planetary nebulae", PI: S.R. Pottasch, 4.9 hours allocated
• OT2_tgull_3, “How Molecules and Dust form/survive in C- and O-depleted Circumstellar Ejecta", PI: Theodore Gull, 16.1 hours
allocated
• OT2_tharriso_6, “Unraveling the Outburst and Quiescent Emission Properties of the Enigmatic Binary Cir X-1", PI: Thomas
Harrison, 2.5 hours allocated
• OT2_tkaminsk_2, “Disks as stellar-merger remnatns: the case of V4332 Sgr and V1309 Sco", PI: Tomasz Kaminski, 1.1 hours
allocated
• OT2_tonaka_7, “Far-Infrared Observations of the Remarkable Mid-Infrared Source IRAS15099-5856", PI: Takashi Onaka, 8.7
hours allocated
• OT2_ttemim_2, “PACS Observations of Supernova Ejecta and Dust in the Composite Supernova Remnant Kes 75", PI: Tea Temim,
10.3 hours allocated
• OT2_ylibert_2, “CI and CII in the circumstellar environment of the carbon-rich AGB star Y CVn", PI: Yannick Libert, 21 hours
allocated
B.5.4 GALAXIES/AGNS
• OT2_aalonsoh_2, “Far-infrared imaging of nearby Seyfert galaxies: Exploring the dust heating mechanisms in the nuclear regions
and host galaxies", PI: Almudena Alonso-Herrero, 5.6 hours allocated
• OT2_ablain_1, “Herschel photometry of the nearest radio-quiet quasar", PI: Andrew Blain, 1.3 hours allocated
• OT2_abolatto_1, “The Mass and Structure of Molecular Gas in the Small Magellanic Cloud and the Herschel Legacy at Low
Metallicity", PI: Alberto Bolatto, 46.4 hours allocated
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• OT2_acrocker_3, “Dust properties and resolved star formation relations in CO-rich Atlas3D early-type galaxies", PI: Alison
Crocker, 27 hours allocated
• OT2_aevans01_2, “High-J CO Emission Lines in Molecular Gas-Rich Radio Galaxies with Low and High Star Formation
Efficiencies", PI: Aaron Evans, 20 hours allocated
• OT2_aleroy_2, “Imaging a Complete Sample of Equatorial Star-Forming Galaxies: the Foundation for the Next Generation of Star
Formation and ISM Studies", PI: Adam Leroy, 55.7 hours allocated
• OT2_asainton_1, “The [CII]/CO ratio as a tool to measure the molecular gas contents and understand the star formation histories
of low mass galaxies", PI: Amelie Saintonge, 77.7 hours allocated
• OT2_bbertinc_1, “Accurate SFRs and dust masses across the star-forming main sequence of galaxies: PACS observations of a local
unbiased sample.", PI: Benjamin Bertincourt, 19 hours allocated
• OT2_bholwerd_3, “New HErschel Multi-wavelength Extragalactic Survey of Edge-on Spirals (NHEMESES)", PI: Benne Holwerda,
8.9 hours allocated
• OT2_bsmith_3, “Spirals Bridges and Tails: The Herschel View of Dust in Interacting Galaxies”, PI: Beverly Smith, 25.9 hours
allocated
• OT2_bweiner_2, “Physical conditions in disky U/LIRGs from far-IR line flux ratios - low-z analogs for high-z starforming
galaxies", PI: Benjamin Weiner, 20.4 hours allocated
• OT2_cengelbr_1, “The Submillimeter Continuum in the Magellanic Clouds", PI: Charles Engelbracht, 16.5 hours allocated
• OT2_cleipski_1, “Confirm the absence of warm dust (T < 300 K) in the cores of six high redshift quasars.", PI: Christian Leipski,
15.2 hours allocated
• OT2_clonsdal_1, “Feedback from the most luminous dust-obscured AGNs in the universe", PI: Carol Lonsdale, 47.6 hours allocated
• OT2_cxu_2, “Local Benchmarks for Cosmic Evolution of Major-Merger Pairs - A Herschel Study of SFR Dust and Gas Content",
PI: C. Kevin Xu, 43.2 hours allocated
• OT2_datlee_1, “Constraining the TP-AGB Contribution to Integrated Stellar Populations With FIR Dust Temperatures", PI: David
Atlee, 9 hours allocated
• OT2_dbettoni_1, “From dust properties to galaxy evolution: sub-mm observations of counter-rotating galaxies", PI: Daniela
Bettoni, 2.1 hours allocated
• OT2_dfarrah_5, “The Power Source in IR-luminous Galaxies at 3<z<5: Deep PACS Observations of SPIRE Sources with
Spectroscopic Redshifts", PI: Duncan Farrah, 28.7 hours allocated
• OT2_dfisher_1, “The Dust Mass of the Extremely Metal Poor Galaxy I Zw 18: Imaging at 100 and 160 microns", PI: David Fisher,
4.9 hours allocated
• OT2_dhunter_4, “Dust and Star Formation at Low Metallicities", PI: Deidre Hunter, 12.3 hours allocated
• OT2_dpisano_1, “Measuring the duration of star formation in local luminous compact blue galaxies.", PI: D.J. Pisano, 10.4 hours
allocated
• OT2_drigopou_3, “Herschel Spectroscopic Survey of Far-Infrared Fine Structure Lines in intermediate redshift Ultraluminous
Infrared Galaxies", PI: Dimitra Rigopoulou, 89 hours allocated
• OT2_dweedman_2, “Luminosities and Temperatures of Dust with SPIRE for Most Luminous Quasars to z = 5”, PI: Daniel
Weedman, 14.5 hours allocated
• OT2_egonza01_3, “Excited H2O and OH as tracers of buried activity in the nuclear regions of (Ultra) Luminous Infrared
Galaxies", PI: Eduardo González-Alfonso, 38.3 hours allocated
• OT2_eibar_1, “A detailed anaysis of the [CII] line emission for a large sample of star-forming galaxies at z<0.2", PI: Edo Ibar, 13.4
hours allocated
• OT2_ementuch_1, “Dust temperatures in nearby turbulent disk galaxies: evidence for nearby cold flow gas accretion?", PI: Erin
Mentuch, 6.7 hours allocated
• OT2_emurph01_2, “Identifying Ram Pressure-Induced Shocks in Stripped Virgo Spirals", PI: Eric Murphy, 22 hours allocated
• OT2_emurph01_3, “The Herschel EDGEâˆ’on galaxy Survey (HEDGES)", PI: Eric Murphy, 50.8 hours allocated
• OT2_emurph01_4, “Remnants of Galaxy Group Formation: A Search for Cold Dust in the Leo Ring", PI: Eric Murphy, 14.7 hours
allocated
• OT2_eskillma_3, “Cold Dust as a Tracer of Molecular Gas in Low Metallicity Galaxies", PI: Evan Skillman, 19.5 hours allocated
• OT2_eskillma_4, “CII and Cold Dust as a Tracer of Molecular Gas in Sextans A", PI: Evan Skillman, 25.7 hours allocated
• OT2_fbauer_1, “Constraining the Molecular Outflows in Hyper-Luminous Infrared Galaxies", PI: Franz Bauer, 28.9 hours allocated
• OT2_fisrael_2, “HIFI observations of carbon in the Magellanic Clouds: sampling low-metallicity ISM physics", PI: Frank Pieter
Israel, 37.3 hours allocated
• OT2_gprivon_1, “Measuring the Far-infrared SED of Cygnus A", PI: George Privon, 3.2 hours allocated
• OT2_hgomez_3, “Herschel Among the Early Types: cold dust in dead galaxies", PI: Haley Gomez, 45.1 hours allocated
• OT2_hkaneda_2, “Spatially-resolved study of dust grains in X-ray elliptical galaxies to understand their origin and interplay with
hot plasma", PI: Hidehiro Kaneda, 8.9 hours allocated
• OT2_hnetzer_3, “Star formation in the most luminous local LINERs", PI: Hagai Netzer, 19.4 hours allocated
• OT2_hnetzer_4, “Star Formation and Black Hole Growth from z=4.8 to z=2.4", PI: Hagai Netzer, 17 hours allocated
• OT2_hshim_2, “Merger driven vs. Cold-flow driven Star Formation in Typical High-redshift Galaxies: [CII] Line Observation of
Local Analogs of High-redshift Galaxies", PI: Hyunjin Shim, 11.1 hours allocated
• OT2_hspoon_1, “Probing the multi-phase outflows in the `Fire and Ice’galaxy IRAS F00183-7111 using far-IR PACS
spectroscopy", PI: Henrik Spoon, 14.9 hours allocated
• OT2_idelooze_1, “Herschel study of the ISM in Local Group dwarf ellipticals", PI: Ilse De Looze, 4.5 hours allocated
• OT2_jbraine_2, “NGC604: a resolved extragalactic HII region the link to Galactic star formation", PI: Jonathan Braine, 12.6 hours
allocated\
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• OT2_jbregman_3, “Separating a Galactic Fountain from Galactic Accretion in NGC 891", PI: Joel Bregman, 7.2 hours allocated
• OT2_jbregman_4, “The High Velocity Clouds Around the Andromeda Galaxy", PI: Joel Bregman, 8.1 hours allocated
• OT2_jfisch01_1, “Far-Infrared Full Spectroscopic Signatures of the Massive Molecular Outflows in the (U)LIRGs Mrk 231 and
NGC 6240", PI: Jacqueline Fischer, 18 hours allocated
• OT2_jforbric_1, “The Nature of Star Formation in the Nearby Spiral Galaxy NGC 300", PI: Jan Forbrich, 3.3 hours allocated
• OT2_jgracia_1, “Molecular outflows in the most luminous ULIRGs", PI: Javier Gracia Carpio, 30.2 hours allocated
• OT2_jhigdon_3, “The ``Over-Cooked'‘ISM of Starburst Ring Galaxies", PI: James Higdon, 2.7 hours allocated
• OT2_jmartinp_3, “Molecular Ions in Galaxies. Tracing the diffuse molecular component”, PI: Jesus Martin-Pintado, 44.5 hours
allocated
• OT2_jmcastro_3, “The first insight into the gas properties of a host galaxy of gamma-ray burst 980425", PI: José María Castro
Cerón, 5.1 hours allocated
• OT2_jpineda_2, “Large-scale dynamics and the formation of clouds and stars in the 30 Doradus region of the Large Magellanic
Cloud", PI: Jorge Pineda, 68.5 hours allocated
• OT2_jrho01_4, “Cold Dust in the Ejecta of Two Nearby Supernovae: Are supernovae dust producers in the early Universe?", PI:
Jeonghee Rho, 6.7 hours allocated
• OT2_jrigby_3, “How do Compton-thick AGN reprocess their energy?", PI: Jane Rigby, 2.1 hours allocated
• OT2_jsmith01_2, “After the Fall: Probing Dust and Gas in Post-Starburst Galaxies with Herschel", PI: J.D. Smith, 52.8 hours
allocated
• OT2_kcroxall_1, “Towards a Resolution of Uncertainties in Calibrating Nebular Abundances", PI: Kevin Croxall, 15.3 hours
allocated
• OT2_kdasyra_2, “The role of AGN feedback in increasing the turbulence of the molecular gas: lessons from the warm phase", PI:
Kalliopi Dasyra, 17.4 hours allocated
• OT2_ksandstr_3, “Hidden Dust in the Core-Collapse Supernova Remnant E0102", PI: Karin Sandstrom, 9.8 hours allocated
• OT2_ksandstr_4, “[CII] Observations of the Unexplored Atomic Gas-Rich ISM in Nearby Galaxies", PI: Karin Sandstrom, 34.7
hours allocated
• OT2_kwestfal_2, “Stellar dynamics ISM physics and star-formation in disk galaxies", PI: Kyle Westfall, 40.8 hours allocated
• OT2_larmus_2, “Balancing the Energy Budget in LIRGs: Towards a Complete PACS Spectroscopic Survey of Luminous Infrared
Galaxies in GOALS", PI: Lee Armus, 69.8 hours allocated
• OT2_lho_2, “The ISM Content of Type 2 Quasars: Testing Models of Black Hole Growth", PI: Luis Ho, 42.9 hours allocated
• OT2_lhunt_4, “Extreme star formation in low-metallicity dusty blue compact dwarf starbursts", PI: Leslie Hunt, 16.3 hours
allocated
• OT2_lsargsya_2, “Seeking Obscured Starbursts of High Luminosity with PACS Measures of [CII]", PI: Lusine Sargsyan, 9 hours
allocated
• OT2_lyan_4, “Investigate the Physical Nature of An Extraordinarily Far-IR bright Galaxy Discovered by WISE", PI: Lin Yan, 5.3
hours allocated
• OT2_lyan_5, Probing Physical State of ISM in IR Bright QSOs Discovered by WISE and SDSS", PI: Lin Yan, 23.8 hours allocated
• OT2_lyoung_2, “Dust Emission and Star Forming Activity in the High Redshift Weak Line Quasars Gas and Star Formation in
IC1613", PI: Lisa Young, 22.5 hours allocated
• OT2_lzhiyuan_2, “A Herschel/PACS mapping of far-infrared emission lines from the nuclear spiral in M31", PI: Li Zhiyuan, 9.9
hours allocated
• OT2_mboquien_3, “Searching for a missing molecular mass through dust emission in the huge HI collisional ring of NGC 5291.",
PI: Mederic Boquien, 2.2 hours allocated
• OT2_mboquien_4, “High resolution observations of the warm dust in M33", PI: Mederic Boquien, 9.9 hours allocated
• OT2_mhayes_4, “PaLARS - PACS spectrsocopy of the Lyman-alpha Reference Sample", PI: Matthew Hayes, 12.1 hours allocated
• OT2_mhaynes_2, “Dust in the HIghMass Galaxies", PI: Martha Haynes, 20 hours allocated
• OT2_mlehnert_2, “The Nature of Star-formation in Halos: HI Bridges and Streams in the MW and the M81/M82 group", PI:
Matthew Lehnert, 26.9 hours allocated
• OT2_msymeoni_1, “Nearby Universe Herschel observations to unveil the role of dust in long gamma-ray burst host galaxies", PI:
Myrto Symeonidis, 0.8 hours allocated
• OT2_nnesvadb_3, “Can AGN keep the gas in their host galaxies from becoming gravitationally bound and forming stars?", PI:
Nicole P. H. Nesvadba, 5 hours allocated
• OT2_nzakamsk_1, “Feedback from luminous obscured quasars", PI: Nadia Zakamska, 5.8 hours allocated
• OT2_pandre01_2, “Foreground emission (diffuse and point-sources) in two high Galactic latitude regions of the EBEX and BICEP
experiments", PI: Paola Andreani, 18.7 hours allocated
• OT2_pappleto_2, “Shock-excited Galaxies in the Green Valley in Compact Groups: Clues to Morphology Evolution in Dense
Environments", PI: Philip Appleton, 50 hours allocated
• OT2_peisenha_2, “The Most Luminous Obscured Galaxies and Quasars Revealed by WISE and Herschel", PI: Peter Eisenhardt,
47.3 hours allocated
• OT2_pguillar_5, “A high-resolution look at dust emission from shocks and star-forming regions in Stephan's Quintet", PI: Pierre
Guillard, 13.1 hours allocated
• OT2_pguillar_6, “PACS on the cap: probing the dissipation of kinetic energy in the M82 superwind", PI: Pierre Guillard, 11 hours
allocated
• OT2_pguillar_7, “Energetics of AGN feedback: [CII] line cooling in radio-galaxies with jet-driven outflows", PI: Pierre Guillard,
17.6 hours allocated
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• OT2_pmaloney_1, “Water Legacy of HIFI - Observing the richest water spectrum in evolved stars: W Hya Molecular Ions and a
Massive Molecular Outflow in Arp 220", PI: Philip Maloney, 27 hours allocated
• OT2_pmartini_1, “Toward the Mass and Origin of Dust in Early-Type Galaxies", PI: Paul Martini, 2.2 hours allocated
• OT2_ptemi_4, “Diffuse Dust Emission from Black Hole-driven Outflows in Halo-centered Massive Elliptical Galaxies", PI:
Pasquale Temi, 26.4 hours allocated
• OT2_rindebet_1, “Extreme PDRs: hard stellar radiation at low metallicity.", PI: remy indebetouw, 20.5 hours allocated
• OT2_rivison_2, “Characterising the ISM of bright lensed star-forming galaxies across cosmic time with the SPIRE FTS", PI: Rob
Ivison, 94.1 hours allocated
• OT2_rmaiolin_1, “Mass-metallicity relation of infrared-luminous galaxies assessed by extinction-free metallicity diagnostics", PI:
Roberto Maiolino, 34.6 hours allocated
• OT2_rmcmahon_1, “Herschel observations of the most distant known quasars", PI: Richard McMahon, 5.6 hours allocated
• OT2_roonk_1, “Heating the cool gas filaments in NGC 1275.", PI: Raymond Oonk, 3.8 hours allocated
• OT2_rwang_1, “Dust Emission and Star Forming Activity in the High Redshift Weak Line Quasars", PI: Ran Wang, 4.8 hours
allocated
• OT2_rwang_2, “Dust Emission in the Starburst Quasar Host Galaxies at Redshift 6", PI: Ran Wang, 3.1 hours allocated
• OT2_seales01_10, “Dark Gas in M31", PI: Stephen Eales, 43.7 hours allocated
• OT2_shaan_2, “Probing Shocks and Heating Mechanisms in the Mice Galaxies with Herschel", PI: Sebastian Haan, 9.4 hours
allocated
• OT2_slord01_1, “Hydrogen Fluoride Absorption Toward Luminous Infrared Galaxies", PI: Steven Lord, 25.2 hours allocated
• OT2_slumsden_1, “Far infrared emission from red quasars - a test of quasar mode feedback at z=2", PI: Stuart Lumsden, 14 hours
allocated
• OT2_smadde01_5, “Star Formation and ISM properties in the lowest metal-poor galaxies observed by Herschel", PI: Suzanne
Madden, 10.2 hours allocated
• OT2_sveilleu_4, “Molecular Outflows in Gas-Rich Mergers: The IR-Faint QSOs in the Final Merger Phase", PI: Sylvain Veilleux,
37.2 hours allocated
• OT2_sveilleu_5, “Exploring the Dust Content of Galactic Winds with Herschel: The Dwarf Galaxy Population", PI: Sylvain
Veilleux, 38.1 hours allocated
• OT2_sveilleu_6, “Molecular Gas Flows in Active Galaxies of the Local Volume", PI: Sylvain Veilleux, 35.3 hours allocated
• OT2_tdiazsan_1, “Size is Not Everything: A PACS Emission Line Study of the Most Compact Infrared-luminous Galaxies", PI:
Tanio Diaz-Santos, 45 hours allocated
• OT2_tjarrett_1, “The Synergy between Gas Dust and Star Formation for a Local Analog to z~1 Galaxy Evolution", PI: Thomas
Jarrett, 11.3 hours allocated
• OT2_tnikola_1, “Probing the Star Formation and ISM Evolution in M33.", PI: Thomas Nikola, 12.5 hours allocated
• OT2_tonaka_6, “Herschel observations of dust processing in meger galaxies", PI: Takashi Onaka, 10.2 hours allocated
• OT2_tshanks_3, “A `Rosetta Stone’for the cosmic X-ray and sub-mm backgrounds", PI: Tom Shanks, 9.4 hours allocated
• OT2_ulisen01_2, “Herschel observations of nearby mergers: understanding the process of star-formation along cosmic time", PI:
Ute Lisenfeld, 18.5 hours allocated
• OT2_vcharman_2, “The Infrared View of Galaxy Evolution in the Environment of Groups: Unveiling the Dust", PI: Vassilis
Charmandaris, 13.3 hours allocated
• OT2_vkulkarn_3, “Star Formation and Molecular Gas in Distant Galaxies: SPIRE Spectroscopy of Quasar Absorption Systems",
PI: Varsha Kulkarni, 28.9 hours allocated
• OT2_vwild_2, “Caught in the Middle: Post-Starbursts as Transitions from Ultraluminous Infrared Galaxies to Massive Ellipticals",
PI: Vivienne Wild, 9.7 hours allocated
• OT2_yshi_3, “Extremely-metal poor galaxies: mapping dust emission", PI: Yong Shi, 16.1 hours allocated
B.5.5 COSMOLOGY
• OT2_abaker01_2, “CACHE: the Comprehensive ACT Cluster Herschel Experiment", PI: Andrew Baker, 30 hours allocated
• OT2_abiviano_1, “A large-scale filament of IR-bright galaxies at redshift 0.23", PI: Andrea Biviano, 18.1 hours allocated
• OT2_acava_2, “The Local Galaxy Clusters Environmental Survey", PI: Antonio Cava, 20.6 hours allocated
• OT2_achung_3, “The ISM content and the SF History of Two Clusters with Very Distinct Environments at z=0.2: Abell 963 vs.
Abell 2192", PI: Aeree Chung, 40.3 hours allocated
• OT2_aedge_6, “The most active AGN in the cores of clusters of galaxies", PI: Alastair Edge, 8.4 hours allocated
• OT2_apope_3, “Tracing the Evolution of Star Formation Activity in High Redshift Galaxy Clusters", PI: Alexandra Pope, 54.7 hours
allocated
• OT2_baltieri_5, “Star formation in proto-clusters", PI: Bruno Altieri, 5 hours allocated
• OT2_btucker_2, “Through the Dusty Glass: Using Herschel to Improve Measurments of Dark Energy", PI: Brad Tucker, 57.5 hours
allocated
• OT2_cbridg01_1, “A Herschel Study of WISE Discovered Lyman-alpha Blobs: The missing link?", PI: Carrie Bridge, 5.6 hours
allocated
• OT2_cferkinh_1, “A Fine-Structure Line Survey of SMMJ02399", PI: Carl Ferkinhoff, 10.7 hours allocated
• OT2_dbrisbin_1, “A z=1-2 oxygen survey. II. PAH-selected star forming and AGN sources", PI: Drew Brisbin, 27.6 hours allocated
• OT2_dfadda_3, “Following the evolution of infalling galaxies onto the cluster Abell 85", PI: Dario Fadda, 21.4 hours allocated
• OT2_dlutz_5, “A wide and deep far-infrared galaxy evolution survey of the Extended Groth Strip", PI: Dieter Lutz, 150.7 hours
allocated
• OT2_dmarrone_2, “Far Infrared Spectroscopy in a High Redshift Galaxy Sample", PI: Daniel Marrone, 76.6 hours allocated
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• OT2_dperley_1, “A survey of the host galaxies of dust-obscured gamma-ray bursts", PI: Daniel Perley, 36.7 hours allocated
• OT2_driecher_3, “Does the Most Distant Starburst Galaxy Host an AGN?", PI: Dominik Riechers, 3.9 hours allocated
• OT2_eegami_5, “Herschel Lensing Survey II: Completing the Herschel Legacy with the HST/MCT CLASH Sample", PI: Eiichi
Egami, 48.2 hours allocated
• OT2_eegami_6, “SPIRE Snapshot Survey II: Using SPT/COD-EX Massive Clusters as Powerful Gravitational Lenses", PI: Eiichi
Egami, 25 hours allocated
• OT2_gmorriso_2, “Unique FIR Signature of Quenched Star Formation in Super Group Abell 1882", PI: Glenn Morrison, 5.1 hours
allocated
• OT2_gstacey_6, “PACS Oxygen Spectroscopy of High Velocity [CII] Outflows in PG1206+459", PI: Gordon Stacey, 10.2 hours
allocated
• OT2_gwilson_2, “Constraining the star-formation activity in very high-redshift clusters: Herschel observations of SpARCS clusters
at z = 1.6", PI: Gillian Wilson, 36.8 hours allocated
• OT2_gwilson_3, “Constraining the star-formation activity in 10 SpARCS clusters: star-formation in the densest regions at z =1”,
PI: Gillian Wilson, 25.6 hours allocated
• OT2_hdannerb_1, “Revealing dusty starbursts around an X-ray emitting galaxy cluster at z=2.07", PI: Helmut Dannerbauer, 3.9
hours allocated
• OT2_hdole_1, “Herschel unveils the nature of high-z (2<z<4) protocluster candidates selected by Planck", PI: Herve Dole, 16.3
hours allocated
• OT2_jcolbert_2, “Buried Engines: Exteme Silicate Absorbers in WISE", PI: James Colbert, 12.7 hours allocated
• OT2_jdavie01_4, “The Herschel Fornax Cluster Survey", PI: Jonathan Davies, 31.1 hours allocated
• OT2_jdunlop_1, “A Herschel SPIRE study of star-formation in the host galaxies of the most luminous high-redshift quasars", PI:
James Dunlop, 58.3 hours allocated
• OT2_jgeach_1, “Identifying intense starbursts in a spectacular 3-way cluster merger at z~1", PI: James Geach, 8.2 hours allocated
• OT2_jvieira_5, “The highest redshift strongly lensed dusty star forming galaxies", PI: Joaquin Vieira, 16.5 hours allocated
• OT2_jwagg_3, “SPIRE and PACS mapping of the A2125 field: the FIR properties of 1.2mm selected starburst galaxies”, PI: Jeff
Wagg, 7.2 hours allocated
• OT2_jwardlow_1, “Revealing the ISM in high redshift galaxies: Herschel PACS observations of gravitationally lensed SMGs", PI:
Julie Wardlow, 78.9 hours allocated
• OT2_lhunt_3, “New light on dark Gamma-Ray Burst host galaxies with Herschel", PI: Leslie Hunt, 25.4 hours allocated
• OT2_maravena_2, “The Physical Conditions of the Interstellar Medium in a Molecular Einstein Ring Submillimeter Galaxy at z~4",
PI: Manuel Aravena, 29.6 hours allocated
• OT2_maravena_3, “Completing the puzzle: Dense gas observations in star-forming disk galaxies at z~1.5", PI: Manuel Aravena,
32.6 hours allocated
• OT2_mdickins_1, “Herschel+CANDELS: Unraveling the physical processes that regulate star formation and AGN activity in
ordinary galaxies at z=2", PI: Mark Dickinson, 193.6 hours allocated
• OT2_mmcdonal_1, “A Search for Star Formation and Cool Gas in the Anomalous Cluster Abell 2029", PI: Michael McDonald, 6.8
hours allocated
• OT2_mrex_2, “Herschel Spectroscopy of Lensed High-Redshift Galaxies.", PI: Marie Rex, 6.6 hours allocated
• OT2_mviero_2, “The Herschel Redshift Survey (HeRS)", PI: Marco Viero, 34.7 hours allocated
• OT2_mzemcov_1, “Complete Spectral Mapping of the Sub-Millimetre Sunyaev-Zelâdovich Effect in Galaxy Clusters.", PI: Michael
Zemcov, 13.7 hours allocated
• OT2_pcapak_2, “Understanding Obscured Star Formation Active Galactic Nuclie and Dust Formation at z~5", PI: Peter Capak,
37.1 hours allocated
• OT2_pogle01_2, “Shocked molecular and atomic gas in the Spiderweb radio galaxy at z=2.156", PI: Patrick Ogle, 14.8 hours
allocated
• OT2_ppschady_2, “Linking and Understanding Extinction and Emission by Dust in Evolved GRB Host Galaxies", PI: Patricia
Schady, 6.2 hours allocated
• OT2_rcybulsk_4, “Starbursting and quenching around a massive galaxy cluster at z~0.5.", PI: Ryan Cybulski, 27.9 hours allocated
• OT2_rhuub_2, “The formation and evolution of proto-clusters", PI: Rottgering Huub, 21.6 hours allocated
• OT2_rtuffs_2, “Herschel-GAMA: Gas-fuelling Feedback and Star-Formation in Galaxy Groups in the Local Volume", PI: Richard
Tuffs, 25 hours allocated
• OT2_schapman_10, “Measuring [OI]63um and [OIII]88um in a sample of SPIRE-selected galaxies at z=1-2", PI: scott chapman,
24.9 hours allocated
• OT2_smalhotr_3, “Herschel Extreme Lensing Line Observations (HELLO)", PI: Sangeeta Malhotra, 59.8 hours allocated
• OT2_smaurogo_2, “Exploring dust-obscured star formation in the bullet-like cluster A2163, PI: Sophie Maurogordato, 14 hours
allocated
• OT2_soates_1, “Testing the Gamma Ray Burst standard model through Herschel observations of their host galaxies.", PI: Samantha
Oates, 25 hours allocated
• OT2_sserje01_2, “THE HERSCHEL-AKARI NEP DEEP SURVEY: the cosmological history of stellar mass assembly and black hole
accretion", PI: Stephen Serjeant, 6.2 hours allocated
• OT2_ssivanan_2, “Dust in the wind: the role of dust in ram�-pressure stripped gas and intracluster star formation (Part II)", PI:
Suresh Sivanandam, 12.5 hours allocated
• OT2_tgreve_1, “Probing the Physical Conditions of the Interstellar Medium in High Redshift Radio Galaxies", PI: Thomas Greve,
13.1 hours allocated
• OT2_trawle_3, “70um photometry to constrain unusually warm dust in cluster galaxies", PI: Tim Rawle, 26.1 hours allocated
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• OT2_trawle_4, “PACS photometry for Spire Snapshot Survey bright high-Z sources", PI: Tim Rawle, 7.2 hours allocated
• OT2_twebb_3, “Witnessing the assembly of a massive cluster at z = 1: a microcosm for the SFR-density relation of the universe",
PI: Tracy Webb, 58.8 hours allocated
• OT2_ymatsuda_1, “The Herschel Proto-cluster Survey: SPIRE Mapping of the Nodes of the Cosmic Web at z>2", PI: Yuichi
Matsuda, 11.9 hours allocated
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B.6 PERFORMED DIRECTOR'S DISCRETIONARY TIME PROPOSALS (INCLUDING TOO PROPOSALS)
All accepted Herschel DDT and ToO proposals are listed below. In a small number of cases the observed time is smaller than the assigned
time because EoH did not allow the proposal to be completed.
B.6.1 SOLAR SYSTEM
• DDT_ckiss_2, “2012 DR30: a wanderer from the far edges of the solar system”, P.I. Czaba Kiss, 3.3h assigned.
• DDT_dbockele_3, “Origin of water outgassing from Ceres”, P.I. Dominique Bockele, 3.0h assigned.
• DDT_fhormuth_1, “Last light for Herschel”, P.I. Felix Hormuth, 0.2h assigned, 0.0h observed 53
• DDT_lorourke_10, “Formal request for 5 hours discretionary time to support 21 Lutetia public outreach and science activities”, P.I.
Laurence O’Rourke, 5.1h assigned
• DDT_lorourke_14, “Director’s Discretionary Time shadow observations of Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko”, P.I. Laurence
O’Rourke, 1.0h assigned
• DDT_lorourke_16, “Herschel observation of OSIRIS-Rex target – 1999 RQ36”, P.I. Laurence O’Rourke, 2.1h assigned
• DDT_lorourke_19, “Detection of outgassing from an active Main Belt comet”, P.I. Laurence O’Rourke, 5.0h assigned
• DDT_lorourke_20, “Herschel observation of Comet ISON (C/2012 S1) – the comet of the century”, P.I. Laurence O’Rourke, 5.2h
assigned.
• DDT_mkuepper_1, “Confirming an following up on the detection of water vapour from Ceres”, P.I. Michael Kueppers, 4.8h
assigned
• DDT_pharto01_6, “First ever detection of Callisto’s atmosphere and constraining the trailing side atmosphere of Ganymede”, P.I.
Paul Hartogh, 6.6h assigned
• DDT_pmattiss_1, “Observation request for Comet C/2013 A1 Siding Spring”, P.I. Peter Mattisson, 3.5h assigned.
• DDT_thmuelle_5, “Herschel’s first observation of a potentially hazardous object: 2005 YU55”, P.I. Thomas Mueller, 0.3h assigned.
• DDT_thmuelle_8, “Apophis is coming back”, P.I. Thomas Mueller, 1.5h assigned.
• TOO_mkidger_5, “ToO request to observe the far-IR ghost of the now defunct Comet C/2010 X1 (Elenin)”, P.I. Mark Kidger, 3.1h
assigned.
B.6.2 ISM/STAR FORMATION
• DDT_akospal_2, “Rapid inner disk re-arrangements in a young eruptive star”, P.I. Agnes Kospal, 1.5h assigned.
• DDT_garciah_3, “Searching for complex fullerene-based molecules in the prototype fullerene Planetary Nebula IC 418”, P.I.
Domingo García, 4.4h assigned.
• DDT_ebergin_9, “DDT request to observe the Herschel/HIFI ULine in the Orion Bar and W49”, P.I. Edward Bergin, 2.5h assigned.
• DDT_ewirst01_3, “Cold interstellar water – fresh off the grains”, P.I. Eva Wirstroem, 2.4h assigned.
• DDT_ewirst01_4, “Signposts of recent ice mantle desorption – water emission in cold dark clouds”, P.I. Eva Wirstroem, 2.3h
assigned.
• DDT_nnesvadh_4, “C+ and H2 spectroscopy of a single star-forming region at z=2.599 recently discovered with
Planck/SUCBA2/SPIRE”, P.I. Nicole Nesvadba, 4.2h assigned.
• DDT_pandre_6, “Striated cold neutral HI clouds: precursors to filamentary molecular clouds”, P.I. Philippe Andre, 5.5h assigned.
• DDT_smolnar_8, “Hi-GAL2pi: completing the Herschel infrared Galactic Plane survey as the fundamental step towards a
bottom-up model of the Milky Way as a star-formation engine. DDT extension”, P.I. Sergio Molinari, 22.6h assigned
• DDT_tphill01_1, “H2O strip towards Sagittarius B2: unveiling the enhancement properties of water abundances towards the
Galactic Center”, P.I. Thomas Phillips, 2.1h assigned

B.6.3 STARS
• DDT_gkennedy_3, “HIP 80946: a rare warm debris disk”, P.I. Grant Kennedy, 0.4h assigned.
• DDT_jcernich_7:”Time variability of thermal molecular emission in IRC+10216”, P.I. José Cernicharo, 5.5h assigned.
• DDT_jcernich_10:”Time variability of thermal molecular emission in IRC+10216 (4th epoch)”, P.I. José Cernicharo, 5.4h assigned.
• DDT_kjusttan_3, “Determination of the initial masses for extreme OH/IR stars using isotopologues of H2O”, P.I. Kay Justtanont,
2.3h assigned, 1.9h observed 54.
• DDT_ldecin_2, “Unravelling the enigmatic nature of the turbulent interaction zone between the Circumstellar and interstellar
medium around the well-known supergiant Betelgeuse”, P.I. Leen Decin, 3.1h assigned.
• DDT_mgroen01_6, “The phase lag distance to the carbon star CW Leo”, P.I. Martin Groenewegen, 2.8h assigned.
• DDT_mgroen01_9, “The phase lag distance to the carbon star CW Leo: part II”, P.I. Martin Groenewegen, 2.8h assigned.
• DDT_yamamura_1, “Herschel photometry of WISE J180956-330500.2; a newly discovered AGB star undergoing episodic mass
ejection”, P.I. Issei Yamamura, 0.4h assigned.
• DDT_zbalog_4, “PACS spectroscopy of variable protostar CL * IC348 LRL 54361”, P.I. Zoltan Balog, 6.9h assigned.
• DDT_zbalog_5, “Observation of the maximum of the variable protostar LRLL54361 at 70 and 16 micron”, P.I. Zoltan Balog, 2.8h
assigned.

53
54

These observations were lost to the anomalous PACS cooler re-cycle on OD-1440 (see Section 2.5.10.2.1) and could not be re-scheduled before EoH.
This proposal contained the last science observation to be executed before EoH.
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• TOO_herschel_2, “Sn2011dh: a type II supernova in M51 with known progenitor”, P.I. Herschel Community Support, 9.6h
assigned.
• TOO_jgreen02_4, “Target of opportunity HBC 722”, P.I. Joel Green, 10.1h assigned.
• TOO_nevans01_1, “PACS monitoring of the recurrant nova T Pyx”, P.I. Nye Evans, 4.7h assigned.
• TOO_scorbel_1, “PACS observations of a high state of black hole binary GX339-4”, P.I. Stephane Corbel, 4.4h assigned.
B.6.4 GALAXIES/AGNS
• DDT_bgullber_1, “Detecting [C II] emission in z=2-3 lensed SMGs from the South Pole Telescope survey, P.I. Bitten Gullberg,
11.6h assigned, 7.7h observed
• DDT_cjoblin_3, “Identification of PAHs with Herschel?”, P.I. Christine Joblin, 3.7h assigned.
• DDT_egonza01_5, “Far-Universe follow-up of Herschel’s discovery of massive molecular outflows and negative feedback in
ULIRGs: the OH 34 micron doublet in APM 08279+5255 at z=3.9”, P.I. Eduardo González-Alfonso, 11.0h assigned.
• DDT_esturm_4, “A molecular outflow in the Seyfert Galaxy NGC 3079: AGN feedback at work”, P.I. Eckhard Sturm, 3.8h
assigned.
• DDT_hspoon_2, “Herschel’s first and last chance to quantify the two most powerful molecular outflows in the local universe”, P.I.
Henrik Spoon, 19.0h assigned.
• DDT_mbayliss_1, “Far-IR dust properties of a star-bursting ULIRG at the center of the most luminous and strongest cooling flow
galaxy known”, P.I. Matthew Bayliss, 0.4h assigned.
• DDT_rmcmahon_2, “A hyperluminous z=2.5 quasar caught in the blow-out phase”, P.I. Richard McMahon, 0.9h assigned.
• DDT_tgreve_2, “Hunting clover leafs – SPIRE observations of radio-loud, extremely bright millimetre galaxies discovered by the
SPT”, P.I. Thomas Greve, 2.5h assigned.
• TOO_alevan_3, “Herschel observations of exceptional transient GRB 110328A”, P.I. Andrew Levan, 2.5h assigned.
• TOO_awerhle_2, “An extraordinary flare in the quasar 3C454.3”, P.I. Ann Wehrle, 11.0h assigned.
• TOO_awerhle_3, “Observations of flaring BL Lac in Oct-Nov 2012”, P.I. Ann Wehrle, 3.2h assigned.
• TOO_awerhle_4, “Extended observations of flaring BL Lac in Nov 2012 – Feb 2013”, P.I. Ann Wehrle, 2.6h assigned.
B.6.5 COSMOLOGY
• DDT_jrigby_2, “The far-IR SED of a highly magnified red galaxy”, P.I. Jane Rigby, 2.1h assigned.
• DDT_ivaltcha_3, “SPIRE FTS spectroscopy of a newly discovered extremely bright submm galaxy behind the Small Magellanic
Cloud”, P.I. Ivan Valtchanov, 5.7h assigned.
• DDT_jsantos_3, “Tracing star formation at the dawn of cluster assembly in the galaxy cluster XMM0044 at z=1.6”, P.I. Joanna
Santos, 10.2h assigned.
• DDT_mstrande_1, “Completing the spectral energy distribution of strongly lensed high redshift galaxies discovered by the South
Pole Telescope”, P.I. Maria Standet, 3.0h assigned.
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B.7 PERFORMED ”MUST DO” PROPOSALS
The final list of seven programmes comprising a total consolidated observing time of 107.6 hr is:
• DDT_mustdo_1, ”Sagittarius B2: FTS mapping of a starburst in the Milky Way's Centre”- 4.5 hr
Large area SPIRE FTS mapping of 10x10 arcmin2 along SgrB2, the closest starburst, in the Galactic Centre. The observations cover the
main three star forming cores in SgrB2 (M, N and S), and importantly also the entire extended envelope with the IR sources and HII regions
in the area.
•
DDT_mustdo_2, ”Superthermal H3O+, a key probe of molecule formation”- 4.0 hr
HIFI observations of two excited metastable H3O+ lines in order to determine definitively whether the superthermal molecules seen in
absorption toward the SgrB2 envelope are specific to that environment or the result of more general chemical processes.
• DDT_mustdo_3, ”The thermal lightcurve of Centaur (2060) 95P/Chiron”- 7.8 hr
Chiron is an unusual body in the Solar System. It was discovered in 1977, and is a member of what now is called the Centaur family, a class
of objects whose orbits cross those of the Giant Planets. Centaurs are on unstable orbits and thought to be transition objects between transneptunian objects and short period comets. Chiron's diameter is about 200 km, typical of an asteroid, however, its physical behaviour is
rather cometary-like. The main goal is, by obtaining a PACS 70/160 µm lightcurve, to determine for the first time the surface albedo and
thermal inertia of the surface of an active Centaur.
• DDT_mustdo_4”, Herschel observations of a benchmark sample of nearby powerful radio galaxies”- 28.9 hr
PACS photometry of the complete, unbiased 2 Jy sample of 46 powerful, southern radio galaxies (0.05 > z > 0.7), and SPIRE photometry of
a subsample. This sample is currently the best observed of any sample of radio-loud AGN, and is unique in terms of the completeness of its
data at optical, mid- to far-IR and radio wavelengths, and is available for future ALMA observations. These observations will provide the
link for comparison with existing Herschel observations of samples of both high-z radio galaxies and nearby radio-quiet AGN.
• DDT_mustdo_5”, The Herschel & Planck All-Sky Source Snapshot Legacy Survey”- 46.3 hr
SPIRE scanmaps of a sample of 200 new Planck sources found all over the sky. The sample includes: 75 Planck Catalogue of Compact
Sources high-z SEDs (50 dusty; 25 synchrotron); 100 Planck faint high-z candidates; and 25 SZ clusters. With 14 minutes per AOR to reach
the confusion limit on the central ~10'x10' of a ~20'x20' field, the identification of the sources will be straightforward.
• DDT_mustdo_6, “A unique PACS spectral map of a complete bipolar outflow”- 11.3 hr
A full PACS spectral mapping of the HH 211 outflow in Perseus, providing a unique datacube of a unique source. HH 211 stands out among
the best-studied outflows due to its pristine appearance, which has made it become a true prototype of its class. It combines a relatively
small size and a very well-defined geometry consisting of a jet, and inner cavity near the YSO, and two bright bow-shocks at the opposite
ends of the outflow, making it ideal to use it as template to investigate in a self-consistent manner the different processes operating in the
bipolar outflow of a YSO.
• DDT_mustdo_7”, SPIRE imaging and spectroscopy of the Helix Nebula”- 4.8 hr
The Helix Nebula is one of the most spectacular Planetary Nebulae in the sky. Due to its size it is particularly well adapted to study the
physical conditions of the gas and dust submitted to a very strong UV field. In order to obtain the physical conditions of the dust along the
different shells of the nebula a deep photometer map of the whole nebula will be made with SPIRE, revealing the ”blobby” structure and
constraining the dust emission. The gas properties will be traced by observing four selected positions along the shells with SPIRE/FTS in
order to trace the change of physical conditions (temperature, density, molecular abundances) as a function of the distance to the central star.
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B.8 PERFORMED ”FILLER” PROGRAMMES
OBS_herschel_1, ”The brightest evolved stars in our Galaxy”
This is a Herschel filler programme intended to observe the brightest evolved stars in our Galaxy. The sample covers several hundred AGB
and post-AGB stars of different dominant chemistry (C-rich and O-rich), mass-loss regime and evolutionary stage, as well as the brightest
proto-planetary nebulae and young planetary nebulae previously detected with IRAS with a brightness above 5-10 Jy at 60 microns. The
intention is to obtain:
1) Full frequency scans with PACS and SPIRE
2) Selected CO and H2O lines with HIFI
3) Small maps in photometric mode with PACS and SPIRE
The main goal of this programme is to study the far-infrared and sub-milimetric properties of a large sample of galactic evolved stars that
can help to determine mass loss rates, chemical composition and physical properties of their envelopes. In some cases, it can be expected to
resolve the dust and molecular envelopes around these stars which will provide information on the nature of the extended emission
observed, the mass loss history of the objects and on the main properties of the molecular component in the shell through the analysis of the
low-J lines of CO.
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Appendix C. Mission Configurations And HPSDB Versions Generated
During Flight Operations
A complete list of Mission Configurations (MCs) generated during Flight Operations is given below. Although most of these MCs were
used for scheduling observations, a few were never used, usually for one of the following reasons: (a) it was a failed delivery that did not
pass Uplink Verification checks; (b) it was a special delivery to cover a potential contingency that never occurred; (c) it was superseded by a
new delivery before it could be used in Operations. Occasionally there may be a jump in the numbering sequence because an MC was
generated by the ICC, but never delivered to HSC. The naming convention is as follows:
MC – Mission Configuration
H/P/S – Instrument for which the version is valid (HIFI/PACS/SPIRE)
nnn – Version number of Mission Configuration
Additional elements were added to the name to describe the applicability of the MC in scheduling:
AO – Mission Configuration specifically generated for an AO Call
ASTR – Astronomer Mission Configuration for scheduling science observations in general
CAL – Calibration Mission Configuration for scheduling calibration/engineering AORs
CONTINGENCY – Mission Configuration generated for use in the case that the HIFI laser combs were declared failed
COP – Mission Configuration for scheduling Commissioning observations
GYRO – Mission Configuration for scheduling observations only when gyro propagation mode was enabled
HPSDB – Mission Configuration generated with a new HPSDB delivery
Phase3 – Provisional Mission Configuration for refining time estimation before launch
PV – Mission Configuration for scheduling PV observations
Rollback – Mission Configuration that reversed previous changes
RP – Mission Configuration for scheduling routine science
SDP – Mission configuration for scheduling SDP observations only
TEST – Experimental Mission Configuration for testing purposes only
The table below lists the Mission Configurations by date of generation. For Astronomer Mission Configurations, the approval of the cCCB
was required, before it could be used for scheduling, certifying that the Mission Configuration had gone through rigorous testing and
showed no anomalies or detectable pathologies that might be a danger to the satellite or to the instruments. First use in scheduling may thus
be delayed by a week or more for Astronomer Mission Configurations. For Calibration Mission Configurations the delay was usually shorter
as the MC could be used as soon as Uplink Verification tests were completed. Due to the fluid nature of Commissioning, it was occasionally
the case that the sequence of tests changed, thus an MC delivered for a particular test was not generated until after another MC with a higher
sequence number.
Date Generated

Mission Configuration Name

May 16 2009
May 22 2009
May 25 2009
May 27 2009
Jun 4 2009
Jun 6 2009
Jun 6 2009
Jun 6 2009
Jun 8 2009
Jun 9 2009
Jun 10 2009
Jun 10 2009
Jun 12 2009
Jun 17 2009
Jun 18 2009
Jun 18 2009
Jun 19 2009
Jun 20 2009
Jun 21 2009
Jun 24 2009
Jun 25 2009
Jun 27 2009
Jul 1 2009
Jul 2 2009
Jul 3 2009
Jul 6 2009

MC_H2_P2_S2_COP
MC_H2_P2_S3_COP
MC_H2_P2_S4_COP
MC_H2_P2_S5_COP
MC_H4_P2_S6_COP
MC_H3_P2_S5_COP
MC_H4_P2_S5_COP
MC_H4_P2_S7_COP
MC_H5_P2_S7_COP
MC_H5_P2_S8_COP
MC_H5_P3_S8_COP
MC_H5_P4_S8_COP
MC_H7_P5_S9_COP
MC_H8_P6_S9_COP
MC_H10_P6_S9_COP
MC_H10_P7_S9_COP
MC_H10_P7_S10_COP
MC_H11_P7_S10_COP
MC_H12_P7_S10_COP
MC_H13_P8_S10_COP
MC_H13_P9_S10_COP
MC_H14_P9_S11_COP
MC_H15_P10_S11_COP
MC_H16_P10_S11_COP
MC_H16_P10_S12_COP
MC_H16_P10_S13_COP
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Jul 9 2009
Jul 10 2009
Jul 11 2009
Jul 14 2009
Jul 18 2009
Jul 20 2009
Jul 22 2009
Jul 23 2009
Jul 26 2009
Jul 26 2009
Jul 28 2009
Jul 29 2009
Jul 31 2009
Aug 2 2009
Aug 4 2009
Aug 6 2009
Aug 11 2009
Aug 16 2009
Aug 17 2009
Aug 18 2009
Aug 22 2009
Aug 27 2009
Aug 28 2009
Aug 30 2009
Sep 1 2009
Sep 2 2009
Sep 2 2009
Sep 3 2009
Sep 7 2009
Sep 9 2009
Sep 11 2009
Sep 13 2009
Sep 15 2009
Sep 18 2009
Sep 19 2009
Sep 19 2009
Sep 22 2009
Sep 23 2009
Sep 24 2009
Sep 24 2009
Sep 25 2009
Sep 29 2009
Oct 1 2009
Oct 4 2009
Oct 6 2009
Oct 9 2009
Oct 9 2009
Oct 9 2009
Oct 13 2009
Oct 20 2009
Oct 21 2009
Oct 22 2009
Oct 28 2009
Oct 29 2009
Nov 3 2009
Nov 4 2009
Nov 10 2009
Nov 13 2009

MC_H16_P11_S13a_COP
MC_H16_P11_S14_COP
MC_H17_P11_S14_COP
MC_H17_P11_S15_COP
MC_H17_P11_S16_PV
MC_H17_P12_S16_PV
MC_H18_P12_S16_PV
MC_H18_P12_S17_PV
MC_H18_P13_S17_PV
MC_H19_P13_S17_PV
MC_H20_P13_S17_PV
MC_H20_P13_S18_PV
MC_H20_P14_S18_PV
MC_H21_P14_S18_PV
MC_H21_P14_S19_PV
MC_H21_P15_S19_PV
MC_H21_P15_S20_PV
MC_H21_P15_S21_PV
MC_H21_P15_S22_PV
MC_H21_P16_S22_PV
MC_H21_P16_S23_PV
MC_H21_P16_S24_PV
MC_H21_P16_S25_PV
MC_H21_P17_S25_PV
MC_H21_P17_S26_PV
MC_H21_P17_S27_PV
MC_H21_P18_S27_PV
MC_H21_P19_S27_PV
MC_H21_P19_S28_PV
MC_H21_P20_S28_PV
MC_H21_P21_S28_PV
MC_H21_P22_S28_ASTR
MC_H21_P22_S29_PV
MC_H21_P23AST_S29
MC_H21_P24AST_S29
MC_H21_P24AST_S30
MC_H21_P24AST_S31
MC_H21_P25_S31
MC_H21_P26ASTR_S31_PV
MC_H21_P26_S31_PV
MC_H21_P27ASTR_S31_PV
MC_H21_P27ASTR_S32_PV
MC_H21_P28_S32_PV
MC_HPhase3_P27ASTR_S27ASTR_SDP
MC_H21_P28_S33_PV
MC_HPhase3_P29ASTR_S27ASTR_2_SDP
MC_HPhase3_P29ASTR_S27ASTR_SDP
MC_HPhase3_P30ASTR_S27ASTR_SDP
MC_HPhase3_P30ASTR_S34ASTR_SDP
MC_HPhase3_P31ASTR_S34ASTR_SDP
MC_HPhase3_P32ASTR_S34ASTR_SDP
MC_H21_P32_S35_PV
MC_HPhase3_P33ASTR_S34ASTR_SDP
MC_H21_P32_S36_PV
MC_HPhase3_P34ASTR_S34ASTR_SDP
MC_H21_P32_S37_PV
MC_H21_P32_S38_PV
MC_H21_P32_S39_PV
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Nov 13 2009
Nov 18 2009
Nov 25 2009
Nov 30 2009
Dec 3 2009
Dec 3 2009
Dec 7 2009
Dec 9 2009
Dec 9 2009
Jan 7 2010
Jan 15 2010
Jan 17 2010
Jan 25 2010
Feb 1 2010
Feb 2 2010
Feb 3 2010
Feb 3 2010
Feb 5 2010
Feb 9 2010
Feb 10 2010
Feb 11 2010
Feb 12 2010
Feb 16 2010
Feb 17 2010
Feb 22 2010
Feb 22 2010
Feb 23 2010
Mar 3 2010
Mar 5 2010
Mar 8 2010
Mar 12 2010
Mar 16 2010
Mar 17 2010
Mar 22 2010
Mar 25 2010
Mar 25 2010
Apr 3 2010
Apr 3 2010
Apr 9 2010
Apr 12 2010
Apr 22 2010
Apr 23 2010
Apr 26 2010
Apr 28 2010
Apr 29 2010
May 2 2010
May 12 2010
May 12 2010
May 13 2010
May 17 2010
May 19 2010
May 21 2010
May 21 2010

55

MC_HPhase3_P35ASTR_S34ASTR_SDP
MC_H21_P32_S40_PV
MC_H21_P32_S41_PV
MC_HPhase3_P36ASTR_S34ASTR_RP
MC_H21_P32_S42_PV
MC_HPhase3_P37ASTR_S34ASTR_RP
MC_HPhase3_P38ASTR_S34ASTR_RP
MC_HPhase3_P39ASTR_S34ASTR_RP
MC_HPhase3_P39ASTR_S43ASTR_RP
MC_H22_P39_S43_PV
MC_HPhase3_P40ASTR_S43ASTR_RP
MC_H23_P40_S44_PV
MC_H24_P40_S44_PV
MC_HPhase3_P42ASTR_S45ASTR_RP
MC_HPhase3_P42ASTR_S43ASTR_Hybrid_RP
MC_H24_P42_S47_PV
MC_HPhase3_P42ASTR_S46ASTR_RP
MC_H25ASTR_P42ASTR_S46ASTR_RP 55
MC_H26_P42_S47_PV
MC_H25ASTR_P43ASTR_S46ASTR_RP
MC_H27ASTR_P43ASTR_S46ASTR_RP
MC_H25ASTR_P43ASTR_S46ASTR_RollBack_RP
MC_H28ASTR_P43ASTR_S46ASTR_RP
MC_H27_P43_S48_PV
MC_H29ASTR_P43ASTR_S46ASTR_RP
MC_H30_P43_S48_PV
MC_H29ASTR_P43ASTR_S49ASTR_RP
MC_H31ASTR_P43ASTR_S49ASTR_RP
MC_H31ASTR_P44ASTR_S50ASTR_RP
MC_H32_P44_S50_PV
MC_H32_P44_S51_PV
MC_H31ASTR_P45ASTR_S50ASTR_RP
MC_H31ASTR_P46ASTR_S50ASTR_RP
MC_H31ASTR_P47ASTR_S50ASTR_RP
MC_H33_P47_S51_PV
MC_H34ASTR_P47ASTR_S50ASTR_RP
MC_H35_P47_S51_PV
MC_H36ASTR_P47ASTR_S50ASTR_RP
MC_H36ASTR_P47ASTR_S52ASTR_RP
MC_HTest_P47_S52_PV
MC_H37_P48_S52_PV
MC_H37_P48_S53_PV
MC_H38ASTR_P48ASTR_S52ASTR_RP
MC_H39_P48_S53_PV
MC_H40ASTR_P48ASTR_S52ASTR_RP
MC_H37_P48_S54_PV
MC_H38ASTR_P48ASTR_S55ASTR_AO
MC_H42ASTR_P48ASTR_S55ASTR_AO
MC_H41_P48_S55_CAL
MC_H42_P49_S55_CAL
MC_H42ASTR_P50ASTR_S55ASTR_AO
MC_H42ASTR_P51ASTR_S55ASTR_AO
MC_H43_P50_S56_CAL

This MC version was never used for scheduling and was replaced by a new delivery.
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May 24 2010
May 24 2010
May 27 2010
Jun 9 2010
Jun 14 2010
Jun 17 2010
Jun 23 2010
Jun 23 2010
Jun 28 2010
Jul 5 2010
Jul 6 2010
Jul 7 2010
Jul 13 2010
Jul 16 2010
Jul 16 2010
Jul 21 2010
Jul 23 2010
Aug 10 2010
Aug 10 2010
Aug 17 2010
Aug 27 2010
Sep 3 2010
Sep 15 2010
Sep 15 2010
Sep 20 2010
Sep 24 2010
Oct 14 2010
Oct 14 2010
Oct 25 2010
Oct 28 2010
Nov 2 2010
Nov 9 2010
Nov 15 2010
Nov 15 2010
Nov 23 2010
Dec 9 2010
Dec 10 2010
Jan 21 2011
Jan 21 2011
Jan 25 2011
Feb 2 2011
Feb 15 2011
Feb 17 2011
Mar 1 2011
Mar 3 2011
Mar 15 2011
Mar 29 2011
Mar 31 2011
Mar 31 2011
Apr 6 2011
Apr 8 2011
Apr 13 2011
Apr 14 2011
Apr 27 2011
Apr 28 2011
May 11 2011
May 16 2011
May 25 2011

MC_H42ASTR_P48ASTR_S52ASTR_RP
MC_H42ASTR_P48ASTR_S55ASTR_RP
MC_H42ASTR_P52ASTR_S55ASTR_AO
MC_H42ASTR_P53ASTR_S55ASTR_AO
MC_H44_P53_S56_CAL
MC_H46ASTR_P54ASTR_S55ASTR_AO
MC_H47_P54_S56_CAL
MC_H48ASTR_P54ASTR_S55ASTR_RP
MC_H42ASTR_P54ASTR_S55ASTR_RP
MC_H50ASTR_P54ASTR_S55ASTR_RP
MC_H49_P54_S56_CAL
MC_H50ASTR_P55ASTR_S55ASTR_RP
MC_H52ASTR_P55ASTR_S55ASTR_AO
MC_H52ASTR_P55ASTR_S56ASTR_RP
MC_H52ASTR_P55ASTR_S57ASTR_RP
MC_H51_P55_S57_CAL
MC_H51_P56_S57_CAL
MC_H53_P56_S57_CAL
MC_H54ASTR_P55ASTR_S57ASTR_RP
MC_H53_P56_S58_CAL
MC_H54ASTR_P55ASTR_S59ASTR_RP
MC_H55_P56_S59_CAL
MC_H57_P56_S59_CAL
MC_H58ASTR_P55ASTR_S59ASTR_RP
MC_H57_P57_S59_GYRO
MC_H58ASTR_P55ASTR_S60ASTR_RP
MC_H59_P56_S60_CAL
MC_H60ASTR_P55ASTR_S60ASTR_RP
MC_H60ASTR_P58ASTR_S60ASTR_RP
MC_H62ASTR_P58ASTR_S60ASTR_RP
MC_H61_P58_S60_CAL
MC_H62ASTR_P58ASTR_S61ASTR_RP
MC_H61_P58_S61_CAL
MC_H61_P58_S61_CAL_TEST
MC_H62ASTR_P59ASTR_S61ASTR_RP
MC_H64ASTR_P60ASTR_S61ASTR_RP
MC_H63_P60_S61_CAL
MC_H65_P60_S61_CAL
MC_H66ASTR_P60ASTR_S61ASTR_RP
MC_H65_P61_S61_GYRO
MC_H67_P60_S61_CAL
MC_H67_P60_S62_CAL
MC_H67_P62_S62_CAL
MC_H70ASTR_P60ASTR_S61ASTR_RP
MC_H72ASTR_P60ASTR_S61ASTR_AO
MC_H71_P62_S62_CAL
MC_H67_P63_S62_CAL
MC_H73_P63_S62_CAL
MC_H74ASTR_P60ASTR_S61ASTR_AO
MC_H74ASTR_P64ASTR_S61ASTR_AO
MC_H73_P65_S62_GYRO
MC_H76ASTR_P64ASTR_S61ASTR_RP
MC_H75_P64_S62_CAL
MC_H77_P64_S62_CAL
MC_H76ASTR_P66ASTR_S61ASTR_AO
MC_H78ASTR_P66ASTR_S61ASTR_AO
MC_H78ASTR_P66ASTR_S63ASTR_AO
MC_H79_P66_S63_CAL
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Jun 6 2011
Jun 7 2011
Jun 10 2011
Jun 29 2011
Jul 5 2011
Jul 11 2011
Jul 20 2011
Jul 22 2011
Jul 28 2011
Jul 29 2011
Aug 9 2011
Aug 26 2011
Aug 26 2011
Sep 26 2011
Sep 27 2011
Sep 28 2011
Sep 28 2011
Oct 17 2011
Oct 17 2011
Nov 10 2011
Nov 11 2011
Nov 22 2011
Nov 22 2011
Nov 30 2011
Dec 15 2011
Dec 19 2011
Jan 13 2012
Jan 20 2012
Jan 20 2012
Feb 28 2012
Feb 28 2012
Apr 9 2012
Apr 23 2012
Apr 24 2012
Apr 24 2012
May 22 2012
Jul 13 2012
Jul 13 2012
Jul 23 2012
Sep 26 2012
Nov 22 2012
Nov 22 2012
Dec 19 2012
Dec 19 2012
Jan 18 2013
Jan 21 2013
Feb 14 2013
Feb 20 2013
May 17 2013

MC_H80ASTR_P66ASTR_S63ASTR_AO
MC_H80ASTR_P67ASTR_S63ASTR_AO
MC_H81_P67_S63_CAL
MC_H82ASTR_P67ASTR_S63ASTR_AO
MC_H83_P67_S63_CAL
MC_H84ASTR_P67ASTR_S63ASTR_AO
MC_H86ASTR_P67ASTR_S63ASTR_AO
MC_H85_P67_S63_CAL
MC_H88ASTR_P67ASTR_S63ASTR_RP
MC_H88_P67_S64_CAL
MC_H87_P67_S64_CAL
MC_H87_P67_S64_HPSDB
MC_H88ASTR_P67ASTR_S63ASTR_HPSDB
MC_H90ASTR_P67ASTR_S63ASTR_RP
MC_H89_P67_S64_CAL
MC_H89_P67_S64_HPSDB
MC_H90ASTR_P67ASTR_S63ASTR_HPSDB
MC_H89_P67_S64_HPSDB_MOC13
MC_H90ASTR_P67ASTR_S63ASTR_HPSDB_MOC13
MC_H92ASTR_P67ASTR_S63ASTR_RP
MC_H91_P67_S64_CAL
MC_H93_P67_S64_CAL
MC_H94ASTR_P67ASTR_S63ASTR_RP
MC_H94ASTR_P68ASTR_S63ASTR_RP
MC_H96ASTR_P68ASTR_S63ASTR_RP
MC_H95_P68_S64_CAL
MC_H96ASTR_P69ASTR_S63ASTR_RP
MC_H97_P69_S66_CAL
MC_H98ASTR_P69ASTR_S66ASTR_RP
MC_H100ASTR_P69ASTR_S66ASTR_RP
MC_H99_P69_S66_CAL
MC_H100_P69_S67_CAL
MC_H100CAL_P69_S68_CAL
MC_H100_P69_S68_CAL
MC_H101_P69_S68_CAL
MC_H100ASTR_P70ASTR_S66ASTR_RP
MC_H102ASTR_P70ASTR_S66ASTR_RP
MC_H103_P70_S68_CAL
MC_H103ASTR_P70ASTR_S66ASTR_CONTINGENCY
MC_H103_P70_S69_CAL
MC_H105ASTR_P70ASTR_S66ASTR_CONTINGENCY
MC_H105_P70_S69_CAL
MC_H107ASTR_P70ASTR_S66ASTR_CONTINGENCY
MC_H107_P70_S69_CAL
MC_H109_P70_S69_CAL
MC_H109ASTR_P70ASTR_S66ASTR_CONTINGENCY
MC_H111_P70_S69_CAL
MC_H113ASTR_P70ASTR_S66ASTR_CONTINGENCY
MC_H111_P70_S70_CAL

HPSDB versions used for Uplink in Flight Operations:
The following are the HPSDB versions generated for Flight Operations. Where no date or full name are given, it is because the version was
generated, but failed testing, or was never used in Flight Operations.
Short name

Date

MOC 1
MOC 2

06 Mar 2009
25 Jun 2009

First use

Full name
HPSDB_FM1_M_903062241
HPSDB_FM1_M_906251623
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MOC 3
MOC 4
MOC 5
MOC 6
MOC 7
MOC 8
MOC 9
MOC 10
MOC 11
MOC 12
MOC 13

14 Aug 2009

HPSDB_MOC_HERSCH_CCS_issueMOC3_200908141600

26 Oct 2009
30 Nov 2009
01 Feb 2010

OD-274
OD-291

HPSDB_MOC_HERSCH_CCS_issueMOC5_200910261200
HPSDB_MOC_HERSCH_CCS_issueMOC6_200911301000
HPSDB_MOC_HERSCH_CCS_issueMOC7_201002011600

16 Mar 2010

OD-355

HPSDB_MOC_HERSCH_CCS_issueMOC9_201003161700

11 Nov 2011

OD-931

HPSDB_MOC_HERSCH_CCS_issueMOC13
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Appendix D. Operational PHS Releases
A list of all Operational releases of HSpot used for observation scheduling is given below, starting with the final pre-launch HSpot 4.2
release.For each release we give: the release number, the date of release, the build number (not all builds of the PHS system became
operational) and a link to the release notes.
Release

Date

PHS Build
number

HCSS

Release notes

4.2.0
4.3.0
4.3.1
4.3.2
4.3.3
4.3.4
4.3.5

13/05/2009
15/07/2009
28/08/2009
23/09/2009
02/10/2009
15/10/2009
20/10/2009

566
580
581
584
585
587
593

PHS release 4.2.0
PHS release 4.3.0
PHS release 4.3.1
PHS release 4.3.2
PHS release 4.3.3
PHS release 4.3.4
PHS release 4.3.5

4.3.6

20/10/2009

595

4.4.0

10/12/2009

599

4.3.7

14/12/2009

601

4.4.1

18/01/2010

603

4.4.2

21/01/2010

604

4.4.3

25/01/2010

605

4.4.4

22/02/2010

609

5.0.0

10/05/2010

616

5.0.1

18/05/2010

618

5.0.2

20/05/2010

620

5.0.3

28/05/2010

622

5.0.4

17/06/2010

625

5.0.5

30/06/2010

626

5.1.0

23/07/2010

628

5.1.1

04/08/2010

630

5.1.2

31/08/2010

632

1.0.1
1.1.0RC3
1.1.1
1.1.3
1.1.3
1.1.3
1.2.0 (1.2
1718)
1.2.0 (1.2
1718)
1.2.7 (1.2
1803)
1.2.7 (1.2
1803)
2.0.0 (2.0
1383)
2.0.1 (2.0
1387)
2.0.1 (2.0
1387)
2.3.0 (2.0
1436)
3.0.1 (3.0
1528)
3.0.1 (3.0
1528)
3.0.1 (3.0
1528)
3.0.1 (3.0
1528)
3.1.1 (3.0
1579)
3.1.1 (3.0
1579)
4.0.0 (4.0
1349)
4.0.0 (4.0
1349)
5.0 (5.0 1229)

5.1.3

22/09/2010

634

PHS release 5.1.3

5.2.0

04/11/2010

644

5.2.1

30/11/2010

648

5.2.2

10/12/2010

650

5.2.3

02/03/2011

656

5.2.4

08/03/2011

659

5.3.0

11/03/2011

661

4.3.0 (4.0
1435)
4.4.0 (4.0
1462)
5.0.0 (5.0
1760)
5.0.0 (5.0
1760)
6.0.0 (6.0
2050)
6.0.2 (6.0
2054)
6.0.2 (6.0

PHS release 4.3.6

Comments

HIFI dedicated

PHS release 4.4.0
PHS release 4.3.7

4.3.6 over HCSS 1.2.7

PHS release 4.4.1

4.4.0 over HCSS 2.0.0

PHS release 4.4.2

4.4.0 over HCSS 2.0.1

PHS release 4.4.3

HSC dedicated build

PHS release 4.4.4
PHS release 5.0.0
PHS release 5.0.1
PHS release 5.0.2
PHS release 5.0.3
PHS release 5.0.4
PHS release 5.0.5
PHS release 5.1.0
PHS release 5.1.1
PHS release 5.1.2

PACS dedicated. Required for Gyro pointing
mode
Same contents as 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 Gyro pointing
mode available (HCSS 4.3.0)

PHS release 5.2.0
PHS release 5.2.1
PHS release 5.2.2
Same contents PHS
release 5.2.2
Same contents PHS
release 5.2.2
PHS release 5.3.0

5.2.2 over HCSS 6.0.0
5.2.2 over HCSS 6.0.2
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5.3.1

05/04/2011

664

5.3.2

16/05/2011

668

6.0.0

07/06/2011

676

6.0.1

19/06/2011

690

6.1.0

12/12/2011

705

6.1.1

16/02/2012

718

6.2.0

19/10/2012

727

6.3.0

07/02/2013

735

6.3.1

18/04/2013

736

6.3.2

24/04/2013

737

7.0.0

05/09/2013

743

2054)
6.0.2 (6.0
2054)
6.0.2 (6.0
2054)
6.0.2 (6.0
2054)
7.0.0 (7.0
1939)
7.3.0 (7.0
1994)
8.1.0 (8.0
3397)
9.1.0 (9.0
3071)
10.0.0 (10.0
2747)
10.0.0 (10.0
2747)
10.0.0 (10.0
2747)
11.0.0 (11.0
2931)

PHS release 5.3.1
PHS release 5.3.2
PHS release 6.0.0
PHS release 6.0.1
PHS release 6.1.0
PHS release 6.1.1
PHS release 6.2.0
PHS release 6.3.0
PHS release 6.3.1
PHS release 6.3.2
PHS release 7.0.0
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APPENDIX E. OPERATIONAL HIPE RELEASES
A list of all Operational releases of HIPE starting with HIPE 4.2 is given below. For each release we give basic information on changes so
that Herschel users can assess whether or not re-processing of data with a later version is indicated and what fundamental changes have
occurred in the different releases. Highlights are a selection of the most important data reduction and product changes for astronomers in
each new release of HIPE:
• HIPE 4.2:
SPG:
• PointingProduct included in an observation covers only the observation time range.
• Inclusion of Horizons, Orbit Events and Satellite Housekeeping products as auxiliary.
• Observations include the instrument mode.
HIFI:
• Hot and cold load (hc) observations are boxed in the HTP.
• Changes in doDeconvolution, fitHifiFringe, doVelocityCorrection, doRadialVelocity, doOffSubtract and doFluxHotCold. Changes
in Level 2 map context names.
PACS:
• Changes in Madmap. Inclusion of all available metadata in PACS products.
• Spectroscopy changes in specAddNod, specCorrectHerschelVelocity and specAddNodCubes.
• Respecting SIAM time and bad pixels identified in the red photometer.
SPIRE:
• SpirePreprocessedCube contains raster/jiggle position data. All level 1 products are calibrated using extended-source flux
conversion. New Level 2 product of Level 2 point-source sparse sampling observations.
• New tasks concurrentGlitchDeglitcher and signalJumpDetector. Enhanced SLW signal to noise. Level 1 and 2 spectral products only
contain data defined by the Spectrometer Band Edge calibrator. Changed pixel sizes for several AOT/samplings.
• New Level 2 product based on SOF1 raster observations.
•
•

HIPE 4.3:
New gyro_nodding_pointing mode.

• HIPE 4.4:
• HIFI: Changed mkWbsFreq, hiClass and USB/LSB frequency axes, fixed post-processing that could avoid saving to FITS. Also
changes in waveunit metadata, velocity correction in HEB bands and a pipeline-stopper bug.
•
•

HIPE 4.5:
No data product/reduction changes.

•
•

HIPE 4.6:
No data product/reduction changes.

• HIPE 5:
• Changes in radialVelocity and SSO. Addition of the regrid task. Changed the Wcs class adding methods for checking for celestial
poles. Changed the extractSpectrum task and addition of Gaussian resampling.
• Added metadata slewTime to the Observation context with appropriate methods to work with it. Added metadata PCAVEATS to
QualityContext product.
• SPG: Changes in Madmap implementation. Different handling of time using DTCP instead of timestamps. Correction of motion
data in the ObservationContext.
HIFI:
• Updated spur table and chopper threshold values. Changed the mixer current quality control check. Changed Mars calibration values
and added efficiency and beam values.
• Added longitude_cmd and latitude_cmd to Level 0. Frequency calibration changes for lines between pixels. Also changes in
doMainBeamTemp task and cube metadata ra and dec are set to the centre of the cube.
• Changes in PolarPairs task and addition of convertK2Jy task. Changes and enhancements in FitHifiFringe and addition of a
complementary task fitBaseline. Addition of a stand-alone Discrete Fourier Transform.
PACS:
• Enhanced Madmap implementation. New script for scan maps. Many changes in mapping, noise treatment and pointing products.
Added new task photMaskFrames.
• New spectral mode unchopped, wavelength calibration, trend analysis product. Rearranged bands of a range scan in the block table.
Changes to specWaveRebin.
• Phot pipeline: New time correlation and concurrent glitch deglitcher for scan maps.
• Spec pipeline: Old data should be always reprocessed with HIPE 5. Removal of contributions from other instruments is the main
change. Added naiveProjectionTask.
•
•
•
•

HIPE 5.1:
New Level 2.5 added for SPIRE and PACS
Corrected ImageSubtract and AbstractMapperTask bugs with Wcs information and additional changes to Wcs class code.
Added task convertSingleHifiSpectrum and changes to HiClass and PolarPairs.
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•
•

HIPE 5.2:
Updated HIFI spur table.

•
•

HIPE 5.3:
No data product/reduction changes.

• HIPE 6:
• Added an implementation of wavelet transforms. Changes to source extraction. Addition of a Spectrum integrator.
HIFI:
• Update to spur table in calibration. Calibration products now public. Changes in the hifiPipeline task to make it more configurable.
Changes in flagging and thresholds. New metadata forwardEff and beamEff added to the product during pipeline execution. Changes to
HifiSpectrumDataset to allow conversion to sky frequency. Addition of a statistics trend product. Many changes in all areas of the
Spectrum Toolbox.
PACS:
• Added a slicing framework. Corrections in deglitching, high-pass filtering, SSO astrometry and Madmap processing of cross scans.
Changes in calibration (especially spectrometer) mean that the manual application of correction factors is no longer needed.
SPIRE:
• Many changes in the pipeline, including phase correction, extended flux-calibrated spectra in level 1, spectral averaging and creation
of Level 2 spectral maps. New tasks: filterChannels, removeOutOfBand, makeSameOpds, mergeFtsBuildingBlocks,
specMergeHighLowSds, observationLayout and a mosaic plotting utility.
•
•

HIPE 6.0.1:
No data product/reduction changes.

•
•

HIPE 6.0.2:
No data product/reduction changes.

•
•

HIPE 6.0.3:
No data product/reduction changes.

• HIPE 6.1:
• HIFI updated calibration tables for mkOffSmooth, PACS removed a problem about NAIFID, updated calibration, improved
LX_scanMapPhotProject (X=1,2) and SPIRE updated Merging_pipeline script.
• HIPE 7:
• Added the Calibration Source Database to HIPE.
• HIFI: Pipeline configuration works up to Level 2. Changes in Standing Wave and Baseline removal, also doDeconvolution.
• PACS: Improvements in SSO scan maps, aberration correction. Changes in the processing of line IDs in spectroscopy. Calibration
updates: photometer flux, Madmap and spatial spectroscopy. New product to contain CoolerRecyclingTimes and after the slicing effort
of HIPE 6 new products SlicedPacsCube and SlicedPacsRebinnedCube along with a new task pacsSelectSlices. Many changes to
spectral products like PacsCube metadata, onOffSource, minWave, maxWave, nodCycle and lineId.
• SPIRE: Update of in-flight bolometer model parameters, updated TempDriftCorr product. Changes in AssociateSkyPositionTask.
Fully working mosaicking of maps. In the pipeline, there are new tasks: SpireProduct2SimpleSpectrumTask, GriddingProjectionTask,
DestriperTask, BaselineRemovalMedianTask, BaselineRemovalPolynomialTask and changes to WaveletDeglitcherTask,
SpecFluxConversionTask and SpecTelescopeCorrectionTask.
• HIPE 7.1:
• HIFI: Restructured the calibration object for WBS nonlinearity description. PACS: removed keyword mapScanNumLegs. SPIRE:
updated threshold values.
•
•

HIPE 7.2:
HIFI: Updates to fitHifiFringe.

•
•

HIPE 7.3:
Fixed a bug that created wrong values for ratioSamplesOutOfCalibrationRangePSW.

• HIPE 8:
• User pool names (pool ID) restrictions: Allowed characters in name: alphanumeric, dash ("-") and underscore ("_"). The pool ID is
case-sensitive, must be with less than 255 characters, and ”urn”is not allowed as pool ID, and finally the pool ID cannot start with a dash
("-"). Old pools with names that violate those restrictions need to be renamed (at OS level) in order to be used in HIPE.
HIFI:
• Improved spectral cubes: Spectral cubes from mapping observations after OD 835 gridded using actual scan line and readout used
in observation, earlier maps use a better approximation.
• Improved band 6 and 7 Spectral Scan data: Improvements in the level 1 pipeline give noticeably improved noise and baseline
quality of Spectral Scan observations performed in bands 6 and 7.
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• Standing waves: For strong continuum sources an optional pipeline step, doFilterLoads, can reduce or eliminate standing waves
from the hot and cold loads
• Calibration version: The calibration version used by the pipeline is now included in the metadata of all calibrated products. You
can also select the calibration version to be used by the pipeline (command line only).
PACS:
• PACS spectroscopy: Several new and improved tasks: flux calibration now includes the calibration block; errors are calculated at
the cube level; better transient correction for unchopped observations; improved the flatfielding tasks (line scan and range scan
separately).
• New Spectroscopy pipeline scripts: To combine or bulk process data; to compare off-source (sky) spectra to the on-source spectra;
and to experiment with an alternative spectral response method.
• PACS Photometry: Second-level deglitching more efficient; a companion task to photProject, which is much faster; new cross-talk
correction task; updated calibration file for non-linearity.
• Reprocess PACS photometry with HIPE 8: Only if you have a very bright target of which you want to do the photometry with the
non-linearity correction and the crosstalk artefact removal.
SPIRE:
• SPIRE Spectroscopy of bright sources: Big improvements in the processing of bright source mode observations with the SPIRE
Spectrometer.
• Calibration files: Improvements in a number of Spectrometer calibration file
• FTS spectra: The representation of FTS spectra is now in terms of Frequency in GHz and not in wavenumbers in cm-1.
• SPIRE Photometry of extended emission: improved destriper; new module and calibration file to correct for relative gains
correction for extended emission
• Astrometry: new astrometry correction module. Given a reference image, it will correct the whole observation conext (level 1 and
Level 2)
•
•

HIPE 8.0.1:
No data products/reduction changes.

• HIPE 8.1:
• Changes to tasks fitFringe, HIFI: doGridding, fitBaseLine, fitHifiFringe, doDeconvolution, PACS: selectSlices, photMaskCrosstalk
(new), SPIRE: spireProduct2SimpleSpectrum, spireProjection, baselineCorrection.
• Changes to products: new ACMS telemetry product, PACS: added wavelength keyword to Level 2.5 products, SPIRE: new
calibration products and quality flags.
•
•
•

HIPE 8.2:
Changes to processing: Sky area in CSAT aperture spectral extractions. SPIRE: baseline removal while merging.
Changes to products: PACS: PacsTodProduct and quality flags.

•
•

HIPE 8.3:
PACS: Level 1 frames now contain glitch masks.

• HIPE 9:
• New cube toolbox. The nex toolbox replaces the Cube Spectrum Analysis Toolbox (CSAT). Common look and feel with the
Spectrum Explorer and improved algorithms.
• Easier data access. Handling Herschel data is now done via the new MyHSA tool and the improved getObservation task.
• Human-made index. Added to three core manuals: HIPE Owner's Guide, Data Analysis Guide and Scripting and Data Mining
Guide.
• Comments on documentation. You can now leave comments at the bottom of any page in the HIPE Help System.
• Support to OSX Lion. HIPE is now officially supported on version 10.7 of Mac OS X.
HIFI:
• HIFI Level 2.5 product introduced. For Spectral Scans it holds the deconvolved single sideband solutions; for Maps it holds the
cubes; for all cases it holds a copy of the Level 2 HTP.
• New interactive pipeline between Level 2 and 2.5. This allows the insertion of tasks like fitHifiFringe and fitBaseline into the
pipeline between Level 2 and 2.5.
• Browse products added. For spectral scans and maps.
PACS:
• Photometer. Addressing additional specific cases in new interactive pipeline scripts.
• Spectrometer pipeline processing. Improved pipeline processing for better reliability of broadband features.
• Spectral flatfielding. Improved spectral flatfielding for wide spectral ranges (e.g. SED).
• Flux losses. Correction for flux losses due to pointing jitter and pointing offset
• Flux extraction for point-sources. Use of central 3x3 spaxel fluxes for a more reliable beam correction
• Convolution kernels. For photometer and spectrometer maps, aiding the interpretation of extended and point sources.
SPIRE:
• Destriper. Now this is the default task for baseline removal in both SPG and User pipelines.
• Faster processing. Improved processing speed using multi-threading.
• Cooler burps. Improved task for correction of cooler burps.
• Photometer pipeline processing. Improved error maps and baseline correction.
• Spectrometer calibration. Improved point source and bright mode calibration. Better calibration for low resolution observations.
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Spectrometer scripts. New and updated useful scripts for background subtraction and spectral noise.
• HIPE 9.1:
• Changes to processing: HIFI: Changes to doAvg, doFilterLoads, fitHifiFringe and pipeline that missed creation of HRS products,
PACS: some Level 2.5 products were created again and many changes to Madmap and mosaic task, SPIRE: changes to the destriper.
• Changes to products: Addition of improved pointing products and the calibration source database. Recovered some formerly missing
housekeeping telemetry. HIFI: Addition of a quality flag for erroneous scan counts and changes in HifiUplinkProduct.
•
•

HIPE 9.2:
HIFI: tsys_median metadata recovered after fixing bug. PACS: outdated calibration blocks are now masked instead of removed.

• HIPE 10:
• Optimised the registration and initialisation of tasks. This can reduce HIPE start-up time by up to 20%.
• Displaying images uses less memory and is much faster.
• Data fitting is now more robust in the presence of heavy outliers.
• You can now edit table metadata directly in the GUI. Use the Add parameter, Edit parameter and Remove parameter entries from
the table's popup menu.
• You can now send the results of a query in the HSA User Interface directly to HIPE as a table dataset.
HIFI:
• Introduction of a pipeline task to allow comparison of emission in DBS chop positions, mkDbsReference task. It differences the
chop positions in all DBS observations and after applying the band-pass correction stores them in a product in calibration->pipeline-out
called ReferenceSpectra.
• Major updates to flagTool
• Rotated cubes are now produced in the Level 2.5 product by default for maps carried out with a non-zero position angle, a nonrotated cube is also produced.
PACS:
• New task available to derive error maps for maps produced with photProject task on highpass filtered timelines.
• The allocated RAM memory to process PACS scan maps has been halved.
SPIRE:
• New zeroPointCorrection task for cross-calibration with Planck HFI maps producing extended emission maps.
• Automatic correction to SSO frame for moving objects
• Improved photometry consistency across all Source Extraction and Photometry tasks
• Better spectrometer calibration for recent observational days after OD1011 (especially for faint sources)
• SpectrometerDetectorSpectrum (SDS) products have more functionality with the Spectrum Explorer and Toolbox
• N-E arrows added to show orientation of the spectrometer arrays in the SDS Explorer
• New useful script to fit lines in a spectral cube
•
•

HIPE 10.1:
Changes to processing: Improved HIFI: doWbsFreqTask, fitBaseline, PACS: OutOfBand, SPIRE: tempDriftCorr.

•
•

HIPE 10.2:
No data products/reduction changes.

•
•

HIPE 10.3:
No data products/reduction changes.

• HIPE 11:
• New indexing for pools. This results in faster search for local products but requires rebuilding the index when going back to
previous versions. More information can be found here.
• Star tracker focal-length induced offsets of less than 5 arcsec have been corrected for data from ODs < 320.
• Combined pipeline and aperture photometry script for PACS scanmaps of point sources.
HIFI:
• flagTool enhanced to allow better and simpler flagging of data for reprocessing.
• Updates to CleanDF and spur tables and ghost identifications.
• Improved performance of standing waves and baseline removal tasks.
• doPointing now uses the proper identifier in the orbit ephemeris product for a given SSO.
PACS:
• Photometer:
Level 2.5 MADmap maps now contain error maps.
Level 3 products generated in the standard product generation (SPG) pipeline.
• Spectrometer:
Flatfielding has been added for line scans only to the standard product generation (SPG) pipeline.
Spectrometer RSRF band R1 provides correct line fluxes in red leak region (beyond 190 microns). This RSRF is not applied by
default since it increases the noise in the resulting spectrum, but can be used interactively within Hipe.
Update of the spectrometer telescope background model with new parameter set representing the aging model of the optical surface.
SPIRE:
• Photometer:
Update to flux calibration to use new Neptune model (the ESA4 model instead of the ESA2 model).
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•

Spectrometer:
The telescope and instrument RSRFs have been updated to produce 20% lower instrument noise.
The beam FWHM inside the SCalSpecBeamParam product has been updated.
• HIPE 12:
• Drastic improvement in memory consumption for certain pipeline and analysis tasks (due to the changes in how output parameters
are handled, see below).
Tasks with multiple outputs now return a list (__list__ argument deprecated) to save memory.
Errors mentioning ArrayList suggest that your code is using tasks that return multiple outputs and you need to update it.
An automatic tool in HIPE will detect scripts with multiple outputs tasks: In case you open such a script then a dialog box pops up
showing which lines need to be changed and asking your permission to convert it. Its current limitations are described in the Known
Issues for HIPE 12 page. See Task parameters if your script contains any of the syntax features that are not currently implemented or if
after running the conversion there are still errors that could be related to output parameters.
• Improved contents and documentation in the headers of FITS files generated with HCSS or HIPE.
HIFI:
• Special task to mitigate electronic standing waves in HIFI HEB bands.
• There is no strong reason to reprocess HIFI data with this release. However for data taken in bands 6 and 7 (HEB bands) it is
recommended to try and remove the electrical standing waves with the new dedicated task.
PACS:
• Systematic pipeline produces Level 2.5 and Level 3 mosaics.
• All observations should be reprocessed with this HIPE version.
SPIRE:
• Super-resolution map-making algorithm for SPIRE-PHOT data.
There is no strong reason to reprocess SPIRE-PHOT data with this version and for the SPIRE-SPEC data it depends on the science case.
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Appendix F. Solar System Objects Observed by Herschel
Solar system objects observed as science targets (175) [Not including shadow observations].
Planets (5 56):
• Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune
Dwarf planets (5 57):
• Pluto, Eris, Ceres, Makemake, Haumea
Planetary satellites (6):
• Ganymede, Callisto (Jupiter), Enceladus, Titan, Phoebe (Saturn), Sycorax (Uranus)
Short period comets (6):
• 9P/Tempel 1, 10P/Tempel 2, 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1, 45P/Honda-Mrkos-Pajdusakova, 67P/ChuryumovGerasimenko, 103P/Hartley 2,
Transitional objects – asteroids with cometary activity (3):
• 65P/2060 Chiron, 174P/60558 Echeclus, 176P/118401 LINEAR
Long-period comets (8):
• C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp), C/2006 W3 (Christensen), C/2009 P1 (Garradd), C/2010 X1 (Elenin), C/2011 L4 (PanSTARRS),
C/2012 S1 (ISON), C/2012 T1 (PanSTARRS), C/2013 A1 (SidingSpring)
Main Belt asteroids (6):
• 1 Ceres, 21 Lutetia, 24 Themis, 65 Cybele, 253 Mathilde, 2867 Steins
Near Earth asteroids (3):
• 433 Eros, 99942 Apophis, 308635 (2005 YU55)
Centaurs and TNOs (133):
• See Table 91.

56
57

Object

NAIF ID

Object

NAIF ID

Object

NAIF ID

5145 Pholus
8405 Asbolus
10199 Chariklo
10370 Hylonome
15820 (1994 TB)
15874 (1996 TL66)
15875 (1996 TP66)
19308 (1996 TO66)
19521 Chaos
20000 Varuna
24835 (1995 SM55)
26181 (1996 GQ21)
26308 (1998 SM165)
26375 (1999 DE9)
28978 Ixion
32532 Thereus
33340 (1998 VG44)
35671 (1998 SN165)
38628 Huya
40314 (1999 KR16)
42301 (2001 UR163)
42355 Typhon
44594 (1999 OX3)
47171 (1999 TC36)
47932 (2000 GN171)
48639 (1995 TL8)
50000 Quaoar
52872 Okyrhoe

2005145
2008405
2010199
2010370
2015820
2015874
2015875
2019308
2019521
2020000
2024835
2026181
2026308
2026375
2028978
2032532
2033340
2035671
2038628
2040314
2042301
2042355
2044594
2047171
2047932
2048639
2050000
2052872

86177 (1999 RY215)
88611 Teharonhiawako
90377 Sedna
90482 Orcus
90568 (2004 GV9)
95626 (2002 GZ32)
101955 (1999 RQ36)
119878 (2002 CY224)
119951 (2002 KX14)
119979 (2002 WC19)
120061 (2003 CO1)
120132 (2003 FY128)
120178 (2003 OP32)
120181 (2003 UR292)
120216 (2004 EW95)
120347 (2004 SB60)
120347 Salacia
120348 (2004 TY364)
126154 (2001 YH140)
127546 (2002 XU93)
133067 (2003 FB128)
135182 (2001 QT322)
136108 Haumea
136199 Eris
136204 (2003 WL7)
136472 Makemake
138537 (2000 OK67)
139775 (2001 QG298)

2086177
2088611
2090377
2090482
2090568
2095626
2101955
2119878
2119951
2119979
2120061
2120132
2120178
2120181
2120216
2120347
2120347
2120348
2126154
2127546
2133067
2135182
2136108
2136199
2136204
2136472
2138537
2139775

250112 (2002 KY14)
2000 CN105
1999 CD158
2001 KA77
2001 KD77
2001 QY297
2001 QD298
2001 QF298
2001 QS322
2001 RZ143
2001 QX322
2001 XR254
2002 GV31
2002 GH32
2002 GP32
2002 KW14
2002 MS4
2002 VU130
2002 XV93
2003 FE128
2003 QW90
2003 QA91
2003 UZ117
2003 UT292
2003 WU172
2003 WU188
2003 GH55
2004 PT107

2250112
3031940
3042559
3078916
3078919
3092441
3092446
3092448
3092454
3092461
3092512
3102795
3126190
3126202
3126209
3131067
3143122
3143131
3145527
3153505
3160775
3160779
3166085
3170275
3170282
3172335
3175362
3254529

This is a complete sample. All the superior planets were observed by Herschel.
This is a complete sample. All dwarf planets recognised as such as of 2015 were observed by Herschel.
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54598 Bienor
55565 (2002 AW197)
55576 Amycus
55636 (2002 TX300)
55637 (2002 UX25)
55638 (2002 VE95)
65489 Ceto
66652 Borasisi
73480 (2002 PN34)
78799 (2002 XW93)
79360 (1997 CS29)
82075 (2000 YW134)
82155 (2001 FZ173)
82158 (2001 FP185)
84522 (2002 TC302)
84719 (2002 VR128)
84922 (2003 VS2)

2054598
2055565
2055576
2055636
2055637
2055638
2065489
2066652
2073480
2078799
2079360
2082075
2082155
2082158
2084522
2084719
2084922

143707 (2003 UY117)
144897 (2004 UX10)
145451 (2005 RM43)
145452 (2005 RN43)
145453 (2005 RR43)
145480 (2005 TB190)
145486 (2005 UJ438)
148780 Altjira
162173 (1999 JU3)
174567 (2003 MW12)
175113 (2004 PF115)
175706 (1996 FG3)
202421 (2005 UQ513)
208996 (2003 AZ84)
225088 (2007 OR10)
229762 (2007 UK126)
230965 (2004 XA192)

2143707
2144897
2145451
2145452
2145453
2145480
2145486
2148780
2162173
2174567
2175113
2175706
2202421
2208996
2225088
2229762
2230965

2005 EF298
2006 HJ123
2005 RO43
2005 RS43
2006 SX368
2003 UZ413
2004 NT33
2004 PG115
2005 QU182
2007 OC10
2007 RW10
2008 FC76
2010 EK139
2012 DR30
2013 AZ60

3277437
3335755
3338140
3340117
3351899
3383250
3383255
3383615
3383619
3383933
3384114
3408302
3515019
3599920
3623980

Table 91: A list of all Centaurs and TNOs observed by Herschel. Numbers and designations are those under which the objects were
observed and can be found in the Herschel Observing Log. Some objects have since passed from having only a provisional designation to
being numbered since being observed.
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Appendix H. Herschel, The Man
The Herschel Space Observatory is named after William Herschel, but who exactly was Herschel and how and why does he qualify for this
singular honour?
H.1 A SHORT BIOGRAPHY: WILLIAM HERSCHEL, 1738-1822
Born Friedrich Wilhelm Herschel on November 15th 1738, it is often forgotten that Herschel was actually a German, born in Hanover
(which, at the time, belonged to the British crown under the Hanovarian kings) and who only became a naturalised British citizen in 1793, at
the age of 55, with Royal Assent being given to the process on April 30th 1793 (Davido, 2013) 58. On naturalising, he became known as
William Herschel, although on his arrival in England he had already anglicised his name to Frederick William Herschel. Many sources state
that he was knighted in 1816, by the Prince Regent, near the end of his long life, giving him the title of ”Sir William” by which he is
remembered today. Recently there has been considerable debate over this, because no announcement of the honour could be found in the
official bulletins of the time where the award of such honours was published, leading to considerable doubts that a knighthood was awarded.
Research has shown that he was made a Knight of the Royal Guelphic Order – an honour in the bestowal of the Prince Regent – being
accorded the honorary title of 'Sir', although this was not the equivalent of an official British knighthood (Hanham & Hoskin, 2013).
Confirmation of this may be found in the fact that his final published paper in Philosophical Transactions, read on June 11th 1818, when he
was a few months short of his eightieth birthday and too frail to attend meetings in person (the carriage journey from Slough to London was
32km over the rough roads of the day), is signed ”By Sir William Herschel, Knt. Guelp. LL.D. F.R.S.” (Herschel, 1818), whereas his
previous contribution, in 1815, is more modestly signed ”By William Herschel, LL.D. F.R.S.” (Herschel, 1815). Similarly, the title ”LL.D.”
(Legum Doctor, or Doctor of Laws) was an honorary doctorate given for distinguished contributions and insights; in this case it was
bestowed on him by Glasgow University in 1791 (Dyson, 1938), hence he is often referred to as Dr. Herschel in contemporary references
after this date until his knighthood took precedence.
Herschel was evidently an extremely talented person who shone in many facets of life. He made many important astronomical discoveries
despite the fact that he was never a professional astronomer 59 although, after discovering Uranus, he was given the title the King’s
Astronomer and a quite generous annual pension of 200 Pounds Sterling 60. His father was a musician in the regimental band of the
Hanovarian Foot Guards and like all his brothers and sisters (Wilhelm Herschel was one of six children in the family, while another four
died in infancy) he was expected to learn a musical instrument. Although he learned the violin, it was as an oboist that he shone initially,
joining the band with his father at the age of 14. Although a musician, Wilhelm Herschel saw action in the disastrous battle of Hastenbeck in
1757 in which the Hanoverian army suffered a massive defeat. Having already had a short posting with the band in England in 1755 until,
with the threat of war looming, his regiment was recalled to Hanover, Herschel had learned English during his stay. Encouraged by their
father who was concerned for their safety, Wilhelm and his brother Jacob, who was also in the band, decided that a musical career in
England was preferable to military life. In 1759 Wilhelm and Jacob Herschel moved to England, this time to stay, with the former changing
his given name to William. It is sometimes stated that William Herschel deserted from the army in the aftermath of the battle of Hastenbeck
and was later pardoned by the king; but, like many good stories of its kind, this is apocryphal (Dyson, 1938). Initially William Herschel
went to the north of England and earned a living teaching and playing music, first in Sunderland, then in Yorkshire. He lived and worked in
Richmond and Leeds, before becoming an organist for a short time in Halifax in 1765. It was as an organist that he is best remembered now.
This was followed by a move to Bath in early December 1766, where he became an organist and conductor at the Octagon Chapel at the
Pump Rooms in Bath. Herschel was to live in Bath for over 15 years and visitors to the city can still find the beautifully kept Herschel
Museum there in his residence at Number 19, New King Street, Bath. Together with his brother Alexander, William started to cast, figure
and polish mirrors with speculum metal (an amalgam of typically two parts copper to one part tin that permits a high polish, with 63%
reflectivity at 4500Ǻ and 75% at 6500Ǻ, Tolansky & Donaldson (1947)) in his Bath home; visitors to the Herschel Museum in Bath can still
see the furnace used to melt and cast the speculum metal and the cracked paving stones that resulted from a catastrophic explosion that
almost cost him his life when a mirror casting went disastrously wrong. He became a skilled mirror-maker, working with brother Alexander,
making telescopes both for himself and for astronomers in other countries, although it is recorded that it took around two hundred failures
before he produced his first, successful mirror. In 1785, the humid environment of Bath finally caused him to leave the city, living briefly in
Windsor and then, in 1786, installing himself in Observatory House in Slough, where he lived until his death. Herschel composed 23
symphonies, plus many concertos and other works. Although largely forgotten today, his music is attractive and collections of his
compositions have been published and are available on CD, although little more than a curiosity in terms of musical history. A search of online book and music stores will find various examples of Herschel’s music for sale, often played by well-known orchestras.

58

The record of his naturalisation can be found at the URL: http://familyhistory.so/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/Naturalisations-1793.png. The full article at
http://familyhistory.so/category/naturalisation-records-2, includes a contemporary Herschel biography, his naturalisation, his will and biographical
information on his son Sir John Herschel, including the marriage record for his daughter and his burial record.
59
This was not so unusual. Most cutting-edge research in astronomy in the 17th to late 19th centuries was carried out by amateur astronomers who could afford
large telescopes. Professional observatories almost invariably concentrated on positional astronomy and had very modest-sized instruments compared to the
much larger instruments that some amateurs could possess. It was not until the opening of the Mount Wilson 60-inch (1.5m) telescope that a professional
instrument larger than Herschel’s 48-inch (1.22m) telescope at Observatory House in Slough was built.
60
Depending on the method of calculation and how you put a value on a sum of money in today’s equivalent, the value of this pension ranges from 22500
GBP to more than 1.9 million GBP in 2017 reckoning, equivalent to 26 000 to 2.2 million Euros, with the former the inflation-corrected worth and the latter
the equivalent economic power of the sum today (Officer & Williamson, 2014). The fact that he could give up working and dedicate himself to astronomy
while still living in some comfort, suggests that the true worth of his pension to him was well in excess of its nominal, inflation-corrected worth.
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Figure 208: William Herschel in Windsor in 1814. As he had received his honorary doctorate, but not yet his knighthood (Knight of the
Royal Guelphic Order), he was styled as Dr. Herschel (Image: Royal Astronomical Society)
William Herschel was interested in mathematics, which he found had a natural connection to music. This led him to an interest in
astronomy. His progress from beginner to researcher was astonishingly rapid. It was while living in Bath that Herschel started to develop an
interest in astronomy. In May 1773 he bought a popular astronomy book of the day to read. He starting casual observing in the same month.
Never one to do things by halves, Herschel started to keep a detailed observing log on March 1st 1774. His first work was on the height of
lunar mountains. He measured around one hundred and the measures were duly presented to the Royal Society. Another of his early tasks
was compiling a catalogue of double stars that was to keep him occupied intermittently almost to his death. His first, and most famous,
discovery was made as a result of a major sky survey that he had decided to undertake from his garden in Bath. In 1779 Herschel started to
carry a ”review of the heavens” with a high quality 160mm reflector of his own manufacture (Mullaney, 2007), on display at the Herschel
Museum in Bath. This was a low-tech version of the Palomar Sky Survey: Herschel would scan the sky and sister Caroline would take down
his observations so that he would not need to be distracted from the telescope.
On March 13th 1781, during his scans of the sky in the south of Gemini, he noticed a star near H Geminorum that appeared to show a small
disk. Observations on the next few nights showed that the object moved from night to night. Initially he thought that he had located a new
comet and announced the object as such to the Royal Society in his paper ”Account of a Comet” (Herschel, 1781) but already, astronomers,
including his friend the Astronomer Royal, Nevil Maskelyne, suspected that the object was a new and distant planet, something that the new
body’s orbit confirmed rapidly. Herschel was modest about his discovery and commented that the object’s appearance was so unlike a star
that, if he had not found it on that night, he would surely have found it on the next [despite this affirmation, resolving the tiny, 3 arcsecond
disk, was a major challenge to other astronomers, even knowing beforehand that the object was a planet and not a star, suggesting that
Herschel had good seeing from his Kings Road garden, as well as an excellent eye for detail]. This discovery brought him fame and he was
elected to the Royal Society in November 1781. The award of the title of King’s Astronomer and life pension that came with it enabled
Herschel to give up music and dedicate himself full-time to astronomy. In March 1783 he started his planned ”review of the heavens” in
earnest using a 47.5-cm (18.7-inch) reflector. Such was his dedication that if a 6th magnitude star approached the edge of the field he would
avert his gaze to avoid losing perfect night vision. One result was his map of the Galaxy (Figure 210) based in his star counts around the sky
(Herschel, 1784). The shape is substantially correct with the bulge and disk and the Sun in the Galactic Plane; his only significant error was
to place the Sun (the large white dot) too close to the centre, although even then he realised that it was off-set from the centre: it was this
error, jointly with interstellar absorption towards the Galactic Centre, that caused the large indent in the derived shape of the Galaxy to the
right of centre. In an age when sky surveys are carried out with large telescopes with high-speed computers and astrometry to measure
Galactic structure is increasingly moving into space (e.g. Hipparcos and Gaia), it is salutary to remember that the first such studies were
purely visual ones carried out by Herschel from a site in the middle of an important English town! Herschel even carried out the first study
of Galactic motion by determining, with surprising accuracy, the direction of the apex of solar motion, finding that the point to which the
Sun was moving was towards the star Lambda Herculis (Herschel, 1805).
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Figure 209: A 1 degree diameter field around the position of Uranus (centre of field, marked) on the night of its discovery. The brightest
star is HIP 27442, which is magnitude 8.25, about 2.5 magnitudes (a factor of 10 in brightness) fainter than Uranus [Image generated by
Mark Kidger using Dance of the Planets software].

Figure 210: Herschel’s map of the Galaxy, based on his star counts (Herschel, 1784). The indent to the right is caused in part by
Herschel’s assumption that the Sun was situated almost in the centre of the Milky Way and in part by interstellar absorption towards the
Galactic Centre.
H.2 HERSCHEL AND THE DISCOVERY OF INFRARED RADIATION
Herschel’s interests were wide and varied. He became interested in the Sun and this led to him to experiment with the solar spectrum,
leading to the discovery that is marked by the naming of the Herschel Space Observatory after him. Herschel used a prism to split the Sun’s
light into its component colours. He then placed three, carefully calibrated thermometer in the beam of light at different points and noticed
that the temperature rose as sunlight heated the bulb of the thermometer, measuring carefully the temperature rises observed (Herschel,
1800). In further experiment he, famously, in a flash of inspiration, withdrew the thermometer completely from the beam of light and
continued to carry out measurements of the temperature rise. To the blue end of the spectrum there was no effect but, to the red end, we can
imagine that it was to his considerable surprise, he found that the thermometer still registered a rise in temperature even though it was well
beyond the limit of the red in the projected spectrum (Herschel, 1800a). Herschel realised that the Sun must emit invisible light beyond the
red and termed this radiation ”infrared radiation“ (inside the red). With this simple experiment, William Herschel had discovered infrared
radiation, giving the first hint that there was a whole range of types of light beyond the visible spectrum. His thermometers were, effectively,
a simple type of bolometer: one of the types of detector carried on Herschel that relies on tiny temperature changes to detect faint infrared
radiation. The Herschel Space Observatory uses a state of the art version of bolometers in its instruments, hence it is apt that Herschel
should carry the name of the scientist who carried out the first simple experiments using bolometer technology to detect infrared radiation.
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H.3 OTHER HERSCHELS
The name ”Herschel“ has been given to other things than the Herschel Space Observatory. Here are some examples (however, beware, not
all ”Herschels” are named for Sir William Herschel, many of them are named after his son, John, and a few after his sister, Caroline):
On the Earth:
• The 4.2-m William Herschel Telescope at the Roque de los Muchachos Observatory, in La Palma (Canary Islands, Spain).
When first put in operation in 1988 it was the third largest single mirror telescope in the world.
• Mount Herschel in Antarctica: an impressive 3335-m peak is named after William Herschel’s son, Sir John Herschel.
• Herschel Island in Yukon Territory, in the North West Territory of Canada is a coastal island in the Beaufort Sea. Again, it was
named for William Herschel’s son, Sir John Herschel.
On the Moon:
There are three craters named ”Herschel“ on the Moon.
• The best known of these is also named after William Herschel’s son, Sir John Herschel.
• Sir William Herschel’s name is given to a quite prominent crater in the centre of the disk at the end of the Ptolomeus chain. Herschel
crater is quite easy to find. An iconic Apollo XII image shows the lunar module descending over Herschel crater.
• In contrast, Caroline Herschel receives a rather small and anonymous crater that was photographed from orbit by the Apollo 15
astronauts on Day 10 of their mission.
On Mars:
Sir William Herschel is honoured by a large and prominent crater on Mars that is filled with spectacular sand dunes, which have been
observed to move with time. The floor of the crater reaches 2.5km below the surrounding hills.
In the Asteroid Belt:
Tradition required that, for the first few thousand discoveries, millenary asteroids should be named for especially renowned scientists.
Asteroid 1934 NX was formally named (2000) Herschel for Sir William Herschel. It shows a large rotational variation of over 1 magnitude
with an exceptionally slow proposed rotational period of 130±3 hours (Warner, 2011), although a period of 32 hours has also been proposed,
with a much lower amplitude of 0.12 magnitudes (Durkee, 2005).
On Saturn’s moon Mimas:
William Herschel discovered Mimas on September 17th 1789. The Voyager spacecraft imaged it showing that it has a huge crater on one
side that has been named for William Herschel. Unsurprisingly, it is been nicknamed ”The Death Star”, because of its resemblance in the
early images to the giant artificial moon in the film Star Wars.
Miscellaneous:
There are several Herschel schools, including the Herschel Grammar School (Slough), the Herschelschule (Hanover) and Herschel School
(Capetown), although this last is named after Sir John Herschel who spent several years working at the Cape. There is also a Herschel
Society and a Herschel Museum in Bath. Sadly, Observatory House in Slough, the site of his 48-inch (1.2-m) telescope, was demolished in
the 1960s despite a campaign to save it and its site is now occupied by Slough Bus Station. However there is still a Herschel connection, if
only a tenuous one with the new occupant of the site, as the architect produced a futuristic design such that ”the form of the building derives
from the idea of different wavelengths of light inspired by Astronomer Royal (sic!), William Herschel’s discovery of infra-red waves in
1800 while a resident of Slough” (Bblur architecture, 2011).
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